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The Introduction opens with a definition of tem3 (seetion A), and an 

explanation of the method to be employed (section B). 

The connection between Old Testament and Qurl; n is understood to be 

basically linear, 

Since the deuteronomie-dauteronomistio literature marks the decisive 

stage in the process of Scripture-formation, the Introduction includes a 

sketch of the provenance of this literature, 

The body of the thesis consists of four chapters* Chapters I- 

concern the tracUtions of early Israel: - 

1. The Theophany Tradition in Early Israels 

2. Theophany and Covenant,, 

Theophany and Týr; h. 

Chapter 4 concerns the Qurlan: - 



The Theophanic Element in the r, )url; n. 

Chapter One. 

Section one. The Sinai-theophany traditions whioh ory3taUised round a 

genuine historical cores comprises the constitutive nuolaus Of Israel's 

religious traditions. 

Section two. Sinai-theophany- and Patriarchal-theophany-traditions were 

early recognised as essentially congruous, and combined in a promise-fulfil- 

ment pattern, There follows a survey of the J. and E, patriarchal-theophany 

accounts,, with a summary of the characteristics peculiar top and common top 

the Jo and B. theophany descriptions. 

Section three survey3 the post-Mosaic patriarchal-type theophanie3s from 

Joshua to Solomon. 

Spotion four_: the outworking of the Sinai theophany tradition in the oult 

and literature of pro-exilio 13rael, 

Section five deals with theophanio element in the call-experienoo of 

the prophets O"Amuel to Ezekiel), and in their subsequent reception and 

reoording of revelation, 

Chapter Twos 

Section one. The roots of Israel's covenant theology are to be sought 

in primitive nomadic-Semite covenant practice, with its strongly religious- 

numinous and personalistic ethos. 



Section two examines the primitive Israelite core of the Sinai-covenant 

tradition and its first accretions. 

Section three : the development of the traditions at the pro-disruption 

shrines of Shechemp Gilgal, Shiloh, and Jerusalem; and the beginnings of 

scripturisation in the work of the Yahwiste 

SeCtiOn3_four and five i The development of the separates though not 

isolateds Northern and Southern Covenant traditions, and their literary 

expressions. 

Section six : The reunification of the Northern and Southern strands of 

tradition in the deuteronomie-deuteronomistic literature. Summary of the 

characteristic emphases of the Douteronomistic History, 

Chapter Three. 

survey of the development of the stipulational element in Israellis 

faith from its primitive numinous-theophanic roots, to the finishe& 

Douteronomic Code. 

A. The development of the content of the Deuteronomistio TZr; h. The 
I ---------------- 

formation of the Book of the Covenant, and its expansion into the Douteronom- 

ic Code. 

B. The dejeýlo2ment 2ýýhq_ýeraý_iýised to_describe the Douteronomistic T; r; ho 

tmm I pn 
0 111ý: pill n I The use of the term ý171 

to set forth the Deuteronomic Code as the content of the divine address at 



the Sinai-taeophany., 

Chapter Four* 

Initially 11uha=ad underwent a theophanic call-experience analogous to 
0 

that of the prophets in early Israel* During the courts@ of his subsequent 

ministry, his understanding of this experience# and of the revelation-proce$3 

in which it involved him, was moulded through contact with contemporary 

Judaism. 

Section one traces the progression whereby the revelational terms dhkr, 

ayaq bayyinat qur'; n, kit; b,, move (in Qur'; nic usage) from an original 

concern with 'free proclamation of a'divinely-inspired me3sagel, to an 

emphasis on 'deliverance Of eXCerPt3 from a divinely-revealed Book'. 

Section two : Theophanic elements in Muhammad's religious experience, 
a. 

Section three : Qur'; nio treatment of material that is theophanio in its 

Old Testament form. 

Section four : Relevant developments within Judaism,, from the fifth 

century B. C. to the sixth century A. D.: - the concepts of Tgr; hs prophecy, 

and angelology. 

Section five-: Equivalent concepts in the Our'; n, and the influenoe of 

the Judaeo-Christian tradition on their development: - 

The Book and its relation to the Torah; 



Prophecy - Christian# native Arab, and Juclaistio influences; 

Angelology - ýur'Znic concepts of the Spirit (ar-z-Uh)l "suggestion" 
0 

(wahy)j and angell culminating in the acceptance of the doctrine of 
6 

angplio mediation of the Book* 

Conclusions. 
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INTR0DUCT10N. 

A. Definition of Terms. 

1 

It will be useful at the outset, to define the sense in which the terms 

in the title are understood in the body of this thesis. 

The following definition of theoph is based on the Old Testament and 

Qurl; niO iheophany material surveyed below: - Theophany is the religious 

moment in which the experience of the numinous presents itself# normally in 

a cultic setting, to the chosen individual (or group) in vision and audition, 

unexpectedlys intimately# and overpoweringly; thereby invoking his fear and 

dreadl and the convulsion of his environment, and convincing the experient 
I) 

of his personal enlistment in the service of the divine word and will 

The relevance and appropriateness of the details of this definition will,, I 

trust# become clear as we proceed to detailed examination of the Biblical 

and Qur'; nic material. 

The phrase 'formation of Scripture' is intimately related in meaning to 

the concept of 'canonicity'. In the case of the Old Testament the phrase is 

susceptible of different interpretations, depending largely on our decision 

as to which period of the history of Israel we regard as most crucial for the 

emergence of the concept of canonicity. If the decisions of the Synod of 

Jamnia (c. 100 A. D. ) represent the "defining of the circumference of the 

canon "2) of the Old Testament, yet the tendency to regard certain written 

1) For similar definitions, see E. Pax, Epiphaneiat pp. 106-128; 
J. K. Kuntz, The Self-Revelation of Godl PP- 32-54- 

2) A. Bentzens Introduction to the Old Testamentp po 28. 



2 
corpora as 'canonical' began much earlier. From one point of viewp as we 

shall see (p, 268f) I the beginnings of canon are to be found in the work of 

the Yahwists and even in the oral and written sources upon which the Yahwist 

draw, Judaism on the other hand has traditionally dated the beginnings of 

canon Prom the post-exilic law-promulgations of Ezra (Neh. 8-10). While 

acknowledging the importance of both the Yahwist and Ezra in the formation of 

the canonical scripture# in the following surveys we have taken the 

douteronomio-douteronomi3tio literature an constituting the crucial stage in 

the formation of scripture - principally for the reason that in this 

literature we witness the emergence of the concept of 'The T3rihl as the 

definitive and sufficient corpus of divine revelation. "Deuteronomy is 

ordered to be deposited in the holy place, and it is prohibited 'to add unto 

it, or diminish ought from it' (Dtn. 4: 2.1202) ... This seems to indicate 

that the seventh century has been especially important for the formation of 

the idea of a holy written law"3) 0 

This thesis,, then, will seek to determine (in the case of the Old 

Testament) the influence which theophany has had on the formation of 

Scriptures up to that pointl and the term Early Israel, consequently,, is 

taken to mean 'Israel up to the completion of the deuteronomio-deuteronom- 

istio literature'. 

By Tho__Qur'Tm is meant the Islamic written corpus according to the 

recension ordered by 'UthmZx c. 650-656 A. D., which may be accepted as 

3) A. Bentzens op. cit. 9 p. 23- 
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preserving substantially unaltered and complete the body of revelational 

material received by Muhammad4) from his prophetic call in 610 A. D. till his 

death in 632 A*D, 

Br, Apologia pro_modo operandie 

The impulse to pursue the line of study presented herep arises from the 

awareness, born in converse with thoughtful Muslimal that theophany in an 

essential oommon faotor in the 'religions of the Book'; and from the hope 

that an exploration of this oommon ground may eventually open up now 

possibilities for dialogue and communioation between the Biblioal and 

Qurlinic communities / between ChrIstians and Muslims. 

In setting about this comparative 3tudyt I have not found it possible 

to arrange the material concerning the two traditions in a strict parallelism, 

For while theophaniesp being strongly existential in character# may lend 

themselves to this 'paralleUstiol treatmentp the other pole of our study, 

ioe., that concerning the formation of scripture in Old Testament and Qurl; nt 

involves a linear rather than a Juxtap03itional connection between the two 

traditions* The concepts of canono and of the mediation of revelationj not 

out in the developed Qur'; nic corpus, can be adequately understood only 

when they are seen in the light of the seventh century Judaism which was 

the major influence shaping their form. Hence from the point of view of the 

formation of scripture# the douteronomio-douteronomistio literature and the 

Qurl; n standp albeit more than a millennium apart# within the one 

historical progression* It has seemed to me thereforep that I might beat 

4) W. M. Watt) Bell's Introauction, P-56. 
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do justice to the material as a whole, by describing these two theophany- 

scripture traditions according to the sub-diVi3ion of Materials most 

naturally suggested by the peculiar genius of each, - while at the same time 

emphasising the linear connection between them. 

As regards the Old Testament material, then,, our discussion of the 

relation of theophany and scripture falls under three heads: - 

First, we shall mAke a general survey of the theophany tradition in 

early Israels do%n to the point where it assumes literary or scriptural 

form; 

Secondly, we shall examine the role of theophany in the developing 

covenant tradition; and 

Thirdly, we shaU trace the development of t; rZh, down to its inclusion 

in the covenant document as the verbal, stipulational. content of the 

theophany. 

As to our terminus a quo,, we have in each calse taken the Vo3aic Sinai- 

theophany tradition to be the crystallisation-point around which the 

peculiarly Israelite concepts of theophany, covenant, and t3r; h have grown 

up; but in view of the linter-faith' orientation of the thesis as a wholep 

I have also sought in each case to see how the material which progressively 

attached itself to this Sinai-theophany core was originally rooted in the 

general religious heritage of the Ancient Near East* 

In our definition of term3 we have selected the completion of the 

Douteronomistic History as the terminU3 ad quemp down to which we traoe the 

development of our three COnCOpt3: accordingly, in the final secticn of 
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this introduction$ we offer a preliminary account of the provenance and 

development of this deuteronoaio-douteronomistic tradition. 

Chapter one,, 'the Theophany Traclition in early Israel',, begins, in 

keeping with what has been said above# with an examination of the Sinai- 

theophany tradition. (In this opening chapter we confine ourselves to the 

J3 Sinai-theophany accountv postponing attempts to probe behind the literary 

sources to the historical core of the tradition, till the more detailed 

discussion of covenant and t3r; h in chapters 2 and 3-) We then seek in 

section two to show that Sinal-theophany and patriarchal-type theophanies 

were regarded as essentially congruous,, from the earliest stages of Israelite 

tradition; and we proceed to a dison3sion Of U13 patriarchal-type theophan- 

ies in the E. and J. sources of GenesiaL, seeking on the one hand to uncover 

genuine pro-Mosaio theophany traditionss and on the other to isolate 

peculiarities of treatment in J. and Z., which would illuminate the peculiar 

emphases in the ongoing Northern- and Southern-Sinai-theophany traditions 

into which the pre-Mosaic theophany narratives were integrated* In the third 

section of the chapter we examine the post-Mosaic patriarchal-type 

theophanies,, - their original, their place in the early traditional and their 

significance in the Deuteronomistic Historyo The fourth sootion contains a 

discussion of the specifically Sinai-theophany terminology as it developed 

in the shrines of all-Israel,, and expeoially in the Jerusalem temple cult: 

we shall seek to show how Canaanite theophanio terminology was utilised in the 

oultio expression of the Sinai theophany-covenant tradition$ and this en- 

riched cultic language then reflected in the literary deposit of the 'writing 

prophets'. 
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In the final section of the chapter., we discuss the theophanic can- 

experiences of prophets from Samuel to Ezekiel* and the developing literary 

tradition accompanying and embodying these experiences. 

One of the striking features illuminated by this survey of the theophany 

tradition in early Israel is the close connection between theophany and 

sanctuary. Now the cult practised at the sanctuaries in Israel was always 

more or less intimately concerned with the celebration of the covenant bond 

between Yahweh and Israel. In our second chapter, therefore, we consider in 

detail the relation between theophany and covenant. We begin by noting the 

essentially religious character of the covenant concept from nomadic timesp 

and the emergence in the patriarchal age of a specific Goa-man covenant 

concept. This leads, in section two, to a discussion of the Sinai covenant in 

its primitive historical core, in which we note the centrality of the 

theophany. In section three, we then trace the development of the Sinai- 

covenant cult on the soil of Canaan, from settlement to disruptions at the 

sanctuaries of Shechemp Gilgal, Shiloh, and (pro-disruption) Jerusalem; and 

we conclude the section with a sketch of the Tahwist's works which seeks to 

present in systematic form the religious traditions of Israel as they had 

developed up til. 1 the time of the disruption. In sections four and fives we 

then trace the separate, though not isolated, development of the Northern and 

Southern covenant traditions and their literaz7 expressions. Finally, we 

consider the reunification of the Sinai- and Davidic-covenant streams,, as the 

deuteronomic school moved South and set out its version of the reintegrated 

traditions, first in the Douteronomic-Code corpus,, and then in the 

Douteronomistic Histoz7. 
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Chapter 3 deals with the development Of Israel's COTenant-stipulation 

tradition, from its primitive numinous-theophanic roots and its earliest 

attachment to the covenant tradition,, down to its inallon in developed form 

in the framework of the elaborated covenant document,, as the articulated 

content of the theophanic qSl. We trace this development along two lines: - 

a) The development of the content of the deuteronomistic torah. Since the 

Dauteronomic Code, which forms the substance of the deuteronomistic 

tar; h, is developed from the Book of the Covenant, we discuss first the 

way in which the B. o. C. has been constructed from a variety of primitive 

legal and paraenetic elements, and then we consider the concerns 

emphasized in the expansion of the B. o. C. into the Deuteronomic Code. 

b) The evolution of the terms used to describe this dauteronomiatic t3rEh. 

We examine: the privdtiTe roots of these technical terms in personal- 

istic and/or numinOU3# near-theophanio oonteXt3, *, the early use of '13'T 

UEYM and P11 to designate the B. o. C. in its role as stipulational 

content of the covenant; the use, by the late eighth centurys of the 

term 'oIIX to designate the a till-dove loping B. o. C. corpus as royal 

COTenant-commanda; and finally, the application of the ancient term 

t; r; h to the augmented Boo. C. # whereby the Deuteronomic Code-oorpus is 

presented as at once the definitive direction concerning the will of 

the covenant-God,, and the very content of His direct address to His 

covenant-people. 

This account of the convergence of the three strands, theophanyq covenant 

and torah,, in the douteronoaic-douteronoidatic literature complete3 our 
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survey of the Old Testament theophany-scripture tradition. 

In chapter 4p we turn to an examination of the theophanic element in the 

Qur'; n. We start from the proposition that Yuhammad underwent a theophanio 

call-experience analogous to that of the prophets of Israel* As a result 

of this call, he began to deliver his divinely revealed message in free 

charismatic preaching. Over a period of time, and under the influence of the 

'religion of the Book', however, this free preaching activity was gradually 

transformed into the reception and deliverance of the divine Books In the 

first section of chapter 4s therefore, we trace this development from 

Ofree proclamation' to 'deliverance of excerpts from the Book1j by examining 

the evolution of the terms used to describe the message divinely revealed to 

Muha=ad$ - dhkr# ; ya, bayyinat qur'Zn, kit; b. Having thus examined the 
0 

growth of the concept of 'scripture' in the QurI; nj we turn in section two$ 

to examine the role of the theophanio element within the revelation; 

Muhammad's own theophanio experiences, at his call and subsequentlyl and 

also (3eCtiOn three), the Qur'7u3ic treatment of material which is theophanic 

in its Old Testament forms The results of this survey suggest that# though 

originally important$ the theophanio element in Muhammad's mission and 
6 

message was quickly subordinated to the verbal and the 'scriptural'* 

Evidence of progressively greater Judaistio influence on Muhammad's theologic- 

al. thinking suggests that the reason for this eclipse of the theophanic 

element is to be sought mainly in the theological outlook of seventh century 

. Iudaism. To verify this hypothesis' 0 it has been necessary to examine 

briefly the development3 within Judaism in the period between the exile and 

the call of Muhammad, which resulted in the eclipse of the theophanic, Vile 
0 
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have in the main drawn the materials Vor our reconstruction from the 

Babylonian Talmud# which was completed about the and of the fifth century 

A. D.,, and widely disseminated; and therefore close enough to Muhammad's time 
0 

and environment to provide an accurate picture of the Judaistic thought with 

which Kuhammad came into contact. On the basis of the Talmudic evidenoe we 

suggest that three significant and closely-interrelated developments took 

place within Judaism, viz.: - 

, he emergence of the concept of Týr; h as the definitive body of timeless, 

revealed truth; 

The eclipse of the living voice of prophecy consequent on this exaltation 

of TZr; h; and 

The stress on divine transcendence, leading to a denial of the possibilVy 

of theophany propers and a corresponding growth of the concept of angelic 

mediation of revelation. 

We then proceed to examine the influence of these three Judaistic 

concepts,, on the formation of Qur'TuAc scripture and on the Qur'; nic evaluat- 

ion of theophany. The examination leads us to conclude that the influenoe of 

Judaism in these three respects was decisive, eclipsing earlier insights 

concerning the relationship of theophany and revelation, which had come to 

Muhammad from native Arab and from Christian sources* 
0 

Finally, we seek to draw together the threads of the whole aiSOU3sion 

by setting down the conclusions that may legitimately be drawn from the 

lines of enquiry we have pursued, 

The Hebrew text used throughout is that of the third edition of the 
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Biblia Hebraioa ea. Kittel, and all citations from the O. T, are according 

to the numbering of this edition. Where direct citations are made from'an 

English translation, that of the RSV. is followea. In oases where there is a 

disoreýanoy of more than one in the numbering of the English version as 

against the BHK3i the English numeration is added in brackets after the 

citation. 

The Qur'7mic text usea throughout is the Eg7ptian; and the English 

translation, except where otherwise stated, is that of Richard Bell* For 

convenience, citations are made according to Bell's numeration which 

follows that of FlUgel's Corani Textus Arabicus. 

Referenoesto the Babylonian Talmud# except where otherwise stated, 

follow the page numbering of Daniel Bomberg's 1548# Venedigp edition,, (of. 

H. L. Strack, Einleitung in Talmud und ITIAras, p. XI. ). 

The Provenance of the Deuteronomic-dauteronomistic Literature5)., 

Insofar as it is necessary in an enquiry of this kind to adopt some 

historical reconstruction of Israel's beginni; igs as a working hypothesis* 

5) M, Noth's view# now generally accepted, is that Deuteronomy is not to be 
regarded as a strand woven into the developing pentateuch" but rather as 
a separate work which was subsequently taken up by member(s) of the same 
school,, and embodied in an historical work stretching chronologically 
from "Sinai" (i. e. approx. 1450-1250 B. C. ) to the year 561 B*C., and as 
literature from Dtn I-2 Kings 25. In the outline offered below,, it is 
argued that this school has its roots in the Book of the Covenant tradit- 
ion as preserved in Northern Israel; but that an the fall of Samaria, 
the tradition moved South and became indigeni3ed in Jerusalem - adapting 
its emphases somewhat to the religious climate of Jerusalem and to the 
temple-cults but even more firmly moýlding that cult in the light of its 
own peculiar insights and emphases. 
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6) 

my general preference is for that outlined by H. H. Rowley j- A fifteenth 

century penetration of Canaan from the South by the Juaah-groupt At the 

period of maximum advance, Judah rea; hed mid-Paleptine, and had contaots with 

Zebulunt Asher atc. 9 in the North, vhile still retaining contact with the 

Southern mountain-theophany tradition$ presumably around Kadesh, Two 

centuries later, (c*1230 BqC#) the Joseph-group emerged from Egypt 
7) 

under 

the leaaership of Moso3j, experienced the Read-Sea deliverance and the Sinai 

theophanys and penetrated mia-Palestine from the East* 

The various elements which came together as Israel in Canaan# and these 

two major grouping3 of OJuaah' wd OJoseph' in particulark had probably 

already over a considerable period shared much in the way of common ancestry 

and common or comparable traditions# Cf& their consciousness, throughout 

their subtaquent historyj of their distinctiveness-over against the Canaanite 

popUlation-of Palestine 8) 
# This common heritage would, almost certainly 

include i 

-- Common or comparable legends of theophanies to the elan ancestorsi and 

acquaintance with mountain-theophany traditions at similar if not 

identical sites* 

- Common rudiments of 4legal* principle and practice# and of cUltic 

proosclure*, 

6) H. Movley,, From Joseph to Joshua. For alternative reconstructions,, see 
ch, onep 'Theophany Tradition3li n, 2). 

7) For a discussion on the duration of the sojourn in Egyptp whether 400 
years or four generations, see U. Noth, Hi_story of Israel,, p. iI4. 

8) This is stressed by M*Noth,, "The Laws in the Pentateuch"# The Laws in the 
Pentateuch and Other EssM30 PP- 33# 46ff-9 et passim. 
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Alliances or covenants may well have existed among the larger or 

smaller groups that subsequently came together as Israel9); though 

whether the deity was thought of as a partner inýany of these covenants 

is doubtful, 10) 

From settlement to Aisruption. 

The precise history of Israel's coming together as a nation remains 

somewhat problematic. But it seems certain that for a period or approx. 

300 years (the period of the judges and the united monarchy)l the religious 

traditions of the various clan3p tribes# and groups of tribes (preserved 

initially at separate local sanotuaries# and drawing to a greater or lesser 

extent on a common stock of tradition# but at the same time being vario4sly 

enriched by the incorporation of specific local pre-Israelite traditions)i 

were increasingly united in a unified Yahwistic tradition. About the time of 

the disruption of the united kingdomp this common tradition received the 

literary impress of the Yahwistp and was thus well on the way to becoming an 

integrated wholeo The process of growth and development,, however,, was not 

yet concludedi subsequent to the disruptiont North and South continued to 

develop this common tradition each in its own way (thoueýh not without 

continual cross-fertilisation)6 

A major contribtiting factor in thip divergent development wah the 

M. Nothi Das System der zw*o*lf St*a*mme Israels» ppe 29ff. 

10) For, the ambiguous evidence bearing on possible God-man covenants in pre- 
Mosaic timesj see 'Theophany and Covenant note 28. 
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different political climate in north and in south. Conditions in the 

South ii) favoured the emergence of a dynastic pattern of kingship, i. e. the 

rise of the house of David -a pattern which throughout the history of Judah 

was rever seriou. 4ly threatened. In the North, however, a more charismatic 

traditio 12) 
prevailed - Each successive ruler wass ideally at least, 

d03igaated by God via prophetic oracle, and acknowledged by popular 

11) Among the factors contributing to the growth of. the peculiarly Fouthern 
tradition., the following are particularly significant: - 

10 The fact that Jerusalemp after its capture by Davidg became the 
personal territory of the Davidic lines unabsorbed'into any of the 
twelve tribes: A, Alts "The Monarchy in the Kingdoms of Israel and 
Jud&V, Essays on Old Testament History and Religlonp pp. 2520 255- 

2, The Jebusite dynastic traditions inherited at the conquest of 
Jerusalemt "In the Canaanite city-states, succession by heredity 
had long been the normal custom"s M. Noth, History-of Israeli p. 226. 

3* David's Southern ancestry$'(I Sam. 16: is 2 E;! am. 5: 1p 2 Same 191 
42-3)6 

The following factors may also have played some partt- 

4, The geographical and political isolation of the Southern highlandsi 
which helped to keep Judah as a district apart until the time of the 
monarchy$ - See AeAlts "Settlement of the Israelites in Palestine", 
op., cit. 0 pp. 168f. 

5- The pre-Davidic history of the South as a self-enolosed alliance 
of clansi or as a block within such an alliancep - See M*Nothi 
Das S-vatem der zvedif StUmme Israelsp P- 34- 

12) U6L. Nowman,, The Peo]2le of the Covenantp has worked out in detail this 
contrast between Northern and Southern traditionsp and on its basis 
propounded an interesting (if somewhat too neat) theory of the origins 
of Israel an a nation. 

I 
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acclamation. 

The consensus of modern scholarship is that the Deuteronomic literature 

had its rise within this Northern 13) 
Mi-lieu. 

Arpuments supporting the Northern origins of the deuteronomic-deuteronomistic 

traditions, 

The main arguments pointing to a Northern provenance of the deuteronomic- 

douteropomistic tradition are as follows: - 

Ii The close affiliations of Deuteronomy with the ElohiStic tradition* 

and with the Book of the Covenant embedded in the E. strand of the 

pentateuch6 

2# The concern of Deuteronomy with the charismatic and the proph6tidb 

Affinitie3 with the thought and language of Hosea& 

The Oname4 theologyp so characteristic of Dtn-Dtr. j seems to have 

its roots in Northern tradition* 

13) A. C. Welch, Deuteronomv. The Framawork of the Code (1932); 
K. Galling, "Das Gemeindegesetz in Dtnö 23", Fast. Bertholet» (1950); 

'Das Königsgesetz im Deuteronomiumw., ThLZ 76.9 (1951); 
AiAlti "Die Heimat des Deuteronomiums"» Kleine Schriften IT (19,53 
H*W4Wolffg "Hoseas geistige Heimatw., ThLz 81 1 
G. bY. Radg, Deuteronom , (1964. )s- 
R*B*Clementag "Deuteronomv and the Jerusalem Gult Tradition"p V. T. 15 
(1965); 
B. 'W. Nicholson, Deuteronomy and Tradition� (1967)*, 

N, Lohftnks "Die Bund83urlnmde des Unigs JosiaB4 Hine Frage an die 
Douteronomiumsforschung", Biblica 44,, 1963.. pp. 261-288,, argues that the 
Dio., Code was the Josianic recension of a covenant document which had 
long been preserved in Jeruzalemy and revised periodically. Thus it 

was of Southern origin., Lohfink's views however, has found few 
supporters. 
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Links between Dtn. and the Elohist. 

a) The account of the Sinai theophany in Dtn- 5 corresponds closely in 

order and essential content to the Elohistio account in Ex. 20* The 

following verbal and sonse correspondences emerget- 

EX. M18-21. 

V. 18 M ') Xl 

run T'E'1-rnn n"ipi 
'1p 

Dtn. 5:. 22,23-31. 

v. 24 I-111w)) l3rill 

v. 24 (121, in) 13INI 

v. 23 lvnn (jun) 51pn-nn 

jv7 Im-l-rin 

V. 19 I-lnxa)l 

V. 19 mlnýK 13ny 1211-ýXj 

v. 23 W93 117: 1 11,1111 

v. 5b VX-sl(v2nn) t3llX'17 ID 

v. 5b 1,113 tmlý7 R51 

v. 23 1 -Inxil I .... Iýx 

v. 27 lavýx '13,711 PKI 

v. 27 

ve 25 

V. 19 111na- In v. 25 111w nn5 

v. 20 InKII MIM11 -MVýI *)JIX 114JI411 

ixorm ln5n5 

Admittedly the correspondence in several individual eases is only 

approximate, but the cumulative effect is sufficient, I thinkto 
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and Ex. 20 belong to the same specific 
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stream of theophanic tradition15). 

b) Lohfink 16) has drawn attention to the interesting parallels between 

Dtn. 7 and Ex; 23: 20-33. Direct literary dependence between the 

two is unUkely, yet their obvious kinship indicates that they 0 

derive from a co=on root. Ex. 23: 20-33 as the conclusion to the 

Book of the Covenants is usually ascribed to E$17) 

14) The case of Dtn. 6 4 is rather differentp in spite of the resemblances in 
style and content between Dtn. 4: 10-40'and Dtn, - 5: 1-32; for the 
dependence of the core verses 4$10-12a seems to be on JE* (Ex. 19o, 17-19) 
rather than on 94 alone6 This is consonant with the view (see further 
P. 414 ) that Dtn, 4 is a later stratum, inter-mediate between 
Dtn# 5-26 + 28 and Dtr. 9 if not from Dtr. itself. 

15) At what stage the decalogue was inserted in this framework# is 
impossible to say with certainty# but it would seem probable that it 
was already in place when Exe 20: 1-21 was used as the model for Dtn- 5- 

16) N,, Lohfink., Das HauptKebots PA70- 
H*Cazel. lesý Etudes sur le Code do l'Alliance, p, 21# notes that the 
relationship between the two texts had already been pointed out by 
Kargeo Geschichte des Bundesgedanken im A. T. 9 1910* 

17) MiNothi Überlieferungsgeschichte des Pentateuch, 1 P-399 n-139.. 
abandons the attempt to determine the source into which the Bock of the 
Covenant was inserted: - "Dieses (das Bb. ) ist zwar von E. -Blementen 
eingerahmt» gehUrt aber nicht zum ursprünglichen 3. , ja vielleicht 
niöht'einmal zum sekundgren Güt dieser Quelle. In welchem Stadium der 
Entstehungsgeschichte das Fentateuch es an seiner jetzigen Stelle 
eingeschaltet wurdet ist schlechterdings nicht mehr zu ermitteln*" 

of. A. Wei3er,, Introduction, p. 121, regards the Book of the Covenant 
as originally inserted in E. This is the position we adopt here. 
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The essential relationship between the Book of the Covenant 

(Ex. 20: 22-23: 19) and the Deuteronomic Code (Dtn. 12-26) has long 

been recognisea. A detailed table of correspondences is to be found 
18) in $. R. Driver's commentary .A comparison of the two code3 reveals 

that$ apart from one major block Of exclusively casuistic law 

(Ex. 21: 17-22: 15). all but four'9) of the provisions of, the Book of 

the Covenant have parallel's or approximations in the Deuteronomic 

code. The details of this correspondence and its significance fall 

to be discussed belowg in our consideration of Deuteronomy as Torah: 

It is sufficient here to note the fact. 

d) Similarities in phraseology between Dtn. and E. have often been 

noted 
20) 

2. The concern of Deuteronomy with the charismatic and Prophetic. 

The prime responsibility for upholding Israel's covenant with Yahweh 

seems to have passed from Voses and Joshua to the charismatic judges of 

Israel, and thence# in the time of Samuel, to the kingshipo In the South,, 

the peculiar political structure in which the city-state of Jerusalem and the 

province of Judah were united in the person of the Davidic monarchl made this 

royal responsibility for the maintenance of the covenant well-nigh absolute# 

and resulted in a variant form of covenant-doctrine which gave preeminence 

to the bond between Yahweh and the royal Davidic, line. In the North, however,, 

j8) S. R. Drivers DeuteronoMY, pp. iv ff. 

19) ExM26; 22: 28; 23: 18a; '23: 18bo Fx. 22. *i9 is parallened in 
Dtn, 27t2la, 

20) G*E*Wrightg "Deuteronomy". The Interpreter's Bible. L 22 P-318. 
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the prime responsibility for upholding the covenant lay rather with the 

'free'$ non-hereditary$ charismatic leaderships represented notably by the 

prophets. They acted as king-makers under Yahweh's inspiration; and they 

jealously guarded the traditions of the Sinai covenant, as being the corner- 

stone of the Yahmistio faith. Corrosive syncretism seems to have constitut- 

ed much more of a danger in the North, where agriculture with its 

accompaniment of ancient Canaanite baalistic rites was more widespread than 

in the pastoral South; and where society was more cosmopolitan, and 

consequently more open to the influence of foreign cults. Elijah and Blisha. 

are typical of the uncompromising champions of Yahwism which the northern 

prophetic movement produced. As we shall see,, the Elohist 3how3 marked 

affinities with this prophetic tradition; and Deuteronomy's stress on the 

utter centrality'of the Sinai covenant indicates its origin in the same 

milieu. 

3. Affinities with the thou&bt and language of Hosea. 

The links between Dtn. and Hosea, too, have often been noted. While it 

is likely that some of the minor correspondences in style and vocabular7 are 

the result of later editing, yet there are other theological emphaSS3 Which 

must be held to be integral to Hosea, and to Dta. also: - 

a) Love (: I, -IX ) as the ground of Israel's election by Yahweh,, and the 

proper motive for Israelts obedience, In the pre-exilic literature, 

this stress on 'love' as the bond of the covenant is found only in 

Ex6 20. i6 (which is usually conziaerea part of a Die. expansion of 
91) 

the second commandment )I then in Hosea, Jeremiah,, and in Dtn-Dtr. 

21) So eg. J. C. Rylaaradam, The Interpreter's Bible. it P-982. 



(Jeremiah, as v. Rad 
22) 

so aptly describes him, is the pupil of 
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Hosea. ) As A. Alt 
23) 

points out$ this stress on the bond of 'love' 

between Yahweh and Israel is not something to be taken for granted; 

for thetharacteristic emphasis of the O. To literature is not on 

Olove'# but on the Ofear of the Lord',, of, Dtn* 10: 12* 

b) Attitude toward kingship. 

It would seem that kingship in the North Was never regarded as 

integral to the divine eoo=myg as it was in the South* Hosea's 

critical attitude toward the institution is well-known4 

HoW6WOlff 24) 
summarizes his position by saying that for Hoseaq the 

subservience of the kingship to the covenant law is as essential to 

the covenant as is the prohibition of idolatry 
25) 

, A4Alt goes 

further# and states that Hosea anticipates the disappearance of the 

monarchy as a precondition of Israel's renewal., The passages in 

Hosea which bear an kingship are as follows: - 

Hosea 1. *4fo 

the end of the house of Jehuj and of the Northern kingdom# is pre- 

dicted; 

Hosea 8: 1-m-10, 

the apostasy of the nation is blamed on the king3j, whom the people 

chose for themselves in their wilfulness (V*5 : cf, the later 

22) YiRaa, Old Testament, Theol=t II$ p, 44. 

23) A., Altp "Die Heimat des Douteronomiums", op. cit.,, pý272- 

21+) H. W., Wolff, HoseE., P-179- 

25) A*Alts "Die Heimat des Deuteron=iums", op. cit.,, p. 266f. 
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douteronomistic emphasis on the 'sin of Jeroboam who made Israel 

to sin', 9-and the, dauteronomistic verdict that the monarchy is to 

blame for the disaster that has befallen Israel); 

Hosea 10: 3 : 

Israel in her panic will depose king Ho3hea as she deposed his 

predecessors (Hosea 7: 3-7) t labor e3 wird nicht nooh einmal eigen- 

willig einen neuen Unig bestellon. Donn in der Katastrophe wird 

ihm the Einsicht zuteilg dass mur ein charismatisches Unigtum,, nur 

einer von Jahwewort designierter KUnig helfen klinnte. " 

Hosea 13: 10-11 : 

the meaning is similar to Hosea 10: 3 : the rapid dynastic changes 

of Hosaa*s own day constitute signs of Yahweh's wrath against king- 

aom and people, 

Hosea 3: 4-5 : 

The phrase,, land David their King' is clearly a later glossý If it 

is igaored,, the remaining text constitutes a powerful prediotion 

that the end of the monarchy is a necessary prelude to the nation's 

repentance and restoration. 

Deuteronomy's attitude to the kingship is milder than Hosea's,, in 

that he seen the institution of the monarchy as an actuality with 

which he Must Come to terms i "Er kann es nicht einfach vernsinan, 

aber ebenso venig uneingeschriinkt bojahen-b" 
26) 

Experience has taught 

him that the institution jeopardises his ideals. His description is 

modelled on conditions experienced under the monarchy in his own 

26) H. Wrvol". Hosea, P#226. 
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environments though the ]Josaic fiction of the Deuteronomio framework 

precludes any specific references. The model used is generally 

assumed to be that of the Solomonic regime; and this in fact would 

fit excellently with a Horthern origin of the deuteronomic traditions 

as it was precisely the excesses of Solomon's regime which provoked 

the disruptions and the secession of the North* A. Alt 
27) 

remarks, 

howevers that the references may equally well apply to conditions in 

the North under the dynasties of Omri or Jehus about uhich our 

sources unfortunately leave us in ignorance 28) 
, There are, indeedo 

indications that this negative attitude toward kingship# which Hosea 

and Deuteronomy have in commorij rests back upon a much older Northern 

27) LAltp *Heimat"i op. cit. j p, 2646 

28) The prohibition in Dtn*17: 15 of choosing as king *a foreigner . 4, who is 
not your brother"# is interpreted by R*Mlements (God0s_Chosen Peoplep 
pp, b21p)+1f6) as a polemic against the concept of sacral. kingship as it had 
grown up in Judah# under the shadow of the Davidic -covtb theologya 
This would imply that the Die& tradition had already moved South before 
it received this impresal and that the passage represents the attempts 
of the Diob school to conciliate Judahite tradition by making a place 
for kingship within the divine economy while at the same time 
demooratising that kingship ("one who is your brothee) so as to 
counteract Oexaggerated' Southern emphases which were felt to be 
inimical to a true understanding of the Sinai-covenant tradition4 It 
seems more likelyo however,, that the reference is specifically to 
experiences of kingship sustained in the Northern kingdom# and that the 
emphasis was embodied in the tradition during Its Northern period4 
Cf, AiAltp "Heimat"i op,, cit, p p, 266, note I,. 

1! *Noth# The HistorZ of laraelp p*2309 note I* 

A. CiXelchi The Code of Deuteron 9 p. 129f., draws attention to the 
Northern prophet Hosea's equating 'foreigner' with *heathen' -a 
suspicion of the 'outsider',, born perhaps of bitter experience under the 
syncretising Northern kings. 
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tradition. The principal evidence for this is the material in I Sam. 

8ti-22 and-10: 17-27, which in its present form is Deuteronomistio,, 

but undoubtedly rests on more ancient tradition, G. B, Caird comments: 

"It is likely that this (negative) view of the monarchy prevailed in 

prophetic circles both before and after the destruction of Samaria 

... The possibility is not to be excluded that these speeches ... 
incorporate an early traditionp..., and that Samuel really felt more 

doubts and reluctance about the anointing of Saul than would appear 

from the early narrative. " 29) 

c) Centralisation. 

H., W. Wolff30) notes that for Hosea, the multiplying of shrines means 

the multiplying of temptations to apostasy# (Hosea 8M); and. th13 

is linked with the increasing luxury and sophistication of Northern 

society under Jeroboam 110 under whom a resurgence of pagani3tic cults 

gave rise to a proliferation of non-Yahwi3tio altar3j (Hosea 10: 1-2). 

The Implication is that in former daysi the shrines where Yahweh was 

worshipped in truth,, were few, "Wean Hosea die Vermehrung der 

Schlachtopferst'a*tten erw*, ihnt,, ist zu erkenneni, dass er den Ausbau 

der Opferstiatten als Neuerung empfindet. "31 
) 

Admittedly this 

attitude of Hosea's is still far removed from the deuteronomic demand 

29) G. B. Cairds "The Books of Samuel". I. B. 2. p. 867. On the *early source' 
Caird remarks: "The *Court historian' wrote with an enthusiasm for the 
monarchy as he was familiar with it under the house of David# which could 
wall have obliterated all traces of what we find in the other source - 
an apprehensiveness on the part of Sanuelp lest this new step should 
turn to religious disaster. " Op. cit., p. 866f. 

30) H. W. Wolff, Hosea, pp. 99,225- 

31) H. W, Tolff, Hosea# p. 185- 
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that no shrine be permitted save the central place where Yahweh has 

set His Name, but it does seem to point back to the days of the 

judgess when the shrines at which the ark successively resided were 

accredited as Yahweh's shrines par excellence; - and we may reason- 

ably assume that the particular shrine at which the ark was currently 

sited was accorded a certain pre-eminence. Thus the deuteronomio 

demand for centrali3ation at a sole shrine had at least a fore- 

shadowing in the pre-monarchics and subsequent Northern traditiOn332). 

This is not to deny that the immediate background to the deuteronomic 

demand for complete centralisation (e. g. Dtn. 12: 1-14) is to be found 

in "the political necessities of the seventh century B. C. 9 after the 

Northern Kingdom had been swallowed up in the Assyrian Empirew . 
33) 

But our contention is that a related concept already lies latent in 

the older strata, and that this derives from the typically Northern 

tradition which we have seen to be reflected in Hosea. 

d) Voses as a prophet. 

The intimate concern of Deuteronomy with prophecy (Dtn. 18: 9-22#* 

13: 2-6) is universally acknowledged, though the precise significance 

of that concern is not so easily or unanimously interpreted. Crucial 

to the whole question is the interpretation of Dtn. 18: 9-22 (see 

further below), in which Moses is portrayed as the first in a line 

32) G. E. Ttrights "Deuteronomy". I. B. 29 PP-324., 410f.; G. v. Radj, Deuteronomy., 
p. 16f. 

33) R, E*Clements, Godts Chosen Peoplet P-74f- Clements' view agrees with 
v. Rad's (1,1-tudies In Deuteronomy, '. 67)., i. e. 9 that these uncompromising p 
demands Ax centralisation belong to the comparatively late strata of 
the Deuteronomic Gode. 
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of prophets charged with mediating the essential content of the 

Sinai covenant to the successive generations of Israel. Now It is 

interesting that the only other pre-exilic passages in which Voses 

is explicitly described as a prophets are Hosea 12: 14 and Numbers 

VIN 11126-29; 12: 6-8. (which vRady'ý' ascribes to E. ). It is reasonables 

then, to suppose that this Die, emphasis on Moses' prophethood also 

derives from the Northern tradition. 

e) The use of the term 1111, n in the singula as a comprehensive 

description of the covenant materials. 

As we shall see below, the use of 11111 in the singular a3 a com- 

prehensive term denoting the totality of Yahweh's declared will is 

characteristic of the later istrands of Deuteronomyt and virtually 

unique in the O"M Testament# It is interesting then, that one of the 

main precursors to this Dies usage is Hosea: 

Hosea 8ij - 17M) 111'1111-ý71 1111)1: 1 1137 

The parallel with')11"13 makes it plain that 1111111 means *covenant 

lawt rather than 6instruction' in a more general sensel 

Hosea 8: 12 - 13'rill 111,11JI-12-1 *-31MM 

The text is disputeaj but it seems beat to read the Qer; '11111, n '131j, 

which implies that il"1111 indicates a comprehensive whole,, 

Hosea 4: 6 - je)rft ji-iin nnmi .... 11ON73 1137-TI-I 1-111K I: ) 

The usage here stands somewhat closer to the meaning 'instruction'; 

but the parallel with 117"Tol (with the article) points to a specific 

body of instructions and may well be intended as a synonym for It"1111ol 

34) vRads O. T. Theolot7p 1, p. 293- 
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in the comprehensive sense as the 'legal' corpus. 

In Dtn*, as we noted, this comprehensive use of is confined 

to the later strata (Dtn. 4: 8; 4**44; 17: 0,19; 27: 398926; 

28: 58,61; 29: 20,28; 30: 10; 31: 12p24x26; 32: 46)9 and thus 

presumably represents editorial reworking of the material after the 

tradition had been carried South to Jerusalem. Probablyp then, 

Hosea's use of ftj"1111 was transmitted to the later Diet school via 

tha prophet Jeremiah (Hosea's influence on Jeremiah is widely 

redognised. ) 35) 

f) Finally it is noteworthy that many phrases which are characteristic 

of Deuteronomy are prominent also in Hoseaj though seldom exclusive 

35) L. Alt, in addition,, mentions two more general considerations which do 
something to consolidate the caze for a relationship between Hosea and 
Deuteronomy, The first is that the Northern traditionj as represented 
both by the Elohist and Hosea, lacks the broad universalist sweep that 
is to be traced both in the Yahwist and in the Southern prophets) and 
which may therefore be considered characteristic of the 'Southern 
tiaditionsi ("Heimat"s opý cit., - p. 271). But cf. also the qualification,, 
pý I 15: C below. 

The second consideration concerns an argument intended to minimise the 
connection between Hosea and Dtnýq ie. the fact that Hosea betrays 
little or none of that passion, for social justice which is . 50, 
characteristic of the whole of the Dic6 corpus. 

But Alt counters this by arguing that ethical concern is fundamental to 
the ground3tock of Israel's ancient common traditions and is presupposed 
whenever the prophets address a Northern audience on the righteousness 
of Yahweh, - e. g. Amos at Bethel ("Heimat", OP- cit. s pp. 268f. ). We 
may add that the paraenetio sections of Dtn., with their ethos of strong 
social concern., are rooted in the 'compassionate' sections of the Book of 
the Covenant (to which we shall have reason to refer below), Hosea's 
silence on such issuesi therefore, is not a Northern characteristic, but 
concerns the peculiar circumstances of Hosea*s own natures life and 
mission. 



to him among Deuteronomyts predecessors36). Such parallels serve 

to strengthen the impression of relatedness between Hosea and 

Deuteronomy gained on other grounds,, though in themselves they are 
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scarcely compelling, - 

36) The relevant words and phrases are as follows: - 

M IV) V3,113 1ý1'1 Hosea 14: 10; 
of. Dtn- 5: 33; 8: 6; 10112; 11: 2291 19: 9; 
28: 9; 30: 16; (31: 29) 
But also in Is. 2: 3; 

; 0: 21; 35-08-9- 

viv-111 vivill-11 11-1-n I Hosa 2: 10g, 24(8# 22); 
of# Dtno 7: 13; li: 14; 12: 17; 14: 23; 
1814; 28: 51- 
But also Gent 27t28v Jer. 3W2- 

. 1-1111 11: )1V / 41111#1 11K 11: )V -6 Hoýea 2: 1503); 4: 6; 8114; 13: 4 
of*. Dtn- 4: 9,, 23; 6: 12-19; 8: 11-20, 
But also Isaiah 17: 10- 

MITIN t3lift Hosqa 3: 1- 
Elsewheres except for the sing, '111K ýX 
in Ex-b 34: 14 the phrase occurs only in the 
Dica literature (17 times), b 

with reference to 
Yahweh Hosea 7-'13; 13: 14; 

ef-k Dtn- 7,. '8; 9; 26; 13: 6; 15: 15; 21: 8; 
24t18. But also (Is. '1: 27); Is. 29: 22; 
35: 10; Mic. 6: 4; Jer. 15: 211, Jer-31o-11- 

1 Inx Hos,, 2: 7.150,03)'14' 
of* Din. 6: 14; li-*28; 13: 3; 28: 14, 
I, Kings, 11: 10, 

on ...... 
Hosea 2; 9(7)-lovers; Hoso 5: 6 - Yahweh, 
of. Dtn- 4: 29. But also Amos B: 12; 
Jere 29: 13- 

Hosea 8: 13; 9*3; 11 *5; 
cf. Dtn, 17: 16,; 28: 6ýý 

lix as description of a 
fellow-Isrýaelite Ilosea 2: 30); 

Typically Deuteronomic, paasim. 
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The Northern Origins of the Dauteronomic Iffamel-theolo". 

EJýNicholsonM) sees the 'name'-theOlogy as arising in Northern Israel 

during the eighth century B. C., but as ultimately grounded in the circum- 

stances of the Disruption in the tenth century: Jeroboam,, as king of the 

newly-seceded fforthern state, realising that the religious magnetism of the 

ark-shrine in Jerusalem constituted a danger to the independence of his 

kingdom, provided a substitute symbolism, in the bulls of Dan and Bethel, to 

assure the people of the unseen presence of Yahweh, even without the ark38) 

(I Kings 12: 25-30). By the time of Hoseas however, the bulls, through their 

similarity to the bull-symbolism in the Canaanite fertility cult3j had 

opened the way to the crassest syncretism. They came therefore under the 

scathing attacks of Hosea (Hosea 8: 5-6; 10: 5; 12: 2). and of the 

'prophetic' figure responsible for the polemic in Ex-3239). With the bull- 

symbol thus discredited, the old question presented itself again with 

renewed urgency. * 'How may Israel be assured of the unseen presence of 

Yahweh, without the ark? ' The answer given by the spiritual leaders of the 

eighth century was that Yahweh was present through the power- of His namep 

which he had placed at the sanctuaries of His choice. This emergent 'name'- 

theology was then adopted and elaborated by the Die. school - and, we may 

37) E. W. Nicholson, Deuteronomy and Tradition, P-71f. 

3J Bulls and ark aliket seem to have represented a type of pedestal on 
which the unseen God stood* It seems likely that the bull-3yMbolism 
was indigenous to one of the groups which came together to constitute 
historic Israel - though the concrete identification of this primitive 
tradition with that of the : 17171) T): jX$ is to be viewed with 
scepticism. See further p. 86f. 

3ý Following the judgment., that EX-32 belongs substantially to the E. 
tradition: Hempel, Die Schichten des Dtmse, p. 115: r- cf. M-Noth., 
Exodus, p. 246, regards Exodus 32 as a subsequent literary addition to J. 
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add., after the transfer of the tradition to the ')outh, used as a polemic 

against the over-stress on the sanctity of the Jerusalem temple 40)0 

It should be stressed,, however, that in fact the roots of the 'name'- 

theology reach back into much more ancient times than the above might suggest: 

Ex. 20: , the thira sentence of the ethical decalogue, seems originally 

to have prohibited the use of the Name Yahweh in magic4l). Signifioantlyl 

this prohibition stands as one of the 'Words' which form the Cround of the 

Sinai Covenant; the implication being that in the covenant Yahweh Himself 

has placed His powerful Name at the disposal of Israel* i. e*., for purposes 

of life and salvationj but not for death and destruction (cf. Exodus 3: 14t 

Exodus 33: 19). Thus the concept of the Name stands close to the central core 

of the covenant tradition; and it seems certain that in the cultic re- 

presentation of covenant theophanyj the invocation of the name of Yahweh 

played an important role& It is significant that Ex. 3: 14 and Ex* 20: 7 were 

preserved in the E, tradition (Ex- 33: 19 is probably J.. * though the chapter 

as a whole is very complexj and includes Elohistic elements)42)* 

40) v. Radj O. T. Theology Ii pA84. 

41) v. Rad, O. T. Theolog7 Io PA83- 

42) So VbBeyerlin, The Oldest Sinaitic Traditionst po 22f* Similarly 
M, Nothj Exodusj p. 253- Specifically on Exodus 33: 1% 21-23, Noth 

remarks: "It gives the impression that some definite loeal knowledgel 

perhaps even a local Sinai tradition, underlies it. " (Exodus, 

p, 259)o 
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Ex. 20: 2 . which sets out the nncient law of the alt&r. Is also to be 

ascribed to E. - "in every place where I cause my Name to be remembered". Tn 

its present context, this verse also is intimately related to the covenant, 

with its gracious revelation of the divine Name. God who took the decisive 

initiative in appearing at Sinai, will also take the continuing initiative 

in revealing Himself at the places which thereby become His sanctuaries, 

Those who gather at these chosen places are granted the right to call on the 

Name of Yahweh,, and are assured that the power inherent in the Name will 

thereby be released for their help and salvation. 

Ex. 23: 21, guarantees the continuing personal presence-of Yahweh with 

his people both in the land of Canaan and on the Journey from Sinai to 

Canaan. 6- "Behold I send my angel .. * hearken to his voice ..,. for my Name is 

in him. "43) This passage too, belongs within the Elohistic tradition; 

though it would be difficult to say by how much it ante-dates Deuteronomy* 

The spirit of the passage is similar to that of Deuteronomy (of,, above on 

Dtn, 7); the difference being that whereas the presence of the Name here is 

in the context of a transient situations vith the Deuteronomic central- 

isationj the *Name' becomes the permanent Representative of Yahr-eh 44)& 

O. Grethers Name und Wort Gottes im A. T.,, j p. 28, comments that the 'Name' 
here implies the personal presence of Yahwdj with full divine authority: 
"Der schem ist Offenbarungsform f*dr Jahwe. " Yet in the identification 
there is a distinction too: Yahweh is truly presdnt in revelation to 
His people, yet not Yahweh's very self as He is in actuality, but the 
form in which He reveals Himself. 

44) O. Grether, op. cit-9 P- 35s comments that formerly, with the multiplicity 
of shrinesj, the omnipresence of Tahweh waý obvious; vhereas after 
centralisation the need to guard the truth of Hie omnipresence stimulated 
the formulation of the concept of the 'Name' - God is in heaven, but He 
has given His name to abide in the earthly sanctuary. 
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10,1hether or not we accept Nicholson's recon3truction of the role of the 

"Tame' in elFhth century Northern theology, then, it is surely no accident 

that the important uses of the *Name'-motif in the pro-Deuteronomic material 

group around the E. tradition, 

The Douteronomistic Tradition and Jerusalem. 

If the Northern affinities of Deuteronomy are clear, so too are its 

Southern connections, Most concrete of these is the historical connection 

with the reform movement under King Josiah, and the finding of the book of 

the law in the Jerusalem temple, 621 B. C. -a connection now concedea by 

almost all modern scholars. 
45) As to the prccess vhereby this Northern 

tradition was eventually found in codex-form in Jerusalemp amid much that must 

45) of. H. H. Rowleys "The Early Prophecies of Jeremiah"p Men of God, p. 161: 
"That Josiah's lawbook was Deuteronomy in some form, though not wholly 
identified with the present book of Deuteronomy, seems to be one of the 
most firmly established results of Old Testament scholarship. " (Rowley 
quotes JbP. Hyatt with approval, to the same effect. ) E. W. Nicholson# 
Deuteronomy and Traditionj, P. T, n. 2, notes (with bibliography) that 
"attempts to equate Josiah's law with the Holiness Codes or with the 
entire Pentateuchs have been considered as unsuccessful by the majority 
of scholars. " Nicholsont 02- cit-# P. 3., lists the generally 
acknowledged correspondences between Josiah's reform as recorded in 
2 Kings 23,, and Dtn. 
A. Alt, "Heimat". op. cit., p. 252f., however, argues that the correspond- 
ence is much narrower than is frequently supposed, and that the only 
action of Josiah's compellin6ly traced to Deuteronomy is the celebration 
of the centralised Passover (2 Kings 23: 21-23; cf. Dtn. 16: 1-6). He 
shows that the move to political independence preceded the cultic, 
reform; and that only the latter could have been on the basis of Dtn. 

C. A. Simpson, "The Growth of the Hexateuch". I. B., Is P-198) goes further 
than Alt, by, suggesting that Dtn. aid not move South until the time of 
the exile, and that Josiah was not influenced by the written code,, but 
by verbal reports of the renewal programme carried through by 'Northern 
leaders following the fall of Samaria. There is,, however, no evidence 
for such a renewal-movement in the North at this time. 



remain obscure 
46) 

p this at least may be safely assumed, that refugees from 
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the fall of Samaria carried the traditions South in the conviction that 

Yahweh's continuing purposes for Israel would in the foresebabla future contra 

on Jerusalem and Judah, 47). 
It is not unreasonable to see their influence 

as one of the factors in Hezekiah's Policy of reform, and rebellion against 

46) GwvsRadg Deuteronomy, ps 26f.: - "We could make a considerable advance 
if we knew in what shape and at which stage in the history of its 
tradition Deuteronomy reached Judah from the Northern Kingdom. Was it 
actually already in the shape in which we have Deut- 4: 44 - 30: 20 
before us today? . ** The only conjecture which we may allow our- 
selves to accept is that the internal growth of the book in essence 
came to an end when it-was incorporated into the great Deuteronomistic 
historical work# that is to say# at least fifty years after the death 
of King Josiahb" 

Ao. Alt, "Heimat"# op. _eit. » p.. 275, arguez that the traäition was earriecl 
South in written form: - 11119 es dann dazu kam* dass das Original oder 
eine Abschrift des Werkes durch seinen Autor oder einen anderen so- 
gleicÜ nach seiner Abfassung oder spUter nach Jeruialem gebracht Ünd 
durt im Tempel Jahves deponiert wurdej lisst sich nätUrlich nicht a 
ermitteln6" 

47) A. Altj "Heimat"s OP. cit. j p. 274, considers it unlikely# and against 
the whole tenor of histaryt that the Northerners should thus place their 
hope in the South as the focus for Yahweh's continuing activity. 
Accordingly he opts for the Northern composition of Dtn. 
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the overiordship of Assyria (begun in 703 B-C- 

48)). 
It is psychologically 

in keeping, that they who had just experienced the fall of Samaria, which 

they attributed to Northern Israel's rebelliousness against Yahweh, should 

become extremely sensitive to the dangers - national, political una religious 

- involved in apostasy, and should urge that so-called 'political expediency' 

be abandoned in favour of a whole-hearted endeavour to re-establish a pure 

Yahwism. 49) 

Whatever the extent of Ilezekiah's reforms, their effeet was short-lived. 

For in 696 B. C. Hezekiah was succeeded by Vanasseh, who ieversed his 

father's independent policy by reverting to a pro-Assyriari stand, The old 

religious compromise and syncretism returned,, and the stream of uncomprom13ing 

48) Accepting the suggestion3 of H, H. Rowley, "Hazekiah'3 Reform and Rebellion" 
Ilen of God: - Hezekiah'3 accession was in 727; 

1 
The rebellion be an in his 1124th year" '(amending the text 
of 2 Kings 18: 1Z, ie. 703 B. C.; ' 

The acts of reform described in 2 Kings M-i-ý6 were 
intimately interwoven with the moves toward political 
independence - hence the overthrow of the non-Yahwistic 
shrines would include those of the state deities of the 
Assyrian Empire. 

As. to the historicity of Hezekiah's reforms, Rowley remarks: - "It is 
quite unnecessary to suppose that the author of Dtn. must have been the 
first person to think of the suppression of the high places., and the 
centralisation of worship. 1 But may it not be that the imipetus to 
abolition and centralisation in Hezekiah's case came precisely from the 
Die. thought which had so recently been carried South? If this is so,,,, 
the weight of probability supports the view that the idea of centralisa- 
tion, already existed in embryo in the tradition which moved South - 
developing a much more rigorous aiýd exclusive form in its new soil, in 
keeping with the needs of the new conditions in Jerusalem. 

49) Cf, the later sensitivity to sin evinced in the Priestly theology - the 
stress on atonement and substitutionary propitiation -sacrifices - re- 
flecting the reaction of the Priestly theologianss to the bitter 
lessons of the exile, 
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Yahwism went underground. It is plausibly suggested that on the collapse of 

Hazekiah's adventure into reform and independence, the Dic, school, apted to 

bide their time, and used the interval to commit their traditions to writing 

so as to safeguard them for the future50) 9 Their time camel eventually, 

with the accession of the young king Josiah, who in his twenty-sixth year5l) 

50) R. B. Clementso "Deuteronomy and the Jerusalem Cult Tradition"s V. T. 15# 
1965v P-301, P maintains that the tradition as carried South was not yet in 
its literary form,, but reasived its definitive form in Jerusaleme 
Deuteronomy was probably composed in Jerusalem by descendants of the 
priesthood of the Northern shrines,, but with the specific intention of' 
introducing their tradition to Jerusalem, (cp. 

-cit. p- 310)- 

E, W. Nicholson, Deuteronomy and Tradition,, po 121p "This stream of 
tradition was ... in the seventh century and under the shadbw of the 
destruction of the Northern tribes and the threat of a similar fate for 
the remaining Judean kingdom ... formulated into the book of 
Deuteronomy. " 

.I 
51) The effect of the narrative in 2 Kings 22 is to ascribe the whole 

impulse toward reform to the book of the law thus rediscovered* The 
account of the Chronicler, on the other hand, describes the bulk of the 
reforms as preceding the discovery of Dtn., (2 Chrbn- 34: 3ff; 34: 8ff-)- 
The Deuteronomist has probably exaggerated the role of the Die, code 
in his narrativep but the Chronicler on the other hand seems deliberate- 
ly to have minimiaed its importance, Probably the discovery of the 
code gave religious impetus to cultic reform already begun on the basis 
of a bid for political and national independence. So Alt., liaimat" P. 
257: Alt concludes that 2 Kings 23: 4-8; 23: 9-15; 23: 19-20, are 
excerpts from the royal chronicles of Josiah,, but are now not in their 
correct chronological sequence; and that rejection of the cult of 
Assyrian deities probably preceded the finding of the book of the 
law* 

(Thatrend of modern scholarship is to treat the testimony of the 
Chronicler more seriously than was once the case# allowing that 
genuinely ancient traditions may have been pressed into the -service of 
his peculiar theological emphases. ) 
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Cave orders for the restoration of the temple of Yahweh in Jerusalem, during 

the course of which the book of the law was found in the temple, That 

reform and national assertiveness were again inextricably interwovenb need 

not be doubted, Once again, however, the reform was short-lived, for Josiah 

was killed at Megiddo. 
52) 

His intervention in the 
-Assyrio-Babylonian power- 

strugple enmeshed his tiny kingdom in the power game between Egypt and 

Babylons - an involvement which led eventually to the final overthrow of the 

Southern kingdom in 586 B, C. j and to the deportations of 597 and 586 B-C- 

The Doutgronomistic history (see note5 ) seeks-to rdview the history of 

the covenant people from Sinai down to this final cat&3trophet (imminents or 

already realised. 
53) )1 and to assess the significance of covenant and 

catastrophe each, in the light of the other6 The failure of Israel to live 

by her dovenant with Yahweh 14 blamed primarily upot the monarchyj whooe 

duty it had been to order the national life in keeping with the conditions of 

the covenant. 'Though individual kings, of Judahýmay have acted with integritys 

the institution as a whole had proved disastrous for the people of God. 
I 

Pajýallel with this negative attitude toward the monarchyg and, closely 

52) JOSi4h's action at Megiddo was an attempt to intercept Pharaoh-Necho's 
army as it marched to the relief of the, tottering Assyrian powers, 
against the emergent Babylonian kingdom, 

53) 2 Kings 25: 27 gives us the final date *37th year of king Jehoiachin", 
i-6i 561 B. C. From the tone of this concluding passagep a composition- 
date shortly after 561 B. C. is indicated, But it is possible that 
2 Kings 25: 22-26, and 2 Kings 25t27-30 form two fragments subsequent to 
the main body of the work# which may therefore be earlier - perhaps 
late pre-exilic. cf. John Grayp Kings, regards 2 Kings 24: 8 onwards as 
the work of a redactor. 
See also E. WiNicholson,, pp#, 1141 123- (Deuteronomy and Tradition. ) 
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related to it, is the pattern of prophecy-fulfilment. It Is significant 

that so large a proportion of the prophecies whose fulfilment is specifically 

noted by the Deuteronomist, concern the monarchy, both in the South ind in 

the North: - 

54) 
the secession of the ten tribes (I Kings 11: 29ff.,, fulfilled I Kings 

12: 15) ; 

the fall of the house of Jeroboam (I Kings 14: 6ff., fulfilled I Kings 

15: 29)tl 

the fall of the house of Baasha (I Kings 16: Iff.,, fulfilled I Kings 

16: 12); 

doom against the house of Ahab (I Kings 21: 21f. ) fulfilled 2 Kings 

9-. 27fi. ); 

prophecy against Manasseh (2 Kings 21: iOff. - the decisive sin that 

finally sealed the fate of Judah and Jerusalem - fulfilled 2 Kings 24: 2). 

Yet in spite of the all-pervasive note of doom sounding through these 

passages,, we may fairly discern an overarching promise of grace enclosing 

the whole4 The promise made to David through the prophet Nathans of a 

house, a throne, and a kingdom made sure for ever before Yahweh (2 Sam. 

7: 10-17) finds it3 echo and (albeit tragic) fulfilment in the concluding 

54) G. v. Radp Studies in Deuteronomy, P4 79ff. lists the examples of this 
prophecy-fulfilment pattern. 
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2 Kings 25: 27-30. 

The bitter experience of the investment and fall of Jerusalem, and the 
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deportations of 5979 586,, have vindicated and confirmed the prophetic message* 

Hence the resurgent emphasis here on the power of the prophetic word. But it 

is also Interesting to note the bearing of the prophecy-fulfilment schema on 

the development of scripturization4 There is a certitude about the word of 

Yahweho the nearest analoff to which is the fixity of a written document; 

and this shared quality of fixity helped facilitate the fixing of Yahweh's 

word in written form, 

In the three chapters that follow# we shall attempt to trace three closely 

interwoven strand3 of Israel*3 thought# from their beginning3 down to their 

55) Agreeing with v. Radj who speaks of the "theological dilemma in which the 
deuteronomist is caught at the and of his work": On the one hand he must 
acknowledge the severity of the Judgment that had befallen Israelp but on 
the otheri "he could not ... believe that the promise of Yahweh might 
fail and that the lamp of David would be finally extinguished,, for no 
word of Yahweh pronounced over history can ever fall to the grounds' 
'Hence 2 Kings 25: 27-30"Itaust be of particular theological significance 
, ** since it provides a basis on which Yahweh could build further if he 
so willed; ... the fact that the line of David has not come to an 
irrevocable end. " The problem of the Hexateuch and other essaysl p. 220f. 

Noth j on the other handp insists that the intention of the deuteronomi3t 
is to declare the covenant to be at an end, annulled. Hence he sees in 
2 Kings 25: 27-30 only the faithful recording of the last bitter scrap of 
'doom-news': - 

M, Noth, The History oflaraels pp* 283g 290; 

tj . berlieferungageschichtliche Studien, p. 108. (This and 
subsequent references to Ub. Stud. cite the square-bracketed page numbers 
in the edition used - see bibliography. ) 
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fusion in the douteranomic-douteronomistic literature; i. e. 9 Theophany, 

Covenant,, and Tgr; h. For Deuteronomy Itself may be regarded, in its various 

aspectas as: - 

- The detailed documentation of a theopharW; 

ýA covenant document,, on analoEy with the Ancient Near Eastern vassal 

treaty textes defining the relatiOn3hip of grace and dependence between 

God and Lsraelq and the conditions governing its continuance; 

-A developed, unified$ comprehensive T3r; h,, personaUy addressed by God 

to Israel as the full and sufficient statement of His win for His 

covenant people. 

We shall see that the concepts of covenant and tSr; h are so strongly 

imbued with the theophanic as to constitute in effect,, modes of the theophania 

tradition; and that the concepts of theophany,, covenant and tSr; h together 

determine the development of the concept of revelation in Early Israel$ and 

of canonical,, written revelation in particular. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE THEOPHANY MUDITION 

IN EARLY ISRAELR 
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CHAPTER 0NE 

THE THEOPHANY TRADITION IN MLY ISRAEL, 

Recent Old Testament scholarship is generally agreed as to the formative 

role of the douteronomic-dauteronomiatio literature in the fixing of 

Israelite tradition and the growth of canon, In the following summary of 

this literature, M. Noth carries us to the heart of our theme,, by stressing 

the importance of theophany in the deuteronomistic material: - 

'"It has generally been assumed that Moses' historical work had its 
real centre on Sinai; whatever Judgment may be passed on the content 
of the Moses tradition, that he was the leader of the people on Sinai, 
the interpreter of what took place therg., and the organiser of the 
people of (; oa on the basis of more or less firmly defined formulations 
of the divine will,, seems to be more or less established. This view of 
Moses has its ultimate source in the deuteronomic-deuteronomistic 
literature of the Old Testameni., in which Moses' role as mediator at 
the giving of the law on the holy mount is regarded as the decisive 
element in his work$ and this is connected with the fact that it can- 
31dered the theophany on the mountain, and the legislation enacted 
there, as the most important of the traditional events of Israel"s 
pre-history. " 1) 

Considerations of apace preclude an examination of the various 

descriptions of the growth and development of the Mosaio tradition,, to which 

1) M. Noths The History of Israel, p. 135- 
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Noth 2) 

alludes. It will be sufficient for our purposes to take this 

consensus as a working basis: i. e,,, the central importance of the Sinai- 

event as the theophany par excellence, a motif powerful enough to attract and 

integrate to itself a wealth of diverse material,, and a-historical memory 

persistent enough to have influeDoed decisively the subse4Luent course of the 

stream of revelation in Israel. Of the various methodological procedures 

open to us it seems best, then, to begin by considering the earliest Sinai 

2) The following representative views may be noted: - 

a) M. Noth (The Hi3tory of Israel)s G. Y. Rad ("The Problem of the Hexa- 
teuch")t - Both stres3 the po3t-Gonquest period (late 13th Cent. ) as the 
formative period for Israel's nationhood. The mid-Pale3tine Conquest* the 
Exodus$ and Sinait are regarded as separate traditions originating in 
separate strata of what later became Israel. 

b) U,, L. Newman (The-People of the Covenant :- The primitive core of all 
twelve tribes experienced both Exodus and SinaL A division occurred at 
Kadeshb leading to separate penetrations of Canaan* by *Judah' from the 
South and by 'Joseph' from the East. 

0 1) HoMowley (From Joseph to Joshua); -A 15th Cent. penetration 
of Canaan by Judah from the South. At the period of maximum advances 
Judah reached mid-Palestine# and had contacts with Zebuluns Asher# 
etc# in the North, while still retaining contact with the Southern 
mountain-theophany traditions presumably around Kadesh. A 13th Cent. 
penetration of Canaan by 'Joseph's the experients of Exodus and 
Sinai,, from the East* 

ii) Rde Vaux ("The Settlement of the Israelites in Southern 
Palestine# and the Origins of the Tribe of Judah"),, like Rowley 
favours a penetration by 'Judah' from the South (pp. 13it M), but 
considers that this was approximately contemporary with the entry of 
'Joseph' into Canaan (p. 124)1, dissociating the traditions of Gen-34 
from the conquest)* 

iii) J. Gray'3 view is intermediate between that of Rowley and 
do Vaux, in that he concludes for a 15th Cent.,, presence of Jacob-el 
and Joseph-el groups in central Palestine (of. Gen. 34)., and a 
(presumably) i5th Cent., independent penetration by Judah from the 
South; followed by a 13th Cent. entry by 'Ephraim', the experient3 
of the Exodus, into mid-Palestine: (A History of Jerusalem, p. 74tf. ) 

Some form of the general position outlined in c) seems beat to fit the 
facts. 
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tradition in its theophanio aspects, to proceed from there to an examination 

of the patriarchal theophany narratives which became attracted and integrated 

to the Sinaitie tradition, and finally to trace the persisting influence of 

the Sinai theophany tradition in the remaining literature of early Israel. 

The Oldest Sinai Theophany-Tradition, Ex. 19-24. ý2-34. 

In the chapters on 'Theophany and Covenant' and 'Theophany and Tgrýh' we 

shall examine this block of material from the traditio-historical viewpoint, 

and attempt to achieve some understanding of that historical core around 

which the developed concepts of covenant and of t; r; h have crystallised. In 

this overall survey of the theophany tradition of early Israel, we shall 

confine ourselves in general to an examination of the Sinai theophany as 

presented in the Pentateuchal literary sources. 

Literary analysis of these chapters is in fact problematic, and both the 

J. and E. sources3) present us with highly composite material. But the 

following broad pattern may be seen to emerge in both: - 

I. Preparation for theophany : J. Ex. 19: 9-16aa E. Ex. 19t2b-8 

3) E. A. Speiser# Genesis, p, xxi, comments on the documentary theory: - 
"The critics of the nineteenth century may have felt that they had all 
the answers that really mattered. But fresh discoveries and more refined 
tools of analysis have made twentieth-century students at once more 
sophisticated and less sanguine. " Again, scholars such as Moth grant 
the relevance of the documentary theory for the analysis of Genesis, but 
are rather more cautious of its application to the book of Exodus, 
(though they continue to use it). With due modifications to allow for 
modern insights into the role of oral traditions and into traditio- 
historical and form-historical processes, howeverl the documentary theory 
is used throughout this thesis as a useful tool in helping to trace the 
development of Northern and Southern Israelite traditions* For a further 
useful survey of current scholarly attitudes toward the documentary 
hyputhesiss see now R. Davidsun, Biblical Criticism, Pp. 72-81ý-* - "On the 
whole, the documentary hypothesis, though battle-scarred .. still holds 
the field., ooe"s (op. cit., p. 84) 
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29 The Theophanyt 

i) The Trumpet summons to appear before God: 

Js Exo19ii3 

ii) The Theophany propers 

Js Ex19: 18#20 Ex., 33 

30 Declaration of the divine demands: 

Jo Ex, 34tlO-28 

E. Ex. 19si6ab-i7 

Es Exp19: i9s, 20: 1 

E, Exq, 20t2-17# 

Exo20: 22 - 23133 

4, Sacrifice and covenant solemnisations 

J. Fx. 24: i2-15&, Be Ex, 2411-2# 9-11. 

Ex-34110. Ex. 24: 3-8 (OriginallY 

introduction to Beo, C. ) 

It will booome at once apparent# howevers that the interest in theophany 

in not oonfined to no*2o of the above schemaj but infuses every part of the 

oyole, 

The Preparation. 

Ex. 1912b-6 (E), 

the introductory section clearly pu'rports to describe an auditiont 

the voice of the Lord who cal-Is to Moses is conceived in concrete local 

termal as emanating from a specific area on the mountain. Though the 

unit perhaps evidences Dauteronomic retouching 
4)q this 

M. Nothq Exodus; p* 157. 
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"theophanio" element5) is undoubtedly primitive, 

Ex-121g-i6aa (J) 6) 
is probably conoeived in the same wayo for in its 

present context it follows an auditions and also makes, promise (v. 9) of a 

further ones The theophany promised is for Moses alone (in the direct sense)s 

and is to consist of vision and audition. The phrase 11171'1 : I. Y3 (v. 9) 

implies that the cloud is a veil preserving the mystery of God in the act of 

301f disOlOsure (Of- Jer- 4: 29 1 relat6d to 'hiddennessl)6 

2,, The TheoRhanyo 

i) The Trumpet summonal 

Ex* 19813 0) JUM2 

Ex. igil6b(B) wn -? Tri *vv 

References to both and IV7 appear to have originated in 

the use of the39 instruments in the developed cult of later timesp where 

they marked liturgically the moment of the theophany 7 )* 
They thus 

represent a cultilo imitation of the ý117 primitively heard on Sinaip 

whioh in (J)E signifies the thunder of the storm-theophany; Loop as a 

natural atom-phenomenon pregnant with divine revelatory isignificanoes 

'Theophanic' here, as throughout, is used in the broad sensel including 
both Vision and auditionary content. Ofe E, Pax, Epiphaneia$ p. Ilit - 
"Gott erscheint in erster Linie, um zu sprechen, nicht um gesehen zu 
werden., Wann somit das H8ren den Vorrang vor dem Sehen hatg so bilden 
doch beide eine untrennbare Einheit und machen so erst das eigentliche 
Wesen der Epiphanie aus. " 

6) vv. qbj libs 13b, are later additions. 

see also on TTIO I (p, 136f. )* 
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ii) The Theophany proper. 

MpNoth 8) 
and others have noted that the Jo-aooounts ft-191j8.20, 

conceives the theophany in terms of Yahweh's coming down ('I'll ) on the 

mount# whereas for Hp the mount appears to be conceived as Yahweh's 

permanent earthly abode, * Further# J. probably desoribes the theophany 

in terms of volcanic phenomena# whereas the &-account is of a storm- 

theophany. Such a distinction is, admittedly, tentative, for both 

accounts have doubtless been ooloured by the incorporation of, loon- 

ventional theophanio language* 9), That we are dealing not with straight 

description but with theologioally-moulded narratives is evident too in 

the linking of the 111-motif with the volcaniot for volcanic fire can 

scarcely be said to 'descend' ( VK3 j11,411) TIjI)- v. 18). Beyerlin' 0) 

has stressed this theologisingt cultic influence on the materials 

pointing out that Exo24: J-2# 9-11 apparently knows nothing of a cloud on 

the mountains and suggesting that the thiok-cloud tradition may have 

originated in the cultio use of incense as a liturgical veiling of the 

theophany. Such an argument from silence,, howeverp is precarious 
ii) 

I it 

seems preferable to regard the cultic use of incense as arising out of 

8) M, Noth, Exodus, p. 159, 

9) M, Notho The History of Israel, pe 131.4 Cf. Exodus# pp. 154ff- See 
furthert note 52. 

10) Beyerlins The Oldest Sinaitic Traditional P-156. Similarlys 
R, EýClement3s God and Temple, ps22, note 3- 

jj) Beyerlin seems rather inconsistent in his dating of this passage# In 
making the deduotion3 cited here* he seems to regard the verses as primit- 
ive: Xpt-an P-31 of his book, he suggests that Ex-. 24: 9-1i originates in 
cu-Itio appearances of Yahweh above the WIDD of the ark,, and therefore 
presumably at a relatively late date, 
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the historical circumstances of the primitive theophany. 

Scholars have remarked on the similarity of the imagery here with 

that of Gen. 1507 ( Itnn , '11311 
12) 

resembled a volcano both in 

shape, and in intensity of smoking heat. ) Some have argued that the 

choice of terms in Genesis 15 is deliberate 13), 
and intended to stress 

the essential congruity of the two covenants; and we might add, also 

the theophanic unity underlying the covenants. 

In E. only one theophany is recorded; a theophany addressed 

specifically to Moses (Ex. 19: 1 ) in the presence of all Israel. 

(Ex* 20: i8f* strengthens this emphasis on the role of the covenant- 

mediator by relating how the people, in fear, request Moses to act per- 

manently as mediator, so as to relieve them of the necessity for direct 

encounter with the theophanic Presence. ) 

In J. 9 there are two distinct accounts of theophany. 

Ex. 19: J8,209 the first,, like the Elohistio account,, describes a 

theophany witnessed by all the people, but specifically addressed to 

Moses their representative. The promise in Ex. 19: 9 (which is part of 

the J, -account) is in the first instance an individual oneq K: I "DIN 

773TV -11nn 11170-1 : 17n -Tvýx : the people are to stand 

&far off# prevented by barriers from approaching the actual site of 

12) See p. 95. 

13) of. G. v. Rads Genesis, p. 183. 
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theophany. Presumably they hear the theophanic ý171 

p but do not 

apprehend the oll'ill 161: 11 enshrined in the ý171, Though vv. 20-2)+ 

are a later addition, they serve to confirm the importance of the 

mediator's role. The second Jo-theophany-account is in 

ft. 
1 

3: 18-23 and Ex. (probably to be classed as later portions 

of J. ). Here the theophany is clearly a personal one to Moses. The 

emphasis on the mortal danger vhich is involved in beholding the face of 

God is reminiscent of the patriarchal-type theophaniesi (sea belowi 

p. 124. The danger is here mitigated, however, in two distinct 

ways: - 

a) Hot the CPID but the 
. 
Wis revealed (33: 19., 34: 5-8)- yet it is 

noteworthy that when the proclamation of the 13V is made from the 

cloud (34: 5)s Moses' spontaneous reaction is to prostrate himself 

in worship. Thus it is apparent that the proclamation of the name 

is r6garded as a numinous, Itheophanic" experience no less vivid 

than the appearance of the Mi'll J&3 

b) By comparison the disclosure of the oil W) I 'InX betrays a much 

less sophisticated pattern of thought. Aubrey JohnsWremarka that 

"in human intercoursel the face is found to be extraordinarily 

revealing in respect of man's various emotions,, moodsq and disposit- 

ions"; so ýthat when applied to God the term C312D implied a vision 

14) A. R. Johnsoa,, "A3pects of the u3e of the term Panim in the O. T. *, Fest. 
O. Hissfeldts ed* Johann Mck. 
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of the. alvine nature overpowering in its Tory intimacy. The revelat- 

ion of the I'll W) I TIN is conceived still as a vision of the 

personal form of God,, yet not a confrontation of such directness and 

intensity as to devastate the beholder, 

N Declaration of the divine demands. 

The view adopted in this thesis is that neither the ritual decalogue 

(Ex, 34: 10-28)l the ethical deoalogue (Ex, 20: 2-i7)t nor the Book of the 

Covenant (Ex, 20: 22-23: 33) are integral to the primitive theophany-covenant 

event,, (see further, p. 224 ). In the present form of the TE. material, 

howeverp all three are presented as elaborations of the imperative contained 

within the divine self-disclusure on Sinai. Our prime concern at this stage 

of our investigation is to note the close connection obtaining between 

stipulation and theophanyq both in the Jo. - and the E. -account: - 

Ex. 3)+tlO-28 (J)q is set in close relation to the two-fold theophany 

described above: having been summoneds in the course of the OVolcaniC- 

theophanylp to ascend the mountain# Moses is there vouchsafed a furtheri 

peracnal experience of the person (&- 33: 23) and name (Ex- 3309t 34: 5) of 

Yahweh; and it is in process of the intimate dialogue surrounding this 

theophanyt that the covenant-demands are enunciated. That the Yahwist 

intended to take 'stipulation' up into Otheophany' seems clear from the way 

in which the two aspects of the narrative are dovetailed together: - The 

comnand to prepare the two stone tablets on which the 'words' are to be 

inscribed is actually inserted between the two halves of the narration of the 

personal-theophany. Alsoo the natural flow of the narrative through 

vv. 6#8, iOapIiat27s together with the fact that the whole code is presented 
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as direct divine address (apart from a few minor lapses: IObvI4; 23j24bq26&), 

shows that ft. 33: 17 - 34-028 is deliberately presented as a single theophany- 

narrative., 

Ex, 20: 2-17(E) is even more obviously Integrated into the theophamy- 

narrative as a whole* It is generally agreed that Ex. 20: 18 originally 

constituted the continuation of the E-narrative broken off at Ex. 19: 19: - 

arl hýlpn-px ýIpn 133y, all; ft"ll 

The insertion Of Ex. 20: 1-17 into the midst of this B. theophany-aarrativ% 

then, makes it plain that theethical decalogue is to be regarded as the 

articulated content of that awesomag muminou3 q; l. (See furtherg PP- 399ff. )- 

20: 22-23: 33, at a more developed stage of the Northern tradition, 

has been incorporated into the total theophany-narrative by an exten310n Of 

the same principlei -The decaloguep which was uttered in the theophanio q91 

in the hearing of all Israelp is now expounded in detail privately to the 

oovenant-4ediators on the mount of theophany, As with Ex. 34: 10-28i the 

B. oXo is presented in the form of direct divine address - though# unlike 

34: 0-28i it is unaccompaaiea by a asoonds, personal theophany to Moset, 

Sacrifice and covenant solemnisation. 

Ex. 24: 3-& We shall examine this composite tradition in greater detail 

belowt (pp. 251f- ). Though in its more developed form (it probably entered 

E. as the ratification-rite of the B. O*C#)15) the Passage 13 not directly 

15) So, tentativelys U. Noth, fJberlieferungsgeschichte des Pentateuch; P. --33, 
. n. 115; Exoduss P- 198- 
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theophanic, yet in its basic elements it represents a 'very personalistic 

view of divine-human relationship. This will become apparent in our dis- 

oussion of the significance of sacrifice in primitive Semitic covenantaq 

(See below, pp. 211,216f. ). 

Ex. 24: 1-2,9-11. This passage, by contrast,, in unambiguously theophanic, 

with its two-fola assertion: ýX-1771) 71-ft ]IN Irm (v-10) and 

[Vo-ftil-rIX ITWI 16) (v. il). Again there is a sense of wonder 

that man has seen God and remained alive: "He did not lay His hand on them" 

(v. 11). According to this account# the covenant is solemnised in a sacral 

meal; and though it is not stated that God partook of it# the possibility 

is not specifically excluded# 
17) 

I am unconvinced by Beyerlin's suggestion that v. 10b originated in a 

cultio theophany above the WIDD of the ark. His argument depends to 

a great extent on referring the term '17DO to the metallic lustre of the 

110IDD rather than to the specific 'blueness' of lapis lazuli. The 

closest paralle13 howevero (Ezek. 1: 26, io. -i) seem to associate the word 

III)DO with the firmament of the heaven3j, and thu3 vdth 'blueness'. Hence 

the imagery of Ex. 24: 9-11 seems to describe participation in a sacral meal 

within the celestial throne-room* 'Whether the picture draws upon natural 

16) The attempt made by Baudissin. to distinguish jjX'j = Isee with the 
physical eye', and Wrl = 'see with the inward eye',, has been rejected 
by most modern scholars. A. R. Johnson offer3 an alternative suggestion 
(see note 256), that 'I? tl includes a stronger auditional aspect than 
does 'Wl. It seems wisers, however, not to press the distinction. 

17) The passage reflects the ancient west semitic 'secular' covenant practice, 
cf. Gen. 26: 30. Beyerlinp however, UP. cit-P P-33) Suggests that 'they 
ate and drank' may be a technical term for covenant-making. 
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observation of a mountain against a background of blue sky# or is derived 

from specific Canaanite mythologyj is impossible to determine,, 18) 

The tMig: Etion' of the Theophanic Presence from Sinai to Canaan., 

Before leaving this account of the primitive Sinai tradition't we must 

note the complex of material in Ex. 32! 30 - 33: 17. Though of diverse origin# 

these traditions witness to a common concern# i. e., that the relationship 

with Yahweh established at Sinai should remain valid in Canaan, - 

specifically, that His presence-in-theophany experienced at Sinai should 

continue to be vouchsafed at His shrines In Canaan. The historical basis on 

which these traditions rest, is presumably Moses' request for a guide to 

lead the people through the wilderness$ and Hobab son of Reuel's agreeing 

to accompany him 19) (Ex- 33: 12a, Nun. 10: 29-33)20) . Later generationst 

concerned to Justify the Yah-wistio cult in Canaan, spiritualisea this 

historical core in their various efforts to round out a theological assurance 

that Yahweh had in fact accompanied Israel from His primaeval shrine to the 

promised land. These traditions are as follows: - 

18) Such 'mythology', whether Canaanite or Israelite in origin# did not 
arise in vacuo, but doubtless had its roots in the observation of 
spectacular natural phenomena. In the absence of specific evidence of 
borrowing from a Canaanite source, then,, it 13 just as inherently likely 
that this particular theologisation of natural phenomena had its 
independent origin in Israel. 

For a Canaanite (Ugaritic) picture of the heavenly palaces of. M. H. Pope, 
El in-the-Uparitic TeXts, p. 100, 

19) W. Beyerlin, OST., p. 100ff, 

20) Ex. 33: 12a and Num. 10: 29 were presumably continuous$ prior to the 
insertion of the Priestly block LýC- 35: 1 - Num. 10: 28. 
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a) Em. ý3: 1-3a : "I will send an anpel before you$ and I will drive 

out ... " Whatever the precise pattern of inter-dependence, it is plain 

that these verses are closely related to the epilogue of the Book of the 

Covenant 
21) (Ex. 23: 20f fo - see 'Theophany and T3rghl j P- 333 ). As in the 

patriarchal theophaniest Yahweh Himself is conceived as active through the 

angel; though what visible form he was to adopt (if any) is unspecified. 

b) Ex. 32tý9-31+ and 33: 12-17 
22) 

4* "My Presence t3. ) 3D face 

will go with you, and I will give you rest. " 

The close connection which we have just noted, between Ex. 23: 20ff. and 

Ex- 33: 1-3a, would suggest that the concept of the accompanying 013D here 

in Ex- 33: 14, f. is likewise related to the B. o. C. epilogue; cf. the phrase 

in Ex. 23: 21 - 
*'17: 1 MVI I-JIM -MV7, -l (Dtn. 4137, 

which is dependent on Exodus at this point, stresses the close relation 

between the 'Face' of Yahweh and the Sinai theophany-phenomena. ) 

23) Beyerlin in seeking to define the usage more closelYs adduces 

evidence to show that 'Yahweh's face' is generally spoken of in the context 

21) J. Hempel, Die Schichten des Deuteronomiumss holds that Ex. 23: 20ff. is 
dependent on Ex- 33 (02--cit-i P. 138). M. Noth, Exodus* p. 254P 
however, regards Ex- 3311-3a as deuteronomic addition. 

22) The unit is regarded by Beyerlin as J, Hempel ascribes it to 
Noth seems to regard it as a fairly early accretion to the J. - 
tradition of Ex- 34# (Exodus, p. 256). 

23) Beyerlin, The Oldest Sinaitic. Traditions, p. 104ff. 
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of cultic, theophany 24) 
. and thatp opeoificallys 'Yahweh. '3 face, his epiphany,, 

and his ark, are closely connected vdth each other' in a number of-pa3sages 
25). This connection with the ark is exemplified in the present context,, 

in that the original sequel to Ex- 33: 17 was Hum. 10: 29-33, which describes 

the role of the ark as the numinou3 guide through the wildorno, 53. In the 

later development of theophanio terminology at leasts the 'Face' of God was 

conceived as being revealed in light ( IIN ), brightness ( W)Wil ),, glory 

3: ) see further belowt p. 140f. 

26) 
o) Ex%-331.7-ils- The phrase 'from Horeb onward' (Ex. 33: 6)) and the use of 

the impetfect tense throughout vvu7-ilt show that this passage is concerned 

with ensuring the theophanic Presence with Israel during the transition from 

Sinaito Canaan. 

24) G. v. Radi Old Tentament Theolo p Ii p. 285, suggests that the term 'face 
of God' may originally have been used to designate the cultic masks 
used to symbolise the presence of deity. 

Beyetlini The Oldest Sinaitic Traditions,, p. W% cites, Akkadian and 
and Egyptian parallels to show that in the Ancient Near East the phrase 
originally concerned the image of the deity. He stresses$, howeverp 
'that the corresponding Israelite term is based on the cultio event of 
the theophany, not on an image of Yahweh. 

25) Ps. 801., 2,4,9 Ps. 68: 2f*0 Psi, 24: 6f. 0 Num. 10: 35f-9 2 Sam. 6: 20049 
17#18921. 

26) On the provenance of Ex- 33: 7-11 

v. 'Radt ("Tent and Ark% The Problem of the Hexateuch and other EssAyss 
p. 116) consideft it uncertain whather'the source in J. or JE. 

Noth (Exodus, p. 255) : an independent tradition later incorporated 
into J, 

R6&Clement3, (God'and Temple$ P- 35s n- 3), ascribes to E. 
Beyerlino (2im. __23Ts" 

, P. ascribes to E. 
1%L, Newman, H. -J. Krausl, Kuschkag Morgen3terns Gresdmann, all ascribe 
to J. 

Cb c7 
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The passage raises a number of problems on which no scholarly consensus 

has yet emerged: Was v,, 7 once preceded by an account of the constructing of 
27) 

the ark?, What was the original position of the tent in relation to the 

encampment? 
28) 

Does v. 11b imply that Joshua was ministering before the ark? 
29) Do tent and ark represent independent traditionS30) . or did they belong 

together from the beginning? 31) On the whole, I incline to the view that ark 

27) G,, v&Radj "Tent and Ark", p, 116; There are "all the signs of a major 
lacuna in the text at this point*i, Similarly R. R. Clementz,, God and 
Templej P- 37: it is "reasonable to regard (1; ) as referring to an 
antecedent mention of the ark, which has fallen out". Similarly O. Eiss- 
feldtj "Lade und Gesetztafelnllk Th. Z.. 16,1960, p. 283. More cautiously 
R,. de Vaux,, Ancient Israel* P- 3021: 1151 may refer either to Yoses,, 
Yahweho or the ark, The solution offered by the Syriac and UX9 reading 
Ex. 33: 7 as ty. ) 1-iml . and thus making the 
tent Moses' personal tentq'is unlikely to be historically reliable* yet 
it is interesting in that it underlines the importance which the versions 
attached to Moses' mediatorship. 6 

28) Gý v, Radj. "Teat and Ark" j Pp, i 16f. j holds that ý the tent was originally 
out; ide the camp. 

Beyerlin, OST., p. il3,, however,, suggests that an older tradition in 

which the tent stood in the centre of the camp, has been altered by the 
Elohist in order to suit Eta. leading theological concepts. 

99) So Beyerling IST.,, p. 118; and Rylaarsdam, Interpreter's Bible) Is 
PP-1071f- 

30) Most scholars assign the ark to the Northern tradition-si and the Tent to 
the South. So: 
W. LiNewman, The People of the Covenantt PP- 55ffs 
Giv. Rad) Studies in Deuteronomys p. 43, jh! 2oj2CX-gf thf, QlA Tngtnmant, T, 
pa 238s n. i 14--p 
AýKuschkes "Die Lagervorstellung der priesterschriftlichen Erzillung". 
&Aý1,7.. 63., 1951P P- i0s 
E. Kutsch, "Lade". RAX-3v 4. col. 198, 
H. -J. Krauss Worship in Israel#Pp. 128ff. 

The tent is ascribed to the Northern traditions by M. Haran, "The Nature 
of the "'Chel Mo'edhl in Pentateuchal Sources% J. S. S., 5s 1960. 

30 R., de Vauxq Ancient Israeli P- 302, 
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and tent did originally belong together . but that in specific historical 

circumstances one and the other have been reinterpreted,, for the peculiar 

theological needs of the times. 

The specific purpose for which the tent-tradition is utilised in this 

cases is to stress Iloses' special role as mediator between the people and 

their covenant-God. W`hether the location of the tent outside the encampment 

is originals or an Elohistio adaptation of the tradition for theological 

ends., the theological point is the same: the encampment polluted by the 

people's apostasy is no longer a fit locus of revelations nor are the 

people themselves fit for theophanic encounter. 
33) Membership in Israel 

does not automatically guarantee participation in the theophanic moment: 

on the contraryj those who conscientiously 3ought30 Yahweh did so by the 

deliberate act of going out from the camp - the remainder of Israel watched 

and worshipped from a distance, (ioe. mediate participation). 

(Such a picture accords very well with the situation obtaining in the 

32) R. E. Clement3 comments on v#Rad's theory of the incompatibility of tent 
and ark theology: "This rigid distinction between a theology of 
Yahweh's dwelling and a theology of His epiphany cannot be conceded" - 
see God and Temples P- 37. 
Similarly Beyerlins OST., p. 116f. 

33) J. Barrs "Theophany and Anthropomorphism in the O. T. "s V. T. S. VTIq P- 35s 
stresses the predominance of sin and atonement as the real problematic 
behind the theophany. 

34) 717: 173 probably implies a seeking of Itheophany' rather than loraolel. 
Only in 2 Sam, 21: 1-2 is 1717: 1 used in a context indicating an oracular 
enguiring of the Lord: elsewhere in religious contexts it means to 
seek the person of the Lord, rather than to seek information from Him. 
cf. the common phrase t1j, "11 13D-IIN 17172 Hos- 5: 15, 
Pa. 21+: 6, Pa. 27: 8,1 Chron. 16: 11. 
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Northern kineom during the ninth and eigbth centuries, when the authentic 

Yahvistic traditions were preserved by a loyalist prophetic-levitio alliance$ 

in opposition to tho official royal cult, (see PP. 275ff. ); and thus 

supports the view that this material is from B. 35) As suoh, the passaga 

sheds valuable light on the import4neo which thase Northern circles continued 

to attach to theophanys within the Sinai covenznt tradition). 

36) 36a) 
d) Num- 10: 3N_ Whichever &came this -worse derives from# the Jehovistic 

form of the narrative clearly intends to link the promise of the accompany- 

ing tangell and 'Face' or Yahweh, with the guiding role of the ark, In a 

later section,, (p. 246f)l, I shall adduce reasons for concluding that the 

ark was originally the theophoria symbol of the Benjamite olansj consisting 

primitivitly of a simple chest which presumably contained numinous stones37). 

In the'present contextp this primitive numinous element is plainly pro- 

35) The Blohiatic narrative in Ex. 32 which introduces this series of 
Itheologies', arises from the aame milieu, constituting &3 it does a 
polemic; against the official Bethel oult, 

36) Num. 10: 33 is ascribed to J. by: - 

Beyerlin,, OST., p. 1001, 
W., Eichrodt,, TRýolog of the olaTe*struzent, I, p. 38j 
U. Noth, UberlieferunEsgeschichte des Pentateuch, po 223- 

v. Rad, "Tent and Ark". po 114, however, a3cribes to E. 

The Massoretic siena indicating that uum. 10: 35f- is out of place in its 
present context,, do not necessarily Indicate that the verses are not 
extremely ancient. EsNielson, *Some Reflections on the History of the 
Ark"s V. T. S.. 7. p. 67, hcwovorjl assumes that the unit had Its origin 
in the Jerusalem temple cult; so that in its present form and setting 
Num. 10-35f. reprosents a Okina of reinterpretation of liturgical tOXt3". 
Others would assign the tradition to the context of the holy imr, in the 
period of tho conquest. 

. 
36a) f. 6 O-e 
37) of- 

e. Beers Steinverehrung bei don Israeliten, (Not sighted p"r3onally) 
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dominant: 'The ark is clearly addressed as Yahweh, if not identified with 

Him. 938) In some sense, then, the presence of the ark in the midst of Israel 

was regarded as Itheophanict, even before its combination with the Canaanite 

cherubim-throne at 'Shiloh. "Wesentlich fUr die altere Zeit ist die Anschau- 

ung, dass mit der Lade Jahwe selbst in nicht nUher beachriebener, fast 0 

magischer Weiset Heil oder auch Unheil wirkendg Freude oder Schrecken ver- 

breitend, gegenwirtig ist. �39) 

The Theophanies in the Patriarchal Narrativ'eg. 

As a preliminary to examining the patriarchal theophany narrativess we 

must note a caveat entered,, amongst others., by JUrg Jeremias-01, 

In hie monograph Theophanieg Joremias imists on a fundamental separation 

between the patriarchal- and the Sinai-type theophanies, on the grounds of 

their quite disparate brigins: - "In the neueren at. lichen Wissenschaft> o. o 

der Terminus Theophanie denjenigen Erscheinungen Gottes vorbehalten bleibt# 

die nur an den Begleitum3tUMen seines Kommene erkannt worden# ohne dass 

seine Gestalt und sein Aussehen beschrieben werden. Die "TheophanieC reden 

etwa vom Kommen Jahwes in Sturm, Gewitter, Feuer, ete. zum Gericht und zur 

Vernightung. Man hat nun aber gelegentlich auch in, neuerer Zeit mit dem Be- 

griff Theophanie noch ganz andere Erscheinungen Gottes bezeichnen wolleng die 

von den oben genannten streng zu scheiden einag weil sie in einen anderen 

Traditionszusammenhang geh8ren; Erscheinungen bei denen Jahwes Ausseheng 

seine GesItalt erkennbar werden bi. mit den Sinnen, -vor allem Augen und Ohreng 

fassbar ; werden; "40) He would reserve the term Theophany 3peeifieally for the 

38) 3ohn Marsht Interpreter's Biblei 2,, po 193- 
39) E. 4utschs *Lade"# R. G. G. s 4. col. 198. 
40) JBrg Joremiasj Theophanieg p. 1. 
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former. 

E, p=40 on the other handp stres3es the common ground existing between 

the two types# distinguishing them as 'partial opiphanies'42) and 'total 

epiphanies'43). That the two are conceived in J. and R. p and in the edited 

form of the pentateuch, as belonging inseparably together, seems to me 

inescapable. Though admittedly of disparate origin. they nevertheless 

become oney both in that numinous; immediate awareness of the presence of the 

divine which is the essence of both, and in the Unity Of the Heilgg03chichteo- 

") In confirmation of this, it is interesting to note how in the Sinal- 

theophwW passages already reviewed,, the combination of volcanic-3torm-type 

theophany and patriarchal-type thaophany is in fact characteristic of the 

cycle as a whole: - 

a) Ex. 24: 9-11 is in fact more akin to Gen. 18 and Jud. 6 (see below, 

41) R. Pax, Epiphaneia. 

42) Pax states that Itheophany' normally refers to an O. T. reocrd of an 
appearance of the divine,, and 'epiphany' to a N. T. record* For his 
purposej, therefore, the meaning of the terms is virtually identical : he 
uses 'epiphany' throughout for the sake of convenience. 

43) The terms 'partial epiphany' and 'total epiphanyt seem to me to import a 
value Judgment that is of no benefit to our enquiry. I prefer some such 
neutral terms as 'patriarchal-type theophany' and 'Sinai-type theophany' 
or 'volcanic-storm-type theophanylo 

44) B, Paxt Epiphaneia, p. 144, stresses that the function of O. T. theophanies 
is to set forward the Heil3geschichte, - in contrast to the individual- 
istic, incidental epiphanies of classical antiquity: - "Anders der 
Hebriier; er steht in einer Entwicklung, die von der Vergangenheit Uber 
die Gegenwart in die Zukunft reicht . », Die Erscheinungen Gotte3 dienen 
einzig und allein diesem Zweck; sie sollen den Weg ebnen und den Blick 
immer freier werden lassen. » 
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PP-76f., 123ý than to Exodus'19# yet it stands quite unequivocally 

within the Sinai cycle* And since there can be no sariou3 question 

about the antiquity of Ex. 24: 9-Iij, it 13 clear that the basic 

affinity of the two theophany types was recOgMi3ed at a very early 

stage. 

b) Ex. 33: 18-23 and Ex. 34: 5.740 repro-sent an intermediate type,, in that 

on the one hand the Lord appears In the cloud (34: 5). yet on the 

other hand a manifestation of His form is also involved (33*023)- 

c) Ex- 19-03-6.19. -'20-24# 32: 30-34o 33: 1-69 ate., exhibit the same 

tendenoy to extended monologue which we shall see below (p-114: 0 to 

be typical of J's. theologised patriarchal-type theophaniese Thus 

a primary function of both types of theophany is to become a 

vehicle for the divine word. 

This combination of patriarchal-type theophany and Sinai-type theophany 

is also a striking feature of the crucial passage By.. 3: 1-14. Indeed it 

would be truq to say that both by its form and by its position in JE-# 

Ex- 3: 1-14 constitutes the link between the patriarchal tradition and the 

Sinai tradition. On the one hand, it is probable that (as Noth suggests45) 

its original was a patriarchal-type saga relating to some well-known 

location where an ýK 
-theophany had once occurred, or was held to occur 

periodically. On the other hands in Its present context the passage con- 

stitutes a 'pre-view' of the Sinai theophany. it was presumably a very 

early accretion to the core Sinai tradition, displacing or anticipating the 

45) M. Noth,, Exodus, P. 32. 
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revelation of the name now preserved at Ex. 2W - 

J. )JINSIOn jm)ift fil-, r) ): )IN 

By thus plaoing this patriarchal-type theophany narrative as a prelude 

to the Sinai-theophany proper, the Elohist has emphaaised several important 

points: - 

He has underlined the vital role of the individual in experiencing 

theophany and receiving revelation 
46)0 

thus linking the Sinai-event 

back to the experiences of the patriarchs, and forward to those of 

the prophets. 

b) He has also stressed that theophany is a vital links conneoting the 

Sinai event with the religiOU3 traditions that preoeded it. 

c) He has offered a theological exposition of the Name revealed in the 

Sinai theophany,, interpreting whatever previous significance the 

name Yahweh had for pre-Israel or their kinsman-neighbourap in the 

light of the Sinai event. 

It may be in order to digress a little here, and expand somewhat on the 

last point. There has of course been wide and long discussion as to the 

G. A. Barton, The Religion of Israel 0 918), t p. 62f. t "If the tradition 
of Ex- 3 may be taken as a guide, Moses in his experience of Yahweh at 
the burning bush gained a personal impression of the power and awe of 
Yahweh that possessed his whole being ... Thus in the person of the 
great founder of Israel's religion there became effeotivet we cannot 
but believet those forces which arise from a personal experience of God 

... in lesser degree the experience was probably shared by his 
followers. " 
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ultimate origin of the name Yahweh47) * I, personallys incline to the view 

that the name has developed from an 'ekstatische Urlaut's ejaculated as an 
48) 

instinctive response to the presence of the numinou3 Others reeard the 

name as a contraction of a primitive Semitic descriptive sentence-name 
49) 

0 

47) See R. de Vaux's recently published survey of the latest studies on the 
origins of the name Yahwehg and the exposition of Ex- 3: 14-151 "The 
Revelation of the Divine Name YIFNH", Proclamation and Presencep ea. 
J, I. Durham and J,, R. Porter. Do Vaux considers it likely that some form 
of the name was known outside Israel in pre-Mosaic times, and favours 
the meaning 'I am He who exists$ for 111M 1VX 

48) R., Otto., The Idea of the Holj. Similarly: - 

G*R*Driverj "The Original form of the Name Yahveh"s V,. A-W- ('1,928) 

pp. 7ff* 

M*Bubert Moses, P- 50- 

R. Mayer,, "Der Gottesname Jahwe im Lichte der neuestezz Forechung"s 
B. Z. , NP* 2- (1958),, pp. 26-53- 

R, Abbas "The Divine Name Yahweh"j J. B. L. 80 (1961)9 pp. 320-328. 

S. Mowinckelg "The Name of the God of Moses'. H. U. C. A6* MII 0961)s 
pp. 121-133i, 

49) F, MCross, "Yahweh and the God of the Patriarchs"# H. T. R. 55 (1962): - 
".:. eat Semitic names normally begin in transparent aLppellations or 
sentence-names, which then shorten or disintegrate. " It would seem 
precaricust however$ to argue in this way from proper names in general, 
to names of deity. of. the notorious difficulty in tracing the 

, etymology of the other common Hebrew names for deityp )-TV and ýX I 

cf. als-ot E. Jacob, Thfolopie de VAncien Te3tament, P- 39- 
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or cite possible Hittite# Aryan, Egyptian derivatiOn350) 9 Amid much that 

remains speoulativet reasonable probability can be claimed for the view 

50) The following are eitod by R. Mayer, "Der Gotteaname Jahwe im Lichte 
der neuesten Forsohuni?. B. Z. NF 2 (1958) pp. 26ff: - 

N. Ws4ker : Egyptian origin - Jach = Moon godg and We' = one, 

B. Littman : Arian root ODJaul,, 

B. Hrozny : Hittite root Jaja;. 

On these and similar views# see now R. de Vauxp "The Revelation of the 
Divine Name YHWH"q Proclamation and Presence$ ed. J. I. Durham and 
J6R, Porter. pps 56f. 

Authorities are divided on the questionj as to whether the divine 
name Tahweh occurs independently outside Israel: - 

Proi GkR6Driver, "The original Form of the Name Yahweh"# Z, A. 19., 
__46p 1928, pp- 7ff-j, 

J6Gray, "The God YW in the Religion of Canaan"s J4N. E. S., 121, 
19539 pp. 281f,, 

Others conclude that the independent occurrence of the Name is likelyl 
but not yet conclusively proved: - 

0, äBissfeldti wJahwa", R. G. G, 3 
» 39 001- 5159 

R. de Vauxj "The Revelation of the Divine Name YIIWH"l Proclamation and 
Presence, ed. J. I. Durham and J. R. Porter, pp. 56,65- 
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that the worship of Yahweh was practised among the early KOnite 851) 1 

51) So H. H. Rowley., From Josenh to Joshua, pp. 149ff. 9 JoGrayp "The God YW in the Religion of Canaan% J. N. E. S., J2,9 19539 
p, 280. 

The following points may be cited as evidence supporting a primitive 
connection between pre-Israel and the Lenites/kedianites: - 

a) The tradition preserved in Ex. 18: 5-12 probably indicates a recurrent 
pilgrimage to some Midianite mountain sanctuary, in which certain 
groups at least of pre-Israel participated, and a cult regulated by 
a Midianite priest. 

b) It is difficult to imaetne how tLe tradition of Ex. M13-249 
basing Israel's 'civil' and IreligLou3l judicial system on 
Vidianite principles, could have arisen unless it had some factual 
ground in. the events of the Kadesh period. 

C) Exodus 3 locates the theophany in Midianite territory. 

d) Numbers 0: 29-34 resumes the Jo-narrative from Ex* 33: 12-16; thus 
implying that the companionship of the Midianites on Israel's 

. onward journey in some sense constitute& an ans%er to Moses' 
request for a divinely-appointed guide who would lead Israel through 
the wilderness. 

0) Geni 4: 15 tells how Cains the eponymous ancestor of the Kenitesk 
was sealed with the mark of Yahweh. This seems to be more than 
simply an example of J's universalist outlooks and to imply a 
special primitive connection between the sons of Cain and the worship 
of Yahwehi 

It 13 well to remember$ however,, that'apart from these few hints we know 
*alM03t nothing' about the Kenites and their religion (R&de Vauxj 
Ancient Israelp p, 479; EAUrthwein, art. "Gott* Ils R,. G#G63p 21 
coli 17060 9ýholars are divided as to shether the actual Name Yahwehi 
or a form of it was known to the Kenites: - 

Pro*, OoEissfeldti arti "Jahwe". R. G. G. 3.3- col- 5159* B-ToUrthwein, 
aoý citi,, col. 1706. 

Sceptical: R, Abba, "The Divine Name Yahweh". J. B. L., 809 19619 P- 321; 
O. Prookschs, Theololde des A. T., j, p. 77; 
M. Buber,, mosest P. 52. 
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through these kinsmen of his that the knowledge of Yahweh was mediated 

initially to Moses. 

Iliatever its primitive origins,, however, it is certain that the pro- 

Mosaic form of the Name Yahweh became little more than 'raw material', which 

then emerged from the crucible of the 1! 03aic Sinai-theophany experience 

glowing with new form and filled with new significance and vitality. Yet it 

is worth noting that (especially if we accept the 'ejaculatory' and Kenite 

origin of the name, as suggested above) the name probably arose in a 

theophanic milieu; - in which case the new 'Mosaic' significance of the name 

would be in some sense a renewal upon a higher level,, of that primaeval 

numinous quality which it possessed from the beginning. 

What then is the precise import of the sentence laj; tlx In INVIIN 

Ex- 3: 14,, which R. puts forward as the significant form of the divine nsme? 

52) The narrative of Ex. 19 reveals two strands of theophanic, description 
vv. 16b, 17t 19. describe storm-phenomena, and are usually ascribed to 
Eo,, whereas vv. 16a, 18,20 employ volcanic imagery and are normally 
ascribed to J. Strictly speaking, this volcanic terminology is not 
appropriate to the Sinai peninsular, but to the area NoE. of the Gulf of 
Aqabah. It Must of course be recognised that both the J., and E. traclit- 
ions in their present form are highly composite and sophisticated,, each 
having borrowed imagery from the other,, as well as from extra-Israelite 
sources (M*Noth. The History of Israel, po 131; R. E. Clements, God and 
Templeg po 22). Yet having made due R11owance for this development and 
cross-fertilization of traditions, it is still possible that the 
distinction 'storm-phenomena' v. 'volcanic-phenomena' has an historical 
basis; i. e. that the house of Judah during their stay in Kadesh had 
some acquaintance with a mount of theophany at Aqabah and/or its related 
traditions (M. Notht The HistorZ of Israel, p. 131). The location of the 
mount of God according to the E. -source may be left indeterminate: 
identification of 'Mount of God' and 'Sinai' doubtless took place'early, 
and is probably already assumed by the Elchist.. But the tradition locat- 
ing 'Sinai' on the 2inai Peninsular is late, and only documented from the 
sixth century AoD. 
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The first point to be noted is that the name is understood as verbal in form. 

Whatever its antecedents may have beenj, it seems certain that the verbal 

form of the name wad new and unique to the Mosaie-Sinai theophany. Scholars 

are agreed furthermorej, that the force of the verbs is active and concrete, 

not abstract and philosophical: "Die Antwort Gottes an Moses unterstreicht 

seine Aktualitlait# seine ExistentialiVit ... Er bedeutet nicht: Ich bin Der 

Daseiendep o"eitere3; 3ondern es gilt ganz bestimmt diesem Manng klose 

und dem Volke: Ich bin dal" 53) Thus the theophany here recorded is not a 

moment of mystic abstraction, but is intimately related to the politico- 

historical condition in which the chosen people found themselves. The first- 

person form of the name is probably to be regarded as a secondary adaptation: 

the words are cast in the form of direct divine address in order to enhance 

the solemnity of the etymology, and to heighten the total theophanic impact 

of the passage. 
54) 

As to the closer interpretation of the verbal forms the derivation from 

Arabic hawas ahwa = 'be passionate', Idesirs'55)t has found little favour 

with recent scholarship and may be discounted. This leaves two main 

possibilities : Qal of 11ol = 'be', or Hiphil of jill'i = #cause to be'. 

53) Vriezenj "'Ehja laser 'ehje"s P- 508f- cf. R. Mayerp "Der Gottesname im 
Lichte p. 44. 

54) R. Mayers, ibidg pe 29. 

55) 'SoD. Goitein, "Thwh the Passionate". V. T. 6,1956, pp. Iff. 
of, G. A*Barton,, The Religion of Tsrael, suggests the causative root 
#ahw-al = 'cause to desire' as a possible derivation; oo. cit., p. 60, 
n. 2. 



qcreatel. The latter is in fact not grammatically impos3ible56) . and has 

had its advocates57). But the matter-in this case is to be decided from 

64 

contexts I. e. the wider context of the JE, Exodus-Sinai tradition, On this 

N. Preedm4n 
58) 

remarks aptly: - 

"Ibile the creator God figures prominently ý3) biblical as well 
as N. S. religion from patriarchal 81 as on,, and is of course 
not out of place in the Mosaic age , nevertheless the principal 
emphases of the book of Exodus are upon the merciful intervention 
and saying action of the God of the Fathers. 

in which case some dynamic interpretation of the name based on the qal-form 

of M), "I Is most appropriate to context. 

Some recent scholars$ including E*Schild 
61) 

and Joh. Lindblom 
62) 

, have 

argued from the qal-form for the rendering, 01 am the one who ist Bertil 
63) 

Albrektsons however# has clearly refuted the case for this interpretation by 

56) R. Abba, "The Divine Name Yahweh"q J. B. L., 80 (1961),, argues that there is 
no known occurrence of il"It in the Hiphil form., the Piel form being 
used to represent the causative* 
R. Mayer, "Der Gottesname Jahwe im Lichte ... 0., however, refers to 
Aramaic parallels in both Pael and Aphel forms. 

57) Notably WFý6Aibrightq "Contributions to Biblical Archeology and 
Philology". 2. "The Name Yahweh" J. B. L. , 439 (1924) P. 370f; Prom the 
Stone Age to ChristianjU. ppe 2; 9 261. 

58) Iloel Freedmant "The Name of the God of Moses". J. B. L,, 799 (1960), pp-151 
, 156, p. 153. 

59) See"P. van Imsohooti, ThSolode do I'Ancien Testatent, P-95- 
60) S. Mowinokel, "The Name of thp God of Moses". H. U. C. A., XXXII (1961), p. 

128, argues that the concept of "'Creator' is too rationalisiic for the 

age of Moses. 

61) E.. Schild-, *I am that I am", V. T., IV. (1954), pp. 296-302. 

62) Refer-red to by B. Albrektson, "On the syntax of 1"Ill'IN in 
EX-504"s P- 15s in Words and Meaning,,, ed-P. R. Ackroyd and B. Lindars. 

63) Idem, pp. 24ff. 
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pointing out the inadequacy of its syntactical base, Even within the 

traditional translationg hovmver.. there are still a variety of shades of 

meaning. Apart from variations based on tenseq Th. C. Vviezen 
64) 

finds four 

nuances in the paranomastic construction of which Sx- 3: 14 is an example, 

context alone determining which of these is uPpermo3t in the case in 

question. They are as follows: - 

a) General indefinites e. g. 2 Sam. 15: 20 

1ý111 4)3x--vx ýy 1ý111 -)3xl 

b) The precise intention is unspecified in contexts but is clear to the 

mind of the hearer,, e. g. Ex. 16: 23 

IýV: l im Ing Imxrý--in JIN 
c) Intensive indefinite., e. g. 1 Sam. 23: 13 

i'nrn' inn'i 
d) Total and absolute# e. g. Ezek. 12: 25 

1 

'13*7 1: 119 'IVN 11K *I: Ilx 11111,13K 

- on which last Vriezen comments, "the meaning is secret, yet portentous and 

certain. " It is within the fourth shade of meaning that Vriezen would place 

Ex. 36-i4j, and the closely parallel Ex- 33: 19 Inx I-OX-PH 1113m 
OnIx IIVx-Jnx IMM11 iie would see in Ex- 33: 19 a 

stress both on divine sovereignty and on unlimited grace 
65); 

so that from tha 

latter point of view, the meaning would be, "I will surely be gracious and 

64) Th. C. Vriezen,, "'Ehje laser lehje",,, In Festschrift fUr Bertholetg P- 50it 
ed. W. Baumgartner, OeEissfeldt., K. Elliger, L. Rost. 

65) After the Pauline mannerv Rom. 9: 18: Th. C'sVriezenj, "'EhJe laser 'ehje", 
P. 499. 
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merciful"ý This seems to me to be valid, pace Albrektson since the text 

presumably stood originally as a close parallel, in meaning if not precisely 

in syntaxs to 'Ex- 32: 34, "when I visit, I will visit their sin upon them", 

i, et "I will certainly visit ... " (I take the point of the contrast to be 

not, 'visitation of the people' as against 'grace for Uosest, but the moment- 

arinesit of'visitation as against the persistence of divine grace. ) On the 

basis of this analogy# thens Vriezen would interpret Ex- 3: 14 as "an 

indefinite merging into a sýýerlativý . 
67); 

signifying both the mystery and 

the unswerving faithfulness charaoterising the God who thus revealed Him- 

self. 

We may summarise this short discussions thenson the relation of the n=e 
68)0 

to Voses and the Sinai theophany, with the words of G, R. Driver ._ 

"The old 'Tals or one of its extended forms, was recognised on the 
principles of' popular etymology as cloeely resembling the imperfect 
tense of a defective verb, and rapidly became fixed in the imaginat- 
ion of the people as 'Yahweh'... The origin and meaning of the old 
name, whether ejaculatory or nots had without doubt been long 
forgotten; the new name, whether it was explained as predicating 
being or bringing into being, was so pregnant with meaning that it 
would readily be accepted by a people groaning under foreign 
bondage. * 

66) B. Albrektson,, 'On the syntax of 11111N 6rox 111111X in 
Exodus 3: 1419 p. 27# n- 3: "It is doubtful if Vriezen ii right in 
making the paranomastic construction yield an 'intensive' meaning. 
Paranomastic sentences of this type usually express indeterminationl, and 
there is no reason to try to avoid ýhis shade of meaning in Ex- 3: 14. " 

67) Th. G. Vriezen., "'Rhje laser lehje",, ]pP. 508f. 

68). G. R. Drive; -, "The Original Form of the Name Tahweh", Z. A. W., 46,, * 
(1928), p. 22. 
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The Linkingof patriarchal- and Sinai-tradition3 of the divine Name 

in the Pentateuchal Sources. 

, The precise progression in the history of the name 'Mell must remain 

largely conjectural$ in the absence of direct biblical-textual evidence for 

its occurrences form, and usage in pre-Mosaio 'Israel'. Added probability, 

however$ is lent to the picture just sketched, when we compare it with the 

pattern of continuity-innovation evidenced in the treatment of the divine 

flame in each of the separate pentateuohal sources. Each of the main streams 

of tradition in the pentateuch presents this relation between innovation 

and continuity in its own specific way. The Priestly source does so by 

designating God 'El Shaddail in the pre-Ilosaic traditions, and 'Yahweh' after 

Voses' commissioning. We shall be returning to the name El Shaddaig 

pp. 89f. : suffice it here to say that the name represents a genuine element 

of the ancient tradition, selected however from a wealth of terminologys and 
69) 

exalted to a position of exclusiveness which it did not originally enjoy 

Interesting for the line of thought that we are pursuing, howevers is that 

the priestly source makes its integration of Mosaic and pre-Mosaic material 

here in the context of theophany: the new name 'Tahwehl is revealed to 

Moses in a theophanys (Ex. 6: 2-3). just as the old name had been confirmed to 

69) R. Kittel,, The Religion of the People of Israel, p. 62,, and 
A. Altq The God of the Fathers$ P. 6. 
S. Vowinokel, "The Name of the God of Moses". p. 121.. is too sweeping 
when he claims that Ex. 6: 2-3 quite clearly reflects an "unhistorical 
theological theory of POO., contrRdieted by what the sources shor, us 
about the use of the tatragrammatbn in old Tsrael. 
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each patriarch in turn by successive divine appearance870), 

Commenting on Ex. 613, R. Abba71) argues that pre-Mosaic ignorance of the 

aame 'Tahweht is not necessarily implied, but that the 3tre33 is rather on 

the capacity or character in which God made Himself known in the different 

epochs. The strength of such a contention is that it underlines the strong 

emphasis on personal relationship which lies at the heart of the theophany- 

revelation. 

But the question inevitably arises : In what respects, then, did P. 

conceive the character of Yahweh to differ from that of ), T27 ýx ? The 

answer would appear to be that for P. there is no clear differentiation, but 

that the difference between the names concerns only the concrete historical 

circumstances in which the identical God appeared to His people from crisis 

70) F. Ifichaeli, Gen4se, on ch. 17. Michaelip fo3-lowing J. Wellhausen, 
Die Composition des Hexateuchs, p. l. sees the whole of Pts work as 
structured on this same pattern: - four epochs of history, demarcated 
by four divine covenants, each with its own sign and its own specific 
revelation of God - to Adam, the sign of the sabbath and the name 
13 ON-b 9, to Noah the prohibition of blood and the name C) -) 11ý x. 
to Abraham circumcision and the name 4)TV ýX to Moses the tZrah 
and the name ill I*) . 

For a critique of this schema, see W. Zimmerli, "Sinaibund und Abraham- 
bund"., Th. Z., 16,19609 pp. 268-280. 

71) R. Abba, "The Divine Name Yahweh"p P- 323- 
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The Elohist's device fcr relating the pre-Mosaio to the Mosaic is similar 

to P's., except that the generic "God of the Fathers* is used rather than 

'El Shaddail. Once againp these title3 represent a selection from the rich 

treasury of ancient tradition; and once again the link is made (very force- 

fully in B's case), by means of a theophanyp Ex- 3: 1-1673)0 Reference has 

already been made (P-57 ) to the probable origin of this particular piece 

of traditions and the function it fulfils in the present context. 

In the case of the Yahvist, the matter is not so clear becausev on the 

basis of his own peculiarly universalist theological position, he has 

conceived the name 'Yahweh' as being in use from creation onwards, 
74) 

72) Contra R*Kittell The Religion of-the People of Israel., PP. 52,64 : - 
'This God whom Moses had come to know in Egypt was different from the 
God of the Fathers" : the latter was approached in 'quiet worshiplv the 
former in a 'passion of emotion'. 
O. Bissfeldt,, "El and Yahweh". J. S. S. 1 (1956). quotes with approvalp 
P. 37: OU is the special contribution of Canaan to the world. He is 
fused with the stern God Yahve, and thus he has become the expression of 
all fatherline33# being mild and stern at the same time. " (P. Lpkkegaards 
Studia Orientalia Ioanni Pedersen dioata, 1953, p. 232. ) The distinct- 
ion, however, is sharper than the biblical evidence justifies. 

73) A composite Alt-Noth, source division of the passage is as follows*. - 
J: vv. 2-4a, 5.7-8a., 16-17aa. R: vv. 1b,, 4b,, 9-15. 

74) The difference between the J. and E. treatment at this point in fact 
probably reflects the actual historical development of the traditions,, 
cf. notes 51 and 52 above. So H,. H. Rowley, From Joseph to Joshua,, p. 144: 
"The tribes that were not with Moses at the time of the Exodus ... did 
not ascribe the beginnings of their Yahwism to him, while those who 
were with him did. " 

A. Alt, The God of the Fathers, p. 6. links the difference with the 
luniveranlist' outlook of J. 
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(Gen. 4: 26) 0 
1 

Yets as N. Freedman points out. 
7ý 

even in the J. stratum, the 

name which otherwise is traced back to earliest times, is given special 

emphasis in its Mosaic setting, for here the proclamation of the name 

is the essential prologue of the Sinai covenant-making (Exe 34: 5.10). More- 

over, since in all probability it was J. who first constructed the genea- 

logical framework of the patriarchal narratives and set the whole as a 

prelude to 'Sinai', it is worthwhile noting his procedure: He relates 

Isaac to Abraham by means of a theophany of the God of Abrahamg (Gen. 26: 3. 

2,5), and Jacob to Isaac by a theophany of the God of Isaac ("no 28: 13, 

32: 9), These linking theophanies are in all probability J. -compositions in 

the sense that they do not reflect any specific ancient tradition. But the 

question poses itself: 'Why did Jo select just this literary device to 

make his transitions? ' At first glance at least, there would seem to be 

a certain tension between this theophanic stress and the atmosphere of 

'Solomonic ealighteximentt77) that has been noted in the work of J. (in 

common with his contemporaries)78) Is the theophanic element merely a 

conscious archaising on J's part, and thus without vital significance for 

J's thought? Or does it imply that J. Sees the theophanic as in some sense 

definitive for revelation,, and that he understands his own role as that of 

literary systematiser of the definitive events of revelation which had 

75) The point emerges even more clearly if we accept the view that 
Gen- 4: 25-6 originally belonged to an ancient tradition parallel to 
('Ten. 2: 7ff, in which V139 replacod MIN as the first man. 

76) N. Preedman, "The Name of the ý171od of Moses". p. 151* 

77) The phrase is v. Rad's, 

78) See John Gray., I and IT King, p. 24. 
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reached their climax in the theophany par excellence at Sinai? The thought 

will at least bear keeping in mind when we come to examine the growth of the 

idea of canon in detail, 

We turn r-ow to a detailed examination of the 
-theophimies 

in the 
79) 80) 

natriar. ClIal tr t= as recorded in the J. and E. strands of Genesis adl 

A convenient method of procedure will be to divide the material into the 

following categories: - 

I. Narratives which occur in both X. and E. 

IIq Narratives peculiar to J. 

III. Narratives peculiar to E. 

'79) It would lead us beyond the scope of our present enquiry,, to discuss 
recent research into the historicity of the patriarchs. The following 
works provide useful su=aries of findings in this field: - 
G. E, iVright, Biblical Archeology, pp. 40-84; 
H. H. Rowley, From Joseph to Joshua- 
W,, Noth., The History of Israel,, pp. 121ff. 
R,, de Vaux, "The Hebrew Patriarchs and History". T. D. 12 (1964); 
W., F*Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity; 
John Bright,, History of Israel. 

Suffice it to say here that recent literary criticism has been more 
firmly grounded-in the findings of biblical archeology; and that the 
interaction of these two disciplines has made it unnecessary to regard 
the patriarchal traditions as fantasia spun around the names of primit- 
ive deities (cf. Gunkel,, Genesis., pp. LIIIf) or primaeval folk-lore 
themes (of. H. Gressmann, "Sage und Gesohichte". Z. A. W., 30., 19109 

Pp. 14,, 23-) 

"We shall probably never be able to prove that Abraham really existed 
I*., but what we can prove is that his life and times, as reflected in 

he stories about him, fit perfectly within the early second millennium, 
but imparfectly within any later period. " - G. E. Tiright,, Biblical 

Archeology, p. 40* 

80) See note 3 above. 
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I. Narratives which occur in both J. and E. 

(i) The dall of Abraham : Gen* 12: 1-3 M and Gen. 15: 1-6 M- 81) 

In general,, the greater vividness attaches to the E. narrative : it is 

vision ( l'IT11? 3 a 15: 1; and 0: 111 , 15: 5) over against the bare word 

111, I) MVI q 12: 1)9 and dialogue over against divine monologue. The 

exhortation X-11JI ýX 
j, 15: 1., indicates the proximity of the numinous 

and theophanic. 
82) 

The use of the prophetic formula.. ýX 111, W) 'InT lilll 

15: 19 its a first indication of the affinities between E. and the older 

prophecy of Israel. 
83) 

Both J* and E. imply a pattern of command and response, (cf. *1: )V 15: 1 

8j) Assuming with v. Radt (Gýenesis, p. 179) that 1ý111 a): ): IX (Gen. 15: 2) 
refers to the same setting as 1ý-)j (Gen* 12: 4)v ie. the call to 

set out from Mesopotamia. 

82) A. Alts The God of the Fathers, p. 66, note 179, suggests that there may 
be a further theophanic ref, in the phrase 1ý 11D '. nx 
(15: 1b)) which perhaps reflects the proper names otherwise losts of the 
God of Abrahams i. e. 08-1-13N 1173 - an ancient title 

commemorating a primitive numinous encounter in which Abraham was made 
decisively aware of the shielding presence of his God. MoKesslerp 
however, In "The Shield of Abraham? " V. T. XIV (1964), p. 494f.,, 

considers it preonriOU3 to argue from this first-person ref. to a fixed 
third-person title. He himself argues for an original reading pn 

= give, holding that the pointinfPs. 1in gained ground under the 
influence of later cultic Usage 3: 749 28: 7). Kessler's arguments are. 
inconclusive, but he haz demonstrated the need for caution. 

83) See O. Grethers Name und Wort Gottes Im A. T., q p. 66. 
F. Michaeli,, Gen5se,. Pt. II* P- 31- cf. also the remark of v, Rads Genesisp 
p. 25: "Much can be said for the conjecture that the entire work" (E) 
"arose in old prophetic circles. " Noths Exodus, p, 15f-a and Gunkelp 
Genesis, p. LXIII fop stress that such a connection would not be with 
'classical prophecy'. 
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invariably has the connotation of hire,, wagesp reward for a commendable 

action or attitudes hence Abrahamts prior obedience is implied), J. is 

richer than E. 9 however, in respect of the universal reach which he ascribes 

to the divine blessing - wall the families of the earth". (12: 3)- 

(ii) The Patriarchal wife-sister narratives : Gen. 12: 10-13: is 

Gen. 26: 6-il (J) and Gen. 20ti-17 

These three passages are obviously variants of a single ancient saga. 

v. Rad 
84) 

considers the whole style of representation in 12: iOf. to be by far 

the most ancient and difficult of the three versions, whereas Noth85) 

following -Wellhausens, tends to place 26: 6-11 earlier. Certainly 26: 6-11 is 

'secular' in form, and in this probably reflects the original shape of this 

particular saga. But it should be noted of course that J. has already made 

his theological point as regards this material,, in dealing with the parallel 

passage 12: 10ff. 3, and so avoids repetition by leaving this later passage 

untheologisedo (See further on Gen. 261 1-5,11 (vii), p. joo). 

v. Rad 
86) 

in commenting on J's handling of saga in generals argues that 

the individual unitso divorced from their original saga-setting and inte- 

grated into the new whole of the Jnarrative, are now to be interpreted from 

01% EX4. ) V0 Rad,, Genesis, p. 163. But of. p. 266; "Perhaps this version" (i, e, 
Gen. 2677-1-17ýof the narrative really 13 the oldeat of the three. " 

E*A, Spaiser, Genesis, pe xxxiis believes that "two Orieinal incidents 
branched out into three". 

85) Noth, - ref. in v. Rep Genesis, p. 266. 

O'f 
86) v. Rad, Genesis,, p. 19. 
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the standpoint of their role within that new whole. Thus the point of 

12: 10ff. in its present setting, is the dramatic divine intervention on 

Sarahh behalf: for, "the jeopardising of the ancestress called into 

question everything that Yahweh had promised to do". 
87) 

12: 17-18, Interest- 

ingly, implies a divine revelation to Pharaoh, though whether through dream 

or oracle is left undefined - if. the latter, it would be interesting to 

know the channel by which J. conceived the oracle as being conveyed. The 

E. version, 20: 1-171, describes at this point an explicit theopbany-in-dream 

(20: 3,6. ), an approach which is in harmony with the 'visual' concept of 

revelation noted in a number of B. passages. 

Further,, E. here too casts the verbal content of the theophany in the 

form of a lively dialogue; and there are, once again, affinities with the 

prophetic outlook: - prophecy and Intercession are linked in the portrayal of 

Abraham (20: 73,17). 

(iii) Theophany to Hagar : Gen. 16-. 1-2#4-14(J), and Gen. 21: 8-24(E). 

The general atmosphere of these passages, and the strength of the aetio- 

logical motifs embedded in the former at least, witness to their high 

88) 
antiquity . Certain unevennesses in the style of ch. 16 lea the older 

literary critics to see traces of Z. -influence in vv. 7-10; and the presence 

of dialoguep which we have seen to be characteristic of S. would tend to 

87) v. Radj Genesisj po 164. 

88) F. Michaeli,, (Iengse, Pt. II# P- 38j, argues from the name ýXj7ný71) that 
ýx primitively stood in the text instead of the present 
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support this - as also the role of the 111,10) Ift heret from 

the frequency of its repetition within vv- 7-11s it is apparent that the 

phrase is intended as a theological corrective (Elohistic? ) to the primitive 

Yahwistio narrative* Yet while the visible form is described as Ift 

the encounter Is an encounter with Yahweh Himself. (vv- Ila 13) 

This 'refining' tendency is even more apparent in the E. Tersion proper: the 

angel no longer finds Hagar in the wilderness (16: 7)0 but calls to her from 

heaven (21: 17)- Yet the viani 5N (21: 17) shows that the experience 

still has something in it of numinous awes though somewhat attenuated when 

compared with 15-1 - (the reference of the phrase is beginning to shift from 

'fear of God' to tfear of the physical consequences of Ishmael's suffering'. ) 

The E. narrative has become detached frcm its presumed original aetio- 

logical reference to Beer-lahai-roi 
89) 

. and has taken on a more general 

reference: this would be natural on its removal from its original Southern 

setting. 

(iv) The origin of the name Isaac .0 Gen. 18: 1-6 (J) ana Gen. 21: 6-7 Ws 

(of. Gen 17: 17 M) 

The fact that three differing astiologies are put forward by Js R', and 

P. for the name Isaac Suggests that we are dealing here with material whose 

origins had already bqcome obscure by the time of the earliest literary 

tradition$. It seems reasonably certain in fact, that "1211y" was original- 

- 11 ýt 

89) Gunkelq Genesisq traces the process much further back still: - th t 
originally the ref. was to the numen located in the spring,, IN-NN; 
subsequently 4)XI ýX was identified with MIN') , and then 
was sýbstituted as a reverential refinement. 
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ly a shortened form of 5Xpr1ye) (the god laurhs)90). The full name 5X7,11yi 

has been interpreted: 

a) as an expression of the parents' hope and confidence that the divine 

favour would rest upon their child; or 

b) an apotropaie euphemism, in face of the awesomeness of a primitive 

numinous encounter. 

The first of these interpretations is the more likely; but it is 

interesting that the dual possibility corresponds to the alternative explanat- 

ions offered for the related ancient divine title 1711yv -111D , used 

for the God of the Fathers in Gen- 31: 42,53. This ancient title has been 

interpreted as: - 

a) Kinsman of Isaac - the Presence who claims a 3pecial propriety over 

the Isaac-clan's life and welfare; or 

b) the Fear Of Isaac - the Presence before whom Isaac shuddered with 

dread. 91) 

On either interpretation, the picture of deity that emerges from the 

aetiology is a very personalistic one, in which the numinous aspects are very 

90) Albright, From the Stone A2 to Christianit , p. 185- 
H. Grossmann, *Sage und Uschichte"� 7. A. W. 30 (1910), p. 8. 

91) For the interpretation 'kinsman'. see W. F. Albright,, Prom the Stone Are to 
Christianity, p. 188f. 

For the interpretation 'fear', see A. Alt, The God of the Fathers, p. 26. 

The evidence concerning 'patriarchal religion' from the Ef7ptian execrat- 
ory texts, i. e., of the deity's beinZ regarded as kinsman of the 
worshipper, (cited by J. Gray, "Cultic, Affinities between Israel and Ras 
Shamra"s Z. A. W., 62,, 19492 p. 209). may be taken to support Albright's 
view. 
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much to the fore. 

Gunkel 92) 
is no doubt right in tracing the origin of this J. -saga in 

i8o-i6 to the theme widely known in antiquity, of divine visitant3 travell- 

ing incognito, and repaying their host and hostess with the promise of the 

birth of an heir. But granted that such was the (Canaanite) origin of the 

story, whence it ultimately became available to the Yahwist; what was the 

purpose to which J. adapted it, and what was the significance which he 

intended it to convey in its present context? The answer is twofold: first, 

the weak link in the patriarchal chain93) is strengthened by means of a 

theophanyp and the succession of the promise to Isaac guaranteed by direct 

divine intervention. And secondly the lack of precision in the form of the 

theophany is deliberately used to emphasise the mystery inherent in Yahweh's 

self-manifestation. 
94) 

92) Gunkel,, Genesis, p. 176f. 

93) H. Gressmann, "Sage und Geschichte",, p. 15j, "Isaac had no independent 
existence,, but was always the son of his father. " This probably over- 
states the case, however. 'ee note 95 below. 

94) v. Rad, Genasist p. 200. 
The oscillation between sing. and plural forms has often been noted: 
'The Lord appeared' (18: 1), 'three men stood' (18: 2). 'My Lord' (18: 3). 
'So they said' (18: 5)t 'He said' (18: 10), 'The Lord ; aidl, (18: 13). 'The 
men set out' (18: 16). This fluctuation is superficially explained as 
Ounevennesses resulting from imperfect adaptation of polytheistic 
materials'. But the essence of Ps. intention has been well marked by 
v. Rad: - "One must ask whether this lack of precision is to be attributed 
only to a certain bondage to the oldest pre-Israelite tradition, or 
whether it did not really lend itself to the narrator's intention of 
veiling Yahweh with incognito. " 
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In contrast with the J. narratives little can be said about the E, 

parallels (2116-7). It contains no theophanio element; but then, it 13 

obviously a more surviving fragment, the bulk of the E. narrative at this 

point having become redundant on conflation with Jo 

Thus from the intricacies of the history and explication of the name 

Isaac, we may note the following points: - An originally polytheistic theo- 

phany-legend has been pressed into service as the explication of a name 

originating in very different circumstances, yet sharing originally in that 

atmosphere of numinous awe which is the conoomitant of theophany. Further- 

more$ the numinous subject of this reorientated legend has been identified 

with Yahweh; so that the %tole is taken up and worked into the patriarchal 

narrative as a prelude to the account of theophany par excellence, Yahweh's 

self-disclosure on Sinai. Vs. success in this ambitious venture is 

testimony both to his skill as a craftsman, and to the basic spiritual 

affinity in the materials he used. 

(v) The aetiology of Beersheba - Gen. 26: 12-33, Gen. 21: 32-34. W and 

Gen. 21t25-32 (E). 

These traditions which set out the Various aetiologies for the name 

Beersheba need not detain us long, as their cOnneotion with the theme of 

theophany is comparatively slight. 
95) Two features, however, are of special 

95) Scholars are now generally agreed that the name of Isaac was primitively 
connected with the shrine of Beersheba, and that only secondarily did 
the name of Abraham become established there. Gen. 26: 1508, are har- 
monising additions reconciling the older J. -tradition with the younger 
E. -tradition, (Gen. 21t22-32a). 
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intereatt - 

a) Gen. 26s23-25* which is probably a J. -compositionj the genealogical 

strUcture of the patriarchal narrative is strengthened by reference 

to a theophany of the God of the Fathers9 (see p. 69f. above)* 

b) Gen, 21: 32b-33# though younger than Gen. 26: 22f, as literaturep 

probably refleots older cultic elements - the tree-shrine at 

Beersheba was no doubt pre-Israelite and had at some time been 

dedicated to the worship of El (El 15lam), 96) though the precise 

ref, of this divine title is quite problematic. 

All that cap be said with certainty is that in the present form of the 

JE-tradition four elements have been brought together in a process of 

progressive enrichment: - 
A the primitive numinous experience associated with the sacred 

terebinth and its indwelling n=ent 

the pre-Israelite worship of El 161am, 

W the patriarchal worship of the God of the Fathers, and 

the worship of Yahweh, the covenant-God of Sinai. 

The Eg-narrative in Gen. 21: 22-32a has little to add to the picture. 

(vi) Jacob at Bethel i Gen. 28ti3-i6 (21? ), 19 (J) and Gen. 28tiO-12, i7-18, 

20 (21? ),, 22 (E). 

As we move from Abraham and Isaac to the Jaoob narrative, we are conscious 

of a heightened sense of i=ediacy in the traditions. This is partly due to 

96) El '%am: See R, de Vauxj, Ancient Israell, p. 293- 
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the more active oontributioft of the Elohist to the wholet and partly to the 

more intensely theophanic tone. v. Rad 
97) 

has remarked that Bethel and Peniel 

form the two pillars on which the bridge of the Jacob narrative is construct- 

ed, and it is noteworthy that both are vivid theophanic descriptions. The 

form of the narrative as it stands in ch, 28 is meant to imply that here for 

the first time, Jacob encounters personally the God of his Father. (v. 21) 

": aoob had been accustomed to associate Yahweh's presence with 
the sacred spots at which his father had dwelt, and wo5shippedg 
and is surprised to find him here as wells" (v 16)98 

In its present form the J. -narrative implies that the Bethel shrine was 

founded by Jacob 99) (v. 19)p whereas E6 still contains hints of an older 

worship at the spot (v. 17)- Indeed the Jo-narrative comprises little more 

than one of those constructional links referred to on P- 70* "lacking almost 

all the characteristic features of the old cultic saga of OK Bet 'ElIj 

which the Elohist preserves almost intact*11100) Yet it is significanto as 

we stressed above# that J, makes his transitions precisely by means of 

theophanies. In the present context, 11ý7 in v. 13 refers to C*0 

v. 129 but originally the rof# was to Jacob, "God stood beside him", 

God's self-revelation as God of the Fathers is bbviously closoly related 

to the enduring covenant-promises of land-inheritance and posterity, The 

97) v. Rads Genesisq P- 38. 

98) SoRoDrivert Genesisj po 265- 

99) In view of the conflated nature of the present texts however$ it is 
unwise to press the distinction too far, 

i0o) A, Alt, The God of the Fathers$ P* 51- 
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passage from K. Elligart quoted by v. Rad 101) 
. finely catches Vs. theological 

intention: - 

ften Jacob is ready to leave the promised. land . 9. God reveals 
Himself to him for the first time. There is no word of judgment 
on the human, all too human,, behaviour of the crafty man, and all 
that is given is the unbreakable assurance that the promise holds: 
the land is to become Israel's landq iaid this Jacob will grow to a 
nation so that all families of the earth may receive the blessing. 
For this simple purpose Jacob %Ill not be forsaken by his God even 
in strange territory. 

By contrast with J., the Be account exhibits more ancient features - the 

anointing of the pillar and the praotioe of tithing were probably native to 

the'Canaanite Bethel cult* The ladder too may reflect the architectural 

symbolism of ancient Near Eastern shrin83- 
102) But the setting (dream, v, 12) 

and form ( C311ft v, 12) of the theophany proper have been im- 

pressed with the characteristic Rstamp. The 'dialogue' takes place 

afterwards in Jacob's mind, befitting the trance-like quality of the dream 

described here. The centrality of Bethel in Els. whole picture of Jacob is 

witnessed to in Gen- 31S13,35: 1#7* 

Co=eating on v. 17 v. Rad103) says: - 

"The immediate effect of this bewildering expnrience Is a feeling 
of pious shuddering. The narrator has preserved here a tone of 
original ancient pietyg the effect of whose cogent simplicity is 
timeless. 

jol) v, Radj Genesis$ p. 282, note. 

102) In the architectural form of the Ziggurat, a distinction seems to have 
been made between the actual (heavenly) abode of the deity, symbolised 
by the highest level of the tower, and the place of his earthly 
appearances. The lower shrine and upper 'dwelling' were connected by 

a long ramp-like structure, 

103) v. Rad, Genesis, p. 280. 
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Precisely this abiding impact of the primitive theophany witnesses to 

the core of essential spiritual affinity which made it possible for this 

ancient material to be woven into the developed account of Yahweh's 

self-revelation at Sinai. 

(vii) Godts command to Jacob to return home t 

Ge n- 31: 3 (J) and Gen- 319 11 -13 (E) * 

Once again the J. account is rather colourless compared with E.: the 

tone is theological and the effect diffuseds The divine promise 1'1')IINI 

1? 3. V (31: 3) has been seen as reflecting a tradition similar to that 

embodied in Ex- 3: 14- 

The Elohist version again features dialogue; also 'dream* and 'angel' 

(v. il) which show affinity to the 'visual' features noticed above 

(15: 1., 5). and which we shall see to be characteristio of E. F. Michaeli 104) 

notes: - "As several times before, the angel of God appears, but the words 

are those of God Himself. " In E. there is stress on Jacob's relation to 

the covenant-promise of land-inheritance (v. 13) as there is in J,; but 

the intensely personal nature of Jacob's underlying relationship with God 

is made to emerge more vividly in E, than in J., by reference back to the 

theophanic experience at Bethel, which was Jacob's personal Call. 

104) F. Vichaeli., Gen4se, ad loo* 
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(viii) Jaecb Ia covenant with Laban i 

Gen- 31: 46-50 (51-53a)105) (j) ana Gen- 31: 41-45 (51-53a), 53b-55 

(E). 

Although neither source records a theophany here, yet each contains 

material illustrating the development of the theophanio tradition: each 

records the sealing of a covenant in a sacral meal, in accordance with the 

primitive W, Semitio usage (B. also adds sacrifice); each mentions the 

setting up of stones of witness - ýj in J., in B. (In the mists 

of antiquity such stones were no doubt literally regarded as witnesses in 

that they were believed to be infused with the numinou. 3, but in the 

Pentateuchal sources the function of witness has been transferred to Yahweh 

- directly in J. 's case, indirectly in E. 's). 

Jacob swears by the Fear of his father Isaac ( pra 1 -Tnn ). 710 

have already referred abovet (P- 76) to the possible origins of this awesome 

title, and have inferred its great antiquity. It may seem strange that this 

divine title became detached from the Isaac-saga proper, and adhered instead 

to the Jacob narrative-complex; but the transference may have been due to 

the fact that its closest affinities lay in the Jacob-cycle. For the two 

most numinous of all the patriarchal theophanies are found within this cycle 

(Gen. 28: 10ff. and Gen- 32: 22-32) - of, in particular the phrase at Gen. 28: 17 

105) Gen- 31,51-52 obviously represents a careful harmonization of two 
divergent traditions. 

i'ý, Alt, The God of the Fathers, p. 17, notes 43 and 449 finds an 
original plurality of Gods in v- 53a*: 'ýIftl t3frin 11*x 
101DIVI '11M , but of. Ge senius -Kautz sch, Grammar,, par* 145,1 Rem., 
where the occurrences of 111), ft with a plural verb are described 
as a peculiarly Elohi3tio idiom* 
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"Ijow awesome is this placel"t One could almost say that at that moment of 

Jacob's cataclysmic encounter with deity (now. recorded in the ancient account 

of the 'El Bet'al), the 17111X I *711D became by personal experience the 

: IPYII IME) 9 v. Rad 106) has underlined this same principle of spirit- 

ual affinity between previously disparate materials then he points out that 

in the present rounded structure of the patriarchal tradition, the title 

pm: ) vm serves to recall that other awaful Itheophanic' moment, 

i. e.,, on Mt. Moriahj where the God of the Fathers makes a fearful claim on 

Abraham, calling him radically to renounee his future as well as his past# 

and offer up the child of promise as a saorifice. 
107) 

(ix) Aetioloa-of Mahanaim i 

Gen- 32-. 4-13 W and Gen- 32: 2-3 (B) 108). 

The E. -account is terse and concrate: - 

nx -1 ... .. .1 t3li-15N '): 25D 1: 2-IYMPI The emphasis is entirely on th? 

numinous moment of the encounter, with no vetbal revelational content, and 
109) 

no theological reflexion on the significance of the event v. Rad remarks 

interestinglyt - 

106) v, Rads, Genesiss Po 306. 

107) v, Rads Genesiss pp, 234,239. 

j08) v, Rad, (Genesis, P. 312)p would add Gen. 3204-22, on the grounds of 
phonetic resemblance between ninn and Iltl 313 but 
this would seem to be dubious. 

i0q) or wft ninn is obviously more interested in 
aetiology than theology : Agnificance for Jacob, of the word ninn is left unexplained. 
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"One can only say that when Jacob approaches the Promised Land, 
he also approahhes God's realm again. Outside in foreign territorý 

Ii with Laban, his life lacked such appearances almost completely. "" 

By contrast, the Jo-account appears much younger: the visual element 

has faded altogether# and (typically) the emphasis rests on the verbal 

content of the God-Jacob relationships The prayer forms a bridge between 

the divine command in Gen- 31: 3 on which it Is based, and the account of the 

night-encounter at the Jabbok ford# which is its answer. Strong stress is 

laid on the God-of-the-Fathers theme# and once again we see a close connect- 

ion between this title and the patriarchal-covenant promises, (Gen- 32113, 

cf. 21: 17 and 13: 16). By comparison with E. 1, J's. aetiology of the name 

Mahanaim* although in fact grammatically more credible than Elst. is yet 

given in an allusives off-hand manner, which shows that for the Yahwist 

astiology has become completely subordinate to the theological function which 

he gives to the passage* 

(x) Jacob's Testament : Gen. 49: 2-27 W and aen. 48: 8-22 (B). 

Strictly these two passages are not parallels, since they are obviously 

of quite disparate origin; but because the present form of the Pentateuch 

holds them in Juxtaposition, it is convenient to treat them together. In 

both cases the interest lies in the titles used of God. 

The text of the blessing on Joseph, Gen. 49: 22 26 is difficult, but the 

designation of Joseph's divine Helper, vv, 24b-25h, which is our main concern, 

110) v. Rad, Ganesial P- 309- 
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is bound Only loosely to what precedest and may be treated separately, One 

is immediately impressed by the piling up of names for God in these verses. 

k1runkel explains that as the polytheist sought to call down divine favour 

by naming every deity whom he worshipped, so the primitive monotheist names 

all the names and attributes of God that he knows. However that may be# the 

effect here is of a vast drawing together Of strands ; all the diverse 

experiences of Godhead represented by this diversity of names are in fact 

experiences of the one God, Yahweh. 

Gen. 49: 24b is obviously a parallelism in which 3pyl -ling -ý-T'13 

stands parallel to 5xv, 13K 117-1 Elm , so that we can expect 

each phrase to shed light on the interpretation of the other. 

This is the only early use of 31737'ý '1') 39 : the four later occurr- 

ences (together with the related Isaiah 1: 24) all refer 

to Zion and its cultie worship, But since the material in Gen. 49 fairly 

certainly antedates the Yahwist by a considerable period,, it is unlikely that 

the occurrence of :2 IPY " '111 :1X in Gen. 49: 24 derives from the 

Jerusalem oult. Ifs as seems reasonable, we assume that the combination of 

111): Ix with : 2177*) is itself very ancient,, then Alt 112) is probably 

111) Gunkel, Genesis, p. 428. 

112) A. Alts The God of the Fathers,, p. 26. 
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right in including it among the title$ of the God of the Pathers'13). _ 

Originally it will have described and commenorated a concrete experience in 

which the Hebrew patriarch became convinced that he had been sustained and 

saved by the powerful intervention of a numen, who thereby became peculiarly 

'the Mighty One of Jacob', and was subsequently revered as such by Jacob's 

descendants* How far back in history this numinous encounter lies is of 

course impossible now to judge; but it seems certain that fo: O the Tahwist 

and the JE, redactor, the title n7171) T): IK was inevitably associated 

with the theophany of Bethel, for according to the J. patriarchal narratives 

it was preeminently at Bethel that the God of the Fathers revealed himself to 

Ja, cob as the One mighty to fulfil all the promises made to Abraham (Gen, 22: 

13-14), and mighty to extend concrete guidance and protection to Jacob 

throughout all the exigencies of his wanderings. (Gen. 28: 15)- "Phus once 

ggain we see the theophanio element, common in this case to the cult of 

: 21771 -11: 1x and the Bethel saga# easing the fusion of the formerly 

disparate elements. 

The second half of the parallelism presents difficult textual problems, 

113) It has been argued on the grounds of identity of consonantal form 
that the title 2112s" Vnx derived from a primitive cult in 
which the God of the Fathers was worshipped under the symbolism of a 
bull ( *1`): 1X ). Ulile it may be conceded that the pointing was 
originally identicals and that 'P: 1ý was adopted 'um Jeden 
Gedanken an Stierverehrung fernzuhalten'. it must also be stressed 
that VU has the primaryýmeaning 'mighty' in O. T. usagep and 
that the m; aning 'bull' is secondary. In spite of the possibility of 
an ancient bull-cult at Bethel (revived by Jeroboam), it is inherently 
more likely that the title : 1121P) T): Ix meant 'Mighty One of 
Jacob' from the beginning. See A. Alt# The God of the Fathers, po 25f- 
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The most satisfactory reading seems to be ýX . 11V IInX -). V -1 t3lv? 3 

which Gunkel 
115) interpret3l "Der im Israel-Stein wohnende Hirte"s The 

thought is thus that the numen who revealed himself so overwhelmingly at 

Bethel, and is consequently thought of as domiciled there in the sacred stone, 

is nevertheless also Jacob's ever-present guide throughout all the 

vicissitudes of his exile and resettlement (Gen- 33: 20; 35: 1* 7)? 

Gen. 1+9.: 25 comprises a further parallelism: -116) Inx ýxn 

ID-1: 01 *)'7V ýKl I-MM # In this context Inx ýK takes up 

the two related titles just discussed, the one of Hebrew and the other 

basically of Canaanite origint and unites them both firmly with the tradition 

of the God of the Fathers* And on the other hand, the parallelism runs on 

to equate the God of the Fathers with (of, the remarks on 

P Is. use of the name. P. 67 ) 

114) (following the Syriac) is preferable to r on grounds both of sense and of parallellism. It has been argued on 
metrical grounds that the line is too full, butthis is inconclusive - 
there is at least one other 3: 4 line in the section. ýX-Irv In 
is difficult as a divine title'. for J: JX denotes a small rock that 
can be manhandled,, not a cliff or living rock ( Výt) I -11ý: ), and 
is therefore less appropriAte as a symbol of strength and durability - 
it is not so used elsewhere in the O. T. On the other hand, : 1K 
seems integral to the text ('the one word that should not be eliminated',, 
, ýkinner), and probably gave rise to the LLX reading =, ctaXV=C 01 I OP Q-0 X (ex* 1TV 

1, cf. i ýam- 4*. 1,50a 7: 12). 
however, also has many parallels, the closest being Gen. 48: 15 

Vrix 117n, 61 tr'-ftil e It seems bestv therefore, to retain the 
M. T. . repointing MM , 

115) Gunkel, Genesis, p. 438. 

116) This reading is well supported by the versionsp and fits the parallel- 
ism. It is preferred by most modern commentators. 
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Discussion has been widespread as to the origin and etymoloa of the 

name ')TV ýX 
. Without examining the arguments in detail, we may tnke 

the following as a summary of the general consensust - 

'Shaddail is probably of Mesopotamian origin, and meant 'He of the 

Mountains'117) * It is inherently probablp that the patriarchs brought the 

name with them from their ancestral home. 118) At what stage Ishaddail became 

an epithet of El is uncertainp whether at a very early stage, in the setting 

of the primitive Mesopotamian mountain-cult,, or later, 119) 
after the entry of 

the patriarchal clans into Canaan. But in any case, the available evidence 

would seem to support the P. -traditions viz. that the name was a most import- 

ants if not the most important, title of the pro-Mosaic Hebrew deity. 
120) 

It is generally ass=ed that the name *11V had long since lost its 

original meaning by the time of the Yahwistj and had become a traditional 

title with the general signifioance of 'Almighty'. But as R6mi Lack 121) 

points out, there are traces in the earliest Pentateuchal sources of a 

very ancient and deeply-rooted 'theology of the mountain'. antedating 

that of the Zion sanctuarys and probably that of Sinai too, If other 

117) R6mi Lack, "Les Origines do Elyon le Trb3-Haut". C. B. Q. , 24,, (1962) 
p. 62. 
W. F. Albright, "The Names Shaddai and Abram"p J*B. L. 5v (1935)s 
pp. 173-204. 
A contrary opinion is expre3sed in Kautzschs E. B. iiio 3326f. 

110 W. F. Albright, "The Names Shaddai and Abram"s p. 19l. 

jig) So. F. M*CroS3, "Yahweh and the God of the Patriarchs"l U--T-R-, 55 
(1962)1, pe 248. 

120) W. F. Albright, "The Names Shaddai and Abram", pp. 188,191. 
121) Rgmi Lack, "Les Origines do Elyon le Tr6s-Haut". pp. 60,61. 
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remnants of this ancient sub-stratum still retain something of their vitality 

for the Yahwist (or for the traditions he utilised), (e. g. 3x. 15417) 
122) 

0 

then it is not unlikely that the title 'ý'TV ýX still retained Some over- 

toness however indistinct, of its original connection with the cosmic 

mountain. In that case the usage of the P. -tradition (see p. 67 above) is 

seen to be peculiarly appropriate : the revelation of 6)'TZP ýx at a 

mythical mountain far back in a dim numinous past, is now integrated with 

the revelation of Yahwehp in fresh and more powerful theophany# on the 

historic mountain of ýSinai. "The theophany of ginai then represents the 

end of the domination of the shaddai concepts and the beginning of the rule 

of Yahweh. 123) 

The text of Gen. 49: 26 is suspect. 
124) If however the MT6 is allowed to 

stand# it is possible that 113N 11: )*13 is a contraction for PY13 

113K ) ilýý25). We should in that case perhaps be justified in seeing a 

latent contrast between the blessings of the dimly remembered cultic past on 

the TV 0 and the blessings of Yahweh on Sinai,, in whose self- 

manifestation all the strands of tradition are gathered together* (It is 

122) The mountain as God's divine 'N13 t of. also the references to 
the cosmic mountain in the North: - Isaiah 14: 13, Psalm 48: 3. 

123) W. F, Albright,, "The Names Shaddai. and Abram",, p. 193- 

124) The'arrangement of the BHK3 text destroys the parallelism between 
TV 1"111-1 and t*W 11.7: 11 . Skinner remarks that what is 
necessary is a rearrangement of the text of v. 26aa that would provide 
a parallel to ve 25bbq and he accordingly accepts (though hesitantly) 
Gunkel's amendmenti ý11 'M IN 3N 11DIn 

125) cf, Ps, 24-. 6 : : 11P. 7" 11)3D O)Vp: 1? 3 
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interesting to note that in the Deuteronomic version of the Joseph blessing, 

(Dtn- 33.13-17)o all the blessings are specifically traced, to their source 

in Yahweh (v. 13) 110 ') 3:, )v (v. 16), thus making explicit the point which 

we have seen to be hinted at by the Yahwist, 

Gen. 48: 8-22 (E)o In v. j5. Gunke, 
126) 

prefers the reading 1179 

'jim 120 as better suiting the context. 
127) But the text as 

it stands is supported eg. by the parallelism of Gen. 15: 2 . 1: )3N 

and shoul: d probably be retained, The point in any case is clear: the God 

of the Fathers will continue His grace to Joseph's children, even though 

born outside the land of promise, just as he did to Jacob in his wanderings 

outside Canaans in Aram Naharaim and in Egypt, 

Characteristically E. refers to the divine guide as jxý? Ojrl -a 

description which we have came to recognise as focussing attention for tho 

most part on the visuals theophanic aspect of the divine presence. "The 

angel . *. is God himself in human form. "128) A new element here is that the 

angel is further termed ýXIM 129) 
9 i. e. Jacob's kinsman-redeemer, 

pledged by the very (self-imposed) ties of kinship, to act on Jacob's behalf 

Whenever the latter's freedom and safety were in jeopardy,, -a strongly 

126) Gunkelq Genesiss P. 428- 

127) Gunkel suggests that the change was made from reverential motives. of. 
also Gen. 18: 22,, etc. The more primitive usage is reflected in 
Gen. 24: 7# 40s 16: 7. 

128) Gunkels Genesis,, p. 412. 

129) If W. F. Albright is right in his translation of 1211ý: I Ttlin 'kinsman 
of Isaac's the idea would relate closely with 

gat 
expressed here. 

cf. note 91* 
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personalistic conceptions 

On the concrete personalistic character of the divine invocation in 

Gen. 4.8: 15-6 as a whole, v,. Rad remarks fittingly: - "These predications are 

intended to identify the divinity and define it exactly according to its 

revelation. For the believer can never speak generally and abstractly about 

God, but only about definite revelations and experiences that exist in his 

own sphere of life. " 130) 

see on Gen, 49: 24, 

II. Earratives peculiar to J. 

Gen. J2: 6-9. 

This passage forms part of a chain, (i. e. together with 13: 18 and 

21: 33) the theological intention of which is clear. Treating the inter- 

vening passages as digressionsi3i 
). 

a product of the present extremely 

composite nature of the Jb-narrative as a whole, we see Abraham in four 

gigantic strides covering the whole length of the promised land (of. Gen* 

13: 17) and staking his claim to the whole by setting up the markers of his 

God at every strategic point: at Shechem (12: 7),, Bethel (12 : 8)132), 

130) v. Rads Genesis, p. 142. 

131) e. g. 13: 3-4 appears to have been inserted as a resumptives following 
the digression in 12: 10 - 130- 

132) i1dopting the suggestion that an original ref. to Bethel haa here been 
harmonised with the other tradition (Gen. 28: 10ff. ) which makes Jacob 
the founder of Bethel. of. Oesterley and Robinson,, A--HistojZ of 
Israels (1955)9 P. 50f- 
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Hebron-Mamre (13ti 8)133). and Beersheba (21: 33) 134), These altars set up by 

the Hebrew nomad in a land occupied by aliens (1216) are, as V. Rad 

suggeststI35) symbols of Abraham's faith in the covenant-promises of Yahweh. 

Gen. 12: 7 is thus normative for all four steps in the progression: 

0-13X-ýX ollol) XT)l * It is in response to this initiatory self- 

manifestation of Yahweh that Abraham performs hiji acts of faith. But the 

dynazio of the theophany rests not in its visual impaot, but in its verbal 

content: JINTS-1 TINI-1-11N llix JYITý Inxil # The phrase 

, JIM' Wn Xlpvl (1218) has In this context an immediate sense of 

invoking the divine presence-in-power: in other words, a plea that the 

theophany of Sheohem may be valid also for Bethel. 

(ii) God's covenant with Abraham i Gen. 15: 7-18- 

The passage is uneven, and oonsists of later aocretions around the 

original corat vv. 9-12 and 17-18. A. Alt136) and G. v. Rad137) have argued 

that this primitive core constituted an ancient pre-Mosaic Hebrew saga 

originally attached to the worship of the Go& of the Fathers. The absence of 

any specific location of this tradition is held to confirm the argument that 

the Gods of the Fathers were originally attached to peoples (e. g. pný:, ) t7n! ) 

as the tutelary deity of the Isaacite clan(s)q ate. ) rather than 

places (as in the case of the Canaanite deitiess located at specific shrines). 

133) Mamre : See further on II (iii)o p. 95f. 

134) Beersheba *. See further on I (v), p. 78f. 

135) v, Radp Genesis, p. 157. 

136) A, Altq The God of the Fathers, p. 65f- 

137) v,, Rads Genesis,, pe 184. 
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The argument, though attractive, is inconclusive; for in its present 

position in the Pentateuch, Gen, 15: 7-18 has a location, i. e. at Mamre 

(of- 13: 18# 18: 1). And In any case the obviously abrupt transitions between 

v. 8 and v. 9. and again between ch. 15 and ch. 16, suggest the possibility 

that some details of the primitive material have been omitted, 
138) However 

that may be,, our prime concern is with the theophanio picture presented here. 

J*Lindbloml39) commenting on the structure of ch, 15 as a wholes remarks 

that the Abrahamic covenant, (vv- 7-11 and 17-18) has been deliberately 

connected with the vision at Mamre-Hebron (vv,. 1-6) so as to make the 

covenant part of the visionary experience, The piling up of numinous words 

in vv. 12,17 is obviously a deliberate effort to heighten the awesomeness of 

the account. M31111 is used sometimes to imply an extraordinary# 

divinely-induced sleep by means of which direct apprehension of God's 

activity is rendered impossible# and the mystery of the divine activity is 

therefore preserved# (of. Gen. 2: 21). In other instances, howevers it is 

precisely this quenching of tho natural activity of spirit and mind r4ilch is 

regarded as rendering the subject receptive to revelation (e. g. Job 4; 13, 

33-*15)- '11n 19 toop when cast in apposition with *rri -l: )vn 

138) Gunkel, Genesis, p. 167o adduces evidence for Deuteronomic influences 
in the passage# 

139) J. Lindblomg "Theophanies in Holy Places in Hebrew Religioh", H. U. C. A. 
120 iq6ig p. 95. 
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140) The occurrence together of the 
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words tinn ; JIM ; VX ; 110 s all of which feature in the theophanio 

descriptions of the JE, Sinai tradition (Ex- 3: 2,1312is 1909 20: 18) makes 

one suspect a deliberate selection of terms calculated to draw attention to 

the essential congruity of the two covenants. This suspicion is confirmed, 

It seems to me, by the wording of v- 7# which acts as a constructional link 

between vision- and covenant-narratives - the parallel with Ex. 20: 2 appears 

urmistakeabl6l and is even more exact in the LXX. rendering: 

t3l*TV: ) r1913 11119SIM '1VX ')IN, By this conscious parallelism# not 

only covenantals but also theophania continuity is established between 

Abraham and Moses. It is noteworthy that here for the first time the verbal 

content of the theophany is designated 11"Cl 14'). In general the later 

accretions around the vivid theophanic core of Gen. 0 serve to illustrate the 

progressive movement towards verbal content, refleotiont theologisingp 

rationalising (of. vv. 13-16). 

TheophaAv to Abraham at Mamre : Gen. 

This aeotioa has already been disoussed, I (iv) 
PPP*75M under one of its 

twin aspects, Le. as introduction to the aetiology of the name Isaac, Its 

other aspect remains to be noted heret Leo as a legend of the institution 

140) Note also the impression made by the actionj in the covenant 
solemnisation: - "Die hier vv«9@10 vorausgesetzte Art der Bundes- 
schliessung ist--die feierlichste and schauerlich3te (Gunkel,, Genesis,, 
pe 156)9 i. e., a ritual of provisional self-exeoration. The trevity ;f 
the divine speech arises from the fact that the action has already 
expressed something which it is inadmis3able for men to say about God; 
hence the fewer words addedp the better. 

141) See also note 138. Gunkel traces the Use of the word 111)"In to deuter- 
onomic influencep but this seems unnecessary. See further, $ P, 215f, 
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of the shrine at Mamreo The process by which this 'international'# timelesss 

placeless# theophany-legand came to be attached both to Abraham and to Mamrs, 

is impossible to trace with certainty. But it seems likely that the ancient 

material had first become associated with the name of the patriarch# and that 

it was the Yahwist who then tied this Abraham-legend to Mamre by means of the 

superscription Gen. 18: 1a. Such a conjunction reinforces the pattern which 

J. has been at pains to establish$ i6e, of Yahweh revealing Himself in 

theophanies to the patriarchs at the key sanctuaries throughout the land of 

promise : it also gathers up all the cultio usage that has grown up at the 

'oak' of Mamre from time immemoriall, and offers it unequivocally to Yahweh. 

This succinct superscription cuts short an discussion about the prior 

history of the Mamrs cult, as won as all speculation as to the identity of 

the mysterious visitors in the traditional material he is about to re- 

presenti 1,111,1V 11)ýx Will - "for the God who Visited Abraham could for 

Israel" and, we might add$ for the Yahwist in particular - "only be 

Yahweh"* 142) 

(iv) Abraham's intercession for Sodom : Gen, 18sl7-19,, 22b-33o 

The passage is a moving combination of theological profundity with 

unsophisticated directness. In 18117 Abraham is pictured as standing, over- 

hearing Yahweh's 13oliloquy. Abraham's very role in the Heilsgesohichte 

necessitates that he be admitted into the inner counoils of Yahweh and 

142) v. Rad, Genesis,, p. 4.100, 
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granted cleep insight into the divine mind and intention. 
143) 

The theophanio 

setting is vividly stressed in Gen. 18: 22b - 12Dý '7737 12117 ONTINI 

1111117 1 even more so if we read CINTIN 13M5 IM7 13117 

as v. Rad is clearly tempted to do, 144) 

Here more than in any other passa. re that we have examined so farp the 

verbal content of the theophany is decisive (see the thorough exposition 

offered by voRad 
145) ), All the more interesting, then# that in such a 

passages where the Yahwist is free to express his theology unfettered by the 

restrictions imposed by the traditional materials, he does not discard the 

theophanic setting but on the contrary carefully preserves it. This is 

clear from the way in which he rounds off his exposition with concrete 

theophanic language: *121ý 1*0 lv7x: ) 111111 1ý11 

even though such language is in no way necessary as a transition to what 

folloWS4 

(v) The messenfrara-visit Lot i Gen. J9: 1-28,, 

The concept of the t3l): )XýM in this narrative stands at farthest 

removed from the concept as encountered in Cren. 24 below, If there the 

J&3 is "almost a personification of Godts providence", 
146) here their 

143) It would seem that J. has thought deeply here about the vital role 
played in the Heilageschichte by prophetic figures with a deep 
immediate knowledge of God. One is reminded of %loses' speaking with 
God 'face to face'. In J's, estimatet Abraham was such a figure. 
See also on I K. 22# Isaiah 6# below, pp. 171f. 9 185ff- 

144) v, %Rads Genesist pi 2066 

j45) v. Rad.. Genesis,, pp. 204-210. 

146) ,. 'kimer, Genesisl p. 342. 
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semblance of humanity is so concrete that the inhabitants of Sodom take them 

for more man (Gen. 19: 5). They may well in fact have been men in the 

original form of the saga; yet in the present unified structure of ohs. 18 - 

199 their identity is already known to the reader from what has preceded. 

Their presence in Sodom in the presence of Yahweh Himself (18: 21)9 and in the 

judgment which they will execute on Sodom (19: 13) Yahweh Himself is active 

(19: 14j24)s The same lack of precision as to the form of the theophany, vize 

the oscillation between aingular and plural, which we noted in the earlier 

part of the unit, is in evidence here also, 
i47) 

of. especially vv. 17921 148) 

The phrase (v. 24) appears to be a doublet of IINn 

and is probably a later addition. One rooalls the Elohistio tendency to 

describe the *angel' as 'speaking from heaven'. 

(vi) A Briae for Iisaao i Gen, 24. 

This is another of the J. passages which is unlikely to have existed 

independently of its present setting# but was probably composed by J4149) in 

order to carry the line of the divine purpose (cf. v. 7) across the breaks 

in the traditional material. Yet the method employed in this chapter is in 

marked contrast to that of the passage just discussed. Here there is no 

theophanys but a hidden guidance,, in which "no causal connection is broken$ 

but the miracle takes place in a concealed# quite unsensational management of 

j47) v. Rad# Genesisp p. 2159 

148) V-17, the versions read I MVI , but the MT. is to be preferred. 

149) See Gunkell Genesi3, p p. 225f., for detailed source-criticism of the 
text. 
of. v, Radl Genesis# p. 248f. 
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the events* 

050) That there was specific management* howevers is clear from 

vv. 7o4O- o In-1-T nlý%1-11 In Izon Ov 
......... IIn -) 

and in v. 21 this gulding jOn is identified with Yahweh himself. 

xý-mx in-rr inna) n-)ýYmn jiv-75 ). Furthermore the working 

out of the sign in answer to the servant's prayer is stated to have been a 

'word' from God (v. 51)- "',, lesprochen' hat Jahwe durch das Zeichene"i5i) The 

comparatively minor emphasis on theophany here should therefore neither be 

ignorea nor overemphasisede 

It should be noteds in the first place, that the tons of indirectness in 

the aescription of the revelatory process is probably intended to convey 

that the revelation vouchsafed, is not given primarily for the sake of the 

recipient himself$ but for his master(s), the specific heir(s) of the divine 

promises. This seems clear from the choice of divine titles throughout: - 
152) 

r-MI 4)iftl tPtYM-1 lo-ft (vv. 3.7). which 

according to Gunke, 153) is an ancient Babylonian title, and is therefore of 

more general reference than the name 'Yahweh' standing alone. Similarly the 

title 13ol-13X *)3*7X ')ift MW) (vv. 12,, 271,42p 48) 

stresses the servant's subordinate role in the prooeedings. It is signific- 

ant that the only places where this pattern of aacIress wears thin are 

150) v. Rad, Genesis, p p. 255. 

151) Gunkelq Genesis# p, 235- 

152) The titles in their present form may be the result of conflations but 
it is their impact in the present narrative which is our concern here. 

153) Gunkels Crenesisq p. 232. 
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precisely at vv* 26# 52s where the servant himself has direct experience of 

Yahweh's workingp, in that he sees the signs which he stipulated fulfilled 

before his eyes. 

Secondly# it is worth recalling v. Rad's remark quoted above (p. 85* 

note 110) to the effeot that the vivid theophanies are for the most part 

conoentrated within the borders of the land of promise# so that it is con- 

sistont that this revelation at Haran should be unmarked by theophany. 

Thus whilst duly noting the more 'providentiaV aspeot of revelation in 

this chapter# we should nevertheless beware of assuming that a 'providential' 

concept of revelation was somehow more significant for the Yahwist than the 

theophanic concept inherited with his traditional material, and which he 

used himself in building up the structural lines of his work. 

(vii) TheophýM to Isaac : Gen. 26: 1-5. 

There is a harmon13tiO tone about this passage which suggests an original 

composition by the Yahwist 154) 
. e. g,, the phrase "besides the former famine 

see" 
(26: 1). Theologically also the passage forms a link between the 

parallels Geno 12: 10 - 13: 1 and Gen. 26: 6-11, which we have discussed above 

(It (ii)t P- 73). The purpose of the theophany would appear to bet negative- 

ly., to restrain Isaac from visiting the scene of Abraham's 'fall from grace'# 

and thus to prevent a similar 'fall' on I$aaO'3 part. (But the outcome 

shows that the danger of fall lies not in the looalitys, but in the heart of 

the patriarch himself. ) Positively, the careful and elaborate reiteration 

j54) With retouchings from later hands; as in V- 5, but also in the 
details of vv. 3 and 4. 
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of the divine promises (of* Gen. 12: 1-3.13: 14-i7s 15: 5,1 22: 15-18) is a call 

to Isaac to emulate the faith of Abraham# and in times of famine to choose 

the unknown future of the promise in preference to the known security (cf. 

Gen. 42: 1) of Egypt. 

The location of the theophany is uncertain, but the most likely of the 

alternatives is Beer-lahai-roi, where 25: 11b locates Isaac. In that case 

26: 1 would read as a preliminary outline of the following theophany narrative 

and v. 6 as a summing up and transition to Gen. 26.97-il. 

Once again# though the form of the theophany is concretel ( 115K KTI I 

111,10) - v. 2)j, yet the interest focuses not on the divine appear- 

anoe but on the content of the word. It is worth noting, too, that though 

the precise title jinx does not occur, its sense is 

implicit in the form of the divine speech and in the struoture of the 

narrative (parallel experiences of father and son); and as we have noted in 

other casess this (implicit) 14): IX rft is connected specifically 

with the promise of land-inherita=e. 

(viii) Jacob at Peniel : Gen. 32: 23-33. 

Commentators are agreed that this passage embodies extremely ancient 

materials which have been constantly shaped and reshaped during an exceeding- 

ly long period of transmission. 

Gunke, 155) is probably right In his assertion that originally the heroie 

155) Gunkel, Genesis, p. XLIV. 
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figure attacked by the night-assailant had nothing in co=on with the Jacob 

(charaoterised by puniness and craftiness) of the Esau-saga; rather the 

original was a hero of prodigious strength, able by his tremendous physical 

prowess to overcome his demonic adversary 
156) 

and wrest a blessing from him. 

sog then we are faced with two apparent incongruitiest - 

a) that material which was primitively descriptive of a demon should 

eventually be used to describe a theophany of Yahweh# and 

b) that a demon should in any sense be a source of Iblessing'0157) 

The points however* is that in seeking to examine the most primitive 

roots of the legend, we are carried back toward that primaeval twilight where 

the numinous is an intuition of awasomene3as dread, and powert undifferent- 

iated morally, veRad speaks of a "clutching at" the divine and its power 

of blessing which-is "so elemental that it goes beyond what we understand by 

piety or impiety". 156) Only a tremendous inner vitality could enable this 

primitive material to survive such a lengthy process of radical change and 

adaptationj and the secret of that vitality is surely precisely the 

elemental nature of that numinous experience which forms its core, This is 

the primitive root from which springs# eventually, all that we have been 

describing under the term Itheophaniall and it is this basic theophanic 

element which makes possible the raaical transference we have noted# i, et# 

156) of# the similar account of a night-assailant, Ex, 4: 24-26. 

157) "Blessing" signities in essenoeg acoese to the power inherent in the 
name of the Blesser. of. rrunkel, Genesisq P- 327: - "Das 4, Segnent 
hat hier keinen geistlichen Inhalt, *Segnen' heisst ein wirkendes 
Wort sprechen, wie es nur die Gottheit sprechen kann. " 

j58) v. Rekcll, Genesisq P- 316. 
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that material originally descriptive of the Idemoniol could be utilised in the 

revelation of Yahweh. 

We may note some of the stages in that transition from primitive tale to 

the story in its present forms - 

a) The night-assailant becomes VVIX - i. e. a aeliberately neutral 

term is used: the reader who reoalls its use in Gen. 18: 2 will not 

assume that its Use must imply a merely human antagonist, but will be 

alert to the possibility of an enoounter with the numinous and the 

divine. 

b) The crippling of the wrestler's thigh destroys the straight 'heroic' 

dimension of the story, and humbles the subjeot before the numinous 

power with which he is dealing. 

c) Not only so, but Jacob is compelled to make a unilateral declaration 

of name or disclosure of identityp ie. to expose his secret beings 

his motives and inner rationales and thereby give his assailant power 

over his whole nature, The name of the assailants on the contrary# 

remains undisclosed# inviolable. 

d) Finally this awesome, numinous experience is presented as Jacob's 

directs personal experience of Yahweh: He has seen God C312 3 E) 

E3')3! ) ýX -a phrase which carries the material forward and 

sets it oa the threshold of the prophetic (of. Dtn. 34: 10j, Ex. 33M) 

I 

Thus in its present setting Gen- 32: 23-33 presents the theophany at 

Peniel both as the answer to JacobOs fear-in3pired prayerl and as the prelude 

to his reunion with the brother whom he had once wronged and cheated., 
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Through the exposing, juclgings and reassuring content Of this theophany, 

JacobOs need is met in concretes and at the deepest level. 

III, Narratives peculiar to E. 

(i) Abraham at Moriah : Gen. 221l-18o 

It seems certain that beneath the polished surface of this the most 

finished of all the Elohistic patriarchal narratives,, there lies a whole 

series of earlier strata. In its primitive original it certainly reflected 

the aetiology of some now-unknown'59) 

R98)wme M"173#1 r'IX (22t2) is generally hold to be a late addition (the 
purpose of which was to provide a grounding for the Jerusalem cult in the 
patriarchal traditions): 

1. Had 961')M in fact been primitively rooted in the patriarchal sagast it 
is most unlikely that 2 Chron- 3: 1 would have by-passed this ancient 
theophanic ground in favour of the much more recent theophany to David 
at the threshing-floor of Ornon, (2 Sam, 24t16-25)* 

2. It is unlikely that the district would have taken its nameolvIns'l r-IN 
from the mountain, and that the motmtain itself should then be referred 
to in such general terms, OvInil "InK 57 

3- The present order of the text implies that an original definition of the 
location of the cultic place, pr6miqed in v2 115K W '1VX 
and assumed in vv- 3.9 ( tr)"15K. -I -1., 7x allmn ), once 
stood between v* 2 and 3* This definition was omitted, presumab 
because of its incompatibility with the subsequent identification with 
Moriahe 

Various attempts have accordingly been made to restore the original ref, of 
the passages - 
Akinner mentions the Samaritan 

,,, 
tradition which associates the legend with 

Shechem,, cf. the 11*11? 3 K aý Shechemv Gen, 12t6. Other ancient 
versions seem to have read lK'Inj'l E9 0%Ta4TCQr. I L9 
Ivisionisl)o Gunkel argues from three related word assonanoes in the passage 
to an original 0a town near Tekoa referred to in 2 Chron. 20t16. 
A*Alt suggests Mamrs (The God of the Fathers, p. 43, note 151)o Dillmann 
and others have suggested ) -1? 3 rl T -IN (claiming support 
from the Syriao). Skinner and v. Rad favour this suggestion: - "- rjX 
I -in KM would be a natural designation for Palestine in Bo" - 

Skinner. 
One is tempted to wonder whether vjnx in this-context had not been 
a surviving trace of anoient usage denoting the ancestral (Mesopotamian) 
home from which Abraham derived. *), j? 3X,, j rlx would then in the dimly- 
remembered past# perhaps have belonged to the same context as v-rv7 and 
the mystic mountain of the far North. 
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160) where animal sacrifices had been substituted for child 
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sacrifices 
161) 

. Equally certainly# in its present position its concern is 

totally differentp i. e. to portray Abraham as a man of faiths stubbornly 

trusting in the integrity of the divine intention (and vindicated at last), 

even when God was commanding a line of action whose effect would be to 

annihilate everything that had so far seemed to be the fruit of that divine 

intention 162) 
* 

The characteristics which we have learned to associate with Elohistio 

theophany-descriptions are well represented in the form of this narrativet- 

V. 3- '117: 2: 1 .... 007711 implies that the revelation was given by night, 

presumably in the form of a dream; the revelation J13 conceived in dialogue 

form (vv. 1-2); and again the angel calling from heaven (v. 11) is identical 

with God Himself (v. 12 'You have not witheld . *. from Va. ') But the prime 

interest of the passage is In the new reflectives evaluating light vhich it 

brings to PUY UPOn the account of theophany, The keynote for the whole is 

struck in the phrase mol wmýxmj (v. 1),, which 

serves tho dual purpose of direeting attention away from the primitive child- 

160) For the cultic orientation of the passage, of. v., 4: C31 '12nt-1 
the (well-known) oultio place, 

161) Child sacrifice became an urgent problem in Israel for a comparatively, 
short period, i. e. 8-7th Cent., under the influence of alliances with 
pagan neighbour-stateso But at an earlier period the offering of the 
first-born. may well have been practised as part of the common Semitic 
heritage# until animal-sacrifices were substituted. 

162) v. Rad; in its present setting, the passage "Describes an event that 
took place in the sacred history which began with Abraham's call, and 
whose enigmatic quality is qualified only by this realm, " (Genesis, 
p. 239)- 

- 
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sacrifice motif by stating at the outset that such a sacrifice was not in 

fact the divine intention# and on the other hand pointing out that the 

revelational content, of theophany may be different from what it appears 

superficially to beo 

Commentators have remarked on the reticence of the legend to comment on 

the mental states of the participants* One could assume that in the original 

purpose of the story the question of 'mental state' was not urgent# for at 

that primitive stage the legitimacy of such child-sacrifices was unquestion- 

ingly acknowledgedo It is precisely as the material is placed within the 

context of the patriarchal narrative that the problem becomes aoutel for it 

is the child of promise and heir of the covenant who is thus jeopardized - 

the tension of the &-narrative is heightened in this regard by the deliberate 

juxtaposition of this account with ch* 2it where stress is laid on the 

miraculous aspect of Isaac's birth (vv. 1-7) and his unique, indispensable 

place within the fleilegesohichte. of. v. Rad*. - "the account concerns 

something much more frightening than ohild-sacrifice -a road out into God- 

forsakenness. " 163) In this contexts then, the need for light on Abraham's 

mental state becomes imperative# and here the phrase j5_, -jX-j-) [3-),. 15x 

(v. 8) becomes peculiarly relevant (whatever its significance in 

earlier forms of the legend may have been)., By itself the sentence would 

meant 'God will choose out a lamb for himself'. ite* the stress is on divine 

sovereignty (of. the use of jXj in Gen. 41: 33# Dtn- 33: 2it L Sam. 

16%1# 17)- Or. shifting the emphasis somewhat# the meaning could beg 'God 

will see about a lamb for himaelflp i. e. it is His concern, the responsibility 

163) v. Rad,, Genesisi, p. 239- 
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is His (of. Gen- 39: 23,2 Chrons 10: 16)* The sentence as it stands in. 

context is certainly not the expression of a consoiOusly-formulated hope; but 

neither is it intended-as a more evasion of Isaac's question, Rather it 

reflects Abraham's inner soliloquy, "God has the sovereign right to choose 

His sacrifice from wherever He wishes, even if that choice apparently 

jeopardIse3 the fulfilment of His promises, This command of His seems to me 

to obliterate everything He led me to hope fort yet I must retain my con- 

viotion as to His integrity, and leave the responsibility entirely with Him. " 

The phraseology of Y. 8 is then taken up in v. 14, Mrri: m rip') I 

11XII 11,1) 'ItIn Wltl 173XI 'IVX M'17 i'llill NI-M-1 C31-12WI-DV Yet in 

the transition from ve 8 to v, 14 there is a significant shift of meaning 

and empha3ist from# 'on the mount of God$ He will assume responsibility for 

what He commandsl$ the stress shifts to 'on the mount of God, He will be 

seen ,* 
164) i. d. the accent shifts from $sovereignty' to Itheophany'. The 

implications of this juxtaposition of vve 8 and 14 appear to be twofold: - 

J. There is an essential connection between theophanio insight, obedience, 

and prophethood, As Abraham proves himself faithful to (his understand- 

ing of) the first theophany (vv. 1-3) a renewed theophany is given to 

clear the mists of dubiety and mi-sconception arising from the first. 

In other words# by his obedience Abraham has demonstrated his openness 

tot and his capacity for receiving, theophanio revelation,, and thus his 

fitness to stand in the line of prophetic figures to whom and through 

whom God may reveal Himself. For a similar example of the relation 

between capacity for prophethood and theophanic vision, of, 2 Kings 2: 10. 

161+) The emPhasis is made even more strongly in the LXX rendering: 
r At tv q opaL., K6pLo,; wcpN. 

1191,1111,11 'loin 
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2. Theophany is Itself the ultimate answer to the amýiguities th&t arise in 

the course of revelation (vv. 11-14)., It is justifiable to see here a C1jm 

foreshadowing of the in3ight, with which the book of Job concludes, Ise, 

that probleM3 of theodicy ate. find their only answer in the immediate 

presence of theophany# (Job 4215-6). Gene 22ti5-18 are generally 

agreed to be a later addition to 22: 1-14 they comprise a solemn 

reaffirmation of the promisess again in the theophanic forms The phrase 

111111-ON3 111YnV73 in is most emphatic languages under- 

lining God's inflexible faithfulness to His obedient servant. The effect 

of the whole is to confirm the above interpretation of vv. 1-14s and to 

stress the close relationship between: obedience, revelation-in- 

theophanyo and capacity to be a bearer of Heil3geschiohte., 

(ii) Jacob returns to Shechem 9 Gen- 33: 18-20. 

Although the passage does not reoord a theophany, it probably implies 

one. The purpose of these verses is to strengthen the structure of the 

Heilagesehichtst as Abraham marked out the promised land with altars at 

successive site$ where the Lord appeared to him (sea II (j))O so JaocbIs 

first act on his return to the land of promise after so long an absence is to 

reaffirm his dependence on the covenant made with his fathers,, by erecting 

an altar that would be symbolic of God's presence at this new stage, The 

altarj, howevers is not identified in a merely general way with 

J11 : IX "ift . but in dedicated specifically to the God of Bethel (Gunkel 165) 

following Wellhausens underlines this by reading 1=73 for tI: I Tn 

and assuming that the stone thus set up is 'naively identified'$, like the 

165) Gunkel, Genesiss P- 333- 
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stone at Bethel, with the deity held to be residing in it. The passage would 

then provide an aetiology for the sacred stone at Shechem (Joaq 24126-7), 

The suggestion is attractive# but unsupported by any substantial evidence. ) 

(iii) jagoble-journey-from Shechem to Bethel : Gen- 35: 1-8- 

In its present context this passage serves as a transitions linking 

Jacob's return from Paaan Aram (33118-20) and his descent into Egypt 

(46: 1-5). At an earlier stages together with ch. 34, it concerned the 

(presumed) repulse of certain clans from Sheohem 0-1360 B. C,, j66) 
. and told or 

the numinous inn which befell their enemies and rescued the tribes 

from obliteration. Other commentators have seen traoes of an ancient ritual 

pilgrimage from Shechem to Bethel, including a ceremonial purification in 

167) the form of the discarding of ornamentse 

Several pOint3 of interest arise in conneotion with the theophanio 

language used here: - 

is The transition is once again made by means of theophwW: Wn5X MKII 

: 21771-5K (v. 1) is comparatively colourless, but is probably intended to 

imply a (dream) theophany. The section marks an important stage in the 

Jacob saga (and hence in the Heilsgeschichte) and the implication is that 

such an important step was not to be taken on Jacob's own initiative# but 

in response to a, divine directives 

2, The three-fold reference to Jacob's personal experience of God at Bethel 

166) See H. H. Rowleyi, From Iloseph to Joshua, pp. 8f*,, -H3- 

167) See below on Judges 2: 1-5, p. 121f., also Theophany and Covenantq P-220 
of. A,, Altf "Die Wallfahrt von Siohem nach Bethel*" 
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Is 3s 7) is probably from the Eloh13t, and demonstrates how crucial 

the concept of personal encounter was for his unaer3tanding of revelatioru 

See further (iv) below. 

168) (v- 7) is unique in the older 

sourcesi if there is any shade of differentiation between 1511and 

11XIII) # it would be that the former emphasises the objective element 

of the experience whereas the latter proceeds from the standpoint of 

the human subject. 

(iv) Theopharxv to Jacob at-Beersheba : Gen, 46: 1-5- 

Some acmmentators 
16q) have seen in this section an Elohistio vari 

. 
ant to 

the Isaac-Beersheba narrative in Gen,, 26t12-33- It is argued. that originally 

46: 1-5 referred to Isaac, but that in the process of redaction it was 

utilised to mark the important transition of Jacob's descent into Egypt. 170) 

Closer and more vitalg however, is the parallel between 26: 1.5 ana 46: 1-5* 

Each records a theophanys and each reiterates the twin promises of land and 
I 
posterity. But the contrast is also strikingt IT)o not go down to Egypt',, 

168) For the plural form 1ý13 . see note 105 above. 

169) Gunkel, Genesis$ p. 418. 

170) 46t5 gives the impression that prior to this revelation Jacob had been 
domiciled in Beersheba. (The Es-narrative which breaks off at 35: 20 is 
consistent with thist it leaves Jacob still an route to the South, 
after his return from Fadan Aram. ) The point of the theophanic 
message 11WIV3 MIn NIIJI 5X 

9 is stronger on this assumption. 
The conflated JE. -narrativej however, which assumes that the descent 
began from Hebron (37: 14)# would make the Beersheba incident a pause 
in the already-begun Southward journey - the patriarch does hot wish to 
leave the promised land without the assurance-of divine favour; so he 
seeks out the Southernmost shrinet hallowed by memories of his 
father's worship there. 
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(26: 2)1 efo, 'Do not be afraid to go down to S"gypt' (46: 3). This illustrates 

that the revelation conveyed in the theophanies is not a static thing com- 

prising a set of unalterable principles, but rather a concrete and ongoing 

communion with God requiring successive acts of obedience along a concrete 

historical line of development. 

Once again, in this section specifically Elchistic mode3 of expression 

come to the fore$ giving the impression that here we have an ancient scrap 

of tradition,, which is nevertheless being handled with great freedom. The 

dialogue (vv. 2-4) is vivid, and somewhat more literary than usual,, and the 

dream aspect is expressed in an unusual and striking turn of phrase: 

"MVI 1*151,1 11XInn 5XIVý 01,15N InKII 171)t 

The phrase Inx 1115N 5XI1 InK is interestingi 59M 

with the definite article is intended to recall Jacob's fundamental 

experience of God at Bethel; cf, Gen- 35: 1 IIN'12161 5K5 350 

In 113VII 5X5 and also 35: 7 ýX and 

48-615 , 1X "17,1M to"15KIN ). Just as 'the God' ( 59,1 ) of Bethel 

was with Jacob going to Aram Naharaim and returning,, (28: 20-22 and 31t5p 42) 

so He promises to accompany the sojourner in his descent to Egypt and his 
172) Jn3x, I returnt I ...... 1137 67,111; In3n Thus 

the stress is on Jacob's personal experience of God: yet the place of 

that personal experience within the scope of the Heilsgeschichte is also 

171) cf. Gunkel's attractive suggestion of reading for 173NII 
(Genesis, p. 4J8). 

172) The return envisaged is surely that of Jacob's descendants, not of his 
corpse - lim Sarge's according to Gunkel, Genesis, p. 419. 



underlined, for 5XIM is also equated with 113K )1615N (We have 

noted above that JTE. is very conscious at this point that an important 

transition in the Heilsgeschichte has been reached. ) 

. SUMMARY. 

The following summary can claim to describe general tendencies only, 

l12 

rather than invariable and exclusive differentiating features marking J. and 

E. off from each other. For it is clear that both draw upon a 'gemeinsame 

Grundlagel of oral tradition,, and that in the course of their development 

each was constantly being influenced by the other. Certain trends are# 

howevers discernible. 

J. Specific emphasesin Elohistic material. 

a) Whilst E. is younger chronologically than J,, on the whole Eo pre- 

serves the ancient material in the more primitive* 'unworked' form. 

b) E's emphasis is on the visual aspects of the theophanies# whereas Jo 

is more interested in their verbal content. 

The details of a dream-setting are normally carefully noted by 

whereas for J. the mode of contact is a matter of comparat- 

ive indifference. 

(ii) B's preference for the tem W), IýX 19573 has also been 

frequently notedt by contrast J's use of the tem is strikingly 

sparing. - In the passages which we have assumed to be substant- 

iaUy J. -composition3s the only references to the 11, I) JXýn 

are 24: 7P 40 ( IDKý13 tl'-M*) .... Ml W) )s where in any case 



J&3 is depicted in a suborclinated role as the instrument 

of Yahweh's will, not His visible Self, as usually in F. Tn the 

oiaer T. -material the only occurrences am in 16-7-li (where we 

have in fact suspected Elohistic retouching), ancl 19: 1 (which 

occurs at a suture of the fabric of the narrative and thus may 

well be the result of radaotion). 
173) 

This frequent Elohistio use is normally described as an attempt at 

theological refinement, While this view contains a measure of truth 

especially where the phrase W nVI- In is added QW79 

22: 110 15s 28: 12); yet it should also be noted that the term forms 

part of E's preference for the visual as over against the verbal 

aspects of theophany. M) This becomes obvious when we remember that 

the Mlt'159 IX573 in H. is not a subordinate 'vehicle of 

revelation'. but is conceived as Yahweh's visible Self. 

c) Consistent with this 'visual' stress, too, is R's preference for 

dialogue in theophany. Co=entators have remarked175) that these 

Elohistic dialogues between God and man are conoeived as being the 

more or le3s exact counterpart of human conversation3, (e. g. 220-2 

cf. 22: 7-8). As such they bear witness to Els unformulated 

113 

173) The peculiarly non-committals open use of V7X instead of jxýn 
in ch3. J8 and 19s and 32123-33 was probably already a feature of the 
material as J. inherited it. 

174) of. J. Barr, "Theophany and Anthropomorphism in the O. T. ",, V. T. S. VlIp 
stresees that the use of j&3 can be seen not as a diminution 
but as an aocentuatitýn of the theophanic, 

175) of, Gunkel, Genesis. p. 214. 
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assumption that there exists between God and man a certain affinity 

of nature which renders such dialogue credible. 
i76) The positive 

value of this outlook lies in the intensely personalistic conception 

of revelation which it presupposes, And when this personalistic 

emphasis is set In relation to that elemental impulse to shuddering 

awe which the ancient materials re-preaent, a combination is thereby 

formed which is pregnant with rich possibilities for theological 

development. Indeed it may very well be claimed that this is the 

nexus in which the prophetic element in OeTe faith is narturedo 

d) On the whole E. shows more affinities with the prophetic tradition 

than does J. This is especially markedq as we have seen# in suoh 

passages as Gen. 15: 1-6, and Cron, 229 but *prophetic' nuanoes can be 

traced throughout the Flohistic material. The difference from Jo 

at this point, however, is only one of degree; of. such Yahwistio 

passages as Gen. 18: 17-19 and Gen- 32123-33- See also the closely 

related point ooncerning, the empha4is of J, and E, on Heilsgesohichte, 

3. b) below. 

2. Specificemphases in Yahwistio material. 

a) J., as we have remarked, stresses the verbal rather than the visual 

aspects of theophany, Consequently, the speech in his theophanic 

descriptions tends to lengthen into monologues that extend over two 

or three verses. Especially is this the case in those sections 

j76) cf. also the concept of God as ýKl (see note 129 above)9 and the 
idea of sacral-covenant meals partaken of together with deity, or at 
least in the divine presence. (See p. 4.8 above, on Ex, 24: 11. ) 
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which are 3ubstantially T. -compositions rather than re-presentattons 

of older material. Most of the monologues are from the divine side 

(12049 12: 7s 13114-171 18: 17-190 26t2-59 28: 13-15) but some are 

h=a4 addresses to God (24: 12-14,32: 0-13). 

b) It will be seen that this tandenoy to expansion ana monologue is 

bound up with the theologising, reflective character of the Yahwist's 

work. (The Blohistio source also evidences deep theological reflect- 

, ion, eg. Gen. 22; but whereas in E. these instances tend to remain 

isolated units$ in J. the trend is toward collating and sy3tematising 

on the basis of reflection. ) The reflective tendency has presumably 

been enhanced by the JE. redactor (e. g. Gen. 18: 17-19,26: 2-5) and 

developed still further by subsequent annotators and reviserst (e. g. 

Gen. 15: 13-16). The more "systematic-theological" character of the 

Yahwist, is evidenced supremely in two factors which we have noted: - 

c) It was he who was responsible for knitting the bewildering variety 

of patriarchal (and potentially-patriarchal) tradition which he 

inherited# into a connected and chronological sequence. This he has 

done with consummate skill; and# important for our theme, he has 

made extensive use of theophanies in the process. 

d) The Yahwist has also conceived the divine purpose in the Heilsge- 

schichte as possessing a universalist sweep: NnIXII JIMDM-ý. n 

(12: 3) and TINII I'll 5: ) (26: 4) are ineluded within the 

ultimate scope of the covenant blessing, Yahweh's self-revelation is 

conceived as extending to Pharaoh (12117), Hagar (16m-V). and 

Laban (24: 30, whilst the fate of Sodom engages the deep concern both 
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of Yahweh and of AbrtLham (18: 23-33). (This universalist element is 

not entirely lacking in E. : of, 20: 6# 31: 29 and 22: 18 - though 

this last is a later addition to the text of ch. 22 as we have seen, 

and may reflect Yahvistic influence; - but the element is lacking in 

those Elohistio passages where the J. -parallel might load us to look 

for it - e. g. 15: 5,9 of. 12: 3 and 46: 3-4. cf. 2614 - and it cannot be 

said to be typical of E. ) 

Eml2hases oommon to J, and R. Material. 

a) Materials from the most varied sources, and of widely differing agog 

have been worked into a surprisingly unified and polished whole. It 

seems clear that the numinous theophanic element which was present 

in the bulk of the material (though in differing ways and with varied 

intensity) was one of the main integrating factors in the total 

process, 
177) 

b) Both J. and E. show that their prime concern is with the Heilege- 

schichte* We have noted many examples of how individual texts take 

on now significance when set within the Heilagesohiohte (see note 86, 

v, Rad on J*). J's deliberate constructing of a unified framework for 

the patriarchal traditions is part of the same emphasis. cf. also 

177) one of the striking features of both J. - and E. -patriarchal material is the 
prominence of the 'God of the Fathers' theme, with its deep concern with 
the covenant-promises of land and posterity. What is supremely attraot- 
ive about Alt's discussion of the subject (The God of the Fathers),, is 
his contention that behind the ancient titles of the God of the Fathers 
lie specific numinou3 experiences which were so dynamio in their impact 
as to give rise to special cults - Cults which persisted beyond the 
life-time of their founders and vare perpetuated by their descendants. 
Thus the 'God of the Fathers'-tradition is in essence a theophanic 
traditicn. 
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the recurrent stress on the divine promise of land-inheritance and 

posteritys common to J. and E. 

o) Closely akin to the 'prophetic' emphasis# noted above with particular 

reference to E., is the stress on the role of the individual as the 

experient of theophany and the bearer of Heilageschichts; of. 

especially Gen. 12: i-4a, Gen. 28: 10-22, Gene 32s23-33,, Exe 3: i-14o etc. 

This is intimately related to the role of the covenant-mediator in 

the development of the Sinai-oovenant tradition. 

d) Both the Je and E. materials stress the connection between theophany 

and the cultio centres. In the J. material which we have reViOW8d* 

there are 18 theophanic references. Of these, 7 are in the older 

material utilised by Jo$ and 1i in passages substantially Js's own 

composition. Of the seven references in the older material only 

three do not associate the theophany with a sanctuary 
178) 

. and in 

each case there is good reason for the omissiont 1207-0 implies 

a theophany to Pharaoh,, i. e. one who stands outside both the promised 

land and the patriarchal line; 19: 1-28 similarly,, describes a 

theophany to Lot at Sodom; whilat 15: 7-18, as we have seen, is 

assumed by modern scholars to be a saga of nomadic Hebrew origin, and 

so by definition, without attachment to any particular locality. 

(It is worth noting$ however$ that in the present form of the Penta- 

teuoh, even this saga is attacheap vizq to the Mamre saýtuarys) 

more interesting still is the fact that of the 11 passages classified as 

178) Assuming a cultic centre at Penielp Gen. 32: 23-33. 
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J. -compositions only three of the theophanie3 are unattached to sanctuaries; 

179) 
and again there are good reasons for the omi3sion: - 12: 1-3 describes 

Abraham's call while he was still outside the promised land, in Mesopotamia; 

31'. '3,, Jacob Is at Haran when called by God to return home; only 13: 14-17 is 

sited in Canaan# and here the context connects the description loosely at 

least with the sanctuary at Bethel (13.3-4)- 

J. then has apparently drawn the assumption from his inherited materialp 

that a close connection exists between theophany and sanctuary. In fact he 

has not only faithfully reproduced this traditional emphasis, but seemingly 

gone out of his way to reinforce it, For in the absence of specific tradit: kn 

he has on his own initiative created theophanic links between the patriarchs 

and specific sanctuaries - e. g. Abraham and Shechem, 12: 6-7; Isaac and 

Beer-lahai-roi, 26%1-5; Jacob and Beersheba, 46ti, In 18il we even have an 

example of traditional materials which was probably unlooalised previously# 

being attached by J. to a specific sanctuary, i. e. Mamre. We may thus assume 

that J-9 whose prime interest lay in plotting the courso of the Heilege- 

schichtes was personally convinced as to the closeness of the relationship 

between cultic worship and theophany-revelation,, and the important bearing 

which both had on the total process of the Heilsge3chichte, 

Els. contributions by comparisons atand. 3 out much less clearly than J's* 

Of the il Elohistio references to theophany, 8 occur in earlier material 

utilised. by E.: and, as in the case of J's. traditional material, all these 

179) Assuming a oultio centre at Mahanaim, Gen- 32: 4-13- 
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are related to sanctuaries 
180) (except 31: 290 which describes a revelation to 

Laban at Haran; and 20: 6-7# a revelation to Abimelech at Gerar). Of the 

three instances which seem to be substantially E. -composition3,31: 11-13 is 

set at Haran) ioe. outside the borders of the promised land; and similarly 

15: 1.6 refers to Abraham's call from Mesopotamia (though in the JE. redaction 

the passage is linked to the Mamrs sanctuary by means of 1310); thus 

33,18-20 is the only passage where the Elohist can be seen to have exercised 

initiative in using theophanic language to associate a patriarch with a 

specific sanctuary. (But even here, E. seems to have woven his composition 

out of shreds of earlier tradition, so that it is impossible to assert dog- 

matically that the initiative in relating theophany and sanctuary is entirely 

the Elohist's. ) 

Post-Mosaic Patriarchal-type theophanies. 

(i) Theophany to Joshua before Jericho i Joshua 5: 13-15- 

Though reoent scholar3hip is more hesitant than the older literary 

critics in assigning this section of Joshua to a precise literary sources it 

nevertheless seems clear that 5: 13 - 6: 27 as a whole belongs to an early 

stratum closely akin to the older pentateunhal sourcese 

The figure who appears to Joshua is de3cribed as WIN (v. 15) - 

the usage is similar to that in Gen. 18: 2ff and Gen. 32t25. It is interest- 

ing that the oomparablo figure who appears in Num. 22: 23-31 'with a drawn 

sword in his hand' alsoj is there designated 11,14J 1*3 The phrase in 

180) Assuming a sanctuary at Mahanaims Gen. 32: 2-3- 
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v. 15 9 Nlil VM*12 111W InY -. 111N 'TVX (31'12ni-I '): ) 1ý1-1 ý. Vn JýY3-ý17 

is virtually identical with Ex- 3: 5. Reminiscent Of Ex- 30-6, too* is 

Joshua's uninhibited approach to the 'man'; followed then by reverential awe 

as he realises 'the man's' relationship with the divine. And it is possible 

that the imagery of the drawn sword (Joshua 5: 13) is related to that of the 

VX-31: 2ý of Exodus 3: 2. via some such intermediate link as t2l* 

311n, 11 in Gen- 3124* 

The contrast between Joshua's willingness to undertake the divine 

commission Pos- 5) and Moises' reluctance (Ex- 3) perhaps stemis, from the fact 

that in the finished structure of the books,, Ex- 3 marks the beginning of 

Ifoses' leAdership (and indeed of the crucial chapter of the Heilsgeschichts),, 

whereas at Jos. 5. Joshua is already aware of$ and acquiescent in# his role 

within the Hellageschichtes More important# however, is the function of the 

theophany at this point: - 

j. The parallelism with Moses indicates that Joshua is marked out as Mose3' 

God-appointed successor. Further# the occurrence of the theophany here 

indicates that the drama of redemption begun at Ex- 3: 1-6 (where the 

theophany is a prelude to Exodus-Sinai) is now entering its final chapter 

(theophany as prelude to land-possession). 

2. Just as Horeb-Sinai was holy,, as peculiarly the dwelling-place of God on 

earth (Ex- 3: 5). so Canaan has become God's holy mountaint God's I*M3 

The urgent plea in ft- 33P that Yahweh go with His people from Sinai on- 

wards has thus been answered. That the declaration is made before 

Jerioho, v is connected with the idea of Jericho's being 'devoted',, as a 

special first-fruits-offering to Yahweh, as a token that both the battle 
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for the lando and the land of Canaan itiself, are His. 

(ii) The angel of the Lord "a up from Gilgal to_Bochim i Judges 2: 1-5- 

This section, too$ is generally hold to belong to the older stratum of the 

material J, 
18')and 

perhaps concluded the earlier account of the conquest. It 

seems probable that Bochim (20) is to be identified with Allon-bacuth (Gen. 

3518). and that in fact Gen- 35'1-8 and Jud. 2: 1-5 are variant traditions of 

the one historical events viz., the annexation of the Bethel shrine for 

Israelite vvorship. Not only are the points of departure (Sheohem-Gilgal)l 82) 

related and the Points of arrival virtually identioal (Bethel-Boohim)183). 

but both migrations result from incurment of guilt in relations with the 

Canaanite peoples (Gen. 34, deception of the Sheohemites; Joshua 9113-i5a, 

treaty with the Gibeonites in contravention of the ban), and both accounts 

involve repentance (Gen- 35: 4. Jua,, 20-4) and pledges of renewed devotion to 

Yahweh (Gen- 35: 3# 7P Jud. 215). Whatever the precise background of this 

tradition# it seems certain that the #11,11) J&3 here is identical with the 

jOn of Exodus 23: 23 and Ex. 3311-3a, 149 and closely related to the 

J81) According to J. M. Myers, 0-Tudges" Interpreter's Biblp 9 _# 
21 p. 679), t Jud- 

1. -11-2t5 represents the earliers pre-deuteronumio account of the 
Conquest, and dates perhaps from the tenth Century. It was probably 
inserted in its present position after the completion of the deuter- 
onomic Book of Judges. of. M. Nothl Ubarlieferungsreschichtliche 
Studien, pe 47* 

182) of, the early intermingling of Sheohem and Gilgal traditions,, noted by 
H, -J, Kraus, Worship in Israel, p. 153- See also the chapter 
'Theophany and Covenant' below# Ps 242. 

183) The LXX reading at Juds 2: 1 Isi %at Gkon c`vyyeXoc Kuptou &7Z raxyU 
1%1 TZOV %XQuO9MvG %Q1 61 BdLeýk =1*161 Tov 

'orLxov T Iqaýx. 

of. also the virtual identity in meanizig of Bochim (weepers - Jud. 211) 
and Allon-bacuth (oak of weeping - Genesis 35: 8). 
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promise of the accompanying t3-)2E),, which is regarded as identical with Yahweh 

Himselft (Ex- 340-i0a). Thus the theological concern of the passage is 

closely similar to that Of Exodus 33, i. e., the concern to guarantee the 

continued presence-in-theophany of Yahweh amongst Israel, both on the Journey 

from Sinai, and in the new land. 184) 

Theophanyto Gideon t Judges 6: 11-24 and 

(iv) Theophany to Samson's-parents t Judges 13- 

The obvious relatedness of these two stories makes it convenient to treat 

them together., Although Jud. 6M-24 stands within the Deuteronomic book of 

Judgess it bears all the marks of earlier material taken over by Dtr-j and we 

may ansume that its rise and development were approx, contemporaneous with 

that of the older pentateuohal source material. Jud- 13 appears to be 

dependent an Jud. 6: an original2y independent Samson cyclet Jud. i4-616: 31s 

has been adapted for incorporation into the book of Judges (or its primitive 

sources)185) by addition of the theophaV in Jud. 13, The editor has sought 

to whiten over the evident ill-di3olpline and sensuality of Samson as 

portrayed in ohs. 14-16 by making him a Nazirite, This is achieved by pre- 

facing the cycle with an account of a theophany to his parents (ohs 13)* The 

apologetic strain in ch. 13 is apparent in the three-fold insistence on 

184) It is surely significant that Ex- 33: 4-6 records the same type of 
purification ritual in this context as does Gen- 35: 2-4, 

185) P. Noth, Uberlieferungspeschichtliche Studien, p. 61, inclines to the 
view that the addition is post-Deuteronomic, but admits that the 
evidence is slight. Burney., Judgess P. 338f. p holds that the cycle was 
originally inserted in the early source, removed as inappropriate (by 
Dtr.? ), then reinstated at a later date because of pressure from 
popular attachment to the cycle. 
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Samson's being a Nazirite from birth (Jud. 1313-5; 13: 7; 13: 12-14), and the 

literary form of the theophany has presumably been influenced by the need for 

this three-fold reiteration. 

A comparison of the relevant theophany-accounts reveals a detailed 

correspondence between Jud. 6 and Jud. 13, and of both vrith Ex- 3. as wall as 

points of contact with several other patriarohal-type theophanies which we 

surveyed earlier: 

Jud. 6 Jud. 13 Ex, 

is mriv IN573 lvýx wivi : 12 0 :2 

2. In JrT5ý1 :3 Gen*16: 11,, 

Gen. 18: 10 

3- 1 : 13 : 18f) t20 

4. 1113S : 13 :6 

5- MN 73 :6 :3 

6. ýXIV, 1-119 117VIMI I 1+ 
-: 

5 : 8110 

7- nýv : 14 : 10 

8. M171" 13W#1 0"'1'91373 : 13 :8 

9. Reticence : 15 t1i I Sam. 9: 21 

10. 1? 37 I'll IMN : 16 : 12 

11. J11 9 z17 t12 

12. "Do not depart" : 18 Gen. 18: 3 

13- V-... : 10 Gen. 18: 6 

14. : 18 119923 

15- (rook-altar) : 21 : 19 

16. ýXVM IM 112* : 18 Gen-32: 30 
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Jud. 6 Jud. Rx 3 

17. Wx jx5n : 21 t20 :2 

18.1"19'1 K T) r. jiln t22 121 f. : 6b Gen. 16 113 

Gen- 32: 31 

a) The original theophany may have served as an aetiology of the rock-altar 

at Ophrah, 186) 
and so have preserved the tradition of a local numen (of. 

Ex. 3, Gen* 28: 1 iff. ) - Jude 13 on the other hand, takes place in the 

open field (v. 9), and no specific location is nameds The 'rock' 

(13: 19) is therefore a detail probably borrowed from Jud. 6. - 

b) As in the Elohistic patriarohal narratives, 30 here the angel Is virtual- 

ly identical with Yahweh. Even if the occurrence of the name Yahweh in 

vv. 14# 16 is the result of later re-touehing (LXX has cwL XoC Kuptou) MINE 

the fear (v. 22) shown at the sight of the angel points to a practical 

identification of the angel with God. SimilarlyIPRI tPi'ft '): ) 111103 

in Jud. 13: 22 possibly denotes 'divine being' rather than 'Godhead' in 

the full sense. 
' 87) 

but the fear of death expressed implies a speoifio 

encounter with deity. This impression is strengthened by the use of the 

phrase (13: 18)j, which in Gen-i 32: 70 is an 

important factor in identifying the a33ailant a3 being in fact Yahweh6 

c) Gommentators have noted here a progressive 'refinement' in the descript- 

ion of the theophanic setting*. - Gon. 18: 8 describes the visitants as 

186) Jud. 6: 23-4 is probably a later insertion, For the naming of the 
altar nlýv Illn, of. (Gen. 22: 14). etc. 

187) Burneyq Judgess p. 36. 
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partaking of a meal; 

, Tud. 6: 0-21 1 what begins as a meal becomes in fact an offering; 

Jud. 13 .9 the offer of a meal is deliberately rejected in favour 

of a sacrifice. 

d) The difference in setting between k-'; E- 3 and Jud. 6sli-24 makes the 

similarities between them all the more impressive. Thusq remembering the 

strong bond which we traced above as existing also between Ex- 3: 1ff. and 

Jos. 5: 13-159 the conclusion seems inescapable that this early material 

has been so arranged as to present a succession of theophanically in- 

spired and commissioned leaders: - Moses, Joshua,, Gideon, (I, amson)p and, 

we May &d-11, Samuel. 188) It surely cannot be fortuitous that the promise 

1737 1-Inix is given to each of these men in turn. (It is implicit 

in the account of the theophany to Joshua 1 the angel's reply to Joshua's 

question is equivalent to an Jý MINX 189) ) 

On the other hand there is in Jud. 6a half-expressed feeling that the 

Heilstaten of the past already form a definitive deposit of revelation 

(6: 13); an impression which we have already noted on oocasion in J. 

These indications no d: oubt form the first beginnings of a trend which 

emerges in more developed and coherent form in the 'thou shalt remember, - 

stress in Deuteronomy. of. also Pa. 78: 3v Pa. 44: 2 (post-exilic). 

j88) The clarity of the pattern has been somewhat obscured by the intrusion 
of large blocks of later material in Joshua 10-24 and Judges 17-21. 
David and Solomon may also be added to the list of theophanically 
inspired and commits3ioned leaders. 

189) InteriDstingly, the Deuteronomist has reinforced the verbal correspond- 
ence by adding a specific jpý WINK in Joshua's ease (Jc)shua 1: 5), 
but in the context of extended theologised speech, not of theophany. 
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(v) Theopha" to Davia at the Threshing-floor of Araunah :2 Sam, 24: 10-25- 

The material of this seotion is again early$ although in its present 

position it fcrms part of an addendum (i. es 2 Sam* 21-24) attached to 2 Sam. 

subsequently to the separation of 2 Samuel and 1 Kings. 19o) Tts purpose is 

to show that the divinely chosen site of the Jerusalem Temple was revealed in 

theophany. The assertion that 'Yahweh incited David against Israel' (2 Sam. 

24: 1) stresses the element of essential mystery and incomprehensibility per- 

meating the whole inoidente The phrase 15 -InX5 t3l'it -TI-r-lix no. )I (V. I) 

may be intended simply as a description of David's interior thought-processes, 

the results of which he ascribed to Yahvish; but the pervading stress on the 

incomprehensibility of the incident, and the theophanic context, seem to 

imply that a divine word of incitement came to David directly in an audition 

or mediated through a prophet. (The fact that Joab, who is hardly noted for 

his spiritual sensitivity in other contexts, opposes the census (vv. 3-4) 

190) O. BiBafeldt (Die Komposition der SamuelisbUcher), P- 52f. # suggests 
that 2 Sam. 24 and 2 Sam. 21 t1 -14 were companion pieces prior to their 
forming part of this addendum (i. e. s 2 Samuel 21-24); and that, since 
2 '7amuel 21ti-i4 originally stood before 2 Samuel 9.2 Sam. 24 will 
have stood immediately after 2 Samuel 9. The reason why the passage 
was transposed to its present positions Eissfeldt suggestsg was in 
order to create thereby a sequence: 'rebellion' (2 Sam. 13-18)9 
'famine' (2 Same 21: 1-14)t and 'plague' (2 Sam. 24). and this sequence 
was then viewed as the three-fold divine punishment on David for his 
sin against Uriah the Hittite., (of. the three-fold choice of punish- 
ment offered to David in 2 Sam. 24t13). Subsequent editingj however, 
inserted 2 Sam. 22 and 23, in order to throw 2 Fam, 24 into relief for 
a different theological purpose, i. e., to serve as an astiology for the 
choosing and purchase of the Jerusalem Temple site. Thus the passage 
becomes a sanctuary theophany. 
(R. E, Clementsl God and Temple, p. 61, suggests that the site was alreaýy 
a shrine in pre-Davidic times., and that Araunah originated in the 
primitive oult-legends as the founder of this ancient Jebusite 
sanctuary. ) 
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primary fimction as foundation-theophany of the temple, then, the tradition 

presents the following motifs relevant to our disoussion:. 

1. Theologically., the passage raises the issue of theodicy in an acute 

form; - the alteration made by the Chronicler ( 5xlv*)-5. V jov 

I Chron. 2W) witnesses to the difficulties that later generations found 

with the texte We may say, in fact, that 2 Same 24: 10-25 represents the 

zenith of that process (discernible in Gen- 32: 23-33). whereby every 

numinou3 experience is subsumed under the Name and character of Yahweht - 

after the watershed is passed, the reflective element increasingly moulds 

the understanding of the theophanic (of. the book of Job), and a rediffer- 

entiation. of, the various aspects of the numinous develops. (A qualification 

needs to be added from the literary point of view9 however: there are signs 

that the census-narrative has been deflected from its original intentions to 

serve as the basis for the now theophany-aetiology - the census is through- 

out all Israel (vv. 2# 9)0 yet the theophany-threat conoerns Jerusalem 

alone, 
192) The lineomprehansibility' may be due in part to this adaptation 

of sources. ) 

191) Is David's action to be attributed to 'hubris'? - of. 2 Kings 20: 16-19. 
But if so* it is strange that the later Priestly legislation legitim- 
ises David's action by providing for the taking of the census (Ex. 301 
12) - though admittedly hedging it round with precautionary measures. 

192) Further unevenne3ses are apparent in the record: - 
- David's spontaneous repentance prior to Judgment (v. W) v. David's 

repentance at the sight of the slaughter (v, 17); 
- The Lord repents of the evil before 

, 
Jerusalem is attacked (v. 16) v. 

the Lord heeded the supplications offered at the now altar (v. 25); 

- The angel is stayed (v. 16) v. the angel still smites (v. 17). 

Taken cumulativelys these minor discrepancies point to some redaction- 
al process having been carried out on the material. 
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2, David# faced with the choice between defeat, famine and pestilence, 

chooses the last, on the grounds that pestilence most directly involves the 

action of Yahwah (v. %). (The version in i Chrone 21 heightens this by 

contrasting specifically nlix : 21111 and 111111 n1ill - ve 12). 

See belows the section on Yahweh's weapons in the psalm thooplaanies, where 

pestilence features as a divine weapons P- 139f- 

3. The concept of the destroying angel is undoubtedly ancient, of. its role 

in the Passover legends Ex. J2 -a passage which became attached to the 

Sinai theophany tradition at an early period. The provisions of Ex. IW2 

specifically preclude the possibility of men seeing the destroyer,, of. here 

it is only a very fleeting reference that alludes to David's vision of the 

angel, (In I Chron. 21p however, the angel figures much more prominently as 

the mediator of revelation and destruction# and appears not only to David but 

to Ornon also*) 

4. Theopluxy and prophetic word (vv. 18-19) combine in this section -a 

feature which emerges here for the first times The passage falls at a point 

of transition# where the theophanic emphasis begins to be replaced by the 

prophecy-fulfilment pattern which v. *Rad has shown to be so characteristic of 

the Deuteronomist#193) and which has such a formative role in the process of 

canon-formation, 

(vi) Theophny to 'Solomon :I Kings 3: 5-15 and I Kings q. - 1 -9. 

These theophanien are Interesting in that, though their basic tradition 

03) v. Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy, pp. 78ffe 
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is undoubtedly olds yet their present form and setting show traces of the 

Douteronomist's work. Like the preceding passage, these texts are concerned 

with the founding of the Jerusalem sanctuary. Dtro then, for whom the temple 

was of prime importances has asserted the supremacy of this sanctuary par 

excellence precisely in theophanic terms. Thus the thread of continuity 

running through all the sanctuary-theophany material so far considered, 

finally leads to the theophany of Yahweh at the founding of the Jerusalem 

Temple. 194) 

1. The suggestion made in 2 Chron, W-4, that Solomon experienced this 

theophany at the Mosaic tabernacle, is most unlikely to have any historical 

foundation, Ratherg i Kings 3: 2-3 notes specifically that in the period 

before the temple was builts both Solomon and the people worshipped at the 

111? 3: 1 ; and this is regarded as a point to their discredit, yet at the same 

time an action which could be condoned in the historical circumstanjoes. 

Could Dtr. conceivably have passed such a Judgment if the shrine at Gibeon 

were in fact the site of the authentic Mosaic tabernacle? 

2. The dream-aspect of the theophany is reminiscent of the Elohi3tic 

patriarchal theophanies. Here Solomon follows up the dream by presenting 

himself in Jerusalem, 'I'M 111,12 716IN 71Dý , Thus it is implied 

194) According to IT. Noths flberlieferungsgeschichtliche Stuaien, p. 67f- s the theophany-account in 1 Kings 3: 5-15 was originally a local Gibeon- 
sanctuary tradition,, which Dtr. then adapted to the peculiar 
deuteronomistic theological outlook by: - 
a) making the efficacy of the divine promise conditional upon 

obedience,, (3: 14),, and 
b) transferring the site of Solomon's votive sacrifice from Gibeon 

to the central shrine at Jerusalem (3: 15a). 
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that henceforth the new temple is to be the place of meeting with Yahweh; 

and this, it would seem, it also the main point 
195) 

of the theophany narrat- 

ive in i Kings 90-9. He whom Solomon sought at Gibeon (v. 2) is now to be 

sought on Zion. From this point of view, then, we are justified in placing 

2 Sam. 24o 1 Kings 3: 5-15 and i Kings 9: 1-9 together as the final point of 

the patriarchal theophany narratives. It is significant that Volomon's is 

the last theophany experienced by a 'civil' leader in Israel: henceforth 

revelation is preeminently through the prophets. 

The further out-working of the (Sinai) theophany-tradition 

in the pre-exilio literature. 

JUrg Jeremias 196) treats these theophany-passages as belonging to a 

formal Gattungg the prototype of which was a short two-member unit describirig; 

a) the advent of Yahweh from his places for his people's helps 

b) the tumult of nature at his appearing. 

He finds the primitive Sitz im Leben of the Gattung not in the Sinai- 

theophany and its cultie're-presentation, but in a prophetic victory-song 

celebrating Yahweh's saving intervention in battle. Jeremias concedes that 

the first member (a) of the unit must relate indirectly to the Sinai 

195) Of- M-NOths therlieferungsg2schichtliche Studien,, p- 70f. s notes that 
there are two Judgments On Solomon's reign inherent in Dtr, Is material, 
One positive and the other negative. Dtr. has presented both 
traditions, setting them side by aideo and introducing each with a 
theophany. Thus, in addition to the purpose noted above, (i-es to 
exalt the status of the central sanotuary)p i Kings 9: 1-9 is also 
introduced in order to stress the dangers attendant upon apostasy, and 
so preface the negative traditions concerning Solomon's reign. 

j96) J. Jeremia3,, Theophanie, p. 9f. 
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tradition (Ance there are no rpal pqrallels from Tsr-tells environment), but 

he also finds differences which preclude the possibilitv of direct iependence. 

The second metaber, on the other hand, derives from Tsrael*s environment - 

though he does acknowledge that "diese Ubernahme nicht ganz unvorbereitpt 

geschah"; for the God-of-the-Fathers traditionp antedating the texts we 

are concerned withp already knew the might of God and the numinous fear it 

induced; and this same numinous fear was reflected for later generations in 

the Sinai tradition. These elements in the Yahweh tradition, then, formed 

a basis for the borrowings from Israel's environment, whereby the numinous 

side of Yahweh's nature was portrayed in richer detail. 197) 

Jeremias' careful analysis and classification of the material certainly 

brings to light several points of real-significance: - 

a) the concept of Sinai as Yahweh's (earthly) abode is very anciento 

b) the wide importance of the concept of "nature's trembling before 

Yahweh" in the pre-exilic literature, 

0) the strength of the theophany-traditiono evidenced by its persistence 

into late exilic times even though (according to Jeremias) it has 

already become loosed from its "Gattung"' 98 ) by the Davidic era. 

197) J. Jeremias, Theophanie, p. 152. 

198) In view of the notorious difficulty experienced in setting a precise 
date to most of the material involved, it would seem that Jeremias' 
structure is more rigid than the data warrants. 'ý.,,. Childs, Isaiah 
the Assyrian Crisist p. 49, queries the propriety of speaking of a 
11theophany-form". It would seem to him more likely that there is a 
theophany traditionq "which very early accommodated itself to 
different forms". Childsoffers examples of the wide variety of 
forms in which the theophany tradition occurs. 
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Jeremias' approach, however, in spite of his conceding a preparatory role 

to *Sinailshas the unfortunate effect of obscuring the oentral importance of 

the Sinal-theophany tradition for the development of Israel's faith, The 

following analyses therefore, while accepting the principle that Canaanite 

borrowings have greatly influenced the development of Israelite theophanic 

traditions nevertheless seek to redress the balance by suggesting a 

rationale of the way in which this extra-Israelite material was able to 

crystallise around the Sinaitic core-theophany, without usurping its primacy. 

A. The Abode of Yahweh. 

We have noted the twin strands in the oldest Sinai tradition: - 

a) Yahweh's abode is on Sinai (E) - nx. 19: 17,19. 

b) Yahweh comes aovm an Sinai (J) - Ex. 19010 i8s 20; Ex. 
-11,4: 

4-5- 

Both these lines are developed in the pre-exilic literature: - 

a) Jud. 5.5199); Dtn. 33: 1-5 
200) 

; Ps. 68: 18 
201) 

; Hab - 313, 

199) lalt) #"IT . Burney, Judgess p. 113, treats the phrase as a g1033v mean- 
ing, "i. e., 'Sinai'". Most modern commentatorss however interpret it to 
mean 'Lord of Sinai' (of. Arabic dhjj )j, and this seems preferable. Thus 
it is implied either that a) Yahweh's connection with Sinai at the time 
of the Exodus was not incidental but already of ancient 3tandingv or 
b) the Sinai-event was so definitive for Israel's knowledge of Yahweh 
that the locus of the event naturally incorporated itself into Yahweh's 
essential title 3 Yahweh must forever be 'He of Sinai'. cf. also the 
use of the phrase in Ps. 68: 9. 

200) VT71 11: 1373 MPKI(v. 2) Burney, Judges, p. i10, reads M17 113'InD oWN1 
(following Dillmann). Wellhausen had suggested the reading 'came from 
Sinai to Meribah Kade3h'. The Dillmann-Burney reading would locate 
Sinai in' the region of kadesh; of, note 52 above. 

201) IM reads WIP3 1210 03 131N , which Weiser translates: "The Lord 
is with them, 

Ainai is in the holy place. " 
The RSX. emends the text: V7-1-17: 1 a)jit)n X: j 122, Ig # The emendation 
seems unnecessary. 



b) Pa. 18: 10 -T-I-)l ) 202) 
=2 Sam. 22s. 10; Pe. 144: 5 

p s. 76: 9 trnn ); Ificah 1*-3 ( 

Ps. 20: 7 ( 117'T, 2 In= ); Jer. 25: 30 ( t3lIM73 11111' ). 
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We have noted above the strong concern expressed in the early accretions 

to the core Sinai tradition (ise. in Ex- 32+3) for a firm guarantee of the 

continuing theophanic presence of Yahweh with his people in their ongoing 

journey and subsequent settlement, and in the developing cult within the land 

of Canaan. One form of this guarantee is the assurance that Yahweh has 

transferred His abode from Sinai to Canaan, so that Canaan as a Ybole (and 

its Yahwistic sanctuaries in partioular)t becomes the mountain of Yahweh, 

(Ex. 15: 17P etoo) 
203). During the monarchic period the concept of God's 

dwelling on Mount Zion ana in the Jerusalem Temple assumes increasing import- 

ance; i. e., God has transferred from Sinai to Zion, (Ps. 68: 16f. ), or from 

heaven to Zion, (Pa- 93 11111" t3lIn: l , V. 4; c f. trilp-min jnlný 

1111111 t V. 5; Pa. 20: W717 In= 1,1171) # V* 7; of - -t*V) 

.. 71nn 1VI-InD 3). The same pattern is implicit in 

Pss. 96 - 99. 

Obviously, then$ there is a certain ambivalence latent in the concepti 

both Sinai and heaven are regarded as the original abode of God, and He who 

continues to dwell in this original abode has nevertheless also descended to 

make Zion His home. It is impressive that no sense of incongruity is 

evidenced by the psalmists in presenting this double-strandecl 

202) ý: )11,3 (v- 7) correspondingly has the meaning ('heavenly) palace'. 

203) cf. the remarks on p. 120f., re the theophany to Joshua before Jericho. 
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B. Fire and Lightning. 

These terms are inaigenous to the Sinai theophany,, and in view of their 
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central place in the early pentateuohal tradition, it is reasonable to assume 

that it was from the primitive Sinai tradition that they entered the other 

pre-exilio literature# and became the nucleus around which a more varied 

fire-light imagery was built upo (This is not to derW that a largo proport- 

ion of the material so added# was in fact of Canaanite origin; but we would 

maintain that this material was integrated into Yahwism in such a way as to 

enrich but not deflect the stream Of L", inai tradition. ) 

The first extension of the V7X-imagerv is into the lplague-narrativAl 

(Ex. gt23) t the proximity of 111517 (Exe 9123,281,29P 33s 34) would 

support the assumption that we have here an intrusion of the Sinai-theophany 

mot: Lf, into the Exodus preludej 
205) (though Jeremias 2o6) 

rightly reminds us 

that the equation of thunder with the Voice of deity is not unique to Israel). 

V79 as symbolic, of the divine anger is intimately related to the Sinai 

204) This latent ambivalence is later worked out with precision in the 
Deuteronomic doctrine of the temple as the earthly shrine of the divine 
MV 

. Yahweh Himself dwelling in heaven. Thus the Deuteronomic 
doctrine was not an absolutely new departure,, but had its roots far 
back in the past. cf, the remarks of v. Rad, Studies in Deuteronopz# 
p. 38: - "'What is decidedly new is the assumption of a constant and 
almost material presence of the Name at the shrine *.. not Yahweh 
himself 

... but only his name, as the guarantee of his will to save. " 

205) The plague-narrative is probably a secondary attachment to the 
Passover-narrativer but still very early, probably pre-J., See McNothj 
Exodus, p. 69.. 

206) J. Jeremiass Theophanie, p. 89. 
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a) God's coming at Sinai is to vindicate and confirm his election of Israel6 

This vindication flows over into wrath against those who oppose His 

purpose, and the wrath is symbolised by images taken from the heart of 

the Sinai-phenomenon itself. We have noted above the VX of the 

plague-narrative# expressing Yahweh's wrath against Egyptian opposition: 

so by extension$ Ps,, 18; 9; Is. 30127; Pa. 97: 3. 

b) By further extension, '09 is made to symbolise Godta vindication of His 

holiness even against His own recalcitrant Peoples (of, Ps. 501-3). we 

should note also the close proximity of the idea of 'divine fire of 

anger' to that of Yahweh's 'breaking forth' in fire on the presumptuou3 

who dared to infringe the bounds of the theophany-site (Ex. 19: 21-22). 

Since this concept of bounds is generally acknowledged to be a primitive 

element in the J. tradition, it is reasonable to conclude that the use of 

IVX in relation to 'wrath' has at least one of its roots here* 

The symbolism of 'fire melting vmxl Olicah 114, N" 1'. 5-6) is sufficient- 

ly mundane not to require any extra-Israelite origin, Its point of contact 

or attachment could well be in the TV' -motif to which we have already 

referred. of, Ificah 113-4 : 1-1-Ti -r-111 Ini-Imn NS, nin, 

1131nn 0)'TMý27311 (cf. ýbt. 19: 18, with its similar description 

of the mountain's smoking at Yahweh's descent. ) Interestingly, Nah. 1: 5-6 

links the-'malting' with the 'fire of anger' which we have just referred to. 

207) et. Jörg Jeremiaes Theophanie, p. 108s- "Diese Deutung des Feuers" 
(i. e. 'Verbildlichung seines brennenden Zornes') "kann unmöglich aus 
der Sinaitradition stammen., nach der doch Jahwe zum Ileilshandeln an 
seinem Volke kommt. " 
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The various phrases referring to 'flame of fire' (gN jj: jý OWN U. 15 etc. ) 

are probably rooted in 'Rx. 3tl-14 -a passaEe which, as we have seen, has 

influenced the development of other patriarchal-type theophany-narratives, 

as well a3 becoming intimately R33001ated with the Sinai-tradition proper, 

of. Dtn- 33: 2.208) Ps. 29: 7P 209) Is. 30130s Ps. 104: 4.20) 

'Coals of fire' ( WX "'5111 Ps- 18: 9* 13; of. 17X IntIn Ps, 11: 6) 

are acknowledged by Jeremias to be directly connected with the phenomena of 

volcanic eruption. 
21l) If not a primitive term of the core Sinai descript- 

ion, then, it Is nevertheless probable that the imagery was attracted to the 

volcanic language of that core tradition. Once the term was established in 

the Sinai-tradition, the use of WX 1ý111 on the sacrificial altar 

would facilitate a spread in the application of Sinaitic imagery; soga 

is. 6: 6 212) 
IID%'l of. Lev. 16t12 - late (P), but probably 

reflects earlier usage. 

Torches ( t3'7')! )5 ),, in the context of Ex. 20: 181 213) 
refer to the 

Sinaitic lightning. cfo Gen, 15: 17 M: we have noted already that the 

208) MT. ID5 llTU7Kis emended: - BHK39 ]IR51 IVK-, S. R. Drivers 

JI-717V V? X 

209) The text is uncertaint but proposed emendations do not affect tha 
phrase we are considering. 

A1 
210) Reading VX *)tJ, 15 . following GIý 'Aupoc yxgym 

21l) JUrg Jeremiast Theophaniep P- 37. 

212) cf. llauc4ine, Isaiah, (Torch), ad loc. 

213) The variations in the LXX text may indicate that this is a later 
intrusion into the context. 
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language of Gen. 15 seems to have been made deliberately to refleot the 

imagery of Sinai properg thus underscoring the essential oneness of Abrahamic 

and Sinaitic covenants. H. P. MUller 214) 
suggests that the reference to 

trumpets and torches in Jud. 7o. i5ff- and related passages may reflect a re- 

presentation of the Sinai-theophany in the amphietyonic cult, arising out of 

concrete situations wherein the presence and power of the Lord of Sinai was 

invoked in battle. 215) This suggestion if accepted would points then, to a 

mutual influence between Sinai-theophany and cult: the Sinai event set the 

pattern for the cultic re-enactments while the re-enactment in turn influ- 

enced the terminology of the Sinai tradition. 216) 

Lightning belongs to the core of the Sinai-(storm)-theophany 

tradition, (Ex. 19: 16). Yet it is clear that the term has very early become 

the attachment-point for secondary additions; for C371? -I: l in the pre-exilir. 

literature, are almost invariably conceived as Yahweh's weaponso 
217) (The 

214) H. P. Müller, "Die kultische Darstellung der Theophanie"i V. T. XIV» 1964. 

215) Jeremia3 disagrees with MUller's arguments and proposes that the 
influence was from Holy War, to the Sinai tradition, end not vice 
versa. Theophanies p. 148, n- 3- 

216) Itowinckell The Psalms in Israel's Worship. finds a probable allusion 
to a torch-light procession in connection with the culto in Ps. 118: 27 
1312 Irl Inn' ýx (op. cit. I. 0 p. 120), But these are 

probably later features (op. cit. # I*t P. 131),, whereas the MVDý 
seem to have entered the Sinai tradition at an early stage. 

217) For Ugaritic parallelss See: - 
G. R, Driver 2 Canaanite Xyths and Legendss p. 97# (Baal II v 9); p. 87 
(Baal V 11141). where Baal-Hadad appears as the wielder of lightning; 

J. B. Pritchard,, Ancient Near Eastern Pictures# plate 490; 

J, Jeremiasp Theophanie, p. 86f. 
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only exception being in Pas 97: 4# which in its finished form at least, i's 

considered to be comparatively late). 0*1711: 1 are equated with rn /C31Sý18) 

ini Pa- 18: 15 =2 Sam. 22: 15; = Pa. 144: 6; Hab- 3: 11; Pa. 77: 19. 

The concept of the forces of nature as Yahweh's weapons is obviously 

earlys of. its entry into the 'plague-narrative', Ex. 9: 13-35 (see p. 134 

above) q where 17X; Ill ý71 -; IM3 
219) 

; 1,13 
220) 

are instruments of Yahweh's 

power and purpose. Jeremias 221) is probably oorrect in his suggestion that 

the overall imagery and terminology has roots in the primitive Chaos-Conflict 

myth as reflected in En"uma elis' : our concern is to locate the point at which 

this material became attached to the 'Sinaitic' core. The following primitive 

aspects of the Sinai tradition are worthy of consideration in this regard: - 

a) Yahwahts vindication of His oppressed peoplep which is integral to the 

whole concept of Sinai covenant-electiont implies that His wrath is 

turned against those who oppose His covenant-purpose; - 'wrath' and 

'weapons' are clearly proximate ideas here. 

20) 111311 (spear, Hab 3: 11)o MU73 (staffq Hab. 3: 14) and JIVIP 
(bow, Hab- 319v Pa. 7:; 3) as Yahweh's weapons are of minor importance: 
they may be explained in a way similar to the terms already discussed. 

219) The phrase INVY '1V35 131) 1?, I: l , (late : Ps. 135: 7, 
Jer. 10: 13, Jer- 51s16) presumably pictures the lightning as a sharp 
instrument piercing the waterskins of the clouds, and so releasing 
the rain. It is perhaps derivative from the idea of lightning as a 
weapon, For further discussion of 'rain', see below,, p. 152. 

220) *7'1: 1 a3 a divine weapon, cf. Joso 10til, Ps. 18: 13-14, Ps. 78: 47-489 
Is- 30: 30- 

221) J. Jeremias, op. cit., pp. ý3j 91f-s 146. 
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b) Yahweh's vindication of His own holiness results in Ilia breaking out in 

fire on the presumptuous# (Ex. 19: 21-22)222) t an idea which is also 

close to that of Oweaponst. 

Once the concept of 'Yahweh's weapons' (initially 'lightning' and 

'thunder') had attached itself to the core Sinai traditions the broadening of 

the range of imagery to inolude 'hail' and 'rain' is readily understandable. 

'Pestilence' as a divine weapon also appears first in the early additions 

to the Sinai-core; - the general term 913 occurs in the plague-narrative 

(Ex. 8: 2). in the Passover-aarrative (Ex. 12: 23). and the sequel to the 

apostasy of the golden calf (Ex- 32: 35 - this latter being an addition to 

the E. -narrative). In-; occurs in the plague-narrative, Ex. 9ti-7 (in a 

passage which M. Noth 223)' 
regards as a secondary addition to J. ); Num. 14: 12 

(J), where Yahweh threatens punishment for Israel's covenant-rejection; and 

then in 2 Sam* 24: 13, Amos WO, Ps- 781500 Hab- 315- qVI 
224) 

acebrding 

222) The passage is secondary to the core of the J. -recordl but still very 
early. 

223) M. Noth, Exodus, p. 79. 

224) In the Keret-Epiol Resheph is named as one of the gods (Keret III 11 6), 
who is presumably responsible for death-dealing pestilence (Keret Ii 
jq)., - G. R. Driver, Canaanite Myths and Legends,, pp. 37s 29. See also 
J. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan, pp. 960 202. 

J, Jeremias, op. cit., p. 46ff. 0 cites Syrian and Egyptian evidence for 
Resheph as the god or daemon of war and/or lightning; and Ugaritic 
evidence for his function as guardian of the threshold of the sun 
(Ug. Text 143: 3f. ). He suggests that in their most primitive role 
within Yahwismg Plague and Pestilence were daemons subservient to 
Yahweh, whence they became 4epersonalised, as weapons in Yahweh's hand. 
The title 'Lord of the arrow' a plied to Reshef in one Ugaritic text 
f, J. Gray, The Canaanites, p. 123ý may have augFested this depersonal- 
ised function for reshef. 
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to BDB. means basically Iflamej fire-bolt', and thence, derivatively, 

'Yahweh's fire bolt bringing pestilenoe and death'. This being so it is 

easy to envisage how the term could become attached to the Sinai theophany 

tradition via the concept of IVN W) 17 1: 1 . as divine weapons# 

F. xamples of usage : Ps. 76: 40 Ps. 78: 48, Dtn- 32: 24, Hab- 3: 5- 

The term VIIIT 225) 
as Yahweh's 'instrument's so characteristic of 

the Deuteronomist and Seeond-Isaiahj has its roots in the Exodus narrative 

rather than that of Sinai propers but occurs also in oontext3 where the Reed- 

Sea crossing is described in theophanic language dependent on the Sinai 

tradition i- Ps, 77005i Dtri-i 33: 2,26-7; Isaiah 30: 30; Dtn# 4: 33-36, 

Several advanoed developments of the fire-lightning motif remain to be 

noted: - '11 X is generally held to be a 'comparatively late deooration to 

the theophany' 
226) 

_ and It is to be admitted that Persian thought-forms 
227) 

and imagery influenced the language of developing apocalyptic (into which 

theophany tended to merge) in the post-exilic period. But there are also 

passages from 8th-7th Cent,, # connecting *119with the traditional Sinai- 

type theophanio circle of conceptsi As with V9. the usage indicates 

Yahweh's activity in vindication of his purposes : on, the one hand inter- 

vention on his people's behalf (Is6 9: 1), and on the other the silent 

inevitability of judgment against a recalcitrant Israel (Is. 18: 4, Hos. 6: 5). 

225) For the place of YVIT within the general anthropomorphic language 
of the OoT.,, cf. F. Michaelip Dieu b, 1Imaore de__lOHo=e, p. 20. 

226) PaxEýtphaneiat p, 105; J*Jeremiasi, Theophanie,, p. 63- 

227) Paxi Epiphaneia# po i4lo 
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cf. also ITab. 3: 11 ( '11K in relation to t3')Xtl as a divine weapcn), Hab. 

3: 4 (a clear reflection of Sinai), Ps- 78: 14 ( '119 in specific reference 

to the Sinai storm-theophany). 

In addition to these Sinai-affiliations., howevert there ia a strand 

running through: - Is. 2: 5t Pa. 69: i6s Pa- 80: 4, Pa. 4t7s Pa. IOW2, in 

which '11N appears as more nearly an extension of the patriarchal-type 

theophanies than of the Sinai type. The coming of Yahweh brings the light 

of a new dawn, 
228) His face will be seen,, and His form resplendent in 

Aght. 
229) 

7,1910- 230) (shine) exhibits the same double thread: Dtn- 33: 2 

represents a mellowing of the Sinai-tradition, in that joy rather than awe- 

someness emerges as the keynote of the theophany; whereas in Ps. 80: 2 

VIDI'm relates to an expectation of altheophan. )P of the U'13S (v. 4). 

Ps. 5012 also stands close to Sinalo but the stress is on the judgment of 

covenant-breaker3 within Israel. of- Ps. 94: 1 (usually regarded as late). 

'11: 1: ) 
-. 

The developed doctrine of the ellil) 'TI.: I: ) belongs to the 

post-exilic period; but as v. -lad points out, the Priestly 'Tl: ]: ) -theology 

228) cf. alsO tin? , Dtn. 33: 2. Mal. 3: 20 (4: 2). 

229) Paxs Epiphaneiat po 139, has a certain justifications though he over- 
states his case, when he stresses the ambivalence of Light-Fire symbol- 
ism in O. T. theophaniesi "Das ý, `euer reprEsentiert the dunkle Seites 
the sich UbermlEchtig-erschreckend und unheilvoll auswirkt,, das Licht 
aber the helle Seite Jahwes. " 

230) S, Mowinckels The PsAlms in Israel's Worship, I. p. 13l, traces a con- 
nection between the light-motif of the theophany and the fire-light 
symbolism of the rejuvenation rituals carried out throughout the Anc: knt 
Near East9 and subsequently incorporated into the Israelite Autumnal 
Festival. cf. notes 216 and 226 above, on the relatively late emerg- 
ence of light-symbolism in O. T. theophany tradition. ' 
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is not an absolute innovation, 'but only the reintroduotion ... of a very 

old sacral tradition. 1 231) 

Gathering together the allusions to the 111 11 1) IT 1 : 1: ) as they 

appear in theophanic contexts in Is. 6: 1-80 Ezek. 1: 4-14, Ex. 40: 34-8,232) 

we see that in effect'all the wealth of Sinai-theophany terminology is here 

utilised to the full: - U7X (Ex. 40: 34); 011711: 1 (Ezek. 1. '13); 1,113 10 
rX3 W)DI11 etc, (Ezek. 1: 4s 7); 01 *)! 05 (Tzek. W3); TV 

(Ex. 40: 34); jW7 (Is. 6: 4). Allowing for the long process of develop- 

ments we may nevertheless safely assume that the roots of the 'Tl: l: ) 

concept are firmly set in the Sinai tradition. Points of attachment in the 

secondary material of the Sinai tradition are indicated at Ex- 33: 18# and in 

the concept of the 71711 'My (see below); and these in turn 

are intimately related to the core Sinai imagery. of. also Pa. 29: 39 9 233) 

231) G. v. Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy., p. 40. 

2ý252) G. A. Cooke, Ezekiels p. 22, distinguishes between Isaiah's and 
Ezekiel's understanding of the term *71: 1: ) , To the former MIM" 'Tl: l: ) 
was 'the power and majesty of Jahveh displayed in nature and history'# 
whilst to the latter it was 'an outward manifestation of the divine 
presence, seen by the prophet in ecstasy, but invisible to the natural 
eye*' Granted the distinction is valid, yet since both nature and 
history are pregnant with the possibility of theophany (cf. supremely 
the 'natural' phenomena of Sinai through which Yahweh altered the 
whole course of subsequent history) the two concepts of '11: 23 
may be held to converge in the theophany tradition. 

233) Ps. 29 is generally conceded to be ancients perhaps an original 
Jebusite hymn adapted for the worship of Yahweh, The mention of 
Kadesh in v. 8 makes the Sinaitic reference of the Psalm almost 
certain. 
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13y 
__. 

Together with JVV # IV 
235) is probably primitive to the 

Sinai theophany tradition 236) in the same ýay as ,? 'I 3'and 117, %t :- 

Ex. 19: 9,16; Dtn. 4; 11; ! )tn. 5: 226; Ps- 97: 2; Nah. 1: 3. 

The first extension of the 13y-image,, is into that of 1 
-1 

MY 

01 IT-" - 

a) Ex- 341.5 137: 1 MIM2 The scene is 

still on the Mount the language and thought are close to 

Ex. 193i8p yet it is olear that the reference is to 1=1 '71737 

b) JIVIl *71ny is connected with the Reed-Sea crossing and 

the wilderness-journey: - Ex. 13: 21-2; Ex. 140-19,, 24; 

Num. 14: %; 
237) Dtn. 1*. 33; Ps. 78: 14; Ps. 99: 7- 

12711 '11my is related to the tent, Ex- 3319-111 

Num. iI and 12; Dtn. 31115. 

Next, a group Of passages picture the clouds as the divine chariot 

on which Yahweh draws near in theophany: - Is. 19ti 

234) The Sinaitic orientation of the imagery here is obvious from the 
relation of v- 32 to Ps. 18: 7-16 and to Ps. 144: 5. 

235) Ily . BDB suggests an affinity with Ar. 'anna = 'appear before'# 
'obstruct'. 

236) Con. the view of W. Beyerlin and RoBoClements - see note 10 above. 

237) M. -Noth, 
Das vierte Buch Mose - Numeri, p. 96, classifies the passage 

as a later addition to the J, -narratives deuteronomistio in tone. 
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I", ); Ps. 6835; 11131173 =115 cf. 

proposed emendation in BHK3, Ps. 104: 3 ( 

131YI DIV )e of., also Pis. 68: 34 ( 1=3 : 2: )ftl5 

Dtn,. 33: 26 (0 4) W : 1: ) -1 ); Pa. 18: il, - Its. 66: 15- once again, 

clear Ugaritic parallels 
238) 

make it probable that the terminology 

has been borrowed from Canaanite eourcest though the appositeness of 

the image as a whole to the Sinaitic core-tradition is obvious* 
239) 

Thirdly,, 137 in Jer. 4: 13, Zeph. W5, Joel 2: 2t refers specifical- 

ly to the "Day of the Lord". JUrg Jeremias 240) 
regards the "Day of 

the Lord" as a specific tradition independent in origin from the 

theophany traditiont recounting the awesome coming of Yahweh; 

238) In the Ugaritic Textsq Baal is frequently described as 'The Rider on 
the Clouds': - Aqhat I1 4-3. Baal I* ii 7t II iii 10p 17j IT v 60, 
V ii 40, (G, R*Driverp Canaanite-Myths and Legends, pp, 59# 105s 95t 990 
85-) 
'4. Eichrodts Theology of the Old Testament, 2,, p. 203f-, notes the 

suggestion that the cherubim (of. Ps. 18: 10f., Ezekiel 1) may in 

origin represent nothing other than the personified storm-cloud* 

J. Gray, The Ledacy of Canaant p., 238 however, renders the relevant 
Ugaritic phrase 'thou who mountest the 

, 
clouds'. This rendering$ if 

accepteds would somewhat weaken the parallelism, 

239) It is possible to see how, almost inevitably,. the primitive Canaanite 
form of the idea would command itself to Israelq given the following 
pre-conditions: - 
a) the dramatic experience of the Sinai storm-theophany; 
b) the intense concern about the means whereby the 'Lord of Sinai* 

might accompany Israel into Canaan; 
0) recurrent storm-experiences, in which Sinai-like oloudso scudding 

across the sky, appeared to the imagination as heavenly chariots 
in full careers (cf4, our remarks on Ezekiel's Babylonian Call 
experiences p. 196. ) 

240) JUrg Jeremias, Theophaniej pp. 97ff-P posits a mutual influence of 
the two traditions* P, 147 : the language of the 'Day of the Lord'- 
tradition was borrowed to enrich the Itheophany-forml, 
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either in person, or in the #apocalyptic' hosts of Teraells enemies 

exalted in the imagination till they assume Itheophanic' proportions. 

There is no insuperable difficulty, however, in regarding the 

concept of the 'Day of the Lord' as springing out of the kind of 

emphases which we have traced through the Sinai core-tradition and 

its secondary accretions, i. e. Yahweh's coming in vindication of 

His people, purposes, and holiness, 241) 
and the trembling awe which 

His coming engenders. 

ýD'17 (Ex. 20: 2i)t according to the evidence adduced by pDB#242) 

should mean 'rain-cloud'; and it is interesting that in Pa. 18: 10-12 

=2 Sam. 22tiOff. (probably the oldest of the extant occurrences) it 

actually has this context of reference. Elsewhere the term is used more 

generally to mean 'cloud'. 'darkness'# 'gloom' - perhaps by assimilation 

of meaning to the dominant 12V . of. I Kings 8H2 ( ýD'17 in 

contrast with V? nv ); Dtn. 4-li ( ýDIYI 137 jV7rl a harmon- 

istic usage); Dtn- 5: 22 ( ýD'17111 I IV", ); Ps. 97: 1 137 

ýBWI ). This term too,, is used in oonnection with the "Day of the 

Lord"; ", eph. 1: 15; Joel 2: 2* It is interesting that JVM 
_ 

the 

regular word for 'darkness' as the antonym of 'light' does not occur 

241) G. v. Rad, "Origin and Concept of the Day of Yahweh" s J. S. S. ,, 1959# 
p. 104s conc. Ludes for the Israelite origin of the 'Day of Yahweh" 
traditions and tracea it specifically to its Sitz im Leben in the con- 
cept of the Holy War, with its twin themes of: - a) Yahweh's rising 
in might against His enemies, b) The trembling of man and nature at 
Fis coming* However, v.. Rad's view of the separate originb of the 
-ýxodus and Sinai traditions (of. "The Problem of the Hex,, iteuch") pre- 
vents him from going on to trace an otherwi3e obvious connection 
between these twin emphases and the Sinai theophany tradition. 

242) cf. BDB's suggested etymology: 91.7 = 'drip'. 'drop', cf. Arabic 
larafa = 'ladle water'. The Arabic derivatives are all related to the 
theme of water* 
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in the earliest Sinai oore-tradition: its first appearance is in Ex. 

14: 20 243) 
2 in a reference to the 119#1 'TInY (see above, p, 143). 

Interesting too is the occurrence of jj: )V7rj in Gen. 15: 12 - we have 

already noted the probability that the details of Genesis 15 represent a 

deliberate reading back of the Sinai theophany and covenant into the 

earlier covenant tradition. Other uses of jV7n : Psalm 18: 12 -2 Sam. 

22: 12; Dtn. J+: 11; Dtn- 5: 22; Amos 5: 18j20 (where the reference is to 

the "Day of the Lord", as also Z. Opho 1: 15; Joel 2: 2), On the whole the 

use of IMI seems to represent. a theologising tendencyl and was 

probably influenced by cultio usage at an early stage. 
2)+4) 

3- 111311 oocurs only at Hab- 3: 41 referring to the theophanic light- 

fire in a veil of cloud. 

4- IV77 
___ 

(Ex. 19: 18). The earliest parallel is probably Gent, 15; 17 (see 

the remarks above)* Then Ps. 104: 32, which is comparatively early# 

11V711 WIM 71, ). recalls Ex. 19: J8 1310 "loll 

mill, 11ý7 -rr '1'VK 13nn 1ýn jV7 ; and the olosely 

related Ps6 144: 5 makes the parallel even more clearly by underlining 

the TV) -motif: 12MI 01111n 71 IT11111 11MV-Un 

In Is. 6: 4 the smoke of the sacrifice or incense is taken up into the 

243) The older literary critics found early references in the plague- 
narrative* in that they ascribed Ex. iO: 20ff. to the Elohist, U. Noth 
however, ascribes the variants throughout the plague-narrative to P. 
(-&xodus, pp. 67ff. ) 

244) 1 Ydngs 8: 12, which is cultic in setting, is obviously ancient. 
Wellhausen Suspected that IDO . from which the lines were 
taken according to LXX,, was in fact the 'IV" 'M 
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visionary theophanic experience. (see further below) 

On the other hand a chain of references stretching from earliest times 

to the exile, treat $smoke' as the symbol of Yahweh's anger: - 

Ps. 18: 9 c2 Sam. 22: 9; Ps. 8015; Dtn. 29: 19; Ps, 74: 1* Mythological 

parallels aboundp but the imagery could equally well originate within the 

vinai tradition itself. of. - 1, 

a) The concept of Yahweh's vindicating activity already noted; 

b) The concept of Yahweh's 'breaking out' on the tranagressorst 

Ex. 19: 20-21; 

o) The visual and auditory impact made by an active volcano would in 

itself be powerfully suggestive of the latent possibility of divine 

wrath against covenant infringement. 

(In Joel 3: 3 an original reference to the smoke of a city sacked by 

hostile armiess has been exalted into an awesome eschatological symbol*) 

Thunder. 

16 . Jeremias? 45) 
contention that in the Elohistic Sinai-theophany 

account 'thunder' is invariably 111ý71 whilst ý171 means 'voice' 

exciusivelys and that this distinction of usage is foreign to the other 

theophany-texts, doas not seem to stand against detailed scrutiny. It 

is generally agreed that the thread of 'Rx- 19: 19 is picked up in 

245) JUrg Jeremiasý Theophaniej po 108. 
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which means that 511"? (Ex, 19: 19) is equated with 

111 ý'12 (Ex. 20: 18). Indeed the effect of the Elohistic mirrative 

w(ýuld seem to be precisely to blur the sharp distinction between the 
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'natural' and the Irevelational' ý1'12 
. and to stress that the natural 

phenomenon was pregnant with a numinous, revelational quality$ of which 

all the people had a general awareness, whilst Moses the mediator had 

concrete specific awareness. Hance an understanding of the narrative 

depends precisely on this inter-margine of Inatural'i Irevelational', 

andi we may add, 'Cultio' aspeotat- J11517 r. 5112 rOBV, 5117 

0 

The crucial point here is that in the subsequent development tooi this 

ambivalence persists: 
247) 

-I Sam- 7tIO ( KIIII'l C31*)3 M71,21 

The verb indicates that literal thunder is meant, yet thunder pregnant 

with the accents of divine rebuke. 

-I Sam. 12: 17-18, would seem at first glanoe to refer to specifically 

natural phenomena; yet the close parallel between the language of 

I 'ý. am. 12: 18b-20a (the fear of the people, etob) and that of Rx. 20: 18 

-20a, would indicate that the natural phenomena are conceived as 

theophanic. 

246) Jeremias holds Ex. 20t18 to be secondary linking material, but this 
seems to me unnecessary. 

247) The plague -narrative in Ex,, 9: 23-5 comes nearest to being an exception 
here. In Ex. 9: 23-5 111ý71 describes specifically natural phenom- 
ena; yet even here the natural phenomena are conceived as weapons 
in the hand of Yahweh* 
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- rs. 29 : The ý117 which is conceived in vv. 3.7 as thunder, is yet 

raised in blessing over the people (v. 11). 

- Ps. 18: 14 : 11"iP OW111 (thunder) is parallellea by 1517 1111) 

interpreted in terms of personal 'rebuke' (v. 16, #W171 i. e. Yah- 

weh's personal* corrective intervention. 

- Cf. similarly Ps. 46: 7; Ps. 77: 19; Is. 29: 5 0713 '712! 011 

Tj? D implies personal divine intervention. ) 

Ps. 68: 34 ( T17 511P 151-1? 2 jJ11 jol 0-717-IW -)Wn : 23-1 

Here the5171 is associated both with the cloud-chariot (thunder)t 

and with the personal intervention of Yahweh (Voice). 

In Amos 1: 2 ý171 is detached altogether from the natural phenomenat 

and is used of Yahweh's purpose of Judgment as revealed through 

prophetic inspiration. 

'1E)V ý1 2- see above, P, 42 

INV 
, is a natural extension from the concept of thunder as the 

divine voice, stressing the power and suddefiness of the divine inter- 

vention for Judgment: - Amos It2; 318; Hosea 11: 10; Joel 4: 16. 

Vie may cunclude thent that when the usage of ý171 
t 1115117 in the 

oldest Sinai tradition is compared with that in the pre-exilic literature in 

general, there is discernible on the one hand a progressive enrichment of 

imageryi yet on the other hand a basic unity which is best explained on the 

hypothesis that later terminology has crystallised around a 'Sinai'-core6 

E. Tremblingt qUaking, Fear, etc. 

-Ce have seen in our survey of the patriarchal narratives that numinous 

awe was the essential common element in those materials from various strata 
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of primitive religion which collected around thp co-A Patriarchal-theophany 

tradition. "'his same element of numinous dread is expressed in the oldest 

-Iinai tralition by the terms X'11 (Ex. 20: 18,20); 1713 ("Ta. 20-i R) 

and 'Tlil (Fx. 19: 16, 18). Now it may be freely acknowledged at the 

outset that these specific terms do not feature prominently in the treatment 

of theophanies throughout pre-exilic literature in general 

E'J') , apart from the Deuteronomic re-presentation of the Slinai event 

in Dtn. 4: 10,, Dtn. 5: 5.29, sits somewhat loosely in the theophanic oontext3 

where it occurs. Passages such as Ps- 76380 Hab. 3: 2 resemble reminiscences 

on theophanys rather than direct, living, theophanio descriptiom 
248) 

713 , too, has only a circumscribed use - it is confined in later 

occurrences to Isaiah (chs. 6: 4; 19: 1; 24: 20). 

*7*ltl_, occurs only in Hosea and Isaiah (Hos. 11: 1o-11, is. 1906 and 

10: 29). 

By contrast, new terms occur with frequency and in wide variety: - 

V771 (noun and ver*tx,, II times) .T 111 (8 times), ýin 

(6 times), 17. V-I (4 times)s -717-1 0 times); 

and several other terms less frequently - VS71 (2 times), ýnx 

(2 times) (once), rx! ) (once) (once). 

248) On the other hand, X'11 is the common term in descriptions of 
patriarchal-type theophanies (Gen. 1509 18: 15,21: 17# etc. ) Thus the 

use of the term tends to underline the essential unity of the two 
theophany-types. Further, the fact that 111111 11K611 

developed into an all-embracing concept meaning practically "religion". 

underlines once more the fact that the numinous-theophanic forms the 

essential root of Hebrew religion. 
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On the face of it, this discontinuity of terminology would seem to support 

the argument against the dependence of these later accounts of theophanic 

awe on the Sinai tradition. Yet the very richness and diversity which we 

have noted raises a query. If the 'trembling of nature' represents a 

specific borrowing from a concrete Canaanite source, would the terminology 

not in fact be more uniform than it is? On the other hand, the three terms 

used in the core Sinai tradition already represent considerable diversity 

within a narrow compass: XTJ referring to human emotion, 'TItl to the 

physical manifestations of the inner feeling, 
249) 

and Vj 3 to more extreme 

physical manifestations (instability, tottering). It is natural th, A as the 

awesomeness of the primal Oinai encounter passed into the somewhat oalmer 

category of theophanic traditions the emphasis would shift from inner trembl- 

ing of spirit to the outward tremblinE of flesh and of nature* The 

presumably symbolic texture of the cultic re-presentation would naturally 

lead to accentuation of the volcanio-storm phenomena, for outward mani- 

festations are more easily symbolised than inner feelingsl and the need to 

impress succeeding generationt with the awefulnesa of Sinai would result in 

borrowings of terminology over a wide range of analogy. Hence V. 7-1 .a 

basically seismological term; T11 with its overtones of trembling from 

rages 
ýIn 

# associated with writhing in labour-pangs; -117-1 . connected 

with the skipping of young animalss etc. It is noteworthy that the widest 

249) Jeremiasp Theophaniep p. 102p suggests that 'ITI in the O. T. is 
used only for human trembling, and hence he follows the LXX reading in 

'ý'X. I Q: Is nym-ý: ) -rnrm ) against the VIT, ( 111111 
ý.: ) ). But Is. 10: 29,41: 5, and Ezek. 26: 18 at least 

leave open the possibility that 'T111 may be used to describe the 
trembling of nature. 
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range of terminological diversity ocours in Habakkuk 3, i-e-v towards the 

end of the traditionts development, 
250) 

at a time when Tsmelite borrowings 

from Canaanite so, irces were no longer likely to be absorbed into the core 

tradition* 

It Is interesting to note that the falling-of-rain at Yahweh's theophany 

has its point of contact in the concept of the trembling of nature* That 

the imagery has been borrowed from Canaanite sources need not be denied; but 

the resultant picture is not primarily of 'Yahweh the Raingiver'. Rathers 

the fact that the clouds drop water is a secondary effect of their trembl- 

ing awe at Yahweh's appearing. Cf. Judges 5: 4-5. where the falling of 

rain (v. 4b) is both preceded and followed by descriptions of nature's 

quaking before Yahweh's greatness. Similarly Ps. 68: 9-10, Ps. 77: 17-19. 

In conclusion then# the wide variety of theophanio imagery in use 

throughout the pre-exilic literature falls into a general pattern of unity, 

on the assumption of a 'Sinaitic' thread running through the whole. It is 

this Sinaitio thread that determines the rich development of the individual 

250) yissuming here that Hab. 3 is integral to the book of Habakkuk. 
J, Gray notest howevert that it has long been suspected that Hab. 3 
co, istitutes an independent traditiong or at least rests on very old 
materialsjp and therefore "authenticates the tradition of the sojourn 
of the Hebrews in Northern ý'Anai, and their vital experience of 
Jahweh there"s (J. Gray,, "The 5esert Sojourn of the Hebrews and the 
Anai-Horeb Tradition"s V*T., 9 1954# p. 152). If this assessment 
of Fab. 3 is correct, it provides powerful support for our thesis 
concerning the primacy of the Sinai-theophany tradition. 

, hus on either count, Hab. 3 tells against the theory of the r" 
Canaanite origin of the basic elements in Israel's theophany tradition. 
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, notifs. Let us reiterate thpt extensive borrowings of ima ry, and indeed Fe 

of whole complexes of imagerýy, did take place. 
251) Yet it seems clear that 

these borrowings were integrated into the Sinai tradition, and not vice 

versa, 
252) 

Theophany and the Prophets. 

1, J) Theophny- to Samuel iI Sam- 3- 411. 

The passage marks the transition from 'traditional' 253) theophany to 

the prophetic call-experience : whereas Eli was primarily the priest- 

guardian of the shrine at Shiloh, Samuel is here pictured as a 

251) Cf. the useful tabulated summary in J. Jeremias, Theophanle, pp. 88ff, 

252) Cf. J. G-ray, The Canaanites, p. 155f. 

253) It seems certain that before the advent of Samuel, Shiloh had had a 
history as a Itheophanic' sanctuarys and that these theophanies 
occurred before the ark-throne of Yahweh, 

R. E. Clements, Prophecy and Covenantg P- 589 suggests that the ' 
identification of ark and cherubim-throne may originate from Shiloh, 
Hence the theophany above the throne may represent an ancient 
tradition, of the Shiloh sanctuary, integrated into Yahwism by means 
of the ark* 

C, , ee further in I Theophany and C ovenant' p PP- 258f- j, 260. 
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Nabi 254) 0 %m- WO)s The section is concerned preeminently with the 
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111,111 1: 11T and a certain shift of balance becomes evident as between 
255) 

11M and I: IT I Sam. 3: 21 seems to imply that the previous 

254) The portrait of Samuel in the books of Samuel is obviously composite: - 
a) As priest-prophet tI Sam. 1: 1 - 411 - an old Samuel-source. (See 

further note 266. ) 
b) As Seer and Kingmaker :i Sam, 9: 1 - 10: 16. A tradition concerning 

an unknown local seer has here been conflated with the portrayal of 
a judge-like Samuel$ presumably from an old Saul-saga. 
,,. a 'Saviour' :1 Sam. 11: 1-15 - old Saul-saga. 

d As priest : (I Sam. 13: 5-15, of, Dtn. 20: 2ff. ). and as prophet 
(1 Sam. 15) in the context of holy war. This seems to be old 
Saul-saga material revised in a pro-Davidic interest. 

e) As judge :I Sam- 7: 2 - 8: 22,10: 17-27s 12: 1-25. Many scholars 
1'uilenburg, McCarthy, SoReDriverg O. Eissfeldt, V'Weiser) trace a 
separate (Elohistic, anti-kingship) strand' heres but ýToth argues 
that the passages do not form an independent whole, and are probab. 
ly the work of the Douteronomistic compiler of the books of : 7amuel 
(Nerlieferunpseeschichtliche Studiens P- 57f-)- 

See Introductions C. PP- 21f6 

255) our examination of the theophanio tradition has made it clear that 
visional and auditional elements are inextricably interwoven from the 
beginning. - cf. Nume 24: 4 W, Gen. 15: 1 (E)s 2 Same 70.4s, 17 (early 
material bearing a Deuteronomistic impress). It is particularly 
interesting to note the development evidenced in the last reference 
the content of the oracle has become so all-important that attention 
focuses on the verbal aspects, yet context makes it clear that the 
oracle is imparted in visions of. 111,11-131 11'111 91,1,1 , irl 
- v, 4, and In imn jilmn ý.: ). ni jjýxj-j t3, yj: jjj%j 5: ): ), .. i 

. 
7113 -I-7-v. 17. This oracle born in vision is tien 

impartel to David, and received by him as a direct verbal communication 
from Yahweh -M 11*11 14111 X ............ J-T: 27 JTX-Jix V. 27- (On this latter idiom$ see the 
t"ts P-156 ) 
Hosea 12: 1010 Micah 3: 6-7. Jer. 14*. 14, Jar. 23: 16, Hab, 2: 3s consciously 
base the prophetic word on 'vision'. Other referenoesq howeverv betray 
a formalising tendency : Vicah i: iq Isaiah 1: 1. Amos 1: 1. Isaiah 2: 1. 
130, Isaiah 22: 1s Nah. lil are clearly the result of editorial re- 
workings and stem from a later period when JIT11 had lost its 
'visional' connotation and come to mean virtually 'scripture'. But 
formals technical terms do not of course develop in vacuo, but fossil- 
ise out of living experience : hence even this formal13ed usage wit- 
nesses to the primitive inter-relatedness of JIM and 1: 21 . The 
painstalking identification of V133 tim also witnesses to the 
same effect :2 Sam. 24tils 2 Kings 17: 13, Isaiah 29: 10-12, Amos 
702-151 Idicah 3: 6-7. 
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tradition at 'Shiloh hPd been primarily one of visual encounter with Yahweh; 

and 3,, lbo if it is not to be attributpd to IRter redaction, 
256) 

would 

iupport the impression, On the other hand, however, it is clear from vv, 9, 

I-179 that Eli is accustomed to receiving 111,11 1: 21 at the shrine. 

Conv rsely there are indications of visual aspects in Samuel's meeting with 

God : the experience as, a whole is described as IM"173,11 
257) (V- 15), 

and the phrase : 21VIIII x: Ijj (v. 10) probably implies vision 

(cf. Gen. 28: 13)- Yet on the whole 0 Samuel is portrayed first and foremost 

as a recipient of the word. Cf. the thrice-repeated 11111. ) x1ppi 1 

whLehl, with its suggestion of audition, setq the tone for the whole incident; 

and the rather fulsome conclusiun in 3: 19 - 4: 1 seems designed to stress a 

pattern of continuity-in-change - revelation continues at qhiloh through 

the person of Samuel, but becomes now preeminently a revelation of the 

worde 
258) Certainly, the verbal-auditional element had not been lacking 

256) The phrase CNIM 012W2 '1171) may simply 
reflect in general terms the contrast in the frequency with which 
revelations were received, pre- and post-Samuel, without casting any 
light on the specific processes of revelation at the pre-Samuel Shiloh 
sanctuary. The words T-In JIT11 JIN may imply that 11 Ttl 
was the typical pre-Samuel mode of revelation; or the phrase may also 
be a later intrusion6 To take TID3 in the sense of 'general', 
'widespreadlt is 'impossibly foreedl#(G. R. Driver), and in any case the 
use of the Niphal form of TIE) is late. The proposed emendation 
Y-IE) would bring the form into line with earlier usageý but is 
"too violent in meaning for the context". (H. P. Smith, Damuell ad loo. ý 
G. R. Driverp "Some Hebrew Roots and their Meanings". 
1922ý p. 72, suggests a derivation from the Assyrian parasu III - 
decidej command; which would give the meaning, 'there was no vision 
ordained'. 

257) "WIDI'l of- Ex- 3: 3- See AeR. Johnson, The Cultio Prophet in 
NX"173 and IT il A_ncient Israelk pp. liffos for a discussion of 

GfG also note 16. 

258) ':, etaining the MT itljjjl '1: 1'7: 1 The proposal to readillol" 'In7: ) 
and transpose the phrase to the end of 1 Sam. 40 seems unnecessary, 
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prior to the call of Samuel (as the Visional element was not lacking in the 

new order); but what had formerly been a spasmodic erratic irruption into 

Israel's lifep here becomes a comparatively settled institution. 

The effect of the verb M51 (vv. 79 21) too, is on the whole to stress 

the primaoy of the word. The reflexive use of the Niphal form of j-15.1 

in v. 21 (of* also i Sam, 2: 27)259) is reminisoent of the pyn 1173Y 

imagerys and would seem to have implied initially a drawing aside of the 

veil of cloud so as to reveal the person of Yahweh (of, also Gen. 35: 7P 260) 

which undoubtedly iMPli63 vi3ual revelation). But that th13 vision- 

orientated imagery subsequently became adapted to a verbal concept of revel- 
261) 

ations is clear from Isaiah 22t14 '11 w j3jK: j 1ý131 

11IN: 1% ); and that 3uch a 3hift had already began in the 3ources 

utilised in I Sam- 3 is renderea probable by the frequency with which the 

idiom ITN-jlx 1*1 occurs, both in asoular and revelational OOn- 

texts, throughout the books of Samuel -i Sam. 9: 15,2 Sam. 7: 27; of. i Sam. 

20: 29 12g 13# 1 Sam. 22t8,8,17.262) 

259) The reference is probably to Ex. 2419-ils where it is stated of Aaron$ 
Nadab . and Abihu: 5XIV, lhýx nk 1XIII 

260) Gen. 35: 7 refers back to Jacob's experience at Bethel* 

260 Yet even here the 'Verbal' is grounded in the visional : of. Is. 22: 5 
where Jerusalem is desoribed as 1111TM Nil 

262) The emphasis here falls not on the willingness of Yahweh to 'unveil' 
Himself to human apprehensions but on the initiative of Yahweh in 
oapaoitating the human faculties for apprehension of Himself. of. 
also Num. 24t4s 16 - the opening of the eyes to apprehend 
revelation. 
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It is noteworthy too, that revelation is conceived here in J Sam- 3 as 

being primarily a disolosure of the being of Yahwehs and only derivatively 

a disclosure of His specific purposes for the future. - jJ1,11) 1-1513 

5xInv-5x (v. 21) is a surprisingly bola use of metaphor when one con- 

siders that l* . 13 / 1,151 has a$300iations with lunoovering ones 

I nakedness'. In v. 7,11j, 11-131 jlýg '1511 0101 is 

paralielled by Mill-M Yll DIU 263) 

A further aspect of this personalistic understanding of revelation 

shows through the detail of the incident itself. For deliberate stress is 

laid on the fact that Yahweh called three time3q but that the disclosure of 

His person and purpose wqs reserved until Samuel showed some awareness of 

being addressed by Yahwehl and some personal response to that address. The 
264) 

climax of the theophany comes at vv, 10-ill "09. 
ýiViIII MIM7 9211 

'173K II- and significantly, Samuel's response is embedded in the notice of 

263) In view of the later ethical and 'wisdom' overtones which the term 
07Mýx r171 acquired (of. also 1 Sam. 2: 12, where the essent- 

ial connection between moral behaviour and Wtft J17'T is 
underlined)s it is significant that here V-T7 is used in a personal- 
istic sense, interpreted as it is in the light of Samuel's call 
experience. Cf. also the use of 17*71) meaning 'choose' :- 
Genesis 18: 199 Amos 3: 2. 'Similarly Ex- 33: i3s, 18, where Moses re- 
quests a 'knowledge of God': - jyj"T-11S X3 -)3y-Tj, -j ; jyun - v., 13 
and Inn-JIK N3 VIX-ri - v. 18. Here the answer comes 
by way of theophany (Ex- 33: 21-23). Cf. also Num. 24116, where three 
phrases are placed side by side as parallels: - ýx -) -Inx 
tvý1112X n767 -= ilV IM73 

264) The phrase DMI WE): ) N'171,11 is usually taken to mean, 
'according to the normal pattern prevailing at Shiloh'- A study of 
parallel usages# however# would seem rather to support the meaning, 
#as at the other stages of the incident under discussion'. See 
Num. 24: ij, Jud. 16t209 Jud. 20: 30-31, and possibly i Sam, 20: 25- 
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the theophany proper: I-my ynv i0b), The 

pattern is reminiscent of Ex. 3p for there too, it is when Moses 'turns aside 

to sea' that the divine voice calls to him ( 10 ID 1811,11 XIIII 

1-)ýx X-11211 111r, 15 ý v. 4). and it is only then that the 

flame of fire in the midst of the bush is known in faot to be the angel of 

Yahweh. The phenomena are merely latent with the possibility of revelation 

until the attention and personality of the reoipient of the revelation have 

been engaged, 

The question of the relationship between the call of Samuel and the 

presence of the ark at the Shiloh sanctuary has engaged the attention of 

scholars* (See furthers 'Theophany and Covenant' #pp. 258f, 260). Whatever may 

have been the pattern of revelation at the sanotuary prior to Samuelq it 

seems clear that in the present form of the narrative a contrast is intended: 

Othe ark 
265) 

and Oprcphecyl are set over against each other as being 

typical of successive eras, Whereas the word of the Lord had previously 

been 'rare' in Shiloh in spite of the presence there of the ark (1 Sam- 3: 1). 

with the advent of Samuel the word of the Lord came to all Israel,, (i Sam. 

40) in spite of the loss of the ark. It is interesting that in the sub- 

sequent history of Samuell he is nowhere conneoted with the ark. 
266) 

265) Cf. HW, Hertzbergo I. ana ii. Samuel# PP- 41,42: "Samuel's ordination 
to his later office is not a consequence of service in the sanctuary, 
but a special calling. Shiloh now becomes a place for the revelation 
of Goa. This however, is not because of the ark of God, but by virtue 
of the person who is considered worthy of so great a gift of the word 
(I Sam. 4: 1). " 

266) It is likely that the material about Samuel was preserved at one of 
the local sanctuaries visited by Samuel, 0 Sam* 7: i5f. ) and thus as- 
capea being assimilated to the ark tradition, as presumably would have 
happened had the material been taken over by Davidic-Solomonie litera- 
ry- and sanctuary-ciroles. See also H. M. Hartzberg, L and II. Samuell, 
P. 42. 
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Theophany-to Elijah on Carmel and Horeb :I Kings 18 - 19e 

The passage forms part of an Elijah-block of materialg chapters 17 - 19 

which was already available to the Deuteronomist as a source, and which the 

latter incorporated into his work with only minimal alteration, 
267) Three 

sections are of special concern for us heret - 

a) The conte3t on Carmel with the prie3t3 of Baal, IWO-40. 

b) The tran3it to Horebi 19: 4-7. 

o) The theophany on Horeb# l9t9-18* 

a) The contest with Baal :I Kings i8t2O-40. 

Indications are that the inoident on Carmel is oonceived in theophanic 

termst or at least reoounted with intentionally theophanio overtoness - 

i, The drought is conceived as a divine scourge (1711) inflicted as a 

punishment for Israel's apostasy (18: 17-18)9 and release is granted at 

the shrine of Yahweh 268) 08: 30) to the accompaniment of fire, clouds 

wind, and rain. Instructive parallels occur at 2 Sam. 21: 1-14 and 

2 Sam. 24tiOff- In 2 Sam, 21 the drought reaches its climax and release 

in a cultic theophany 1-11n, -)n-jix III 77pnil - V, i 

-a phrase which we saw in note 34 to possess theophanio overtones). 

In 2 Sam. 24110ff- the climax and abatement of the plague is marked by 

an angel-theophany* It seems reasonable therefore to assume that the 

267) M. Noth, Uberlieferun; risgesohichtliche Studiens, p. 82. 

268) 1 Kings M30b implies a shrine of Yahwehq long neglected and now 
restored. For the history of Carmel as a sanotuary-Bite, of. Me 
Vauxt Ancient Israel ' 280. Cf. also Elie le PrpphAte, I, p. 167f. 
Etudes Carm6litainei)! * 
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f'ire 11,17-t79 ýBJIJ i Kings 18: 38)9 and cloud C3 7: 1Y 

vind tII'I ). and rain ( ý171 13VI )-1 Kings 18: 45 are 

consciously-intended theophanio: references. 

ii. It is suggested that the ridicule employed in v., 27 is in fact a 

parody based on the titles of the Tyrian Baal$ and of liturgies 

designed to invoke his presence t In these liturgiest- "Melqart diou 

do la nature dtait cen3d se revoiller au d6but du printempap apris le 

long sommail do 11hivero 0269) By contrast the realistic presence-in- 

power of Yahweh is visib3, v demonstrated. 

iii, mirr)-n ýMnl (v- 38) recalls the theophany in Jud, 6121 

where the sacrifice is consumed by divinely-kindled fire. Cf., also 

Ex. 19118s V7x: 1 III I'l V so 'TT). Later traditions stress the 

theophanic content of the imagery iI Chron. 21%260 Lev. 9t24 (P). 

iv. The sentence used to describe the reaction of the people has 

theophanic significance: - 0,113D-W IýDll 0.711-5n xvi 

The phrase Mln-57 ýn is used in i Sam. 25: 23# 1 Kings 

18t7 to express extreme reverence for an earthly dignitary* But nor- 

maUy it is used with reference to God: - 

(a) indireotlyt expressing the dismay and prostration of the leader 

becituse of the PeoPle's sin - Jos- 716, Ezek. M13, Nums 14: 5, 

Num. 16: 4,22p 270) Num. 17110 (16145), These texts# though not 

269) Elie le Prophbte, it p. 618 (Etudes Carm6litaines) 

270) This section is usually ascribed to P. , but v. Rad considers it 
'probably Jol. 
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making direct reference to theophany, are nevertheless olosaly 

akin to the tSXt3 cited below# and merge as it were into the field 

of direct theophany* 

(b) direot theophanic referencet - Ex. 34: 8 (of. Ex- 3: 6)j, 

JOB. 5: 14, Jud. 13: 209 Ezek. 1: 28, Ezek. 9t8p Ezek. 43t3t 

Rzek. 44: 4p i Chron. 211161 and Geno 17: 3.17, Lev. 9t24, 

Num. 20t6 (P). 

b) The transit to Horeb :I Kings 19: 4-7- 

The journey southward is marked by a patriarohal-type theophany in the 

wildernesst 1ý-173vl in 713 JOn w-nnl - 19: 5. The 

force of 11T-1111"I is probably that it indicates a visible apparitions 

who in v- 7 is identified as 1,1111, J&3 - Vv- 7-8 imply that the 

journey is prosecuted with the aotive encouragement of the angel, It would 

seem, then, that we are presented here with the reverse of Ex* 23: 20-23 and 

Ex. 32134 1 That extension of the divine personality who ensured the 

presence of Yahweh with His servant Moses from Sinai to Canaans now ensures 

Yahweh's presence from Canaan to Sinai as His servant Elijah returns to the 

scene of the Ur-theophanies seeking renewal of that primal powerful 

revelation. 

c) Theophany-to Elijah on Horeb -. 1 Kings J9j9-j8. 

Commentators have stressed that this theophany-aocount is unique and sui, 

generis; 
271) i. e. j we have here nothing stereotyped or merely inheriteds but 

271) E. Faxj Hpiphansiat p. 108: "Es ist bemerkeneverts dass gerade these 
Szene keine AnknUpfungspunkte im Alten Orient finden kann. " of. also 
JUrg Jeremiasj, Theophanie, p. 162. 
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a conscious original attempt dating from the and of the 9th oent. or the 

beginning of the 8th cent. 9 to think through the theological significance of 

the Sinai-theophany tradition for the religiouss political$ and social 

changes of the times* The issue which the author sees to be crucial is that 

of the preservation of the essential Sinai-Yahwism, within the life of 

Israel. The parallel between Elijah's experience and moses, is clearly quite 

deliberately drawn t the same mountain location, the same storm-phenomena, 

the same cleft-cave, 
272) the same covenant-relation with Yahweh. Yet at the 

same time a clear contrast is drawn 'when it comes to describing the specific 

vehicle of revelation on the two occasions : whereas for Moses it was the 

1ý1 P of the thunder, the 5117 associated with WX and 'll? '13 p that 

was pregnant with revelatory significance, for Elijah the significant 511*2 

was subsequent to the storm-phenomena and quite independent of them- - 

g $a thin voice of silence 1.273) JUrg Jeremias 

points the contrast foreefully: - "Die merkwUrdige Theophanieschilderung 

1 K*00.19. �llffä �** die Blemente des Sturmesq Feuers und Erdbebens zu 

272) The use of the definite article in the phrase -ýX CV-XVI 
i Kings 19: 9. suggests that the cave in question was 

already well-known to those to whom the tradition its addressed. This 
would indicate that Sinai was a pilgrimage site at the time when the 
Elijah-cycle was crystallisingo and that the cave had been associated 
with the Moses-Sinai traditions presumably as the cleft of the rook 
from which Moses witnessed the epiphany of Yahweh's glory) ( J11711 
11ý:, I Exe 33: 22),. 

273) Some have seen a note Of Polemic in the text: the Lord was not in the 
earthquakeg wind* and fire* But this ooAtention is scarcely borne 
out by the syntax: 111111 W713 N7 1 nvr ninh xý 
111,11 1UN3 Xý rather throw the emphasis forward in a 

positive way to the final member of the series 
811M MPIT, 

Contrast there certainly is, but not necessarily polemic. 
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Jahwes K=men einleiterden NaturBchaupielen degradiert; Jahwe selbst naht 

in der (wina-)stinev. 

When we are pressed for a oloser definition of the nature of this ý171 

I'Mn'T and the specific mode of its impingement on human perception, 

we shall probably be safe In replying that it represents graphically that 

elusive experience in wtdch the prophets of Israel were directly and intuit- 

ively aware that they were being addressed by Yahweh, It is not a concrete 

611111 ON2 replete with specific exhortation and command for prophet and 

peoplej but rather the numinouss intuitive root-a-warenesso in the power of 

which such concrete words of Yahweh are apprehended. Note that having per- 

ce, ved274) the & , 112'T *I? On'T 5117 Elijah wraps his face in his mantle 

and stands in the mouth of the cave# pr63umably expecting some visual mani- 

fe3tation of Yahweh's presence; 
275) 

and it is here$ consequent Upon and 

stemming from that primal awareness# that the concrete,, practical word of 

Yahweh is giien : IM159 MD 15-M73 InVI 51'1? 17ýX Mill - v, 13. 

We conclude, then, that the purpose of the theophany to Elijah is to 

274) The 1,1171 1,113VT ý171 is obviously conceived as an audition. 

275) Cf. Ex. 3: 6 D"xib t,, -l 1,3- -113-9 s-urn ninD11 
13'x 15 nil - 

5'9. 
ý It seems possible that Elijah expected to encounter 

the 127M 11137 . His standing in the mouth of the cave 
recalls MOses' custom of standing in the door of the tent of meeting 
in order to commune with Yahweh in the pillar of cloud. Cfe M. Harans 
"The Nature of the "'Ohel Moledh" in Pentateuchal Sources"s J-S-S-- 5P 
1960o who sees the tent as representing "a kind of permanent image of 
the revelation of Mount Sinai". Interestingly, 137 does not occur 
in the list of phenomena which are stated to have been void of 
revelatory significance for Elijah (of, tll'l VY -1 UR 
just as '211? also is not listed. 
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mark the transition to 'classical, prophecy. 

276) 
with its uncompromising 

note of judgment against covenant-rejection. In a sense the narrative 

stands (in the present structure of the books) together with I Sam# 3P mark- 

ing the end of the charismatic oral typified by the Judges and Ocharismatio' 

kingst and the older type of charismatic prophecy, Just as Samuel had 

designated David by anointing, and thus in a sense ended the older charismat- 

ic era in Judah by establishing an hereditary monarchy, so Elijah is here 

commissioned to anoint Jehu as king in the north - an anointing which will 

in fact end the #charismatic' era in the north, for Jehu is the last 

northern king so to be designated by anointing in the name of Yahweh. 277) 

More important# the religious situation in Elijah's day is analogous to 

the political situation which faced Samuel in his day. Just as the incident- 

al, spasmodics charismatic leadership of the judges had proved insufficient 

in face of the Philistine onslaught, and must perforce give way to the more 
278) 

ordered and permanent economy of the kingship, so that older spasmodic 

prophetic endowment was inadequate to meet the challenge of Baalisms and 

must give way to the more regular order of classical prophecy* The strong 

threat Ob Baalism required correspondingly strowginsistence on Yahwism and 

on the covenant - and this is in fact what emerged with classical prophecy. 

Both the setting-in-context of this Elijah-theophany and its content 

276) This is not contradicted by the fact that Elijah is nowhere called a 
prophet: ( No): 1211 in I Kings 18: 36 is regarded by most 
scholars as editorial). 

277) M, Noth, The History of Israel, p. 230- 

278) Ideally the kingship was still charismatic, but in practice the 
institutional increasingly predominated. 
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serve to highlight the inauguration of this now era in prophecy within 

Israel. The progression which we have noted in I Kings 18-19 underlines 

this transition. The contest on Carmel with the forces of Baalism is 

typical of the older charismatic methods; and its failure to trigger off 

the necessary national reform and revival of Yahwism underlines the urgency 

of a new break-through on different lines. Horeb's 'thin voice of silence' 

was the answer. 

Three further remarks on the nature of the MR1 nvol 51 P. may 

be in order here: - 

1, The phrase is not to be interpreted as a transition to an abstracts 

immanent# or hidden mode of divine revelation and revelatory activity - 

there is nothing abstract or hidden about the programme commanded in i Kings 

19: 15-17. Rather the significance is that, "ce vent ldger symbolise 

11intimitS aveo laquelle Dieu alentretient aveo sea prophhes. " 279) 

2. E-Pax 
280) 

argues that an essential element in genuine theophany is its 

Uberraschungs- und Zwangsoharaktarl, and that this essential characteristic 

is not eliminated by the transition which we have di3ouseeds but rather 

enhanced. The impingement of the 5117 is just as decisively 'other' in 

Elijah's case, as it was in Moses' or the patriarchal. 

The Elijah theophany marks a passing beyond the point of balance in the 

279) Elie le Proph4te, I. p. 67P (Etudes Carmdlitaines). 

280) E. Pax, ERiphanLiap ps 108o 
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relative weight of visual and verbal in the theophanic experience: - "All. 

mUhlich traten die sinnlichen Vorstellungen zurÜck - der Prophet sein 

Gesicht verhUllt# um dem Anblick Gottes zu entgehen; die Epiphanie selbst 

aber nicht als Vision sondern als Auältion auftritt. " 281) Yot a3 Pax Is 

careful to point outp this transition from the OpatentnG33' of vision to the 

relative Ovelledness' of the 'thin voice of silence' does not mean the 

emergence of something different in kind, for Ivailedn@33' is an element 

essential to the theophany concept from the very beginning. - of. Ex. 19: 

21ff-# Ex- 33117p and of, also the remarks of v. Rad on Geno 18. (See 

on P. 77 and note 94). The auditional concept of revelationt then, is not 

a developeds philosophiBed concept akin to that of the UPGTOC. eck , 

but is implicit from the beginning in the direct# intuitive theophanio 

experience* 

(iii) The ProphocY of Micaigh ben Imlah :I Kings 22: 5-28, 

The primary interest of this passage from the Itheophaniol 282) 
point of 

view# lies, in Micaiah ben Imlah's description of the way in which the word 

of God came to him* 

Pres=ably ch., 22 originally con3tituted an independent unit of tradition, 

within which v. 17 formed an oracle based on visions similar in type to Amos 

7: 1-9# 8: 1-2- It maY be that the king's question as to whether or not 

281) E. Fax, Epiphaneias p. 135- 

282) To be strictly accurate, i rUngs 22: 19-23 should rather be described 
as an extension of the theophanic ideal for the appearance is set 
not an earth but in heaven. Nevertheless its relatedness to the 
theophanic circle of ideas is obvious. 
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Yahweh sanctioned his purpose of leading an army against Syrias was couched 

In terms that recalled for Micaiah the traditional picture of the ruler as 

a shepherd and his subjects as a flock. Once recalled, the metaphor would 

have created in the prophet's inner vision a picture so compelling in its 

clarity that he intuitively acknowledged and declared it to be from Yahweh. 

There seems no reason to doubt that when the prophet says 

1 %: ) ...... M"S DI p he is not consciously resorting to 

metaphor, but describing a visionary experience. Whether v. 17b : 

i*0 OVI-rx-0 n1liv Invi # however, implies an accompanying vision 

of Yahwaht is more doubtful. The phrase is perhaps better taken as represent- 

ing the intuitive understanding which flashed into the prophet's mind# and 

was grasped by him as the divinely-given Interpretation of the picture of the 

shepherdless sheep. 

Faced with the necessity of vindicating this vision., Micaiah proceeds 

to place it in an absolute setting. To the accusation that his solitary 

vision is incompatible with the prophetic consensus of four hundred of his 

fellow-prophets and must therefore be the deviant word as over against theirss 

he replies that he has stood in Yahweh's heavenly council and witnessed there 

things that both authenticate his vision 
282a) 

and explain the discrepancy 

between it and the word of the four hundred. While he cannot deny that the 

four hundred have prophesied under the ultimate direction of Yahweh, yet he 

would assert that they have not stood In Yahweh's council as ho has, but have 

282a) Although it is not expressly statea that the vision of v. 17 was it- 
self imparted in the heavenly council, and thereby stamped with the 
seal of ultimate authorityp nevertheless this would seem to be the 
logical inference from the structure of the context. 
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been unwitting instruments of Yahwehs veiled intention. The implications 

of this claim have been greatly widened, in the present structure of the 

Deutercnomistio History# by the Juxtaposition of chapters 20 and 221 - 

the spirit by which the four hundred have prophesied is Yahweh's Spirit,, 

operating through them to bring about the fulfilment of Yahwehs prophetic 

word# (1 Kings 20: 42)- The directive and prediction which TIVIM (v. 21) 

working in their spiritsp prompted them to utter in Yahweh's name, bore a 

simple, unambiguous meaning that was clear both to prophets and hearers. 

But Yahweh's true purpose was in fact opposite to the plain tenor of the 

spoken word. Unbeknown to the prophets who uttered it# the spoken word was 

an 'enticement' (v. 20)# designed by its very utterance to achieve the 

opposite of its verbal content, 

Several important points emerge from this: - 

i. Taking chapters 20 and 22 together$ the pattern of prediction and 

fulfilment emerges with awesome intensity* The juagment passed in 

20: 42 cannot but come about, and to this end even the prophets become 

unwitting instruments, through whom Yahweh with seeming inconsistency 

fulfils His word. 
283) What we have hereý however, is not an 

283) The intimate relation between the prophecy-fulfilment theme and the 
theme of judgment is well illustrated in v. Rad, Stuaies in Deutercaomb 
P- 78ffj on the Deuteronomistic theory of history. Of eleven 
examples of prophoey-fulfilment quoted$ only two, 2 Sam- 7: 13 and 
2 Kings 22: 15ff-, are not concerned with a prophecy of judgment or 
doom. 
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inscrutable pitting of word (20: 42) against word (22tI2)q which reduoss 

the whole chain of events to an impossible, a-moral enigma. Rather, the 

context makes it clear that the over=hing purpose of Yahweh is morally 

grounded. For Ahab's case is similar to that of Saull whose repeated 

disobedience resulted in rejection by Yahweh (I Sam. l5t26-29)s and for 

whom$ as a consequence# the normal channels of revelation were no longer 

open (i Sam. 28,5ff-). Ahab's failure to vindicate the honour of Yahweh 

against His detractors (i Kings 20: 280 42)0 has sealed his dooms 284) 

and henceforth his recourse to the media of revelation has something 

presumptuous about it, which vitiates from the outset his appeal for 

guidancee 

2-o As we noted earlier in connection with Gen. 22 (p4 106 ) there is a 

strand in the early theophanio tradition which warns that the actual 

import of the theophany-revelation may be different from the meaning 

which superficially appears. Cf, Gen. 22: 1 ff, 9 where the clear command 

to offer Isaac as a sacrifice Was given as a 'test' (vo i), and was 

countermanded as soon as the test was completed. That the divine 

intention is not immediately perspicuous does not, howevert result in a 

fatal =biguitys Forg a3 we have repeatedly noted# the process of 

revelation is morally conditioned -4 of. P. 107 . where we noted that in 

284) It is noteworthy, toop that i Kings 22t28 utilizes the Deuteronomic 
ý test' of authentic prophecy# Les 'the word that ocmes to pass' 
Dtn., 18: 22). 

In the narrower context of I Kings 20 and 22, this one action is 
presented as the reason for Ahab's downfalll but in the wider context 
of the Deuteronomistic History, Ahab is depicted as typically 'the 
troubler of Israel's 0 Kings 18: 18). 
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Abraham's case the ambiguities of the revelation were resolved as 

Abraham exhibited his willingness for wholehearted obedience* In Ahab's 

case his rejection by Yahweh (noted above) is matched by his lack of 

moral earnestness as evidenced in the details of i Kings 22 - his initial 

unwillingness to take up Jehoshaphat's suggestion by consulting 

Micaisht and his subsequent failure to take Micaiah's advice in any 

case. To this extent# then, Ahab disqualified himself from receiving 

further elucidation of the divine word* 

Even having made due allowance for these faotorst however, a problem 

of theodicy still remains: viz, how 111111 nil oould act as 

-Ipv ril -1 41285) We drew attention earlier (p, J27) to a 

prooesi; running through the theophanio tradition, whereby every numin- 

ous experiencet Positive and negative* is subsumed within the ooncePt- 

ion of Yahweh's naturel and we suggested that 2 Samt 24 stands at 

the apex of that prooesst while the parallel acoount in i Chron, 21 

represents a redifferentiation of the poAtive and negative numinouss 

285) According to Noth (ftherlieferuniSageschichtliche Stuaien# P- 79f-)t. 
I Kings 22 had already been United with I Kings 20, prior to the in- 
corporation of both in the Deuteronomistic History., This link with 
ch. 20 (forged by means of 22: i-2a),, enhanoes the prophetic promice- 
fulfilment themep and does something to modify the harshness Of the 
concept of -11717 ill -1. 

Noth further suggests that the two chapters may in fact have formed 
part of a wider cycle, (I Kings 11*, 12*0 14*t (20)1 220 2 Kings 
9: 1-10: 27). built around the theme of the role of the prophet-i in the 
royal succession, The suggestion is attractive (of, also the emphasis 
in the chapters named# on propheoy-Aafilment), but incapable of 
proof# - The passages evidence no specific literary linkss but only 
this unity of emphasis and theme. 
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resulting from reflexion on questions of theodicys If this is so, then 

J Kings 22 occupies an intemediate position between the two. According 

to 2 Sam. 24 Yahweh Himself incites David to create the conditions which 

will bring down Yahweh's wrath upon Israel; whereas in i Chrcn. 21 it 

is stated emphatically that Satan incited David to number Israel# and 

all suggestion of divine instrumentality through Satan is eliminated. 

In i Kings 22 the agent is 111ftill (v. 21)o That he is the 

instrument of Yahweh's active intention is clear from the fact of his 

membership in the heavenly council,, and from the fact that it is not he 

but Yahweh who initiates the plan for incitement. Yet Just an clearly 

he is a servant-beings who 'stands before' Yahweh in a subordinate 

status (in contrast to the virtual identity of and i'llil') 19ýn 

which we have seen to be typical of the patriarchal-type theophanies)P6) 

4. We may note in conclusions the light which this passage throws on 

286) A further shift towards the position of 1 Chron, 21 is seen in the 
prologue to the book of Job. As compared with the present passage* 
Job (ohs. i and 2) exhibits the following differencest- 
1) The name IMM (the adversary) though not yet sinister in a 
thorough-going senses nevertheless places a d1stance between its 
bearer and Yahweh* in that what was at most a secondary attribute of 
the divinel has now been differentiated out and exalted to independent 
existence as the prime characteristic of the satan's being. 
2) The satan appear3 among the members of the heavenly court almost 
as an intruder, - MD1113 JUM-MI X: 111 ... MIN*XIM 1)3: 1 IX: 14)1 
(it6s 2: 1), He is differentiated from the t3liftlo' 0)3: 1 though 
the divorce is obviously not absolute. 
3) The initiative that leads to Job's testing id taken by the satan 
(though bounded by Yahwehs permission); whereas in i Kings 22 it is 
Yahweh Himself who initiates the enoitement and fall of Ahab. 

On the other hand, when 'the satan' in the Job-prologue is compared 
with Satan in i Chron. 21, it is obvious that in the latter the 
differentiation has become complete# and that Satan now stands as the 
adversary of Yahweh Himself. 
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the understanding of prophetic inspiration. We have noted above that 

the distinction between Micaiah and the four hundred was that he could 

s ay .... Ubn-ýY M71 o'1j*jII-jIX 1117KI , whereas they pro- 

sumably could not. We have noted too, the similar thought expressed in 

Gen- MV-19 --T (See P-96f. )* where it is stated that Abraham's role in 

the fleilsgeschichte makes it appropriate that he be admitted into a deep 

and intimate dommunion with Yahweh# and thereby not only perceive the 

outward form of Yahweh's activity in the world but also share an insight 

into the rationale of Yahwahts purposes and intentions* Again the por- 

trait of Moses in Dtn- 34: 10 (J? )* Ex. 33M, and Num, 12: 6-8 (8), is 

along the same lines: - VIN 'In-P -117K: ) 013M ýX WID 

IMY'l ýX (Ex. 33.00 implies a theophanic experience including both 

vision and intimate exchange of thought; Kin Inn 11113-5n 

(Num, 12: 7) implies a comprehensive responsibility for practical govern- 

ment, based on insight into Yahweh's purposes; Mo3es is differentiated 

from the ordinary run of prophets in that the 1,1VIn granted to him 

issues not in more-or-less obscure oracles, but in lucid understanding 

of the divine intention (Num. 12: 7-8a); and he is set apart from the mass 

of Israel in that UIV 111111 J137311 (Kum. 12: 6b)# i, e. his 

relationship with Yahweh, in contradistinction to theirss is one of 

unmediated intimacy# 287) (The same concept, we may note,, lies behind 

287) It is interesting to compare here, the use of 111? 311 in Dtn. 
4: 12-18 to stress a doctrine of mediation i it is because Israel 
did not see the 1,111MI on Sinai that their relationship with 
Yahweh is henceforth to be characterised by an unquestioning 
obediences which doe3 not penetrate into the inner rationale of the 
covenant-bondp but simply accepts its mediated givenness. 
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the use of the tam 111117 110 288) 

. Amos 3: 7 and Jer. 23: 0,22. 

It is clear from Jeremiah in partioular that what is envisaged here is 

not a mere preview of the outward aspects of the divine aotivityg but an 

insight into the inner purposes which motivate that aotivityo This 

impression is reinforced by those occurrences of the phrase -11t) 

which stress that the way to intimate personal communion with Yahweh 

lies through humble obedience and striving after uprightness. Cf. 

Ps. 25114 :- t371-11,15 Im-In in-115 111m, . 710 
289) 

0 

and Prov- 3132g I-TIO t3i-jZ? v-jjKj T153 1-111-1v jl: lyljl -): ) : Those who 

have a deep sense of Yahweh's passionate concern for righteousnessp and 

who are themselves passionately committed to this concern of His# i-es 

those who have some insight into Yahweh's motives and think His thoughts 

after Him# these are they who are initiated into His- 'TIO o And it 

is within this circle that the prophetic call and ministry operates. ) 

(iv) Theophanio emphases in Amos., 

Our prime concern here is with the series of five visions recorded in 

Amos 7tl-3* 7t4-6.7: 7-9# 8: 1-3# 9: 1- Certain ambiguities in the text 

make it difficult to attain complete certainty as to the precise form of 

theophany envisaged in each ca391 - 

288) The range of the word 'TID (advicaq consultation, intimate circle,, 
secret, Ste. ) is perhaps illuminated by the usage of the Arabic sida 
(rule, be glorious.. be fertile# blacks dark, secret). 

289) The extremely compact nature of this sentence obviously arises from 
the desire to preserve a strict parallelism between its two parts - 
'the *110 (friendship) of Yahweh is for those who fear Him, and His 
covenant is for those whom He instructs (in the knowledge of Himself? ),. 
It is interesting, then, that 11113 is interpreted in terms of 
intimacy, and close personal relationship with Yahweh. 
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Amos 70 - 11: 11 IS111 11111111 1111*111) 11-M 73K-111 IM) 

Here *jyj') could mean either 'Yahweh was forming ... Ij or 

'One was forming .,. 1. 

"03 7: 4 - mro 71, Tx URn 3-15 Nip Iml-11 

as it stands is a clear reference to a vision of Yahweh Himself* 

But some scholars discount 11111P 1117N as a gloss, and if 

this is so# the participle is again ambiguous. 

Amos 7: 7 = 71IN M111 13XIIII Mn (MT. ); but 

e 
reads 3XI IM 013,11 implying an angelic apparition 

(of, the frequent use of U779in the patriarchal-type theophan- 

ies to describe the Illw) jx5n 

Amos 9: 1 nnn,. 1-57 3%3 73-Tx-jlx 'Jin-1 clearly 

describes a vision of Yahweho, in whicht according to the MT. 

Yahweh is heard commanding an angelic being to begin the judgment 

*is 07% 31 06* -111innn 11-1 Inxil .A suggested 

amendment, however$ reads .... 11: M 731K-11K 7111)XIII.. 

MIMN '=71 ; which makes Yahweh the direct agent in judg- 

ment. But in view of the obvious ambiguity which characterizes 

the language of the series as a whole, it gleams unnecessary to 

make an emendation at this point, It is of course not necessary 

to assume a uniform pattern of warding or of conception throughout 

the seriesp as 30MO commentators do (8: 1 does not conform to the 

general pattern in any case); yet the overall impression is that 

7: 1P 714p 7s7s 9ti all involve the vision of an apparition, 

which is conceived as Yahweh manifesting Himself in angelic form. 
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A number of scholars have suggested that this series of visions in fact 

constituted the call of Amos i faced vrith these visions of imminent judgments 

$at in absolute terms over against the moral corruption of Israel's life, 

Amos is stirred with a pity (which in fact derives from the divine pity) 

which involves him in intorcession (7: 2.7: 5)9 and seals his commission to 
290) 

preach (3: 7-8) . If this is so, then Amos shares with Isaiah and Ezekiel 

a theophany-type call-experience. 

We have already reftrred (n. 255) to the long and developing relation 

between JIT11 and 1: 1*7 , and the related equation of 'l T tj and 

xl): 21 Cf. Amos 7: 12ff., on which RS. Cripps remarks: - "It is note- 

worthy that though Amaziah addresses Amos as 'Seerlo Amos argues upon the 

word 'prophet' as if they were identical terms. 0291) Many scholars see in 

Amos 7ti4ff. (... MIM-) -)jjj7, -)j 9 )D3K Xýj ).: )3X 

X2111 Jý MIMI 1ýx TWI a strong rejection by Amos of the 

title X-): 13 b and thereby of the title MT1i alsot with their presumed 

associations with the ecstatic ethos of the prophetic schools. But the 

sentence may be translated alternativelyj "I was not a nab7i . ... but Yahweh 

took me *.. and said 'Gog prophasyll" 
292) Interpreted in this way the 

passage would mean, "Do not hinder me from discharging my prophetic call, 

for the compulsion of Yahweh is upon me" (3: 8). This would in fact be a 

strong affirmation of his call to be a nabl't and seems to me to give the 

290) On INV as a metaphor of the 1,111'r 5117 see P. 149 above. 

29j) R.,,,,. Cripps, The Book of Amos.,, p. 230. 

292) H, H&Rowley, "Was Amos a Nabi? ",, Fast. Otto Eissfelatq ed. Joha= 
Wokj pp. 191-198. 
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better sense in the context. ThU3 Amos asserts his prophetic call, and 

at the 3ame time his taoit acceptance of the title ran suggest3 the 

close correlation which Amos understood to obtain between prophecy and 

vision. 

Discussion has been voluminous as to the preoi3e significance of the 

phrase 111111 11IN IINIII lin I which introduces the individ- 

ual visions. Do the words imply inner vision that is 'wholly otherlp free 

from any perceptible relation to the objects of natural ocular vision? Or 

is the reference to an object seen with the natural eyes, and under the 

concentrated attention of the prophet becoming redolent with analogy of such 

overwhelming significance as to convince the prophet that this deeper aware- 

ness did not and could not have arisen from his own mind or imaginationt but 

must have been 'given' by Yahweh? Iffe, should confess frankly that the nature 

of the evidence does not permit of dogmatic conclusions. The ffbarraschung'3- 

und zwangscharaktar which we have seen to be typical of the patriarchal- 

type theophanies in particular,, and indeed of all O. T. theophaniesj, is 

consonant with the first alternative, Yet on the other hands the firmness 

with which the Sinai theophany is seen to be rooted in observable natural 

phenomena, would support the second of the ilternatives., Ultimatelyp 

however# the distinction must be adjudged an artificial one. For obviously 

even the Most 'given' of all 'given' perceptions must still find its point 

of contact in the mind and spirit of the prophet through analogous natural 

experiences$ however remote in time or space these may be. 

Isaiah's Call-experience ; Isaiah 611-13- 

It is generaUy agreed that Is. 6 records a theopharW, and that this 



theophanic vision constituted Isaiah's call to prophathool, 
293) 

177 

That the 5DIM 
p mentioned as the locus of the vision, was not Yahweh's 

heavenly palace (of. Pa. 11: 49 Pa. 18: 7. Micah 1: 2) but the Jerusalem 

temple# seems clear from the details of the narrative 
294) 

:- the 

293) Two difficulties have been felt in this regard: - 
i. The account does not stand at the beginning of the Isaianic corpus, 
as a call-narrative presumably should. But this objection is easily 
disposed of on the assumption that ch. 6 once introduced an independent 
collection of sayings/oracleas presumably 7: 1 - 9: 7. which was subsequ- 
ently included in the total Isaianic corpus. 
See E. KiMnes The Book of Isaiah, I. P. 71. 
Otto Kaiser, Der Prophet--Jesajqt P- 57, refers to 1G. 6: 1-9 as 'die 

sogenannte Denkschrift des Propheten Jesajal. 

2. Many scholars have felt a difficulty about the strong note of 
pessimism which characterises the commission given in vv. 9ff. It 

seems to them inconceivable that a ministry as long as Isaiah's (1: 1) 
could have been sustained, if the prophet knew from the outset that 
his preaching would be ineffectual (and worse), Hence it is assumed 
that the form of the narrative was finalised scme years post eventum, 
and that the shape of vv. 9ff. in particular has been influenced by the 
actual experiences of Isaiah's ministry. So Ewald,, The Pro2hat Isaiah, 

cha2. I- XXXIII; T. K. Cheyneq The Book of the Prophet Isaiah; 
J. Skinnero The Book of the Prophet Isaiah. One of the most radical 
in this line of thought is M. M*Kaplang "Isaiah 611 - li"t J. R. L. XLV,, 
1926,, who argues on the basis of parallels between Is. 6 and I Kings 
22, that the notion of 'divine hardening' had already become a set 
theological concept prior to Isaiah's time, and that the theophany- 
account is merely a rationale in pictorial form,, of Isaiah's exper- 
ience as a preacher, framed in terms of this theological concept - 
the 'hardening' has come about because ordained by Yahweh in consultat- 
ion with His royal court. 

The following writers, however$ judge it unnecessary to assume traces 
of later disillusionment in Is. 6. and treat the whole chapter as a 
unity which accurately reflects Isaiah's commissioning and subsequent 
message: - 
J. Pederzen, Israel, its life and culture, III-IV, pe M, and 
J. P, Hyatt, Prophetic-Religions P- 34; both of whom are quoted in 
I. Engnell, The Call of Isaiah j p. 26. 
V. Herntrichg Der Prophet Jeisaja, p. 08. 

294) R. E, Clements, Crod and Temple, pp. 80f. 
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mention 
295) 

and position 
296) 

of the altar; and the phrasditil 07M 

- v. log whichg whatever other nuances it may contains certainly implies that 

Yahweh is present and dwelling among the peopleo Isaiah "sees in vision no 

strange and unfamiliar scenes but the long-familiar scene transfigured"; 297) 

for the glory of the Lord as Isaiah perceives it has its focus within the 

temple precinctss and yet : L3 seen at the same time to supersede the bounds 

of the physical temple and fill the whole earth. 

This faot then, that the vision is conoeivea as Ilooalisea, in the 

Jerusalem temple rules out the more extreme descriptions of the theophany- 

experience in terms of literal 'ecstasy'. Indeed the u3e of such terms as 

'psycho-pathological condition' 
298) 

# and 'prophetic trance' 
299) 

are rendered 

inappropriate by combination of th13 'earthly# Setting with the direct, 

295) of. Amos 9: 1. The idea of the heavenly altar found in later 
apocalyptic, does not occur in the canonical books of the Old 
Testament* 

296) As guardians of the threshold of the divine presenoo-chambers the 
seraphim would pass the altar on their way to cleanse Isaiah# who is 
presumably worshipping in the temple fore-oourt. 

297) G. B, Grayp Isaia , ICCO p. 104. Gray addst- "It is indeed the verY 
fact that" Isaiah "sees Yahweh holding court in Jerusalem that gives 
full point to his alarm - It is the actual presence of the Holy One 
of Israel In the midst of Israel and not remote in heaven, that 
spells doom to the unclean people. " 

298) S. R. Cripps, ARos, p. 98. 

299) J. ", -kinner, The Book of the Prophet Isaiah, I,, p, 44, 
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uncomplicated manner in which the vision is introauced300) The phraso 
900-57 M71 13-79-11N 19-INI is reminiscent both of the lunpremediated- 

ness' or unexpectedness which is so characteristic of the patriarchal-tjpe 

theophanieS301) , and also of the 'objective'# outwardlooking ethos of the 

Sinai-theophany narratives. 

Reminiscent too of the patriarchal-type theophanies is the reticence 

300) On the v&ole one feels that the reaction of modern scholars against 
the over-psychologised approach to the prophetic phenomena is a 
healthy oneq (I, Engnell, The Call of Isaiah, p, 261 R*E, Clements, 
Prophecy and Covenant, p. 7)* For the prophetic texts (here, Isaiah 
6) are not in fact concerned to provide the kind of data that would 
enable us to make an impartial, balanced reconstruction of the 
prophets' mental statest - 

"It is characteristic of the narrative that, like narratives of 
old, it does not give psychology but facts", (A. Bentzen, Jesaja 

, 
1,, p. 46; r. cited I. Engnell, o_p. cit., p. 27. ) 
"Mer the Art des jehens ref'lektiert er nicht, Alles kommt auf 
den Inhalto niohts auf den p3yehischen Vorgang an"p (Otto Kaiser# 
Der Prophet_Jesaja. P- 58)- 

This being sop the attempt to reconstruct the prophets' mental states 
In fact commits us to the doubtful expedient of projecting our own 
psychical states and structures on to the prophetic experiences: - 

Mebrigens ist's unnUtze Kunst, sich in den inneren Zustand der 
Propheten hineintaumeln oder hineingrUbeln zu wollen, nachdem 
sich die Zeiten so sehr gegndert" haben. (J. Cr. Herder� Vom Geist 
der ebr*aischen Pmie II» P- 779 quoted by I. Engnell� or. eit. 1, p. 27- 

300 The remark of S*RoCz-1pps, Amoss p, 85# to the effect that the 
difference between the patriarchal theophanies and prophetic vision 
is that the former are not history but folk-lorew betrays a lack of 
appreciation of the theophany-tradition. For one must surely go on 
to ask why such 'folk-lore' was preserved and integrated into the 
very core traditions of Israel's faith, in particular by such not- 
unsophisticated traditionists as the Yahwist and the Elohist. At the 
very least such material served J. and E. with what appealed to them 
as an appropriate vehicle for conveying their convictions about the 
essential ethos of divine-human revelational encounter - presumably 
also their convictions as to how this 'revealing' process took 
placet or had taken place at least on occasion. 
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which is brought to the description of the theophanio figure of Yahweh, and 

the economy of detail employed. The prophet's eyes "cannot linger on the 
a divine facel they fall instictively to the skirts of His robes which fill A 

the temple. "302) 

The concentration on the role of the seraphims too, is part of this same 

pattern of reticence. The description of these ministers of Yahweh, who 

form as it were the 'fringes' Of the total theophanic encounter, is in fact 

an indirect description of Yahweh Himself. Forg whatever the religio- 

mythological background of the seraphim, 
303) in Is. 6 they are conceived 

as entering to some extent into the moral purposes of Yahweh : they form 

part of Yahweh's heavenly court (v. 8). they reveal His secret cosmic 

purpose (v- 3). they mediate His purifying grace (v- 7), and they are 

associated with His very being (v. 8- of. the force of 135 ). Yet they 

are nevertheless not Yahweh, and concentration upon them facilitates a 

302) G. B. Grayp Isaiah, ICCO P. 102. 

303) Many scholars# connecting CVýD'177 (only here in the O. T. with 
reference to supra-natural beings) with C31DIV"I C31V1111,1 
of [Tum. 21: 69 have deduced that the seraphim were originally serpent- 
beings guarding the threshold of the shrine. The figures entered 
Canaanite myth and cult from Asia via Egypt - cf. the relevant 
archeological material adduced by T. K*Cheyne, The Book of the Prophet 
Isaiahj p. 140. It is suggested by G. B. Grayq Isaiah, p. 105, and 
V. Herntrich,, Der Prophet-Jesaja,, p. 96t that Isaiah's vision was 
influenced at this point by the eight of 'Nehushtan' which was still 
in the temple at the time of Isaiah's call since it was destroyed by 
Hezekiah only toward the end of Isaiah's ministry, (2 Kings 18: 4). 

In Is. 6,9 however, the seraphim are composite figureso influenced 
also by the towering cherubim in the inner shrine (assuming that the 
Deuteronomistic icture of the cherubim in I Kings 6: 23-8 is accurate for Isaiah's dýý, and by the concept of the in the 
patriarchal-type theophanies. 
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seemly reticence a3 to the Person of Yahweh Himself. 

Isaiah's vision does not of course istand in isolation, but is integrally 

related to the long theophanic tradition in Israel. 

1. The influence of the Sinai theophany tradition is plainly discernible 

here: - 

a) V. Herntrich3O4) makes the attractive suggestion that as the cherubim 

represent a personification of the theophanic storm-cloudo so the 

seraphim represent a personification of the theophanio lightning; and 

Otto Kaiser sharpens the point by adding: - "Da die Blitze zu don Be- 

gleiterscheinungen der Theophanie gehUrten, liegt die Beeinflussung das 

Gesichtes durch die Tradition auch in diesem Zuge auf der liand. �305) 

It is thoroughly in keeping with the Inuminous-theophanic synoretism' 

which we have traced in the earlier theophanic tradition, that primitive 

mythological elements such as the seraphim (see note 303). having been 

integrated into the Yahwistic tradition, should then be used here to 

pick up symbolically the motifs of the Sinai-theophany tradition and 

apply them in this later theophanic setting, 

b) The description in v. 4 of theArembling of the foundations - 

K-Ipj-l 5117n t3&)Mt)s*l MnX 172')l - uses 

terms and concepts which we have seen (p. 148fý to be rooted in the oldest 

Sinai tradition. 

V. Herntriohl Der Prophet Jesajas p. 97- 

305) Otto Kaiser$ Der Prophet Jesaja, p. 60. 
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c) The smoke (vo 4) which in this instance no doubt derives in fact 

from the sacrifice or incense of the oults becomes in the theophany 

context a veil for the divine glory$ and so virtually a re-presentation 

of the 11.711 *71 ny , whose close relation to the core Sinai 

tradition we have already discussed (p, 143), 

d) The in v. 6 we have taken to be identical with the 

UN ')ýnl , for whi0h we have a3SUMed VOloanio a33ociations (p. 136). 

and thereby a close connection with the imagery of the Sinai tradition. 

2. It is evident, too, that within the broad theophanic tradition, a 

specific tradition of a prophetic theophanic call-experienoe has already 

emerged by Isaiah's time, Several modern scholars have drawn attention to 

the seeming indispensability of a call-narrative In the records of the great 

prophetic ministriesq and have taken this to indicate that the reality of 

the prophets' call had come to be regarded as requiring a more-or-less 

theophanio experience for its authentication and legitimation. 3o6) This 

means that a recognisable pattern of theophany-call description had emerged. 

Kaplans in the work already referred to in note 293, has approached the 

same question from a slightly different angle, seeking to show by a compar- 

ison of I Kings 22 and Isaiah 6, that the two passages stand in an already 

rather well defined literary and theological continuum which had been 

shaped by cultic influence* He notes, for example, the following points of 

resemblance: - 

306) V. Herntriehl Der-Pro hot JesaJa, P. 93. 
w, Bichrodt; Der Heilige-in Israelp Jes. 1 12 (ig6o), p. 14. 
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- In both passages, Yahweh sits enthroned (I Kings 22119a, Ts. 61la) 

and surrounded by His heavenly court (I Kings 22119b-22; Is. 6: 2j 8). 

- In both cases# Yahweh calls for a volunteer to expedite the conveying 

of His word : in I Kings 22t2l it is nrim ; in Its. 6: 8 it is 

Isaiah himself. 

- Yahweh in both cases effects the doom of the guilty by the word 

which He places in the mouth of His messenger. (I Kings 22: 22b, 

is. 6: io). 

In both passages, according to Kaplans the theme is the 'despair of the 

prophet, 
307) 

, which has been born out of the prophets' experience of the 

seeming incapacity of their message to change a recalcitrant nation; and 

on the basis of this bitter experlance, the concept of 'divine hardening' 

has taken shape as an explanatory theological principle - the message has 

been rejected because it was already decreed in the divine council that this 

should be so. 

Kaplan probably overstates his case, but however that may be# the 

presence of traditional literary patterns in Is. 6 does not imply that the 

theophany-aooount itself is a literary fiction. As I. Engnell aptly remarks: 

"The alternativet 'literary form' or 'genuine vision' is wrongly put. It 

is a question of 'both ... and',, not 'either .. s or'. Thus we have no 

reason to doubt*the genuineness of Isaiah's visionary experience. " 308) 

307) Kaplang J. B. L., 
-XLV# 

1926g p. 256. 

308) I. Engnellq The Call of Isaiahy P- 30- 
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3. That a close relationship exists between theophany and cult, is suffic- 

iently obvious from the earliest theophanic traditicne onwards (of. PP-If7 

jig a etc. ). W. Eiohrodt3O9) has pointed to the strong influence which 

temple furniture and liturgy have had on the symbolism of Isaiah's vision 

the ark-throne# the towering cherubim, the coals &wing on the altar, the 

antiphonal singing of the temple choirso And B. Mowincke, 
310) 

adds: "This 

vision contains so many elements which are actual features from the Temple 

and the service theret that we may take for granted that the song of the 

seraphim in form and substance# is an echo of the hymns of the cult. 
011) 

309) W. Eiohrodt, Der Heilige in Israel, p. 22. 

310) S. Mowinakel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, 11, p, 147, 

31l) Interest in the oultio influences behind Isaiah 6 has also shown 
itself in attempts to prove that the vision had its Sitz im Leben in 
the Now Year Enthronement Festival at the Jerusalem temple. (e. g. 
J. Morgenstern, "The King-God among the Western Semites, and the Meaning 
of Spiphanes",, V. T., Ijp. 159. ) The case rests on two main argu- 
ments: - 

a) The phrase Ill) TV 1573"1 31113-11117n (Isaiah 6: 1), 
is taken as a technical term# for which Accadian parallels are citedt 
'Since the state chronolo&y was reckonea from the New Year Enthronement 
Festival# the 'year that king Uzziah died' would signify in general 
the last year of Uzziah's reign, and in particular the New Year 
Festival from which that year was dated. This is somew#at speculative# 
however - of* Isaiah 14: 28, 'In the year that Xing Ahaz died's where 
there is even less positive support for such an interpretation. 

b) the kingship-motif which runs through Isaiah 6, is held to confirm 
the hypothesis based on a), (see I. Engnell, The Call of Isaiah)* It 
seems to me, however$ that the stress on the kingliness of Yahweh in 
Isaiah 6 is at least as adequately accounted for by the disturbing 
effect of Uzziah's death upon Isaiah. Given the situation of the 
times, the end of a 52-year reign would naturally give rise to 
apprehension for the continuing stability of goverment and state; - 
"It was the end of an era of peace, the beginning of a momentous epoch 
for both Judah and Israel .. The shadow of the mighty Empire of 
Assyria was already spreading over the hitherto independent kingdoms of 
Syria"g, (E. Kissaneg The Book of Isaiah,, p. xi). This trepidation would 
be especially. understandable in one who stood close to court circles,, 
as Isaiah presumably did. 
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As to the light which the passage sheds on the nature of the prophetic 

call and inspiration as such, it is interesting to see that the close 

correlation, between moral sensitivity and receptivity to revelation, which 

we noted in i Sam- 3P 1 Kings 16f- and I Kings 22, features here also. The 

prophet is again portrayed as one privileged to stand in the divine council; 

and wbile this 'Status' is not conceived as a reward for prior merit but 

rather as conveyed in an Uberraschungsmoment, it nevertheless carries with 

it weighty moral and spiritual conditions. Prom the ground of this his 

co-option into the divine council, the prophet herxs the seraphim's hymn, 

the theme of which is the essential oneness of the divine holiness with the 

divine glory - "Ist Gottes Heiligkeit seine 'innerste Natur'g und damit der 

Welt verbürgens so ist seine Herrlichkeit die 'Sichtbarkeit' seines Wesens. " 

W) The prophetic corollary to this would seem to be that the man who 

would perceive (and continue to perceive) the glory of Yahwehs Le, attain 

and maintain a deepening insight into God's spiritual purpose for the whole 

of existences must be in some sense a partaker of the divine holineas*313) 

Capacity for revelations or insight into the divine will and purpose# 

advances pari passu. with moral insight and commitment. 

The obverse of this lies in the fact that the numinous fear invoked by 

the vision of God (which we have seen to be a constant feature of all 

theophany) is here raised to a new degree by being specifically related to 

312) V. Herntrichq Der Prophet Jesaja, p. 98 (Quoting O. Prooksch). 

313) i. e. 'Holy' in the sense of 'belonging peculiarly to God'. 'owing 
prime allegiance to the Other, rather than to the this-worldly. ' 
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an explioit oonfassion of sinfulness.. 
314) This oonsciouaness of sinfulness 

testifies to the growth of reflexion on the phenomenon of theophany - both 

Isaiah's personal reflexions. 
3i5) 

and a prooess of 'group' reflexion, 
316) in 

which the 'otherness' and 'Lordliness" of the fear-inducing theophanio 

314) K? 30 0 the regular word for ritual uncleanness. The concept is 
rooted in primitive ideas of taboo and mana. It is noteworthy that in 
the O. T. the concept of XW2 is connected with those areas where 
the temptation to apostasy is strongest: - 
a) It is used of sexual impurity : of. -the fertility rites of Baalism; 

b) Impurity in connection with blood : of,., the use of bloods as the 
source of lifep, in Canaanite divine-resusoitation rites; 

0) Unclean foods : it may be aasumed that all 'unclean' animals were 
primitively connected, as totems or numina, with non-Yahwistio cult$; 

d) uncleanness in connection with death i of. the stringent rules in 
the O. T. forbidding any contact with the cult of the dead. 

e) Leprosy : The liberation of the live bird in the oleansing-ritual 
(Lev. 14: 4-7) may be the relic of a propitiation-offering for the 
demon responsible for the leprosy, (cf. the offering for Azazelt 
Lev* 16: 8-10). Leprosy was therefore unclean, as indicating the 
activity of a n=inou3 power other than Yahweh, 

Thus the 'unclean' represents that which is not dedicated to Yahweh, 
and even given over to the honouring of His 'rivals'. In Is. 6, the 
enormity of this non-dedication and false dedication is made apparent 
by the vision of Yahweh's glory, in which it is revealed that everythk)g 
that exists falls within the reAlm of the divine 'Tl: l: ) and is 
Yahweh's by right. The expression W11DT-Xnt2 will then 
refer to Isaiah's and the people's failures in cult and lifeg to offer 
Yahweh the praise and recognition which is His due. Tt cannot be a 
specific deprecation of Isaiah's worthiness to prophesy, since at ve 4 
he has not yet been called or sent. 

315) Cf. G. B. Grayg Isaiah,, p. 101: "We may somewhat safely assume that the 
vision of Yahwahs bringing with it the clear apprehension on the 
prophet's part'of Yahweh's purpose concerning him, was the culmination 
of a longer experience: not, we may wall believep for the first time on 
that day had" Isaiah "felt his own unworthiness, or contrasted the 
moral uncleanness of his people with the ethical holiness of God. " 

316) i. e.,, primarily the group responsible for preserving and transmitting 
Israel's religious traditions. 
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Fresence have received greater and greater recognition. The portrayal of 

the enormity of human sinfulness here reaches its climax in vv. 6-7. We saw 

above that the role of the seraphim includes mediation of Yahweh's purify- 

ing grace; and this is closely related to their function as guardians of 

the threshold, charged with excluding or expelling everything inimical to 

Yahweh's holiness. We have spoken of Yahweh's 'purifying grace', but in 

fact the appropriateness of the word Ogracel is apparent only in retrospect: 

In the lUberraschungemoments the approach of the burning coal more nearly 

resembles judgment and destruction than grace,, and those commentators who 

interpret this part of the vision in term3 of a death-resurrection 

experience are so far Justified. 
317) 

The oracle of doom in vv. 9ff. de- 

rives in logical sequence from the overpowering vision of Yahweh's holiness 

and glory$ for in the light of this overwhelming insight the very existence 

of sinful Israel is seen to be in jeopardy; and with it, Isaiah's own 

exi3tencep for he too is a member of Israel, Hance the burning coal is a 

symboig' as it were* of grace-through-destruotion. And significantly it in 

only in his cleansed# "resurrected" state that Isaiah hears the concrete 

word of Yahwehj 
318) 

with its commission to Isaiah himself and its specific 

revelation of Yahweh's purpose for Israel -a purpose which likewise 

involves the death and resurrection of the nation. 
319) 

317) of. W. Eichrodto Der Heilige in Israel, p. 15- 

318) J. Skinner., The Book of the ProRhat Isaiahs P. 49 1 "The purification 
of his lips having fitted him for personal converse with Jehovah, 
and spiritual sympathy with His purposes. " 

319) Accepting I. Engnell's unitary approach to the text of Isaiah 69 
(op. cit. -) 
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(vi) Theophanic elements in Ezekiel. 

The Struature of the Material. 

The material in the book of Ezekiel that conoerns our theme is found in 

three large block3: - ohs. 1-3v 8-11v and 40-44. Any useful discussion of 

this materialg however, is inevitably bound up with the larger questions of 

the structure and authorship of the book as a whole. It seems necessary,, 

therefore, to pay some attention to these problems before proceeding further. 

I 
Three main types of solution to the special probleM3 posed by the book 

of Ezekiel have been put forward. 

1, A substantial body of scholarship320) has continued to accept the prima 

facie account which the book gives of itself (while allowing for more or 

lose widespread redaction): Lee that the book is in the main the 

authentic work of the prophet Ezekiels whose whole Ministry is to be 

placed in Babylon among the Judaean exiles, from the year 593 (Ez. 1: 2) 

till at least 571 (Ez. 29S17)* Of the difficulties involved in this 

views one seems to me insurmountable, i. e. that preaching 'which is 

obviously directed against the inhabitants of Jerusalem, (chs. 4-7s 

12ti-7 etc-) and fraught with dire warnings of imminent disaster for the 

addresseen its thereby oonoeived as delivered five hundred miles away in 

320) J. Herx ann, Ezechiel (1924); 
G. A. Cookev The Book of Ezekiel (1936); 
G. Videngren, LiterarZ and Ps ological Aspeots of the Hebrew Prophets 
(1948); 
H, H, Rowley, The Book of Ezekiel in Modern Stud (1953); 
W, Eichrodt, Der Prophet Hesekiel (1959,19 and 
Theology of the_Old Testament (1961,1967); 
VI. Zimmerli, Ezechiel. I. 11, (1969). 
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Babylon# to those who had already passed through tho3e fires of 
321) 

overthrow and deportation. 

321) H, H. Rowley, The Book Of Ezekiel in Modern Study, p, i 73f. 9 discounts 
this difficulty by citing as parallel the oracles against foreign 

nations in Amos 1-2. etc. g which were presumably addressed not to the 

nations concerned, but to Israel alone. But the parallel is not 
compelling; for those oracles concerned Israel at least as much as 
the nations against whom they were ostensibly directed, whereas 
Ezekiel's Jerusalem oracles are not nearly so apposite to the 

condition of the exiles in Babylon. 

W. Eichrodt, Der Pruphat Hasekiel,, has argued that, "Gerade das 
Schicksal Jerusalems, seines Tempels und seiner BevUlkerung bildet die 
Kardinalfrage fUr dio Exulanten" (op. cit. II, P. 7*) and that 
"Tsrael bleibt als seelische Ganzheit in Palla'stina wie in Babylonian 

existent (op. cit. 
-Il. 

p. 8*),, since the city and temple represented 
their 'assurance in stone' that Yahweh's purpose of election still 
stood. But on these very grounds, it would be strange if the 

prophecies of Jerusalem's doom were addressed to the exiless utterly 
unrelieved by any ray of comfort or hope. (', 7a suggest below that the 

essential purport of the call-vision in Ezekiel i is reassurance for 
the exiles, i. e. that the (threatened) destruction of Yahweh's earthly 
sanctuary does not mean the dissolution of His rule, or the end of His 

purpose for Israel. ) 

W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel I und IT, has also stressed the continuing unity 
of Israel through the exile, as the theological basis of Ezekiel's 
ministry. -- "... Er oft dieses in seinen Tagen gar nicht mehr an 
einer Stelle vereinigte 'Haus Israel' als sein GegenUber anredet. Die 
gewisse Allgemeinheit und Distanziertheit mancher StUoke seiner Ver- 
kUndigung wird sich von daher erklUren. Er weias sich als Prophet 
'-Israels'. " W. Zimmerlig Ezechial Is P- 33; Ill pp. 1258ff. He 
suggests that at the time Of 92ekiells call, the hope of speedy 
restoration through rebellion against the Babylonians and alliance 
with 19gypts was providing a concrete rallying-point for this national 
unity; and that Ezekiel's massage was concerned with exposing the 
falsity of this hope (Ezechiel I., p., 22*). 

One of the most striking features of the book of Ezekiel is its close 
agreement at so many points with the teaching and outlook of Jeremiah, 
(noted also by W. Zimmerli, V, 2echiel Is pp. 67*ff., p. 87*): - 

- Call experience t Ezek. 2: 3-319 Jer. 1: 4-0; 

- Assessment of a society 
ripe for judgment t Ezek. 22 Jer. 5: 26-31, 

6: 28-30s 7: 4-20, 
17: 19-23,22: 10-30s 

- The/... 
230-29 9-40, 
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Continuation of note 321) 

- The u3elessness of inter- 
Ce3sion on Israel'is behalf : EzekT 14: 12-23 Jer. 7: 16-20 

15: 1 -4; 

- Attitude toward Babylon 
and Eg7pt 

Attitude to oontemporary 
propheoy 

: Rzek. i 

: Szek. 13 

Jer. 27, 
2: 1 6f f. ; 

Jar. 14s. 14f. t 
27: 9f. 9 29t8f* 

In addition many phrases and figures of speech in Ezekielq are taken 
from Jeremiahs or from a source in common. 

In view of this wide and detailed agreement, then, it is reasonable 
to assume that Ezekiel also shared Jeremiah's views as to the 
relative place of exiles and Jerusalem-remnant within the continu- 
ing purpose of Gods Cf. Jeremiah's description of the two groups 
as 'good figs' and 'bad figs' respectively (Jer. 24). If the 
parallel holdes the implication would be that Ezekiel saw it as 
his mission to prepare the 'good figs* for their future role# -a 
mission in which the note of comfort and reassurance would neoessar- 
ily be prominent. 

But more eompolling even than the question of appropriateness of 
Ezekiel's Jerusalem-oracles to the setting in which they were 
doliveredg is the impression gained from the content of the passages* 
'rho prophet seems in faot, to be face to face with his Jerusalem 

addressees; the messages have the same cogent directness as the 

wurds of Jeremiah to which they bear such close resemblance. Their 

sustained qualityq the accuracy of detail they evince, and their 

very quantity place them in a different category from the shorter, 
more literary oracles against foreign nations referred to above. 

The of forts made by W. Zimmerli to explain this quality of direct 

address in terms of 'Fernschaul (Hzeohiel Ig p. 65*), and reference 
to the 11'autodramatischo" Komponentel in Ezekiel's psychologiral 
make-up (op. cit., pp. 25*j 29*), appear to me unconvincing. 



2. A second line of approac 
322) is that the historical Ezekiel carried 
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on his ministry entirely in Judaeal and that shortly afterwards his 

material was taken over and adapted to a Babylonian setting by a second 

authorv working in Babylon during the exile. 
323) The remarkable unity 

of outlook and spirit which pervades the whole book is explained,, on 

this view, by the assumption that the second author was a disciple of 

the older Ezekiel, who had "so assimilated the Messages and writings of 

the earlier prophet, that they have become part of his inner mind and 

life. " 324) 

325) 326) 3- II. W. Robinson,, following A. Bertholet, has maintained that the 

historical Ezekiel prophesied both in Judaea and in Babylon. 

A thorough discussion of the relative merits of these last two views 

322) Herntrioho Ezechielprobleme, 0932); J. Battersby Harford, Studies 
in the Book of Ezekiel, (1935); Oesterley and Robinsons An Introduct- 
ion to the Books of the O. T. (1934). 

323) It is argued for dual authorship that the prophetic and the priestly 
emphases evident in the book are in too great a tension for them to 
have coexisted in the mind and spirit of the one man. But W. Eichrodt, 
Der Prophet Hesekiel Ils p. 17*ff.,, ha3 argued strongly for the 
possibility of their coexistence. 
See also H. W. Robinsons Two Hebrew-Prophets 0948), P. 94: "The Most 
likely theory would be that Ezekiel's intensity in denunciation 
passed into equal intensity in reconstructing the future* The cata- 
strophe of 586, for such a man, is probably enough to explain the 
transition from the earlier to the later phase of his prophetic 
consciousness. " 

324) JoBattersby Harford, Studies in the Book of Ezekiels P. 72. 

325) H. W, Robinison, Two Hebrew Prophets, (190). 

326) A. Bortholetg Hesekiel, (1936). Cf. II. Noth, "The Laws in the Pentateuch", 
p. 62, n. 15j-op-cit- 
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would carry us beyond the scope of the present study. But as a provisional 

basis for approach to our relevant texts, I am inclined to agree with 

fl, VI, Robinson when he says of the view he has elaboratedt- "This is the most 

likely of all the theories; whilst it certainly provides the beat working 

hypothesiss so long as critical uncertainty remains. "327) 

Prooeeding to an examination of the theophanic material, then, we find 

that it treats of two main topicst - 

A. Ezekiel's prophetic calls, 

B. Ezekiel's Visions of the Imparter of the Revelations. 

A., Ezekiel's Prophetic Calls. 

On the basis of the account of the composition of the material as out- 

lined abovep we may accept Bertholet*s ground-principle that Ezek. I- 

in fact represents the conflated records Of two distinct call-experiences 
328) 

1_ 

i. (Ezekiel 3: 22-23a, and) Ezek. 2: 3 -_ 31g ia caU to prophesy in 

Jerusalem and Judaeat received (according to Bertholet) . in the 

year 593 (Ez. ls2)o 

ii. Ezekiel It L-28b :a call to prophesy in Babylon, received some 

time after 586 B. C. 

327) H. W. Robinson, Two Hebrew Prophets, P. 75- 

328) A. Bertholets Hesekiel, pp. 40fr. For a oritique of Bertholet's view, 
fsee, W. Zimmerli,, Hzechiel 1, pp. 14f., 16ff. s 21t 35. 
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i. The Judaean Call. 

One is i=ediately struck by the similaritioa between Ezek. 213 - 3: 9 

and Jer. 1 329)3 
_ 

the vision of a hand put forth to impart the word; 

vision passing into exhortation; 

the exhortation not to be dismayed (Ezek. 2: 6, Jer. 1: 17); 

the 'hardening' of the prophet against the people (Ezek- 3: 8-99 

Jer. 108-19); 

- the command: 'speak my words to them' (Ezek. 2: 7. Jer. itl7); 

- the tone of both foreshadows doom, imminent but still futures 

Intereatings too, is the visualising of Yaliwah's word as a written scro3l, 

in contrast to Jeremiah's account of a direct touch of Yahweh's hand on his 

mouth. The imagery is undoubtedly influenced by the impetus given toward 

Iscripturi3ation' by the promulgation Of the Deuteronomio Code, and by the 

recording of Jeremiah's message in a scroll, (Jer. 36). Yet there is as yet 

no implication of a static fixity. For Ez. 3tiO (1all my words e. 9 receive 

in your heart and hear with your earal) and many similar passages obviously 

envisage an ongoing process of revelation. The eating of the roll does not 

dispense with the necessity for constant dependence on, and listening fort 

the word. The significance of the symbolism is rather as Richrodt puts 

it: - "By eating the word in the form of a scroll, Ezekiel learns that a 

power existing obJectivelY over against himself, is now effective within 

himp to kill and make anewi in order that the 'rebellious house' may be 

329) These similarities would tend to support the impression gained aboves 
that both prophets lived and worked within the same milieu. 
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fashioned into a people of God.,. 330) Thus the emphasis of the vision is 

not on a 'word in a book' as implying an eternally fixed body of revelation. 

al truths but is rather akin to prophetic symbolism - the act of digesting 

the word initiates the process of prophetic enduement and empowerment as 

Yahweh's emissary*331) 

The core of Ezek. 815 - 9: 11 in all probability also belongs to the 

account of the Judaean call* In contrast to the 'realistic' atmosphere of 

chs. 4-7,, 12: 1-79 etc*, (which marks these pass! iges out as direct sermon 

material)$ the care material of chs. 8-10 (see n-334 ) exhibits a visionary 

qualityq 
332) That the four scenes depicted in ch. 8 do not describe 

Ezekiel's actual real-life experiences seems evident from the complete 

absence of human dialogue - one would not expect a prophet of such intensity 

as Ezekiel to witness in silence the perpetration of such abominations 

within the temple of Yahwehl if this were in fact an actual physical on- 

o ountere 

Accepting that the origin of the passage is in vision and reflection- 

330) 17,, Eichrodt, Theology of the O. T., 
_119 P. 73. 

331) For the thallucination' of taste; of. G. Widengren, Literary and 
i? sychologicalAspects of the Hebrew Pro-ohets, p, 29ff., See also 
Y,, '. Eichrodtp Hesekiel I. p, 13; and W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel Is P. 78, 

332) Similarly in Ezek., 111i-13j which most modern scholars agree to be a 
later insertion in its present context, though probably genuine 
Ezekielian material: ' (G*A, Cookes opo cit.,, ppo 12l; J,, Battersby 
Harford, OP. cit-# P- 56; W. Eichrodt, Hesekiel Is 53). There is a 
peculiar indirectness in Ezek. il: l-i3 9- At v. 5 the Spirit gives 
instructions as to what the prophet is to say# but only at v, 13 does 
it become clear that he is actually delivering the message : and even 
heres there is alack of dialogue which lends a dream-like quality 
to the whole. 
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upon-visions W. Zimmerli suggests that these four episodes may not in fact 

have been contemporaneous but together may comprise a composite picture of 

Jerusalem's persistent sinfulness, (Ezechiel Is pp. 90*0 224). 

The visionary quality of Ez., 9*9 and 10: 2a, c. 7b, is obvious. 'We should 

probably not be wrong., thereforej,, in ass=ing a rather close link between 

this core of Ez. 8- 10 and the call-vision of 2: 3 - 3: 9- Indeed it is 

likely that chs. 8* - 10* and 2: 3 - 3: 9 together preserve the prophet's 

account of his call to his Judaean ministry. 
333) 

ii. The Babylonian call : Ezeko 1: 4 - 28b. 334) 

Ezekiel in Babylon had no doubt been wrestling and agonising with the 

33"A)Assuming that 8: 1-3s which sets the vision in Babylon, is a literary 
link composed on the model of 40ti-2. 

334). Ezek. 1: 4-28b is parallelled in considerable detail in the second block 
mentioned above, viza Ezek. 8: 1-4.1011-220 11: 22-24. (There are also 
brief references in Ezek. 43: 1-5 and Ezek- 44: 4 the derivative status 
of these latter, seems clear from Ezek, 430P 1111RI '1VX 
'119"i-lix J=5 111"11 Nnn (following the BHK3 text). The point 
in Ezek. 9-10 is not that Yahweh come to judgment, but that He whose 
dwelling was in the sanctuary from of olds withdrew in wrath. ) 

On the question as to whether Ezeko I or Ezek. 8f. is the more original$ 
Eichrodt (Der Prophet Hesekiel Is P. 50ff.; Theolog-v of the Old 
Testament 119 ps 194) has shown convincingly that both passages as they 
now stand are the product of a complicated literary and theological 
proceass in the course of which each has so influenced the other that 
it is now well-nigh impossible to reconstruct the original structures 
of the two blocks* It would seems however, that the original core of 
chs. 8- 11 described a visionary experience revealing the apostasy 
prevailing in the Jerusalem Temple (worship of Ashera, Egyptian cults, 
Tammuz and Marduk-Shamash (Ezeko 8)), and the Judgment that must certain- 
ly follow such apostasy (the linen-clad scribe sealing the righteous, 
the six heavenly slayer3 putting the remainder of Jerusalem to the 
sword, the scribe taking coals of Judgment from the temple altar and 
scattering them over the apostate city (Ezek. 9*, and 10: 2a, c, 7b)). 
This strand therefore belongs to the Judaean-call complex, (see p. 194 
above). The strand describing the cherubim and the glory of Yahweh 
gradually withdrawing from the de-consecrated temples represents a 
subsequent theologising trend (whether from the hand of Rzekiel or/... 
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problems posed by the despoliation of the sanctuary which was the earthly 

dwelling-place of the divine Name, and the imminent destruction335) of 

sanotuaryt cityO and nation$ Did the destruction of His earthly seat mean 

that God's purpose of election was nullified, or His power overthrown? 

rdhile in this state of parplaxityl Ezekiel witnessed a dramatic electric 

storms which assumed for him theophanic proportions as he watched, W*Zimmer- 

lis Ezaphiel Is p. '50# considers it more likely that the storm was itself 

part of the visionary experience* In either oase, the language in which the 

theophany-description is clothed clearly derive3 from Israel's theophany 

tradition; - 

a) The cloud ( 137 ) and fire ( VX ) relate directly to the Sinai 

theophany tradition; and we have seen that the coals ( #)ýMl 

WX ) and torches ( TT *1 D5) are early elaborations of 

the same theme. The wind ( MI - v- 4) which seems to have had 

Continuation of note 334) - 
*.. /a later disciple need not concern us here)$ material for which was 
drawn from Ezekiel 1. Conversely., however, the section about the 
wheals which accompany the cherubim,, seems to have originated in the 
additions to chapter 10. whence it was transferred to ch. 1: 15-219 
(W. Eichrodt, Der Prophet Hesekiel 119 P- 33*s and Ip p. 7). 
W. Zimmerli,, Szechiel I, pp. 28f. 10 202f., agrees tb7at Ez. 1115-21 is 
3econdarys but regards Ez* 10: 9-12,16-17 as evan later, and 
dependent on 1: 15-21. He also regards 1: 7-11a, 13ap . 23-25p 27a 
as expansions by the Zzekielian school, (op. cit., pp. 25f. 8 27# 
30- 33f-) 

335) Assuming that the clate in 1: 2 refers to the second or Babylonian 

oall-experience, and that Ezekiel went into exile. in 597. Others 

would refer 1: 2 to the first or Judaean oall-experience; and this 

would accord with the view that all the material in Ezek- 4-24 
belongs to the Judaean ministry. In view of the reworking that has 

obviously taken place, however, it seems unwise to insist on this - 
It seems preferable to assume that ohs. 4-24 represent a fusion of 
materials delivered in Judaea and Babylon. 
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such a formative influence on Ezekiel's thought (of, 'the spirit 

caught me up' etc, ) evokes memories of Elijah's experience on 

Horeb. 

b) The vision of 'the likeness of the glory of the Lord' enthroned 
336) 

above the cherubim, derives no doubt on the one hand from the 

oultie theophany tradition, with which, as a priest, Ezekiel would 

be intimately acquainted; and on the other hand from the literary- 

theophanic tradition whose rise and development we have referred to 

in connection with I Kings 22 and Isaiah 6.337) (In contrast to 

these two pa33agesp however# we may note here the more elaborated 

description of the appearance of the Presence of Yahweh: "No doubt 

in Hebrew religion God was thought of as wearing a human form, 

supernaturally glorified"338) - and here we meet the most concrete 

description of that form which occurs in the literature of Early 

Israel. Yet even here, a certain reticence is to be noted. )339) 

336) See notes on the cherubim and seraphim, P-180 * Here in Ezekiel the 
cherubim seem less intimately involved in the purposes of Yahweh than 
is the case with the seraphim in Isaiah 6. They are symbols of Yahweh's 
cosmic powers rather than conscious participants in His judging and 
saving activity* GoA. Cooke, The Book of Ezekiel, p, 112, has a special 
note on the cherubim. 

337) See here W*Zi=erli# Ezechiel Is pp. 18ff-j, PP- 35ff-s P- 50f- 
In I Kings 22,, and Is. 6. ther; is a further common element, viz6 the 
messenger to whom Yahweh entrusts His doom-dealing word. In the 
present state of the text of Ezek. 1. this note is present too, But 
we have reason to believe that initially Ezek. i was not predominantly 
a call to a ministry of judgment and doom$ but that the whole vision 
was suffused with hope and reassurance. 

338) G. A*Cookes The Book of Yzekiel, O p. 21. 

339) It is reticence that lies behind the use of 'like's 'as it were', eto. 
Eichrodt) Theology of the O. T. 9 p. 423, suggests that the glory was not 
seen directly, but reflected in a sheet of electrum (of. the fear of 
beholding God# a motif common in the theophany tradition). 
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c) The fact that the throne is of sapphire, standing on the firmament 

of heaven stresses the world-sovereignty of Yahweh, and so answers 

the doubts with which Ezekiel had been struggling. The four 

cherubim together probably symbolise the totality of animate 

existence 
340) 

as subservient to Yahweh's purpose. And it seems 

likely that the theophany's appearing from the North relates to the 

concept of Yahweh's 'mountain in the far North*341) whence he had 

descended to Zion, and where He re-established His home after the 

desacralisation of Zion. 

'We may conclude then that the vision stresses Yahweh's world-sovereigntyp 

with its twin corollaries of warning and hopet - 

warning that Yahweh is not bound to Israel and Ziont to the point 

where their eleotion compromises His holiness, but that He is free to 

Judge and rejeot His ohosen people; 

hope, in that Yahweh's power is not diminiahed nor His purpose 

frustrated by the fall of Ziono 342) 
And the fact that He appears in 

order to re-commiSsiOn His prophet for a continuing ministry among the 

tgood figs' of the exile, means that Israel is not ultimately 

340) Cf. W. Eichrodtq Der Prophet Hesekiels Is p, 8: The four cherubim 
symbolise'the four corners of the ; 7okd. Similarly IV. /Zimmerli, 
Ezechiel, It p. 53- 

341) So, W, Zimmerlis Ezechielt-ig P- 51f- Con. GACooke, The Book of 
Ezekiel$ "It is questionable whether the North has any special 
significance", g pe 10. 

3") "For the priest who has had, to live through the destruction of the 
temple# the transcendence of God is an anchor for his faiths" 
W, Eichrodt, Theolomr of the O*T., II$ p. 194* 
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rejeoted. 

(Supremely, the note of hope is struok in Ezek. 4311-5. Here the 

divine withdrawal from the deoonsecrated sanctuary is reversedo and the 

temple becomes once more the dwelling place of the k; bSd -- &3 113,11 

PV311 1*1111V-113n * The language here recalls the consecration of the 

Solomonio temple# as recorded in I Kings 8: 10-11; and that the reminiscence 

is intentional is confirmed by the way in which Ezek, 43: 6-9 echoes the 

Deuteronomic terminology$ of the temple as the dwelling-place of the Name. ) 

B. Ezekiel's Visions of the Imparter of Revelations. 

The Imparter of Revelation whom Ezekiel saw in Jerusalem. 

The Guide in Szek. 8: 5 - 9: 111, who conducts Ezekiel through the Jerusalm 

Temple is none other than Yahweh Himself (8: 17-16,9: 8-1o): the subsequent 

editor who inserted 8: 1-2 stresses this by adding a description of the Guide 

drawn from the description of the 1910rY of Yahweh' in i: 26b-27. In the 

company of this Heavenly Being, the prophet conceives of himself as being 

filled and possessed by III'Ij*1 j, and under his control, 
344) 

as are the 

cherubim in ItI20 etoo What is designated nl'11'7 here is the numinous 

wind-breath of Yahweh, as distinct from the more 'angelic' conception of 

nrism in I Kings 22. On the other hand, the heavenly priest-scribe 

and the six destroyers (9t2,3b-7* il) represent a development in the 

343) The imagery is converted to a different use in ohs. 9- il. 

3") 'The hand of the Lord was upon me'l andl 'The Spirit lifted me up'. 
are probably to be taken as equivalent expressions; of. W. Zimmerli, 
Hzechiel Ill p. 49; Hzechiel II, p, 1264* 
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opposite direction i in contrast with the 11111, jxý13 of the 

patriarohal-type theophanies (virtually identical with Yahweh), and the 

intermediate figures such as 'the spirit' (I Kings 22)p seraphim (Isaiah 6), 

and cherubim (Ezeko 1)# the scribe and destroyers are clearly distinct from 

the being of Yahweh. Their unambiguously subordinate role is stressed by 

their humanj servant appearances 

ii. The Imparter of Revelation whom Ezekiel saw in Babylon, 

'The man like bronze' (Ez- 4013) who acts as Ezekiel's guide through- 

out the vision of the future temp, 0345) (Ez- 40: 4ff, o 17j 20j 28, eto.,, 

41: 1o 3# 42: 10 43: 10 44: 10 46: 19f. j 47ti) shows a subordination to the being 

of Yahweh similar to that of the servant-being3 described in ch. iOt 

345) It is presumably in context of the vision of the future temple that 
the Ilevitationall experiences recorded in Ezekiel 40: 1-2 and 8: 1-3 
have their origin : we have already noted (note 333) that Ezek. 80-3 
is probably a secondary literary link,, modelled on Ezek. 40: 1-2, 

On the phenomenons G. wiaengren (Litera and Panhological Aspects of 
the Hebrew Prophets, pp. 94-120) remarks: - "In his description it 
is quite obvious that Ezekiel feels that he is elevated in the air and 
carried ... away to Jerusalem. But it is surely a real crux that he 
claims it to have happened in the 'Visions of God' ( 131), Oft J119113: 1 
&** It is a difficulty for the very reason that Ezekiel would in this 
way seem to leave It in suspense as to whether he was really trans- 
ported to Jerusalem" (ioe. In Ezek. 8: 1-3). "or whether he had only a 
vision in which it seemed to him as if he were removed there. Anyhow 
the expressions 'lifted me up between the heaven and the earth' 
clearly speaks of the phenomenon of levitation. " (oR. citot P. 105f*) 
"Now when the phenomena of levitation are felt extremely strong# the 
prophet or seer must have had the feeling that he was not experieno- 
ing a vision where he imagined himself to be carried away, but that 
he was subjected to a real transportation, " (op. cit., p. 110). The 
appositeness of Widengren's remarks is borne out by a comparison of 
Ezek. 40: 1-2 and Ezeke 8tl-3; for it is plain that the original 
(Ez. 40) is much more restrained in its description of the phenomena 
than is the copy (Es. 8)* 
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For the most part he observes the silence appropriate to his servant status. 

Yet at the same time his 'bronze-like' appearance would underline the 

closeness of his relationship to Yahweh (of, the 'bronze-like' appearance 

of the glory of Yahweh at 1: 27); and by implication it is stressed that the 

disclosures he makes, emanate from Yahweh Himself, On two occasional howeveq 

the hitherto silent guide suddenly gains added statures and speaks out the 

word with the full authority of Yahweh (43: 18ff,, 47t8ffq)o This is 

presumably due to the expansion process to which the book has been subjeeki) 

Similarly with the blocks of legislative material, 44: 4 - 46118 and 47H3 - 

4805P which are set forth as the direct speech of Yahwehe (It is note- 

worthy here that this legal material is deliberately set within a context 

of theophanyg for the vision of the 'glary' in 44: 4 is obviously inserted 

expressly for the purpose of introducing the following legal provisions. 
31+7) 

SUMMARY : 

The following general points present themselves, in the light of the 

above survey: - 

J, The book of Ezekiel in its final form demonstrates the growing tendency 

for the theophany to settle into literary form. Engnell's remark 

(quoted P-183 ) that "it is a question of 'both (literary form) and 

(genuine vision)', not 'either ... or",, is somewhat less appropriate to 

Ezekiels at least in the later strata of the book. 'than it was to 

Isaiah 6. The stark actuality of the direct numinous encounter, tends 

346) See W. Zimmerlip Hzeohiel 119 p. 1100p p. 1211. 
347) See further the chapter on 'Theophany and Torah', pp-/+Ilf. 
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to soften into the metaphorical and the figurative. G. Widengren notes 

that the detailedp dream-like account in Ezekiel I is of the type that 

requires written form in order to achieve clarity# and to avoid 

diasolving into obscurity. 
34S) 

2. The moralising and theologising process (the begIL-Mings of which we not- 

ed in Is. 6) whereby the intuitive fear evol; ed by theophany becomes a 

specific consciousness of sinfulness, is maintained in Ezekiel - Ezo I 

with its note of warning that God is world sovereign, and therefore not 

bound to His elect people in such a way as would obviate the necessity 

for moral response on their part to His covenant; cf. Ez. 109 with its 

description of the phased withdrawal of Yahweh's glory from the morally 

and spiritually polluted sanctuary. 

The legislative material in chs. 40-48 is set firmly within a theophanio 

context: both the wider context of the whole book, and the more 

immediate context of the final section. In this, the material is 

reminiscent of the Book of the Covenant which is deliberately set within 

the theophanic context of Ex. 19 - 24, (see p. 47 ); and as we shall 

see in 'Theophany and Tgr; hl, the same pattern is evinced by the 

Deuteronomio Code within the setting of the book of Deuteronomys (see 

Pp -4060 * 

The universalist picture of Yahweh, enthroned upon the world-firmament, 

348) See Awther the chapter on Theophany and Tgr; hp P086, on the Ezekelian 
concept of týr3h, as elaborating the details of cultic regulations 
(and hence demanding written form). 
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and attended by creatures symbolic of the totality of animate exiatenceg 

is not completely new; for similar ideas were probably expressed in the 

Chaos-Creation liturgy in the context of the New Year festival, But 

when these universalist concepts expressed in Ezek. i were given a 

futuristic bent by being related to the vision of the temple of the 

futureg the ground was thereby prepared for the emergence of apocalypt- 

iol, with the attendant polarization of the theophanic and the legLslat- 

ional aspects of revelation. 

8UMMARY, 

Thus we have surveyed the development of the theophany tradition in 

Early Israel; we have considered its focus in the Sinai traditiont its 

extension back into the patriarchal traditions,, and forward into the period 

of the judges and of the monarchy. We have seen the importance of 

theophany in the cultic traditions of Israel and Judah, and in the experience 

and message of the prophets. 

As we shall seep Deuteronomy also has a firm place within this theophany 

tradition. But the concept of theophany in Deuteronomy is inextricably 

bound UP with the concepts of covenant and of t; r; h. We shall therefore 

postpone discussion of this topic till the conclusion of the chapter on 

'Theophany and T3r; hIq PP-404ff. 

I 



CHAPTER TWO 
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CHAPTERTW0 

THROPHANY AND COVENANT. 

One fact that emerges with sufficient clarity from the survey of the 

Israelite theophany tradition in the previous chapter, is that of the close 

connection obtaining between theophany and sanctuary. It is now our task 

to examine the Israelite concept of Oovenant; which may be said to have 

provided the cultic and institutional framework for the theophany 

tradition. 

The origins of the jl') '1: 1 -conce2t. 

Recent scholarship generally acknowledges the impossibility of reaching 

a firm conclusion as to the etymology of the word IIJ11: 1 0 
1) But if the 

1) The etymologY Of Jl"*,:, For full discussions as to the various 
suggestionsp see 

E. Nielsenj ShecheM, pp. i10 - il8l 
G. Ustbornp Yowr-'aw -in the Old Testamentv P, 44p note 4; 
J, Pederseng Der Bid bei den Semiten, p. 44j p. 45, note 1. 

Nielson prefers the suggestion of Noth, "O. T. covenant making in the 
light of a text from Mari", The Laws in the Pentateuch and Other 
Essa. v. s 

', 
that 31112 stems from a borrowed - Accadian preposition-(ina 

bl: ri: t) meaning 'betwaen'. Pedersen favours a derivation from 
of. 1 Sam. 17: 8 --VX t297 112 a toovenant with a man to 
become your representativalt (But others cowider the hapaxlegomenon 
112 to be a oorruption from 1112 ) Pedersen conceaes: - 
"Absolut sicheres lUsst sich kaum sagen. Nur soviel kann man bemerken, 
dass die beiden Bedeutungen 'essen' und 'festsetzen' dem Begriff des 
Bundes nahestehen ... Aber das heiast natÜrlich nicht, dass dasWort 
erst das Essen, danach den Bund bezeichnet habe. " 
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linguistic origins of the term are obscure, study of the biblical and 

extra-biblioal material relating to covenant has led to a general consensus 

as to the root significance of the concepti - ie. * the unification of two 

spheres of life 2) 
formerly independent, with a resultant total or partia, 

3) 

sharing of resources and obligations between the parties. Both the size of 

the uniting spheresq in themselves and relative to each otherg and the 

apportionment of obligation and privilege# may vary according to the concrete 

circumstances in each case* Thus four main types of covenant appear 
4) 

both in the biblical and the extra-biblical materials - 

Parity between-the. 
-Partners 

: 

Gen. 21t27P 32; Gen. 26: 28; 5) Gen. 31: 44; 1 Sam. 23: 181 1 Kings 

5: 26(12); 1 Kings 15: 191 
6) 

Obadiah V. 7; Is- 33: 8. 

2) 3. Peclersen, 9 Der Eia bei den Semiten, p. 47, "Wenn Leute einen Bund 
schliessen» werden ihre Sphgren vereinigt. " 
B. Gerstenbergerg Wesen und Herkunft des "apodiktißchen Rechte"p Pe 1089 
*Der Bund «, o eine enge Gemeinschaft» eine lfiktive Blutsverwandt- 
schaftl stiftet, die gegenseitige Verpflichtung and gegenseitige Rechte 
einschliesst. " 

3) Cf. J. Peder3enl, Bid,, p. 28t The Arab hilf as a covenant concluded for 
a lizited object. 

4) In the following referencest we confine ourselves to examples of man- 
man covenants in the O. T. literature$ as a means of laying a foundation 
for an understanding of the concept of God-man covenant. 

5) There is a numinous quality of 'blessing' residing in Isaac, the 
potentialities of whichs both for good and ill, are enormous. Yet on 
the other hand, Isaac is a stranger in a strange land and therefore 
needs protection. Basically# therefore, this is a treaty of mutual 
advantage. (It is the religious orientation of the narrative which 
makes the granting of the covenant a gracious act on Isaac's part. ) 

6) Reading with J. Gray, I and II Kings, t P. 319: 
1137nl 

i3in 11i, 1: 1 
1 J)3X 1121 Inx 1131 "There is a covenant be ween me and thee, and 

between my father and thy father. " 
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B. The weaker 2ar 

himself to unde: 

Josh. 9: 1-15a; 

Is. 28: 159 189- 

Hos, 12: 2 shows 

7 seeks the protection of the-stronger, and pledges 

rtake such obligations as the stronger may imposet 

I Sam. li: i-3; 2 Sam, 50; 1 Kings 20: 341 7) 

(Hosea 7211 : the word 11"13 does not occur, but 

that it is implied*) 

C. The stronger party offers his-protection to the weaker', with or with- 

out conditions : 

I Sam, 18: 1-4; 1 Sam, 20: 8 (no conditions attached); 

2 Sam- 3: 12 (There are hidden conditions here. Abner confronts David 

as a self-styled king-maker, with the unspoken demand that when the 

kingdom is established, Abner will be accorded fitting status. ) 

D. The covenant between two parties is established by mediation of a 

third 2arty : 

There are no strict parallels to this usage among the #secularl 

covenants recorded in the Old Testament, though 2 Sam- 3: 21; 5: 3 

offer a close approximation. M. Noth 
8) 

draws attention to the type, in 

his discussion of Mari text 11/37, and suggests 2 Kings 1107 and 

2 Kings 23: 3 
'as 

Biblical parallels. jj. wwolff,, 9) however# disallows 

Noth's parallels# and suggests instead Hos. 2: 20(18); Zzek. 34: 25; 

(Gen. 9ti-17)* 

7) 1 Kings 20: 34 Reading JIV61: 1: 1 

8) M. Noth, "O. T. covenant making in the light of a text from Mari", The 
Laws in the Pentateuch and Other Essayst pp. 109 - W. 

H. 7l. Wolffv V. T. 6,1956, pp. 13 - 20. 
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It will be seen that the demarcations of these four groupings are 

flexible. Within grotip At there are variations in the strictness with 

which the word 'parity' is to be interpreted; and in other cases, several 

different 'types' successively emerge in the description of a single 

covenant relationship. See for example the covenant between David and 

Jonathan: - 

i Sam- 18: 3 - W=) 1119 IMINN3 11"'13 'Till Ilial. -II) n-l: )il 

I Sam. 20: 8 j? 23V JIV-11N 1193ol i'llil') 11"13: 1 '.: ) ITV-5Y 'TOtl Jl')U771 

I Sam. 23: 18 'IDý 11"'1: 1 OWN7 UIDI 

The sense of i Sam. 18: 3 would lead us to expect some such expression 

as 11-75 9ee 11"ID"I , indioating Jonathan's dominant status 
10) 

1 

1 Sam. 20: 8s which recalls this initial act of covenant-making, clearly 

attributes the initiative to Jonathan's act of *70tl . The change of 

terminology at I Sam. 23: 18 is deliberate, as emphasising the change in 

relative Status of the two men* For David is now manifest as crown-prince 

designates and in the coming kingdom Jonathan is to be subordinate to him. 

This flexibility in usage,, thens should warn us against attempting to 

deduce too firm a chronological pattern of development from the use of the 

various prepo3itionss 
11) 

or from the succession of the various Itypes' of 

10) That 3UCh a phrase does not in faot oocur,, is perhaps due to the 
retioenoe of the pro-Davidio narrator. 

ii) So J. Padersen, Eidl p. 47; Con 

J. Be, griohg "Berit t ein Beitrag zur Erfassung einer alttestamentli- 
chen Denktorm"» Z. A. W.. 60,1944, pp. 1- 11. 
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The references to the covenant between Abner and David illustrate the 

same flexibility$ - 

*)*7*) #, a, 2 Sam. 3: 12 : III ,,, X ljll,,:, 

142K : 10'. 15 Inv. 

2 Sam- 3113 5XV 'DU '111K '1: 1'7 IN Jl')I: l 111M rl-InK 'IN 310 

ox ID 

2 Sam- 3: 21 : ll*"I: l IIIN Jýnol 131X-ýX t'lS: 112KI 

1-11 xn-41vx ý: n jl: ftl 
. 

In 2 Sam- 3112 Abner# conscious that he is the stronger partyj offers 

to accept David into an allianoe-relationship in which he undertakes to 

establish Davidta claim to the kingship, whilst David would undertake to 

accept the hidden condition referred to above. V. 13 however, shows David 

asserting that the initiative in the covenant lies rightly with himself 

(cf. the stipulation backed up by the strong 'you shall not see my face 

unless 
W 

@**') 2 Sam- 3: 21 shows Abner virtually as oovenant-mediator# in 

the preparations if not in the actual rites of solemniaation. It is not 

12) HA, Hertzberg, I and II Samuel, p. 92: - "The berit is a solemn 
agreement between two partners, but it is not in the first place made 
by parties of equal standing; it is a matter of the terms of a 
settlement being dictated by the stronger party ... A second element 
is however$ also important. The stronger party puts himself under an 
obligation as well, thereby providing the weaker party with a sacred 
sphere of rights, " 

13) 2 Sam. ý: V: - H. W*Hertzberg ingeniously emead3 the text, -MXý 
1311111 N'21*1 r'IX-')n5 # This would sharpen but not alter the meaning 
of the passage. 

14) Here too (of. 10 above) we should perbaps allow for the retioence of 
the pro-Davidic narrator. 
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necessary to assume that these various covenant-'types's successively 

emerging to prominences inclicate successive literary strata; rather they 

witness to the breaath and flexibility of the covenant conception. 

General observations on the 'secular' covenants, 

in the O*T. literature. 

There is a close 

Gen. 21: 22-32 16) 

of. Ezek. 17: 13m 

show that the co, 

r-elationshi]2 between IcovenanV and loathl15): 

Y: Iv Gen. 26: 28 (soft Gen. 26131 ( IY: IWI 

18 ( )* J*Pedersen V) 
Cites Arabio parallels to 

venant is substantially a form of oath; so that he 

who breaks the oath is henceforth without the circle of the pact- 

relationship (lahd) and consequently in the realm of curse and deathe 

Cf. the later development of the covenant curse in the Deuteronomio- 

Deuteronomistic literature$ Dtn. 26: 28,30# The obverse of this iS of 

course the concept of blessing : Gen. 21tM-23a tells how a covenant 

is sought with the patriarch, precisely because he is one in whom 

blessing inheres, i. e. a resource which can then be shared by all who 

belong with him in the communion of the covenant.. 

15) D. J. McCarthys Treaty and Covenant, p, 169, comments on the treaty-form 
in the Ancient Near Eastern materials: - "The very designation of the 
treaty" (riksu u m; mltu) "implies an obligation assumed under oath*" (McCarthy goes on however,, - unnecessarily - to distinguish "treaty" 
and "covenant" at this point. ) 

16) The passage is of course already theologised. The implied status of 
Abraham as a g; rs and the 'buying' of the well as a future possession, 
emphasise both the faith of Abraham,, and the divine initiative in the 
gift of the land. 

17) J. Pedersenp Bids p, 49. 
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2. Blessing and curse wersoriginally conceived as independent forces; 

but in the Old Testament examples, the concept has invariably been 

adapted to Yahwism by means of the theophany motif. In Gen- 31: 48-9,, 

the stone was originally the repository of the curse, and thus guardian 

of the covenant-oath and punisher of the transgressor; but subsequently 

Yahweh Himself has become the witneS3 of the oath. 

3. The primitive concept of covenant or oath seems to be intensely 

personalistic : It is concerned with the establishment of C315V 

in the sense of unity based on integrity (Gen. 26: 31; 1 Kings 5: 26(12)) 

and brotherhood (Gen. 26: 31; 1 Kings 20: 32-33; Gen- 31: 46,54 18) 

The rites by which peace and brotherhood are inaugurated are also 

intensely personalistic - partaking together in a common meal (Gen. 26: 

30; Gen- 31: 46,54 19) 
; Josh. 9: 12,14 

20) ), exchange 6f clothing 
21) 

18) Jacob's 'kinsmen' in these verses are probably Laban and his household. 

19) Vv. 46-50, vv. 51-54,, are presumably parallel accounts of one covenant 
meal. So G. V. Rad, Genesiss P- 307. 

20) V. 12 seems to imply that the food was proffered by the party seeking 
to be taken into covenant* Acceptance of what is proffered means 
ratification of the covenant, and willingness to undertake its 
obligations. 

21) J. Pederseng Bid# p. 24, notes that a man's personality is believed 
to inhere in his clothing., Cf. H. T. Hertzberg, I and II Samuel, p. 155P 
"Exchange of clothing is a recognition of the alter ego in the 
covenant of friendship* - giving away one's clothing is equivalent 
to giving away one38lf,, Cf. also the Ras Shamra text referred to in 
note 48. 
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22) (1 Kings 15: 19; 
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Gen. 21: 30), handshake (Ezekiel 17: 18). In effect covenant creates a 

bond of kinship, a 'blood-brotherhood'. 

Sacrifice or sacrifioial ritual played an important part in primitive 

covenantal thought and practice. Assuming that the primitive 

sacrifice was regarded as a means of communion between worshipper and 

deityt the connection of sacrifice with covenant implies that the 

lesser party, who is taken by covenant into the sphere of the greater,, 

is thereby brought into communion also with the tutelary deity of the 

host-party. This concept is important, for we are probably justified 

in seeing here the primitive root to which the idea of a God-man 

covenant relationship is ultimately traceable, 

y To what extent was a__stipulation! kr element essential to the primitive 

covenant concept? From the biblical examPle3 under review, it would 

seum that the atipulationary element was secondary and comparatively 

unimportant. The primary theme is 'reception into the family'. 

'unification of spheres'; so that the obligation undertaken is a 

general one - loyalty ( '7011 - Dtn- 7: 9.1 Sam. 20: 15; IMN 

- Isaiah 38: 3,, 18,19; o131139 - Pa. 89: 34)v mutual defence and 

respect (Gen. 26: 28f.; Amos 1: 9),, kindness (I Sam. 20: 8)0 preservation 

of life (Josh. 9: 15) and of peace ýOb. v- 7). These provisions are 

22) On the ancient significance of a gift, see Pedersen, Eid, p. 49: - "Endlich finden wir die Gabe .. gebraucht, nimlich zur Vereinigung der 
beiden Parteien dadurch, dass etwas von der Sph*a*re des einen in die 
des anderen ü*bergeht. " 
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scarcely describable in terms of specific stipulations. As we saw 

above,, lexternal13ing' and Ilegalising' tendencies set ing in the 

course Of time I the 'gift'# which symbolised self-giving and fusion of 

personalityp becomes a legally-fixed exaction or tribute 23)0 
a price 

(Gen. 21: 27,32), a fee (I Kings 15: 19). a barter (I Kings 5t24-26 24) 

(EW. 5: 10-12). But in the primitive roots of the covenant concept, 

it is clear that the personalistic predominates over the stipulationary 

aspects: - cf. I Sam. 18: 1-4,, 1 Same 20: 8.2 Sam- 5: 3 25) 
0 

It would thus seem that in seeking to elucidate the begin-Lings of coven- 

23) Cf. I Kings 20: 34. Here 'giftl has definitely become 'tribute' -a 
clear example of a 'stipulation' incorporated into covenant-making. 
Similarly 2 Sam. 3: 13. Both these texts., however,, establish a pre- 
condition, to be fulfilled befort the covenant comes into being; where- 
as stipulations in the strict sense set out duties that recur within 
the covenant sphere, and the non-fulfilment of these at any time 
effectively ends the covenant-relationship previously established. 

Cf. also 1 Sam. 1111-3- Here too the stipulations laid down are pre- 
conditions of covenant-solemnisation, not covenant stipulations as 
such. More radically, it may plausibly be argued that these prelimin- 
ary stipulations run counter to the essential purpose and significance 
of 'covenant's Le. the preservation of well-beings and hence in fact 
amount to a cynical rejection of the request to be taken into covenant- 
relationship. 

24) 1 Kings 5: 24-26 (10-12) is rather in a class by itself. It describes a 
trade treatys presumably involving stipulations from both sides. But 
even hereo the stipulations are secondary to the already-existent 
friendship, on the basis of which the trade pact becomes possible. 
The passage is in any case late; cf. M. Noth, tfberlieferungsgeschicht- 
liche-'ýtudienj p. 68, concludes that the whole of I Kings 5 is 
undoubtedly douteronomi3tio, and is based on deductions from 2 Sam. 
5; il and from records of Solomon's building enterprises (I Kings 9: 27; 
1 Kings 10: 11,, 22). 

1 
25) 2 Sam. 5: 3 : David takes a pledge of the elders' loyalty to himself; 

for what is envisaged in the text is not a united political state but 
a personal uniOns based on common commitment to David as king. 
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ant thought in Israel by use of analogy from extra-biblical materials, we 

should think in terms of pre-Tsraells sharing in the more personalistic, 

dynamic forms of covenant rooted in the nomadic or semi-nomadic sphere, 

rather than in terms of conscious dependence upon the patterns of the more 

formals sophisticated state-treaties of the Accadian3 and Hittites. 26) We 

shoulds however$ note a factor which complicates comparative study in this 

area; ie. that the O. To examples concentrate on describing the circum- 

stances of covenant-making rather than an actual formal covenant contents and 

that this emphasis may in fact be rather one-sided (e, g, i Kings 5: 12 and 

Hos, 12: 2 imply a covenant document with a specific content). The relevant 

Ancient Near Eastern texts# on the other hands provide us only with the 

documentas and tell little or nothing about the circumstances and accompany- 

ing rites of the covenant-making. 

The religious element in the primitive covenant concept. 

It Is sufficiently clear from the examples we have examined so fart that 

religious ideas in fact permeate all concepts of covenant. At a vez7 early 

stage the cursep which was originally conceived as operating 'an sich's is 

connected with the notion of divine retribution against the oath-breaker, 

The covenant is made lbefore'God'. and gains in power and efficacy from its 

being solemnised in a holy place, (i. e., a place with a numInOU3-theophanio 

history). Alsot the solemaising of covenant in sacrifice means that the 

two parties which are made one in the new sphere of the covenaat, are broujftt 

into communion with the tutelary deity of the now whole. 
27) 

It is therefore 

26) See further below, pp. 2339 300# 312s 314f- 

27) See H. -J. Krauss Worship in Israel, p. 118. 
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likely that the concept of a God-man covenant relationship occurred at a 

very early stage. 
28) 

The oovenant with the patriarchs. 

The first specific reference to covenant in the patriarchal narratives 

is in Genesis 15- (It should be noted$ howevers that the idea of covenant 

lies close beneath the surface in Gen. 12: 1-8, - 13: 1-4; 13,14-18 29) 
* Theae 

passages recount the divine invitation to Abraham to enter into a specific 

relationshipp and give an account of the blessings that are thereby to 

accrue. Abraham's acceptance of this divine offer is seen in his obedient 

setting out, and in his offering sacrifice to Yahweh, Gen. 12: 8; 13: 49 M) 

28) A possible Sumerian example of a God-man treaty is cited by D#J. Mc- 
Carthyp Treaty and Covenant., p. 171- "Urukagina made this covenant witK 
Ningirsu", whereby "the powerful" were restrained from "oppre831ng 
the orphan and the widow". Similarly, S. N. Kramer, From the Tablets of 
Sumer, 1956s p. 45f, The translations however, is Goertain: - "It 
may be that the text is to be interpreted in the sense that the god 
aided in or agreed to the reformed order"s (McCarthy, op. cit. t pe 17)- 

The Handbuch der Altarabischen Altertumakunde, Band 1. (herausgageban 
von D, Nielsen)o pp* ligs 236; also cites Sabaean inscriptions Glaser 
4840*- "... he establisEed the whole community (united) by a god and 
a patron, and by a pact and a (secret) trea(ty). " But of. A. N. H. T. # 
J. B. Pritchard, P- 506t- "This formula ... does not prove that the 
organisation of the Sabaean community was a theocracy. " 

Martin Buberp Kingship of God, p. 90, also cites the same examples. 

If these examples are not conclusive evidence that the deity was 
conceived a3 a covenant-partners they at least attest the deity's 
intimate involvement as the guardian-preserver of the covenant bond; 
and so help to priepare the climate of thought in which the specifically 
God-man covenant concept could emerge. 

29) The material in these verses may have been formulated at a later stage 
than the tradition recorded in Gen. 15: 1-6, but they no doubt 
accurately reflect the same basic ancient tradition, viz, the divine 
choice of the fathers. - See W. Zimmerli, "Promise and Adfilment". 
Essays on Me Interpretation, ed. C. Westermann, pp, 89ff. 
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30) have questioned the antiquity of the Gen. 15 

traditions and of the concept of patriarchal covenant in general on the 

groUna3 that 
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a) the word 11111: 1 (v. 18) occurs elsewhere exclusively in passages 

of Die. -distio. composition or editing3l); and 

b) that the passage Gen. 15: 7-20 as a whole bears the marks of heavy 

editing and adaptation 
32) to the old Sinai tradition (see above, 

pp. 44P 95 

Against thisq two observations are relevant: - 

j, M. Noth 33) has shown that, the rite involving the slaughtering and halv- 

ing of animals is undoubtedly ancients and that the term brAt (with the 

probable meaning 'mediation') was anci-ently attached to the rite. 

Further, A. Alt has argued oonvincingly34) that this ancient rite formed 

part of the pre-settlement Israelite God of the Fathers tradition. 

2* We have suggested above that the covenant theme is clearly implicit in 

material such as Gen. 12ti-8 eto. j whatever the terminology employed. 

30) e. g. K. Galling, Die ErwXhlungstraditionen Israels, B*Z. A. W* 48 (1928). 

of, the discussion in A*Alt, "The God of the Fathers",, op. cit., 
pp. 62ff. 

31) H. (-'iu*el, Genesis# p. 167, reviews the evidence for deuteronomistic 
influencesin the passage, See notes 138 and 141 in ch. ones *The 
Theophany Tradition% 

32) G. v. Rad,, Genesiss p. 183; E. Nielsens Shechemq P- 342; W. Zimmerli, 
"Promise and Fulfilment"s Essays on O. T. Interpretation, p. 91. 

33) M. Noths "O. T. covenant making in the light of a text from Mari", The 
Laws in the Pentateuch and other Essays, pp. 109-117- 

310 A. Altp "The God of the Fathers"s Essays on-O. T. History and Religion, 
pp. 65f- 
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land' is a theme ancient and crucial to the patriarchal traditional and 

the 'promise' is intimately related to the whole covenant concept. 

Thereforej, whatever processes of redaction the material has undergone, 

there seem to be no good grounds for denying that the concept of a God-man 

covenant had already emerged in the pre-Mosaio Israelite period, 
36) 

Opinions are also divided as to the significance of the rite described 

in Gene 15* E*Nielsen37) connects the rite with the purification element 

that undoubtedly constitutes an ancient feature of the religious covenant 

concept (Gen- 35: Iffos Ex. 19: 109 15). He holds that the participants were 

Supposed to have all their impurity absorbed by the corpses of the animals, 

H. -J, Kraus38) relates the cutting of the animals' flesh to the practice of 

seeking sacrificial omens, suggesting that in some sense the ritual was a 
39), 

preparation for experiencing a theophany. For Robertson Smith , the 

35) A. Altq "The God of the Father3"S OP. cit. 9 p. 62, W. Zimmerli, 
"Promitse and Fulfilment"s opt cit,, pe 909 

36) E, Nielsen, Shechems pe 117s suggests that the Acoadian concept of 
1bTr1t' was carried Irvest by wandering tribeameng and 'took root' at the 
caravan-centre of Canaanite Shechem centuries before the incursion of 
the Israelites. But there is no reason why Abraham himself may not be 
considered part of that migration of wandering tribesmen# and therefore 
a bearer of the ancient covenant rites and terminology. The non- 
occurrence of the term 1111: 2 outside Gen. 15 does not prove it to 
be a post-settlement borrowing from the Canaanite& 

37) H. Nielsen, Sheohemp p. li4f. 

38) H. -J. Krausp worshipin Israel, p. 119. 

39) W. Robertson smiths The Religion of the Semitesp pp, 480f, 
Similarly J. Pedersent Eid, PP. 469 51- 
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laying out of the pieces of flesh means the sanctification of the area thus 

enclosed, and that the participants enter into communion within the enclos- 

ures being made one within the parts of the victim whichs though dismembered, 

still remains one, 
40) 

J. Pedersen4') prefers to think of the ceremony as an oath-taking rather 

than a covenant proper; his reason being that for him, mutuality is of the 

essence of covenant, whereas here it is Yahweh alone that is bound, 

(similarly with Jer. 34ti8). The preponderance of scholarship, howevers, 

would explain the rite in terms of provisional self-cursing (i Sam. iW; 

Jud. 19: 29)42)0 and this seems the Most probable explanation. Whichever of 

the alternatives we adopt, however, the meaning of the passage is clear in 

essence; i. e. Yahweh's promise of land and posterity is affirmed in the 

strongest possible terms - v, 18, 'To your descendants I give this land'. 

Whether or not we are prepared to call this a 'covenant' in the technical 

sense (of the type C. as described above), it is clear that the concept of 

covenant in embryo at least, is already implicit in the tradition., But ifs 

as the foregoing discussion suggests. we are dealing with the gradual 

emergence of a concept rather than with the occurrence of a sudden blinding 

insight to an individuals then the attempt to draw a sharp line between 

pre-covenant promissory oath$ and covenant proper$ appears rather academice 

4.0) of. I Cor. 10: 17 1 the loaf of which all partake remains one, and 
hence all the partakers are thereby bound into a union through the 
broad and what it connotes. 

41) J. Peder3enj Eid, p. 49. 

42) of. the AN. Es parallel cited by D. J. McCarthy,, Treaty and Covenant, 
P. 70f- 
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Pederson would presumably argue from his criterion of two-3idedness, that 

only with the Sinai event doe3 covenant in the true sense appear. But his 

criterion is rather more rigid than the evidence seems to warrant# The 

essence of the matter is that the patriarchs believed themselves to be 

under the protection and guidance of a tutelary deity who had chosen themi 

pledging himself to lead them intO Possession of a land-inheritance. The 

evidence shows that this tradition is genuinely ancient and independentp not 

simply an adumbration of the Sinai tradition but its authentic precursor. 

We have seen in our chapter on theophany that this pattern of 'the promise 

of an inheritance' is worked out through the whole JE. patriarchal tradition, 

and is con3tantly strengthened by being set in contexts of theophanys In 

this# JE. is followed by both D. and P.: - 

In the paraeneses of Deuteronomy (eege Dtn. 9: 5) the settlement is 

represented as the fulfilment of the promise made to the fathers; and 

that 'promise' is understood as 'covenant' is clear from the close relation- 

ship drawn between this 'promise' and the Sinai accounts, - "Es musste 

natU. rlich ein Grund angegeben werden» warum Jahwe als Richter iM heiligen 

Krieg fUr Israel entscheidet, obwohl sich keine Aussage der Gerechtigkeit 

Israels formulieren liesse Dieser Grund liegt in den den Patriarchen gege- 

benen Verheissungenp die sich damit als etwas den Sinaibund und auch dessen 

Bruch (mit Nichtbeobachtung des Gesetzes) Umfangendes erweinen. »43) 

And in the Priestly tradition,, the covenant concept is retrojected from 

the patriarchal period into the pre-historys (see ch. one, 'The Theophany 

43) N. Lohfink» Das Haur-teebot» p. 204. 
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TraditionIq n- 70)s so that 'Sinai' is no longer the covenant par excellence 

but becomes a mere confirmation of the C*17 w-In established 

with Adam and Noahq and partioularised with Abraham and his seed for ever. 
44 

The Sinai Covenant Tradition. 

In ch., one, (Fpd+CC)s we traced the broad pattern of the Sinai tradition 

as found in E. and in J. :- 

Preparation for theophanys 

24, The theophanyo 

(i) The trumpet summon3 to appear before Gods 

(ii) The theophany proper. 

Doolaration of the divine demands, 

Sacrifice and covenant solemnisation. 

Our first task will be to seek to determine to what extent these basie 

elements can in fact be traced back to that definitive Sinai event which 

marks tho beginnings of Israelite Yahwism* Let us look at these elements 

one by onet - 

j, Preparations for Theophany. 

Scholars who assume that the Sinai tradition is dependent on the Shechem 

covenant tradition# and a retrojectLon of this into Mosaic times. 
45) 

have 

44) W. Zimmerli, "Promise and Fulfilment",, op. oit. 9 p. 94. 

45) See E. Tlielsenp Shechem# PP- 347f- 
J. Hempelp "Bund". R. G. G. 3 Is, col. 1513 - 1516 mentions this as a 
possible explanation of the origins of the covenant concept in Israel. 
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argued that the preparations for theophany in the Sinai account are 

dependent on the "putting azay of foreign gods" which is prominent in the 

Shechem, cult 
46) 

and no doubt represents an essential and pro-Israelite 

element there. According to Gen- 35: 2f. the Shechem purification-rite 

consisted in 1 burying the image-daitioa that were in the P0338ssion of the 

worshippersp together with the gold and silver from which fresh images 

could have been fashioned# 'purification' of the worshippers themselves,, 

11,101,11 v. 2)p and changing of garments. It is interesting# howeverg 

that the description of the people's response (ve 4) mentions only the 

handing over of idols and ornaments, It is possibles therefores that this 

alone is the original element of the Shechem tradition, and that $self- 

purification' and change of clothing are later embellishments. The descript- 

ion of the preparations for the Sinai encounter, on the other hands mentions 

nothing of 'putting away ido13147) 0 but only 'self-purification' ( C3112MI? l 

'IM31 011i'l Exi 19: 10), and changing of clothes, (v, 10), Probably both 

*10,110 and U711P in these contexts 3ignifýy sexual abstinencep of* the 

regulation for the holy war concerning a three-day abstinence ( MI'M 

"Inni ) before engaging in battle (i Sam. 21: 5). The most likely accounts 

then# of the relation between Shechom and Sinai traditions at this points is 

that Gen. 35ti-5 represents a conflation. of original Canaanite-Shechem 

tradition with the more general type of 'purification'. which in this case 

was probably original to the Sinai tradition. Sexual abstinence (and 

46) A. Alto "Die Wallfahrt von Sichem nach Bethel". Kleine Schriften I, 

p. 81 f. 
47) The intrusion of idols made from ear-rings and ornaments (Ex. 32) is 

a later elaboration of the Sinai tradition, almost certainly 
influenced by the Shechem 'purification' tradition. 
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the washing of clothes as a closely-related Idea)48) is intimately concerned 

with the concept of 'holiness j49) 0 with the preservation of the psychic 

potential at its maximum. This is well illustrated from the holy war 

ideology : "For the army to preserve its concentrated strength it is neoess- 

ary that every man in it should possess absolute purity, We know that 

purity is consistent with the Integrity of the soull impurity destroys its 

integrity# and therefore impairs the strength of the soul.. 
50) These 

concepts are so elemental that there is no need to posit a Canaanite 

influence on Israelite thought at this pointl rather# 'purification' may 

be assumed tohave formed part of Israel's common Semitic inheritance from 

pro-Mosaio times, According to v*Rad, the concept of holy wars with which 

these ideas are intimately oonneotedq is rooted in the pro-Canaanite 

outlook of 'Israel'# an aspect of the genuine old Yahweh-faith, before its 

combination with Canaanite mythological cult-traditiona*51) 

The most probable account of the relation between Gen- 35 and Ex. 19, 

then,, is that during the process whereby the Sheohem tradition was being 

1+8) J, Pedersens Israel, 1110 p. So - AVong the things which cause impurity 

are the issues of the body, especially such as belong to the sexual 
life. For A Canaanite example of clothes-washing, with a somewhat 
different, but related significance, see Ras Shamra text Aqhat II 
1 34; references in: - 
G. R, Drivers Canaanite Myths and Legends, p. 48f.; 
JoGray, The Legacy_of Canaan, p. 186; Archeolomr and the Old Testament 
World P. W. 

49) v. Rads Old Testament Theolo Is P- 17o 

50) J. Pedersent laraelp III, p, So 

51) v. Radj Der heiligs Krieg im alten Israel, A, T, A. N, T,, 21,1951s P. 32. 
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incorporated into the Yahwistic tradition,, the account of the formerly 

Canaanite rite has been enriched by details drawn from the originally 

independent pre-settlement Sinai tradition. 52) 

2, The Theophanyo 

(i) The trumpet summons to appear before God. 

We suggested in chapter ones (p. 42 ) that the trumpets first enter- 

ed the Sinai tradition through their use in the later oultio re-present- 

ation, of the theophanic Col. which was in turn grounded in the volcanic- 

thunder phenomena of the original Sinai event. 
53) (The mention of 

trumpets in the Holy War tradition suggests that they may have been 

adopted into the Sinai ritual-tradition at an early date. ) 

(ii) Theo2Lmýn_ proper. 

Ilia have already seen that theophany is firmly rooted in the pre- 

Mosaio traditions. 

a) The 'God of the Fathers' tradition has its roots in patriarchal 

experiences of theophany, 54) however much Canaanite theophanic 

material has crystallised round this primitive core in the course 

of the tradition's development. 

52) Cf. E,, Nielsen,, Shechem, p. J8: - "It is certain that the ritual of the 
abolition of foreign gods is deeply rooted in Shechem. But it is just 
as certain that the 0,, T, account of that ritual represents an Israelite 
fnterprotation. " 

53) See W. Beyerlin, The Oldest Sinaitic Traditions, p. 135f-j for details. 

54) A. Alt, "The God of the Fathers", op. cit. 9 p. 26. 
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b) Sinai in all likelihood was already in pro-Mosaio days a 

theophanio sanctuary 
55) 

and contra for the ancient worship of 

Yahweh, We suggestedg chapter one (notes 51,52# and 74)q that 

the older elements of Israel had a long-standing acquaintance with 

the theophanic tradition at this mountain sanctuary# and that the 

Joseph tribes through their leader Moses, had similar links - links 

which in their case led them to the dramatic experience on the 

mountaint on route from Egypt, which became definitive for the 

specifically Israelite Yahwism on the soil of Canaans 

Theophanys thenp is an essential element in the historioal core of 

the Sinai tradition. 

The declaration of the divine demands in the Sinai covenant tradition. 

our survey of the accounts of man-man covenants in the Old Testament 

showed that the inclusion of specific stipulations within the actual frame- 

work of the covenant (i. e., as distinct from the enunciations of conditions 

to be fulfilled preparatory to covenant solemnisation) was exceptional; at 

mosts the covenant included the statement of, some principle-of-relationship 

in general terms - loyaltyl mutual respect and protection,, faithfulnessp 

truthp etc. As Noth remarks on the covenant ratification in Ex. 24: 9-11 

"The content of this covenant is now binding on both sides without the 

need for formulated clauses which regulate the relationship which is so 

formeds Just as there is no mention of any such conditions in the present 

55) M, Noth, Exodus, p. 43. 
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covenants# if initially the stipulational. element in the Sinai covenant con- 

sisted solely in an unelaborated declaration of the Hauptgabot. 56AL) we 

suggest belows chapter 3# 'Theophany and T; r; hl, P, 331s that the Mosaic- 

decalogue tradition may have originated with those commandments most 

characteristically expressing the Hauptg9bot, (ije. prohibition of other 

godsm prohibition of imagesq sabbath-command); to which Mosaic core there 

eventually became attached the ancient Kenite-Kadesh(? ) decalogue on the one 

hando and the later Israelite ethical provisions on the other# That even 

these Hauptgebot clauses were consciously framed on the 'day of assembly' as 

integral to the covenant, is impossible of proof. It is sufficient if we 

assume that prior to the settlement with its consequent Canaanite influences# 

'covenant' meant "a relationship with Yabweh$ initiated in theophanyl and 

summed up in the conviction that Yahweh has become 'Israells'Godl and that 

'Israel' has become Yahweh's people. "57) (We ought, cortainlyo to leave 

open the possibility of an early accretion of pro-settlement legal material 

through Israel's early contacts with Kadesh. (See chapter one, n. 52) 

But it is on the vhole unlikely that such material would have been i=eahte- 
ly integrated with the theophany-tovenant core. Such an integration is 

more likely to stem from subsequent theological reflection. ) 

56) g@Noth., Exodus, p. 196.17*Zimmerlig howeverg 3ounds a note of eaution-. 
"Ex. 2419-11 darf kaum 80 isoliert wordeng dass 'formulierte Satzungen' 
neben ihm keinen Raum mehr hittten"s ffSinaibund und Abrahambunaw 
Th. Z, . 16,1960, p. 270, n. 8. » 

56a) The term Hauptgebot is used throughout as a convenient short-hand 
expression to denote those commandment3 requiring exclusive loyalty to 
Yahwehq i. e,,, practioallyg the first table of the Ethical deealogue, 

57) On this general conclusions cf. E. Nielson,, Shechem,, pp. 130l 233-, 
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4. Sacrifice and Covenant Solemnisation. 

If man-man covenants solemnised by the partners' participating together 

In a covenant meal were part of 'Israelite* culture in patriarchal times 

(Gen- 31: 46o 54)s and if on the other hand the concept of God-man covenant 

emerged as early As we have Suggested, then there is no inherent improbabil- 

ity in ascribing the ancient ceremony described in Ex. 24: 9-11 to Mosaic 

times. Of the strands represented in Ex. 2413-8# it is probable that the 

twelve pillars (v. 4) reflect the form of the covenant oult as it was 

practised at Gilgal (see below, p. 251f)# whil3t the reference's to the 'book 

of the covenant' probably imply an even more developed view of the cultus. 

The offering of M ') nýU? (v- 5)58) , and the sprinkling of blood on altar 

and people (vv. 6.8). however, are undoubtedly ancient Covenant-forms 

of. their kinship with the rite described in Gen. 15; so that again there 

would be no inherent improbability in ascribing either of the rites to 

Mosaic timess 'Whether one or any of these three ceremonials (3acral-meals 

sacrifice, blood-sprinkling) in fact dates from that original theophany- 

covenant encounter experienced by 'Joseph' en route from Egypt, it is of 

course impossible to prove. 
59) But all three, by their very antiqui ty '60) 

lie close enough to that primal event to be taken as evidence for the fact 

that some such solemnl3ation rite did in fact belong to the Sinai tradition 

from its inception. It is most unlikely that such a ritual element would 

adhere to the traditions if there were no point in the original event to 

58) DlnýV - See M. Noth, "O. T. covenant making in the light of a text 
from Mari"p The Laws in the Pentateuch and Other-Essals. 

59) Meyerlins The Oldest Sinaitic Traditionsl P- 36f. 

60) W. Bichrodtp Theologl. 
-Of 

the O. T., It pp. 156,157. 
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which it could attach. 

The Early 
-Centres of Israelite Covenant Tradition, 

In this section, we shall attempt to trace the development of the 

covenant traditionp from the Ephraimite Conquest to the dedication of 

Solomon's temple. ýOf primary importance for this survey are the o4tic 

traditions of Shechem, Gilgals Shiloh$ and (pre-disruption) Jerusalem. 
61) 

The major texts which furnish the relevant material, however, are the end- 

product of at least 700 years' growth; in the course of which process 

earlier and later strands have become inextricably intertwined. the earlier 

period$ therefore$ cannot be viewed in isolation, but only as the groundwork 

of the developed whole. Thus while we shall confine ourselves as strictly 

as practicable to the pre-disruption period, it will be necessary to take 

some note of the Deuteronomistic (and Priestly) elaborations of these early 

traditions. 

i. Shechem. 

(a) Pre-Israelite Shechem. 

The simplest interpretation of the evidence is that in pre-Israelite 

days, there were already two shrines at Shechem (though the primitive 

61) Leaving Bethel out of account: since Jud. 20: 20-28 is generally 
agreed to be late# and not reliable from the strictly historical view- 
point, little is known about the pre-Jeroboam cult at Bethel. Jud. 
2: 1-5 is sometimes held to indicate that Bethel was once a station of 
the arks but it is unwise to reconstruct a covenant ceremony on such a 
slender basis. 

See, on Jud. 20: 20-28 : OtRissfeldt, Die Quellen des Richterbughes, 
p. 102f. j P- 54*. Burneyp The Book of Tudges, p. 477f. 
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relation3hip between them is necessarily obacure)i- 

a) a sacred oaks situated outside the city (Gen- 33118-20), 

b) a temple dedicated to the 11"13 573 / 11113 5N within the 

citY (Jud- 9: 46ff. ). 

Of these$ the former soon became Israelite, but the latter remained in 

Canaanite control until the city was captured by Abimelech in the twelf% 

centurys (and subsequently incorporated into Manasseh. ) It seems certain 

that both these shrinesp whatever their mutual relationships included 

ritual aspects which were subsequently adopted and incorporated into 

Yahwism: - 

(i) The rejection and destruction of foreign gods, attested by Gen. 

35t2-4; Josh. 24s23; (Of- Jud- 10, '16; 1 Sam. 7t3ff-; 2 Chron. 

33: 15; and also Dtn- 31: 16). 
62) 

This rite would seem originally to 

have possessed apotropaic significance$ ensuring inviolability 

against the invasions of foreign powers and their attendant deities. 

But in Israel the rite has been given a new significanoeq in the 

context of the Sinai covenant tradition : it has been related to the 

Sinai pre-covenant purification (see p. 220C above), and it has been 

made to represent the rejection of other gods# as a prelude to the 

positive oath of loyalty to Yahweh alone. (It is possible of 

course that the original Canaanite rite may also have involved the 

taking of an oath of loyalty to the 1111: 1 5Y: l of Sheohemp but 

62) The bracketed verses are aotually closer in tradition-history to 
Josh. 24: 20 than is Gen- 35: 1-4- - Soq 11, Nothi, Das Buch Josua, p. 106. 
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this is quite uncertain - see the following paragraph. ) 

(ii) That the cult of the Jl*)'I: l W2 of Shechem has in some way 

influenced the Sinai covenant traditionj seems conclusive; but to 

what extent# or in what precise wayt, is impossible to determine. 

For in fact we know very little about the nature of the Canaanite- 

Shechem-111'1: 2 . Was the ý7: 1 conceived as the guardian and 

guarantor of man-man treaties,, or as an actual participant in 

covenant with a human partner? But whichever of the alternatives is 

nearer the truth# there is no reason on its basis to deny the 

originality and Independence of the connection between Sinai- 

theophar; y and the concept of covenant between Yahweh and Israel* 

As we shall see belowt (chapter 3P 'Theophany and TSr; li',, P-320 ) 

some scholars have supposed that Israel encountered the Canaanite legal 
I 

tradition specifically via Shechem, in connection with the sanctuary of 

ji 1 -1: 1 ý7: 1 , and thence incorporated it into the Yahwistic covenant 

tradition; and even that the tradition of the two stone tables of the 

law originated in tablets set before the Canaanite shrine at Shecheml and 

inscribed with some form of entry-t; r; h. It seems more likely, however,, 

(see chapter 3* 'Theophaay and T; rýhl, note 2 ). that the Canaanite 

law was commonly available throughout the land at the time of the 

settlement) and is unlikely to have been adopted from any one shrine. 

It is wiser# therefore) to leave open the whole question as to the 

relationship between ji I In ý. V: i and the Canaanite legal traditions. 
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Shechem and the patriarchs., 

Both the J9 and E. traditions attest that Sheohem was the site 

of the first 'Israelite' shrine within the promised land. According to 

Gen, 12: 6ff., Abraham built an altar at Shechem, to Yahweh who had 

appeared to him - subsequently he established (and revisited) the shrine 

in Bethel$ before finally settling at Hebron. The Elohistio tradition 

records of its hero Jacob that on his return from Padan-Aram he pur- 

chased the site of the Yahwistic shrine at Shechem, and built on the 

site an altar to ýXIvv I. -ft e 
(Jacob's first contact with 

Bethel (Gent 28: 18-22) is chronologically prior to the founding of the 

Shechem-shrinep but it is only later (Gen- 3517-8) that the Bethel 

sanctuary is in fact consecrated to the God of Jacobs ýX-jrn-ýx 

It is possible, indeed, that the sequence 'Bethel visit'. 'Shechem 

shrine's 'Bethel shrine' may be a conscious harmonisation of two acknow- 

ledged traditions$ viz. $ the great antiquity of the Bethel sanctuarys 

and the priority traditionally conceded to Shechem. ) One might go 

furthers and say that in the final polished fora of the tatrateuch.. 

there is a conscious correspondence between : Shechem, first patriarchal 

shrines at which the fathers received in theophany the covenant promise 

of a land inheritance; and Shechemo first Israelite shrine at which 

the tribes remembered the Sinai theophany and the covenant based 

thereon. 

(a) Shechem and Israel. 

In tracing the establi3hment and aevelopment of the Sinai covenant 

tradition at Sheohemp the following texts fall to be considered: - 
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Joshua 24ti-28; Dtn4 li: 29-32 and 27ti-26; Joshua 8130-35. 

(i) Josh. 
-24. 

According to M. Noth 
63) 

, Josh. 24 and Jud. 2: 1-5 
64) 

were 

inserted into their present context by a late# post-Deuteronomistic 

editor 
65) (Judo I inserted even later). These insertions clearly 

break the original Deuteronomistic connection between Jos. 23 and 

Judo 2; 6, Thus originally Josh. 24 was not a 'last testimony of 

Joshua', but comprised an independent Shechem-covenant traditions 

neither traceable to any of the 'Hexateuchl sources 
66) 

. nor related 

to the pre-Dic. material in chs. 1-12. 

As to the reliability of the passage as an historical sourcep 

A*Alt 
67) 

concludes that the core of the complex of material is an 

63) M. Noth, therlieferungsgeschichtlighe Studien, p. 9. 

64) We saw, chapter one (p. 121) that Jud. 2: 1-5 is possibly a parallel to 
Gen. 35: 1-5 (an original Shechem reference,, transferred to Gilgal)f 
and hence concerned also with the tradition of the 'renunciation of 
foreign gods'# which we have seen to be embedded in Josh. 24. 

65) Josh* 24 in its present position is obviously later than Dtroq as it 
introduces a division into books which is different from Dtr'so (The 

same is true also of the present concluding chapters of Judges and 
2 Samuel). The sections of the Distic. History in its original form 
are marked byt- Josh. 23 (conclusion of the conquest), 1 Same 12 
(end of the period of the Judges) II Kings 8: 14ff. (end of the first 
half of the period of the kingdoms). 

66) Most scholars have ascribed Josh, 24 to the glohist; of, v4. Rad, 
"The Problem of the Hexateuch". The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other 
Essas, P. 32. 

67) A. Alt, 'tJosüalm, Kleine Schriften I, pp. 176 - 192. 
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aetiology of the great stone of Shechems set up at the ancient 

numinous tree-sanctuary there (Jos. 24: 27b-28)o Joshua$ by virtue 

of his reputation as hero-leader of the Sphraimite conquest-settle- 

ments is then conneoted with this memorial stone at this first 

Yahwistio sanctuary in the land; and by virtue of his position as 

arbitrator in the land-settlement (Jos. 17: 14ff,, ) is made judge and 

law-giver of Israel, and thereby attracts to himself the subsequent- 

ly developing legal traditions of Shechem. M. Noth 
68) 

j as we have 

just seen, however, denies that Josh. 24 is an expansion based on 

materials drawn from the book of Joshua as a whole, and argues that 

the chapter is an independent tradition,, the core of which is 

concerned with a cultic act of covenant solemnisation and proolamat- 

ion of covenant law. Noth's interpretation of the passage is con- 

firmed$ it Seems to me, by Dtn. 11329-32 + Dtn. 27: 1-26 (see further 

below)$ which is not derived from Josh. 24 but constitutes an 

independent yet closely related witness to an ancient ceremony of 

covenant renewal at Sheohem. 

As to who the covenant-partner3 were in the historic Shechem 

covenant, Noth considers that the event recorded here is the founding 

of the twelve-tribe Israelite amphietyony. By means of a, solemn 

ceremony-i those tribes which had not experienced the bondage in 

Egypt and the Red-Sea deliverance were initiated into the sacred 

tradition, and pledged their loyalty to Yahweh and their willingness 

to join the league of His covenant people. 
69) 

In this covenant- 

68) MNoth, Das Buch Josua, pe 107. 

69) U. Noth, Das System der zwUlf St*a*mme Israels, pp. 65ff- 
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solemnisation Joshua# as 'Judget of 'Joseph's acts as mediator 

between the two groups of tribes and Yahweh. (This is in fact the 

original setting of Joshua, whence he intrudes into the narratives 

of ohs. 1-12). An alternative suggestion, however, has been put 

forward by EtNielsene 
70) 

He argues that 'Joseph' was not an 

original unit which subsequently divided into the sub..! division3 

Manasseh and Ephraim,, but rather that 'Joseph' first came into 

union in their early settlement period; and that Josh. 24 in fact 

contains the deposit of testimony to this coming together of Ephraim 

and Manasseh in the Joseph-union. The phrase 'Me and my house' 

(v. 15) would then indicate 'Joshua and Ephraim'. This suggestion 

of Nielsen's is attractive : It explains more clearly# 

a) the integration of the Jacob (Manassite) sagas with the Joseph 

traditions# 

b) the faot that the ark (of Benjamite origin - see below, p*247 ) 

appears only subsequently in the covenant traditionp 

o) the fact that Judah was comparatively late in being drawn 

6oppl6tely into the circle of the twelve, 

The form of the covenant ceremony as outlined in Josh* 24 is as 

follows: - 

i. 'Previous history'# or recital of Yahweh's gracious dealings with 

the assembled peoples (vv. 1-12s 13); 

2. Preparation for covenant ceremony (vv. 14,23); 

3. Declaration on the part of the tribes that they choose Yahweh as 

70) E. Nielsenp Shechem, p, 139- Con. Beyerlin, OST. # ps 152s and J. L'Hour, 
"LlAlliance de Sichem". R. B, LXIX, v 19620 p. 364. 
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their Goa (vv. 16-o., 21p 24); 

The isolemnisation of the oovenant (v. 25); 

The witnessea of the covenant solemnisation (v. 22,, vv. 26b-27). 

Beyerlin sees the influence of the A, N, E, Vassal Treaty form here. 

While suoh an influence may be traceable in the finished form of 

Josh. 24s it is probably the result of an eighth-century impress 

upon the material (36e P-314f. )# and is unlikely to have been present 

in the primitive core of the tradition. For it is obvious that the 

material of Josh. 24 does not all belong to a single stratum. of. 

the following unevennesses: - 

the gods to be rejected in the preparatory purification come 

from various stages of the national history (Egyptian, Mesopotam- 

ian., Canaanite gods) POPUlar Israelite idols - vv. 14a 15v 23); 

the record of the people's covenant-declaration has been em- 

bellished and eaitea, (vv. 16-21,22bo 24); 

the covenant witnesses *. on the one hand$ the people themselves 

22b); on the other, the great stone (vv. 26b-27); 

the covenant solemnisation t Y* 26a is normally regarded as a 

Deuteronomistic addition; and probably vv. 25a and 25b also 

represent two distinot stages in the growth of the tradition: - 

v. 25a) HIMI t311: 2 C375 1111: 1 ZMW 

v. 25b) CIMM ODMI '12JI 15 MU711 

It is therefore not necessary to suppose that a fully elaborated 

umml 17n formed part of the historic ceremony which inaugur%. 
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ated the Shechem covenants but that with the growth of theological 

reflection on the significance and scope of Israel's covenant with 

Yahweh, legal materials essential for the ordering of life within 

the community increasingly adhered to the central covenant core, 
71) 

Noth 72) 
points out the striking absence from the 'previous 

history' of any reference to the Sinai event, One might expect 

such a reference# between vv- 7 and 8, especially so in view of the 

fact that the purpose of the ceremony is to draw into the Yahweh- 

covenant those tribes who had not experienced Egypt, or the Red-Sea 

deliverancet or the Sinai theophany-and-covenanto But other elements 

also are lacking - eagol there is no-. mention of the rite of covenant- 

solemnisation, though some such rite must certainly have attached 

to the occasion# We may safely conclude that we have before us only 

a part of the total ceremonial (Possibly that part which was regarded 

as most significant by the po3t-Deuteronomistio redactor) t it may 

well be that in conjunction with the basically paraenetio material 

now preserved in Josh* 24p there was also a dramatic re-presentation 

of the Sinai theophanyp such as our examination of the oldest Sinai 

tradition would lead us to expect. This suspicion that the theophanic 

71) How soon this development began is uncertain, but probably it was 
rather early. of. our suggestion in ch- 31 'Theophany and TBrahl 9 P-355f. 
that the use of the sing. composite term UBMI 71n is compar- 
atively ancient (con. J. L'Hour, op. citts P- A who regards it as 
post-exilic), M, Nothl Das Buch Josua, p. 109, remarks that the 'words' 

witnessed by the stone (Josh. 241_2_777ýxeaccording to the present 

. 160 contextj the content of vv, 2-13; but that originally "im vorliegenden 
Bestand nicht mehr erhaltene Jahwe-Worte gemeint waren". 

72) U. lioth» Das Buch Joauai pe 109. 
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was once more strongly represented in the traditions gains support 

from the fact that throughout Josh. 240-18, Joshua is portrayed as 

the oavenant-mediatorg and that as such he speaks as the mouth-piece 

of God, in the prophetio-oraol@ form73) (vv- 2b-13). The presentat- 

ion of the utterance of God in the first person "makes it clear that 

Yahweh's cultic epiphany is presupposed here also". 
74) 

(ii) Dtn. Jjt29-32 and Dtn. 2711-26. 

A survey of the overall struoture of the book of Deuteronomy 

makes it plain that these two passages are relatively late inserticns 

:: Deuteronomy 11: 22-8 reads as a climaxing peroration (vv. 16-0, 

curse; vv. 22-5$ blessing; vv. 26-28, the alternatives) which leads 

naturally on to the material in Dtn. 26: 16-19,, and then to Dtn# 28, 

with Dtn. 27: 9b-iO as a bridge (of. ch- 3P P. 412). (The insertion 

of Dtn. 27 with its introduction in Dtn. iis29-32 had taken place 

before the Deuteronomist reworked the material into his history, for 

Josh. 8: 30-35 is obviously dependent on Dtn. 27 and Dtn# lit29-32. ) 

75) Yet though the material is late in its present context, the 

evidence supports the conclusion that we are here dealing with a 

formulary which in its basic core, was used at a very early period 

in the covenant-festival at Shechem -a festival commemorating the 

73) J4L'Hourp "LIAlliance do Sichem". op. cit. # p. 23- 

74) Beyerlins OST-j, pp. 122., 153. 

75) M. Noth, flberlieferungsgeschichtliche fStudien, pp. 16s 43. J, L'Hourp 
op. cit. 9 pp. 16iff. 9 deduces (less ounvincingly) from the same 
evidence., that Dtn. ii and 27 are post-Deuteronomistiog - so that the 
secondary Josh. 8: 30-35 is even later. 
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covenant solemnised in the time of Joshua, 76) 

On the structure of Dtn. 27j, there is general agreement as to 

the following division into sub-units: - 

, S, e Dtn,, 27: 2-41 7b-8 form a unit of tradition; though in its 

present form the text is either heavily expanded# or comprises a 

oonflation of doublets 77) 
- vv. 2-3a constitute the central corej 

which is expanded and repeated in the remainder of the section* The 

unit describes the setting up of an unspecified number of white- 

washed stone tablets on which a copy of the divinely stipulated 

covenant-content (presumably here Dtn. 12-26)78) is to be inscribed. 

In the present context these stones are located on Mount Ebal (vo 4). 

but probably this is the result of harmonization with the altar- 

tradition (vv* 5-7a), The most likely explanation of the plurality 

of stone stelae, is that the ancient Shechem-stone (Josh. 24: 26b-27) 

has become twelve# under the influence of the Gilgal tradition 79) 

(see further below). 

76) So A. Jepsent Untersuchungen zum Bundesbuch, p. 82ff; 
A-Alt, "The Origins of Israelite Law", Eri2s on Old Testament Historv 
and Religion, ps 125f.; 
W*Eichrodt, Theolopy of the O. T, p Is p. 85. 

77) So J. Hempels Die Schichten des Deuteronomiums, p. 87ff. 
ýý. R. Driver, DeuteronoMs p. 295, sounds a note of caution: "the 
repetition may be due to the diffuse character of the Die. style. " 

78) So S. R. Driver 0 Deuteronomy, p. 296 : concerning the original wording on 
the stones, Driver ( most scholars) consider it futile to speculate. 
A. C. Welch, The Framework of the Codes P. 519 however, suggests the 
decalogue. 

79) So v. Rads Deuteronomy, p. 165- 
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b. Deuteronomy--27: 5-7a. 

If the stone pillars were originally at home in Gilgals the 

stone altar seems to have been native to Shechemt vv- 5-7a make it 

virtually certain that in the primitive oovenant-solemnisation at 

Shechem, offering of sacrifice and/or participation in a saoral meal 

were the outstanding features. 

Co=entators have noted two striking features in these verses: - 

whereas vv. 2-4 + 7b-8 show evidence of heavy deuteronomistio 

editing and reworking, such traces are absent from vv- 5-7a 80) 

ii. there are obviously close links between vv- 5-7a, and the Book 

of the Covenant tradition: - Ex. 20: 25 reads like a concessive 

addend= to the law of the earth altar, added to harmonise this 

with the stone-altar tradition here assigned to Shechem (Dtn. 

27: 5); and the phrase 13V J*U1 C311351? 111in? 'I (Dtn. 27: 7a) 

recalls the covenant-solemnisation of Ex. 24: 1-11, especially 

vv. 4ba , 5# 11b. 

These two factors together suggest that vv. 5-7a constituted a 

widely-acknowleaged tradition, which the compiler of Dtn. 27: 1-8 

inherited as a fixed datum, to which variant traditions must be 

adapted. And an examination of vv. 1-8 shows that such an adaptation 

has been attempted; i. eos the impression is given that the white- 

washed stones were in fact used in the construction of the altar. 

(The secondary text Josh. 8: 30-35 obviously understood this to be 

80) S, R. Driver, Genesis, P. 295. 
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the intention of Dtn. 27: 1-8). But in that case the altar itself 

is inscribed with the divine law. 

Vie know too 31ttle about the prooesa by whioh the atrands of 

Dtn. 27 came together, to be able to discern the redactional motives 

more clearly. Obviously the stone stele had become an embarrassment 

as a 'pagan remainder'; and the altar 
81) 

in turn is subordinated to 

'the words of this law' (vv. 

Dtn. 27: 9-10a. 

As noted above, the verses are generally regarded as having 

originally constituted the link between Dtn, 26: 17-19 and Dtn. 28.62) 

d. Dtn. 27: 11-26. 

This passage also bears the marks of fusion of two traditions# 

or stages of tradition 
83) 

: vv. 12-13 envisage two semi-choruses 

(either the whole people or their representatives) ranged on the 

slopes of the two mountains, and presumably proclaiming the blessings 

and curses antiphonally. In vv. i4ff.,, however, only curses have 

been recorded; and these are proclaimed by representative Levitess 

81) The fact that the altar, which originally stood on Gerizim (most 
scholars now follow the Samaritan text at Dtn. 27: 4) has been trans- 
ferred to Ebal, the mount of cursing,, is interesting: 
- Is there implied a Yahwistic polemic against an ancient pre-Israel- 

ite altar shrine? 
- Or is this a late Massoretic alteration# stemming from anti-Samar- 

itan. polemic? 

82) v. Radl DeuteronoLay, p. 165; 
S. R. Drivers DouteronopZ, p, 297f. 

83) v. Raao Deuteronomy, p. 166. 
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while the whole assembly of Israel assents to each in turn by 

pronouncing the 'amen'. Some scholars in fact find a third variat- 

ion in the words of Dtn. 11t29: "You shall set the blessing on Mt. 

Gerizim and the curse on Mt. Ebal"j envisaging a soene in which the 

semi-choruses turn their backs on each other, and shout the blessings 

and curses it the mountains, But this seems unnecessary; the 

explanation of Dtn. 11: 29 offered by H. Cunliffe-Jones84) is auffio- 

ientt - "It means to have the blessing and curse proclaimed there# 

and thus to have the mountains associated in imaginative feeling 

with what has been solemnly affirmed upon them. " So that on the 

whole it seems best to regard Dtn. 11: 29-32 as introductory to Dtn* 

27,, but not setting out an independent witness to the tradition* 

Assuming then# that Dtn. 27: 11-13 and Dtn, 27: 14-26 represent 

two stages in the development of the same traditions we may safelY 

conclude, that the second version is the younger# and that the more 

ancient version (Vvo 11-13)85) has been conformed to this* (Note 

the rising importance of Levites within the Shechem traditions# as 

the officials of the cult#) 

84) H. Cunliffe-Jones,, Deuteron= (Torch),, p. 82. 

85) B. Nielsens Shechemp p- 70s finds influence from the Southern tradition 
in vv- il-13, in that the arrangement of the tribes in these verses 
places the Southern tribes and those geographically strategic from a 
Southern viewpoint, on the mount of blessings whereas the 'fringe' 
tribes are placed on the mount of cursing. S. R. Driver's views howeverl 
seems preferable (Deuteronomyp p. 298): - The 'concubine' tribes are 
placed on the mount of cursing, together with Reuben who forfeited hi3 
birthright (Gen. 49: 4) and Zebulunp the youngest son of Leah (Gen- 30: 
19f. ). Similarly, G. E., Wright, "Dauteronomy"s The Interpreter's Bible 
a, p. 1+91. There are therefore no grounds for doubting the early 
Northern provenance of these listingso 
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Clearly the list of curses has not been reconstructed so as to 

have special reference to the provisions of the Deuteronomic Code, 

and is therefore of independent origin, and may well be descended 

directly from an ancient liturgical office. In seeking to trace a 

connection between this ancient liturgy and the Sinai-event, the 

question arises as to why the Hauptgebot-clausess which we have 

taken to be the probable Mosaic core of the decalogue, are not all 

four represented in this oursing list. 
66) 

In order to examine this 

question accurately we would need a great deal more knowledge as to 

the development and inter-relation of the various apodeiotic series 

than in fact we possess. But the explanation would seem to lie 

within the area described by the following: - 

a) The account of the cult which we have in Dtn. 27 is incomplete, 

even fragmentary. 
87) 

There may therefore have been a place for a 

stronger Hauptgebot streass either in a more complete curse- 
00% 

series of which the present series may be only an abridgementsoo) 

or more likelys at another place in the total liturgy. 
89) 

04f 
06) Cf, v, Rads O. T. Theolopa, I. p. 203f: - The absence of the first oo=axd- 

ment from the Shechemite dodeoalogue "does not mean that the first com- 
mandment as -such is later than the others. On the contrary,, there can 
be no doubt that this coefficient of intense intolerance was a 
characteristic of Yahwism from the very beginning. " 

87) G. Henton Davies, "Deuteronomy". Peake's Commentary on the Bible's p, 281* 

88) Cf, G, EoWright! a suggestions ("Deuteronomy"s The Interpreter's Bible, 21 
p. 491) that the core of blessings and curses in Dtn. 28 (i. e., vv- 3- 
6s 16-19), was taken over from the old Shechem ceremony. 

89) E. Gerstenbergers Wesen und Herkunft des "apodiktischan Rechts". pp. 919 
04, in a critique of Alt's methodology in beginning a study of 
apodeiotio series from Dtn. 27: 15-26, points out that 'curse series' 
and Idecaloguel are not exactly analogous. 
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b) The above conclusion that vv. 11-13 ancl vv. U-26 represent two 

versions from different stages in the development of the one 

liturgy,, would favour the suggestion that the curse-series may 

represent an adaptation of the most primitive forms to later 

historical circumstances; e. g. 9 omission of the Sabbath command 

would simply imply that the question of the Sabbath was not an 

urgent one at that particular historical moment. 

a) It has been pointed out that a large proportion of the curses are 

directed at 'sins committed in secret'. 
90) In the primitive 

society, then, such actions as would infringe the Sabbath-taboo 

would not fall within this category of 'secret sins'q but would 

be openly observable by all (e. g.,, gathering sticks on the 

Sabbath). 

There are therefore no grounds for denying the probability of 

close connection between the core of the oldest Sinai tradition as 

preserved in Ex. 19-24, and the material in Dtn. 27M-26. 

(iii) Joshua WO-ý5. 

This passage is now generaLly agreed to be douteronomistiop and 

dependent on the passages already discussed. 91) It therefore provides 

90) G. x. Radv Deuteronomy, p. 168; SeR. Drivert DeuteronoUs p. 299f.; 
J.. L'Hours OP. cit-s P# 172. 

91) So M, Noths Uh. Studien, p. 43. Cf. E. Nielsens Shechemo P- 300#* finds 
no grounds for supposing that the ark was ever at Sheohem. M, Noth, 
The Histoa of Israel, p. 93, howeverp deduces (from his lamphictyoniol 
standpoint) that the ark 'must' have stood at Shechem, though he ccn- 
cedes that there is no direct evidence of this. 
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us with no flurther primitive data concerning the pro-disruption 

Shechem cult. 

2. 

The preceding survey of the Shechem traditions has shown that a great 

deal of conflation and cros3-fertilisation of traditions has taken place, as 

between Shechem and Gilgal - andp we may aaag between both these, and the 

Shiloh tradition. This process of mutual adaptation has made it extremely 

difficult to isolate the peculiar emphases individual to the respective 

shrines and their cults; and this difficulty iS especially marked in the 

case of the Gilgal traditions. The following outline of the tradition- 

history of the Gilgal sanctuaryp however, may be said to command wide 

assent: - 

1. ) Origins of the sanctuar-v. 

Noth is probably correct in assuming, on the ground of general 

principles that Gilgal was already the site of a shrine in pre-Israelite 

days: - "According to the ancient world, it was impossible to make any 

place at all a place of worship; it had to be hallowed by some event or 

others, or be traditionally holy. Thus the central place of Israelite 

worship could only be established in some place that was already holy# 

i. e. some Canaanite place. " 92) The name "Gilgal" would seem to confirm 

Noth's assumption; suggesting as it does a circle of masseb; th (of. 
66 

Jud. 3: 19,26 1- peall1m) which already marked out the confines of a 

sanctuary in Canaanite times. 93) Similarly the name "Gibeath 

92) M, Noth$ The History of Israel, p. i10, n. 1. 

93) Cf, R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, p. 275. 
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Haaral; th" is probably pre-I3raelite, and may imply Canaanite cultic 

aotivity on the site. 

2. ) The-Benjamite Shrine. 

Even the pre-Douteronomic material in Jos, 2-iIq 16,18 is obviously 

a compilation from various sources and strata; due in large measure to 

the fact that an originally Benjamite shrine subsequently acquired an 

important role in the Israelite confederacy as a whole, To the primit- 

ives specifically Benjamite tradition presumably belongt- the crossing 

of the Jordan under the numinous guidance of the ark, and the encampment 

at Gilgal; the alliance with the Gibeonites, and probably also the 

campaign in their defences (Jos. 10: 1-15). 

The Shrine of the Israelite Confederaoy. 

if the ark had already been transferred to Shiloh before the birth 

of Samuel (a. 1060 BoC. ), then Gilgal 'with its ark-tradition must have 

been a shrine of the confederacy long before that date. 94) Gilgal's 

rise to pre-eminence in 'all Israel*$ however, is probably to be traced 

to the time or Saul : The tradition of I Sam. 11 depicts the Benjamite 

Saul$ as the last of the 'Judges, exercising his office over an un- 

precedentedly wide group of Israelite tribesi so that with the leader- 

ship of the confederacy located in Benjamin, it was natural that the 

chief Benjamite sanctuary should assume pre-eminence in the cultic life 

of the confederacy* As such,, and in the light of Saul's military 

successes,, Gilgal attracted to itself the wider conquest traditions of 

94) A. Ku3chke, "Gilgal". R. G. G. 3.2v 
col-1577, suggest3 a date 0*1100 B, C. 
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'all' Israel' j in which the name of Joshua inherea, (jos, 10t16 - 11114) 

95) 
0 Probably# too# the pro-Deuteronomic tradition remembered Gilgal 

as the site Of some form of land-distribution. 

Further# vhether or not we aocept H*-J, Yraus'96) detailed reoon- 

struotion of the Gilgal cult-liturgy9 it seems clear that the aetiolog- 

ically-coloured accounts 
97) 

of the conquests of Jericho (Jos. 2* 6) and 

95) R, de Vaux, "The Settlement of the Israelites in Southern Palestine and 
the Origins of the Tribe of Judah"s Translating and Understanding the 
O. T..,, ed. H. T. Frank and W. L. Reed, p. 129, suggests the possibility that 
the Southern campaign (Jos. lOt29-37) represents the increase in the 
territory of Judah under David or Solomon. 

96) H. -J. Kraus,, Worship in Israel, pp. 157ff-i "Gilgal, ein Beitrag zur 
Kultusgeschichte Israel3"9 V. T.. Is 1951# PP. i8iff. 

97) The evident liturgical colour Of Jos. 6: 40 6# 8f.,, 15f-9 ate-, indicates 
an embellishing of the narrative in the light of later cultic procedure, 
(though not necessarily a cultic ciroumambulation of Jericho). Similarly 
the phrase 'to this day' in Jos. 6t25b and in 7: 26 suggests the presence 
of aetiologioal motifs* More radically,, M, Noth regards the core narrat- 
ives of Jos. 6-7 as aetiologie3 of the pre-settlement ruins of Jericho 
and Ai. (M, Noth, The History of Israel,, p. 82, n. 2; p. 149, n. 2-P) 

In general, howeverp it may be argued that the prcsence of aetiologioal 
features does not necessarily discredit the substantial historicity of 
the narratives as a whole. 
On Jerichot sees - 
J. Grays Archeology and the Old Teatament World, pp. 93f- (sympathetic to 
Noth's aetiological explanation)s and "The Archeology of Palestine - IV# 
Peakets Commentaryon the Bible, edo M. Black and H. H. Rowleys P- 51s 
Ta7cin-owledging the Possibility that Jericho was overthrown in a 14th 
Cent. attack by Jacob- and Leah-tribes*); 

HX. May, "Joshua"s Peaks's Commentary on the Bibles p. 194, (possibility 
of a 13th Cent. overthrow of a small fort on the old Jericho site); 
J. Brightj "Joshua"v The Interpreter's Bible, 2j P- 557s (- the archeolog- 
ioal evidence neither requires nor precludes a 13th Cent. overthrow of 
Jericho by Ephraim). 

On Aig seet - 
W. F. Albright, "Israelite Conquest of Canaan in the Light of Archeology". 
B. A, O, -. O. R. 

--74, 
April 1939s P. 16f.,, (Albright suggests that reminiscences 

of the 13th Cent*/,,, 
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of Ai (JOB- 7a 8) were shaped and preserved in the cult. of Gilgal as a 

sanotuary of the confederaoy. 
98) 

4. ) Gilgal-as a Northern-Israelite shrine. 

Gilgal seems to have retained under'David something of the import- 

anoe it enjoyed under Saul and Samuel (2 Sam. 19: 4if. ) and to have 

remained a prominent centre of Yahwism in the North during the ninth 

Century (2 Kings 2t I#4: 38). though officially displaced by the royal 

shrine at Bethel* By the eighth Century# howevert Gilgal was coupled 

with Jýethel in the censureb of the propheta Amos (4: 4.5: 5) and Rose& 

(4: i5s 9: 15s99) 1202). 

Deuteronomistio editing of the Gilgal traditions. 

Deuteronomistio eaiting has obviously taken plaoe in several stages# 

reflecting theological, emphases suited to the changing circumstances 

which successively confronted the Distic.. schoolt - 

Continuation of note 97); - /overthrow of Bethel have been transferred to Ai); 
J. Grayp Archeology and the O. T. World, p. 94, (Gray is sympathetic to 
the aetiologioal explanationg but concedes that Ai'may have been an 
out ost of Bethel, or that the fall of Bethel has been transferred to 
Ai. 

ý 

98) Cf. R. de Vauxt "The Settlement of the Israelites in Southern Palestine 
and. the Origins of the Tribe of Judah"# op. cit-s P. 130,, regards the 
accounts of Jericho and Ai as Benjamite traditions. 

99) J. 'Mauchline$ "Ho3eal't The Interpreter' a -Bible, 
6, pp. 666f., sees a 

double significance in the condemnation of Gilgal in Hosea 9: 15 : - 
i. e., as a sanctuary where baal-worship had been practised (of. Hos. 4: 
150 12t12), and as the site of the institution of kingship (I Sam. Ii: i5j 
of. Hos. 7: 3-4p Hos4 8: 4). 

Sd alsos II. W*'Wolffs Hoiseap P. 217. 
I 
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(i) The insertion of Dtn. il: 29-32 and Dtn. 27: 1-26 was intended 

to incorporate the Shechem- into the Gilgal-tradition : in Dtn. 27 

a key phrase is '(the day) when you pass, over Jordan' (vv., 2.49 12); 

and in Dtn. M29f, the references to the geographical location of 

Shechem are at first deliberately vague, but then climax (v, 30b 

in an explicit transference of Gerizim and Ebal'to Gilgal, 100) 

(ii) The later hand(s). which inserted Jos, 8130-35 and Jos. 24: 1-28 

likewise seek(s) to conflate the Gilgal-Shochem traditionst but in 

the opposite way$ Lee* by subsuming the Gilgal- within the Shechem- 

traditions. 

(iii) Jos. 18 - 22 has been edited in an effort, to minimise the 

importance of Gilgal by transferring the bulk of the land-diatribut- 

ion to Shiloh6 

Against the background of this traditio-historical developments thenp : 2r 

Qfollowing theological emphases are to be considerea: 
I. - -- 

Gilgal and the Ark., 
I 

The position adopted here is that the ark is too deeply rooted in the 
I 

tradition of the Jordan-crossing to be regarded as secondary. 
10i) The re- 

construction that beat does Justice to the bewilderingly diverse data 

JOO) The phrase# "who live in the Arabah over against Gilgal" (vo 30bm 
may be even later than its present contextp but it completes the 
intention of vvs 29-30 as a whole. 

101) ' R�de Va=, Ancient Israolg, p. 298; con. E. Kutsch, "Lade"q R. G. G. 3j, 49 
001.198. 
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concerning the ark is probably as followst - the ark originated in the semi- 

nomadic pre-history of the Benjamite clans, so that its role in the Jordan- 

crossing (Jos- 3- 4) probably reflects accurately the circumstances of the 

Benjamite incursion into Canaan. 102) By conflation of the Gilgal-icheohom 

traditionst the ark became the possession of all-Israel, and its traditions 

were shaped by the Israelite cult at Gilgals Subsequently the ark was , 

moved to Shiloh, where it became combined with the Canaanite cherubim-throne. 

The foUowing references describe the significance of the ark in the 

primitive Gilgal cult setting: - 

Jos. 3: 4b, 6.103) 

The ark is here described in terms similar to those of ', ', Tum, 10'. 33, i. e. 

as a n=inous guide and path-finder, whose presence actualised and guaranteed 

the divine Presence. (Jos. 4: 13 accentuates this stress t- to pass over 

before the ark, is to pass over before the face of Yahweh, ) 

Jos. 
_ 

7: 12. 

Although there is no explicit mention of the ark, 'I will be with you,. ' 

here is probably a reference to the guiding and empowering activity of the 

102) The attraotive suggestion has been made that Jos- 3: 16 conflates 
reminiscences of two Jordan-crossings; that of Benjamin at f7hittim- 
Gilgal, and that of Ephraim at Adamah (of. Hosea 6: 7). df. `,,,!. F. Albr1fht, 
"The 1, Aministrative Divisions of Israel and Judah", Z. P. R. S., 

_-YO 
1525, 

P. 33, n. 37, emends the text tu yield the meaning, "as far from Adam 
as beside -'arethan". In the harmonisation of Gilgal- and Confederacy- 
traditionss the Gilgal-crossing tradition predominated; so that the 
ark-cý, ossing was ascribed to "all Israel"., 

103) Jos. 3: 4b, 6- ascribed to the early source by: 
K., 'Toth,, ffb* Stud. p p. 42; 
J., '3ri,.,, ht, "Joshua"v The Interpreter's Bible, 2t PP- 5439 564. 



ark; (cf. Num. 14: 44s which thcugh probably a late gloss. 
104) 

refleets 
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accurately the primitive conception of the ark. ) -a concept which is inte- 

gral to the ideology of the H01Y Wart and hence of the conquest, In this 

connection, too, we should note the interesting suggestion of Nielsent 105) 

that in this early period the ark was carried in procession by the Benjamites 

round the borders of their actual or claimed territox-j in order to secure 

their frontiers against the incursions of rival groups and their tutelary 

deities* 
106) This suggestion sheds added light on the undoubtedly intimate 

connection obtaining between 'ark' and 'promise of land-inheritance'. On 

the other hand 'promise of land inheritance' was at least implicit also in 

the ",, inai-covenant tradition from its inception, - (this is implied in our 

assumption that the Joseph group were the experients of a unitary chain of 

events comprising Exodus-Sinai-Conquest). flences even if Benjamin had had 

no connection with the Sinai tradition prior to their entry into Canaant - 

and this is by no means certainIO7) - nevertheless from the beginning ark- 

tradition and Sinai-covenant tradition at least constituted the respective 

104) So G, v, Radý "The Tent and the Ark", The Problem of the Hexateuch and 
other EssMs. po 115; G*Henton Davies# "The Presence of Gud in Israel". 
Studies in Histo=--and Religion,, ed. E*A. Payne, p. 16. 

105) &. Nielsen,, "Some Reflections on the History of the Ark". V. T. %, 
1959, p. 63. 

1()6) This apotropaic use of the ark is intimately related to its role in 
the holy warg - ofe. Gov. Rad,, Studies in DeuteroLi2M, p. 67. 

107) W. Beyerlin# Q'ST., pp. 146f. o 151, stresses the importance of Kadesh 
as a centre where some at least of the tribes and clans who became 
Israel entered into association. Similarly R. de Vaux, "The Settle- 
ment of the Israelites in Southern Palestine and the Origins of the 
Tribe of Judah". p. 118, suggests that there were several 'descents 
into' and 'departures from' Egypt, and that the groups under Moses 
entered into contact, or renewed contact, with the other prcuý, s at 
I lade sh. 
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centres of widely-overlapping oiroles of ideas* Henoe it was virtually 

inevitable thatt with the conflation of Benjamite and Josephite traditions, 

the ark should assume great importance in the Sinai-covenant theology. 

Jos. 
_ZL6. 
This text again links the ark with the Presence of Yahweh; 11-1K O)aE)5 

111,111 is virtually synonymous with 111,11V V3D5 - but here the guidh. 

ance sought is not 'topographical' but oracular,, ioe.,, the ark is conceived 

as a worship-centreo The same stress appears also In Jos, 2: 23,27., There 

is no reason to doubt that this text originally referred to a 'house of my 

God"08) with its attendant altarg situated at Gilgal, and with the ark as 

its cultio contrum. 
109) 

Clearly then# these early desoriptions of the ark are concerned with a 

numinous presence$, which may be saia to verge upon the theophanio. The 

Dist. then redefines this near-theophanic tradition in 'scriptural* terms, 

by interpreting the ark as the container of the written aoouments of the 

covenant. 

108) There is no need to regard the phrase 'for the house of my God' as a 
late gloss; the terms 'tent' and 'house' were frequently interchanged 
in the early traditions. LXX avoids the difficulty by reading 

aeýLor xmI Tq E)q tiou = )Mýx Im 15 

jog) The tradition in I Sam. 6t2O - 712l which also commits the ark to the 
care of members of the Gibeonite League, i. e., the inhabitants of 
Kireath-Jearimp may be related to the aetiologically-coloured account 
here. If sos the connection would give added grounds for believing 
that the 'house' served by the Gibeonitesp in fact contained the ark, 
(also served by Gibeonites). 



110) (b) Gilgaland the Jordan-Crossin, 

The form of the narrative in JOB* 3-4 indicates that the original 

Benjamite material has been augmented and struoturedo so as to harmonise 

as closely as possible with the forms of the Sinai covenant tradition. 

This shaping no doubt took place in the cult of the 'confederate' Gilgal 

sanctuary. 

i. Preparation3 for encounter with Yahweh) Jos., 3: 5a. 

This ritual purification$ as we have seen, is at home in the most 
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primitive stratum of the "Anai-covenant tradition (Exe 19: 10-lia). It 

may also have roots in the specifically Benjamite Gilgal, traditiont of 

course# but in the present context it probably reflects the influence of 

Shechem. The Di3t. has stressed the covenantal significance of the rite 

by strengthening the verbal correspondence with Ex, 19t10-11a (JOB- 3t2l 

io-11). 

ii. The Itheophanyt# J03- 3s5b$ etc* 

The term MOD, (3: 5b) nomally occuris in covenant and 

theophany contexts, in descriptions which see the natural phenomena of 

F, xodust Sinais and Joraan-crossing as suffused with theophanic signific- 

ance» (Ex. 3: 209 jud. 61139 Pßs- 78: 49 96s39 9809 105129 5» 106: 79 229 

110) The narrative in Jos- 3 ý- 4 has obviously been constructed in such a 
way as to stress the parallel between Red-Sea crossing and Jordan 
crossing. Indeed it has been suggested that the Red-Sea tradition is 
a secondary elaboration of the Jordan crossing, and that only the latter 
is historically grounded in the strict sense. So R*d9 Vaux, "The 
Settlement of the Israelites in Northern Palestine"t - lecture delivered 
in Edinburghq 1970. This seems unUkely,, however. 
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iMt4v 14515)- Its U39 here presents the Jordan-orossing as an extens- 

ion of the ExodU3-Sinai eventp and of the covenant-theophany experienoed 

therein., 

iii. Covenant solemnisatione 

The present narrative includes interwoven accounts of two (and 

possibly three) sets of Gilgal-stones. We have already noted reasons 

for believing that the stones were of pro-Israelite origin, but their 

being twelve in number cortainly reflects the cult of the Israelite 

confederacyo 
iii) (Probably the stones in the Jordan stream, whether 

originally a causeway or series of markers 
112) 

or,, as the text rather 

indiqatess a single marker-cairn in mid-stream,, will have adopted the 

number twelve from the confederacy-shrine at Gilgal'13) j but thether 

they too reflect a specific cultio aotivity"O seems to me more dubiousý 

We have noted above (P. 225 ) the correspondence between the 

twelve stones of the Gilgal sanctuary and the twelve massib; th which 
a0 

Ex. 24: 4 records as part of the Sinai covenant-solemnisationo The 

structure of the text at Ex. 24: 4 suggests that this mention of the 

pillars is a secondary insertion into an account primarily concerned 

with the blood-ritual at the altar. If# as seems likely,, this altar 

M) W. Beyerlin, OST., p. 46. 

112) JGrayj Joshua, Judges. and Ruthq P- 59; 
E. J. Joyce, "Joshua". A New Catholic Commentary on Holy-Scripture, 
p. 285- 

113) J. Gray, Joshua. Judges and Ruthq PP, 59,65. 

114) H. -J. Kraus,, see note 96. 
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corresponds with that at Gerizim-Ebal, then the intention of the editor 

of ft. 2413-8 was to subsume the Gilgal- within the Shechem-tradition 

(as in Jos. 8: 30ff. and Jos. 24). However that may be, this undoubtedly 

ancient material certainly connects the Gilgal-stone3 with the Sinai 

covenant-3olemnisation. 

(We have no concrete evidence concerning the stipulational elements 

of the covenant tradition at Gilgal. Alt. 115) however, suggests that 

one of the apodeictio lists may have developed within the Gilgal cult. ) 

(iv) Covenant witness. 

We may note that the Shechem-stone was primitively described as 

I lily to the covenant (JOB. 24: 27); whereas in Jos, 4 the more 

sophisticated terms 1119 (v. 6) and 111: )? (v. 7) are used. The 

total context, however# indicates that the stones are to be regarded as 

witnesses to Yahweh's covenant faithfulness# and therefore to the abid- 

ing relationship with Him which is the ground of Israel's conquest and 

possession of Canaano 

JOB- 3-4, theng as a tradition-unito has obviously been formed 

within the covenant cult of the Israelite confederacy. 

Circumcision, Passover, and Angel-Theoýhany at Gilgale 

It is convenient to bracket these three short sectionst since, as we 

shall seep they are deliberately related in the tradition as a wholej 

115) A. Altq "The Origins of Israelite Law", Essays on O. T. History_ana 
Religion,, p. 131- 
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(i) Circumcision. Jos. 

-5: 
2-9. 

As WO mentioned earlier, the name Gibeath Haaral6th is probably 

an adaptation of a Canaanite names indicating the customary site of a 

Canaanite circumcision ceremony. The fact that care was taken to 

historici38 the name and incorporate it into Israelite conquest tradit- 

ion presumably indicates that the Benjamites continued the customary 

usage at the site. Vv- 4- 7s which are generally agreed to be a 

Distic. insertions reinterpret the account to bind it more closely into 

the covenant theology t whereas in the older version 'rolling away the 

reproach of Egypt' probably meant the demonstration of Israel's independ- 

ent and civilised status among the nations, 
116) Dtr. stresses rather the 

reconsecration of the covenant people after their apostasy. The reiter- 

ation that it was 'the men of war' who were circumcised (Jos. 5: 49 6) 

may indicate a puberty rite in which the young men were admitted to the 

full rights and obligations of the covenant people. 
117) This in turn 

may be connected with the statement in Ex. 24: 5 that 'young men of the 

people Of Israel' were assigned a part in the Sinai covenant solemnisat- 

ion; 118) 
perhaps it was a feature of the Gilgal . cult that the newly- 

circumcised were so drawn into the covenant ritual. 

116) E. Nielsen, Bhecheml p. 296. 

117) Circumcision was still a puberty rite in early Israel. Practice of 
it was common (though not universal) among the West Semites. Perhaps 
it was in contrast to the Philistines that the rite fir3t assumed 
theological significance. The first explicit references to ciroum- 
cision in connection with covenant, however# seem to have been those 
made by Jeremiah. So R. Meyer, " nspLrtpvw wNT. 6, pp. 73ff- 

118) See W. Beyerlinq OST-a P- 39- 
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(ii) The Passover-at Gileal, Jos. 

-5: 
iO-12 

This fragment is difficult to place: it has been variously 

ascribed to the older source, Dtr, l and p.: as Noth iig) 
observes, these 

verses sit very loosely in the conquest account* Whatever their origin, 

however, their twofold function in the present form of the narrative is 

cleart- i. e., to underline the regulation (of. also Ex, 12: 48) that 

only the circumcised share in the passoverl and in the covenant of which 

the pas6over is a rite; and to enhance the parallelism between Sinai 

prelude and postludep (see further below). 

(iii) The Theophany at Gilgal. Jos. 5IJ3-IL. 

In the previous discussion of this passage (see chapter one# 

p, ligf, ) we concentrated on its role in the finished Distic. History* 

As regards its specifio relation to Gilgalp it has been suggested that 

in its original formg this may have been the inaugurating theophany of a 

sanctuary) either at Gilgalt or in the neighbourhooa of Jericho. 120) 

However that may be# the original care has been thoroughly re-workeds, in 

order to stress the parallelism between Joshua and Moses, and to mark 

the inauguration of the Holy War in West Jordan. There are indications 

in the text ( I]= silly , v. 14) that in tailoring the account 

to serve this dual purpose, a longer angelic speech containing detailed 

instruotions or revelation, has been excised. 
121) 

jjqý M. Noth, Ub. stua., p. 183. 

120) Wielsent Shechemg p.. 23; M. Noth, Das Buch Josua, p. 4; J. Grayp 
Joshua. Judges. and Ruth, P. 71- 

-F. M. Abelq "L'Apparition du Chef do 
11Arm6e do Yahveh !L Jo3ue". pp. 109-il3- 

12l) M. Nothm Das Buch Josua, P. 4; J. Grayt Joshua, Judges, and Ruthl 
P. 74. 
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To draw together the threads of this unitt - it is interesting that 

Jos- 3- 5s with its sequence of 'Nature-theophanyl (JOB- 3- 4). circum- 

cision (5t2-9)9 passover (5210-12) and angel-theophany (5: 13-15) repeats the 

contents if not the order, of the JE. narrative in Ex-. 3- 20 t- angel- 

theophany 122) (Ex. 3: 11-4317). circumcision (4: 24-26)g passover (12: 21-27), 

nature-theophany (19 - 20). The correspondence is sufficient to prove that 

the two series are intended as prelude and postlude to the account of 

theophany and covenant-making; and the effect is to set the Sinai theophany- 

covenant forward as the central core of Israel's religious traditions* 

(d) Gilgal-as-the Place of the Camp., and of the Land-Distribution. 

We have already referred to the connection between land-inheritance and 

the Sinai covenant on the one hand, and between land-inheritanoo and the ark 

on the other. The Gilgal-oamp tradition, as shaped in the cult of the 

Israelite confederaoys 
123) 

serves in a sense to fom a link between these 

two strands of tradition; i9e., j through its insistence that the land became 

the possession or Israel not by military prowess* but by the initiative of 

yahwah - grounded in His election of Israel. This is underlined by the 

strong stress on the concept of h; rem throughout Joe. 6-8: the total 
a 

122) g. j. joyoq, "joshua",, op. cit. 9 p. 2B6. draws attention to the further 
parallelism between the warrior angel of Josh- 5: 13-15, and the Agent 
of destruction in Ex. 11-12, Significantly this Agent, which is 
regarded as 'angelic' in the later tradition (Pa. 78.49-51) is 
identified in Ex. 11 - 12 as the Lord Himself, (11: 4,, 12: 239 279 29). 

123) The expansion into Gibeonite'territor-yg which we have assigned to 
the original Benjamite stratum of traditions was obviously peaceful; 
only with the attachment of confederacy traditions to Gilgal was it 
necessary to justify the 'conquest' of Gibeon in the light of the 
h; rem-principle. 
0 
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dedication of the conquered cities and their wealth is an acknowledgment 

that the victory is Yahweh's, and everything His by right of conquest; and 

failure to execute the herem is conceived as a rupture of the previously- 
0 

established relationship 
124) between Yahweh and Israels and a forfeiture of 

His conquering Presence. 

Whatever our conclusions about the historical basis of the Gilgal land- 

distribution# 
125) the theological intention of the developed concept is 

clear: the casting of lots before the Lord (Jos. 0: 8.10), 126) 
which may 

be assumed to lie close to the historical care of the tradition, was an 

124) The phraseologY of Josh- 7: 11a and i5b ha3 a deuteronomic ring; and 
the verb 57? 3 (Josh- 711) may be the result of a late gloss (so 
J. Gray, Joshua. 

-Judges, 
and Ruth, p, 83). But the concept of a 

covenant relationship is implicit in the passage as a wholep which is 
ancient (Noths Me Stud. p. 42)p and does not depend on the3e 
isolated phrases. 

125) J. Brightt "Joshua"# Peake's Commenta! X on the Biblep argues, on the 
"oasis of his belief in a Hooncerted at k so. against the land of 
Canaan" under Joshua, that "Only some form of allotment would have 
sufficed to prevent quarrels among the tribes in the scramble for 
land",, ýop. cit , p. 624f*). 

A. Alt, however# concludes for a more piecemeal form of conquestt he 
suggests therefore that the land-distribution by lot, was originally 
a fairly circumscribed local practice, only later applied to all 
Israel; but that the historical Joshua had a role as arbiter in 
inter-tribal border disputes, (A. Alt, "Josua". Kleine Schriften 1, 
pp. 189f. ) 
Similarly J. Grayl, Joshua, Judges, and Ruth., pp. 44f, 

M. Noth agrees that the delineation of tribal boundaries is a secondary 
role# not original to the historical Joshua (M. Noth, Das Buch Josual 
pp. 11f. ) 

126) Scholars are generally agreed that this land-distribution tradition 
was originally at home in Gilgal: - H. -J. Kraus# Worship in Israelt 
P. 154, n. 91, P. M. G, v, Rad, "The Problem of the Hexateuch",, 
o2. cit. -* 

P. 46. M. Noths Das Buch Josua,, p. 80. 

Con.: - B. Nielsenj Shechems P. 303. 
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oracular procedure, the results of which were accepted as a declaration 

of Yahweh's will; thus Yahweh was the real distributor of the land, 128) 

and He did so on the basis of His covenant with Israel. 

3- Sh11oh. 

The Canaanite shrine. 

It seems reasonably certain that, as at Shechem and Gilgal, so at Shiloh 

too, the invading Israelites found an already-established sanctuary and 

cults 
129) 

which they incorporated into their own religious tradition* We 

have already expressed our view (chapter one, P- 55 ) that the cherubim- 

thrones which in post-exilic times was to be represented by the kapporeth of 

the ark,, formed part of the pre-Israelite cultio apparatus at 9hiloh., 

presumably therefores the ý: ) 4) 161 (1 Sam- 323) or 11): 2 (Jud. 1801) in 

which the ark-throne stood was either a converted Canaanite shrine or its 

natural succes3or, As to the identity of the deity or deities worshipped at 

Canaanite Shiloho two slight pieces of textual evidence are used by some 

scholars to support the view that El 'Ely3n was the principal god; 
130) 

while 

127) See n. 134, below. 

128) G. v. Radp "The Problem of the Hexateueh". op. cit., p. 86s n. 14. 

129) On the archeological evidence for the occupation of the 'Shiloll site dur- 
ing the first phase of the Iron Age, see J. Gray, Archeolo; nr and the O. T. 
World, p. 1271 and "The Archeology of Palestine - II". Peake's Comment- 
arX on the Biblef P- 52; E. Nielsen, Shechems P- 3160 states,, "Exoavat-_ 
ions carried out at Seilýn have proved that Shiloh was inhabited already 
during the Middle Bronze age" - though he does not name his authoritV 
The Canaanite influence on the Israelite Shiloh cults however, is-itself 
sufficient proof for the existence of some form of Canaanite sanctuary 
on the site. 

130) a) The name 'Eli suggests a connection with 'Elyon; b) The 11. T. Jý. V 
I Sam. WO is 3ý robably either a shorter variations or a corruption of 
JVýV 1, 

(BI , It should be noteds however, that the poem I Sam. 
2cl-O sits loosely in its present context, so that its relation to the 
Shiloh traditions may not be primitive. 
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suggestion is the more convincings though there can be no certainty on the 

question. 

The reference to the Shilonite maiden3l dancing in the context of a 

vintage testival (Jud. 21t2i) suggests that Israel adopted a Canaanite 

autumnal festival (such as that attested in Jud. 9: 27) already established 

at Shiloh. 

(b) The ark at Shiloh sI Sam. 3; 1 Sam. 4: 1 - 712. 

The process by which the ark reached Shiloh is quite obsoure, - though 

there is some evidence of Benjazite connections with Shiloh, 132) 
which may 

have eased the transition. It seems certain# however, that at this stage 

the itinerant and desert symbol became (temporarily, i. e. until the advent 

of the Deuteronomist) attached and subordinated to the cult object of a 

sedentarised agricultural society. It is in connection with Shiloh that 

the phrase 013'10sl Wl JIM% Mi-11 is first used in relat- 

ion to the ark. 
133) We may assume then that in Gilgal and throughout its 

131) R. de Vauxq Anoient Israels P- 3049 offers the suggestion, though 
diffidently; R. E. Clements, God and Temple# P- 34, n. 4; P. 40s more 
confidently. 
The textual evidence certainly seems to make it clear that the title 
'Yahweh Seba; thl originated in the Shiloh cult, but its use does not 
necdssarily imply that the term Seba; th was adapted from the name of a 
Canaanite deity. More probably the reference is to the heavenly host 
(cf. Josh- 5: 14)o and belongs to the theophanic ethos of the Ohiloh 
cult-tradition. 

132) See-E. Nielsent Shechems P- 317. 

133) Pointed out by G. VRadp Old Testament Theology, It Po 18; Rode Vaux, 
Ancient Israel, pp. 299# 304. 
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prior history, the ark had been specifically a box , IN )9134) but 

that by union with the Shiloh cult-objeot it became a throne ( Nt): ) ), ýl 
35) 

It is worth noting here that primitive 'box' and 'throne' shared a common 

feature which would certainly ease their amalgamation; ise"s both were 

highly numinous objectss - loci of theophanys one might fairly say. We have 

already noted that the oldest traditions virtually equate the presence of 

the ark with the Presence-in-power of Yahwehl and on the other hands we 

have mentioned the strongly visional revelation-tradition at the Shiloh 

sanetuary prior to Samuel, with the probability that this pro-dates the 

Israelite conquest (see note 131ýabove). 

(c) The Shiloh Festival. 

From the material in i Sam, I- 29 it seems likely that the Israelite 

autumn festival at Shiloh preserved the general outward form of its Canaan- 

ite predecessor. The zebah-saorifices, with its characteristic burning of a 
0 

portion on the altars seems to have been Canaanite in origin; 
136) 

and the 

sacrificial family meals within the sacred precincts (I Sam. Ii 9f, 11 8b) 

134) Gv. Rad, "The Tent and the Ark", The Problem of the Hexateuch and other 
Essavas P- 1131 - "The purpose of an object which is known as'a cheat 
must be to contain something. " Many suggestions have been offered as 
to what this 'something' may have been; the most likely being that 
the ark contained fragments of (Sinai) stone which represented and 
guaranteed the presence of the deity with His wandering peopleO -a 
little fragmentt as it were, of the peculiar dwelling-place of God. 

-Tt 
is probablej tool that these stones also had some connection with 

the 'lots' used in the process of seeking oracles. - See H. -J. Kraus, 

WGP 
wor3hip_in Israql$ p. 176. 

135) So R. B. Clementst Prophec7 and Covenant, p. 58, n. 3- Cf. H. W. Hertz- 
berg, I and II Samuel, p 275, note d. 

136) R. de VauxjAInoient Israello p. 440f. 
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were no doubt an ancient feature of the Shiloh Oult. 
i37) 

There is$ however, 

no reason to doubt that the Israelites consciously celebrate& these family 

meals in the context of the Yahweh-covenant, anl that they were seen as 

intimately related to the primitive covenant-meal of the elder3g before the 

Face of Yahweh (Ex. 24: 11). The context does not make clear whether the 

prayers of the common people were offered before the ark-throne (i Sam. 1: 

12q J9)9 or whether the sacred object was accessible only to the priests 

0 Sam. 2: 18,30), but I Sam. 1: 19 may possibly imply a theophanio expect- 

ation on the part of the ordinary worshipper3., after a night spent in the 

, sacred precincts. However that may be, the theophanic emphasis in the 

Shiloh shrine appears to have continued strong (I Sam- 3)- 

On the evidence available it is difficult to asse3s the importance of 

such rites as the harvest dance (Jud. 21: 19ff. ) within the total context of 

the festival; H. -J. Kraus138) may well be right in suggesting that it was 

peripheral to the main themes. As to what those main themes weres we are 

reduced to speculation., S*Mowinckel 1 39) 
Ouggests, on the strength of 

' 

ancient Near Eastern paranalso that an 'enthronement of the god as king' 

upon the cherubim-throne formed part of the Shiloh cult. If this surmise 

is correct,, then the amalgamation of Gilgal ark-symbol and Shiloh throne- 

symbol provided the main basis on uhich the concepts of covenant and enthrone. 

ment became united -a combination of prime importance for the subsequent 

137) On the evidence from Ras Shamrap for sacral meals held in the presence 
of deity, see J-Gray, Archeology and the O. T. World, p. 117; "Social 
Aspects of Ganaanite Religion". M. S., 1ý. 

-. 
197# 5.17la 174- 

138) H. -J. Krauss 'Sorshipin Israel, p. M. 

139) S. Mowinckelo The Psalms in I-sraelts Worship, 1,, p. 125. 
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development of the Jerusalem temple cult. If, as suggested abovep 'Ely3n 

was the principal deity worshipped in both Shiloh and Jerusalem., the fact 

of this ancient cult-in-common would undoubtedly have facilitated the tran's- 

fer of the ark and its assooiated cult to Jerusalem. 

4 

Though there are no explicit referenoe3 to a specific covenant-affirmat- 

ion ceremonial at Shiloha several scholars have conjectured that one of the 

streams of apodeiotic law did in fact develop in Shiloh, within the frame- 

work of such a covenant-cult. Beyerlini4O) suggests that the 'ritual 

decaloguel series in Ex. 34,14-28 may have been preserved in the context of 

an ancient Israelite oovenant-pilgrimage to Shiloh, designed to conserve the 

essential character of Yahwism in the Canaanite environment. Such speculat- 

ions are incapable of prooft but are marked by an inherent probability. 

Jerusalem. 

(a) The pre-Israelite shrine. 

Whatever the status of 'ElySn at the pre-Israelite Shiloh shrine, it 

seems clear that he was the principal deity in the Canaanite pantheon 

honoured at Jebus 141) 
at the close of the second millennium B. C. If. as we 

suggested# the Shiloh and Jebu3 shrines were already linked in Canaanite 

140) W. Beyerlin, OST., p. 85ff. 

R. E. Clementsv God and Temples p. 43, adduces evidence for the worship 
also of Shalem-Shulman and of Sedeq in pro-Israelite Jerusalem. 

J*Gray, A History of Jerusalem, finds that Shalim was particularly 
associated with Jerusalem in the early 2nd Millennium, but is rather 
more cautious about positing a specific god Sedeq. Cfe also J, Gray, 
The Legacy of Canaan, pp. i36f.; and "Culti6 Affinities between 
Israel and Ras Shamra"t Z. A.. W,. 62,1950s p. 219. 
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times in a common cult of El 'Elyon, it is likely that the enthronement- 

motif was likewise common to bothpI43) Then David, thens installed the 

Shiloh ark in Jerusalem# this ancient connection of the shrines would be an 

important factor serving to ease the transition. 

Another important element in the Jerusalem cult which was already 

prominent in Jebusite times# was the EaphZn-tradition. 144) in which Zion was 
0 

in some sense equated with the numinow Imountain of the far North' that was 

regarded in general ancient Near Eastern tradition as the Primitive home of 

the gods. 
145) It would seem that this identification of Zion with Mt. SaphUn 

0 
is rooted in the worship of 'Ely-on. 

There has been a great deal of discussion about the extent to which 

David and his successors integrated the ark-shrine with the already-existent 

Jerusalem cult. The suggestion has been made, indeed, that Zadok (who 

appears in the narrative as priest in Jerusalem at 2 Sam. 8: 17 following the 

account of David's transferring the ark theres and who rose to preeminence 

after Solomon's dismissal of Abiathar) was in fact the last of the old line 

142) E. Niel3en, Shechemq P- 318f- 

143) S. Mowinckel,, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, I. pp* 125# 139. 

144) H. -J. Krausp Worship in Israel, pp. 20if. g 169. 

The existence of this Saphýn-Zion tradition does not Of courast rule 
out the possibilitY meAtioned in chapter one (p. 89f. 

I 
of a primitive 

link between Saphon and the El Shaddai, of the patriarchal traditiOn3. 
a 

14.5) See M. ILPope,, El in the UgariticTextal V. T. Sj, Ilt j955. 
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146) If this were so, we Could expect that the 
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basic pattern of the old Jebusite cult would continue virtually unchanged 

by the advent of Yahwism and the ark. But the role of David and Solomon in 

the Jerusalem cult tells against this; for it, is clear that David and 

Solomon took upon themselves the dignity of the priest-king; appointingp 

supportingo and commanding the temple officials,, and personally assuming 

important liturgical functions, 

(b) The entEZ-of the ark to Gihon t2 Sam. 
--6: 

1-19. 

The 
. 
'History of the Ark 1 11 

147) 
of which our text forms a part, was not 

originally concerned directly with the more formal aspects of the covenant 

theme, but rather with underlining the crucial importance of the numinous 

presence of Yahweh among the tribes owing allegiance to Him. 148) This 

emphasis as we have noted$ is consonant with the primitive significance of 

the ark in its Benjamite origins# but also reflect3 the influence of the 

fnuminous' Shiloh cult. In its present context, however, 2 Sam. 6 is given 

146) So H. H, Rowleyg "Melchizedek and Zadok, (Gen. 14 anaPsalm 110) 
Festschrift fUr Bertholet, pp. 461-472. 

G. v. Rads Old Testament TheolopV, Is p. 2490 rejects the ideat- 
"Zadok ... comes on the stage in the time of David quite out of the 
blue ... A novu3 homo'.,. BUt that the riddle is solved by supposing 
as Howinckelp Rowley# and others do, that Zadok was the former priest- 
king of Jerusalem whom David conquered# is very dubious. " 

Hi-J. Krauss Worship in Israel,, p. 187- 

147) 1 Sam. 4: 1b - 7: 1 with 2 Sam. 6: 1-16a, 17-198 constitutes "an old 
stor7 about the fate of the sacred arks deriving roughly from the time 
of David", - M. Noth,, The History of Israel, p. 165- , imilarly 
H, W. Hertzberg, I and II Samuel, p. 47. 

148) R. ý. Clements, God and Templeg rp. 29# 31 -, 
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a new orientation by being set in relationship with 2 Sam. 7. This new 

combination reaffirms the coxmeation between ark and covenant, - not this 

time the broadl basic oovenant of Yahweh 'with Israel, but the speoifia 

inner covenant of Yahweh with the house of David. 

That this event described in 2 Sam. 6 was not simply a once-for-all 

historical happening, 149) 
seems clear from the parallel account preserved 

in lyrical,, liturgical language in Ps. 132. The conclusion seems inesoap- 

ables that during the period of the Southern monarchy, the entry of the ark 

into Jerusalem was periodically re-presented; and that (via-&-vis 2 Sam. 

24) 2 Sam. 6 represents an alternative or complementary cult-legend of the 

fuunding of the Jerusalem temple. 

(c) The Dedication of Solomon's Temple, I Kings 811-66. 

It is likely that, as with 2 Sam. 6# so also in i Kings 8. the form 

of the narrative has been influenced by the cultic re-presentation of the 

entry of the ark into Jerusalem. The passage has been heavily expanded by 

the Deuteronomistp and again by members of the Priestly schools but a primit- 

ive core may be isolated: -i Kings 8: vv. ia, 2apbs 3.59 *6, (7# 8)9 12q 

13- 
150) Noth is probably correct in his conclusion that vv. 15-20 are a 

free deuteronomistic development of the Nathan oracle, "ohne Bindung an 

einen vorliegenden Text". 15l) This distic. rationalisation of the Nathan 

149) -&, Kutscht "Lade"q R. G. G. 3,3. holds that 2 Sam. 6 is an hi3toricals and 
P. s. 132 a liturgic document. A. Bentzen ("The Cultic Use of the Aory 
of the Ark in Samuel". J. Be L, 67. 

, PP, 37-53) and J. R. Porter ("The Inter- 
pretation of 2 Sam. V1 and Ps, CXZXII". J. T. S., 59 pp, 161-173) regard 
the narrative in 2 Sam. 6 as 'a sort of "translation" of the "historific- 
ation" 19 so. of the cultio ritual. There is no compelling reasons 
howeverg for rejecting the view that the narrative records. in all 
essentials$ an historical event YdAch preceded the ritual re-presentation. 

150) M. Notho itb. Stud., P. 70. 

151) M. Nothl Ub. ; tud., P. 70. 
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oracleg whereby prohibition of temple-building is commuted to postponement, 

neverthele3s accurately repre3ents an older tradition; for the very fact 

that the temple was actually built indicates that some such rationali3ation 

was already being made in Solomon's day, 152) 

From an examination of thi3 ancient core-traditiont then# four points 

emerge as to the nature of the Solomonic temple-dedioation, and its relat- 

ion to the covenantt 

a) There is no reason to doubt that the dedication took place within 

the framework of the Autumnal festivali whatever the relationship between 

I Kings 6: 38 and i Kings 8: 2* Whether or not the Autumn festival in 

Jerusalem had included covenant reaffirmation in pre-Solomonic timesp 

the entry of the ark and the relating of the ark to the Nathan oracle 

would undoubtedly mean that the Sinai tradition which had passed from 

Shechem to Gilgal# from Gilgal to Shiloh, and now from Shiloh to Zionj 

would permeate the Jerusalem festival from Solomonic times onward4 

b) Sacrifice almost certainly played an important part in the Solomonic 

dedication as in the Sinai covenant-traditionj though it is obvious that 

the number of the victims has been exaggerated in later efforts to 

enhance the splendour of the occasion, (vv- 5v 62-63)- 

c) The temple as dwelling-place for Yahweh and the ark; vv. 6, (7-8)s 

12-13- Vv,, 7-8 have been strongly moulded by distico polemic against 

152) R. E. Clements, God and Temples P- 57. 



k*153) sixth century understanding of the theology of the arl, but 
154) 

vv* 12-13 are 'undoubtedly genuine', and may be used to illumine 
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the Solomonic understanding of the role of the temple, Yahweh and the 

ark are so intimately related that where the ark is$ there Yahweh is 

also, (of, the ancient numinous quality of the ark# described above, 

Pp, 247-249 ). Hance the bringing of the ark to its place (Y. 6) 

symbolise3 and guarantees the coming of Yahweh from the darkness 

( ýB'17 ) of His former home on Sinai (Ex. 20: 211 of. Dta. 4: 11P 5: 22) 

to dwell in the thick darkness in the inner sanctuary (I Kings 8: 12). 

Not the 'Name of YahwehIp as the later distic. refinement would have it, 

but Yahweh Himself, dwells in the temple above the ark (v- 13)- 

d) " 1POW 111: 125 11-6)13 11 (1 Kings 8: 13) connects with the 

n5l 7n @), I: l by which Yahweh upholds the Davidic dynasty. Yahweh's 

dweiling 'for ever' in the temple that 'David' has dedicated to Him, is 

the guarantee that His covenant with 'David' will stand for ever-155) 

Thus the foundation is laid for a very 'high' doctrine of covenant, un- 

qualified by the conditional elements with which Dtr. later sought to 

153) If the ark was placed lengthwise in the holy of holies,, as Dtr. records, 
it would be difficult to envisage it as a throne; and the added note 
that the poles remained in place and protruded forwards, makes the 
matter even more difficult. We may safely conclude that Dtr. intended 
this to be so; i*e,. that the description is a polemic against the 
concept of the ark as a throne. 

154) Gov. Raal "The Tent and the Ark"g op. cit., p. 108. 

155) Cf. the close connection in ancient Near Sastern thought, between 
'temple' and 'dynasty' or lruloli - 
R. &Clements, Prophecy and Covenant# P- 571 God and Temple, # P- 59- 
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. 9afeguard its 

TheYahw19 

it seems fitting to close this account of the pre-disruption period 

with a reference to the Yahwist, whose composition, dating from about the 

time of the disruption$156) gathers together some of the significant threads 

of the development thus far. We have already noted (p, 114ff) some of the 

important aspects of his work: - It was the Yahwist who impressed the 

genealogical structure upon the patriarchal traditions$ enriching historical 

traditions with cultio# my-thologioalp and saga material# and weaving all 

together along the line of the Heil3geschichte, by setting patriarchal 

promises and Sinai covenant together in a relation of promise and fulf'il- 

ment. 
157) Further) it was he who gave the Heilageschichte a wider setting 

still by prefacing the patriarchal material with an account of creation and 

of the pre-history of the world. 

Among the reasons which prompted the Yahwist to set the material in 

written form# we may mention the following: - 

j. it has frequently been observed that the impetus to preserve and codify 

tradition is strongest at those points of history where an older order is 

breaking down before the impact of the new. 
158) The establishment of the 

156) On the dating of J9. see E. A. Speiser, Genesis, p. XXVIII; 
G. v. Rad, Genesiss pp. 23f. 

157) R. R. Clements, Prpphacy and Covenant, p. 64f. 

158) G. Mendenhall, "Ancient Oriental and Biblical Law". B. A. 
_, _ 

mis, 1954, 
pp. 32f*9 37. 
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kingship in Israels and in particular the spectacular growth of empire 

under Solomon$ constituted such an oacasion. Cultio material which had 

been passed down orally at local shrines now tended to recede from the focus 

of attention with the establishment of the royal and national shrine at 

Jerusalem* Local religious leaders$ and sensitive court personnel, may 

have foreseen the danger of the disintegration of the ancient oral forms, 

and hence the necessity of compiling a permanent record. 
159) 

2. With the growth of empires Judaean society became more cosmopolitan and 

sophisticated. Wider contacts introduced Israel to art- and culture-forms 

previously only vaguely sensed, and this led to the growth of an interest in 

literature as an exciting expression of culture. Such delight in literary 

form is exhibited by the Yahwist and his contemporaries, e. g,,, the authors 

of the 'History of the Ark'# and 'History of the supcession to the throne of 

David'. 16o) 

3. The Yahwist seems to have had an awareness that the period normative 

for Israel's life already lay in the past - the deliverance from the bondage 

in Egypts the definitive covenants on which God had established nation and 

kingdom# the conquest and settlement of the land up to and beyond the 

boundaries that God had promised. Henceforviard there remained only the 

challenge of maintaining and preserving what-had already been given. Thus 

a certain 'canonicity' already inhered in these definitive events. Their 

oral record had been shaped and polished in the cult, so that the time was 

159) Cfe M. Buber, The Kingship of God, p. 153. 

160) See A. Altq "Josua". Kleine 'Schriften. 
-I. p. 178. 
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ripe for them to precipitate as literature, The social change which marked 

the period provided the nece3sary catalyst, 

4. It has been suggested that the Yahwistic source (at least in the later 

recension) had an eirenic intent. 16l) By setting out in concrete form the 

traditions common to South and Northg and by stressing the importance for 

all Israel of those elements most precious to the North (i, e, preeminently, 

Sinai) the Yahwist was making a plea for the restoration of the shattered 

political unity of Israel# or at least inculcating and stressing the basic 

unity of all twelve tribes in the cult of Yahweh. 

The Northern covenant tradition. 

1. The overt cause of the disiNption lies in the chafing sense of injustice 

felt by the North against the increasing centralisation of political power 

and privilege in Jerusalem, I Kings 11: 28 notes significantly that Jeroboam 

the Ephraimite was in ... "charge of all the forced labour of the house of 

Joseph. " We may safely conclude that I Kings 9: 20-22 is a Judaean white- 

washing of the actual state of affair3p (of. i Kings 12: 4), and that in the 

work-levies 'IsraelO bore a heavier burden than 'Judah's 162) 

But the disruption also haa its cultic backFround: It has been suggested 

that there was in Shiloh, and generally in the North, a feeling of resent- 

ment at the Crowing cultie dominance of Jerusalem. But the traditions relat- 

16l) C. A. Simpsons "The Growth of the Hexateuch", The Interpreter's Bible J, 
p. 194f. 

162) Cf. i Kings 417-i9t the areas assigned to these twelve Officers are 
all in the Northern kingdom. 
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ing to political and cultio unrest have now been interwoven. I Kings 12 

probably represpnts an originally separate tradition in tbich the assembly 

of the Northern people, under leadership of their elders (I Kings 1213). in 

effect call upon Rehoboam to re-negotiate the basis of his kingship over 

them as a pre-condition of their entering into covenant with him, and thus 

renewing their covenant with the house of David, Subsequently this tradit- 

ion of 'political protest' has been united with the Jeroboam-Ahijah tradit- 

ion,, by ascribing the leading role in the insurgent assembly to Jeroboam, 163) 

and basing the whole on the prophetic prediction of Ahijah, i. e. # fitting 

the disruption into a promise-fulfilment pattern. 
164) 

The 'deliverer's howeverp did not measure up to expeotations - as the 

lAhijah-Jeroboam history' makes plain (i Kings 11-12,, 14: 1-20). 
165) 

163) The story of Jeroboam's background and call affords several interest- 
ing parallels to that of Moses. Like Yoses he is: - 
a brought up in the palace of the 'Oppressor', 
b intercepted in the desert by the Mi'V2 jgýn; 
c given a tangible sign of his call, 
d) forced to flee from the wrath of the 'oppressor' until God's time 

was ripe. 
One cannot be certain that the parallelism is intentional; but the 
whole outlook of the Northern Yahweh-loyalists, i. e., that they were 
the true adherents of the Sinai-Iffu3aic tradition, would accord well 
with such a supposition. Jeroboam may well have appeared initially 
to certain contemporary Northern circles as the second Mo3es, re- 
establishing the pure Sinai-tradition. 

164) M. Noth,, Ub. Studienj PP. 79f. For a summary of the growth of the 
i Kings 12 tradition, see E*Nielsen, Shechems p. 186. 

165) *jrt is impossible to trace exactly the age of the various strata within 
I Kings 12: 25-33. There are certainly signs of Judaean and ')tistic. 
influence; but it would nevertheless seem certain that this critical 
assessment of Jeroboam did not originate in Southern polemic, but has 
its roots in the Sinai-Yahwistic tradition of the North. 
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i Kiners 12: 25-33. 

Several interesting deductions may be made from these verses: 

Jeroboam's apparently rapid withdrawal from his original capital at 

Shechemo to Penuelp may indeed have been dictated in the first instance by 

politico-military strategy (Penuel straddles the great Eastern caravan 

route ), 166 ) but probably also reflects the religious tension he encountered 

at Shechem. It is plausib3y suggested that the Sinai tradition was too 

strongly rooted at Shechem (under a powerful Levitical priesthood who 

refused to be intimidated) to allow theology to be adapted to separatist 

politics. Hence eventually it was Bethel which W&3 chosen as the chief 

Northern sanctuary, 
167) 

and it would seem that it was the Levitical priest- 

hood of Bethel (primarily if not exclusively) who 'were replaced by non- 

Levitical priests* 
168) (1 Kings 12: 30-33). This action of Jeroboam's would 

confirm that he had found himself in tension with the intransigent Yahwism 

of the Levitical priests. 
16q) While it is probable that the 'calf' which 

166) E. Tfielsens Shechems p. 191. 

167) Accepting Nielsen's suggestions Shechem, p, 196, that there was only 
one 'calf' set up at Bethel, but carried in a kind of Presentation 
procession throughout all the borders of the Northern kingdom. 

168) E. W. Nicholsons Deuteronomy and Traditions P. 74f., finds it unlikely 
that this dispossession of the Levites is historicals on the grounds 
that Jeroboam would not needlessly have antagonised the Yahwist- 
traditionists. The argument, however, is not compelling. 

169) H. -J. Krauss Worship-in Israel, p. 151. The rejection of the Levites 
at -,, Aethe1q eto-v was probably for the same reason that Shechem was 
not chosen as the official Northern sanctuary; i. e. a refusal on the 
part of the strong local (levitical) priesthood to countenance the 
cultic separatism of Jeroboam. 
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Jeroboam installed at Bethel was in faot a re-instatement of an anoient 

symbol170) representative of invisible deity$ and thus approximately 

equivalent in significance to the ark, yet in the Canaanite context of the 

cosmopolitan Northern kingdom the symbol was dangerous as a potential 

incitement to syncretism with the Canaanite fertility cults. 
17l) By the 

time of Hosea and his contemporary, the author/compiler of Ex- 329 it was 

rejected on these grounds. 

2. Preservation of the Sinai tradition in the North. 

The tendency noted in Jeroboam, to allow political considerations to 

lead him into apostasising and syncretistic innovations, comes to full 

fruition under the Omridsp who increasingly succumbed to foreign domination# 

notably through their alliances with the Phoenician dynasty of Tyre. Thus 

they came increasingly into conflict with the authentic tradition of 

Israel. 172) Under Omri the change is evident from charismatic to dynastic 

pattern of kingship$ caused primarily through pre3sure from the Canaanite 

section of the population whose aristocracy grow closer and closer to the 

kings as time pa339dj and through whom the kings became acquainted with the 

traditions and institutions of the previous Canaanite system of government# 

including the concept of dynastic monarchy which had formed its nucleus. 

170) E. Nielsen, Shechemq p, 1959 howeverp is inclined to regard the 'calf' 
as original to Jeroboam L 

170 'The Bull' as a title of El is attested in the Ras Shamra texts: See 
G, R, Driver., Canaanite Myths and Legend3p P- 31 (Keret I ii 23)o P- 33 
(Keret I iv 6)s Pp- 79f. (Baal III*B 149 31* 34)j P- 95 (Baal II ii 
30)o P- 113 (Baal III iv 10), p. 115 (Baal III vi 26). 
J. Grays The Legacy of-Canaan, pp. 98* 117f. 

172) M. Noth, The History-of Israell p. 243. 
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As the syncretistic influences increaseds so too the Yahw13tiO OPPOSit- 

ion bent on preserving the authentic Sinai traditions. Whilst the records 

draw no clear connecting line between the various 'protest' groups and 

figures of the North# yet it is reasonable to assume that they in fact stand 

within the one broad continuums and are at least to that extent inter- 

related: - The Levitical priesthood of Shechemq Jonadab b. Reohab, Elijah, 

Elisha, the Elohistp (Amos). 173) Hoseap Deuteronomy. Some of these we have 

already considered s others require a brief consideration at this pointi- 

(a) Jonadab b. Rechab. 

In his Militant piety (2 Kings iO: 15ff-) Jonaaab is akin to the Levites 

(see below). On the other hand he is closely connected with Jehu, that 

representative of uncompromising Yahwism whose hand is stretched out to 

slaughter even Israelites tho, apostasise. Jehu in turn rose to kingly 

office through the support of the (b) Elijah-Blisha circle (I Kings 19s16, 

2 Kings 9: 1-10); and this faot would suggest that Jonadab too Was somehow 

related to these same prophetic circles. That Jonadab was not an isolated 

phenomenon# but represented a persistent line of Yahwistio traditiong is 

clear from Jer- 35t -a tradition exalting the simplicity of nomadic times 

as the period in which Israel had lived closest to the divine purpose as set 

out in the Sinai revelation. of. Hosea's attachment to the same tradition; 

and Elijah's flight to the Sinai desert sanctuary,, in search of a renewal of 

authentic Yahwistio faith (see chapter ones 'The Theophany Tradition'. 

P. 161). 

That these circles adhered not only to the simpler standards of the past 

173) On the inclusion of Amos among the Northern prophetso see below, p. 274. 
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in general, but specifically to the Sinai covenant traditions seems clear 

from I Kings 21 where the concern is with preservation Of covenant law. The 

accusation includes charges Of false witness$ murders thefts covetousness 

(v, 19)1 and these charges are set in the light of the Hauptgebot by the 

distiao editor (vve 21-20 25-6). 174) "... wirft the ErzXhlung von Naboths 

Weinberg ein Schlaglicht auf den Kampf eines Prophaten von der GrUsse Elias 

um the Geltung des alten Roiches Jahwes im Reiche Israelo. 175) 

(O)Amos, o 

Viliat were Amos$ motives as a Southerner, in preaching at Bethels the 

royal sanctuary of the Northern kingdom? At the very least he was testify- 

ing to his conviction that Israel was still ones and that the prophet of 

Yahweh had a message to the whole nation. But more than this, it may well 

be that Amos believed the traditions preserved among the Yahwistio circles 

of the North to be closer to the authentic Israelite faith than those obtain- 

ing eleewherep and he may have felt$ thereforej that hope for the future lay 

in seeking to re-commend this original tradition to the Northp where it 

seemed to have a better chance of acceptance than in the South* 

(d)HoSea- 

Like Amos,, Hosea also addreSSe3 his message to the whole of the nation. 

H. W. Wolff 176) hasEhown that Hosea sees himself as part of a Yahwistic pro- 

174) MNoth, Ub. Studien, pp. 82f. 

175) A. Alt» "Die Heimat das Deuteronomiums", Kleine Schriften II, p. 270. 

176) 
. 
H. 'ýY. 'Violff, "Hoseas geistige Heimat", ULZ.., 81� 1956, coi. 85. 
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phetio tradition'' '" running right back to Moseis and Sinai 9 and in Hoseal a 

own day represented by a prophetic circlel78) 3haring a oo=on opposition to 

the syncretism prevalent in the Northern sanctuaries. Like Jonadabs Hosea 

idealises the desert period, Hoss 2ti6-i7 (14-15); 9: 10; 12110; 1314-5; 

and like Elijah he insists on that moral in1legrity, the demand for which he 

sees to be integral to the Sinai covenant; (i Kings 21: 17ff., of. Hosea 

4: 1-6 ( D, 11*15X J1. V'T )). Wolff draws particular attention to Hosea's 

interest ins and knowledge of# the ancient Israelite traditions and their 

contemporary cultic developments. Ile maintains that such knowledge cannot 

really be traced to the Northern prophetic circles of Hosea's time, 179) but 

must have been preserved by contemporary Levitical circles. This being so, 

Hosea must have been dependent on levitical traditions, as well as prophetic; 

i. e. his background is in a prophetic-levitic opposition-alliance. 
180) 

In a senses Jonadab, b. Rechab, stands as, an intermediate link between the 

M) H. W. Wolff,, "Hoseas goi3tige Heimat". ThLZ.., 819 1956, concludes that 
Hosea nowhere criticises the prophets, since he himself was intimately 
conneoted with contemporary prophetic circles. Wolff offers a pro- 
prophetic interpretation of Hos. 9: 7-9 (col. 86). and regards Hos. 4: 
4-6 as probably a later addition (col. 89). 

178) This, Violff deduces from the fact that Hosea's contemporary, kindred 
spirit stands in such a circle: 'Die Art, in der Amos von 'Propheten' 
und 'ProphetensUhnen' spricht (Amos 7: 14), macht es nun Ubrigens doch 
wahrscheinlichq dass Hosea sich nicht nur mit frLtheren Prophaten ver- 
bunden weisst sondern auch mit gegenwidrtigen Prophetenkreisen. " 
"Volf f9 02. - cit. 10 01.89. 

179) H. J. Wolff,, op. cit., col. 91. E. W. Nicholson, Deuteronomy_ and Tradit 
P- 93f-j, seeks to refute Wolff at this point, but the result cannot 
be said to be convincing. 

180) H. W. "A'Olff,, OP. Cit.,, col, 92. 
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formers. and the deaert-idealisation of the latter. That 'prophetic'- and 

Ilevitiol qualities oan be thus seen to meet in an individual of the ninth 

century# lends colour to the suggestion that these same qualities met also 

in Hosea himself, 

(e) The role of the Levites in the Northern oovenant tradition. 182) 
calls 

for somewhat closer examination. 

The origins of the Levites are obscure*183) 

181) voRad, Studies in Deuteronomy., p. 67. 

182) It seems likely from the evidence that: a) the Levites did not form 
a homogeneous classp and b) that their role varied from South to 
North. But at least certain circles of Northern Levites seem to have 
been especially concerned with the support and preservation of the 
primitive Yahwistic tradition. 

183) For a discussion of the etymology of the name Levi, see E. Nielsenj 
Mechem,, pi, 265f4 

Important to the problem of origins is the unresolved question as to 
the relation between the secular tribe of Levi, and the priestly 
levites: - 
W Some scholars follow the prima facie testimony of Old Testament 

literature, and regard the priestly class as developing from the 
secular tribe, (JbPedersen, Israel III, p. 157; R. de Vaux, 
"Settlement .. 6 of Judah",, op. cit., pp. 114ff. 

(ii) Others doubt the existence of the secular tribe altogether 
ýB. Nielse% ! 1! 'hechqm, p. 280); 

(iii) Others 
- 

again hold that the two groups have been linkedo simply 
on the basis of fortuitous similaritY of name (H. -J. Kraus. 
Worship in Israel, p. 94f. ; 1.1, Noth,, Ub. des 

ýGlntateuch, 
p. 1971, 

note 503). This last view depends rather heavily on the 

parallels to the name levi in the priestl_v sense, traced in 
Minaean inscriptions (see Pedersens Israel III, p. 170, re these 
AINE parallels)* Redo Vaux,, Ancient Israplj P. 369f., however, 

maintains that these 'parallels' are borrowings from the Jewst 

and therefore dependent on the O*T. literary usage. 

On the whole, the first suggestion as to the relation between Levi and 
the levites would seem the most probable - though the evidence for a/... 
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W, Eichrodt puts forwara the attractive suggestion that the Levites were 

in faot the primitive prie3thodd of Kadesh; 3o that they were from the 
I 

beginning concerned with the preservation of sacred ( V717 ) tradition,, 

e3pecially that of the WIUSM (Gen. 14: 7; Exe 15: 25)o as well as 

being acquainted with the worship centred on the Horeb theophany-sanctuary, 

(whether or not they possessed, in the pro-Mosaic age, any specifio tradition 

relating theophany and W)MM ), 

As stated above, the possibility that the Benjamite ark may have been 

comected with Sinal-Kadesh at this early stage, and hence with the Kaaesh 

levite8s is be3t left an open question. It is certain, however, that ark 

and levites did become closely associated at a comparatively early period, 

presumably at Gilgal. (We have also referred to the affinities between 

the apotropaic border-securing rite presumably practised in Benjamin, and the 

concept of Holy War : on this basis the involvement of both ark and levites 

in the holy war becomes explicable. )185) 

Continuation of note 183): 
/clear decision is simply not available. 

184) Theology of the Old Testament, Is P. 394. 
J. Padersen, Israel A III oonneot3 the Levites with the South (P. 170) 
and with Kadesh (p. 17-21 
R. de Vaux, "Settlement .:. of Judah".. concludes that Levi originally 
settled the Southern part of Judah, and that part of the Levi-group 
came to Kadesh after participating in an expulsion-Exodus from Egypt, 
but holds that the tradition "which put Levi in a special relation to 
Kadesh #. * is perhaps not a primitive one" (op. cit., pp. 115ff. ). 

185) Cf. v. Rad,, Studies in DeuterojISM, p. 67, "The Levites had a close 
connection 

; 7ith the Holy War, for the Levites and the ark belong 
together, and the ark was plainly the palladium of the Holy War". 
v. Rad is here presupposing a Southern setting for ark and levites, 
however, whereas we have placed both among the Northern elements. 
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The fanatic Yahwism of the Levites which has been mentioned above, is 

exemplified in several ancient passages: - 

Ex. 32.186) 

The Levites are conceived as having earned their rights to the office 

of priesthood by their vigorous defenoe of Sinuitio Yahwism - even to the 

point of slaying their own kith and kin. 187) 

Ge-n. 
- 
34.188) 

In its earliest form, this tradition probably praised Simeon-Levi as the 

186) The source- and tradition-analysis of Ex- 32 is complicated and 
obscure. 14.14oths, Exodus, traces at least four strata: - 
a) a primitive account of an apostasy, in which neither Levites nor 

Aaron had part; 
bý the insertion of the levites as defenders of the faith; 
c Aaron acquiesces in the people's determination to apostasise; 
d) Aaron takes the initiative in the apostasy. 
Noth, finds the basic core of the passage to be Yahwistic, 

JO Hempell Die Schichten des Deuteronomiums, p. 115f-, on the contrary, 
ascribes the whole chapter to different 'Eands' of E. This seems more 
probable. 
Some scholars assume that the 'calf' intruded into an early 'apostasy 
story' only in polemic against the 'calf' of Jeroboam Is at Bethel, 
(see note 170). Cf. h--7, Noth, Exodus,, considers it more likely that 
there was a pre-Jeroboam Yahwistio loalfl-tradition, which was only 
subsequently exploited for polemical purposes. 

187) J, Pedersen, Israel III, p. 174, concludes that there was strife even 
among the levite3 themselves as to the correct attitude that should 
be taken toward the Canaanite cult. 

J88) The passage is a late insertion in its present context (E. 
-Nielseng 

Shechems p. 281'). In itself it also bears the marks of re-editing: a 
pro-Simeon/Levi (anti-Canaanite) account has been annotated later, to 
stress the honourable intentions of Shechem b. flamor, and therefore 
presumably to denigrate Simeon/Levi, 0 
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upholders$ by force of arms, of Israel's honour and purity$ in face of 

Canaanite (cultio) defilement, 

J. Pedersen 189) draw3 Gen. 49: 5-7 into this same circle of ideas, and 

stresses its close connection with Gen. 341 - He commentst "That mixture 

of respect and antipathy with which holy men are often regarded in the 

East was experienced by the levites too, *** The scattered life of the 

Levites is here regarded as a punishment from Yahweh .,. The punishment 

befalls'Levi for violent conduct whichs however, was regarded by others as 

especially pleasing to Yahweh, The victims of the violence of Levi were the 

Canaanites ... and it may be assumed that cult controversies have been the 

cause, " 

Dtn. 
_331 

8-11 .- 
(See chapter 3, OTheophany and T; r; hl, p. 373f4 In its present form 

the tradition locates the Levitical struggle for dominance at Massah and 

Meriba'90)the satellite oases of Kadesh, i. e. in the pre-settlement period. 

Here toot the Levites have proved by their vigorous action that loyalty to 

Yahweh is dearer to them than the ties of kinship. V. 11 indicates that 

subsequently this Levitic pre-eminence was being challenged, and the 

vehemence of the language shows the bitterness of the struggle. Mio the 

challengers were is uncertain, but Jeroboam's non-Levitic priests are the 

most likely candidatest 
191) (1 Kings 1201f.; 13*33). Tt is interesting 

189) Pedersent Israel 1119 p, 171- 

190) The aetiologies in Fz* 17: 1-7i and Numo 20: 1-13 are probably later 
than our passage, 

191) Cf. J. Pedersen, Israel IIT,, p. 173. 
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that the later additions to the Levi-oracle (Dtn. 33: 9-10) validate the 

levitical teaching ministry (impartation of t; r3h) on the grounds of this 

ancient fidelity which Levi showed to the Sinai covenant tradition* From 

the tons of Dtn- 33 as a whole, we may assume that the series of oracles was 

assembled in the Northern kingdom. 

As regards the teaching ministry of the Levitess, the probability is 

that their concern with tSr; h has its main roots in these early struggles: 

If the levites had become widely established at the Northern shrines in 

the period between the settlement and the disruption, then Jeroboam's 

displacement of part of them from Bethel (and possibly from other shrines 

as well) would create redundancies similar to and foreshadowing the later 

situation created by the Josianic cult-centralisation. It is likely there- 

fore that these Northern Levites# from the disruption onwardst began to 

interest themselves in the preservation of the authentic traditions, not 

only through the cults at the still orthodox sanctuaries such as Shechemo 

but also by means of a more widely diffused teaching and preaching ministry, 

which may even have included paraenetic and oatechetical instruction centr- 

ing on the Levitical citieso Thus the emphasis on collation and recording 

of traditions, which became so important during the exile was not a now 

departure, but had its roots far back in the history of Israel's struggle 

against Canaanite influences infiltrating the Sinai tradition. 

The development ofthe Sinai-covenant tradition within the Northern cult. 

In our aocount of the pre-disruption period we traoed: - 

a) the establishment of the covenant oult at Shechem-Gilgal; 
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b) the linking of this covenant tradition with that of the arks at 

Gilgal; and 

c) the accretion at Shiloh of an enthronement motifg under Canaanite 

influence. 

This latter development was in line with the subsequent royal cults 

of Bethel and Jerusalem; but from the viewpoint of the strict Yahwiatic 

strain with which we are primarily concerned, it no doubt represented a 

deviation fraught with the greatest possible danger. 

we therefore naturally look to Shechem (of. above: the intransigence of 

the Shechemite levites in face of Jeroboam's cultic innovations), as the 

place at which the Yahwistic-Sinai tradition is most likely to have been 

pre3erved. 
192) 

Dtn. 3itg-13 relates covenant reaffirmation and the reading of the 

covenant-law to the institution of the Year of Release ( jjUj31V )ý. In 

its present position the passage is a late insertion. It does not mention 

the location of the central shrine at which the covenant-rite is to take 

place, and is presumably intended to be taken as a reference to the temple 

at Jerusalem. But by analogy with Dtn. 27 and Josh. 24, we may infer that 

the original venue was Shechem. 

The original institution of the Release probably involved leaving the 

192) Cf. EeNielsent Shechemp P- 352 t "No other Israelite sanctuary 
kexcept Jerusalem5 at ýhich covenant-making and law-recital were of 
decisive importance. " 
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land fallow every seven years (Exo 23: 10), thus symbolioally acknowledging 

Yahweh's ownership of theýlandt handing it back to Him# and receiving it 

anew from His hand. Such symbolism is intimately related to the covenant 

themes with its stress on the promise of land-inheritanoe. The changed 

social circumstances of the eighth and seventh oentses however (land tenure 

stable, but a rising proletariat prone to debt and consequent enslavement), 

resulted in a re-applioation of the institution of the Release to questions 

of debt and slavery,, (Dtno 15). But the very impulse to re-apply the ancient 

law would imply that the old tradition was still living,, and the continued 

vitality of the tradition shows that it was still being kept before the 

attention of the nations by repetition in the cult. And in spite of this 

re-applioation to the economic situation in the period of the late monarchy# 

the Release obviously still retained its strong covenant associations# Of. 

Jer. l7j4g 193) 
where the exile is interpreted as an enforced observance of 

the ancient ljt7tV - the land, which is Yahweh's, will enjoy re3tt because 

Yahweh's covenant-breaking people are no longer there to defile it. 

we are therefore justified in using Dtn- 31: 9-13 as evidence for a 

continuing cult of covenant-reaffirmation$ down to the time when the Die* 

tradition was carried South. 

Noth'94) has rightly stressed that in this covenant-reaffirmation 

ceremonyt the 'legal' element became increasingly preponderant* In ch- 3 

we shall trace the development between decalogue and Book of Covenant, and 

193) Reading 111 1"11=71 with BHK3 j (after K. H. Graf, Der Prophet 
Jeremia, p. 2419 - 18629 Leipzig). 

194) M. Noths The Historv of Israel, p. 100f. 
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again between B. o. Cs and Deuteronumic Code* And we shall review evidence 

which suggests that prohibition- and curse-series were at home in this 

cultic setting from a very early period. But the subsequent development of 

the legal element within the cult is obscure. Did the ethical deoalogue 

ever stand as part of the liturgy, or is it basically a literary creation 

nodelled on covenant-cult usage? Ytas the Book of the Covenant ever recited 

as such within the cult? Dtn. 31: 9-13 (especiallys v. 12) implies that the 

Deuteronomic Code is intended for cultie recitation; and if the passage 

may be regarded as authentic reminiscence of an actual periodic happenings 

then there would be good grounds for holding that it was the Bso. C., as the 

predecessor or 'ancestor* of the Deuteronomic Codes that was actually used 

in the cult4 There is nothing inherently improbable in such an interpretat- 

ion of Dtr1- 31: 9-13; but f`Urther than this we cannot safely go, If Noth 195) 

is correct in his assumption that the covenant-reaffirmation was held 

annuallyo but that the seven-yearly celebration in the Year of Release was 

an especially solemn occasion, then it is possible to speculate that a 

decalogic form was used annuallyp and the fuller exposition and code at the 

Releasee 

TheE1ohist* 

As the Yahwist gathered together the traditions of the pre-disruption 

periodj so (most scholars agree )196) the Elohistic material represents the 

195) K. Noth, The History of Israell, p. 101@ 

196) M, Noth,, t1b. des Pentateuch, p. 249, argues for the Southern provenance 
of B. In this he is followed by A. Kuschkes "Die Lagervorstellung der 
priesterachriftlichen RrzUh1ung",, Z. A. W. 63,1951, P. 91, note 108/*** 
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crystallisation of that stream of tradition which flowed in the North from 

the time of the disruption till the eighth cent. The Elohistio material 

is marked by 197): 
_ 

a) reaction from the Southern tradition; leading to an exclusion of 

nearly all the Southern saga-material that the Yahwist had included 

in his work, and a greater emphasis on the central Sinai tradition 

of the covenant with its attendant legal provisions. This can be 

seen as an attempt to safeguard authentic Yahwism in an era of 

aposta3y6 

b) Allied to this, the Elohist exhibits a greater stress on the 

uniqueness of Israel among the nations, and the need to separate 

from the heathen in order to preserve Israel's peculiar heritage. 

c) The links between the Elohist ana the prophetic movement have often 

been noted. 

d) Elohistic description tends to incorporate a certain element of 

exhortations which we may fairly conclude to be rooted in the cult# 

and which attains its full flowering in the Deuteronomio paraenesis. 

Continuation of note 196)t- 
-' /"Wir folgen der Ansicht Nothag dass B. aUdisraeliti3cher Herkunft !; 't: 'Die Tatsache, dass E. erzählende Tradition wiedergibt, wie 

sie zunächst in Mittelpalistina gebildet# and dann im Kreise der 
SUdstU=e weiter ausgebildet worden ist, und der ausgesprochen aUd- 
palistinische Charakter des E. -Sondergutes Gen. 22: Iff. und Exe 18: 
iff. sprechen dagegen# dass E. "nordiaraelitischer" Herkunft ist. 'n 
But against this last point, of, A. Weiser, Introduction to the 0, T, 

12 p. 124. 

197) On the character13tiCS Of Eel see further A. Weisers Introduotion to 
the Old Testamentl ppo ii4ff. v 124. 
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The Southern Covenant Tradition. 

The establishment of the Davidio dynasty represents the Southern 

development of the charismatic succession of leadership. In the North, 

the succession of charismatic Judges was replaced officially by a success- 

ion of kings, each prophetically designated and popularly acclaimed; - but 

in practices as we have seen$ the charisma passed to the levitio-prophetie 

circles where the authentic covenant traditions were preserved. But in the 

South, the prophetic designation and popular acclaim rested upon the Davidic 

line as a whole rather than on its individual representatives. The concept 

of 'dynasty' was of course already deeply-rooted among the Canaanites,, and 

the pattern of the old Jebusite kingship will undoubtedly have moulded the 

Davidic pattern. 
198) Nevertheless the prophetic oracle was still considered 

essential to the establishment of the monarchy* Hence Nathan's oracle to 

David was greatly stressed from Solomonic times onward as the once-for-all 

decision of Yahweh$ whereby He took the Davidic line into a covenant of 

grace with Himself. 

j. Thus ideally9 199) the Davidic covenant was seen as a special provision 

within the more general framework of the Sinai covenant* God who called 

Israel to be a people under His own divine kingship, made this specific 

198) E. Nielsen, Shechemt P- 329. On the sacral significance of Canaanite 
kingship,, see J. Gray, Archeology and the Old Testament World, ppo 115t 
138; The Canaanites, p. 107; A History of -TerusRlem. p. 78. 

199) A.., '. -lts 
"The Monarchy in the Xingdoms of Israel and Judah"# Essays 0 

Old Testament History and RejjEýon, pp* 257f. p concedes that the 
Davidic covenant was a legitimate growth from the ancient common 
Yahwistic tradition. Yet in practice, the 'Davidic' aspects of the 
Yahwistic ouvenant tradition, seem in the Jerusalem cult to have 
overshadowed the primitive Sinai tradition. 
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provision for their concrete governance by adopting one family from among 

Israel to be His loons',, and through -whom He might make His divine kingship 

tangible. Stress is laid constantly on the fact that the bond between king 

and Yahweh is essentially analogous to that between people and Yahweh. The 

king emphatically belongs to the human side of the covenant partnership, 

even in his most exalted moments. "Within the nation the king is the repre- 

sentative of the whole : Israel is his 'house' and he is its father. The 

covenant between Yahweh and Israel and between Yahweh and David is one and 

the same thing. " 200) 

The Jerusalem Covenant Cult. 

In our discussion of the pre-disruption period we referred to 2 Sam. 6, 

and we decided, on the basis of comparison with the parallel text in PSA32, 

that the passage constitutes the account of a periodic cultic re-enaotmentp 

rather than a factual historical record of a once-for-all happening. 201) 

What then was the oultic occasion referred to? An analysis of the Psalm 

(132) may throw light on this question. Psalm 132 comprises the following 

elements 
202): 

_ 

a) The solemn recalling of David's desire to build a house for Yahweh# 

and the plea that Yahweh may remember this in "David's" favour, 

(vv. 1-5); 

b) Account of how the ark wits sought and found at KirjathTearim (v. 6); 

200) S. Mowinckels The Psalms in Israel's Worship# I# p, 44. 

201) Cf. S. Howinckell The Psalms in Israel's Worship, I, p. 175. 

202) For important expositions of Psalm 1329 see: - 
S. Mowinokel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, 1. p. i76f. #- H. -J. Kraus, 
Worship in Israel# p.. 183ff.; A. Weiser, The Psalms, pp. 779ff. 
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a) Summons to the oongregation to worship before the ark in Jerusalem, 

(v. 7); 

d) The cry to Yahweh to arise and enter with the ark into the Jerusalem 

shrine, (v. 

e) The plea that divine favour to monarchy and people will be sealed 

in the granting of a theophany before the ark, (v, 9-10); 

f) Rooollection of the aleotion of Davids (vvs 

g) Hancling over of the loovenant and to3timonie3'. (v. 12),, - (mee 

belbw,, P. 294. ); 

h) Recollection of the election of Zion, (vv. 13-18). 

That some such festival was observed in Jerusalem, and that it involved 

some form of covenant reaffirmation, seems certain. But scholars vary as to 

the detailed interpretation of its signifioance. Mowinckel finds his key 

to interpretation in the 'enthronement psalms' 
203) 

with their jubilant 

shout of 1ý73 'M i'V) - translated by Mowinckel, "Yahweh has beoome 

King. " 204) (P-3-% 930; 97: 1; 47: 8; 96: 10). He argues that on the lasts 

c 
c 205) 

, limatic day of the Autumn-New Year festivals Yahweh having representat- ,x 
ionally defeated the forces Of chaos enters the temple in triumpho enthroned 

203) S. Mowinckel,, op. cit. 9 11 p. 107. 

204) The lactualisation' of the salvation-moment in the cult is of cardinal 
importance for Mowinckel. So here, the moment o. T* proolamation is 
treated utterly seriously as the actual moment of manifestation of 
Yahweh's saving power and rule. See, G. E. Wright, "Cult and History - 
A study of a current problem in Old Testament Interpretation". 
interpretation. 

--i-6,19600 p. 16. 

205) S. Mowinckell op. -cit. 9 I,, p, 124. 
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upon the processional ark : thus He re-affirM3 His kingship over Israel 

and over all creation. In the temple Yahweh remains lenthroned upon the 

praises of Israel' (Ps. 22: 4); "von den Wolken des RaUcheraltarfeuers vor 

protanen Augen verhUllt» gelegentlich aber dem tge*dffneten' Auge des in 

Anbetung versunkenen Propheten sichtbar". 
206) 

Divine enthronement had formed part of the Canaanite Harvest and New 

Year Festival cult in Jebuss and presumably also in Shiloh (see above). it 

had signified that the dying god of fertility had been restored to life and 

supremacyt and that thereby prosperity was guaranteed for the ensuing year. 

on mounting his throne the god established the tables of destiny, so settl- 

ing the events for the following year. 
207) 

According to Vowinckells interpretation, Ps. 132 represent3 an adaptat- 

ion and historicising of this Canaanite rite. 
208) Yahweh has not been 

resuscitated by menj but on the contrax7 has vindicated Himself by rescuing 

His ark from ignominy, 209) 
and in the person of His representative the 

210) Davidic king has symbolioallyg in ritual combat, overcome the forces of 

206) S. Mowinckell "Gottesdienst II. Im. A, T. ". R, G. G. 3,2. 
col. 1754; 

The Psalms in Israel's Worship, I. p. 94. 

207) LS. Mowinckel, bR. cit. p Is pp. 959 136f. 

208) S, Mowinokel, op* cit., I, p, 177. 

209) S. Mowinckel, op. cit*p I, p., 175: "... when David introduced the holy 
ark" (to Jerusal-emT-"as the centre of the cult, and the symbol of the 
personal presence of Yahweh ... David could not have indicated mare 
clearly that his new kingdom was to be based on the traditions of the 
old Israel. " 

210) Pas. 46,48, and 149 may contain allusions to ritual combat. Note the 
stress on visual experience of Yahweh's salvation-deed, Pa. 46: 90 
("come and see what the Lord has done" - N. E. B. ); Pa. 48: 9, ýas we 
have heard# so have we seen"). 



man and nature 
211) 

ranged against Hims The ark,, Yahweh's cherubim-throne 
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on which He is Invisibly seated, is borne triumphantly up the via sacra 

(Pa. 84: 61 Is. 35t8) to the temple mount, amid the welcoming shouts of the 

worshippers, Where the ark isp there Yahweh is; so that this ark-processioh 

re-presenta, Yahweh's theophanyp His coming to dwell and reign in the midst 

of Jerusalem and of Israel. But though the ark is borne by the priests,, 

His 'appearing' is not thereby controlled by them: His coming is an act of 

divine grace in which He freely confirms the election of 'David' and of 

$Uon',, and thus reaffirms the covenant with Israel. 

In Mowinckel's view# an element of proclamation of the law occurs at 

two points 
212) 

within the framework of this enthronement cult. As the 

procession reaches the doors of the sanctuary. the priests from within 

expound the entry-torah setting out the moral conditions to be fulfilled if 

a worshipper is to be considered worthy to partake in the temple cult; and 

later# at the climax of the installation of the ark, the divine stipulations 

are proclaimed in dsoalogic form; - stipulations the observance of which 

is essential for the maintenance of the covenant between Yahwehp King# and 

peoples 

Mowinckelp then, has a oomparatively high estimate of the influenoe of 

the old Canaanite cult on the development of the Jerusalem temple cult. The 

211) S. Mowinckels op. -cit., 
I. pp. 108* 154, argues that 'Creation' and 

'Exodus' were closely related themes in the enthronement festival; 
the Exodus being viewed as Yahweh's struggle against chaotic powers 
(Pharaoh and Egypt) in the process of 'creating' His people Israel. 

212) S. Mowinckel, o]2. cit. 9 Is, p. 18o,, note 188, correcting the view 
expressed in Le Ddealogue, p. 153f- 
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fundamentals of the festival are the divine theophanyg and the myth of 

creation# 
213) (Pa. 74: 12-17; Ps- 104: 5-9; Ps- 931ib-4). "The Yahweh 

of the cult ofJorusalem is the God who has taken over everything of value, 

everything great and elevated in the whole previous religious development, 

all the ideas of the divine, and all the higher feelings among the people 

whose culture Israel took over; .. * in so far as this culture could be 

united . ** with the historical traditions about Yahweh. 02%) On the one 

hand, the Sinai-covenant theology which adhered to the arkt entered Jerusalem 

along with the ark; and on the other hand the historical fact of David's 

succession to power, in politics and cult$ undergirded and theologised by 

the Nathan-oracle, introduced the theme of the Davidio election. The 

election of Zion, which already had roots in the Saph; n-tradition, then 
0 

became subordinated to this Davidic-covenant tradition. 

For H. -J. Kraus,, the cult described in Pa. 132 etc. is essentially the 

'royal festival of Zion'. The significance of the ark-proces5ion is not 

fenthronement' - to stress 'enthronement' is to place undue emphasis on the 

influence of the old Canaanite cult. 
215) 

For Israell Yahweh's kingship was 

manifested decisively in the Exodus-Sinai eventO and it is this historical 

and ancient manifestation of His kingship that is Joyfully acknowledged in 

213) S, Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, I. ppe 143ff. 

214) S. Mowinokel, The Psalms in Israel's Worshipq I, p. 99. 

215) See G. E. Wrights "Cult and History -a study of a current problem in 
Old Testament Interpretation". Interpretation 16,1960v pp. 16f., for 
a summary of Kraus' critique of Mowinckel. 
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the cry 1 1573 111,11 ', Le, in language now borrowad from the Canaanite 

cult. 
216) The festival cult-narrative is fundamentally concerned not with 

fenthronement's but with Justifying the action of David; that on succession 

to power in Jerusalem he moved the ark, the ancient symbol of Israel's 

covenant with Yahweh, to his new royal/national shrine. Justification for 

David's decision is found in the Nathan oracles whereby Yahweh declares His 

purpose of entering into everlasting covenant with David, Tt is by virtue 

of the authority vested in him as Yahweh's 'son'. then, that David chose 

Zion; and for that reasons the choice of Zion is Yahweh's choice, (Only 

secondarily is the ancient SaphSn-tradition woven into the basically 
0 

Israelite material), Thus with thq annual re-enactment of the entry of the 

ark into JerU3&lemO the founding of the Jerusalem shrine as the place of 

Yahweh's presence among His people is re-presented, and its basis in the 

Davidic covenant recalled. 

As to the place of the legal elements of the covenant traaition within 

the Autumn Festival# Kraus assigns the same role to the entrance torah 217) 

as does Mowinckel; but for the rest he is content to stress that "the 

ancient legal traditions came to Jerusalem with the ark" 
2JB) (Cf. Psalm 50; 

Mic, 4: 2; Is. 1: 26; 20), without attempting to define more exactly the 

216) Cf. S. Mowinokel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, Is PP. 509 M: 
"The .,. statement" P7t_hJt Yahweh had,, according to the Israelite view, 
always been king") e. "is correct enough". The difference between 
Mowinckells and Kraus' position lies in the utter seriousness with 
which Mowinckel treats the idea of the re-actualisation of the 
salvation-deed in the cult. 

217) H. -J. Krauss Worshipin Israel, p. 211f. 

218) li. -J. Krauss Worahip in Israel, p. J89. 
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place of these traditions within the ritual of the 'royal festivalf. 

In a fine statement of the role of theophany in the Jerusalem cult, 

Kraus stresses that "revelation is not cultically 'manipulated' but belongs 

to the sovereign freedom of the God of Israel". 219) He would therefore 

reject any interpretation implying that theophany may be commanded, by 

means of an ark-prooessiont the sounding of trumpets,, or the burning of 

incenses but he would relate it to the 'prophetic visionary perception,: 

"We must distinguish ... between the faith in the presence of God in the 

sanctuarys which is basic to all worship,, and the expectation of his 

manifestation in the theophanyt as proclaimed in prophecy. " 

A. Weiser insists, even more emphatically than Kraus, on the centrality 

of the peculiarly Israelite traditions, within the Autumn-New Year Festival. 

This festival he regards as essentially a festival of the renewal of the 

Sinai covenant# and as built around the cult-theophany of Yahweh. The twin 

pillars of the self-revelation of God as preserved in the covenant-tradit- 

ion and celebrated in the cult, are History and Law. The core of the 

History is the Sinai theophany as celebrated in the tribal confederacy of 

Israelt and recorded in the Icultio-narratives' (Fastperikopen) belonging 

to that celebration. These oultio narratives include the recitation of 

the saving deeds of Yahweh from the Exodus to the land-distribution. 

(Weiser 220) 
also underlines the note of judgment in the Psalms, and relates 

this too to the festivals tracing it back, through the entrance-toroth, to 

219) H. -J. Krauss Worship in Israel, p. 216. 

220) Ael7eiserg The Psalmst P, 49. 
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its ultimate source in the blessing-and-curse formulations of the ancient 

Shechem covenant ceremony (Deute 27,28) 221) ). In the further development 

of the cult, this basic 'Sinai' core is extended and elaborated : the line 

of the Heilsgeschichte is extended back to include Yahweh's deeas in 

creation, and forwards to inolude the election of David and of Zion within 

the framework of the covenant-cult. 

As regards the form of the cult, Weiser is sceptical about the suggested 

ark-processions 
222) 

preferring to concentrate on a ritual within the 

Jqrusalem shrine itself (Ps, 132: 7)s where by means of trumpets and incense 

the actio-of God in the Sinai-theophany is re-presented, and evokes the 

reactio of Israel's worship. Presumably the reactualisation of IflAnal' 

induces such intense participation that the worshippers may themselves 

experience the theophanyl and 'behold the face of God'* (welser's stress 

on the sovereignty of the divine initiative in theophnny would imply that 

the contemporary theophanic experience was not confined to the official cult 

personnel# but was in principle open to the devout worshippers of all ranks, ) 

The declaration of the divine name and the divine will (of. the deca. - 

logue) are closely bound up with the theophany; indeed the proclamation of 

221) For a different emphasis as to the place of the juagment-motif in the 
Psalms.. cf. S, Mowinokel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship# Is PP* 103f-s 
146ff, The two are,, of course, not mutually exclusive. 

222) A. Weiserp The Psalms, pp. 234P 779. , and "Die Darstellung der 
Theophanie in den Psalmen und im Featkult"t in Bartholet Festschrift 
(1950)9 pp. 513f. 

'Neiser's exposition of Psalm 132: 89 in which he seeks to exclude 
'reference to ark-procession, is however not very convincing. 
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the divine word by oultio priest or prophet seems to have marked the 

olimax of the theophany and of the cult, 

A detailed comparison of the work of these three representative scholars 

would take us too far afield* Suffice it to point out that on two cardinal 

questions they are in general agreement: - 

i, All three are agreed that the stipulational content of the covenant$ 

in so far as it had developed up till the disruption, moved South and 

became incorporated in some way, in the covenant-ceremonial of the 

Jerusalem Autumn Festival. Here we should note the fruitful suggestion 

of J. Grayg that the 'testimony' 11,7VI'l ) handed to King Joash at 

his coronation (2 Kings 11: 12) is probably to be identified with the 

'testimony' ( '11117 ) mentioned in Ps. 132: 12; and that it contained 

the nucleus of the covenant-stipulations in deoalogic form. If we are 

justified in our assumption that Ps, 132: 12 indicates a concrete ritual 

act in the course of the autumn festival$ in which the testimony Was 

annually re-presented to the king, then this ritual act would clearly 

constitute a powerful links connecting the annual covenant celebration 

described above# with the occasional covenant renewals described below. 

The existence of such a link would help to emphasise the essential 

congruity of Davidic- and Sinai-covenant traditions. 

2, All, three are agreedp too. that the theophany is not a matter of cultic 

manipulation $'but is a revelation of Himself whioh God grants, in the 

course of the cultic celebration, to those of His devout worshippers whom 

He has freely chosen. 
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The essential difference between the work of Mowinekelp Kraus, and 

Weiser$ is in their varied estimates as to the influence of the jebu3ite 

cult on the Israelite covenant tradition., The line of approach indicated 

by Weiser would seem to be the most compatible with the findings of our 

discussion thus farp (though in details he may do less than justice to the 

viewpoint represented by Mowinckel, of. his interpretation of Pao iNt8). 

Certainly we seem justified in insisting that it is the Sinai covenant 

tradition which forms the dominant element in the Jerusalem cult traditiont 

and that the contributions of the Jebusite cult have been subsumed within 

the Sinai cult# rather than vice versa. 

39 The continuing 'Sinai' influence in the South. 

Support seems indicated for Weiser's view, as outlined above, in that, 

alongside the evidence for covenant reaffirmation offered by the reconstruct- 

ions of the Autumn-Now Year Festivalb there in also a strand of clear 

evidence from the Southern kingdom that even in the period before the 

Northern traditions moved South (0- 722 B, C. )s periodic covenant renewal 

ceremoniest closer in form to the pro-disruption Sinai-oovenant pattern did 

in fact take placeb 

(a)Reforms during the reign of Asa (908-872 B. C. ) 
_: 

I Kings J519-J5. 

The passage has been edited by the deuteronomiatt but there seem to be 

no grounds for doubting that vv. 12-13,15 derive from authentic chronicles 

of Asa's reign. Though there'is no specific reference to covenant renewal, 

the passage has obviously been interpreted as such by the Chronicler, 

(2 Chr6n- 15ti2-15)9 and the stress on Asalsputting away of foreign gods' 
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(vs 12b) and hia purification of the cult (vv. 12a, 13), confirm the 

interpretation - of, p., 233 above, on Jos. 24: 23-25- It is noteworthy, too, 

that the reform movement described in 2 Kings 11 (see below)p which undoubt- 

edly involved covenant renewal, was also concerned with purification of the 

cult, (2 King3 Ili 18). 

(b)Coronation of Joash (832-800-B. G. ) 12 Kings Ilt12-20. 

With the bracketing of vv. 13-16 which form a digression, the passage 

clearly stands as a unitary narrative in which coronation and covenant- 

renewal are parts of a single whole. (This$ however# does not necessarily 

imply that covenant-renewal was a regular part of every coronation 

ceremony. ) 
223) 

2 Kings 11: 17 seems be3t taken as describing a two-fold covenant 

renewal 
224): 

_ 

i. The covenant between Yahweho king and people,, ( -11K 

8 -11, 0115 1 ell i'l 3 ]V) 1: 1'ol 

2. The covenant between the king and the people (ny, -l I i: 11 Iýnj 

223) Coronations seemingly took place at the time of the Autumn Festival, 
and were conducted according to a special coronation liturgy; cf, 
H. -J. Krauss Worship in Israel, pp. 222ff. Any relation to the annual 
covenant re-affirmation would be of a secondary nature, 2 Kings 11, 
then, describes an exceptional case, vize the renewal of the covenant 
at a time of crisis, not the normal annual ceremony. 

224) Following Baltzerp Das Bundeaformular,, p. 85; and He-J*Krau3, Worship 
in Israel, p* 194P note 35. 

Gov. Rad#. Studies in Deuterono, p. 64, note 1# regards v. 17b as a 
dittography. U. Noth, "Old Testament covenant making in the light of 
a text from Mari% op. cit.,, p. 115, on the other hand, regards the 
reference to the covenant between king and people as the original 
form of the text. 
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The phrase t3yý Ill expresses the very essence of the Sinai 

covenant tradition$ and underlines the fact that the covenant between 

Yahweh and the king is identical with the covenant between Yahweh 

and the people. The king is the representative and spokesman of the 

people before Yahweh. It is significant that though this essential 

unity of Sinai- and Davidic-covenant may at times have been obscured 

in the Jerusalem cult# yet in the day of national and political crisial 

it emerges clearly. 

2. The renewal of the covenant between king and people# recalls the 

abortive negotiations whose breakdown led to the secession of the 

Northern kingdom in 926 B. C. (I Kings 12: 1-16). At that juncture, the 

man of Israel had insisted that the relation between king and peoples 

which had been initiated in a voluntaryp two-sided covenant (2 Sam. 

5: 3). should be renegotiated in the face of changing circumstances and 

of political insecuritys Similarly the accession of Joash occurred at 

a time of political upheaval involving the murder of the seed royal and 

the rule of a usurper. "It is conceivable that the conservative 

sections of the population sought a new formulation of the basic 

covenant in .. * the unusual situation. 'The meaning of the ceremony 

therefore would be that after the reign of the foreigner Athaliah 

Jerusalem and Judah bind themselves again to the dynasty of David 

225) 

225) H. -J. Krau3j Worship in Israel, p. 194, note 35, citing U. Noth, "Das 
alttestamentliche Bundschliessen im Lichte eines Mari-Textes". 
Gesa=elte Studien (1952). p. 1520 a "O. T. covenant making in the 
light of a text from Mari". op. cit. $ p. 116. 
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(As we noted above# the covenant renewal is accompanied by the 

Iputting away of foreign gods' (2 Kings 11: 0), an ancient element in the 

Sinai covenant tradition*) 

Assuming$ therefore# that 2 Kings li: 17 describes a double covenant 

renewals the passage affordS strong testimony to the virility of the basic 

Sinai covenant traditions in Judah as wall as in Israel; so that in times 

of crisis it could break through the more sophisticateds, aesthetic forms of 

the Jerusalem cult$ and reassert itself in its primitive essentials. 

v, Rad 
226) has argued that these authentic traditions were preserved by the 

Southern Levites in coalition with 'the people of the land', We have 

suggested above that it was the levitic-prophetic circles of the North who 

were the guardians of the basic Sinai tradition. But may there not have been 

in fact a continuing intercourse between loyal Yahwist Levite3 of North and 

Southq which helped to keep the more primitive Sinai tradition alive in 

both parts,, throughout the period of the divided monarchy? 

As to the stipulational content of the Southern Sinai-covenant traditioz4 

the position is obscure. That there was some developmentalong this line 

seems virtually certain$ in view of the important place which Ex. 34 

occupies in the J. tradition. But on the whole the growth of legal corpora 

within the covenant framework seems to have been peculiarly at home in the 

North. Part of the reason may be that, unlike the position in the North,, 

the king of Judah occupied a position of unrivalled supremacy in the 

Jerusalem cults so that 'Yahweh's law' was never formulated in detail over 

226) GovaRad, Studies in Deuteronomy, p. 65- 
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aj; ainat the 'king's law'. (On the other hand, the king's law never 

qualified for inclusion in the content of the divine word. )227) 

The reintegration of the covenant tradition. 

Weýhave argued that the Deuteronomic tradition moved South about the 

time of the fall of Samaria# and we have suggested that the influence of the 

Dic. school was an important factor in the reform movement under Hezekiah. 228) 

The fact that reform under Asa and Joash had already displayed evidence of 

strong influence from the basic Sinai covenant tradition, howevert should 

warn us against an exaggerated estimate of the role of the die. school in 

the reform movements in the South; important it certainly was, but it was 

not the sole impetus to reform, 

2 Kin 18. 

Noth 
229) 

considers that the core of this passage consists of direct 

227) M. Noth, "The Laws in the Pentateuch". The Laws in the Pentateuch and 
Other Essaysj p, 20, 

228) The striking emphasis laid on Hezekiah's reform by the Chroniclert 
2 Chron, 29-32, may reflect the historical circUM3tance of the coming 
South of the Northern Levites about the time of Hezekiah's reform., The 
Ileviticall sympathies of the Chronicler are well known. It may well 
beg then$ that the Chronicler highlights Hezekiah's reform, because 
this wad the point at which the bearers of the Northern tradition 
first sought to exert their influence in the South. 

229) Noth's analysis of sources in 2 King3 18 is as followss- 
v. 4b - probably a direct extract from the Judaean chronicles, (Ob. 

Studien. P* 85); 
v, 4a -a gener' ! sing summary of the contents of the relevant entry 

in the ohronicle; 
vv. 9-11 - direct extract (Ub. Studiens P- 78); 
vv-13-16 - direct extract (IS-. Studient p, 76)e 
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extracts or summaries drawn from the 'chronicles of the kings of Judah#. 

As in the case of the reforms under Asa (I Kings 15l9ff. ) there is no 

explicit reference in the text to covenant-renewal, though 2 Chrono 29: 10 

interprets in that sense: The 'putting away of foreign gods' (2 Kings 181 

3-4) once again supports the Chronicler's interpretation. H*H. Rowley has 

drawn attention to the intimate connection between reform and rebellion230) 0 

and it is reasonable to suppose that the breaking of the Vassal Treaty With 

the Assyrian overlord would be followed by a renewal of the covenantý-treaty 

with Yahweh. 231) 

If there are some reminiscences of the Sinai covenant tradition in 

2 Kings 18s however# 2 Kings 20: 1-7 connects Hezekiah with the Davidio 

covenant. 20tib is probably to be interpreted as a command to order the 

succession of the kingdom - an important matter in relation to the Nathan- 

oracle and so to the Davidic covenant. 20: 6 again refers explicitly to the 

Nathan oracle as the basis of the covenant (of. also 18t3)- Yet it is 

significant that in the Hezekiah-blook as a whole* the Davidio covenant is 

presented as subsidiary to the Sinai covenant. This is primarily due,, no 

doubts to the present deuteronomistic arrangement of the materials but it is 

conceivable that the typical die. insistence on the priority of the Sinai 

covenant was already beginning to be voiced in Hezekiah's day, though the 

deuteronomic school had so recently moved South. 

230) H. H. Rowleys "Hazekiahts Reform and Rebe3lion", Men of god, pp. 129ff. 

231) E, W, Nicholsons Deuteronomy and Tradition, p. 99f. 
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2. Reform under Josiah, 2 Kings 22-23. 

On the chronology of the cultic reform in relation to the political 

independence movement, see Introduction, nota 51, 

Accepting Noth's thesis as to the structure of Dtn. I-2 Kings 25, it 

is sufficiently obvious that the Deuteronomi3t intends us to conclude that 

the book found in the treasury (2 Kings 22: 7-8) was indeed the dic. code. 
232) 

The phrases which reeall. the dic. provisions Most emphatically are almost 

certainly d13tiCs additions to the basic source of 2 Kings 22 - 23, - 

2 Kings 22: 13b 

2 Kings 23: 384 

2 Kings 2333b 

2 Kings 23: 9 

2 Kings 23: 21-23 

2 Kings 23: 24 

of, Dtn. 26,28 

c f. Dtno (pa3SiM) 

of, Dtn. 29: 20bs sto. 

of. Dtn. 18: 6-8 

of. Dtn. 16: 1-6 

of. Dtn. 18.99 

The covenant-affirmation in 1 Kings 23: 1-3 is therefore intended to be 

understood as standing in the Shechem tradition of covenant-renewal, cf. 

Dtn. 27 and Dtn- 31: 9-13. Yet the emphasis of 2 Kings 23: 1-3 is basically 

'Southern' and 'Davidiol: it is the king who reads the covenant document to 

the people# (ve 2)9 and the covenant itself is in the first instance a 

covenant between the kitig and Yahweh (V- 3) - the role of the people may be 

232) E. W. Nioholgons Deuteronomy and Tradition$ P- 3s sets out a list of 
the corresponaenoe between the elements of the Josianio reform and 
the provisions of the Die. Code. 
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said to be secondary# ( 11 " 1: 1: 1 WIN ý: ) TV 'I v Ve 3b) in the sense 

that their direct voice is only heard confirming the covenant that the king 

has already zade; yet the king is of course acting as their representative. 

It would seem then that the lamtliche Denkschrift' (2 Kings 22: 3 - 23: 3) 

233) 
composed presumably between the years 621 - 608, evidences little trace 

of the deuteronomic theologyj even though it records the official introduot- 

ion of the deuteronomio corpus into the Jerusalem cult. Later, the 

deuteronomist altered the force of the passage by setting it in a now con- 

text, i. e* by reading it as a conscious carrying out of the provisions of 

the Deuteronomic Codes with its known attitude of reserve toward the 

monarohy (and the monarchio covenant tradition), and its strong preference 

for the Sinai covenant traditiont 

The Douteronomistic Hist=. 

With the advent of the Deuteronomistic history, the reintegration of the 

covenant traditions may be said to be complete, We have already alluded 

briefly (Introductionjp p*314ýff., ) to some of the specific characteristics of 

the d13tiC. history# but it will be useful at this stage to draw the threads 

together in somewhat more detail, 

233) MbNothp Me Studien, p. 
2 Kings 22-23, 

2 Kings 22: 1-2 
2 Kings 22: 3 - 2313 

2 Kings 23: 4-20 

2 King3 23: 21-27 

86# gives the following source analysis of 

Preface by Dtr. p based on an official memorandum (amtliche 
Dankschrift),, a separate source from the 
Chronicles of the kings of Judah,, 
Excerpt from the Chronicles of the kings of 
Judah$ 
Postscript by Dtr. 
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A, The aim of the Distic* History. 

The Disto seeks to understand the purposes of God working out in the 

hi3tory of Israel from Settlement to Exiles 234) 
and to understand the situat- 

ion-of his own times in the light of this purpose. According to Noth, 235) 

the Dist. regards this history as finally closed; whereas other scholars 
236) 

hold that the work constitutes an attempt to learn the causes of past 

failuret in order that Israel may yet repent and thus face the possibility 

of restoration of the covenant relation between herself and Yahweho Which- 

ever view we adopty - and the second SOOM3 the more likely, - it is clear 

that the Distic. History sets out to be 'canonical', i. e., a definitive 

history of God's dealings with His people, in redemption-covenant and in 

land-inheritanoo, 

The oonaitional nature of the Covenant. 

The prime oonolusion of the Douteronomistic analysis of Israel's history 

is that the Exile highlights the conditional nature of the covenants and 

puts out of court all complacent reliance on an automatic salvation guarant- 

eed by an inviolable covenant bond. It would seem that the conditional 

element was# in fact# indigenous to the Northern covenant traditiont - 

shaped and defined no doubt under prophetic influence in conflict with the 

Baalising tendencies exemplified in the Northern 'royal' cult$ and it is 

234) E6W. Nicholsonp Deuteronomy and Tradition, p. 114# summarise3 the 
arguments for pre-exilio versus exilio dating of the composition of 
the Distio History. 

235) MNoth, Ub. Studien, p. 12o 

236) G. v. Radq "The Deuteronomic Theology of History in I and II Kinpv, 
The Problem of the Hexateuch and Okher Essays, p. 220; 
E. W, Nicholson, op. cit., -# p* 124. 
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clearly traceable in the core deposit of Deuteronomy. But Dtr. 's urgent 

in3istenoe on the conaitionality of the covenant is not merely a convention- 

al. reiteration of the ancient 'Northern' theological position# but a lesson 

drawn from the painful experience of contemporary events, i. es, the exiles 

of North and South* Henoo the Dist, goes beyond Dtn. in the emphasis 

placed on this pointd The Dies Code is basically optimistic - "You have 

received so great benefits at the hand of Yahweh I therefore it behoves you 

to show your gratitude by living in willing submission to the requirements 

of that-covenant which Yahweh has granted you. " In Dtr. j, however, this 

order Is reversed3 "Yahweh offers you the secure possession of the land 

promised to your fathers) on the pro-condition of obedience to the covenant 

law which He revealed through Moses. " As we shall see belowg this reversal# 

in the interests of greater emphasis on the necessity for obedienceo leads 

to a certain Ilegali3ing' tendenoyp which was little in evidence in Dtn#j 

but becomes a marked feature of Dtr* Cf. the remarks of Minette do 

Tillesse: - "Llauteur so. met on týete de son oeuvre an guise do those a 

. 'If demontrer la 'Loi, do MoXael (notre Dtn. ). Cleat alle qui commands 

lthistoire; ai lea Isra; 1ites observant catte loil, ils conquerront la Terre 

quo Yahweh lour a promise at y habiteront toujoural slils la violentp Us 

an seront bion vita expulses. Touts la grande hiatoire qu: L suit nlest 

., 0 0237) qulune veritioation de ce postulat. 

Equally markedL is the way in which Dtr. has consistently modifieeL his 

citations of the Nathan-oraolep on which the Davidio covenant is based., by 

237) G, Minette da Tille8se, "Sections 'tu' et isections 'voual dans Je 
Deuteronomeug V. To 129 19629 P- 31- 
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the Insertion of conditional clauses. (The urge to make these modificat. 

I onss we may conaludep arises partly from Dtrla inherited Northern theology, 

and partly also from the lessons which it draw from the political situation 

of the times. )%- I Kings 6til-13; i Kings 9: 4-9; 1 Kings. ii, 32-35; 

2 Kings 21: 8b* 

The attituaa of the Deuteronomistic History to-thakinghip. 

Mrs's attitude to kingship may be described as a restatement of the 

Northern tradition under the influence of the Jorusalem. cult, We have seen 

above that the Northern attitude# inherited and shared by Dtn., is marked 

by profound misgivings as to the role that the kingship had in fact played 

in the history of the covenant people., Dtn. 17: 14-17 represents the king- 

ship as an actuality with which Yahwist traditionists must come to terms# 

but which must be hedged around with restricting safeguards, This fundament- 

ally negative assessment of the kingship in the North corresponds with the 

fact that from the time of Jeroboam I onwards, the king seems to have played 

no part in the recurrent Sinai-covenant cult - the role of covenant-mediator 

passing to prophetic-levitio figures - and indeed the monarchy was increas- 

ingly associated with the syncratistios Canaanised cult of the Tyrian Baal# 

which was anathema to the preservers of the authentic Yahweh traditionao 

In the South however (as we have seen) the king played an essential 

role in the covenant-reaffirmation cult. Indeed the Daviaio covenant, 

jagally a specific extension of the over-arching Sinai covenant, came 

eventually to occupy the dominant position. The covenant came to be regarded 

as essentially between the Davidic house and Yahweh; the people being 
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represented bys and subsumed in, the monarchy and hence involved only 

secondarily (2 Kings 23: 1-3). We have already adduced examples of the 

way in which Dtro has taken over these Davidio traditions# and with very 

little alteration of their internal structure has changed their significance 

by setting them once more within the wider framework of the Sinai covenant, 

Clear evidence of Dtr. 's deliberate policy in this regard is provided by 

a consideration of the central place accorded in Dtr. to Josiah. Josiah is 

represented as the pattern of what the kingship ought to have been through- 

out its history; i. e* in his undertaking the solemn obligation to live and 

rule in accordance with the demands of the law of Moses# and to ensure the 

obedience of the nation to that same law* Thus the Dist, "has arrived at 

a really exalted concept of the true functions of monarchy" 
238); 

and each 

member of the monarchy in turn is Judged according to that ideal standard 

which Josiah in supposed to have exemplified, 
239) i. e. obedience to the 

Mosaic law 240) 
- in particular$ observance of the Hauptgabotp and the 

centralisation of the cult# Thus in effootv Dtr, virtually thifts the 

responsibility for maintenance of the covenant from the people to the 

monarchy$ and in this he may be said to reflect 'Southern' theology. Yet 

thetosaic law' which for Dtr4 forms the verbal content of the covenant is 

238) E, WNicholson; op. cit., p. 6 i10o 

239) Minette de Tillesse, op# cit., p. 600 suggests that even the portrait 
Of M0303 in his reaction to Israel's idolatry of the 'calf' (Ex- 32) 
has been influenced by the account of Josiah's reforming zeal. 

240) Gfj MNoth's verdict on Josiah, ttb. Studien, p. 91f., and "The Laws 
in the Pentateuoh"s op. cito, p4 42f. p that Josiah in fact aided 
the growth of 'legalism' in that he exalted the covenant law into 
statea-law, 
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the Deuteronomio Code# i. e. the old Northern Book of the Covenant tradition 

in its most deyeloped form. 

Finally it should be noted that though Dtr. has found an assured place 

for the monarchy within the re-integrated covenant theology, yet in the 

final analysis it is the negative assessment of the kingship that is 

characteristic of the work. Of all the po3t-Davidio kings, in North and 

South, only Hezekiah and Josiah are unreservedly commanded for their faith- 

fulness to the covenant. All the others in varying degrees abetted that 

trend towards apostasy which was characteristic of Israel's whole history. 

This fact is firmly underlined in I Sam. 8 and 12 (earlier traditions, 

heavily expanded, and thereby confirmed, by the deuteronomi3t, ) Indeed 

i Sam, 12 comprises one of the four retrospective-and-prospeotive speeches 

which mark out the framework of the Deuteronomistic History, 241) 
and which 

may therefore be taken as peculiarly significant for assessing Dtr. 's 

theological standpoint. 

D. The covenant curse and its relation to the prophecy-fulfilment_pattern. 

One way in which the deuteronomistio stress on loonditionality, shows 

itself is in the heightening of the minatoryt curse elements in the covenant 

pattern, Dtn. 28t47-681 30; 917b - iOsil, etc. The exile is seen as the 

fulfilment of the covenant curse; for the covenant is seen as having set 

forth as equal alternatives the possibility of blessing (abiding possession 

of the land) or of curse (ejection from the land), 9 the issue being decided 

241) The four speeches which form the framework of the Distio, Historys- 
Josh. 1. Josh. 23,1 Sam. 12,1 Kings 8* 
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on whether Israel chose to obey or disobey the covenant conditions. This 

pattern of bles3ing-inheritance over against cursing-ejection is emphasised 

by the framework in which Dtr. sets its historical material: r 

a) The account of the Mosaic age stresses the fact that through their 

disobedience at Kade3h Barnes, the first generation under Moses were 

excluded from the inheritance which had been promised to them in the 

covenant. 

b) Joshua 23 represents Dtr. 's summary of the conquest-3attlement period* 

Vv. 9-10 which recall the successes that Israel has experienced$ echo 

in general terms the covenant blessing of Dtn. 28: 7, with the implicat- 

ion that Joshua's generation have in fact taken to heart the lessons of 

the desert wanderings$ and shown obedience (Josh. 24131). But the 

recital of their BUCCe3308 is immediately followed by the stern reminder 

that continued blessing is contingent upon continued obedience (Josh., 

23311-16). 

c) The book of Judges, which more than any other part of the distioa 

history evinces distios structuring,, 
242) 

gives repeated illustrations 

of this obodience-blessing/disobodience-curse pattern: - aposta6y, - 

affliction, - repentance and now obedience, - deliverance and peaceful 

enjoyment of the landl eog. Judi 2: 18-23. 

d) The whole history of the kingship is divided into two parts in pursuance 

of this same theme, The period of obedience and attendant blessing 

242) M. Noth, Ub. 1-11turlInDs pp. 21f. 0 50f. 
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climaxes in the dedication of the temple (i Kings 8) which ByMbOli3eS 

the full and complete possession of the land, for Yahweh has promised 

to dwell there in the temple for ever, in the midst of His people and 

His land, (I Kings 8: 13). But I Kings 9 immediately follows, preluding 

the period of disobedience and attendant disaster: the contingent 

nature of the 'everlasting covenant' is expressed in the strongest terms 

(I Kings 9: 1-9)p " the theme is then traced in detail through the 

histories of North and South, down to the exiles of Samaria (2 Kings 

1717-18) and of Judah (2 Kings 2413-4.20). 

Closely analogous to this pattern of the working out of blessing/cures 

pari passu with the obedience/disobedience of the covenant people,, is the 

pattern of prophecy-fulfilment to which v. Rad has drawn attention* 
243) 

Indeed, as we shall have cause to note below, Dtr. '3 stress on the definit- 

iveness of written t; r; h implies that the prophetic word is subordinated to 

týr; h or subsumed within tar; h, Hence we may say that this prophecy- 

fulfilment pattern is the traoingg in concrete historical circumstances# Of 

the covenant's outworking. For Dtre the prophetic word is a prolongation 

or extension of the Mosaic t; rahl so that each fulfilment serves as a 

miniature of the Ifulfilment par excellence'$, i. e., the exile* 

E. Dtr. 's IlegalisingO of the concept of covenant. 

As we noted above# Dtr. betrays a certain legaliaing tendency in its use 

of the terms loovenant'g (and t; r; h), The word 117,1: 1 occurs only rarely 

243) G. v*Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy, pp. 75ff- ; cf. EW. Ilicholson, 
opt cit p p. l17. 
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in the basic core of Deuteronomys and where it does, it has strong 

personalistio overtones: - 

Dtn. 7: 9 - *o*, the faithful God who keep3 covenant and stedfast 
love with thosb who love Him, and keep His oommandments.. " 

Dtn- 7: 12 - ",,. the Lord your God will keep with you the covenant 
and the stedfast love which He swore to your fathers 
to keep. " 

Dtn* 8: 18 - "... it is He who gives you power to got wealth, that 
He may confirm His covenant ich He swore to your 
fathers, as at this day. " 441 

Dtn. 17: 2 - "... who does what is evil in the sight of the Lord 
your God in transgressing His covenant, and has gone and 
served other gods ... "245) 

Dtn. 7: 9.12 exhibits this personalistic emphasis by linking 1111: 2 

and IOn I and Dtn. 8: 18 likewise empha31383 that it is the undetserved 

grace of God which initiates and sustains the covenant relation3hip. Dtn. 

j7z2 introduces a more 'legal' note (of. the term 111"In Iny )I 

the Hauptgebot is presented as the legal obligation on which the covenant 

restai and yet the personalistic emphasis on covenant relationship has not 

been completely eclipsed. 

244) Minette de Tillesse, op. citop P, 50# note 5v considers it probable 
that the reference here and in Dtn, 5s2 is to the patriarchal covenant. 
This would seem justified if the fiction of Mosaic speech is regarded 
as being applied throughout Dtne with strict consistency. But this 
is obviously not the case. In most cases, therefore, the 'promise to 
the fathers' is open to a double interpretation: the 'patriarchal, 
or the 'Sinai generation*. 

245) It is tempting to follow S*Lehmings "Versuch zu Ex- 32% V. Te 109 
19600 P- 35# herep and regard the verse as a Distie. addition. There 
is however, no compelling evidence for such a judgment. 
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In the later strata of Dtn., the occurrences of the term 111'1: 1 are 

much more frequent, and the legalizing tendency increasingly apparenti - 

Dtn- 1+313 "*. * He declared to you his covenant which he commanded 
you to perform, that is, the ten commandments, and he 
wrote them... " 

'Covenant' is here identical with the 'ten words' written on the stone 

tables* 

Dtn. 4t23 - "... lost you forget the covenant of the Lord your God# 
which he made with you# and make a graven image*. *" 

As in Dtn. 17: 2, 'covenant' is equivalent to 'prohibition of taking 

other gods'. The tlegaliaml is if anything stronger in Dtn- 4: 23 than in 

17: 2* 

Dtn. 4*#31 - "The Lord your God ... will not fail you, or destroy you,, 
or forget the oovenant with your fathers... " 

The stress here is on covenant as gracious relationships as in the core 

Deuteronomic traditions. 

Dtn- 5t2-5 - "The Lord our God made a covenant with us ... ihile I 
stood between the Lora and you at that time, tc declare 
to you the words of the Lord. " 

Dtno 5: 1 - 6: 1 is probably an interm9diate stratumv younger in its 

present position than Dtn. 6: 4-26, but prior to the Distice addition3. Dtn. 

5: 2-5 is similar to Dtn. W3, in that 'covenant' is virtually identified 

with the 'ten words'. 
246) 

246) Following the suggestion of O. Grether,, Name und Wort Gottes im Alten 
Testament, $ p. 64, n. It and reading 11: 11 in Dtn- 5: 5. 
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Dtae 9: 9s il, 15 - "... to receive the tables of stone, the tables 
of the oovenantj which the Lord God made with 
YOU4,40" 

"He gave me the two tables of stone, the tables 
of the oovenant... of 

"I turned and came down from the mountains.. 
and the two tables of the covenant were in my 
two hands, " 

means 'the ten words'. Here againt 'covenant' 

Dtn. ý 28: 69 "These are the words of the covenant which the 
(EW. 29: 1) Lord commanded Moses to make so, besides the 

covenant which he made with them at Horeb*" 

Dtn. 2918 "Therefore be careful to do the words of this 
covenant. " 

Scholars are generally agreed that Dtn. 29 once formed a separate cultio 

framework for the proclamation of the covenant law. Whether the proolamat- 

ion comprised a decalogue or a longer, codeq a strong 'legal' stress is 

obviously lent to the word 'covenant'. 

Dtn. 29: 11 - "... that you may enter into the sworn covenant 
of the Lord your God ( lift: 11 
which the Lord your God makes... " 

Dtn,, 2903 - "... Nor is it with you only that I make this 
sworn oovenant,, *. " 

The phrase lIfts': 21 11112: 1 '1: 27 may reflect the ancient Accadian 

designation of treaties as Orik3U U M&MitU' (bond and oath)# and may thereby 

provide a clue as to the stage at which the ancient Vassal Treaty form was 

re-impressed on the Israelite covenant tradition (see further below). In 

any case the phrase implies a formaliseds 'leEalised' emphasis, in the 

concept of the covenant. 
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Dtn. 10: 81 31: 9; 31t259 26 - I'*.. the ark of the Covenant of the 

Lord... " 

The tam -IN probably originated with Dtr., being inisert- 

ed into Dtn. 10: 8 as an introduotion to a theme important through6ut the 

Distios Historys and added to Dtn- 31 in the process of Distio. editing. 

Note the frequency with which the term JIV'1311 ling occurs in the 

remainder of the Distio. Historyt - Josh- 3: 3,6, Bp iit 149 17; 4: 7,99 

18; 6: 6s 8; 8: 33; Jud. 20: 271 1 Sam- 4: 3,4p 5; 2 Sam. 15124; 
247) 

i Kingis. 3t15; 6: 19; 8: 1.6p 21. 

The phra3e is akin to the above-noted equations$ 'covenant' x 'the ten 

words'p 'covenant' = 'the contents of the stone tableelt and the effect of 

its use is to shift the emphasis from -IIIII -ion as the characteristic 

expression of the covenant's significance, to oil MIV 11217 , 
(not 

that the two are mutually exclusive, of course. ) 

The 'legal' aspect of covenant is also stressed in the use of the phrase 

11 4) 11: 1 111 x, and its variations: - Josh. 7: 11; Jud. WO; i Kings 

11: ji; 2 YAngs 1705; 2 Kings 18112; 2 Kings 23: 3. Sometimes the 

reference is to the Hauptgebotq and sometimes to the whole Deuteronomic 

Code; but it may be said that in general the 'covenant' has been virtually 

identified with the Deuteronomic Code, On the other hand, as we shall see 

in chapter three, lt; r; h' and 'Deuteronomic Code' were also virtually 

identical terms for the Douteronomisto Hence 'tZr; h' and 'covenant' become 

247) 2 Sam. 15: 24. On the difficulties of the text (which do notg however, 
affect our enquiry)# see H. W. Hertzberg, X and II Samuels PP. 339P 343. 
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equivalent terms in the Di3tic. History. 

If we may be allowed to venture a speculation as to why this tendency 

towards 'legalism' emerged so clearly in Dtr.: - a fundamental factor may 

have been the renewed influence of the Vassal Treaty form. As we noted 

abovet the V,, T. fo= is most clearly discernible in the structure of Dtn., 

and we have suggested that its emergence is connected with the resurgence 

of Assyrian power during Hezekiah's reign. Vassal Treaties which may have 

been allowed to lapse or fall into obsolescence for many decades were now 

revived and reinforced, so that vasaal-treaty imagery and terminology became 

contemporary. The fact that these treaties were considered valid only when 

they had been set out in permanent records may well have influenced the 

process of Iscripturising' the traditions of Israel's covenant with Yahweh 

- though it should also be remembered that that process Was already undsr 

way centuries earlierp before the time of the Yahwist. The annual or 

periodic reading of the covenant code may also have been influenced by 

Vassal Treaty practice; though the cultio proclamation in Israel origin- 

ated centuries before the reign of Hezekiahq and is unlikely to be 

directly dependent on the vassal-treaty form* Likewise the similarity 

between the Hauptgebot of the covenant and the Va3sal-Treaties' demand for 

absolute loyalty to the Great King does not prove any form of direct 

dependence. As we $hall see in chapter 3a the Rauptgebot was probably 

mosaic in origin; and certainly there in the possibility that the inter- 

national treaty tradition may have influenced the Mosaic formulation of 

that definitive Sinai experience and its significance for Israel. But it 

seems clear that the Vassal Treaty imprint so plainly discernible on the 
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Dtn.. -Dtri material is not the result of a gradual and unimpeded develop- 

ment over the six centuries intervening between the Mosaic age and the 

Deuteronomic; rathers it represents a fresh impression or re-impression of 

this ancient form on the developed Sinai tradition. 

We must close this seotion on the 'legalising, tendencies of Dtr. with 

a qualifýdng observation: though Dtr* 'legalises' the concepts of covenant 

and t; r; h by virtually equating both with the Deuteronomio Codej yet it 

does not regard every individual provision of the code as equally definitive# 

bindingg and significant. It concentrates almost exclusively on what it 

considers to be the essential aspeots of the Die, Code: - Dtrils frequent 

referencesto 'the stone tablesli 'the ton words',, 9111: 1,1 11,1K 1. make 

it plain that the decalogue is considered to be the quintessence of the 

code. And further stilli the reourrent stress on the Hauptgebot shows that 

for Dtri the essential of essentialss in code and deoalogue, is the exolus- 

ive whole-hearted worship of Yahweh and allegiance to Him. To this prime 

concern even the stress on centralisation of the oult is subordinate; 

given the conditions of the times$ Icentralisation' is a necessary corollary 

to the demand for exclusive worship of Yahweh. 248) , Parm, Go 10,89 seules 

11interessaient oenes 3ur l'unite du sanctuaire, et Ce1193 condamnant 

248) M, Noth,, Ub. Studien, pp. 6j 102 - 104; Minette do Tille3se# op. cit., 
pp. 40f. This does not of course exclude the Possibility that the 
idea of loentralisation' had deep roots in the history and tradition$ 
of both North and Southi - 
in the North,, of. the circles aware that the multiplication of 
shrines meant the multiplication of idols (see the Introduction, 
p, 22f* )i 

in the Southp of. the influence of the old Zion-eleotion tradition, 
with its roots in the pro-Israelite Jobus cult. 
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^"trio ... Les autres lois no 11into 0249) llidola 'ressaient partioulie'rement. 

Thus Dtr. 's 'legalism' is not bondage to a plethora of greater and lesser 

individual commands and prohibitions, but utter fidelity to the one great 

command on which Israel's whole life and salvation depend. 

F. The attitude of the Douteronomistic History to the cult. 

In Dtr. 's attitude to the cult, as in other aspects of his total 

theological outlooko a twofold approach is traceable. On one hand there 

is the conciliatory elementp as Dtr, seeks to adapt Northern traditions to 

the more highly sophisticated cultic traditions of Jerusalemo On the other 

handp there is the strong pastoral element t In view of the national 

catastrophe, in which familiar cultic patterns have been swept awayj, it was 

essential to offer the people a new framework to support their faith* One 

way in which Dtr. did this, may be seen in its attitude to the ark. 

Our earlier survey suggested that the ark gathered Canaanite mythologic- 

al accretions to itself during its stay at Shiloh; and that the kinship 

long-existent between the pro-Israelite shrines of Shiloh and Jebus facilit- 

ated further development along these lines after the installation of the 

ark in Jerusalem. Whatever the precise facts concerning an annual process- 

ion with the arks the ark itself would certainly seem to have symbolised 

the pretence of Yahweh regnant in Jerusalem both over His covenant people 

and (ideally) over all the nations. It would seem, too, that the ark must 

have had some role in the ceremonial acknowledguent of the Davidic king as 

Yahweh's adopted son; but again the connection between 'enthronement' of 

249) Gollinette de Tillesse, op. cit-o P- 40. 
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Yahweh and enthronement of the Davidic king is obscure, 

The Douteronomist's thoroughgoing reshaping of the ark-tradition is 

strikingt - 

a/. 'Ark' is consistently represented as part of the mere teohnical 

apparatus of the covenant# and is thus deprived of its former 

mythological,, culto-dramatic function. 

b/. The cherubim are detached from the 11ID: ) of the arko and are 

thus 'demoted' from their position as #guardians of the divine 

throne' to that of 'guardians of the covenant-tables and their 

container'. 

The vigour with which Dtr. makes these points indicates that he is 

consciously combatting the older view of the ark, hitherto dominant in the 

Jerusalem cult9 and considered by Dtr. to be fraught with danger to the 

faith of Israeli No doubt the ark had Symbolised the abiding presence of 

Yahweh in the temple# and hence was popularly assumed to guarantee the 

inviolability of shrine and city# even independently of the people's 

obedience to the requirements of Yahweh's tar; he But there may also have 

been a more pastoral concern in Dtr. 's demoting of the ark6 Writing after 

the fall of the city and temple (and therefore presumably the destruction of 

the ark)9 he is in fact arguing: "Do not mourn for the lost mystique of the 

ark. Nothing essential has in fact been lost, for the ark contained nothing 

but the t; r; h (the decalogue on the stone tables); and both t; r; h and 

decalogue have been safely preserved through the holocaust. These alone are 
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what seoure blessing, isee, as we obey their injunotional for these are 

the witten embodiment of the covenant. " 



CHAPTER THREE 

THEOPHANY AND T6PjH. 
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C_H AP T-E RTHREE 

THEOPHANY AND TCRb. 

In seeking to trace the development of T6r; h in Early Israel, we shall 

need to consider two aspects in turn: - 

A, The development of the content of the Torah, and 

B. The development of the terminology employed to describe this content. 

A. The development of the content of the T; r; h. 

We have already referred to the clear genealogical relationship traceable 

between the Book of the Covenant and the Deuteronomic oode. Vie must begin our 

tasks then, by examining the struoture of the Book of the Covenants and trying 

to trace the roots from which it sprang. 

As it now stand3s the B. o. C. comprises the following main elements 
i) 

I- 

i. A body of civil laws ( tPO-20M )s Ex. 21: 1 - 22: 20 and 2311-9; 

ii. "Compassionate" and moral preceptso inserted at various points 

among the t3 IVM: Ex. M21-27; 23: 5-9. 

This division agrees substantially with the analysis offered by 
R. H. Pfeiffers "The transmission of the Book of the Covenant"9 H. T. R. 2 t 
1931. The general lines of this analysis seem to be confirmed by a 
comparison of the B. o. C. with the A. N. E. texts. 

AeJepsenq Untersuchungen zum-Bundesbuchs P- 54j, prefers a four-fold 
divisiont exclusive of the paraenetic ý; nclusion of the B. o. C.: - 

- Hebraischen Misohpatim t Ex. V: 2-il, 18-22; 21t28 - 22: 17. 

- Israelitischen Mischpatim -. 21: 129 15-17; 22: 18-20. 

- Sittlichen Verbote : 22: 28; 23: 1-30 6-9. 

- Kultischen Gebote t 23: i3ff- 
H. Cazelles, Etudes sur le, code da l'Alliance, divides: - 
Casuistic sentences; - Participial curse sentences (attached to the 
casuistic); - Direct address-form : "If you 

ýoriginating 
in 

wisdom instruction). 
The whole code is dressed as direct address in the second per. pl.,, thus 
presenting the B. o. C. as religious address to Israel as a whole. 
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iii. A fr=cv. -orlc of cultio and ritual regulations enolomin... tho bo4y of tho 

CjvUDM iEx. M23ý-26 ancl 23tIO-1,9 i- Ex. 221l8-310 though iniserted 

in the t)a)tjDj7n lo bclon,,, & with the matcriAl of the cultic 

fr=cworlc; 
iv. A paracnetic conolu3iont Ex. 23: 20-33- 

i. The bod-v of civil lars n=cs itself t3w)MM (which is in faot the only 

technical legal term occurring in tho entire Boo, C, )l and the term in takon up in 

the covenant- solemnization text Ex. 2413-8. in order to stress that 11z"20; 21 - 23133 

in fact constitutes the Sinai-covenant document, Internal ovidenco Indicates 

that this B. o. C. t2')t2E)V7n -code has its roots in a primitive but sedcnt&r7 sociotyl 

Cf, the value placed upon oxe% the wargence of trade, the knovacdgo of a MOnota%7 

Aystems eto. flence it is generally agreed that the code was adopted by Israel 

,0 sub, seqaent to Israel's incursion into Cana=21 

2) Some scholars connect the emergence of the embryonic B. o. C. with Israel's 
zoJourn at KaaeSh (En HishPat)s - cf- Gen-14%7 i Ex-159.25 (these two references 
ooour in late pasarzes, but the names KadcEh and En 2ishpat imply ancient 
religious associations vr1th the locality. 

11, CazcUess opecit. 1, has a helpful historical survey of scholarly views on 
the provenance of the B. o. C* 

A. Japsent OP-cit s argues that Israel adopted the mishpatIm from 2iecheml 

Caisparls "lleizat uo rOzialc r-UO-IIAG dcs altte3tamentlichen Bundesbuch's",, 
83 192910 favours an East, -. Jordan provenance, 

IL. Alt, "The Origins of Israelite Law"o, Essas on Old TestftmentfiistoEZ Md 
I -loij, thinks that the material of the code was probably widely J== oVer 
Uj, -cwhola Canaanite area. 
Altos view seems to us the most likely. 
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comparison of the'dotailed provisions of t1de B. o*Co mithpadm-codo with 

those of tho'other Anoient Near Eastern OOdC3 or law corpora, ravaa3.11 a large 

measure of czrccmcnt3) Inaced we mW olaim that approximate paralle3.5 at least# 

A, jepsenp OP-0 *p p*58# sets out the Closest of those correspondencesp but an 
ex=lnation of the relevant A. N. E. texts shows that Jepsen's list In by no Means 

-m 
rel! L I to exhaustive, (see J. B. Pritohara, 4noient nonr-Enstern Text tin. 

-tho. 
OIL-Te- 

The proi-abitions of false mitness (Ec. 23-1-3) corroapona in content if not in 
form to the provisions concerning penaltion for unproven chargos in Codex 
lia=urabi (1-4) 

The prohibitions against corrupt Judicial prooeaures (Mc. 230#6)l of. penalty 
for the judge who alters a scaled decision (Cod. H=. 5) 

The penalties for killings seLlingj or hiding a stolen animal (EX, 22tl, 4) I Cf- 
the, 3. &w3 cZainst theft (Cod. liamo 6-12); and the penalty for iselling a stolen 
animal (Mid. AjIgyrian corpus,, G5) 

penaity for tho ncG2. igcnt use of fire (Ex*22t6)j of. the penalty for 
negugenoe with water (Cod. It= 53-56P and Hittite Code 11 106 )- 

In a suspected abuse of trustp where clear evidence is 3. aoklmg,, the suspect is 
to prove his innocence before God by ordoal (kýc*22: 9); or by oath (Cod, Ham-103) 

Yliere a borrowed or entrusted animal has allegedly been torn by wild beasts 
the remnants Of the caroase aerve as evidenoo (Zic*22: 13); M(Codollame 266$ 

penalty for soroex-j is death (Mc. MIS); Cf trial by water. - in Which death is 

assumea to prove guilt (Cod#H= 2. ); and, use of magical preparations 
punishable by death (ua*As*rrian A47 so ILLtUte Code 144,11 39 11 1709) 

Obligation to return a atraved animal (Ex.. 23t4); cfq penalty for selling an' 
animal that has been found (Mcl-As-Vrian C6; and 11ittite Code 1 45) 

Death penalty for bestiaUty (Ex. 22-19)1 cf. (Hitt ite Code n iS7-8s 11 200A)o 

(ale compassionate prohibition of interest op loans to the poor (Ex. 22: 23)1 
cf. the special provisions concerning loans given as a favour (Cod. 1fam. 102). ) 

It might of course be argued that the great majority of these laws concern 
Inaf, ters which are universa, 13, y regarded as blamoworthyq and that therefore nothing 
3. r-ss than a precise parallelism in languoZe and form can be taken to indicate 
relatedness . stealingt bestialityp misappropriations sorcerys CtO, p so patently 
constitute anti-sooial behaviour that any sooicty concerned for self- 
preservation must inevitabIq take action against such corrosive practices. 
, ouch an argument,, of coursei, is a healtby caution against a too-rea4y tendency 
to trace dependence; yet where the similarities arc of auch wide extents theilo 
cumulative weight in impres3ivee (The axamples cited here are merely 

supplCmentary to the long list of more obvious correspondences cited by Jepson)* 
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be adcluced for every civil ancl moral provision of tho B. o., C*4) The 

relatively small mmber of unparallelled and intrinsically distinctive Ocnte=e,,,, 

feal mith: Ln the following groupingst 

the ilauptgebots mc. M23 ; 22: 20 ; 

tho oultio norship of Yahweh-. lbc, 20-2lo-6 -, 21: 13-4 ; 22: 29-31 1 23: 10-191 

corapaissioriate provis-ions5) Zx. 22: 21-4 (25) 2t-7 ; 2300. 

In other words, the bulk of tho D. o. C. -oode comprises material not pcculiarly 

but adapted to the needs of the covenant people in these specifio wo, 731 

. an insistanoo that the d1vine power in whom the authority of the code i1i 

grounded# is Yahweh# and Yahweh alone; 

.. the combination of the miehpat7= with material designed to regulate IsraelOs 

approach to Yahweh; 

. the addition of the first hints of exhortation and persuasiont based upon a 

growing understanding of the gracious moral charaotcr ()f ynhveh, 

Two further comments should be adaca: - 

3.. jopscn has pointed out triat the correspondences between the D,, O, C,, and Ancient 

11car Eastern law are not confined to Individual clausest but cxtend to the broad 

order in vdach topics are treated6? In Particular he cites correspondences between 

A, few 7-4-43 
----tCn 10 have UO PrOP:: P: ý, *Atlltel in: ýZjaAz t 

eso m ny be tlýLus, as these nt r iInOB; o: 
tdI 

cunt: eits 
to much other material, and offer no distinctive marks that would argue for 
their uniqueness to Israel. 7. 'e must suppose that much relevant A. N. F.. 
material has not so far been recovered; so that it is precarious to argue 
for the uniqueness of a text solely on the absence of =ttmt parallclS* 

In the ono instanoe quoted above of a paraLiol to a 'compa3sionatel provisiong 
("-c, 22: 25)p tho dorrcspondenoe iis approximate on3, y. 

jepren, UntersuchMZeng p. 78f. 
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the ordar of the B. o. G. and the Cod. 1L.,... and again betwocn the b, o, C, and the kid, 

Ass- codoo Ue interprets this as on indication that all the corpora rest back in 

a common ancient source of loaal tradition; 00 that the rela todno3s is not that 

of direot linear descent, but rather that of a comaon rootago in the primitive 

"Anorito Law"7) 

2o Follovdaig the publication of Alt's Ourspr! %90 des israclitizolicn Rechte# 

attention tended to concentrate on the classification of the B,, OOG, material under 

the headings lcazuistiol and Oapodoictiot law, The former was held to have been 

borrowed more or less wholesale from A. 11, R. 30UMOSs vdiereas the latter was 

regarded (by Alt) as a peculiarly Israelite development. I)Ut detailed examination 

of the codes shows -that as reSards ooatent,, the area of similarity witn the A. N. E. 

texts includes not on3, v the casuistjo-fo= material, but also MU&I. that in the 

B. o. G. appears in- apodolotio form. ror exaMplos a detailed comparison of acodus 

A,, Tepzen prefors the term *Amorito Lae, as differentiating the co=on 
Ur-Smitio legal stock from the Sumerian (of which also he finds traces in 
CoaCx-jj=. ) - Untersucýýven, p. UO. 
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21: 22-5 mitb the correspondina section In tho Codaz flam=rabi thown that the content 

C)f the Lex TaliOnis is a3. reacV cmbc&aecl in the oasuistio provisions of the God, 

8) If., then, 4 both the apodaietio nnd the ca=istio sentenocs of the B,, o*Co 

The growth ana structure of iýx, 21: 22-5 emcrGo more clearly when the block 
Ez,, 2111Eý-27 is compared vith the block Cod. llam. 196-214i- 

Ex. al? 18.2 - vv. 10-19 Injury to a free man to be redressea with monetary and 
medical compensation; 

vv. 20-21 Injury to a slave is to be punialied if he dies 
immediately# otherwise not. 

vv. 22-25 injury causing miscarriarei loss of the foetus requires 
monetary compensation; death of the pregnant 
woman brings the talion. into operation. 

vv. 26-27 injury to the eye or tooth of a alavo to be redroisseeL 
with restoration of the slavols freedom (i. o. monotary 
compensation). 

-Codca 
fannurabit 196 : Enjury to a free man's eye involves the loss of an eye 

as retribution; 
197 BrewkinG a free m=Is bone involves the breaking of the 

offenderlis bone as retribution; 
193-199 injury to a commoner rec,, u: LrC3 monetary oompensation; 

200 io so of a free man' s tooth is to be compensated for with 
the loss of the offender's tooth. 

201 Lose of a commoner's tooth involves monetary oompensatiOU* 
202 striking a free man is puWLshOd by imposition of si%V 

lashes (i. e. retribution). 
203.201* strikinG an equal to be atoned for with a monetax7 

oompensation. 
205 A slave striking a member of the upper class is Punished 

by loss of an ear (retribution). 
206-203 A free man who unintentionally strikes a free mvjý% 

injury redressed with monetary and medical compensatiOnI 
Doath brings the talion into operaticn. 

209-23.4 - injury causing misoarriage: 
Docath brings the talion into oper. -tien (Daughter for 
daitShter). 

trals comparison of contexts throws light on Ex. 23. i22-5. The unevennesses 
, of 1ý%, 21-22-25 have often been noted; and the explanation has been offered 
that nn wmient 1,1ear Eastern casuistic text has been truncated at EX. 21t23ap 

and týhe torso then rounded out vzLth a statement of Ybat is assumed to be the 

spedificallY Israelite talion-principla (which is in fact tmperfootly sulted 
in its details to the specific case of injury cauzLng misoirriage). 
The above comparisora tells against this rigia distinction of k. H. E. -oasuistio- 
law and Israelito-talionp however$ by shordm, -, that the talion is alrcadýy 
embedded in the parallel section of the GodolIamej, both in the specific sentence 

Jth miscarriage (daushter for daughter), and in the general context 
(Cye for eyet bone for bones tooth for tooth)* 
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.'j SA e . VIOT milaritics with provisions of th' older codes, it would seem that Israel 

drew upon this comjon stock of *Amorito Law" not once for all# but recurrently. 

-n). ug in prcý-Mosajq times the tribes %*o were to bocomo I: waol had alreacly inh*rited. 

from the common stock# legal material which they developed within their orn 

p. culiw religious tna social environment, and framed in apodeiotio form* then 

at a later date, iriZ'O at the time of their entry into Canaan,, this moro-anaiently. 

possessea law was alreaav available to mo&Uýr, interprot,, aneL supplement the fuXler 

boay of civil law which thqy founa reaýy-fazhioned to the cultural and social 

situation which theor inheritea in the now lana. 

The content of the apoclelotio sentenees then# oan no longer bo regardea nil 

pe, ou3. iarly IsraeUte; and even in re, 5arcUng the apodeiotio form as speoVically 

3: zrc, cjitc,, we do wall to proceed with caution, For thO Hittite Vas3a Treatie., 

(though not tho Hittite leZrl cocles) v&Ue proaaminantly casuistic, show sn 

ad-od. xture of apo&Actic sentenood) AAa GcrStCnýerj; erlO),,, 3, th. t 

th, D casuistiO forms in 'these treat"s may in fact derive from an original aPOdd0tic 

form,, (of* the combination of the lif 1-fora uith direct second person addrcas, 

jr, hich f3eems to indioate a tr=Aetional style)* 

iepsen is thus basica33, v corTect in di3tingidshirlg tvo types of michpatT, 2 

presumably an-laraclite and a non-Israelite (his use of the tarm Iflebrew mijbpatul 

is perhaps more precise than the evidence warrants). Ono would merely wish to aad 

that both types of mishpatlan havo their roots ultimately in the co=on JLN. E. 

Customary law, thouSh tho former bec=e integral to Israel's heritage at a much 

earlier istoze than the lattor. 

R. cle Vaux) Ancient Israel, p-145. 

. Lýikti p, 99, 10) B, Gerstenberger, Tiasün une. flerkunft dcs! a '. chM 
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It is Important to noto that although tho mishpatim are #secular, in the 150n3e 

that they, colicern the orderin& of man-man, rather than man-God rclationshipp,, 

neveruieless they are rcGardclli, from a very carly poriod, a3 beinG promulgate& on 

. 
417ine ruthorJtv# and ui)hclCI by divine sanotiona. Ihi3 Is dramatically illustrate& 

the form of the shaft on which the principal extant copy (found at Susm) of tho 

r, od. Ham. is inzeribeZL - the text of the code is surmounted by a two-feet, high relief 

&pIctin& 11=urabi. receiving, the sentences from the cnthroned Sun-godIll 2da 

J. d, oa of divinely-rovealed law wa3 ccrtainIy not unique to the Codellamo# and vas 

pres=db3, v common to 'the Ancient Near BaGýv =a thereforo wou-Icnown. to Israolo 

: Lsraell ho-weverl got her own unique impress on the zatorial by placing it in the 

zurath of her covenant-God Yahwehe and enriching it# as we have seen., by sentencos 

setting forth-. - 

- the cxo1usivcness of Yah-ceh's claims upon hii3 ooven=t people; 

- the peculiar rites belonging to Ills worsUp; and 

- the moral-social disposition requiredof his worshippers. 

ii. The compassionate ana moralareeepts of the Bo 4 of the cov n, t. 01 e mn 

it is an open question whether these sections are add itions to the 'Ritual 

12) 
DecalOGUO" 'to the m1ohpatImp or to the combined corpus. Perhaps the last of 

these alternatives is the simplest. Via have already suggested that these sentences 

, contain the seeds which later blossomed into the deuteronomia paraenosize Sudi 

foompa3siOnatel moral concern is early in Israel; of. 2 Sam 12-1-10. 

11) G. &rriGht, The Vestminster Matorical AtIns to the Bibles p. 26,, 

12) So R. H. Pfeifferp "The transmission of the Look of the covenant"pop. cit. 0 p, 101,, 

r, ho, maintains that the huma-atarian material arose as a resulLt of 7th Century 
editing of the Ritual decalogue. The late datep however,, seems unneoessary. 
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iii, The dultic frame; vorkl EX, 20: 20-26 1 231l2-19, 

,. - -The origin of this series poses very complioatod questions, Clearly a close 

relationedp exists between this series and L*z. 34-. 17-26(13) s and various theories 

have been put forward in explanation of thiS14) Me most liko3, y of these solutions 

Becna to be that both descend from a common tradition'5) 

Tho closeness of thd relationship between t: bc. 20: 20-6 + 23: 12-19 and Zx. 34t17-26 

ifs proz=ab3. y suOll that findizWs on the origin ana struoture o: r k. )c. 34: 17-26 will 

cast : Light on the origins and structure of our cultio framewrk here, NOVIO in 

zpite, of opinions to the contra-y"o) it seeM3 certain that at least the redactor 

IL3) A uscfu'l comparative table is found in A. Jepson, Unterenchunr, ý ,A rl, ,, r, p. ICU* 

3.4) R. H. Pfciffer, "'The transmission of the BooL- of the Covenanto, on,, cit, p*1029 
argues fOr the clcPcn(L-nce of L". 34: 14M. on EX-23: 12ff. - 'Thus A. Kjostcmann,, 
Geschichto des Vollces : Esrnal, p. j6f.; con.: J. Viallhauscn,, Die CoMositiM 
Fes' Ilexateuchs und der Ilistorisbhen b"acher d, 33 Alten Tentnnentn, - P. 98, V wtw E-e-Rv-e Ex. 23: 12ff- from SX-34-14ff. 

15) so iopsens, Untcrqucýýcns, p-94. 

16) Jepson, UntarsuchUnflen, p-91: "Un Zdmgcbot I; s3t Bich darau3 nicht maýhm% 
so also A. Alt, "Me Origins of lzraellte Law". L on. oit. p P-117 note 95. 
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responsible for the present order of Ex-34. -10-28,, regarded Rx, 34: 14-26 as a 
(or aD capable as being construed a3 one) . 

17) Turther thnn thiis,, 
I 
WO may 

Uiore are tilree POBRIDIJ-I'-ýLes &B to Vie out-Une of the docaloguo referred to in 
i=. 34: 28bbs, (Ijotho tjberliefeEýMsaeschichte des Pentateuch., y-33 is probably 
correct in rerarUrZ v, 23bb. as a later gloss to J. ): - 
A. The text as it now stands may have been regarded by the glossator as a 
decaloGue, Lf that is so, its structure is probably to be undorstood as follovist 

1. v; orahip no other G*d (Y*14) 
2, erohibition of molten Gods (V-17) 

3. The feast of unleavened bread (v. 18) 
4. offerirV,, of the first-born (v. 19-20aba) 
5. Ibne are to appear 'empty# (v*20bb) 
6. Me Sabbath (v. 21) 
7. The fe-ist of wedcas or wheat-harvest (V*22a) 
6. The feast of inaathering (v*2'2b) 

71=co times a year .... appear before Yahweh (v, 23) 
9. aho ilassovcr not to be left till mornina (v. 25b) 
ga. Prohibition of min, 3ýling sacrificial blood -with leaVen (v. 25a) 

lo. FirStf. T'Xdt3 Of tho ground (v. 26a) 
l0a. erohibition of bolling a kid in its motherls milk (Y. 26b) 

lt vill be seen Uiat. the above list in fact includes tl-arteen sentences; but it 
is possible to regard it as a decalogue by: 

a) reZarding v. 23 as a resumptive or summ, 3xiaing gloss on the Feasts of 
, unleavened broad# weeksp and ingathering; 

b) regarding tZe sacrificial blood (V925a) as tho blood of the pa3chal 
1=b, v and the prohibition of leaven as a reflection of the post- 
settlement developmenti, when passover and unleavened bread had 
been united as one festal complex; 

o) interpreting v. 26b. as &VIngical-fertility rite (of. the Ugaritio 
parallel cited in u. R.. Uriver, Gnnwxnite Kyths and I =-Mda,, p*121)1 
so that v. 26 would mean; "Acknowledge by your offering of 
firstfruits that Yahweh alone is the Giver of fortilltyg and shun 
any compromise with alien powers that claim rule in this fieldo 

B. The Slossator mV have inherited a rAorter text containing only ton sentenees: 
this would then have been expanded by later hands into its present fom 

0. The glossator himself may have received what he considered a less-thpxeoten 
series, and made up the number at the same time as he added his notes Y. 28bbe 

NothIs analysia, op-cit. - P-33 assumes possibility & above, 

F,. HjClsCiz, -'L"he 
Ton Commandments in New Persnectives P-32, argues that vy. 3.4-26 

nere inserted into the context in order to support the Josiwdo oentralisation- 
reforms and that V-28bb oriGinally belonaed to the older context which had 
pre7iously framed the now displaced Ethical decalogue, hVen if this view be 
accepted, tho implication would be that the reviser who inserted vv, 14-26 
regardod this In=' material as a decalogue, 
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P-oubt -mhether the redactor woul(I have presumed to put tho series f orward as a 

de-oalogues if a firm tradition to this effect were not alrea4y attached to the 

material. For if the Ethical decalogue alone had the right to be considered a 

decalogue; and the material here was -mere4 an anonymous a3semblaze of hatero. 

r , encous materials displacing the legitimate original content of the "stono tables"s 

then the reviser pho made the displacement was bold indeed* Wo wv saf ely assumes 

then, that L: z. 34: 14-23 (and hence Dc. 20: 20-6 + 23tl2-19 too) has in fact a long 

clecalogio, history behind it,, and that therefore an original and more primitive 

decaloCue lies behind, the present text. Mary attempts have been made to recover 

this originalý8). of whi0h two In partioular command themselvew. 

a) the elimination of the speeifto rcferences to the three festivals, 

Unleavened broad, Weeksp and IzSathering19),, thuis leaving a decalogue 

comprisins - vv. 14,, 17P 19-20aba, 20bbp 21# 23p 25a# 25b# 26a, 26b. 

- thus possibly a nomadic (or Kenite) decalogue adapted to life in 

Can, man by the addition of references to the agricultural feasts. 

ltj) A full list of these attempts is provided in 1I. H. Rowleys "Moses and the 
Decalogue"s Man of God, p. 9s note 2* 

19) We vim ; Ls, olTered LY 14.6 Nothp ýberlicfcrunn 
. esddchte (lea PentAteuch, 

. 189 
P-33- So also Beer, Berry., MonJI-c-7261, Gray, Howley taccording to II. H. 
Fol7ley,, "Mozes and the decalogue"s o2. cit. p. 9) 
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b) the elimination of v. 14 (Worship no other god), v-3-7 (no molten images), 

and v. 21 (the Sabbath); thus leaving a purely oultio deoaloguo: . 
20) 

vv. 180 19abal, 20bbl, 22as, 22b,, 23p 25ag 25bo 26al 26b. 7he qu63tiOn 

would still remain open whether thin series, in clusive of the agricultural 
23) feasts,, datos back to Israel's pro-conquest period v or was taken ever 

from canaanite sources soon after the conquest. 

these two alternatives as to the shape of the original cultio decalogue, I &m 

inolined to accept the seoondl for the following reasons: - 

Any attempt to under3tand the Ritual Dcoaloguo mu3t take into acoount the 

undoubted link betweea the Ritual deoalogue anci the Ethical deoalogue. Thi a link 

obviousj, both from the point of view of content* and from the history of their 

rcopeotive roles vithin the Sinai tradition. As regards content, the two series 

have at least three sentences in commont22) the prohibition of gods besides Yahweh, 

20) Against this view it may be argued that the three commandments so eliminated 
are extremely ancient, and thould be ascribed to the moist primitive stratuia of 
Yahwism, (inherited presumably from the Kenite3? )* thilo we have declared 
ourselves e3rmpathetic to the 'Kenite hypothesis## nevertheless there is wisdom 
in It. de Vaux's warning, "Tic should beware of attributing too many things to 
the Qenitesp of whom we know almost nothing" (Ancient Isrnel. P-479)- Byen 
assuming that the name and cult of Yahweh were borrowed from the Keniteisp we 
cannot necessarily infer from this that Kenite Yahwism was marked by the same 
exclusiveness as the Israelite . or that images were rigorously prohibited. 
Cf. also the fact that the sentence prohibiting images sitis loosely in its 
B. o. C. contexts, (L'x. 20: 23); and that the prohibition of gods besides Yahweh 
sits loosely in the El. 34-dcoalogue. As regards the theory of the Kenite 
origin of the Sabbath, de, Vaux continues; "if the Qenite hypothesis looks the 
least unlikely# this may marely be because we have no documents at all which 
oontradiot it. Obviously the Sabbath day may have originated outside 13raels 
but we cannot prove this. " (Q2-cit& p. 430) it is interesting that the B. o, C. 
makes a close link between the Sabbath year and the Sabbath day (Ex. 23: 10-12). 
if., as seems likelys the Sabbath year is conceived as an ao'knowledgment that 
the land iis Yahveh's, his gift to larael at the Exoduv-Conquostp then it may 
well be that the Sabbath is a wedcly memorial of the same fact (cf. Dtn. 5: 15). 
This would mean that the Sabbath takes its Yahvistio oolouring from the &odall- 
Sinai; -Conquest tradition. 

21) It is now generally recognized that Israel probably had some contact with 
acricultural communitiess and knowledge of agriculture$ during this early period. 

22) "Thou shalt not take the name **. in vibin"s an d "Thou shalt not boil a kid in 
its mother's milk"t also show a general correspondences in that the stress of 
both is on Yahweh's implacable opposition to all forms of m-agio-practice, 



the prohibitioii of (molten) images, -ana the Sabbath command; i. e.,, Virtually the 

V. ist table of the Ahioal dýoý310guc, Now there are grave difficulties in 

believing that either the Mical or the Ritual ae0alogue istem from an original 

UO, saio acoalogu, 023. 
) 

' Nevertheless it "Oemls equallY unlikely that the tradition 
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ascribing the decalogue to 11o3e3 should be entirely without historical foundation. 

The solution therefore viouia seem to be that the original Mosaic core of oo=ananent 

consistea of the abovo-mentionedL three Commandments-in-oommon; Leo, prohibition 

of worshipping gocI3 other than Yahweh, prohibition of lma-gegj and the co=and to keep 

the Sabbath. From this primitive Mosaic core, two deoalogues then developed: on 

the one hand,, this Hauptgebot-core was combined with an ancient (Kenita? )24) 

cleoalogue, which set out tho lines of the Yahvistio oult; while on the other hand 

(presumably in the North) the s=o core Was &welopea into . Uo', l. V025 
ýy the 

23) H., jj. jbwjey9 '"Ibses and the Daoalo&ýuo"q and others, ha. v. examined the -individual 
'words' of the Ahioal decalogugg and concluded that there is nothing 
intrinsically improbable in dating wW particular sentence to 14osaio timese 
13ut the crux of the problem lies not in the antiquity of the individual 
tword319 but in the emergence of the decaloguo-series. It seeas impossible 
that a genuinely gosa: Lo deoalogue (whether the Ethical or the Ritual series) 
Should have failed to exert and Maintaim its unique position within the 
common traditions of Israel down to the disruptionp and mubaeguently in the 
developing Yahvist and Elohist traditions. 

2 11,11. nowley, "go3es and the Deoalogue"# 9-p. cit 9 p. 18,, regards the original as 
a Kenito decalogue. G. v. Rad also quotes Rowley with apparent approvals. 2Ld 
Testament Theoloa, It p-189 note 4. 

25) T[ie-urge to form precisely a decalogue in tho north, would no doubt stem from 
tho analogy with the old (Kenite) decalogue, Thich,, though cherished most 
tenaciously in the south,, would nevertheless be known and respected in the 
norths and consoque-ntly preserved# as vie have seen# in the B. o. G. 
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addition of Via basiq ethioal and moral' principle a which wero already embedaed in 

the common heritage of the'past# but -vidoh now oommenaeathemiselves with more 

urgency,, in the light of'the reyelation of Yahweh261 , Thu3 both decalogues oou: La, -- 
in- a sensej 61alz to be Mosaia. 

Summarlsingl, then,, Iffe, maY BaY that the proOe3s idiereby the Book of the Covenant 

came into being#--rather resembles that, synthesizing process which we have alrea4y 

traoed, q wherein numinous and theophwAo material from a variety of souroestbas 

been woven ar0und" 1 Sinai ' as . the theophaur par excellence, For the B, o, C, an it 

now stands is a speech of God given in the"course of the theophazw-to Moses. The 

context seemingly conceives - the -. entire code as having been delivered in on - audible 

, roice from the tthick cloudl;, and Mosesp in mediating the code to his people- - 

jLsraeli i3'instruated to stress its theophanic context (&*20: 22b),, so that the 

people shall be awarep as he himself is present3, y being made awaret that these 

sentences embodýr the personal vd-11 of the God who appeared to them on Sinai* One 

cannot help being moved vith admiration at the theological boldness of this 

conception: not only the ancient Kenitep-Yahwistio decalogue is drawn into the 

Circle O: r 13raells definitive theophany (as Uosaic Israel experienced it)p but 

the entiro-wreep of A-II. E. customary law is also put Into the mouth of the Lord of 

Sima. 

. 
26) The argument put forward by H. H. Rowley (o-p. cito J. J. Sta=,, M10 Te-'I-COMMM. ýatl 

in Recant Resesrchý p*39# and others# has a measure of forcep vizo that such 
a succinct and comprehensive statement of religio-moral obligation as the 
Ethical deoaloguep betrays the work of a master prophetic spirit rather than 
that of an anonymous succession of legislators. There are$ howe7erg factors 

%hich weaken the force of this as an argument for the Uosaio authorship of 
tho decalogues ioes: - 

1, The fact noted above,, Vis, that the Fthioal dcoalogue did not enjoy an 
unrivalled status in tho traditions Of all Israel ; 

2, The fact that no reasonably certain quotation from the Ethical decalogua 
occurs before Hoseao 

In the period between 1250 - 750, Israel produced a number of prophetic 
spirit39 whol given the three Hauptgebot-clauses and the ancient and 
developing athioo-legal traaitions could plausibly be credited with the 
fo, =Llation of these into the basic Mical decalogue. 
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iv. The 2araenetio conclusion to, the Book, of the Covenant. Ex. 23: 20-33- 

Tho effeot, of this oonolusiong which rounds off the code, i's to underacore, the, 

theoPhanio emphasis that we have been noting. For-its, thema is Israells. impenaing 

transition from the mount of theophany to the land of promise,, there they are to 

live in Yahweh's presenoe as his covenant people. Yahweh himself will be 

personally present in Canaan as he is on Sinai - feeding and healing (Y. 25). 

granting long life (v. 26), driving out the enmy (v*29)0 setting the national 

boundaries (T-3l)- But what of the Intervening journey? Tdll this mean a 

temporary deprivation of the. presenoe of Yahweh? On the-oontrary, an assuranoa 

of yohweh's continuing presence is giveni for during the interim the 11ill) JKýM 

win precede them ý his 'fao6l they must respeotp and hit Ovoicel they must heeds 

for the -IlIg-11) tg? is in-him* 'Mether the conorete iWo in the mind of the 

=-iter was the ark of Yahweh (Um. loi33) or the oloua of Yahweh (vum. lo, 34)p or 

both# need not detain us here27) But ObTiOU313r it Is some visible sign vAdch not 

only gymbolizes but a0tually mediateil the presence of Yahwehs and wq therefore 
I 

justly be cailea theophanico The statement that the 'K=e of Yahweh' is in the 

langell reoanis those thoophanio PaS30903 in which we a aw that the form wa3 that 

of the I Xýn , but -the voic a wis that of Yahweh. 

27) Cf. our earlier discussion of "The Imigraticn, of the theophanio Presenoe 
fron Sinai to Canaan", PP- 49-55. 
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The Bodlc of the covenant and the content of DeuterMoaZ. 

ve have already noted that the Deuteronomic code incorporates virtual3, y jU 
-I 

this B. o*G. material#. ("th thO OxC047tiOu O; t the lariSe canistio block Lx*M21-22: 

15)2S) 0 
on the other hand the Dcutcronomic code also introaLloas now material wt 

inoluded in the B*o*C., A comparizoa with the A,, N, I; o taxtg proyjLdes some interestizig 

par3lials vith this new material* It would seem# theng that we have in these 

additionst. ancient material from the com. 4 A. N. S. legal stocks yrevmmb2, v long 

knoun in 1wmal in oral S'ormj, but only now incorporated into the Witten code2qý 

23) Rj1. Ffeiff*r# *The Tran=ission of the Book of the Covenant"I , -n4+-- p, 106f, q 
explains the failure to utilisso this casuistic block, by assuming that ac. 20t2l- 
22: 15 was ymervell as a separoU unit in some Ob3cure setting,, and only 
about 450 B. C. incorporated in its present dont=t. (Ile acknowledges that the 
material Itself is anolentp dating, perhaps from the thirteenth Cent. B. C. ) 
A, zore simple explanation seems preferable however: vis, that the 
circ=stanco3 in which the douteronomio codo arose were very different from 
those of the B. o*C. t- 

L. It RAY Well ba that the cirolos raispousible for the final shaping of the 
dout=vnoxic code um urbans, so that datailed provisions regarding the 
handling of oxcu# otc. (=. 21: 23-22il 1 22%4 1 22tIO-15) ma have 
bcon remoto from their immadLate conoe=si 

j_t. teadcaoy to elizinew material sarasaav awat 
vith in hill other eourcese 1hus he MV wall ha ve felt that One 
comprehen3lva law On t1avery (Dtn*15: 2,. II3) was suffioients and that 
further CIOU113 On the SubJeOt trOM thO B-64, could safely be 
omitted (IIr.. 23. t20. -2l# 26-27)e 

iiI* As VeRad remaeks (Stýdlex iii p p-15)# DauterowsW is not 
so such a legal coda, as yrczrbJxig abou t the comIL=amants, u Such 
his prime 00=0M is uOt with ICCal cd=tiaep but vith the neocissity 
of co=cndix6, tho Hauptgebot. 

29) It is also possible that at the time of Dtn's. oomplUtionji Its author(s) had 
booome noquainted onoe mgaýin with A. N. & codal, and Vaggla-treaty formill, 
vhe=o he m) borrowed zateriall aud b) impressed tho vaggal-treat y pattem 
on his total assemblage of stuff* 
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Perhaps one reason for the introduction of this additional matter would be to 

heighten the flavour of antiquity in the corpus as a , hole, Mut JLt is also 

noticeable that in most cases the old material has been given a now tslant,, in 

keeping with Douteronomyle peculiar interestst- 

Tnhwe 
-pos 

Uolineaa. of lan-4 
-and 

j2eovle-LAg ' We sestdon, 

Dtn. 21tlB-21 (conoerning the disobedient son), also has an approximate parauel 
in God, llam, 23,, 168-9# uhich states that a disobedient son is to be 
warned. at tho first offenoop and disinherltea if he persist&. 

In Dta. the passage is concluded by the Phra, 309 "So you chall purge the evil 

froz your midst"; thus BtrO33: LN; the holiness of Yahweh's land and people* 

of. also Dtn. 21-. 9 eto. 173 occurs ten times in Dtnq with this moaning)p 

Dtn. 2lt23b. 

Tho ileaessity for S=ual rýion the le of Godt 

Dtn. 22tl3-&Z cf* 

ptn. 2411-ý Cf. 

Dtn. 25-. 11-12 of. 

lLoix-Rax 

Cod. li=. 127-131,, 142o 

Cod. H=. i36 -. a gcne al paranel. 

uia. A3s, AS. 

The importanOO Of this conoept f or the thought of Deuteronomy is expounded 

by V. Raa. 30) 

Dtn, 20tl2: 20 (prohibition of cutting fruit-trees in the course of a sl&-ge) 
of. Lipit Ishtar 10 (fine for cutting trees in another man's 
ore6ard) 
Hittite laws 101* (penalty for cutting pomegranates) 

113 (penalty fo r cutting vines) 

Dtn. 23tlO-ll (purification in case of seminal emission# in order to safe- 
guard the purity of the camp) cf. the 11ittite priestly 
purification instruotio us. 

Here regulationis that in the A, N. E. teXtS do not apply specifioally to the 

conauOt of' war,, are aclapted to stress this particular Israelite concern with the 

30) SO'o C'*V*R'al Stun'" in Deuterono , pp. 60ff. 
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iffaris of Yahweh, 

concern for Alhm-Wdll nrleatst 

-Dtn. 
21il-9 has an approximate parallel in CodAj=, 23'. vbich provides that in 

a ease of robbery where the culprit is not apprehended, the matter 
is to be laid before the 'god'. and the civio authorities whose 
jurisdiotion is nearest to the socno of the orlmo, am to assume 
responsibility for the lose. 

Thij3 provision, which originally concerned the local city elders (Dtn , 
. 21i3-ý,, 6) 

haS been adaptod to provide a role for the Levitioal priests (Dtn. 21: 5) who had 

, ation3l) been rendered re&mdant, by the lavr of oentralif 

ZAA 

-i ýýA,. s we have eilreaay suggestedi the douteronomio preaching- style represents a, 

development of the loompassionatel sentences alrea4y embedded in the B. oiC., and 

t&ing as its inspiiation the coventnt mercy vibich Israel herself enjoys from the 

laand of Yahweh: 

Dtn, 21iI2.16 (obligation to protect the escaped slave) is cont to the 

relevant provision in God. liam*15-199 which prohibits the harbouring 

of an escapoet ana stipulates penalties in such a case32) 

-25il 
(limitation to 40 lashes, in the case of corporal punishment)l Dtne 
cf. CocLilan. 202p which stipulates 60 lashes for striking a 3uperior, 
anci has no compassionate overtones. 

Dtn. 25i$-! 10 (Levirate marriage commanded - out of concern, partly at least, 
for the widow); of. Hittite lawal 11 193, in which Lc7irate marriage 
is permitted, but not enjoinea. 

31) Sizilarly with Dta., 17: 8-13; which wasp however, already represented in the 
j& tradition, (EX-lUsl3ff)# though not in the B. o. C. - Here too an original 
reference to the 'Judges# has been widened to provide a place for the Levitical 

Priests as well- (Further discussion on this text follows below) 

32) There is this Wference,, howeverp between the two textst that the slave 
referred to in Dtn. is probably an Israelite, i9c. a 'brother' in the covenant 
community, whereas the slave in the GodelIM, vould be a foreigners 
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t,, ý it is intereatine, that-in each of these cases, the relevant A. 11. S, text 

provides not so much a direct parallel as a contrast. A growing DOCial conscience 

J, q emeraint'in Israeli PrimarilY under the influence of the prophatio movement; 

and in the service of this emphasis# ancient legal material has been adapted and 

ingertea into, the Dice corpUs. 

_:, 
Still other deuteronomic material is Parallened neither in the B. o. C. nor in 

aro, cL%tant A. U. S. text. It falls under the following main heaasi- 

a), Concern for the 11auptgebot : 12: 1-4 -# 13 ; 14: 1-21 ; 16t2l-22 1 17: 2-7 -1 23tl7-18 

P34 
2.6 : 1-15 

Centralization of tho, oult, in the interests of maintaining a pure Yahwirmt 

12: 5-18a ; 12t26-8 ; 14122-26#213 ; 1611-17- 

b) Laws concerning Holy war t 230-14 (the camp) -P 23: 1-8 (the asisembly) 

20il-9 (conauet of campaigns) ; 20tlO-18 and 

21: 10-14 (treatment of captives) ; 25tl7-19 (Co=and 

to annihilate Amalck)o 

Status and welfare of the Levitest 12il8b-19 ; 3.4. -27p29a ; 18: 1-15 ; U16-8* 

Aý ' Social concern in general : 14: 29b ; 15: 1-11 ; 16: 14 ; 22tS ; 23t24-5 

24: 5.6,, 14-5sl9-22* 

Law of king ship: 171l4-20. Conoessive attitude toward the existenoe 

of kingshipt cf. stress on the kingship of Yahweh* 

: C) Regulations concerning propheqy3 131l-5 ; 18: 9--22o 

jjs to the purpose which this additional material is intended to serve; a brief 

gj, snce back ever our survey of the devlopment of the Sinai covenant tradition in 

the previous chapter will show that these additional materials all concern themes 

central to the covenant tradition, The Hauptgebot JLs the core of the istipulationa 

61,0ment in the covenant; purifioation is the indispensable preparation : ror 

catering the covenant relationship; the Levites are the guardians and offir , era of 
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the covenant traditiont in its Northern form at least; grovins, sociol. conoorn 

rel'ýcots the developing awareness Of the social and community implications Of the 

covenant, bon4; prophet, and king come under considerationj specifically in regard 

to their role within the economy of the covenant in the peculiar eiroumstanoels 

(; onfronting . 1srsel In the seventh, oentur7s. 7hus those responsible for the 

insertion of this additional material clearly stand in the line of the laohistio 

tradition, - sharin& the view that Israel' a inherited legal traditicn3 in toto 

constitute -the elaborated declaration of the v; ill of Israel's covenant Gods 

the 

In this seotion wo shall disouss the terms UDMI 71n, llIM, nling ý112 

as they are used in the doutemnomic-deuteronomistio literature to desoribe the 

stipulation-content of the covenant. Our method will be to trace the do7olopment 

of each termt from its earliest occurrenco3 in Israelite tradition through to it3 

deuteronomic-deuteronomistio usage. 

33) W11: 11 in the earliest Traditions * 

0, Grother34)is no doubt oorreot in assorting that the plural C31131 

(as denoting a chain Or individUal 4entOnOes) is the most primitive description of 

the 3tipulational content of the (, qinsi covenant. It occurs in both J, (RI04: 19 

27,, 27,28,28) and E*(Exodus 20il) in contexts wbich now frane the covenant deaalogueso 

W whatever prooease3 of editing Ex920: 1-21 and E%934sl-28 have reached their 

present form,, - and the indications aro that they were extremely complicated - it 

seems 
I 
clear that the term t3s)1: 1ft; belonged in the f9emeinsame Grundlegal upon which 

J. and S. both rest, as the description of the primitive coven=t-HauptgebOt. 

33) Tie confine ourselves here to a disoussion of -13-1 as a 'legal' term. On the 
relation between #legal' and prophetic - 1: 1'7 see 0. Gretherl, &ame jmd Wort 
Gottes in Alten Testamentt pp, 60fe 

34) 0. Grotherg li=r. Md �,, brt Gottes im Alten TejNt=ent, p. 81, 
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Lohfir, lx secks to-trace the term even further back by suggesting that it zV be 

rooted in the ancient 'Near Ustern Vassal treatv form s "Dic einzelnen. Bedingungen 

der hethitiachen. Vasalenvertrago hiessen Ode. =atu ievbrts. 05) Tho ev. i dence ia 

extrc=o3, v te=ousp' hOweVCr: Alt and Grether 
36) 

are on safer ground when. they conclude 

that thatechnioal term is an Israelite development fron an originally non-teohnioal 

U813ace it : Is, indeed, relevant to our concern with the theophanio tradition,, to 

note the strong pereqnolistic understanding which lies behind this developments the 

core ot the covenant relation is described by analogy with the #word' of direct 

address uttered in the most solemn I-Thou human relationships, 

M-)-jn-T in the Book of the Covenant tradition. 

V; a have alroady noted that the Book of the Covenant describes its own contents 

SLS jaiahpatLi (Iýx. 21sl). But Sz, 240s, thich in the present forn of the material 

functions as a-sigii-poist pointing to &#20: 21 - 2303 as the J1v'I: Is6I IDO 

describes the B-o*C, - as C31VBM-#1-5. D JINI 7his phrase in 

obviowl, v composite; t3, )t2DM0j-'2: ) nXj constitutes a glos, 537)in3pireci by 

Iýic, 21: 1,, and added to underscore the editor's intention,, viz, that a, 20: 21 - 23: 33 

in its entirety be now regarded as Ji I "1-! o t) . Originallyt theng Moll 11: 11 5: ) 

stood alone in mc. 24-3- VaryiN; suggestions havo been offered as to what its 

precise original reference mV have been: -38) 

35) N. Lobfinkm ihs HAuptRebot, pe, 10 note 10s Lahfink also appeals to the examples 
of sentences from tue A, N. F,. vassal treaties# cited by Beyerlin; noting their 

extreme brevity as a factor which they have in common with the sentences of 
the acoalosueo See W. Beyerlins The Oldest Sinaitio Traditions, pp., 551T. 

36) jL. Alt,, "The Origins of Israelite Law% EssMs on Old Testr-ment ftisto= jLn 
Religion# p, 123f* note 106: 

Oe Grethers Nano und Vort Gottes im. Alten Test=ent p. 639 

37) Us Noths Moclue P-193* 

311) Cf* 0, Grether# Name und Dort Gottes im. Alten Testpment I peal note 5* 
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I*- it ZV - hava, r6farred to the athioal aeoaloguas standins, formerly in taie 

context as the, original 'book of'the covenant* In that casas, the phrase in its 

present position would be merely a ecdaotional remainder,, with only acoondary 

reference to the block &*M21-23: 33- 

2* It may hae referred to the non-mishpatlm seations of Mc*20121--23t33,, J. 43. 

to, the ritual decalogue. ' 

3. - It may have referred to a bo4y of Ilegall material now eliminated from the 

context. 

T. hatever the-truth in these suggestions, it seems clear that with the insertion 

of Ex. 20: 21-2303 into its present covenant-theopharV context,, the whole block in 

daiberately protented as C31 ýý'T , ., Ib diff orentiation of the various types of 

gscntences vjithin the B,. o* - 'Cj, in therefore intended by the use of 'the composite 

phrase' MIUBM M-ýD JINI M ITi If thin ILs so'. then the use of 13, )"1: 11 

here form3'an extension of tho, useZo'otherviso univerwa in the older pentateuoWa 

tradition# -in xhich the torm tl')-): I'T(-tn the lleZall sense) is re3emcd for the 

Isentenoes of the dcoalogue(s), -'D%*20: 1 j, &. 34: 1927#27928,28. (39) 

39) Ez. 12: 24, which usei, -1: 11 (sinVAar), in -reference to I the prescriptions - for 
the Passover rite,, iS regaraerl b, 
aaclition to the J. narrative. _y 

Noth.. (Exoduisp P*9-7f) as a douteronomistio 
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in Dcuteronozzyo 

el Douteronozv in some caaes follows tho older JF,, practicep using 13v-1: 2-T to- 

mign! Xy the individual sentences of the decaloguel, which together constitute the 

content of the 'Voice I heara by Israel out of the theophudo fire on the day of 

asa4=b3-y: - Ptn. 4: 10#13,36(40); Dtn. 515(41) ; 5: 22(42); gtlo(43); 10: 2.404). 

In other cases, however,, C3. ). 1: 1.7 in Use(l in a wider$ more inclusivo Dense, _ 

Dtn. 12 - 20_t_ "Be careful to do all these vords which I command you". 7ho 

reference hero is to the, speoifio zentenoc3 concernea, witi, the centralisation of 

the Oults el themc 17hich We have classified, as an extension or application of the 

jimuptgeboto 

Dtn. 23il4o, 
. .... if you do not turn aside from Al'Or Of the woras which 1. command 

you this day . *. to go after other gods. The reference is apeeMcally to the 

11auptgebots, but also more general3y to the totality pf co=anas in Douteronogy 

0111: 11 1 28: 14 is parallel to Pin 23tl3)9 

Dtn. l-. 1 , ý1: 1; "These aro the words that Woos spoke It could be argued 

that the u=e is norý-toehnical. More likely the reference is deliberately 

undifferantiating; it refers oqual3, y to the Mosaic prophotio-exhortation and to 

the fle5all sentences doliverea through MOW& (W. Grothers uho scejS-ýhg intex-.. 

merging of propUctia - and Ilegall - '1: 2*7 a3 characteristic of Deuteronory). 

4o) Dtn. 4 ia beat regarded as a later appendix to Dtn. 5 and therefore subseVent 
to the main body of Deutor=omor, 

41) poiloving 04retherp Name und. Mrt Gottes im AT,, P, 121 who rcaU ,, 131 (with 
the versions) for -1: -1-7 (U. T. )* 
J. 11empel., Dio Schichten des Deuteronomiums, 

j, p*163g regard3 the Verse a3 a later 
gloss. Cf , A. C. Welchp The Framemork of the Code, p, ld, 

, 103. a. 42) J. Ilempel,, Die Schichten des Dtms.., conaldors the verse ar 

43) 0. Grothert Name und Vbrt Gottes im &T 9 p. 1219 regard3 the verise as a gloss, 
simUaraj J. liereelg Die Seichten den Dtma., e p. 163, e 

44) Dtn. 10: 1-5 is aeneraUy rezarded as beloq-, ing to a late at ratum of DeuteronoW. 
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Dtn. l-. 3BI co=aUded you at that time all the thingn that you 3hould don, The 

claugse probably refers to the $things$ conoerned. with the concrete ordering of 

justiaeo Dtn. l: 9-lgs rather than to the 'legal' 
45. ) The usage# then,, is 

non-technical. 

-13-T in Douteronorky. 
- 

Dtn. 15: 2-, "This is the m w-mer of tho release ( MWMI ITT Itere 413'T is 

v3morormous with the individualising senw of U. M (Mc, 21t3l; 1 S=. Btg#ll) and 

of o*1'1111 (Lev. 6t9,14 ; Lev-7-1, P7#1107) - see further below. 

that I co Dtn. 13-1 
_(12-321-- 

"&er7thinr mmana you, you shall be careful to do". 

The clause sits loosely'In the present context, so that it may be taken cither as 

a ridtw to the law of contralisation,, or as a prelude to chapter 13, With its 

warnings against infringing the Hauptgebot. In either case,, the effoot is to 

combine endiortation and commandment in a monner aimilar to that noted above#(Dtn. l: 

1931. -l)- Similarly Dtn. 15: 15 and Dtn. 24: 18,22. 

Axiother significant development of tho singular form 13,1 is its Use as a 

comprchensive term to describe the total Dcuteronomio corpus:.. 

Dtn. 4-. 2; "You shall not aeLd to the word uldch I comman(i you". The Nor&' in this 

ca. se is the total word of Yahweh throuGh Moses,, and is equated vith JITS13 (Dtn. 4: 2) 

end tvnmi t3, ), 2n 

Dtn. 30-. 14; "The word is very near youp in your mouth and in your heartp so that 

you can do it. " Obviou3ly the meaning hero J13 fthe tOtalitY of the deuteronomic 

codol. Yet the fact that it 13 said to bo 'in the mouth$ and 'in the heart' 

pjaC03 the streis on the content rather than on the writtcnne3s of the materials 

45) Dtn. 1: 18,, "i comm=aea you at that time all the things that you should doI49 
is oloselv bound up with its context by tho vocabulary it employs: Dtn. l. -go 
"I said to you at that time, 11 = not able to be= . *' 0. relates to the 
structuring of the judicial system. So also Dtn. 1: 14., "The thin., -, that you 
have-n2oken ic eooa **.. " 1. and Dtnel: 16p "I charged your judges at thnt 

. 
time", The reference of ]An. 1: 18, therefore# in al so to the structuring of 
the judiciaryo 
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uso of -) ot). in the 

The move toward the unitary, oomprchensive usago JL3 quite apparentý herel. 

1111111181 11: 21 1 Dtn. 17-. 19 2700026 2363 ; 29128 3lil2*24(46); 

Jo3.8-. 34 2 Kings 23t24 

11111211 113*7 
47) Dtn. 28 t 69 29: 8; 2 XinG a 23: 3; 

-moll 112'T 2 KihGz 22: 13j, 13j16 cf. -j*jjjjftj Int) *)-I: IT 2 Kings 221ll ; and 

-Int) 2 YJngs 23: 2. 

vvith the last-meýtione& at leastv we have reached the concept of 'ille'll ')*I: I'T 

as definitive Scripture. 

Tha other tem used by the earlier pentateuehal sources with reference to the 

Book of tho covenant is (as we have seen) 

'24: 3. ) 

7. o have alrea4y seezi that the bulk of the material describca in the B. oc. as 

EPUDIMwas taken over about the time of the conquest# probably from a Canaaaito 

Isourca. Yet at the same time wo suggested. that in pro-Mosajo times, the tribes 

that wero to become Israel Must alroaay have possessed Some rudiments Of 3001al 

regulation; and it was probably to this indigenous root that the term. C3')t0DM 

originally applied. (The body of mishpatIm properly begins at Ex, 21: 2 : the 

phrase "these are the mishpatIm is editorial, though at that stage in the 

growth of the tradition it bocame attached to the mishpatZm co(lo,, it is now 

impossible, to uq)* 

in the ear3. ie!: traditions. 

From the caterial in tho older pentateuohal sourcess four main point,, emerge 

regarding the primitive meaning of (tP) UMM in the O. T. traditioni.. 

46) A3-1 these passases belong to the later strata of Deuteronomy* 

47) Agiin, lato passages, Qr. also the late 011,791", "'IT7 Dtn*29tlB. 
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1. The root oný? has the double reference 'rule' and 'Judge#; an4 of these 

trulet appear3 to be the more basio and inclusive term. - Ono oxeroise13 UDZM 

by virtue of an alrea4y-possessod authority. 14ua the tradition of LýC-18: 13M 

ascribes the administration of tODM to 140=39 Plainly as a derivative function 

implioit, in his total leadership-role, almi-larlys in order to elevate heads of 

tribes to become dispensers of UM # Moses begins b. 7 giving them the status of 

M 4) 117 . This implies that OEM23 Is not a narrowly 'Judicial' term concerned 

merely with the crystallisation and Preservation of oase-law, but in the primary 

sense bears the impress of the pcrsonal will of the ruler. This personalistic 

concept of the ruler as the founýain-head of Imishpat' undoubtedly aroso in Israel 

at an early stage; Noth suggests that it was already operative under the 'Judges 

Of lorwalt (of. Jud. 10: 1-5 ; Jud-12: 7-3., 5)48,, 
) 

and we may hazard the surmise that 

it in faot forms part of Israel's pro-settleaent heritage. 

Seemingly from avery early era# toop lmishpaý' wa3 connected with the pcrsonal 

. LU of yahwch. Ir C; f. Gen. l8t25qg=- lIV7" IVE)ZI(It is# indeed, * 

po 13 rib3, e, that the concept of the kingship of Yalwah was bound up from early times 

with the sinai-emnant tradition49)- of. Dtn. 33: 5. - if so# then by definition# 

yahwch as king would exercise the function of tjE)V7 / t3E)tM. 

2. Though MM in the $profane' sense is the expression of the personal will of 

the (secular) ruler, it is not thereby based on arbitrariness or caprices and that 

for two reasonsi 

on the one hand VMM is bromýbued on the customary pattern of life (and 

48) U. Noths 1ýmdusp p-150. Ila adc3uces the positive attitudo towards Uidian which 
is reflected in this traditionp as an argument for its early origin, viz, in 
the period soon aftcr the settlement. 

49) Cf. Martin Buber,, KinashiD 
-of 

God p. 126, at passim. 
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indeed of nature) conceived as having existed from time i=cmoria, 50) Cfe the 

following passages: - 

EX. 21-. 2 "If he designates her for his sonjo he shall deal with her as a 

daughter ( 1113: 1, 'l u! )=: ) This refers to the relationship between father-daughter 

which is so anciently established in universal customary usage that it in assumed 

to be part of the basic order of human existence -a father-daughter pattern 

oharaoterised by a certain Irightnoss'. On the basis of this pattern which in of 

universal and unquestioned validity,, thenp a daughter has certain Iright3l to which 

she may lay claim - Iright3t which constitute her claim on her father and on the 

glociaty of sidoh she and her father are member3. 

simil , the 2oor are acl=wle4ed to possess certain basic rights* 
I 

Llx, 23: 6 13'): IK onm noll X7 

From time i=emorial it is part of the tribal ethic and existence# that the poor 

have a claim on the protection of the tribe (ef * also the rights of the 

3. Sam*10: 25 "Samuel told the people the riSlIts and duties of the kingship 

t2E)M) and wrote them in a book*. 

The YAMq too,, has his UDM the rights inhering in royalty as they appeared,, 

from the concrete examples of kingship in the nations round about Israelj, to be 

., 
ddp automatically universally accorded to kings. Thus Israel's acceptance of king 

entails acknowledgment of this 'natural' pattern of kingly 'right'. inherited in the 

very concept of kingship. 

3, smm 2: 13 "The UDM of the priests with the people was that when any man offered 
. Wý- 

3acrifice..... d 

10 cf, ough 7- 
,T 

-I, Th ! tj !ý 
of t. 

Cf saýT-24ý)--. 26# i Ya e 13ýý, Qont%157 or is 
tt t n, tt -Lýth 

m ancient the aýllea nsonant wlbýýa m th 
t2E)tm here referred to is probably the oharacteriatio growth-or-culture-ý 
pattern of the various plants listed in the passage. So UBM here means 
almost,, 'the order of nature as grounded in the divine'. 
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The priest, also has his t2BM ., noknowledged from anoient timass and henoe 

resarded as of Onaturall validily. , The verse quoted beat referfs to the Istanding 

pro. otioe and long-aoknowledged right of the, priest to take for himself a portion of 

the sacrifice offered-by an individual worshipper to yahweh5l) 

then these $rights' - whether of son; daughters poor,, strangers priext, king, 

are formaatod as principles on the basis of which the t2Bt? may dOOidO in 

Specific disputess -then the meaning of MM shift 3 from $custom' or IrIzhV to 

fregulation's, eog. Ex. 21: 9o 

b) on the other hand# UMM may mean not a standing regulation, but an. ad hoo 

decision on a matter, for uhich ancient custom provi4e3 no'conorete precedent. 

110noe the -deoision rests more directly on the authority of the t2.! )U? (king, juages 

, older) - But once again the decision is made not in an arbitrary fa3Uonj, but in 

dependence on divine sanctions and guidance. A clear example of this is peen in 

I Kings 3ilo-28. - -The account of Solomon's - UMVM in the case of the two harlots 

is framed by two sentences (vv, Up 28) a- and in obviously intended to be interpreted 

in their lights- 

vell "And God saidi, 'Beoause you have asked for yqu; -. self ..,,. Understanding to 

discern what is right ( UBM 17=1ý ) o6oo Ilive You a wise and discerning mind.. " 

lr92U "They perceived that the wisdom of God was in him to render justice. 

It is olear-hare that the ability to make right decisions rests-on the 

c, 
52) Indeed one mV say, that the UBV, -l t2n= rests ideally on It spiration of Go 

j. n: innerlz translation (The books of Sqmuel). brings out the fact that the 51) 
UDIM referred to is an acknowledged priestly righto and not a deviant 
practice confined to the sons of Ili. 

, 
H. W, Hertzbergip I and II-Sumelp 

however, prefers the aeaning Opraoticell 'behaviour' for t2! n7n' here, 
implying that the pasWe is a condemnation of the 

jtnX 
in which the priests 

took their portion, (V-15ff). The two meanings of MM x however, are not 
mutually exclusive. 

52) This passage may show Dio, influence# but the basic concept is undoubtedly 
primitive. 
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thoolloll) MMO 1, i'oe., the oharaoteri3tio bent of the divine will,, which is to 

uphoia the good a: na ae3troy the evil. 

It has ilready become clear that t2SI773 in not a pur ely 'Juridicall torms 

but alwVa has 1; reater or lesser ethical overtones. 'The decision ( MM ) is seen 

to be the right, 'Justp decision. 7his stress comes to its full flowering-in the 

prophets of the eigdth Gent. onwards,,, 0-go Idoah 3: 1,9,, where UBM is equated 

Vith fthe love of the good and the hatred of evil' (v*io) or 'the love of dquityt 

(V, 9)1, basea'upon-tharighteous character of Yahweh. But although the flowering 

of-the concept is eighth Cent. # its roots are traoeable in the passeZe3 alreaky 

aiscussed. Cf. GenolSilgi whom t2E)M=jjjl' 141,1: 2 1ý11531 

4. it neeas to be stressed again that from the beginning, t2! )M is religiously 

grounaed. For example, Ex. 18tl3ff to vhloh we have already referred# draws a clbse, 

connection between' lenquiring of Godl ana 'pronouncing VM773 ( I)MA7 V. 16). The 

phrase t3Jj*Xl', IV"I'T in the period of the Judges oonsistently impliegi rcoourse to 

the oracular# so that we May "Sely assume that here toog an oracular process 

(casting Of lot$, perhaps) is intended* Cf o- Jud. 4: 4. where Deborah dispenses UMM 
54) 

under an #oracular' tree Similarly the identification of En Mishpat and Kadash 

(Gen. 14: 7)55)shows that it was a case oflju4ment' being dispensed at a Isaored' 

place', presumably a spring vhere certain numinou&-theophahio phenomena had been 

observed- From the general pattern of the development of holy place3 on the one 

hand, and of* 0.! DM on the others we m4Y safely conolude that the authoritativeness 

of the IVVE)Mdarive3 from the holineiis of the place from which thV are 

delivered, and not vice versa. 

53) U. Noth, tber: Lieferun&s&eochichtq aca-Pentateuch, p. 29, brackets the verse as a 
later tLaaition to J. 

54) Sca R. de Vaux,, Ancient Israel# p. 278f. 

55) The passage as a ihole is probably latoq but it mV saf cly be as=od that this 
verse presemes a genuinely ancient remini soence. 
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it seems likely* too# that the Priestly description ot -the 'breastplate of 

judgment' (ODMil jVn"- ) containing the Urim and Tummim 3tones, rests on anoient 

tradition concerning an oracular prooea3 for seeking the YAZU of God in speoifiq 

questions56. 
) 

llertzberg57) suZeests that the precise reference of the tradition may 

have alre&4y booomo obaoure for P., j but that it preserves authentio rominiOCOnOO3 a, 5 

to the primitive use of Urim and Tummim. 

Mm. 2Z6-41I in Interesting# in that it combines a description of the lot-oraele, with 

Inherited casuistic traditiow- Moses brought the daughters of Zelophehad's case 

( t2Dtm ) before the Lord (v. 5) and received an answer prexum&b3, v by lot (V*7) - of. 

IA=, 27121. But the detailed law of inheritanae ohieh follOW3 (V. &B-3.1a) resembles 

rather those sentences of A. N. E. law which we reviewed above# and could not have 

originated from the sacred. lot# whi0h presumab3, v responded either tYes',, 'NO or 4b 

angmer'. (I Sam. 14: 37,41-2). The two types of t2MVM are linked in v. nb-. - "it 

shall be to the people a statute and an ordinance on= 1111? 11 )v as the Lord 

commanded Woos. The general principle, binding for all time,, is doliberately 

related to the concrete ad hoo decision pronounced by Moises in the name of Yahwch 

(, 0. th.. phrse ummi pri glee further below). 

lhua r .e may conolude that in Juraels divino inspiration is not aimp3, y a3orlled 

to 'the Ond-PrOdUcto the finished and CoWled tPUBM q but iis regarded as the 

essential element at every stage of the development. 

in Douteronom7. 

Tben we tum to Dtn. ve'flxidý most of the older stran'd. 9 of mewAzz represented 

in the usa8e of on= '. '- 

Cf. Dta-3315-11. On the date and, P03sible, significanoe of this passage$ see 
p. 373f -below* 

57) H. W. liertzber, 99 *Die Entwicklung das Begriffes ÖMM im A. T»0., 
_Z, 

A. W, 40 p. 267* 
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Mn. 1-. 16-17: 58)"Ol. 
ohargod, your Judges (n'MV ) at that timej, &vingq 'Hear the 

cases *.. - and judge ( UBv righteously between a man and his brother. You shan 
not ba partial in judgment: you shall hear the great and the small al ike for 
the judgment is Gods' XVI W), *Xý UDMI 

Here it is a question of the customary rights of the 'small' and the 'great' as 

representing the various social olases within 13radle Theso triGhts' become net out 

in 'regulations'; the concrete Odeoision' is based upon these 'regulations',, and the 

whole is regarded as ultimately grounded in the divine will to righteousness ( tonm. -I 

Kin MlnýX5 Dtn. 1Zj8M591a similar to the passago just discuased# except 

that here the emphasis is more specifically upon the concrete dooision in the 

individual Oa3e. The case which is too clifficult to be decided locally ( 1: 11 173D XýD 

MOO'? ) is referred to the personnel at the central shrine. Disregard of the 

verdict ( UMMil '1TTv. 9jM7MX. U) given there is punishable by death, for the sanotua'7 

jLjj Yahwehls chosen place (v. Bbj, 10a) the [3*)uDý? are his ministers, 9 (v. 12)p and. the 

60) 
verdict from their mouth is therefore Yahweh's decision * 

Dtn, 1216- 11 J1173-M)M JVX 1ý11 . The phrase refers to beriaviours or suspected 

bchaviOUrp which is customarily regarded as dcath-deserving; while 

Dtn. 2lt22 0 J1123-M= NIMI" shows thia same customary assessment now expressly 

for=11ated in a specific regulation., 

Dtn. l8t3 #Wsl JIM t34)3, Ms*I MW reflects a customary usage which has come to be 

regarded as a 'right',, and then formulated in speoifio regulations. Similarlyp 

Dtn. 21-. IZ 0 U-M ** 
- the 'right' of the firstborn 61) 

58) The PaSSM4 13 Of Oourse balsed on Zx-3J3sl3ITs to which we have already referred. 
: Lf Ive follow If* Roth (Serlieforun&; Zeschichtliche Studk j en in ascribing Dtn. 1-3 
to the compiler of the Deuteronozdst: Lo Ustory, then the text here will be later 
than the main WE# of Dtn. Nevertheless it reflects accurately the Dio. thlmking 
in this regard. 

59) The piling up of legal terms (: '1: 17 t nm: nvnn -i: iT j rnin ; -ran ) 
and the duplication of officials (131MM 

j* points to a conflation 
here of two traaitiona: - the 

, 
DIUBV conoerned with pronouncingl3l)UE)V70 and 

the W)VI: ) handling W1111. 
60) with thin usage, of. also. 1-jUnjas 20: 40. 

- 
Here t2n= means the decision in 

the individual ease of one who ha3 failed to obey the prophetic Word. 
61) Cf, also here 1 S= 10: 25 9 JýWl OM70p(see Page 345 above) 
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As in the older tradition# so tbo in Dtn*j the hardships suffered by the 

fatherless, widowso 3trang6r3j, eto-p comend-them to, the *, 111, V UMMS whose 

character it is -to raise up the oppressedi and to humble the proud oppressor. 

This character of Yahweh's is so constant that on the basis of it one can speak of 

the frightl ( U-M ) of tne fatherless; ioe,,, theirý#ght to suooour is based on 

this settled d1vine character., And, it is part o: r-. the loyalty of the t3vo! )v to 

yahwahs that thear administer the regulations in harmony with this basic fact of the 

diVjLne ý oharaoter* Cf* 

Dtn*IQI! 7- I 24slZ ;I Sam. Qtj ; 2, Saz. Stl5o 

:r &111 t2Dm and the Lord has madd you kings that you -Kay exeouto 
righteou=eSB*" 

This verse underlines the oharaoter of the earthly ruler, as minister of the 

This its made olear by the equation of r1jrTS and USM in which a 

prophetic inf1uenoo is traocable. 
62) 

namml DIM in DouteronoMy- 

we see,, thang that Dtn. picks up the strands of the older usage. Nevertheless 

ýLt is not these that are typical of the deuteronom: Lo usage: the typical usage is 

the plural combination WIUDMI UVIII which Occurs no fewer than fifteen times in 

Dtn. # and seven times in the Distico history. 63) 

62) cr. Is. It-26 I : Eo. 9: 6(7) I Is*33: 5 r Jar-220,15 ; Amos 5: 7 1 Uicah 7s9o 

63) oocurrences of 13a)ODMI 134), 7n in Dtu. - Dtn. 4: l, 5,, u, 34,45 I 5tl, 31 1 6: 1#20 
71ll ; 3.111032 1 12: 1 1 26: 16 
30: 16* 

Oomwrenoes of t3)tJDM'l 134)17n in Dtr. -I Kings 20 6t12 ; 8t5S ; 9tl+ i 
1103 ; 

2 Kings 171 34j, (weading 
IVUE)MI, . as N. E, B. 

2 Kinzo 17: 37 ;2 Sam. 22: 23 (ni'so 
lth. 23) should probably be 
inoluded also. 
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This use of WJUMM , corrapponda olozsa3, v to that of the B. O.. C. p Hx*21sl, s- 

a) It conocmtrates oil tho statU3 of the material as Judloial scmtenocs . fregular. 

tions laid down' - and overshadows tho ethical aspects of M)M which had been 

emerging in the work of the prophets; 

b) whereas in Ih. 21ils the extent of the boctr of MI)mM is only loosely derinedo 

so that it remains an open que3tion whether the oultio provisions and the postlude 

are inoludedg in Deuteronomy the total oontents of the oorpus are explioitly 

represented as 01"IMI 131P 641 The differences between the various types of 

material, 8#11 discernible in the B. o. C., aft effaced in Dtn. 

v, ro have already notqd"Lohfink? s suggestion 'that Dtn-7. vhIch represents an 

wepanded version of the tradition pre3erved in the B. O. C. postlude (1k*23t20-33). 

ma have been the original introduction to the Deuteronomio cou, anatherefore the 

core around uttich the paraenetio'material-ha3 or7stallised. Dtn. ispeeifically 

desoribes this-paraenatio material as MIMMI 131)lpti (Dtrt. 7tll , na; 22t32). 

thU3 setting paraenesis on a par vvith the oaiuistio t31tjntM , 
(For the speGifio 

force of 13"11M in the combination termp sea'further below. ) 

0) it is noteworthy that the greate3t conoentration of oocurrenoes of the combination 

term is in chs. 4 and 5; the chapters which deal most speoifically with the Sinai- 

theophwV as the fountain-head of Israel's law. - It would seem that the compiler(s) 

of Dtn. 4 and 5 considered the combination MI VM7131 - Cl 771ti to be the most accurate 

description of the deutennomic corpues and of, tha B. o. C., its sWrOes Indeed it 

ma .v ffell have been the compiler of Dtn. k or of Dtn* 5 vho was ý responsible for 

impre3sing the DIM= till21i stra0ture on the whole corpus. 

64) Lohfin% (Das 11=tPebot p956) *cak3 of tho uso of the combination-term 
07ODMI OvPn as a tstructuro'siga's the paraeactio section is bracketed 
by the phrase 137MMI D"'IM Oil ; 3-1: 32)p as is also the legal code proper 
(12: 1 ; 26tl6). Once again$ the use of the identical torm to deUmit both 
paraeuesi3 and code-proper has the effect of plaoing the two on a par* 
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The phrase Olpti stands five times in appositioni three timesto 

, nnn (Dta. 5: 31 ; 61l , 7: 3.1) , and twice to 1117M, (Dtn. 4. -45 . 6: 20). 

AocorUng to Lohfink65 jl%Ty-, l is related to the Aooaaian covenant. -tem ZdZ,, 

and probably implies the writte=e3S of the covenant document66) (Cf. here Voo- 

penchant for the phrase rITYI 111112 as a term for the tables of the oovenantO 

The appobitlOn Of WM-10MI C32)'1? Il with JI'Vi'l may therefore Indicate that (at 

least at Dtn. 4t34 and 6: 20) C3171n are regarded as constituting a 

veritable doeument of the oovenant. (On the appOsItional use of 1-11 xn see 

17 tI % 10 
further below). 

-EIZ-A-Z 
Z 

-rvý i2m- in the earlier trAditiond. 

In the older tradition the oacurrenees of this root in the nourrform are 

comparativelY infrequant. The general meaning is "a settled or fixod statute". 

The verbal root means 'inscribe' or Icax-yet, but since it is not attested earlier 

than the eighth centuryo it seems unwiso to insist that the conoept of 'writtenness' 

fengravenness' was integral to 11211 from earliest days - the more so since the Arabic 

ýaqqa does not include 'inscribe' in its basic range of meaning. ' 

ogn. ýZ. M " 'olXID IIX12 Qý3ol* RM "- W- The meaning here is "a right or due 

e3tablishea by royal decree'. Cf* here the gimilar use of UM in 1 Sam*2: 13 

a, nd DtnlB13& to desoribe the priest3, v duest the difterence wouia iseem to be that 

pil lays added emphasis on the Mcity of the regulation. 

-jul 
7 ap r 1? 11K tn? -)-? i The meaning here in 'statute's 

213 on-)ýn xý Here -,, 2n =Y signify either a presoribed taskjv 

or a presoribed quota of brioks to be produoed. in either oasi'thc meaning is the 

same -a 'limit fixed by authoritative pronounoement', 

65) Lohfink, Das 112MIGebot p. 57- See also UoGartlqo 
-TrelltZ_nncl 

Covenant,, p4.145 

66) 11-M-1 as implying written tables, of. 2 Kings 11M. See G. 63tborn, T"! 3"AB 
the O. T. 9 p*76f. 
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y, t. 13113ff has already been discu3sed above. I teal that Noth67)is somewhat over- 

j5tatjjjg- t1ju matter'uhen he says-. - 141t rests on a divi gion boticon - Saora, and I civit. 

justico# vixe on, Pi -3cpaeation of-IniviO, juatiod from the vacral aphara"o For 

there ts no indication in the text, -that, tho 'great matteraq -ahioh are stlll to come 

before Mosea may not Inoludo compl. 1catod oiviI oazas,, or that 'the" AM, 111-mattoral 

r. cy, not : ýnajuda -zinor itfringements of 'aaordl law (V. 22), * ý -Yet itid triua that 

vv. 3.6b, 20, link M11711 and - 111111rather closely. and Iluis tend to draw, t3, j,, 2tl into 

tho priestly vphcro,, ý W3 distinct from the jurjLadjotion [3-)U. DM ) -of tho 

It saems to no,, bowever,, -that, to* drall, a rigid distinotion between C311711' Wu=VVE)VD 

as -repreawting apodciotio-aaoral lav- and casuistio-CiVil lam reepootivelyp" in to 

go bcýrond evidenOO6 
8), Th6 , text would rather =ply that (prior to Jethr6*91 

I= making 1, n;. wn 'nt'a'ý've*ntj*cgl)-"OBO3"t'6t"l''ýOtivitY. lenqu: Lryl, ( 
_b 

t; h. 

134117n n*llll 'of - Gods and q., giving decision in tho. simplerý cases f or which 

preoedcnt"waa alrcadj a-06ilabla), is all included iri the bracket. term't2 D17 (Vii, 5#16)# 

and that the sula 01' decisions in thOsb V&rious cases together constitutes "tIBM. 

Under the Ilaw (post-Jethro) order,, howeverst311-2tj ana. 11-1111 would seem to refer 

OSPeOial-V to those 0,4303 fOr 'Which"PrOcOdOnt was either ambiguous or' non-eii'stcht, 

or thoso serious 6ases whoso penalty Iroquired divine sanotion in its imposition. 

D"0 MM ý on the-, other'hand-O' voUld signify tho unambiguour, deoision's. where 

customary Judgment Is', unanimous'. 

judges 5t2-f 14-o Did hOuiisCP'j? j? ht3ij'? j"? jjn mean in gendral 'c'omaa'nd6rd"*V'-b9'is Olear, 

jud-5-14t 4 IMO 'O: lVj DID= l3ra 

jLocording to tho pardlleliem, IDO t2: IV3 t3l): )= (bearers 

67) U. Notho' Rr-odusv'p_-150- 

63) A-Alt- "The Origins of Israelite Law". op. cit. 9 p. 123f* note 1069 rema*zthat 
131pn is more Likely than C3111: 1,7 to have constituted the primitivo tcrmi=, s 
technicus for the apodciotio sentences: But he adds that even so, the term 'j? Tj 
is wider than Ue field of the apodoictica proper, Cf. 11entschke, Sattime! Mad 
setzenderp MIANT V-3o pp. 281212f. 
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Now since the root IDD means "number's 'count'. it has. been suggested that the-, 

121211z) vas an officer, in the context of the Holy Warg who had special 

responsibility for enrolling or-linscribingf-the names of clan-memberse On the 

basis of these listsp it in claimedv contingent* vere marshalled for the Holy War* 

and land distributed. In later times, the list& vould become the basis for assessing 

property-taxg leviest eto. * and hence became possible instruments for exploitation in 

the hands of corrupt officials,, (Isi. 10: 1-4). This reconstruction. theng. has b*sn. *ý.. 

used-to stress that the connection between- 1711 and Ivrittennoss' in of ancient 

standi 
00) But since, as already mention*d,, the use of 171,711 vith the sense, i ý, 

'inscribe' is unattested before the 8th couturyg it seems precarious to bass too such 

on this ýargment-s It is safer to resVeontent with Burney's more general conclusioni 

the 0117'12M '"areAbe imposers'of buUim,, 'Xtatuýosl or 'enactments'". 

V': [ Eil The reference of -11M, is to the mourning-custom 

described J4-, the'follovi4g versel therefore--, 'customs rather than 'statute' in the 

aPPrOPriatiO'mOanin9*' 

-traditions -o 'Th' evidence above that th re is a, close in, ih* earlier 

j6na primitive correlation'betwoon'the'ýterms-, I? ri and , MIM t- 

-12ri in the sense of 'custom' just noted (Jud., 3.109) is paralle2led by the 

, 9&ge or - OMM (I Samo2TM(71) ; Jud. 181T* etc, ) 

(ii) 'We bays- not ed'"ab6irs'Ahat b6th fell" -andUDM are us*d-An-the sense of Pright' 

(Gen-47tV and 1-Sam. 2t; 3). In the later sources, further parallels occur in the 

69) Burneyq Jog ad--loc. 9 acknowledges that, the phrase given good meaning in 
the context* but eliminatesIDO on the grounds of metre. - Even if this is 
correct however* the fact that the glossator (probably working at an early 
period) added 'MD to the lines shown how he interpreted the text, The 
occurrence of i2MM with-the-meazing 'ruler's staff'. Gen649tio ; Num. 21: 18 I 

Ps. 600, confirms the accuracy of the parallelism in Jud. 5aA. 

10) Hentschkes Satsuila-und Sitzenders pp. 31-20 (Sumary, p. 18f) 

71) on this verse. see HoWaHertzborg, "Die Intwicklung don Begriffes UMM in A"To" 
Z. A. W,, 400 p. 267 note 1, 
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usage of tho two terms: - 

(iii) -12rl and OnVn are both used to signify the settled order of nature and the 

cosmos (. Ter. 31335.36 ; PrOv-, B: Mt and Isaiah 28: 26) ; and the roots 

UY) and OB17 are both used in the sense Irule% 'Judge' (Prov. 8tl5q and 

prov. 8: 16)T2) The cu=lative veight of those parallels points to a very early 

approximation of the tvo terms. It is intereatingp therefore to consider the 

combination-term UDMI 'j? tI in the light Of this supporting evidence: - 

The combination occurs in the singular four times in the O. T. literaturtg and the 

evidence suggests that it in an ancient usage. 

josh: u&. 241gj "So Joshua made & COV'Snant'vith the people that days and made statutes 

&nd ordinances for them at Shtchem t2Dgl3l 1711 1ý 

The Yerse Is generally agreed to be old. 73)though as ve suggest on p. 233 9 Y. 2 5b. 

probably represents a more developed stage of tradition than Y*25&. (Verse 26a. is a 

later interpolation)74) Many scholars have suggested that the B. oC. (perhaps in 

eabryonic form) once belonged in this setting$ as the content of tbst2nml 71tl 75) 

Rout schke76 
)argues that 71ri here is to be connected especially vith 'Kultordnung' l, 

and that tDSM implies lbu'rgerlicbe *-- Recht I- though he later modifies this somewhat 

(op. cit. y. 112). we have enressed ourselves above an cautious of this over-clear 

distinctiOne 

72) Accepting the LXX reading 1IDD171 for the M. T. 17'TX IOD17-12D. 

73) M, Notht Das Buch Josua, p*XIV, agrees that the passage in old$ at least pro- 
D*uteronomistic. 

-74) O. Grethers Name und Wort Gottes, P-819 note T. 
Hentschke, Satsung u-Setzenderg hovever, retains the versel, arguing from it 
that ODMI. Pn in Joshua's day already signified a block of material fixed 
in literary forms and constituting a covenant document. But our study of the 
development of the covenant form shove that this in unlikely. 

, T5) II*ntscbkot OP-cit-q p*299 note 49 suggests this, if somewhat cautiously. 
G. v. Ead (O. T. TheologZ 1. p, 16f) sees the passage as preserving "a very ancient 
memory of the founding Of the old Israelite Amphictyony. " 

76) Hentschkes ap. cit. 6 p*28f,, 
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I Sam. 30125 "And from that dav forward he made it a statute and an 

ordinanae for lzrael(7XIVý M=121 pný MVII) to this dav",. 

Ilentscl*e discounts this pas3agcp unneoosaarily it scams to r4o, on 

the grounds of its Inatiological colouring'77) There seems no reason 

to cloubt that the tradition -genuineV rel'iects tUa oriain of this 

particular military regulation- so lfertzberg73ý, he regards the usnem 

as Illustrative of the dovelopment or UnIM froa an ad hoo dool3ion 

to the status of a legal principle - "Denn aus solchen reahten 

ýInzelcntscheidungen Iva'ahst solxlic3slickh Oin 1110chtf hcrau3% The 

binding nature of the prinelpla is naturaL4 cnhanocd by the personal 

authority of tho one zwking the original pronouno=ont. "Dcn Begriff 

77) flentachko, op-cit. -, P-32., 

78) liertzborg, # "Die BbtwiolaurZ de3 Begriffo3 t2_1)tM " op.. cit., p92TL. 
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T 

nimmt erp um damit eino objelctiv goltendep don ert ainer Bestimmunr, 

basitzendo ReZel zu bezeichnens, wio ja auch das Synonym 17n baweist"* 

(perhaps Irmonyal is not auite accurate. * however; better, the t7o 

terms largely overlap,, but the emphasis of UEM is on the o riginal 

ad hoo decision whereas '17TI tends to emphaaiso the bindimg nature of 

the resultant lav). 

Lx. 15 -. 2.5b. 
I 
"There he made for them r. statute and an ordinance (ptj 1ý t317 

and them he proved them 

VV, 25-26 are aften. regarded as a later deuteronomic intcrpolation790) 

But while this is probably true of v, @26,, v-25b seem s from its similarity 

in tona to Josh. 24: 25# to be genuinely ancient. In particular the Uso, of 

UDMI Im in the singular marks the verce off both frQm v. 2(., and. from 

the deuterono=io, ura&e in gencral t3l)tOD: M1 Cj')j? n 

79) M- NOtho 6berli8fcr'tý--V. 
Aoschichto des Pentatmoh,, p. 32. 

ao) Jjcntsch%d,. op. cit,, q p. 29,, note 
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, V. hat then is the preoi3e reference of OMýI 1711 in Ex*15: 25b, when divorced 
'-- 4- ý. 
from v, 267 Was the torm originally comprehensive# describing a 2LocIz of legislation 

(as Josh 24-. 25); or p articulari sing, aescribing a single regeation (as I Sam*30t25)? 

YJhatever the answer, v. 26 at least interpreted the term as a oomprehensive. 

one further example of t2DtMI II-M in the sing-Ular oocur3 in the O. T. 

3. it erature: it is from the post-exillo pariodi but mV well witness to a more 

ancient usage: - 

Ezra Z: 10 "For Fima had set his heart to stu4y tho lag of the Lord 11-111, jK) 

and to do it, and to teach His statutes and ordin=oo3 in larael"(UB701 l7n. 
) 

Here the combination OBIMI 12TI 13 used in its comprehensive isense as the 

equivalent of 

TakJmg these three or four in3tanOCS togetherg then, they vould seem to offer 

grounds for believing that already in the pro-deuteronomio period,, a singular 

comprehensive term designating the -totality of the divine laws was Oxcady beginni 

to emergeole) Ifp a3 has been suggesteds the term tjDM-l 1711 was connootca with 

the B. o. C. -tradition, then it would seem reasonably oertain that the usage was known 

to the early Douteronomio s0hool. We are justified., thereforep in asking v17 Dtno 

preferred to set aside this *omprehensive term that had alreaiV develdped (witbin 

the Northern tradition) t and to choose a new term for himself. i, e, 11M (in 

the later stranda of Dtn- WIIJIsl in also used in the comprehensive sense). That 

this was a deliberate. choice seems the more probable when we reeall that the plural 

combination t3 -) UBMI t3 -) I?? r7 is a deuteronomio innovation . ie. the developing 

81) G. Ostborn, Voen in the O*To# -p. 613,, stiggests as'& possible early 
comprehensive terms for law. This 8--ems Unlikely, howevere (see ch, 2j, 
Ilheopharv an(I Covenant'*) 
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c omprehonsive term'has been Ire-particaarisod' into the pluralPODW31 C31P n 82) 

obviOUsly in oraer to be replaoed by a more te. Uingo mora satisfaotory comprehandve 
83) 

sinSular, yn 0 

.; X-traditions. IM in the eg 
71, 
The occurrences of the verbal stem i'lly in tho older pentatoucbal sources are 

glurpri5ingly few, A classification results as follows:. 

MIS used with the fsubjeot-. GO a 
Topes (as God's zerrt) 
ana 
King's vice-serent 
FArents 
master, to servant 

34 times (7 in let pers. 7 in 3r& P. 
I time 
3 times 3 Iharaoh; I Abimoleoh) 
4 times 

ýJoseph) 

3 times Abraham, Rebocoa,, Jaoob) 
3 times 

ýJaoob) 

Thugs we mcly conoludo that the root acans geaar&j3,. y,, 'an order expresaing the 

_per, 
sonal vrill of one in high allthorJLtyl. It would iscam to have been usod of God 

; froja the beginnin, 3 as a natural anthropomorphi=84s) requirinS no speoifically cultia 

82) The reference of MIUMMI t3')1'2ti would iseem to havo been primarily to the aio,, 
code proper (as the representative and succosaor of the B, o. G*), t but was then 
expanded to embrace the Wholo d10*00ryuse Cf. the referonoo of the conflated. 
term C31ODMI WITT . Ex-24: 3. 

63) There is little to be added concerning the use of t3ipri / nj n outside the 
oombinatiorý-term MIUBMI C311711 . The two forass 011? n and 1Pn am varied 
apparently indiscriminately# ana are evenly distributed frou Dtn. 4: 6-30t16. 
It in interesting that C3')17n Qccurgs t-go times standing alone (6: 12 6: 24)1 
once with 1-11111 (17-. '19) ; and three times with jll%n, (4: 20 ; 6: 16 271lO)* 
111,211 , in all eight inat=oes of it3 occurrence,, in linked y4th III= , 
pos3ibly the fem. pl. form 1111M originates through attraction to the grammatical 
fo= of - J11%D There may also be a connection between the fact of this 

C317111 / 111,2rl with ]I I M3 d the above-mcntioned close association of I an 
possibility that MS13 consciously replaces UBMI '12tl as the developing 
comprehensive term. 

82+) Tho s=o pattern of usaZe can be traced in classical and flellenl3tio Greek,, 

, hal society and rests seemingly on the pattern of primitivo patriarc 
than on any special Itheolo6icall basis. 4 ', 

rather 
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/ requiring no specifioal-ly oultio/Sits im Leben to aooount for its rise85) most 

characteristic Of the profane uses for this early period is that in the parent-child 

context. '41iis no doubt mUvors the noaadio olan-structure, and v. ould apply equally 

to the relationship of members of the clan to their elderaq whose directions would 

be expressed likewise in terms of I'M , Thence the term would transfer to the 

JudIges of Israel (cfe the ruler as father: Jud-17: 10 ; 18: 19 ; Job 29: 16 ;2 Kings 

2: 12 ;2 Kings 6t2l ;2 Kings l3tl4) and with the rise of the monarchy,, to tho 

king, -hip (kingly figure as father: In. 22: 21). Alroadyl before the mention of the 

first Israelito king# ill ý: is regarded as the appropriato term for fharaoh's and 

A, bimejech's co=ands; and in the narratives of Samuel and Kings, the term is 

increasingly applied to the monarchy. An analysis of Josh. - 2 Kins,, B results as 

follows- 

jo , Il% used with subjeotiGod 16 times(3 in Ist 
Person 

; 13 in 3rd 

MoseS. servt. of 
Lord 

Joshua 

9 times 
timos (dual capaoity a3 Judge and 

divino repro sontative). 

officers un(ler Josh 2 times 

juages God 3 times (1 in list po; 2 in 3rd pe) 

AMel of the Lora 1 time 

(Congregation) 2 times. 

Go d4 times (1 in 13t P-; 3 in 3rd y. ) 

3 times 

Parent 1 time 

Brother 1 time (as head of family) 

135) Cf. Lohfink, Das Hauptaebot, p. 56: wVermutlich waren die VOrderislltze von 
Gegen und Fluch des Buncles: ror=Jar3 die liei=t des Begriffs (un(1 zwar des 

, Plural 5) - Von da ist er auch an anaere StOll= der PrecUst gedrurijen� i)pezieil' 
der vor-atschen. PrecUSt. " Tho paralle13 ehich lolifUnix quotes� Ilowevr 
an from F. 

r� a re 
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2 Samuel 4 times (2 in let p. 1`2 -in'3rd-p. ) 

Lim 7 times (inoluding prinooly claimints 
to the throne)* 

I God 10 times (5 in lot p.; 5 in 3rd 

3An 4 times 

2 KIM$. God 4 times (2 in let p. 1 2 in 3rd pe) 

Moses, servt. of 
0ý 

2 times 
Lora 

Kim - 8 times (inoludinS hie priestly envoy 
Jehoiada. ) 

111XR. Tho only occurrences ofJ11%niddeh. have ar4V claim to be carly are 2S, 16t28 

and Ex. 20: 6(86)s and even these are too urmertain to be used as evidence for the 

period: Ex*16 is an interweaving of i1c. and i,, s and it is impossible to say 

categorically that Ex. 16: 20 is uninfluenced by iviogtly terminoloMr; and 

Ex. 20: 6 is almost certainly part of a dcuteronomio expansion. Of the examples of 

,, ISO in Josh. 1 -_1 Kings 2(87), none can vith wV confidence be reGarded as pro- 

aeutcronomjoSSý and t1le fth century prophets are al3o ailento except for 13.29113 

(a h=an co=andment ma3queradint; as a genuino word of Yah=h)g and Isaiah 36: 21(139)* 

it would seen, then, that the use o: CI1213 / 11IS73 for the comm dment3 

O: r yahr. ch in general,, and the body of legal sentences in particular# certainly 

originates with Deuteronomy. The even spread of the tem throughout the book 

indicates that it belongs to the earliest strat= of the tradition. Vie shall be 

therefore$ in assuning that this innovation originated in Northern Israel. 

Of- cw) The relevant phrase in Ex. 24iIZ is*iixua, 13ýy regarded as a douteronomio gloss, 

87) josh, 220#5#5 I Jud. 2,. 17 ; jiia. 3t4 jI Sam-13t13 11 Kings 213,43. 

; m) The pofjziblo cxception, 1 KinSs 2t43# refer3 to tho king's not Ythweh's. 

89) This prose passage appears again in 2 Kings 18: 36, so that MY73 here maybe 
Dcuteronomio. in 'arv case, the reference is to a #III X13 of the king, not of 
Yahweh 9 
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inacea we may go a stop further, 4n(I AU898st that ItsadOPtiOn is connected with the 

Cr. itiOal attitude t'0114rd kingship which NO havO 300A Mustrated In the 11orthern - 

prophet Hosea, and in'the Mrthern tradition generally. Ibila vould mean, that, 

over against the corrupt and, apostate sonaro1W. the doutemnomio school polemioalIy 

asserted the kingahip of Yahweh# - taking up a tam-I`tyPiOaJ3, v dasoriptiva of royal 

dearce3p and applying it to the decrees of Yahweh which that monarchy has rejected 

and de3pi3ed. AdmittocMy* h. number of scholars interpret the evidence dJfTerent3, yl 

tracing the U88 Of the term toll%n to the POaitive influence of the kingship., B. 

rjnaars argues that the intention of " 11%13 0 in to place all aspects of law on a 

level, (of. our remaeC3 abovet P- 342 - on tho'emerZence of a singular 

comprehanpive te=)t and to present it as tie commandment of the king in hiavapaoitY 

LV 
as executiye offioer of the cover=00. 

) 
Similarly G. Ostborn suggests that ZX-24tI2 

introduoes & Oroyal' proclamation of law,, in which the king promulgates tho law on 

behol- of tha, deity (aftor the manner of the Cod= flammurabi). The Interpretation 

based on the nogativo influence of the concept o: r kingship, howaveri, accords batter 

with our conclusions ws to the provenance of DcuteronoW in prophotic-lovitic, ' 

Oprote3t' OirOlOsjjj?; 18r,, 273f )uA is to be prefarrecl, 

we shan see that lll%? 3 is most co=only in apposition or in series %dth' 

crIni / ni, 2n -a tcrm that may fairly be desoribed as the most authoritative and 

troyalf of the traaitioruLl le4,, al terms. This semes to heighten tho improssiou of 

the majesty of Yahwch's king3, v d6orcei. 

111273 in_DeuteronoyV. 
- 

A survey of the usages of MX73/111= in-'Deuteronocy confi=s'the, impression 

that these are the characteristio-dio, tems for the legal ma-terial, 111V3 occurs 

90) B. Undar3, "Thrah in Deuteronomy#, Words and Monni"s,,, P-135. 
r,. botborn, V! 2 Jnjh2. LId. 2. ejtnmentq p-43- Against Ostborn'13 view of 
I: x. 24il2,, however, it should be noted that here Yahweh Rimself is the 
promulgator of the codas and the kingly Figure; in contrast to Him the human 
intermediary plays a pa3sive and insignificant role. 
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g*Mo thirty tIMe3 in Dtn. 4: 2 - 30: 16 CiZhtcaa t1mos st=dina alona and twelve tifts 

in Isorjej . it is interestinj, that tbase acrIcs are$ with one exception9l, 
), 

qualified 13 

by the phrase -117K t1jus ctrezsina that 1112n L3 intendod to bo 

the dominant member of the scriC3. thara nisn atanas sionct tilie clualijýring 

pllra3C is unnocessary, and in faot omrs In los3 than half of tho instancou, (The 

gjaZ3 qualiiyjzg phraso occurs, Incidentally,, with wery in3tanoo of MV3 in tho 

sjný; ujarj, =acpt Dtn. 17: 20). 

Me referenes of 1111.73 in indivi&ial context3 throurhout Dtne are as 

follows: ý7- ,- 

1* ; j3=i=, z=lc2n, -. z bt thc 2= dworlbal r. ý -- -1313D ! 

Dtn. 3t2g6. -The suspicion that Dtn., Eit2 in rcUted to L%, 16t2d, in oohfimea bv 

the raferenoe to the feedLng with unnam, Dtn,, 8t3o The im mediata rtXcrcnoo of ill%73 

in thl. 3 context is thcrefora to the speoirio sabbath conmand=nt(s) (I: bc*16129)9 

Th 2, a2lo ýý, Q P-11 L, - 

_rAn. 
5tjQ, l The primary reference here voula seem to ýbe to the contents of the 

two tables (DtA-5122)* 111jawould ioply that jjjýý ana 0411: 11 are equivalent 

te=31 the equatizia, Of th6 t%'* tc=s,. lwvm6r, is hardlY aeliberates but rathclý -the 

Seccadary result of Vw rocument exUtimal ana rocaltirig to which Dta, 5 hj3 been 

, ubjeatea.. 

Th2_ dmjtdW2U2IIi0'22d2m 

_Dtn. 
6t2 riote here tlio Caoße relation in cont«t to Dtu. 513Ig wUcä in turn ill 

baa4& UPOn Bx*20: 20-21# i. eo tho Elohistio introduotion to the B, o. C. it woula 

se, ou best then to interpret -MM here an jaewdmg the specifto sentences of the 

pio. o()u. -similarly, Dtn. ý1ý2 o=I, Dtn. Z'2 which relate closely to tho release 

fron &Wtv and# bY imPlicatiOns, tO the IAV SIVOU at Sinals I*oo t1io Sinai ooaa, 

91) Dtn. 3-111o 
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49 

Dtn*61AZ is in the context of Israel's testing Yahweh at Massa (Dtn. 6tl6),, an(I 

may therefore moist mdtably be regarded ais an adjuration to keep the Ilauptgeibot Iq 

showing wholehearted loyalty to Yahwoh. 

Dtn. dill is in a context of warnIxg against the dangers of forgetting the Lord, 

i. e. deoline from the spirit of gratcNi dependenoe on flia, 

Drtn. 10,13 Tho liauptgebot - tone of tho contcxt in act by v. 12 as *Fear 

, 192) 'a **was 10VO ... serve, Yakoeh ý mi I ar3. y,, 

-Dtn. 
3-1-21ý floe* lovo **@*o aorvo 

-Dtn. 
jj-. 2Qa- *. walk ,., fOar 110, ObOy'lle gcrv'O *** 'D"Oav'O**"; 

the context concerns tho exclusive worship of Yahweh, - worship 

only at his sl'M=- 

"h]: bS21e ftUkr2Domio--C2=uo rio 

Dtn. 111 27=. 2d in in tho contcxt of COVCnant-501c=ization; so that the JIIX? 3 

hcre are probab3jy the contents of the (written) eovcnant doo=ent,, vIllch is noir 

generally agreed to inolude at lea3t Dtn*5-26,, 20. similarly, 

Dtn. 26-. 17=18 1 271lO I 711*2,13-12-U ; 10: 8.16. Significantly, this in also 

the impression created by 

Dtn. 4-2 (the first mention of #11%? 3 In the finished form of DeuteronoW)g 

with its strinrent prohibition of addinG toj, or substraoting from the word393. 
) 

7his 

implies a written document, embracing presumably the whole corpus Dtn, 4-30. 

in 
- 
DcuteronoS%. 

Approximately the s=e pattc= of =Zcs In the occurrcnces of l-Ilyn (sing) 

as in Illyn (plural)s is apparent throughout. 

92) Alternatively# DtnelO: 12 and 13 may bo interpreted a3 comprising a contrasti 
v, 12 referring to the Hauptzebots and v. 13 to the Dios cocle. BUt the aDOTO 
interpretation seem3 preferable. 

93) on the so-called 'canonical formula1v with its =JL ent Parallels in the -A. K. Sol, 
see G. V-Rads Deuteronomy. aa looi In its Moo u3c, the phrase is not far from 
icrp3, Ving, j dcomplate cbotrine with bindirZ force". 
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I ; a"chipl j2aj2a2gj_2f Aha aw- dejwrLbj: d j%p___*mIXM 

Dtn; 2603" is a reference to the law of the tithe I 

Dtn. Stl is oonneoteat if somewhat loosely, to Dtn. 812o6# alrea4y disoussed under 

311 S? 3 abova, -and therefore involves a ref ereneo to the 3abbath. -law. 

Dtn. ýliý. _ Tho mrerence is clearly to tho speoifio regulation of the ban. 

2'* Zho douteronogia-CaSA 

_Dtn. 
5: 11 ; 6tl, a3 no have noted above, are based on &*20t2O. 2l,. which 

introauces the B. o, C.; 80 that ill%n here properly reforg, to the deuteronomic code,, 

as . -the repreisentative of the BooeCe traditiod'*-) Moro hesitantly,, we may intorpret 

Dtn. 6. -22 -.. Dtn. 71ll in the z=e ways - Both are in oontexts relating to the release 

from EWt ana to the oovenant consequent3, y given by Yahweh (Dtn*719) ; so that 

the primary rcference of MY73 would seem to be to the Sinai oovenant-dooument, 

i. e. here, the deuteronomia coaa. 

3.1rft 
Dtn. 3-1: 8. The verse is resumed in Dtn, 3.1: 13, wluwa the series, "o, obeorjp oovo love o,, 

serve ooog" indloates that the reference is to the Hauptgebot rather th= to the 

dauteronWiG code proper. 30 also With, 

DtnO3.1122 I "oowaU *oop love -geoi cleave **94 1 

-12112 1 O.. loving 00*09 wauýlnz *0*0"0 

4- Ze__jLh2jjLýcuteroDojjjc OOMD-29- III= 

Dtrk, ý15t1505)e The verse U=1 s with Dtn*l5s69 which constitutes an e=erpt from the 

covenant-solemnisatibn formula of Dtn. 23. Therefore the '11113 referred to is moist 

probably the total aico corpusl conceivea as the dooument of the 90ab/Shechem 

Covenant. 

910 The f aOt -that -)unimi wyn, here in apposition tO 11Y13, is repeated at 
Dtn. 3-lt32 -, 21ti, i. e. at the point of transition to the MO. 00aepropers 
confi=3 the impression. - 

95) Several commentators regard Dtu; 15: 4-6 as a later insertion in the context, 
C, f, j, H=pelg Die Schiohten., pe22.6p notcl 2. 
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Dtn, lZt20, - As the tozt : low-stands# 11ISD here reters to, the content of the 

81111111 IDO in the charge of the Lavitioal prJLentse, j, 00, the tot&l-djO, Oorqu, %, 

Do OXý96 
) (If however, as seeas. likelys VV918-19 are a lator int(wpolatioa into tile nt 

the original roferenoo of i'11SWI will have been rather to the Ilauptgebots. 

Compare v-17. with its fear that the foreign wives will turn away the kingla heart 

frora exclusive loyalty to Yalveh, and lead him into epostag7, ) 

Dtn. 27t: ý(97) The context concerns covenant- solemisation,, no the refo in to the 

oomplete covenant doqument. 

Dtn. 30. -jI- Ch-30 is usually regardod as a later appendix to tho OOven an t- 5010wd 5&tiOII 

for=aa in ch. 28. Theregeran. 00 of hare, then, is to the total dic, corpus 

a3 ZL COVCnant dOO=*Utf 

it, wula appears thans that the usa of MIXn in the singular to signify the 

totality of Dtne # is a rather late davolopment-t (CU tho other hand nlXn (AUral) 

mLs a comprehensive term for Dtn- is firmly rooted in the a arlier strandse) But the 

davelopment of this comprehensive sin&naar is not a radically now departure# for 

Hence it , 11%? 3 ha3 already been usecl for the Hauptgebot in the earlier strands* 

vvky be claimed that the unitar7 concept is implicit in the care of the Dic. corpuse 

It's concrete emergenoe correlates with the relatively formed concept of Dtn. q as a 

fjýxcd written entity. 

Tho main role of the series and of 11%? 3 / 111%13 in particular wIthin thOme 

130rie3g is to indicate the main struetur4l 1JLnC3 Of DaUtCrOnOgUf, After the 

dauteronomiatio introductions Dtn. 1-3, a four-fold, act of seriess Dtn*4: 1-8, scryes 

to introduce the first serman on the th=a of the Ilauptgebot -a sermon whoso message 

j3 the JUcZitimaoy of vi3lble i=903 of Yaliveh. This sermon is roundod. off by the 

96) Dtnol71lEý-19 as a later interpolation, see G. S. Tright, 'Deuteronogy",, The 

_: 
Enterpreter's Bible 2, na-loo. 

97) Dtr3,27il is a late editorial note* Dtn. 27 as a whole contains early materialo 
the remains of the covenant-zolemni=tion ceremony at Sliechcm, But the 
edited version as it stands is a late insertion into the dio, corpus, 
G. v, Rad, Deuteronoruq p. 165 *Deuteronomy",, I. B. 2 p, 48af, 
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series 11313 '): )IN 01179 1 7JII%n PKI C3'tpn (Dtn. 4: 40). After two short 

interpolations,, Dtn. 4t43. -43 1 4: 44-49# (the latter with a double introduction: - 

" Wll 1111 and a series) p the second sernon beSinas intro duaca by t3, ) UnMI 01 IP n 

(Dtn, 51l), The theme of this second sermon is Lbses' mediatorship in the covenant. 

tZain the iseotion is closed by a series (5: 32)s and by the doublo uso of the verb 

MY p (5-. 33). 

3ý 
Ch. 6 again opens with a double serieisP . whieh forms the introduotion to the Clio. 

Corpus prdpcr99) Chs. 6-11(100) expound several interwoven themest. 

a) Remember the goodness of the Lora, and teaoh your ohildren about tits salvation 

and III& covenant (Dtn. 6,8. )t 

b) The-fertility of the land that Yahweh has promised his poople (Dtn. 6: 10-13 

Dtn. Us7-lO)i 

o) The Canaanite inhabitants to be driven out,, and their practices uncompromisingly 

rejected (Dtn,, 7) I 

d) Israel must beware of becoming stubborn in face of the Lord's j; raoe and co=and 

(Dtn*9#10)* ' 

q f3 ) Tho prevalence of double opening, % seems to suggest that the sections wero 
originally more or less self-contained units with their own openint; a and 
conclusions. Then, on their incorporation into tho larger wholes further 
sman series eto. were used as sutures- This explains, too., the peculiar 
double-sidedness that marks so auclh of the paraenetio caterial (e-s- 71ll ; 831 
* 3.1! 8t oto, )o which on the one hand gives a sense of preparation for the ýrooiamation 

of the law, while on the other hand assuming that the laws are 
alrea4y knownv i. e., alrea4y proclaimed, TUs is undoubtedly due to the 
nature of Dtn. 5-n in particular, as the end-deposit of preaching activity in 
vhich the dic, codo has been repeatedly expounded. 

99) A-Alto, "Me Hoimat des Deuteronomiums", j Kleine Schriften 11, Po253 note 3s- 
"Dass das Dtm. in seiner uraprdng: Liohcn Fassung mit diesen Sa'tzen (Dtn. 6-. 4t) 
bezann, Ist houte wohl allgamein anorkennt. it 

100) Dtn. 6: 16-IZ ; 6: 20b would seem from the sudden change in numberg to indicate 
later in3ertionso, de-SiGnOd to enhance the leZal-hortatory effect. Similar2y 
the change of number at Dtn. 7: 12 my indicate a auture in the materialj, 
implying tbst the series at Dtn, 7: 11 va3 once the hortator7 conclusion to -the 
preceding fragment* 
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In genoral theae sections have been markeaoff by legal seriess whose erreot ill to 

underline the paracnotiop sermonios hortatory naturo of the material: - 

Ch-7 is preceded (6124-5) and concluded (dil) by such hortatory legal sories; 

The trmnsition from ch-8 to oh. 9 lacks such a scries, but 51173 7139 serves the 

same purpose (see further below) ; 

Dtn. llzl closes the warnings at; aiust stubbor=033,9 and introduces a su=ar7 of the 

various matters treated in Chs. 6- 10. The structure of Dtn. 11 is as followsi. 

vv. 1-7% Bewaro of stubbomnesas - opened by an elaborate series 

vv, 8112: The richness of the lands - opened by IIS13 vDIN JIVS nj%? on-ýD PX JnV; 

vv-13-17tLoas of fertility will f0110-9 upon disobedience,, - opened by a simi'lar 

legal phraso ; 

vv. 18-23.: Reuu=bcr God's covenant-word3. and teaoh them to the cominS generation,, 

no iserio$, j but tha word 13"ITT cerves the j3=e purpo3o 

vv. 22-25, -Drive out the Canaanitos, - opened by ): )3K -1ý7g. " 

vv, 26-32. -Glima&-tio perioOPO dosoribing tho covenant- aole=lisation # and building 

up to tho ý=e point a3 Dtn. 26: 16-19 ; 27: 1-9 ; Z3: 1-45 ; 30 ; 31. 

The section 11: 26-32 is marked by a double series: 

-111%n vD3K- -M 111112 111Y13 9 
(vv. 27,28) ; andtPODMil JIXI t3')j'? nj'1 5: )-IIX (V-31) 

Throughout the code proper, MMO j 111%? 3 occur in exhortations rather than 

in titruoture-sianals; but there is a remarkable proliferation of both the noun ana 

vcrl). -fomgs in the chapters dealing with coven=t-3ol=nj8atjon (as Loh: rinlc 101 ? 
ias 

notea), which emphasises that the TAole block (4) 5-28#30 is to be viero& as a 

Covenant document# and that this covenant is to be seen in te=s of divine kingly- 

101) U. LohtJalc, Das Hnqpk, ebot, P-55-, 
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In genora theso sections have been marked off by legal seriesp whoso affect is to 

underlino the paracnotiot sermoniol hortatory natura of the material-. - 

Ch-7 is preceded (6124-5) and concluded (0: 1) by such hortatory legal series; 

The transition from ch. 8 to ch. 9 lacks such a scries. but ý1713 YM serves tho 

s=, o purpose (see further below) ; 

Dtn. 3.1: 1 oloses the warninGs a6ainat stubbornnosa,, and introcluoas a su=ary of the 

varicuo matters treated in Chs. 6- 10. TIIO StruOture of Dtn. 3.1 is as fo3-lows:. 

vv-1-7s Beviare of stubbornne3ss - opened by an elaborate sexIcs ; 

vv, 3; 12: The richness of the land, - opened by jjý: n v: )IK 1, VX nj%nn-53 pK Intl; 

vv. 13.17: Lons of fertility wIll follow upon disobedienoe,, . opened by a alrai'lar 

IeZal phraso ; 

w. 18-23. inemember God's covenant-words, and teach them to the coming Senorationp, 

no Ser103,9 but tho word 13"'IXT 5=es the s=e purpola 

vv, 22-25: Drive out the Ganaar4tqs,, - openecl by ollsn ): )3x '1%? X 

vy. 26-32: Climadtio PcriooPc' d*3'3x"b'ng the eovenant-tsolemnisatign# and building 

up to tho jý=e point ais Dtn,, 26tl6-19 ; 27: 1-9 ; 2331-45 ; 30 ; 31, 

The section 31-26-32 is marked by a double jerie, 31 

flisn Inx -wx (VV-27l2d) ; anMvt2D2M, -, jXj t3-) 1 211,1 (V-31) 

Throughout the code proper, illYn , JIIY? 3 occur in ezhortations rather than 

in structure- signals; but there is a rcmarkable proliferation of both the noun and 

verb-f oms in the chapters dealing trith cov==t-Soleanigation (as Lohfinklol 
ka3 

noted).. which emphasisa3 that the uhole block (4) 5-28#30 is to be viowod as a 

r, ovenant do=entp und that thijs covenant 13 to be secn in. te=s of divine kinglýy- 

Loh: fialt, Das HLum 
.. 

2ebot, P. 55, 
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Ex. 24: 12 0 ... I wiU gife you the tables of stone w4ich I haVe written for their 

Instruotion -. - ( 1311-11. -b )* 

jjj(j. 3_3. R(l06) "**a let the man of God teaoh us ( 13'1111 ) what wo are to do 

with the boy that Y. 111 be born", 

The most concrete of these earlýy uscZest an& therefore like3jy Vio most primitive,, 

is in Ex-15: where the mcanina 'show'# 'point out',, 'indicate'# In tho moist 

suitable to the context. By what prociso process the 'indication' was given# ve 

. re, not told; - presumab3, v a heightenina of Mosas' porooptive capaoltie3j, akin to, 

lintuition' or lillumination'. Me thought of Z: -4: 12 (15) is olosoly related, to 

this... appropriate words (and. aotions) urge them selv aa,., upon Moses fr om a kind. of 

in-wara prompting. Jud. 13-8 Uses'showl in the sense of 'advise',, linstruot'g not 

yet in the formal sense of laying Cown regulations# but within a personalistio 

fr=ework (The theophanic figure who is to give the 'instruction' in, as Va saw 

earlierv the visible representative of Yahweh himself). 

Ex-2-4: The reference to the written tables shows that the verbal,, propositional 

element preaominates here* The meaning 'instruction' is the most appropriate* but 

again in the personalistic sense# comparable to the Suidanoe impartea by the parent 

to the child,, 

it is obvious,, then that even these earliest verbal uses ara already 

Ithoolosizedl; but that the root meaning is to be sought in *show% Oindicatol, 

in the e, 2= sourects. 

,k consideration of the participle 11"IV3 at once confirms the impression 

gained from a study of the verb# and carries us a little further badIc into the 

oricins of the term-- 

106) For tile origins of this pasnagem tee P. 122f. above,, ana cii. one, note 185. 
1 
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r, en, 1216 "Ab; -ah= passed throuZ#, the land to the place at Shechems to the oak of 

x 
, orch )107) 1'lln jlýX 17 C=7 DIP 'TY 

jua. Ll "And the camp of Winn was north of themo by tho hiU of Morch in the 

Vallc, 7. (IMY2 1-1-11131-1 117: 11ý 

The appositional struoture of Gon. 12-6 consciously oquates ODV C31 p? 3 with 

61-11D jjýx indicating that C31'1723 its beirk; used in its teohn ical sense of 

Igacro. L place' I and that the ji'1173 jjýX had sacral significance, We hav a 

alrea4y noted the reverence accorded to springs, treo3, eto., in patriarchal times# 

, as. the seats of tIje numinous or d1vines and the consequent connection of these I sacred' 

places with the oracular. 2 Sam., 5t22-25 affords an example of tZo way in which 

such sacred trees may have given 'indication' in earliest times. According to the 

text.. when David enquired ( ýXV )103)of the Lora, he was told that tho sound of 

marching, in the tops of the balsam trees would indicate that Yahweh was already 

preoedirV, the armies of Israel into battle against the Philistines. MUs account 

yrobably adapts and incorporates a primitive descrip on of oracular gi dance th ti. ui rough 

the rustling of leaves. Thus probably in ancient times the balsam trees would have 

glarked a sacred place at which Idireotion3' were given. The direct 'indication' by 

the numen of the tree or grove has now been Clevated into a sign of the historical 

J. ntervention of Yahweh. 

107) Presumably it is the same 'oak' at Siechem which is referred to in Dtn. 3-lt29-30 
"You shall set the blessing on Ut. Gerizimj, and the curse on Mt. LIal 

over against Gilgal, beside the o&(3) of Morch" M. T. 
reads the plurals 131ýXj 

108) we are not told where or how David, enquired; - prem=bly not at the arks for 
aooordLnS to the present chronology of the narrative,, the a& was still at 
Xiriath-Jearimj, 2 Sam. 6: 2f. (Iiis chronology is presumably correct, in that 
it was the victory of 2 Sam. 5: 25 which left the way open for the aric to be 
brought from under Mi-listine surveilln-nee to Dý%Vidl a now capital at 
Jerusalem). it may be, therefore$ that the 'balsam trees' even in David's 
day marked the site of a shrine wherc oracles were delivered. If this was so# 
there was undoubtedly also a priest by this time, to mediate the oracle. 

limc 
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The palvi-tree of, Deborah between Bethel and Ramah (JudAi4f) 109) is another 

example of an loruoular tree'; a primitive =men-shrinos taken up in the present 

text into Yahwism, it is intercutinj, that Deborah in desoribed an a prophates3 (y*4)8 

and that her utterances are tamed OMM (V. 5)o re are reminded of the si mil a 

combination in Ex*18,. l3ff,, P where In the prooess of juclZinc (UE)V ), the prophet-, 

figure Uoses reoeive3 those vzho enquire VTT of Yahreho and dispen3as t3*10-M 

or J111111 In the n=* of Yahweh. 

Su=arizing our results so fart- 

*1-110*1 in the-most primitive records,, indica-tos; a) approach to a divine presence 

for guidance,, b) grantin, 3 of guidance through outward SiGn or inner illumination,, or 

through an oracular word delivered by the permanent custodian of the shrine. it 

would be fair to say that, the primitive roots of what dovolopod. into the prientlyp 

and of rhat developed. into the prophetic strand of Israel' a faith$ are both visible 

herof 'we have already seen that there Is a cloco connection between, numinoua- 

theophwdo occurrences$ and tlie, founding of shrines. From this root develops on the 

one hand. the vivid propAotio awarena34 of God-in-revelation (aog exemplified lao3t 

dramaucally in the prophetic call-experienco); and on the other the institution of 

th. priesthood, " Guardians of the shrine's traditionz. ric shall soe that tho noun 

too, dovelops in this two-rold. wv; expresaing on the one hand the verbal 

content of livina religious oncountore and on the other the verbal expression (oral 

or written) of the grovinZ, body of civic and oultio regulative traditionsp 

3,09) in view of the geographical proximity of the W11: 11 MJI and the 111n3 1*9 
vihich marked the grave of a Deborah (rwbeocAls nurse), Gcn-35: 3# some scholars 

j are inelinad-to identifY the two (of- the note in V, Rad,, Rqnqjýq P-333)- 
But while it is possible that Gen-35: 13 also reproscnts tho inoorp oration into 
Yahwism of a, primitive tradition attaching to an oracular tree, it is safer to 
rcgard Jud. 4: 4f and Gen-350. as referriA., to two separate locations, 
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in the earliest-sources. - 
1ý%. 18-, 16,20(3*10). "The people come to me to enquire of God,., and I decide 

between a man and his neighbour, and I make them know the statutes of God and 

his decisions, (1111111 11KI W)ifti-I 11M ). f@ 

v. 20 "You shall represent the people before God,, and you shall bring their 

cases to God; 4nd you shall teach them tho statutes and the decisions ( Vý12MI-11K 

P111IM-11MI ), and make them know tho way in which thev must r. alks, and what 

they must do*" 

The M131 here are linked on the one hand with VIT and tjB= 0 thus 

underlin#3 the factor of personal comnunication from Yahweh$ and on tho 

other with W)1711 thus introducing a more legislational a3peotp or q11-1714ty 

of fixity,, to the materials roe should also note here that the rcferenco to 

tho giving of 1111P is complemented by the clause$ "Make them know the way 

in which they must walk. " This addition is consonant with the root-meaning 

'guidance#, 'directlon'# which we have found to underlyll1111 and thus 

reprosents a Ispiritualising' of an original usage where W1111 meant pointing 

tho-way in the concrete topographical sense. Added in this rav,, the clause 

serves to modify aV. notion of static fixity that aight bo imported into the 

tc= o11111 by the juxtaposition of 

Dtn. ll-. 8-11. "And of Levi he said,, 'Give to Levi thy Tu=lzl and thy Urlm 

to thy godly one *, *, * Thqy almll teach Jacob thy ordinancop and Israel thy 

law : 11'271ý J)UBM I'll*) )j theq shall put incense before 

theop andwhola burnt offering upon thine altare" 

3.10) Sao references to this passage; PP* 344 and 353 above, and P-386f. 
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, &3 we have note(l. Dtn. 32-4 does not belong to Dtn* proper$ but to the 

edited pentateuch. The material of Dtn*33: 8-11 as a whole probably dates 

from the latter part of the period of the Judges,, i. e. llth Cent. B. C. # 

but vv. 8-10 seem to be either a revision of the primitive ble3sing, or an 

addition to it. ',, ben those adaptations w(we made is difficult to determine# 

but there are indications that they are oomparatively ftrly: - VV*3-10 

ascribe thre, 3 main funotions to Levit 

no custody of the sacre(I lots, b. toaohing tj! OM ancl 1,1111 to 111raelp 

o. offering incense and sacrifice. 

The ecuation of tl')UnM and 11111 (v. 10) probablv implies that thcLt3IIj! )Tn 

are to be regardod as tho speoifio answers to the individual enquiries, while 

the colleotecl corpus of these divine rulings is termed M'1111 '1his woula 

suggest that the Tumnim and Urin are here not merely symbolic of priestly 

offices as in the later Priestly mritinigge, but that their function in the 

process of lenquiryl is still living and meaningful. (Furtherp the order in 

r. hich tho functions of the priesthood are listed., suggests a comparatively 

early date - sacrifice has not yet assumed the prodominant role*) 

_ttnd_ 
j3DID in the 8th Cent. 

_ 
pro2, hets. 

is, Aah "Thom vill he teach knowleclgo ( 1137-T -11-11 and to whom will 

he explain the mesisage? " 

The context describes Isaiah's indictment of proMigato contemporary 

Driests and prophetai Drurkenness causes the prophets to err in visionj, and 

the priests to stumble in giving Judgment (V-7)- V. 9-10 then represent the 

scoffing retort of these two groups: IDoes Isaiah t, --ke them for his kin&er- 

garten olasso that he presumes to instruct them 1125 Ip JX12 12 

IF5 
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i. e. with tedious and pinprioking repetition of the religious and moral 

A.. B. c.? Ill ) As to the content of Isaiah's prophatio the reference 

probably to the central burden of his me3wZe - i. e. a su=on3 to return 

to a vrhole-heartod obedience to Yahweh, and to the cultivation of that 

disposition to UBM vhich is the ground of all righteous deeds. This 

Undication, of the right wV' in free preaching, rather than some formal 

instruction based on a decalogio catechism,, constituted Isaiah's 11,1111 
2.12 

Isaiah 28: 26. 

13111 )0 

"He is instruoted aright, his god teaehes him (11MýX VBMý 11011 

in accordance with the meaning reached for OEM here (see note 50, 
ch-3- 

. 1,11n would imp3, v understan&ULg of the correct agricultural procedures and of 

the underlying order of nature,, imparted by the Creator cither direatly in the 

M) For other possible interpretatUns of this phrase, # see R. D. Y. Soottl 
"Isalah4, I. 

-B. 
5, p. 316. 

112) G. 8stborn, T304 in the O. T. 
ýq 

P-137: "it is natural to assume that Dome 
sort of instruction in 'law' took place in prophetic circles"; henoe 
the use of the term T3r*Ah. 
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form of an innate awareness, or indirectly through the weight of long-stand- 

ing agricultural tradition, i13) 

111111 

Isaiah i: 10 

"Hear the word of the Lord ( g1j, 11) 11: 111 jyjOV ) you 
rulers of Sodoml Give ear to the teaching of our God 
(131,15K JI'IIJI 111THID you people of Gomorrahl" 

The parallelism implies that the 1'1111 here is a typioal 'Moll ON2 

i. e., the emphasis is an the central burden of the prophetic M683ageo 

113) Isaiah 2tj and Is. 9: 14(12) are probably post-Isaianico. - 
Is. 2: ý ; "Come let us go up to the mountain of the Lord **# that he 
may teach us his ways ( V)DIM 111111 ) and that we may walk in his 
paths. For out of Zion shall go forth the law 11-1111 NXII ) and the 

word of the Lord ( i'lloW '131) from Jerusalem. He shall Judge among the 
nations ( tP11#1 113 MV). " 

The exalted tone of the oracle indicates that what is hoped for is the 
personal presence of Yahweh in his temple, drawing all nations to him- 
self. So the editor understood# when he Juxtaposed V. 5. with its 
overtones of theophany and 111716) 'n: l: ) . Thus the Iteaohingll 
whether given through a human intermediary or not, 13 es3entially regard- 
ed as personal guidance and direction from Yahweh himself. (Cf. the 
parallelism between 4il1111 - without the article, and, 11,1') 'I: I'T 

The authenticity of the passage is questioned on the grounds that: - 
1ý it occurs again at Micah 431-4; 
2 it fits only imperfectly in both these contexts. 
There are indications that it sat first in Isaiah, and only subsequently 
in Micah. Some scholars regard it as late Isaianics but Most believe 
it to be post-exilic. 
Isaiah 9: 14(15) 

,: 
"The older and honoured man is the head, and the 

prophet who teaches lies ( '171V ol'1173 X12: 111 ) is the tail. " 

Is. 90ý-17 as a whole is Isaianic, but as R. B. Y,, Soott concludes# "V. 15 
is almost certainly a later reader's mistaken comment on v. 14. " It is 
nevertheless interesting to note that here too, 111i'l is regarded as 
a prophetic function. 1,121V Mll oil implies preaching false hopes 
of 3afetyt and inciting to apostasy; i. e., the concern is with the 
Hauptgobot, rather than with formulations drawn from a legal catechism. 
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Isaiah W6 

"Bind up the testimonyj seal the teaching 
w1u) among my disciples. " 

The text records Iaaiah's deciaion to withdraw from public proclamation 

of Yahweh's words after the rejection of his message conoerning the Syro- 

Ephraimitic War (738-4 B. C. ). 111111 without the article implies 

'teaching's 'instruction' in the ongoine sense, in contradistinction to a 

process of inculcating a fixed corpus of catechatical material. The content 

of the 'teaching's here again, is the principal burden of the prophet's own 

message. This is confirmed bys 

Isaiah 8: 20 

. 1.11, n5 "To the tsaohing and to the testimony IIIY1151 I 

The force of the phrase is that authentic contact with the divine is to 

be hads not by recourse to the occult,, but from the word of Yahweh declared 

through his prophets (of. here Dtn. 18: 9-18). 

isaiah 30: 9 

"For they are a rebellious people, lying sons, sons who will 
not hear the instruction of the Lord YIM I: IK-X5 CP 3: 1 

111111) 1161111). " 

R. B. Y. Scott115) suggests that Isaiah 3018ff. is the prologue to a book 

of oraoles written to be laid up for the future, after the rulers had reject- 

ea the prophet's advice against the Egyptian Alliance (of. the previous with- 

drawal period after 734 B. C. ). If this is so, then 111111) 11,11P (V. 9) 

114) The phrase is beat taken as an imperative. R. B. Y. Scottp "Isaiah", 
I. B-5P p. 229j takes it as a marginal gloss# intended to show that 
v. 20b refers to (ý) the testimony and teaohing mentioned in v. 16. 
This seems unnecesaixys however. 

115) R. B. Y. Scott, "I3aiah". I. B.. 5,, ad loo. 
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is, here toog the-burden of Isaiah's preaching But even if Isaiah 

30'. 8-17 is an independent unit, rather than the prologue to a larger block 

of material., v. 15 makes olear that the W1111 referred to is the 

prophet's message of calm reliance on Yahweh in the midst of political crisis 

V. 10, too, describes Israel's attempt to stifle the living voice of prophecy 

in the contemporary situation. (On the "III], as 'way' ( ITT ) and 

'path' ( MIN v. lit see P- 373 (on Ex. 18: 20),, and note 134 ). 117) 

with the accompanying thesis-text. 

It is striking, then, that Isaiah u1ses ol11M and M1111 throughout, to 

refer to the content of the prophetic mesaages rather than to a fixed corpua 

of traclitional sentences. 

Hosea's use of the term W1111 
, has already been considered (ass 'The 

provenance of douteronomic-douteronomi3tio literature' , p. 24f. above). 

Vicah 3: 11 

"Its heads give Judgment ( IUD177 ) for a bribel its 
priests teaoh ( VIV) ) for'hire, its prophets divine 
( V30P ) for money. " 

This is the first instance in which the handling of 111111 is 

specifically described as the characteristic function of the priests, over 

116) The 'wisdom' colour of the passage does not militate against its 
prophetic origin or import. 

117) The following passages are probably late: - 
Is. 5: 24b i "For they have rejected the law of the Lord of hosts, and 
have despised the word ( J1'MX ) of the holy one of Israel. " The 
authenticity of the verse is at least doubtful. R*B, Y. Soott comments: 
"If Isaianio, it is out of context" ("Isaiah". T. B. 5, p. 203), The 
parallelism with 1IMN would point to a more formalg legal meaning 
for Mill J11111 ; for MMK normally occurs in late poetical 
contexts, as the equivalent of 11111 conceived as a body of legal 
sentences. Isaiah--24: ý, : "... for they have transgressed the laws, 
violated the statutes, broken the everlasting covenant. " R. B. Y. Scott, 
"Isaiah", I. B. 59 p. 298: "The almost universal judgment of scholars is thait adl 

of ch5,2ý-77ispost-exilio in date. " 
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against'the M 017 of the prophets# an& the rjD7M of the rulers-juages, 

Theýreferenae may be eitheri to oultic rulings (the priests expoundijiS, the: 

sacrifioial k-equirementis to the indiviaual worshipper JLn an nocomgo4jUMS 

SM30j-for a'donsi'deration); or to ethical instructione The Cwt. -ral +vnor 

Of giOah! 3 Message may be t6ken to support the second of these alternatives. 

in the lat6 2re-exiliojand exilic pEoph6tgo 

Jeremiah. 

le'llel aoes not docur in Jeremich# but lelljl its an important concept for 

hin. 

ýrer. 2-. Bi ý'07he priests did not- say 'Vhere Is the Lord? '* Those who handle 

the law- did not know ine, ( 721Y"T" X'7 1,1111ji "It7blil )I The rulers 

transgressed againit Me; the prophets prophesied by IL-,,, tl 

(with the artioleywoula set= to imply the fizaa, corpus of sentenoes - 

týa more-so if, as 03tb6rnU9)Sugge'3ts, VEM here refers to a literal'han&liný 

of the codex in book-form. Mo the3o 'handlers' ar c,, is not certain: 

Jeremiah 203 i's divided by the copul. into four olauges, 

referring tot Ithe priests# ( t3v3-, I: ), -l the 'handlers' U7 

I the shepherd3i and ILhe prophatat ( r3*)Xv: j3,, j 

Insofar as we are dealir4,,, here with four identifiable and c1latinot olaoses 

of officialag the 1handlerss of tZrIhO can most naturally be equated with *the 

wiso, 
120)(Jer. 8: 9.8: 113)j or with the possibly related group of 'scholarly 

3.113) The word C3017 is no &Ubt intended to have a derogatory tone: the 
living voioe of 111111 ), I: IT has been replaoed by mere loraolo. - 
mongering0l 

119) G. 6stborn, Mill in the O. T. 
_,, p-141. The contention is supported by 

the fact thatels ere in the O. T. literature, WO is always used 
conorete3, vt 'handle' (cf. Gen. 4-. 21), # or more normally, 'lay rough hands 
on'. -Isoizel. 

120) J. P. Watt, "Jeremiah". I. B. 5,, 
- pe 965 "Ibr the time of Jeremiah, the 

'visa* wat have been rcoognised as a separate olas3 of spiritual leaders. * 
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121) levites' who# acooraing to-v., Raas were emerging by this time 0 As we Shan 

sees however, Jeremiah's use of the term t6rih exh ibits a flexibility whieh 

phoul& warn us against deflning the oategory of thanalers of t6riihl too 

rigidly or exclusively# 

jer. 6tlgt- "I am. bringing evil upon this people,, beoause they have not given 

hood to my words (Vjý, T, ); and ais for aW law ) they have rojeoted it. " 

The injunction (V. 16) to I stand by the roads' g task for the ancient 

paths' # ltho good W. Vil t, *es up a motif which we have seen to be anoientlY 

conneoted with i'll, 11 122?, 
so that 1,11111 here referred to is the bo4y of 

traditioaal ethical gui&Awaisoribed to Uo3es# though z% ot necessarily confiaed 

the contents of a fixe& written Ood6123) V-17 goes on to describe the 

voice of contemporary prophecy in teras of the watchman' a trumpet -a voice 

vhichl it is impliea, is e4tirelY Consonant with the content of that traditional 

il-1111 V, 3.9 then juxtaposes (the prophatio, wora) ana virm (the 

anoient path), on the obvious asmýmption that the two constituto ComPlOmOntarY 

aspeots of a singla whole. It Seems implioit in the context (cf. V. 3.3)124 

that on the whole, the mediation of the tworcif 13 the funotion of the prophet, 

whereas the handlimg of toFah is the moro priestly funotion. But Israel's 

121) G, v,, Rads itudie3 in DouteronoaXp p. 67f# suggests that a scholarly class 
originated from disposse3sed or redundant Levites., rho had formerly 
served at the local shrines. Possibly there is a connection between 
these Lcvites,., buV with the "scholarly preservation and transmission 
of the old traditionep and the 'wise men' zho now begin to emerge as 
handlers of t7orih, 

122) SOO P- 378-above; on 18#30i9f, - 

y 123) j. p. 11 signif Jes for Jeremiah# 
, atts op. (; it. 9 P-863 states that 

oprimarl-ly the ethioal law given in the time of Uosaxod 

124) If not original to the context (of. its repetit ion in Jer. 8: 10b-12). 
Jer. 6: 13-15 is nevertheless appropriate to the context of ch, 6, 
accurately reflecting the two differing types of instruction referred 
to in vv. 16 and 17. Its assumption that the one is 'priestly 
instruction' and the other 'prophetiol is thercXore almost certainly 
valid. 

A 
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neglect of dabhar and of t5Fah here forn together thwA-, subjeot of a single 

oracular rebuke; thus emphasising that the developing deposit of divine 

direction (tZoFah) and the conteaporaryl situational word of d1rootion 

(prophetic dabhar)a together constitute the veritable and unitary declaration 

of Yahweh's intention for His people* 
I 

Jer. SiB *How can you say,, 'We aro visa, and the law of the Lord is with us? ' 

But behold the false pen of the soribes has made it into a 3. ie,, " 

The verse is a weU-known crux interpretationis. The reiteration of 

DWI I( 13113N 13')n: )ri V-8-, ti-tnnn IV'): 2-, lV. 9a., and 13,715-70 11? 3: )nl 

v. 9b) seems to indicate that -, J-llll means linstruotion', diapensed ýy (self- 

styled) 'wise men'. But the content of the 'instruction' is in the 

sense of . the fixed corpus of sentenoeS125 Tho *wisdom' tone of the pasWe 

is enhanced 
I by the JuxtaPosition of V-7 

(126) 
which is cast in typically 

twisdomf temso Uw theM*173011 are isp once againg not is tated explicitly 

(But see below on Jer. 18: 18)o The C311DO are probably the promulgators of 

the Deuteronomio codes and pres=ably related to the 

Those eo=entators are probably rUht 
who see v. 8b as Jeremiahis protest 

against the effects whic9i the promulgation of the Dio. code has had-.. Itr 

plar, iy43 a3.1 types of law on a co=on levels and promulzat: Lnd the whole as 

wn. nn 
, 

Dtn. is having the effoot (opposite in : raot to that intended) of 

, daulling the people Is moral sen3itivity to the UEAM whioh wa3 the 

burden of the prophetic me3sage, A certain smugness has been engenderedt 

125) G. 0 istbornp TZAR in the 
-0, 

T. 3.12f. 

126) j. p. Wattj, ol). ej .. ad. loo., q holds that there is no organio conneation 
between Jer-0: 7 an& 0: 3 1 theq ara nerely linkedL by Vic faot that they 
treat of two legal te=sp UMM Ancl 11"1111 , 
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the totality of the divine demand ha3 been encompansed rithin thi3 concrete 

deuteronomio formulation, and plaoed within Israel' a power of perforruLnooo 

(c: r*Dtn. 30tl4: R9,94, so that you = do it"). Thereb. 7 UDM hats been 

reduced to 127ý tvionvni-i , and j, 1111i 111jr, to 11*111noll Ino 9 

Jeremiable criticism of this tbiblicism' trould therefor a imply that in the 

prophotlis own view, Yahweh's toAh was too dynamic and sovereign to be 

contained by this single definitive formulation. 

jer. DtlSt "Comej, let us =*a plots against Jeremiah# f or the law shall not 

parish from the priest (1111: 1? 3 j, 141111 )$ nor eounsel frola the wise ( My) 

C3.: )tII3 )s nor the word from the prophet$ ( X-): 23n -1: 1-il )", 

Here a three-fold division of funation among religious leaders is 

Apparent. The absenoe of the artiole ( ) implies instruction in tho 

Iýroader Oen3el tather than oatechising on tho basis of W1111"I 41 gyattI28) 

suggests that this instruction was probably concerned with maklmg the proper 

distinctions between the holy and the profanes the clean and the unclean (of., 

jWgai 21ll) - 14chiefly therefore with natters of the cults and very little 

with ethical prinoipleev This is an Overstatement however. It is clear 

that the (later) Priestly school., whose Work oonstitUteS the developcd deposit 

of this OrMiý-inculcation, were seriouLly concerned with ethical princi, 

and in the absence of azW evidence to the contrar. is 30 y, j it is natural to UPPO 

that this concern was alrea4y important for the priestly guardians of t7orSh 

whom Jeremiah 9-D oiries here* 
Jer. ý1: a- 1109 34. '1 

127) See J-P-Watts 02-cit- adoloo., 

123) J. P. Itatts o2. cit. 3,100* 
-9 ac 

129) Tho passage is generally accepted as authentios though perhaps with some 
later recasting of the written form* 
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"... I will make a new cov6nant *. - I wM put r&-Iaw within themg and 

write it upon their hearts; and I id. 11 be their God,, and they shall be my 

people. ,. * Thc*r shall all know mo s. *0 

"Ibr Jeremiah the law was the moral laws perhaps primarily the ethical 

decaloguep certainly not the ceremonial presoriptions"130) ITvriting on 'the 

heart' recalls the stone tables of the covenantp with the ethical 'dooslogue 

a3 theirtontent. Batt &3 the'vhole concot of the new covenant -makes plain# 

the concern is not merely to secure obedience to the sentences as suoh#'but 

rather a deep apprehension of that ethical and, moral M)M which Is the 

settled character of Yahweh Himself # and which is enshrined in the *W11 11 thi6h 

he gave - to Israel for this Tcz7 reason. vis, i that the oil W) UBM -might in 

turn"be 'refleoted in the character and bearing of his people. Thus here 

again the body of traditional tea0hings and the Uting content of prophecy# 

are Interwoven., For Jcremiah ihe two are obviousjty &, Bpeotg of a gingio4wle, 

Prom these five passages generalay recognized as Jerwdwdo'31#) thong we 

130) jopeibrattp opoito p*1037* 

131) The foliol7ing passagda'are probably post-Jeremiaact- 
jer. 2: 1, IL Jer. 90-16 are Trobab3, v an addition by a later editorp designed 
to explain the destruction of Jerusalem In 5860 and the subsequent exile* 
jer. 161lo-13. also seems to reflect the exile. 11*1111 here refers 
primarily to the Hauptgabot,, with its insistence on occlusive worship of 
Yahweh* 
Jer. 26-4. - The passage as a whole is considered by Hyatt to be a 
reworking of older (Baruch? ) material, but the sermon-summary in vv* 
4.6 Is probably Deuteronomic. (1bratt, 

' OP. Cit, P. 1005) 
81111111 here probably foouse3 on the prophetic wordp, as seems, 
plain froM, the appositional clausev "if you will not listen to mep, 
to walk in my law, to heed the words Of Ay se"ants, the prophot3e 0 
Jer. 22-16-25. The passage is generally considered secondary - with 
the possible exception of vv. 24-25; the terminology and ide as are 
Douteronomic, The context of Exodus-conquest-lomSivingg suggests 
that here refers to the Dic, code as the successor of the 
BOX. 
Jer. 44ilO..; 4412ý. 

- 
The chapter is generally agreed to be secondary. 

The equation of -81-. 1131 and ill 'pti shows that 11111 refers to 
the dio. code* 
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m4y reasonably conolude that for Joremiah, t5eah sIZnIfied on the whole the 

developina deposit of oultio and ethical guidance and instruction, rhieh was 

tending to be regarded as the priests' $Vocational-knowle4u-ol# and for the 

impartation of which the priests were OpeOially responsible. Yet it in 

plain that there was no rigid oo2partmentalisation of t5Fahq pro phecW and 

wisdom: all three represented complementary a. Veats oft and jethods of 

impartin9p the self-consistent and mutually-coherent self-revolation(s) of 

Yahweh. Within this overall concept of revelation, thenj, It is clear that 

t5r3h for Jeremiah did not imply a statio corpus of definitive teachingi 

rather$ t5rah and the contemporary prophetic proclamation together constituted 

a continuuml of which the dominant feature was its dynamics, wdstential 

charactere 

HabAkiLk. 

HnbpJckuk lift-, "For the law ( ', 11111 ) is slaokedjý azd justice ( t2BM) 

never goes forth; for the wicked surround the righteous, so justice 

UBM ) 90e3 forth perverted*. 

in this context unm obviously MOan3,, IriGht, dealings between Israelite 

and Israelites based on the moral charaoter ( tDDM ) of Yahwehj, the God of 

larwa, . The Para-Ueli= of 11111 and t2mm theng indicates that 

stands for that wholesome UU3truction' or Iguidanool given by Yahweh 

(pre, -eminently through the prophets)# whereby human life may be ordered 

aright. The root '21P. 7, (pervertod) clBewhere signifies the narrow 'winding 

road as again3t the broad$ str; Light highwayl321 which again relates to the 

concept of Ill 11 as *indication' of the right roadlr 

HAMilýh- "Woe to him who says go,. to a dumb stone, $Arise#* Can this 

132) Cf. Jud. 516 ; Ps. 125-*5* 
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give revelation? I'-ii*l gill )00 

This last phrase is best taken as a soornftl questjO433ý 'Can a stone give 

t6iih? Vvel9b-20 m, *o it plain that the woul&-be worshipper Is in search 

of a personal encounter with daity. In tone, the passage is close to the 

oarly accounts (or traces) of numinous-theophanio' encounter at oracular 

shrines. Therefore '1'1111 here moans virtually, I aireot oracular responso 

from the aeity'. 'We have seen that the roots of later prophetic an& 

pricitly function intertwine in this pricLitiva stratum of thought; ana the 

context in Hab. 2 makes it clear that HabskjoWs use of W1111 in this NOY 

is colourea by his own prophetic experience of direot contact with Yahweh in 

the ins'piration of his M033OZO, 

_Zephanit-, 
h. 

zcph. 3s4. i'Her prophets are mantons faithless mans her priests profane ýwhat 

is sacrea, they- ao violence to the law (iIIIII I DMI The Lora within her 

righteous Every mo=Ing he shows forth his jujitiao QW) IUD= 

The charge against the priest's is that they manipulate and wrest to their own 

aclftntcZe the 'instruction' of which thoy are custodianal (of. Micah 3tll)- 

The contrast between the rapacity and corruption of the rulers (vv. 3-4)g and 

the MM and 11'1171Y of Yahweh (V*5)s highlights the strongly ethical- 

moral tone of 111111 in the context* it signifies (as in IIablQ that 

righteousness vhich is at onoe the essenae of the linstruotion's and its 

idelti end-product in tha lives of those instruotad. 

Habakkuk ana Zephwdah, then, use the te= MIJI in a sense broadly 

133) Biblia Ilebraica Kittelt 3, interprets the phrase as a gloss. 
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ftimilar to that in Jeremiah. 

Ese'del. 

Ezek. 7-. 261 
, 
"They oeelc a Vision from the prophatl but lav, ( jjjjjj ) pcrishas 

from the priestp and counael from the elders. " 

There is an impliolt parallelism between the three olause, 5134) yielding 

tripartite division 9, f funotion simijetr to that in Jcr-o18: 18* Similar# toot 

iis the use of M"1111 without the articlog, in the meaning linatruoticalo 

Ezek*22t261- '*Iler. priests have done vio1c. 4ae to my 13-mg and profaned xW hoIX 

thing a" sI. 

The resemblance to Zeph-3: 4 is strikin, 3j, but the elaboration that follows imparts 

a new meaningi- "OV. hava made no -differenee, 
betwoen the holy and the common# 

nor. tau&ht the diffcronoe between the unoleaz andthe clean.. ** There 

emerges hero A concern for the ipinutime of cultio re&ulations which is foreign 

to the tone of ZePh-3: 1** And it is noteworthy that here for tho, first time 

the priestly torih is speoifically defined in such terms (cf, llagea: L, 20.1), 

The remaining occurrences 
"in 

FzOkjej135) are Almost cartaia y later than 

the strands, of Zeuteronocq which treat of and, so shad no now light 

on the subJeot of our onquii7e 

, 111il Il illlrl - 
In D(mteronoaX. 

it is against this background# 
-thong that the use of j'l*lli'l / s6l'IIJI in 

Dtn. in to be discussed. 

Dtn. lZtB-12. "If iny case arises requiring decision USM vM case 

134) B, H. Kv 3. susgeats that the. parallelism zuq be perfeoted by reading 
WV: 11 III for IVI'2: 21 Thie seems dubious, however, as WV31ol is 

. 
nowhere else in the O. T. literature used in the figurative sense required 
by this emendation. 

135) Ezek. 43-. 11-12 t 446'; 44t23-24. In so far as these texts differ from 
the Ezekiel passages alreadv discussed# they approximate to the Priestly 
usage of the term 1'1'7111. 
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, whicxh is too d=cult tor youg then you shall go .o.., , -up to tho plac a which 

tholord your God WM ChOO80j, Ancl coming to the Levitioal priest and to the ý 

judge #$ý, you shall Congult ( and thV shall declare to you the 

demision, tJD7m, -J -1: 1-T ). Then you shall do according to what they declare 

to, you according to all that theor diroot you ( 11111) )1 according to 

tho izatruotions ( 11111) 'IV7X i-I-IIJ1#1 7D-5Y )s and a, cooraing to tho 

deoitdon, whioh they announce to yoU (TOMI) -IVK you shall do* You 

shall not turn aside, to the right hand or the lcfW, 

It is obvious that the text is related to 11%,. 18: 13-20 (alrea4y discussed above)l 

but that it has been revised in the interests of centralitiation of the cults 

Aocordizv, to Ex*18: 3,3ffos, )Loscs (under the Jethro scheme) is to bring the 

pooplels cases before God# then declare the divincly-in apirod verdiot in the 

form of WRn and s111A, -1, while regional judges dispense UDM at the 

local level. in Dtiat 170-13 the regional judges (of* Dta. 16tiS 1 17: 8) are 

now supplemented ioith a single head-OW who is henceforth to remain at the 

central shrines prez=ably in charge of the weightier matters roqairing civil- 

decision ( OM 'The cul#o and sacral, aspects of Moises' jurisdiction# 

however,.. now ra]-l to the Levitical-priests (v. 9a) or priest (v. 12). - 
It is 

pro=ab3, v ýo there priests that., the functions conne#ed with ol-IIJ1 are 

ascribed,, (vv. 10bg Ilaa). The JVII JI thus dispensed aro obviously the 

saoral counterpart of the civil 13"t3BM delivered by Vio judgel - ia* 

questions of a cultio order which aro not made sufficient4 clear either in 

the vritten codes# or in tho conuonly aVdIable oral tradition, dad which must 

thercf ore bo answered from tho body of oral lore vahich constitutes the priests' 

vocatiorwl-IMOT'ledge-P 

it is intoresting that in E;. 18; 13ff a the priest-like aoses =st bring 
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tho cam to God (v. 19b)t and reocive an appropriate "11111 from God (v. 16b) 

.. perhapai the prooess inolUdes both rooourso to the oraoular,, and the Oxeralse - 

of gosegl prophatio intuition. In Dta- 1718-13, how«cr, t4ere is no Ilentilln 

of thiss JIVTTI (V. 9b) implies marj,.. to-=m eaquiryl not man-to-Goas Apart 

from the fact that the oracular had been demoted by this tima, and its mention 

therefore to be avoided# it would seem that a sufficient bo4y of priestly 

toxýEh had scoumulateds adequate for an eventualities, The livinS voico n4m 

o=o through the prophetio dabharl the pr iestly tZoi; h,, as hweq was oonoerned 

with the-socumulated priestly tnaitional36) 

. 
8. (137) "Take bead in an attaok of lepromy, to be very careM to do 

-W= 
24- 

all that the Levitical priests direct you (I all, as I oo=andad themp so 

sball you be careful to do. * 

Tile 11 *1111 referred to here is a specific directive concerning a specific 

case of sickness; thus the usage is simi'lar to that just discussed* Note 

here the emphasis that the'legroxy-, 11111 was (initially) a direct divine 

oo=and to the pric3thooav rather than an indireat excerpt from the mass of 

traditicn* No such command is in faot preserved either in J& or in Dtn*p 

but ia fully treated in Lev*13-14 (P)o Uther this 11,1111 had remained 

in oral form xintil P., or has been eliminated from JL &ring redactional 

prooosse3a 

13c')) rhather this voeational-knowledso was in any part committed to writing 
at this stage is difficult to say. Cf. the Suggestion by Jjjoingreent 

. 
"Oral Torah and TXitten Records". 1161, v Dook and Holy TrAdition ed* 
P. P. Brude and miapp, p. 58f., that perhaps in prc-c3d'lo times teachers 
of t7orih were already makirZ notes for purely private and personal usel 
as tools for the preparation and delivery of their oral tDrSh. 

137) Dtn. 24-8 is probably a later insert into its present cont=t: it fits 
imperfectly; it is couched in tho 2nd p. pl.; it includes direct 

.0p. 
151. Uvine address. So. V, Radp DeuteronoMy 
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Dtrý, Wt li,, ostatute3 and ordinanocs so righteous as all this , iaw ( ý: ): ) 

PxT ill ) which I setber6re you this day*" 

Aocording to VoRad,, 3'3'3)Dtn,. 4--l-4 ; 46-8 form two hortatory :I romilac 

which look back on a promulgation of the law already oomploted, The paugagels 

may therefore have originated as liturgical formulae in connootion with a 

cer(=ny of covenant-renewal. BUt a3SUMIMG that the law so promu3Zated was 

the deutcronomid code, then Dtn. 4: 1-8 in its present position at least# in 

later than Dtn. (5)6-261,28s and probably also later than Dtn. 40-40(139). I 'The 

equation of W111111 and WIUMMI D"1711, and ul3o the u3e Of the artiolop make 

it plain that the referenee is to the whole bo4y of Dtn, vAdch follows, 

_Dtn. 
4t44. 

- 
"This is the law () utioh Uose'3 set bofore the childran 

of Israel". 

ilere again, Dtn. 4: 44 ana 4t45-9 cýn3tituto tvo headinasp referring to +, he uhals 

douteronoDde corpus which fonows them* The Juxtaposition of these two 

headings equates 11*11JIll (with the artiole), with 061=7731,1 017IMM 1117,1 

thuis shordiag, that is a comprehensivo term eabraoing the sum-total of 

the deuteronom: Lb provisions. 

in'neither of these aeotions or ch. 4,, however, does *tl'IIJI ispecificaDy 

imply a writteii coda. Indoed tho fiction of WsaiO address 13 strongest at 

this pointj, and'oon30quentIy_plaee3 tho stro33 on oral proclamation and 

recitation. 

138) V. Rado DeuteronoMj p. 49. 

139) Some scholars find indicAtims in Dtn*4: 27ff, that the passage is exilic: 
So Ao Waiters introduction to the 0, T. Others ara more cautious: G. E. 
rright. 9 "Deuteronomydl I, B. 2,, 

- 
-adloo. Cf. A. C. Weloh,, Frrm=. olj, - t6tha 

code p*42# comes to tho opposite conclusion: dthe author is unAoýuainted 
with the actual conditions of the exilo. 10 The evidence is i"nutiricient,, to 
support firm conclusions either way. 
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_Dtn. 
17: 18-121 0** Ito shall write f or himself in a book a copy of thi a law ( ji'll 11 1 

from that which is In the charae of the Levitical pricatgs ..... 

that he may learn to'rear the Lord by keeping all the words of the law and 

these- statutes-i and doing them ( eit? M1 trpnrn jim imm inun )". 

VeRad34) suspects- that Dtn. 17tlB-19 may be a later additiong on the groundo 

that-, the ooncept of #*11111,1 as a book occurs claczhero only in tho later 

strandas or in the appendices to Dtn. proper,, G. E. Wriehil4l)concurst though 

vath hesitation. 

Dtn. 2Zt3jQ*, ý9#, you shall set up large stones and pla3tcr thcm with plaster; 

and you shall write upon then all the words of this law (JIM'l o'1'111111 

"And you shýll write upon the stones all the words of this law very plainly 

( PXTM 1-1111in 1121-ýD ) no 

According to V. Rad#: L42 1hero 
is strong support for the suggestion that an early 

shechem tradition of covcnant-3oleamisation, lies behind Dtn*2711-8# 11-25U43). 

(see above# oh. 2., 'Theopharw and Cove=t'),, But the provisions of this 

covenant were presumably known 31zply as 130)'1: 1'T t the qualifying 1,1111111 ), I: I*T 

would then atom from the hand which inserted ch. 27 in the dcuteronomio corpus# 

i. e. at a couparatively late stage in the development of Dtne According to 

this uisage# signifies the totality of the covcnant-terms inscribed 

on the Shochem-stones; and no doubt the editor intended it to be understood 

that this was the dic. code. 

V+O) G. VaRads Deuteronoap p*119* 

Ul) M,, 'Trightp OP-cit-9 P, 442- 

W) G. V#Rad, Deuteronolv-2- p. 165* 

143) A aetailecl examinatim shows the text to be highly colopoziteg and to 
inolude an interweaving of several different traditions. G. V*Radp 
Deuteronopy,, ad'loo; J. Hempelq Me Schichten,, p. SWf. 
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Dtn. 27: 26 

"Cursed be he who does not confirm the words of this law 
JINTIn 16111jin 11361 ) by doing them. " 

The referenoe of '11111,61 is the same as that in Dtn. 270,8* Dtne 27: 

26 is probably a later hortatory additionl44) , added when the primitive 

deoalogue was expanded to a dodeoalogue. 

Dtn. 28: 58 

".. if you are not careful to do all the words of the law 
which are written in this book 111=1 11111,1 

The context of covenant-solemnisation shows that #jjojjjjj-j refers 

to the entire deuteronomic code, conceived as the stipulations of the 

covenant. As we noted in connection with Dtn. 27: 3.8p the ancient term for 

the stipulations ( C31)1: 21 ) has in the latest strata of Dtn. been qualif- 

ied by the oomprehensive singular ', VIjJ1, I The continuation U 1) : 11 jI: ) 1*1 
145) Wt'l IMI marks the whole as "a very late stratum" , in that Dtn. is 

now regarded as fixed in writing. Note that the concept of 'writing' is 

introduced here both abruptly and prematurely; it is only in Dtn- 31: 9 

that the narrative reaches the point where Moses sets down the spoken 
146) 

material in writing. Driver remarks, "The expression ... betrays the 

fact that Deuteronomy was from the first a written books" 

Scholars have long recognised that Dtn,, 28 contains much secondary 

expansiong and it seems certain that 28: 58-68 at leastj belong to this 

categorys 

144) v. Rad, Deuteronom p. 167. 

145) v. Radl Deuteronom p. 165f- 

146) S. R, Driverg peuter-onomyp P- 316. 
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Dtn. 23161. 
- every sickness also which is not reo orded in the 7pook of 

thlolaw ( JlNlj-l 1-1-IIJII-l -IMU: l : Iln-: ) I* 'QIVK 

The wording implies that certain siolmesses a nd affliotionsrtra desoribed. 

In tho book of the laws The reference cLay be to tho paraqueses in general# 

- Dtn. 4i25-31 -, 6tlO-17 1 7: 3-4 1'8tl9-20 1 9: 6-19 1 nil6-17 ; 11: 26-28 1 or 

to. tho ourpex of the covenant-solemnization in particular*, In any case# 

in this context focuses attontion on paraenesisp warning# stoog 

rathor t4aa on the aotual sentences of the covenant-oodee 

Dtn*2912O(211, "***e* tho Lord would single bin out for calamit y# according 

to allptho curses of tho covenant written in this book of the 4wj, 

InTil 1111jill OIDMI 11 7 *1: 111) if . 
, It, j3 now goneral3, y agreed that Dtn. 23 129 (29 s 1) constitutes af omard 

reference raýhqr than a conalusim to tho procedina oovenant-codel ie. that 

ch., 29 (ancl 30? )V*7)form3 an orlgina. 12y separate : Liturgical framework# in which 

the proolamation of the covenant-oode toolc plaoel48. 
) Ihat the oods so 

proolaimed. was in faot some form of Mai, may be safely assumed, 

It 13 notowortIV that throuGhout 4h, 29t the charaoterigstiq to= is 

'covenant' rather than ItBra-hls- ')1: 26T a (vv. ljq); 

(VV*12914); 

this last case 
.. I 

115N, means 'Covenant cursete Ily contrast 101,11J1 is 

mentioned only in Dtao29: 20(21) and 29s28(29). In 29: 20(21) 11,11PI'l is in 

fact quite JqOidental to the sonsei the emphasis fallis on =InDn 1111nn 

Mn IBOn 

147) Some scholars regard Dtn. 29-30 as a units 
. Others* rightly I thinkp tend to link Dtn, 30 with Dta, 23* 

148) There are various suggestions as to the precise position in the text at' 
which the proclamation is hold to have taken place. G. E. Wright places 
it before v. 1 -, Puukko, after v. 9. 
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Thus 11111i'l ha. 5 beddiac Wformal 4 sed, honorative tim aitaohea to 'IDDil. 

without arW regard for its root-meaning Iguidancof or 'direction'. ' This 

usage witnesses to tho fact that a long history of lioFahl as fixea writtan 

corpus' alreadLy lici b6hind this text. Cf, VRadis verdict that this text 

belongs to "the lateiiat stratum"49) 

Dtn. L9 t ý8 (29 .... but tho thing3 that aro revealea (JI5.1311 belone, to us 

and to our children for mar, that wo may do all the words of this law ', 

n-linn PIVO)-o 

1 As in Dtn. 23i 58, - hore signifies the deuteronomic coda in its 

unity. Interestins 13 the implioit equation of 11-11111ol and jjý13; 01, 

our earlier discussion of jj'ý I showed that tho tam has its roots in the 

visional aspects of theophany (Soo ItheophaAylp p. 110 on Gon, 351l-8)s 

whenoe it became increiiin6jy adopted to the verbal conoept of revelation 

(see Itheophwul P. 156 'on Sam. 3 -4il), We may clstim that the equation 

noted horo in Dtn. 29t28(29) brin5s that process to its clima , Yet the 

personalistio-emphasis which is essential to theophany never disappears fron 

the usage of 1,121 ; so that even here,, where' jj*111jej hip come to mean 

virtually 'Scriptural,, tho words of the book remain the direct address of 

Yahwoh. 

Dtn. 30LID. if you obcy- thel*voice of the Lord, to keep his 

commancloents and his otatutess which are written in thin book of the lawp 

(.. Il-lljlil -in-on -Illunn I'mPnI Ilmd)OO 
Agaiii as inUn. 2308, the emphasis is on the sentences of the Dic. Codes 

(I" 11 12M I" 111 XD ). conceived as a definitive written corpu a. 

249) GoveRads 
-Deuteron2gZp- 

p. 1130., 
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Dtn. 31, '2,11- "And Mose3 wroto, thia lai7 ( lixtoi 411inn nx lium 21iDel), wa 

gave # to thO prie3ý3 tha son3 of Levi wbo carried tho ark of the coVenant. 

9-9- ITalea-411 Israel comea to appear bc: roro tho, Lord# you shall road this 

law before all Israel in their hearin&O willin 11K K'112P), " 

V,, Radl5O) remarks that hero we have tho first begituiings of the canon# in that what 

was formorly carried in Iloses' h9ad Is now not down in book form. Wo noted 

earlier that the abrupý, iutroduotiou of the concept of rrittermeS3 in Dtue, 

28: 58 eto. # betraLys the hand of later aditoraj for it is only now that the 

narrative moves to the de3orlption of how the materi, al was uritten. down* 

The VAh which Uose3 is said here`AR havq m-itton is probably regarded as 

co, mpriz: LnS_Dtu. 4-30, ýftqther this entire block was conceived as boJii& read 

at 'the sayeri-yearly ceremozW at the Feast of Booths, has been debated'A- 

But there Is nothing-inherently Improbable in Supposing that-during the course 

of a jscv=-dav festivall large block3 of naterial zhould hava boon read and 

expounded., (Sea further p. 283 )* 

Dtn: ýMiI2 thc; y that m-V heart &nll lc= to f0ar the Lord your God# and 

be earaful to do all. the words of this 1= MIIPM W 

The meaning of , 141111,1 hero ifs isimilar to that, in vv. 9p3. lo It may be 

added that the context of the feast of booths emphasiSO3 both the joyful 

recalling of the events of the lIcilage3chichte# and the awasomo renewing of 

the oovqýsnt-solemnlsatlon. T40 use of the te=. hero is thus 

coloured by the contaxt, zo. that it inoludc3 within its rango of meaning both 

the narrative and exhortation that oentre3 on the Hcilageschichtes and the 

ccvenant-stipulations with their threatenina zanotions. 

150) G. v. Rad,, DouteronoqZ, p. 189, 

151) GY. Rads Dautero-BM, pp. 18,189* 
G, E. VV, ight, I*Deuteronov". I. B. 2, p, 512f, 
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Dtn., 3l12i,, -26 "Then Iloacs hadfinished writing tho words of this law in a 

Book JIM, 116111111 11: 167 lix : 111: )ý )***eI Take this book of the law 

IDO ) and put it by the side of the ark ... for a witness"* 

The passage is a continuation of Dtn. 3ltl3, and ther efore rcfleots the same 

shades of'meaning in its use of Mll JI ass the passages Just reviewed. 

Thera is a strong stress on the fixity and definitivencas of this written 

i-Oi; ho U may be seen from a comparison with Dtn. 10; 1-5.7U3 late pa33&gG 

at once deiWthologiso3 and elevates the arkp by describing it on the one hand 

as a (mare) container# while on the other hand enhancing the prestigo of 

the thing it containst- the stones contained in the ark were inscribed by 

Yahweh Himself 9 wi-th the very -words which he had uttered during the theophany 

on Horeb which formed the crux of Ismalls history* And now, * in Dtn*31: 260 

the deuteronomio code in its written form is laid alongside the ark - which 

is tantamount to saying that its contents are placed on a par with the Ovorazi 

Inscribed on the stone- tablesi Dooalogue [3It2DMj r3l) j? n 1 11'1111 , paraenesis, 

II&Usgesohichtco-narratives solemnisation-formilae; &11 these are -equally the 

, words of Godj, and together constitute His TBeah. 6 

It is clear, then, that those occurrence$ of W1111 uhioh belong to 

tho Gar3, V aeuteronomic corox refer to the oral guidanoe and direotion SiVen 

by tho priests in cultic matters, on the basis of their vocational-knowledges 

It is only in the later'-strands of Dta. that tho stress on comprehensivenesog 

writtennes5p definitiveness Of W1111 emerges. 

bllh * in tho Dcuteronomistic lliatorZ, 
_ 

Hinotte do TM0330 has made a comparison of the plural-seotions of Dtn* 

ana Dtr., from the point of view of litcraz7 style ana theoiogioal oontentt 
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and comea to'the conolusion that the plural-3cationis are on the whole later 

strana, of DeutcronoWp and are to be ascribea in general to Mr. In 

particular$, "la mot torah o3t employe avee prýd11,10-otion par Dtre at par leis 

sections-Vous. s pour asigner DtDfautro part# noua no trouvon3 nuouno mention 

certaine do Z; rah en co sens dan, 3 lea eeot: Lon&-Tu. 11 semblo done quo la. 

"152 mention do la Torah trahis3e la main do Mr. 

In broad outUnep Uinettela argumentation of his thesis carries conviotion: 

Dtn. 17-. 13-20 ; 23t53,61 ; 30; 10 may with a fair derree of probability be 

ascribed to Dtxl. p whil3t the u&Voi in Dtn,, 27-. 3#8,, 26 and 29120,, 23 may either 

represent the work of Dtr. or, more probablyl of intermediate members of the 

Deutoronomic school,, during tho century and more that elapsod between the 

composition of Dtn. and Mr. A. U the passagess howevers JLmp3, v the existence 

of a written, definitive Douteronomio Code. Tho s=o concept obviouzýy 

underlies Dtndo8,44,153) though here the fiction of the Mosaio apeoch precludes 

open rcferonoe to Ourittenness'. An identical asmmption of I definitivu. 

rjritte=iii$ also Underlies the other rcferenoes to t7oFah in Dtr:. Joah 1117-8 

801#32#34 Joah. M5 (the reference to writtenness here is not cxplici-lw)l 

2316 ; 24t26 I Kings 213 ;2 Kings 1001 (of- Dtn-171lS-20) ;2 Kings 14: 6 

2 Y. Jmgs '17il3,34 ;2 Fings 210(implicit) ;2 Kings 22s8,11 ;2 Kings 23: 24-5. 

That the Deuteronomistic History reaards t5rGh as a closed and definitive 

entity mV be seen also from the way in which it subordinates the prophetdLa 

word to thaý, written t"o"Fah. Of the pa3zaZes Just cited, Josh. 10 Joah, 21,9 and 

152) G. Minette do TLUesses "Beotionn-'Tul at section3-lvous' dans 3.0 
Douteranome", V. T. 12, V62,9 p. 4,9. 

153) 110th, Uh. Stud., p, 149 regards Dtn. 4: 1-4(41-43) as a 'besonderes Stu"ckl# 
but holds that its afTinitics are with Mr. r ather than Dtn. 
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2 Kings 
. 
17 are of peculiar Importance for asso3sing Dtr's theological 

viewpoints for those three chapters are the frea summarizing compositions of 

the historian himself, inserted in order to strengthen and highl Ight, the 

fftmewozic of the wholep and its peculiar theological standpoint, As we have 

noted., the guiding principle of the history is 'obedience to the law of 

Moses'; significant3,7# then, 2 Kinse 17 =Dkes the prophetic word entirely 

Oubordinate to this IMOsaio lan'. The core of the chapters vv@12-16# is 

obviously an elaboration of DtnelSil5-22, but the copy goes further than the 

original. ror Dta. 113: 15ftallows much more charismatio freedom to the 

succession of 'prophets-after-11-toces', and does not yet imply that the Uosaio 

Ox%h is a definitive text which henceforward requires only commentarys not 

suppleaentation; vherQa3 Dtr'3 emphasis virtually implies this concept of a 

closed Orth* 

ý32 and Ajj,; ýU" 

Wore oonoluaing our disous3ion of DcutcronoQr a3 T6rZh# one further tem 

nust be c=lnedp i*e. # 
ý171. 

ýl 2-- in - the carlZ traditions. 
_ 

We have alroadY sacn that 51 '1? is a basio tc= in the theopharq 

tradition; describinz in the first place the Uunde r of the Mnai-theopharqp 

8, nd thence also the revelational content with which the theophanio phenomena 

were pregn=t; and in the cultio setting dozoribina the sound of the trumpet 

which iserved a3 the liturSical r&-prosentation of the theophanio thundere 

glance at the oi(jer pentateuchal traditions shown that from earlic3t 

t1ie concept of 'obedience' bec=e related to the concept of ý171 : Y7317 

nx easily passes over into 154) Like ill ollYn 1, the 

3,54) Ono English translation #obey the VOicC' is a0curato as far as it Soesq 
but misses tho shad6f, of mewdrig conveyed by the Hebrcw. ý117: 1 YnV SeCI123 
to imply,, $effective hearing that issues in appropriate aetiont. it 
obviously has affinitJes with the concept of 'ITT as both w ord and dead, 
whereby the spoken 1: 1, TmV actually inaugurate the action it describes* 
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phrase ý112: 1 V? 3V has a broad b, )sis in ancient profane usnge- it is nom- 

ally used of the obedience due to one in high authority, e. g. Gen. 270,13P 

43; Ex. 18: 19,24. (The opposite case, in which the greater heeds the voice 

of the lesser, is an act of grace so unusual as to call for special note, e. g. 

i Sam. 8007,9p 22; 1 Sam. 12,1), Tt is therefore theoretically possible that 

even without the influence of theophany, this profane usage would have found 

its way into religious vocabulary, and been used to express the obedience 

which Tsrael owed toward the revealed will of Yahweh. Nevertheless# it is 

significant that from the beginning, the phrase ynt? is intimately 

related both to the patriarchal-type theophany and to the ! ýinai-theophanyt- 

Cren, 22: 18 "By your descendants shall all the nations of the earth bless 
themselves, because you have obeyed my voice ( 1ý1173 II. VnV 

The phrase forms the conclusion to a passage whose theophanic overtones 

we have already traced, (See ch. ons, p. 108 on Gen* 22: 1-18), 

Ge n, 2ý_. ý5 ". o, o because Abraham obeyed my voice ( 15112: 1 .. " 77217 )) and 
kept my charge, my commandments, my statutes,, and my laws. " 

The words are spoken to Isaac during the course of a theophany) (Gen. 26: 

2ffo)* Their purpose is to urge the need for obedience upon Isaac (see ch. 1, 

p, joof. )v by citing the example of the way in which Abraham had responded to 

his theophanic call (see ch6lo p. 72, on Gen. 12: 1-3). Thus the passage has 

a double theophanic reference., 

Ex. 3118 "And they will hearken to your voice ( 1511*2: 1 I. V13VI ), and 
y,, u and the elders of Israel shall go ... and say, 'The God 
of the Hebrews has met with us'. " 

The promiseý 'They wi. U hearken to your voice' is given to Moses in 

theophany, and the context makes it clear that the elders are to rep. rd IVoses 

as their theophany-mediator. They themselves have shared in the theophany 
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wh; Lqh Iloses their representative has experionood. (I Vtý. V ol-11P3 -.. illo'l ') )o 

Therd ore obedicace to Moses$ voioo as ho rolay3 the wor d reoeived ut the, 

burning bush# is equiValent to oboyins tho Voioc-in-thoopha: W itself* Cf 0 

gc. 4il; "They vill, not listen to MY Voico ( výlp Ismv XýI for 

they wiU Inie Lord did not appear to you'"s 

Ex. 23t2l-22 "Behold I send-an angel beforo you's"OHOarken to his vojoc 

( 1512: 1 37n'Vl ). for tW n=c its in him. But if you'-boarkon attentively to 

his voico ( iýjn mim =7 t3x )* and do aU that I say *oo" 

For this text# see P., 333 aboya. 

I, =. l1+i22 "llone of the men who have seen wq glory and my g; LE; ns 0.... and hcLve 

not hearkpned, to rV voioe ( 1ý1173 IYDV Xýj )$ ahal. 1 sco the land. " 

The theophanio referenqc hare Is perhaps not so direot as ia the other , 

cagjagjs but the M W) 'TI3: ) undoubtedly includes the theophanjo phemmeria at 

Sina as well a3 the Exodus signs in lZypts so that ý117: 1 ynI7 JLn the 

context Is relatea to the theophwdo ýj 117 . 

As to the occurrenGe Of the tO= ý117 in the older Sinai tradition 

proper,, we have aIrcadV discussed the place of the 00 venant-do0umcnt within 

the H. accounts and we hrivo noted the GuaGestion that originally the dooa'logu-e 

(v4d ah is now at 1, Mc. M2-17) once constitutoatheJ112-1: 1, -1 -IMt) , but that With 

the insortion, of the present 'Book of the Covenants (&. 20M-23133), it Was 

this latter block of material that became the jj, )-j: j*, j -IDt): The decalogue, 

displaced thereby'from its origina function,, was inserted betwoen Ex. 19tig 

(Uoses opokej and the Lord answered him ý11*73 ) and Dc*20tlS ("Now when the 

people peroeivea the 11ý1*17 and the lightnings and the -IDIV 51-1? 
*0000 the 

people were afraiaý55)..., "). Ilowover that may be,, the decalogue in its 

155) 19: 20-25 is generally regarded as secondar y addition* M*11othv 

. 

gerliefgnoNeachichte 
des Ppnt! ýteuchj P-33 regards thO Passage an a 

chain of individual additjon3. 
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present context has plainly become vie actual content O: V the ý1'17 'which Ifoses 

and his people heard on the hount. (TAother this apOaciotic contcnt'of the 

ýIPis rezuraaaas being immediately comprehensible to the hearers, is 

uncertain. But the strong contrast between the peoplotg Shrinking fear at 

the sound of tlib ýl 12 on the one hand,, and the intimaoy with Yahweh displtyed. 

by Moses an the divin&-hu=Ln mediator on the othor hand,, implies that the 

voico, was addreascaprimarily to Uoses - 
ý117: 1 . 1337, v -1: 1-In -. I=. 

=duo M18-21 shows that Moses is aware of the signifionnoo of the theophwWl 

henoo he draws nearg while the people on the contrary ishrink backe It vould 

therefore saw most likely that the content of the 51-112 mats incomprehensible 

to the poople., but Vas apprehendea by lbses from tho fi rat)e In ary Oa3ep 

thazo, primal týeophazio words werc subacqucntly ingeribed by God Himself p an& 

handed to Moses as the perpetual witness of the covenant', (Zx. 3lsl8b)*l56 
) 

156) That F. included a description of the docalogue inscribed on stone tables 
seems reasonably cortainp, - otherwise it is diffioult to see Whenoe the 
tradition in Dta. 5t22 ; 10-. 4-5 could have arisen. For it is improbable 
that the Dic, school would have lamovated on such a fund=cntal point. 
Thus the Es tradition cxhibitcd a certain double-sidadness in its 
attituAe, to the docaloguel regarding it on the one hand as the content 
of thePI I? at the living moaent of theophazWs and on the other hand as 
the graven sentences on the stone tables. 

Further, q the same doublo-sidodness in evident in El a attitude to the 
B, o*Go On the one hand it is regarded as the content of the continuing 
theophany to which Moses is called in Ex. 20: 21-22ap and on the other hand 
it becomes the written covenant document Thus E, presents 
two documents, each ropre3enting VIO content Of the theophanio ý171 and 'ga-Eh constituting the peraanent documentation of the coventint, Thi 3 
double-sided aWe pproach of the BlOhiI%t'3 fO=3 the ground- oc for 
Deuteronomy -a Book of the covenant laid up beside the ark (Dtn. 31: 26)p 
and a stonco-tablo-decaloguo within the ark itself (r,, n, lo: 5)- each of 
which represents tho document of the covenants, and each of 

; Lch 
records 

the contcnt of the theophanio 5117 
. 
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have maintained that"it' was" the Moblat who f1rat incorporated the 

B. o. Q. into his aoootints and set it in its present position. Miat being aos 

it was the laohist also who made this olear oonnection between this theophania 

17 and the $legal* sehtence3i thda begirudng the prooes3 (climaxing in 

the work of Dtn, *-Dtr, )# whereby the whole legal oorpus oame to be regarded as 

the content of the ý171 and thus effectively subs=ed within the theophazWe 

For the Mohist, the B. O. C. itimlf was algo related, if rather more indireotly 

than the decalogue, to the theophany. For the code is iseen as the 

elaboration ana expansion of the docalogue (&. 20: 19,22-23f ; Ex. 240); ana 

it is conceived as being given to Woes in the course of a continuing 

theophany (1ýic. 20s2l--22). In Dtn. the Integratio n 13 more complete. 

'The use of the jdghth-Cent. Pro2hetsoo 

ln the main,, the emphasis is on the thoophaniot- 

Isaiah 6t4,8. "--* 11115 Posts Of the door moved at the voi2S of him that 

"I heard the voice of the Lora 

tre have alrea4y icon (see eh. one, p. 181f. ) that the Sinai-theophw tradition 

has at several points influenced the account of Isaiah9s call. Thi a being 

so J, it'is probAle that the use of ýj 17 at tha opening and conclusion of the 

narrative has - at least theophaniC overtonea. The idea of obedience to the 

voice is implicit in Is. 6i8; thouGh in the prophetic, not the legislational 

sense. 

_Xsainh -3Q-. 
32=L1` x.. ' the lard vill cause his majestio yo ice to be heard,, '$ 

Here Yahireh*s intervention against the Asqyrian3 is described in terms 

borrowed, from that thcophan: ic tradition thich we have seen to stand related 
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int, imatelY to the Sinai tradition. proper, 157 

Similar3, v, Joel 21ll -, Joel 3-. 16 ; Amon 1. . 2. 

Tho use of ýI "IP in Jeremiah. 

The usages fall under thO fOllovirIC hcads: - 

refgrclage t2 thf- 

jor-3: 13 you rebelled against the Lord ... and coattered your favours 

jimong strangers **,, and that you have not ob ed M vojoc, says the Lord@" 

Vie text comprieo3 a dircot addreas of Yahweh ( Ill; jv t3K. 3 ) to big 

peoplep in which Israel is indicted for her apostasy. Similarays 

jer*9: l2(13)15ý)j 22: 21. 

jer. 3125. "We haVe not obcýrod the voice... " -A confession of spostarys 

2-ý3R. 1=2 In er-- g% to t4a ngntantn or +. noil'a, 

... but this command I gave then., 'Obey M voice, and I will be 

your Gods, and you shall be 

The principal reference of ý117: 1 YnV hero is to the ethical content of 

the legal code# a3 VV*5-10 show. But the context is a prophetic sermon; 

indicating that the stress 13 not on the otbioal sentences as code# but rather 

as UvlmZ co=andl proclaimed ýy the voice of contemporary prophecy* 

simi. l. arlyt Jer. 11t4,3-59) ; Jer. 26: L3(160) 0 

The oray otter examples in Isaioh (28: 2.3 1 3219# *IýIP =) ar'O 01"rly 3.57) 
imitative of the early wisdom tradition; so that -4j5112: 1 V1327 here probably 
stems f rom. that primitive Prof ane 1315 of the phrase to which we ref erred 
earlier* The connection with theophanio usage is therefor a only 
remote., Similarly mioah 6: 9. 

153) jer. 2115. The passage 9: 12-16 is regarded as secondary* 

159) Jer#32 1, doas not occur in the LXX., probably from accidental omission* 

160) jcr. 18: 10) probably secondaz7. It contains 'Deuteronomio phraseology' 
(%right). jer.? j123 Secondary. Similarly jer. 40t3 ; 41ý-. 23, The 
last provides a 'good example of the Dio. editor's stylet -(So GjC. Twightp 

I, Deuteronom, V#' ad loo. ) 
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3. roo r er ge he vML_dajjy Cý 

jer. 6: 17 Ol act watchmen over you# sVing, 'GIVO hood to tho-gound of the 

trumpet0 

The prophets are described as watchmen ( t3*)DX ) and the voice of their 

proclamation as'IMIII? ý117 
. Given Jeremiah's undcrstandirý3 of prophcoy as 

a aclivering of YahwehOs own mossvZo,, it is Justifiable to see in the 'IBI17 5117 

not mere3, v the voice of Jeremiah as a war-trumpet soundiz4, - the slarn in 

Yahweh's name (jer. 4*. 19921)o but the theophanic voice of Yahweh himself# 

uttered this time not for the destruotion of Israelis en=ies (of. Isaiah 

30: 30-31)p 'but for the overthrow of lzrael hersalf, 

jer-33-20. "Obey now the voice Of the Lord in what I say to you". 

Zedelciah is to heed Jeremiah's voice3, for the advice he offers does not 

originate in his own thought-proces soap but St=3 from his having stood in the 

counsels of Yahvieho and heard (or overhoard) tho divine voice enunolating 

Yahweh's purposes. This divine word Jeremiah now cohoes; its authority is 

therefore the authority ok Yah-ach. Similarly', 

jer. 42t6-, "we will obV tho voice of the Lord to j; hom we are acnding you. *; 

jer. 4,2M. if you says 0776 vdn not remain.. ' disobeying tho voice of 

the Lord" 

jer. 42-12l, not oboyed the voico of the Lord,, in anything that He 

"0 scant, me* 0 

Jer-. ýJ: 4,7 ".. dia not obey the 'VO-tl-e Of' the Lord to remain in the 'land. # 
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i, ord. ol6l) 
__ 

Thus the Jerpmianio use of ýl 17 shown a move toward the equation of the 

II with the entire le, content of .ýI 
'I? ral corpus; but this end in nowhare 

reached, in the Otrict formal scmse. L'ven in the most proximate cx=plesp 

the primary 3tre3s is on the prophetic proclamations and only derivatively 

=d accondarily on tho ethical sentences a3 the content of that proolanationg 

Theophanic overtones are in evidence throughout. 

The . uno of ýj 2 in Dauteronoa%. 
- 

Turn: Ln& to Da4teronoW. we find that tho JLnterplcw between the Icaal 

and the theophanio which Is elsewhere (apart from the JZoh13tiO Unai 

traditiop) somewhat ineidentalp is hcro consciously and deliberately worked 

out$ I 

A isurvcy roveals that the occurrencot; of ý117 in Dtns are =at frequent 

in-. - 
the, desoriptions of the theophaily (Dtn. 4 and 5) ;_ 

2, the descriptions of the coven =-t-301emni3atloa, (Dtn. 26-23#30)9 

l6l)_Jqr. 42tl3,2l ; L3.: 4, Z stand in contexts -which botrV secondary 
influences,, bat their usso of '7117: 1 YW is similar to that in Jero 
42: 6, s and probably per yetuatca a genuinely Jeremianio usago, 
The following late passDZes have a direct theophanio referenoet- 
Jer. 100.1 a Jero5l: 16 "Lhen he utters his voice, there is a tumilt 
of waters in the heavens,. " 
The paissage, is probably based on an exilic poem, with later expansions 

d glosses# rem' ni scent of 2-Isaiahj and Dtzi*4: 23, 
jer. 25-.,. 10 "The Lord wJ. 11 roar from on highl and from His holy 
habitation utter His voice** 
This pawsage is also probably secondary. It Is Imitative in style; 
influenced by apocalyptic ; and has affinities with the later poetry. 
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L, - Thcý theophýMdcscriptionis, as we havO socn, depond an tj1() Mohistio 

Sinai-tradition. A comparison between E. and D. at this point reveals that - 

a theologising prooe3z has been going, on in the interval. Tj'heroas the 

12ohistic aooount 13 soriously conoorned with the observable phenomena of the 

theOpharW, as rooted in the meteorological Worl&162) D's. interest can`beý- 

seen to have shirtea. 'ý171 is still descriptive of the natural phenomenons 

thunder's but the attention is now primarily upon tho theolo5ioal significance 

of the, phemohenon* Herej as in other parts of Dauteronomys the phrase '71'12 

VXM IIJI13 - has become almost a terminus techniOU3 for Itheophan726 And 

the phrase 1=1 IIJI13 ý171 gives the impression of stemadnS from a literature 

that has undergone more prolongea or thorough-going shaping in tho oult than 

was the case with the Mohistic account. 

te hAve-alreaky noted that the SLohist daliberately inserted the decalogua 

between' Exilq 119 and 1ý)C. 20il8v thus 03tablishing the dooaloguo as the content 

of the Priiai 51 '1? A comparison of L%x. 19: 17.19 ; 20il-21 anaDtn. 4tn--l2(l3) 

; 5: 4-29p indicatas that DeuteronoW has sought to confirm and enhance this" 

Elohistic equation. In E. the narrative is simple and brieft the people,, 

on hearin5 the 5117 
# are moved with fear.. and reque*t that Moses mediate for 

them, - (Ex. 2013.8-19). In Dtn. 51, howevers the brief request is elaborated Into 

a lengthy speech (vv. 24-27) in which tho chanras are rung on the relationship 

between and ITT The OtY10 is of course sermonic, and one gains the 

clear impression that the aim of this paracnetic preachirZ 13 to insist on the 

162) The E. tradition itself is already substantially theologised# of course. 
Cf - t-ho phrase IDI V 51 -1,? which is associated with every ref erenoe to 
the theophanio 51'1? and which in obviously rooted in the cultio 
re-presentation of the theophW. 
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theopbaftiO, OrigiU Of the WhO10 DIO, code. Part of that oodoo 1.6. the 

deoalogues has alrea4y boon, given in the hearing of the peopla,, in airoum3tanoss 

that unequivocally attest its divine orJZin; but the experience is so awesome 

that the people beg IlQsea to mediate in thereoeption of the remainder of the 

., Odaý63) C Their request, wid the revorontial. motive behind its is oo=ended by 

God; thus indicating that it is indoad God's purpoco to modiato his law to 

Israel through 14ososp and vt the same time confirmind that the dcuteronomio 

code in its entirety is of - 
thoophanin origin, equally with the dcoaloguo. 

These emphases are, as we have seen# implicit in the E. account (of* E's 

p3. aoing of dcoalogue and Bo. C, relative to eadh other and-to the thoopharor. ) 

13ut Dtn. is concerned to urge and impress the sublimity of Yahweh's Tarm, Upon 

the people in a time of decadence and of iminent disasto r; henoc what is 

. left implicit in SO s stralght-forward narratives is hcro cxplicitly drawn out 

and expoýmdadt 

. 
Similarly Dtn., )+# which may best be described as a later appcndix to Mine 

(164), 
represents a paraenotic expansion of Ex. 19116-. 19. Mareas Mcel9t16-19 

is aýalml)lq and, dlxeot (if somewhat liturgically colourea) narration of the 

Sinai-theophwV tradition, Dtn. 4 is a sermon or pair of sermons# vhoso object 

Ibte that whereas in the B. narrative# tho content of the '71-17 was 
probably inoonprehensible to the people at first,, in Dtn. the dcoalogýue' 
is i=ediately comprehensible, (Dtn94t36 ; 5t4 ; 5: 24b. 26. ) Having been..., 
vouchsafed this ona authentic experience of irmodiate revelation, the 
people should henceforth receive on trust the words and oo==d3 conveVod 
to them by their divinely-appointed mediators. 

3.64) It is difficult, to stato the precise relationship between Dtn, 4 an& Dtn*5, 
2%o fact that the core of Dtn*4 depends on Eraqil6-19 would lend some 
colour to the theory that DtnA-5 as a whole depends on IX. 19: 16-20: 21, 
(with very substantial sermonisins expansion3 in Dtn,, 4)9 V-, hatever the 
precise explanationj, the two chkpters display an evident affinity in 
thought and content. 
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ia to, relata tho theophar4y. to the neoessity for obedienca, a) to tha 

liauptgobot, and b), to t4'0 cntir'P cOrPu3 Of YalVehl s revealod %ill:. 

a) A dcduct: Lon is made froz tha f aot that tho primal theoph arV %7ag in 

te=s ofý , 5171 without , 13 1 nil vix. that tho use of representational 

forms ( . 1-mmi ) in worohip con, 5titutea apostasy, And ainoo all the 

known non-Yahaistio faiths did in faot mako umof como visible rqPr03CmtAtiOA 

of "deityp this cJrOUM3taaoa of the thoophany (viz. 'voice' without 'form) 

becoaas tantamount to an insistence on tho exclusiveness of Yalwohl a worship, 

i. e., an insistenea on the Ilauptgabot, Doolcnaion from thin cxolusive 

loyalty to Yahweh means w=lment of the oove=t,, ancl c=lusion from Yahwr, 41 3 

inharitanaelo 

b) Dtn. 4tl3-14-. 
- 

These vorse3 reproa=t a digre3sion from t he strict line 

of thought running throu. -h Dtn. 4; 12,15; hence some have ass: umed a later 

interpolation. This however,, is probably unnecessar y, important for our 

discussion is the fact that vv-13-14 In their present context equate the ten 

1vords of the dcoalogua with the content of the ý117 and also place the 

Istatutca and ordinances' on a par w: Lth tho dooalo4; ue,, and within the orbit 

of the ý 117 (V. 15), Thu: % -tbe passage underlince the necessity for 

sillgle. -minded obedience tO the tOtalitY Of Yahweh' a revealed will- 

Dtn. 4t32-40t. 3hooo VC*V, 50,1 dO nO't M; Plir-itlY equato the deuteronomio 

code (v*40) with the content, of the 5117 '(V. 36); but that such an equation 

In at least consonant with the thought of the passage is olear from Dtn. 4%13-24 

165) Cf. ýt; n. l+i2l-24. If Uosc3 the mediator Wa3 hiMSOlf excluded. on the 
grounds of his disobadiences let not Israel imigine that thoy will be 
immune from Yahweh's Jealous wrath. 
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-%, ov -- - The -p ra saZ o 3t 's so s the uni quene si of I sra el 0a avo som ' th aw 6. ro a eophwdo 

cxperience (the ý171 from heavenj and the vord3 from the cddst of the fire on 

earth)j and on this basis urges that the unique power and awesomeness of the 

,., p and exista noo of the God who so thcopharV i0pliC3 the unique power, beinn 

revealed Hi=3elf (v. 35). TV all practical considerations, thcn,, Yalmah and 

yahTreb -alone is He with wh= Israel has to do. (V. 39)166 ý Thorefore it -is 

imperative to obaerve the totality of Hia rovealed will (v. 40 . 'Ais jitatutogs 

and his co=aandmental. ) 

One fUrther theopha*-desaription rocuire3 to ba doalt vith hore, ioesi- 

Dtn. 18-15-22. Tboreas in Dtn. 5 the word to be madiated is the tPUMMI t3')71tl 

of the dauteronomic, codcq here it is the prophetic word, This Ma Include 

exposition of the ethical content of the codeg but vv, 20. -22 make it plain that 

the emphasis is rather on the $contemporaneous$ and forwardr-looking clement 

in proph6cy. " Mosesj whop at thafiftt decisive encounter with YaIwchjj 

declareathe content of the ý112 in terms of covenant seatenooss is to be 

guaceeaod by a whole chain of mediators# who will each declare in his 

contemporary cituation, (whether by co=ands promiset or threat) the bearing 

of that historically-grounded, ý117 upon the peculiar circumstances 

of hia own dtq. 

The question arises as to the relation of Dtn. 18-. 15-22 (the mediation 

of living,, prophatio aZbh'Sr) to M-5: 22-31 (the modiation of traditionalp 

flecall tBeah),, 'Were those t%70 caphases contemporancou3 within the 

Dcutemnomlo gichoolo or do they belon5 to suocessive istrata? Sweral 

166) G. E. VXirhtj, "Deuteronomy*# I. B. 2, p. 360. - "Isr&cUte monotheiem OS=ot 
be interpreted here or elsewhere in terms of phj3.08ophioal monism 
(cf. v-iý). The thought is not that no other divine being gs exist,, but 
that Yahweh U1=0 is sovereign Jord. There is no other Lord,, no other 
po, ffcr or authority in the universe# who rules the destinies of earth. " 
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indications seen to, favour the latter possibilztyt though it must be froev 

acknorled. god that the question is 3ti1l an open one. 
167) 

167) The following eviLIence suggests that Dtn. l8tq. 22 is carlior than 
Dtn., 5t22-33: - 
1, In conolseness of style and in choice of terminologyg Dtn. 1d. -16 

stands closer than Dtn. 5: 24ff, to tho . 4. aa oount (&. 20: 18-19). 
2,, Dtn. 5t28fT seems to represent an elaboration of Dtnl8il7- 
3. There are no substantial grounds for holding that Dtn*18 il5fft at 

least in its essential oorej is later tnan the bodZr of the Dicooode. 
IMt Dtn. 5.,, on the other handj, may well be a later addition; for 
i)tn. 6: 1-4 indicates that the Dio. corpus once began with )tn. 6., 

We have already seeng however# Vvit Dtn. 5 is patently related to 
the B. tradition; so it is clear that the strata represented by Dtn. 
18: 9-22 and by Dtno5j, are both of nortliern provenance, 

As to the intention of the two passages; it is reasonable to 
suppose that, as Dtn. 3,8t9-22 is conoerned to root the 2rqT)hqtia ytQr in 
the primitive Sinai theophanio ý17t 

1 so Dtn. 5-. 23-27 iseeks to utilise 
the old F.. tradition in order to 

4aclo 
the Levitiall tolchimt baok to 

the s. -=e theophanio ýV. 

flow it is significant that it is the later strata of Dtn. shioh 
entrust the Dia. code to the custody of tie Levitical priests. It ha3 
usually been asnumed (and no doubt correctly) that the stress on the 
funotiOn3 and needs of tho Levitical priests is closely connected with 
the oentraliLsation of the cult; and furtlier that this centralisation 
ýn its present form of presentation) concerned Jerusalem,, and therefore 
represents a later stratum of Dtn. x (after the tradition moved 3outh)q 
But it seems clear that the Levitical priests as a scribal class had 
alreadj be&un to emerge long before this, while the Vio. school was 
still working in the northp and that at a comparatively early stages 
the Dio. tradition began to be accommoda ted to the emorgent teaching 
role of this class: - 
1, There is an interesting similarity between Dtn. 18ilg (, sanctioni 

against those who reject the prophetic word), and Dtn. 17: 12 (sanctions 
against those who reject the priestly word). Is the latter modelled 
on the former? 

2. MarW pasw-es bear the marks of revision in the Levitical priestly 
interest-. 
a) Dtn. 171l-13-. The earlier half of the passage (VV. 1-7) describes 

an administra n of justice without Levites; whereas the latter 
part (vv. 8-13) consists of a primitive stratum concerning the 
duties of the *judges', to which additions iiave been made 
attributing similar functions to the Levites. Thus the overall 
imnression gained from Dtn. 17: 1-13 is of originally non-Levitical 
material-being revised in a Levitical interest. 

b) Dtn. 11: 16-20 is generaliy held to be a late addition. 
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Dtn. 18: 1-8 givos the #prqssion of harinS been added at a oompsratlyelYý. 
late date# in connection with the oentralisation of the cult. 

d) in tho passase concerninS the Holy war, Dtn*20il-9, the verses 
describing the role of the Levitical priest (vv*2-4) belon g to the 
latest stratum (So V, aad# DeuteronoMYO ad loos) 

e) similarly in Dtn,, 21: 1-9. the Levitical priests have been Introduced 
(v,, 5) into a situation which seems originally to have concerned the 
olders alone. 

-ýic scem justified in concluding, then, t1tat in the later phases of 
its sojourn in the north# the Dio. traditions with its strong prophetio 

,, 
ý to the emergonoo of the Lavites affinities,, began to adapt increasinr 

in t4o role of guardians of the 3inaa. traditions. 
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It Is , noteworthy that Dtn. 18i 9-22 is deeply concerned with ý the 11=ptgebot: 

Rtsort to the- occult is a peculiarly heinous form of apo3tasy, for it strikes 

at the very roots of Israolls faith, by seeking to by-paa3 the primal ' 

re4elation-in-theophanyq i. e. 9 the #11,11) ý1'11? which sounded at Sinai. 'The 

contcnt of that ý11? wa3 expoundea to thefirst eeneration of Israel by 

Yahweh him3elf-through the chosen mediator 1.1oseal and. Ifahffoh Himself has 

also-yr6vidoa the neins for its continued elucidation from generation to 

generation; i. e. the transmitted tradition,, and the living prophetic 

exposition of that tradition. 

pivinationt ate. set the Sinai revelation-in-theophany on one side# by 

prof essing to open up alternative possibilities for penetrating the vq8tery 

of the divine inteationq ancl-tho-divine will. This claim, and the practice 

based upon ito constitutes the ultimate apostasy. 

2. ilia aescriýtions of the coven-tit-solemnination. 
_ 

The other main concentration of occurrences of '7117 in Deutcronomy ii 

within the descriptions of covemant-solemnisation... 

Dtn. 261l7 "You have declared this day concernirL3 the Lord that He is your 

God, and that you will walk in His ways, . *.,. His stitutes, His co=andaents, 

and His ordinances,, and will His voice; and the Lord has declared this 

day conoernirw, yout that you are a people for His'own pos3essionr. 

The verj length of the deuteronomio code, with itil commandment3p preachingg 

and exhortation obscures an iaportant faotv viz. that this verso Dtn. 26tl7 

in actually the logical continuation of Dtn. 2-, 2Lt- 

Dtn. 5tZ7 "Hear all that the Lord our God v; i1l say"; cf. Dtn. 26#. 17 "You have 

declared this day concerning the Lord that He iis. 12ur God*, 

Dtn. 5: 27 "All that the Lord our God will spenic, we WM h= and do*; 
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cf'. Dtn. 26: 17,, IfYou haVe deolarod, this day that you Will .* 2])= Ilia voice 

(*-Iln vnv ). " - 
7hereforo, vinoo Dtn, 5-. 27 is a de3oripti0a Or the poople's rcaotion to 

aro6t confr; mtation with the thoophanio ýIiI2 It Is obvious that the tam 

'211*2 
-in 

Dtu. 26: 17 has the same theophanio reference. But at the s=e time 

ýi 7, ( n, Ym? ) here is equated with othcw legal te=s :Ln the series (1': )'1'7 

I'MDM ,1 "MýMs 1"IM ) so that the effact Is to tako up the wholo of the 

interVening dauteronomic code as tho content of tho ýl I? heard on Sinai on 

the'RaY of aszemblýrl. 

Dtn. 27-2ý=1-0 "Ke-sp silence and hear ( M171 nnoj 0 Israel. tai a day 

you have become the people of the Lord your God. You shall therefore obey 

the voice of the Lord ( #11MI 11YZ3771 ) your Godl keeping His command- 

ja0at ,3 alla His statutes whieh I comm=d you this day. 0 

G. E. Uri9htl63)00=cnt3 on thosa verse3,, "The words hero spo,,, cen in Dtn, 271 

qb-jC) Sound litur$: Loall and probably belong with the fraZm=t Dtn*26: 16-19i 

perhaps form a oontinuation of It. As a revalt of tha oovenant cercoonys, 

it is formally stated that the participants have become the people of 

Yah, veh". ThI3 being so,, ýlp will have the same theophanio rcferanoo here 

in tho passage just examiAed. 

There ji a sole=ity about the phrase 7n77l jl: )Dil T; hich in more than , 

a simple call for atteationt almost certainly the utterance of the phra3e 

168) G. E. Crights "D=teronOWg I. B. 2 p-490. 

I 
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YrM have coincided with a n. um: Lnous-theoplianio moment in the cultuSI69) in 

which it is emphasised that it 13 by virtue of Yahvehis self-manife3tation-, 

that the covenant has been illaugurated and established. Tho niphal.. form 

13Y, 7 '1111f, 11 ) emphasise3'that it is Yahweh who is the active initiator 

of tic covenant$ and Israel the reoipients of his grace. That this solemn 

11n171 ll: )t)', l is immediately followed by, 11,11, ý1'123 11973M underlines tho 

essential relationship between the theophanio ý171 &na tho covenant code. 
The s=e significance attaches to the occurreace3 of 

12112 throughout chs, 

28 and 30-. - Dtn-, 2Sj1, p2pl5,, 45#62 ; 3W, 8,104 Micir re fercnee in each case 

J3 to the bleissinse and curses conscquent upon obeclience/dis6bedienoo to the 

divina ýI 17 The context of the covem, nt-solemnisation caakes Jt plain that 

the total code is the content of the IpIp. 

Dtn. 3Q-, 12-20 This'passage forms a moving climax to the section on covenant- 

solemnis-ation in which solemn adjurrtion and warm entreaty are Interwoven. 

the word ý1*1? here doubtle3s inoludesthe u-hole codas yet the emphasis 

lies on the HAU-ptgebot ( .. loving, ..,. obeying, .. cleavinag,,, ). This 13 of 

courso in keeping with the exhortatory tone of this concluding sentence* 

The remaining occurrences of 121 '1? 1. e. . in the interveninep material 

between theophany-account3 and cOvenant-solemnisation,, add little to the 

pieture we have been sketcWrW,,. Their use is in kee2ing with the pattern we 

have already found, though lc3. s dircot3. y and dramatically related to the 

theophnnic :- Dtn. 8: 20 1,9: 23 v 13, #5,, 19 p 15: 5 9 26tl)+. 

169) Cf. the classical expressions 'favete linguist = *be propitious vath 
your toneuest, i. e. 'Do not profane or Jeopardiso the numinous moment by 
the utteranoo of mortal words. (See Lewis and Short, Lntin Diotionnry, 
faveo II A For the oorres ondinZ usage in the O. T. 0 
job. 4: 16 ýIpj - I On-7 

3 

Hab. 2-20 '1*)I! M 0,11 IVII'I? 'nln film, Te"ých-2: 17C2-. 13 1111111 non Ivn-tPD on 
-C b-a- -1 ))x Ix iurvinn 
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ýjR "- in the'Deutaronomistic Historyo 

In the preceding 3ection we have in fact alreamly dealt with texts which 

are deuteronomistic rather than deuteronomic. The f63.1oving mv Proviao 
a useful sumnary review, - in the liefit of this concept of Idauteronomio 

corput as content of the thoophanio q7olft of the steZes by Tftich the book of 

Deuteronomy reached its present shape: - 

1. Already in the laohistic tradition the BOOIC of the Covenant was effootiva3, v 

inserted into the framewo4c of the Sinal theopharW, as the content of the 

diVine q3l. This pattern was reproduced in the ear3. jest draft of the; 

substantially-oomplato Deuteronomy (DI. n. 5k-26q2-3),, in which code and paraenesis 

were enqlosodin a theophanic framowork (Dtn*5: 1-27 and 26tl7-19), to as to 

present the entire douteranomia oodo as the co, ntent, of the thoophary. 

2, At a later stage thi3 strong theophanio pattern was to a certain extent 

obscured by the provision of a Ono, 71170)framcwork for the code,, i. e.,, Dtn. 3.1: 

26-29 and 27-. 1-3,, 11-26. This 'new' frammork laid the stress on the writing 

of the law, and on the soloan covenant sanctions; so that the numinougg 

-theophanic element receded somewhat from tIjo centre of attention. 
171) 

3. LAter Sti. 11 Mr. has * (aeliberately, it would so=) reinstated the OrigInal 

Sinai-theophany emphasis- Dta. 4 and Dtn. g: -7lxCf. reiterate the awesomeness of 

that thoophanic experience in which Israel heard the very "11"11) ý171 

(Dtn. 4: 12#30*33#36), and uso it to impress upon Isra el the necessity for 

absolute obedience to the word so awcsomelýy rcvealed. Tbo latter part of 

17o) I, c. s an anoient text& adapted by the post-deuteronomic editor for this 
new, purposev 

171) The theophanio element was undoubtedly important in the ancient loraolits 
cult at Shechem; but that concerns u3 here is the more formalistic use 
rhich the post-douteronomia editor made of the ancient materials. 
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Dtn. 23, and Dtn. 30# are aliso probably from Dtr: ynV i Dtn. 23: 45p 

62 ; 30: 293*10j2O). 

The difference betwoen Vhofirst draft of Dtn, and the later Distic, 

vcrzion, j is that Dtr, presents the %Iljale) ý117 as ha ving been preserved in 

a written code (Dtn. 28: 53,61 ; 30: 10-14) viherca3 in tho flr3t draft the fiction 

of Mo3aio addrces was maintained* 

This stress on the illill ý112 was no doubt intended as a thoological 

corrective: it aimed to corrcot what must have been to Dtr, tho darx5erou3ly 

mythologisad view of theophany that prevai led in the Jerusalem cult (cfq the 

strong Canaanito influences which wo traced through the theophanio Psalms); 

and it did this by insisting on the intimate relation of theophany to tarith. 

God appears in order to speak, i. e.,, to reveal Mis will for [lie peoplcl72) I 
and the definitive settinG forth of thiB will of God is in the written tZrMio 

On the other hand, the stress is also de&iZned to servo ap astoral need. 

The setting forth of the torah as the content of the divine ýj 17 is intended 

to assuro the exilic, generations of Israel that oven thouGh the oult as they 

had known it in pre-e3dl4o dayst with its theophanio reassuranoo of Yahweh's 

saving presenco,, has ceased,, yet nothing 03SCntial to their faith has in fact 

been lo5t. For the very oontent of YahwehIgs 121'12 has been oaf oV 

preservecl in the written tUrtho 

Thus in one sense Mr. stands at the head of that development whioh 

eventually gave to Saripturo its pre-eminent plaoa in the religion of Judalame 

But on the other handj, it is extremely important to underline the e, 91sontial 

172) ý,,,, e saw in our s=ey of the J. patriarcaial-narTatives (ch. onos 'The 
I" Theophany Traditionlp that the Yahvist was already stressing the 
essential place of the Word of Yahweh in the patriarchal theophanies, 
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connootion which Dtr. isaw betwecm t6eah and theophany. It was first and 

foremost the thoophanio element which preventod Dtr's stress on the 

flegalisirk. 0 and 03oripturising' of tZr%h and coven-ant from producing a 

hardl quid pro quo 1cralisms according to vwhich rightoourno3s would consist 

in givJXZ implicit obedience to a closed bo4y of definitive moral and 

religious regulations. The thoophanio emphasis ensured that the vitalp 

_ personaUstio essence of relieioni, perneated tho vTitten record. 

f 



CHAPTER FOUR 
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THE THEOPHANIC ELEMENT 
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CHAPTHR F0UR 

THE'' THEOPHANIC ELMAENM IN THE CURIN. 

The Terms of the 13nqulrZ. 
_ 

All the available, analogies from the field of religiOU3 ounsoiousness 

ia general,, an& the realm of prophetic consciousness in particular$ would 

suggest that Muhammad's call. was on the one hand sudden and dramatic, but that 

on the other hand# it did not come totally unsought, or as something alien to 

his previous interest3 and temperament. I) 

-r 
In seeking to determine the precise nature of this call experiencej, we 

must first and foremost examine the problem Lf the interTalatednes3 of "vision" 

and "book. -consciousness" in Muhammad's experience. In the period prior to his 
0- 

ca4p he must already have been acquainted withq and attracted top monotheism; 

fur there is evidence to suggest that "among the Arabs of Muha=ad'3 time there 

were many who believed that above the deities represented by the idols, there 
.1 2) 

It 3) ý, V was a 'nigh god" or supreme deityp Allýh (S. 29t6l, 63g 65) 0 hatever the 

origins of this trend toward monutheismq it would certainly be furthered by 

the prosence of Jews and Christians 4) in and around Arabias 

That the hadith purporting to describe Muhammad's call are not hi3torically 
reliable 

6 thev st-. nd, (RoBell, "Mohammehla Call". 11J. 24,1934, PP-13-19; 
and Introduction, pp. 21,105) is reasonably certain* This is nut to deny,, 
however, that y reflect a basic core of fact, i. e. that Muhammad, rrior 
to his call, was =rked by religious earn83tnes3, and (perhap; ) was given 
to meditations 

2) W-E-Viatts Bell's Introduction, p. 116f. 

3) For the sake of convenience, Qurlýnio references are cited thr(., ug'. -, Out 
according to the numbering in Bell's Translation. 

4) R. Bells The Origin of Islam in its Christian Environmený, pp. 16f. 8 argues 
that it was a question of CT, ristian communities on the borders of -rabia, 
rather tnan of a native Arabian Chriatiaaity. J. C. Archer, Y! ystical Elements 
in Mohammed.. pp. 61f., stresses the influence of Christian hermit3; of 
whcm .! uhammad wou. Ld oecome aware in the course of his trading activities'. 
in the ýeriud prior to his call. Similarly, he would be lin contact with 
Jews in the trading towns in and around Arabia. 
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1jence the possibility presents itself that early in his thought on the matterp 

"boolmess'. and "monotheism" came to be seen as close2, v related concepts. (of . tho 

nativo religion in Meocap which# for all its belief in a mpreme "high goes, 

compromisod. striOt monotheism by assooiating subordinate deities with Allith; and 

which, significantly herep was without a sacred scripturo). 

TAatever the details of his earlier religious backgroun dq however$ the decisive 

factor moving Ruh. ammad to the conviction that he himself was personally commi3sicnod 

to be a messenger of monothoismp was his distinctive call experience, There are 

two main possibilities as to the "cause" and nature of this call experience: - 

I* Ile m. V have been so fascinated by this phenomenon of "monotheism enshrined in 

a. Booklls and have so coveted an access to this closed source of religious knowledge, 

that his, mind and spirit were conditioned by these desires,, until finally he heard 

the call addressed to him personally# "Ari3e. 1 Reoitel" 

-2*,,,,. ConoeiyAb1y-it was not exclusively the concept of "the Book" that absorbed 

W4arnmadls. -attentionj but rather# thoughts about, the grandeur and awesomeness of 

the supreme deity ao. played upon his imagination, that in vision he saw All'Ah and 

knew himself to be commissioned to a teacUngs, preachingo and warning ministry. 

Of the two possibilitle3j, the iscoond is the more likelyt 

There is no mention of a written scroll in the inaugural vision (as parallels 

from the field of comparative religion would lead us to expeat,, had "Bookness" in 

fact been the focus of his attention). 
5) Further, L14ammad's earliest preaching 

seems to have been preoccupied with the bounty and greatness of God,, and with man' s 

debt of gratitude to Him. It is consonant with this,, then, that t4w=d's Call 

wcporienoe should have consisted in a vision of this Godl included in which was a 

commission to summon man to gratitude and worship, 

Eselciel 2: 8 -3: 3 : Revelation 10: 8-11 1 and of. also the modern CXaMPle3 
cited by J. Undblomp Prophgay in Ancient-I4rael, pp*15: r,, lEI923- 
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The Development from nrea ProclAnntion to Vritten Dolivgr2aqg,, 

Probably in the period following his call, Mýa=ad was boncemod mainly'Ath 

uproclizatioul wia Ovarning"t seeJmg him3elf in the line ot thuldibs Salihv 

Z; oah. 
6)eto. As a resat of this preachina ministryp the beginninSe of a 

congregation e=ri; edp a3 tho first MUweri attadhe& theazclic3 to Mubammud; "'ý =d 

in this early community tho practice Boon arose of'repeatitZ-at least the most 

a=ltea of the prophet's uttAirwwcs in get form. 10 on the pattern oi'. the_Chr: Lstim 

and Jewish liturgical use -of Diblioal laotions. (The probablo derivation of 

00 rqur'W is froz the 2rriao Christi= to= *qex7la*41 a "readingw*7) Then 

*qur'Zas* gra&ml3, v became collated into'laner blockis o: r-maýterjnll jUch in tu= 

coalesced into &-unity* In dialogu* WL controverAy-with the People of the bDokg 

the concept of *'Qur'Ze hardened Into that of OKit7abw, 

The truth of Ahis thesis U to the 96118ral UZO of development in U4asmad's 

jLttitude to Book-revelation is borne gut by an examIrAtion or ý the, characteristic 

ployed throushout the rcyoUtIon pariod; viz. Q=s Val and bay#na. Arabic terms m 

A Up. j&ez of -the root dhkr. 8) 

it ja signincaut that on3, v raroV in ducr u3od in. a techniCal mens9s, 

with s2ecifio raference to tha QUrtAn a3 a scriptural or to tho Bodk* (L"X=Ples 

of these exceptional usagest. 

ljoun-formi 3.16: 45 ; 2117 - "ahla &-&ikr" an a term fot týp I papplo of the 
BOOkl4 

6) Ho BaUs, *Whammea an4 Previtrjzpýit4 e: r §t 9 U. W -g-4,, 
1934v points out that 

the accounts of thoso anl7AtiTG3# &S GiVen in the ý-urljzj, 
reneot D4mmmadls own owrly CxPCxienC; G3 of oppoaition and rejection. 

u. rettlg Belleg intzeauotIons pp*136fe 
For the wide semantio ranp of the root Mikr, mm wa. vatt, r9ilt roauguana, 
p. 27* 

s. 81ing13 - "Nev, but it is a reminder (tadWcira) in pages hanourer. Verges 
on this technioal usage# 
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Verb-fom. - ' 3.50: 45 - *fadhakkir bi-l-qur'Zn" 

S-3: 5 "Ito hath sent dovin to thee the Book 0---* but no one takes 

warning (., y6dRakkaru) but those of insight". Cf* hore also ; 87slOo 33: 28l 17,43# 

25t529 Vol. ). 

Apart from these exoeptional u3a&e3, the earliest occurrenocs of ( 2kr_ refer 

not to the recitation of the Qurlin, or a scripture, but th the urgent# free- 

formulated preaching and entreatyp addressed by Huh, ammad and his predecessors to 

their reluot=t and soeptical people3o 

,. a. recoan uses of the noun-formt 

, he follovring u3aZejj of the noun-form are typical for the L ... leocan Perioeb- 

716l - "Does it astonish vou that a reminder from your Lord should oome to 

you upon a man from amongst yourselves, in order that he may warn you...? " 

Here the preacher is lbah (as also in 10t 72 ) 10, ); & * Similar reminders are 

ic., olivered by trud (7: 67)t ; 31Jý (54: 15),, andU0303 (2%4)o (It is noteworthY that 

neither floahp ira-anor ; M4 are, considered. to have received . oripture, and Uos.. ' 

Warning ministry in 20: 44 is to, Pharaohs i. e. before Uose3 reoeivad the 70*rM%O) 

AU the former towns have in faot been. 3ent a messenger, before their Jud$meut 

befell them- 

26t2O9 - Owo de3troyed, not 4rW town without its having wa=ers, a remin 
and we have not been wrong-docris. 0 

msuýa=aa istanas within this line of lrcmlndersýý 

21124 . ItSay,, 'Bring your proof 0 (of the existenae of Gods besida Allah)! 
'This is the reminder (given) to those who are vith =as and to 
-those before me'*" 

. Inj. tially he is chtwSad vath a r=inder to the men of Ueccal- 

74: 50 - "Vhat is the matter with them that thoy from the reminder turn 
away as if they were startled asses ficeirip, from a lion? " 

Cf, also 21t2,37.43 1 23t73 -,, 26t4 1 36: 10 ; 3817 ; 69: 48 ; 74: 54 1 80: 4 1'63: 21. 

But ultimately, Mu4a=ad's reminder is for "the worlb": - 12: lC4 ; 81: 27 ; 33: 87- 
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on the -day of -judgemehtlp the-supreme ihdiatment xM be that son rejecte& the 

reminaer, which came to themi- I 
18: 100f - 140n that day To shall set Gchc=a for the unbelievors in array. 

who so eyes have been blindfolded from the_ re -) IF 
Agmb anoo (diar 

of Me". Cf* also 203123 ; 23: 112 ; 370. J-9 

b. EE2Z usages of the verb-form, follow the same patterns- 

6: 80f - "(Roaall) when Abraham saids **. *#. 'Dc) ye dispute with me in 
regard to Allah 4,, oo, o91f car no t what yo a3sociato with Him 
*******will ye not then be reminded (tatadhakkarUn)? ' " 

Similar3, v of the preaching ana urging of Noah (1102 - tadhakkarUn)p Uoses (7: 165- 

mu ahukkira bihi 120: 46 -yatadhakkaru)p former messengers (6: 44 -ma dhukkiru bihil 

36 118 drikkirtum) 

"emmad's early ministry'al3o consists of urgent pleadiM of a similar quality: 

52t29 - "Warn then! by the grace of thy Lord thou art neither soothwyer 
nor adamo" ; 

6t69 - "Remind thereby that a peraon is laid in pledge by what he has 
piled up# **@*" 

'cf. also 13: 19 ; U: 17 1 37-. 13#155 ; 87: 9. 

Madinan Period. The Late Maoo'ari and 
_§V3. 

The term now begins to be usea more Of tho qtwtln (or former seripture) than 

of the free eqhortation; yet -even 
here the Stre33 is on the exhortatory contmt of 

the material rather than on its qurliao'(or oodex) form* In the following 

examples# týe Iqur'Irdo' emphasis is still indirect and implicit* 

The Týýun-fqrmst- 

87: 6#9 *We shall cause thee to reoitep #thout forgettingeoe and 170 
shall m&e it'v=7 easy for thee. So remind, if the RAmAnder 
profits. " 

io) Here the word for "remindir" is ta 

The reforenco'here may be to 'the angels who on the aAY of Juagment reiterate 
thez=ings prcviously delivered by the prophats. 
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0imilarlyj 15; 6#9 - "They have saidp 00 thou. upon whom the reminder has been 
sent down$ thou art possessed*' *,,,,, It is We who have 
sent. down the. remip&rp and Was veriV# shall lc*k aftir 
it. w 

also 25t3l t 39s23 ; 44il2 ; 51: 55 ; 5300 ; 65: 11 ; 89t24. 

In the followingg howeverjo the ýIur'Zaol or Isoripturall r(Xcrenoo is eV3. icitt- 

4D: 56'describes the Mosaio rorGh a3 a reminders;. 

"We gave Uoses the guidance# and caused the ohildren of laraol to 
inherit the Bookp as a guidance and a reninder *so**" 

muha=adf too, reoeives the reminaer. in fixed, settled fomi- 

54117, -IW have sade tho Qur 'Sa aysilable for, the Rj%j; UagX" -, otý 418* 

20199pU2 ; 211105 1 38: 1 1 43s4 i 54%22s32#40 1 57: 159 

The veib-forms of the period foLILow the sama. pattGrný, of,, UWe:. 

69,401-f . ", It Jig the specoh, of &-messenger honourable# not , *the speech of a 
soothsayer little do ya let yourselves be 3.2') 

Cf. also 3: 5 ; 6tI53 i 'ji-2 ; 14: 5 ; 35: 34 ; 39: 12 1 44153 1 45t22 ; 51: 55 ; 
69: 42. 

23t43 desoribes the Book given to lioso3 &3 a rmindert. 

"we gave Uoses the Book after We had destroyeci the first generations 
a euidanoe ana a meroy wwhap thev might be remin 

33: 2(30 the Book as givon to Muo=mad is likewig. a r.. i. 

*(it is) a ble3seci iiook which We have sent aoun to thee *. * that them 
may be remindea, those of intelligence. " 

Lftter Redaotions. 

Those passages vhere 44hLm" and "Qur'Ze are virtually equated, seem in generaI 
to be later recensions# in ilhich earlier preaching material has been modified for 

inolusion in the ýur'Snq, Examples with the noun-form are as follows: - 

41: 41f is a olear example of this prooesst.. 

*Veri3. y those uho, have disbelkand in the And verily it is a Book sublime; 
Reminder then it came to them .,,. verily Falsehood comes not to it 
Vý-L-oýrd- wields ... puni3haent paAnti-T. A revelation from One wise 

12) Tkie body of the passage is early# but the clause containing the verb 
tadhakkai7m is a later additione 
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The speoifioally'. "Book" reforonoo on the right& has olearly boon in3arted in 

the older material on the lefto. (See previous page) Cf. also 16; 4ý46 1 21: 7#1001 1 

36: 69 ; 33: 79 

A similar trend can be traced in pa3zagos enployine the vcrb-forml. 

., 
19: 16042052p55#57-- Om&o mention, in the Bookej,,, " This ill clearly a 

struoturing, phra38# designed to draw ihat was originally freers moro. exhortatory 

materialo into ý%u ordered Uterary unitye 

50: 1+5 is, similar3, vp a animmarising for=la:. 

_"Remind 
by the Qur$Zn uhoever may fear aq threat*. Cfo also 17; 43 1 24t1o 

The development traceable in the use of the torm cV*, r, then# would seem to indicate 

that much at least of the material originated in free preaehingg ana was only 

gsubsequa#1y given the stamp of 'qurlinicitylo 



The UaMes'of the. Zem IýLa. 

*P, survey of the usases of the term 'Aya confirms the lzprc3sion gaineeL 

from the teia, dhlcr., 

1,1 a in the Meocan PerioL 

in this car3, v periods Iya raost frequently inclioates:.. , 

(a) An appeal to the orders beautyp and'yower of naturep as pointers U) the divine 

oreativitys love and might* The t6rRI3)oocurz in the follow"g oontextst- 

', 'heavcn'b, nd earth as sUna 1 61l, 'Io: lolj l2slO5, j (41: 14) ; 

the proauotivity of eirth 1 61ggg 130#4 0 16,67 p 20%56 a 26: 7 9 36133 s 
51%20 p 57: 16 ; 

;- U&ht an& darkness 1 61l: ; 

Lightning anathunder i l3tl3ol4 1 

day ana night, i 10: 6,68 g 16t12 p l7t13 v 27: 88 v 3607 9 41137-39 a Ot Yj 

! Wds in flight 1 16 t 81 1-, 

ships-at sea i lOt23 9 1604 , 3100 

creation'of-mm : 
(15%26)t l6t4 9(22: 5); 

sleep ana'death 3 -, 39t43. 

(b) prequent3yo too$ the referenoe is to extraordinary natural events (usualV, 

cataitrophic)#rinickyreted religioulay as signs of divine intervention against a 

rsoalcitrant'peoplo: - 

the two gardens over which the dam bursti 34s3J+ I 

the she-camel i -A. 7t7l # 11: 67f ; 

,_ the Virgiri tirth of Jesus 1 15121 0 21: 91 p 23t52 

the pa3sMe of the Red Sea t lOt92 a 26t67 1, (44: 32) -. 

13) rto confine ourseivesý hero to a surytor of the occurrences of the actual term 
tya. AS W. U. TYatt notes,, however (Bell's Inlrodnotion,, p. 122),, there are a 
great number of passages which are similar in tone to those considered here, 
even though they do not contain the word Tyao 
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thp oTprthroir or Sodozý :1 1505 ; 

1-bah's ark 1 23: 31 s 29: 14 0 36: 41 s 54: 15 s 
general referenoms to this-vorldly Judgment on scoffcra: 20: 123 0 21: 5f q 

ý4: 26 p 34: 18 . 
(c) once or twice,, a theophwW is referred to as a sign 1 53: 18 s (17: 11, -) 
(4) Bj& in the sense of 'miracle' occurs comparatively rarely in the Meacan period: 

and vhere thW do occurs all the references ara to the &Sowdo Isignal before 

Maraohl 17: 103 # 20: 23 11 27: 12f a 43A6 s 79: 20. 

it is evident that 94a=ad felt the importanoe of mira=lous attestation,, 

( 71202)1, and wtpeotantly awaited the granting of such to himself (10i2l). But 

always closely associated with this hope is the awareness that the giving or 

withholding of miraoles is the divine prerogative (6: 37 s 13: 27833 # 40: 73). and 

that miraoles are not in any case infallible in their power to convince the 

obdurate (17s6l s M14 # 4504 s 54: 2), 

(e) Verses iihich explicitlY Unk ZY& with 'Scripture' (the givenness of the 

revelation) are still infrequent, in the Meocan period: - i-Such references as do 

occurs most commonly indicate the rooountiN; of former signs in the context of 

warning and preaching: - 7 : 62*70 # 10: 7 a 15: 81 1,18: 549106 p 20il, 26 & 20: 134 

21: 77 # 22: 50ýj 23t'07# UkAP45 9 23147 s 34: 42 , 73: 23 , 90: 19. ILL The 

recitation of older$ formed narratives# as 'signal : 15: 81 (men of al-Hijr) 1 

12: 7 (Josaph and his brethren); 

IM (the men of the cave)* 

The recitation of natter newly suggested to lbiha=ad: 718#34#388,49#202 # 

19: 74P 80, 

iv. Ono or two pawsa&es imp3, y that_ Scripture its itself the greate3t I sign' v ana 

that the advent of tha Qur'Bj obviates the need for further signsi M133 "Tby 

does / 
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does he not bring us a adZn ..? Has thoro not Como to them tho formcr 

leavcs? " 26: 197 in effe0tý 21*103 the rOlýý a 'Oign' for the truth of the QurOlno 

And the repudiation of M4a=adts 'signs. ' (reoitations? ) as 'masio' (37s14 
1, 

54: 2) any be a reference of hin olaim that the *poetry' of the qur'llmio versc3 

was of a supernatural quality* 

-Rerioc 2. ka in the early -Madiran 
1. 

The same basic categories are foundv though their relative importance has 

changed somewhati- 

Appeal to the order, beautyp and power of nature:.. 

oreation, of hewou and earth 3: 187 j, 6: 97 P 7156 s 1312 # 21: 33# 

29: 43 * 3WO-26 # 39: 63 # 40: 59-70#al 41: 53l 45a2#12 1 

ships on tho sew(3101) P 42t28*31 

Creation of man t 6: 93 v 30: 27 ; 

(b) Extraordinary natural events as 'zJgnsl-. 

destruation of Sodomi 15: 77 9 26: 174 j 29: 34 # 51: 37 

house3 destroveclt 27: 53 ; 

drowning of Noah's gezeration: 2509 s 26: 121 ; 

floods, locusts, lice 

In the general referenocs to divine judgment on the disobodients thero is a 

shift towards the eachatologioal* 

(c) Me emphasis on $straight' miraele increases; again almost cxclusive4 

conoemed (2: 63 is the sole e=cption) with the Uosalo 'nigns': - 7: 101#103fp 123s 

132# 864056 a M74#76 . 3-1: 99 # 14: 5 # 20: 24#44#53 9 23: 47 j, 25: 33 j 26: 11+ 1 
28: 35,36 # 40: 24 1 h-3: 45f v 54: 42 , 

'g. tion that isign3l An, 
Again 

(though perhaps less frequgmtly) we meit tjje qualific 

are in Allhh's power (6-. 57,109 1,26-. 3)t and that maro signs are not inf&Uib3. e 

(7-. 3.29, *143 s 10: 97 * 30: 53)* 
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(d) Tho trend towards some sort of equation of 'sign' with Iscripturel is becoming 

more pronounced. Very often (as indeed in the examples alroa4y cited from the 

Vlocoan period) there is a certain anbivalenco in the use of the term, so that it 

is difficult to determine whether the primary reference is on 'sign$ as a natural 

(or para-natural) phenomenorýor on that phenomenon as utiliacd in Isoripturall 

warning, entreatyo and recitation: 6: 126# 7: 33,143f,, 174 # MoI06f # 23: 60 v 

36s46 , 39t63 , 40t65 p 45: 5 p 46: 25* On tho wholep however, the impression is 

that the message is no lorWcr in free formq but fixed (and written)* 

i. The recounting of former I signal in the context of varning and preacIdnS 

is still a prominent meaning-. 23,. 45,59 1.32: 22 # 39-60j7l p 65: 10f. Ana it 

is stressed that the preached word itself will be the determinative Islan' at 

the future, e5ohatological judgment: 6: 130 7t33-35 1 10: 16 , 17: 1001, 

22: 51,56,71 , 41: 40 . 43-. 69 45: 24 v 57tl3 64: 10. 

ii. The recitation of older,, famed narratives as 0 signgl: (10: 72) 9 18: 16; 

iii. 
1 
The recitation of nattqr n=3, y suggested to Uubammad: 6: 151 P 7: 155t175fal8l 

10: 18 a 3.8tlO5 * 260 P 27%83#85#95 9 40: 53 # 57: 9. 

iv. 'Sign* is Inoreasingly equated with a specifio verse or pasuge of scripture,, 

ite. either the former Scriptures or the Qur"in: 

the former scripturos as 'adznjs': 3: 193 # 7: 114 (the Lbsaio Tablets) 

32: 24 (the T3rZh) 

the Qur'En, or part thereoft 612l. 46,55.65 s, 7: 30 * 16: 1030 41t2B 

the memZe is self-authentioatingg and obviates the need for the 

mora speotacular miraolo-signst 

6'. '7f - "If ive were to send Cbwn to thee a book written on 
parchment ... they would sV, IThis is nothing but 
MaCio manifest 1. Dicy say 11hy has not an angel 
been sent down ... ? But an ar4Gcl would necessarily 
appear in the form of a man (mossenger)". 
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3- jja in the later Medinan Period (Year II onwards): 

; ya approximates more and more closely in meaning to 'scripture'. 

(a) Appeal to the order, beauty, and power of nature has become rare t 2: 1591 

(b) Extraordinary natural events as signs: - 

destruction of former towns 1 111105; 

the events of the battle of Badr %) 
1 3: 11; 

promised spoils from battle : 48: 20; 

resuscitation of a man dead 100 years : 2: 261; 

Zaohariah dumb for three days 3: 360 19: 11; 

Uaspecified natural disaster 2: 268,6: 159; 

Israel's Exodus from Egypt : 14: 5. 

(c)"Straight' miracles are still stressed, though intere3tinglyg mention of 

the Vosaio 'signs' is now studiously avoided: (the only references 3t9i is 

indirect): - 

the Ark and the SakIna i 2t2l+9; 

Jesus' creation of clay birdsp healings cleansing, raising the dead s 

3: 43; 

the Table from heaven 1 5: 114; 

Joseph's 'angelic' appearance : 12: 35. 

(d) Most of the references now equate ; ya with 'Scripture' in some form 

(though there are still examples of the ambivalence noted abovel in which it 

is difficult to decide whether 'sign' denotes primarily 'phenomenon' or 

#phenomenon as described in scripture' : W12v 140). 

For the evidence that the victory at Badr was regarded as a vindication 
of Kuha=ad's prophothoodt and of the truth of his revelationL See the 
extenc*Led note on al-furqan, in Bell, Introduction to the Ourlani, PP-136ff. 
Bedr is the 'Day of the furq; nl (S*8: 42); and the furqan in turn is 
associated with ideas of: - reception of Book-revelation (especiallY 3: 2t 
25tl)s and election to be the people of Allih, based on forgiveness and 
deliverance (especially 8*8: 29) - 2: 50P 181,, 21: 49, reflect both these 
aspects$ of revelation and election. 
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i. Uuý&rmadls preaching# with its warning contentt a3 a '3ignl. - 3: 96 , 60309 v 0 

30: 52 # 58: 6 ; 

The preaching of earlier messengers as a 'sign' : 4: 154 # 6-49#54 
v NO t 

Preaohing as a 'sign' that wM be determinative at the o3chatological 

Ju4mentt 469 # 5MAS 9 271B6 * 

: Li, b The reoitatibn of blder, formed narratives as I Iligns It 

In 83: 13 p 68t15 g and 8: 31 those older narratives are zoornfuUy rojeated as 
lol&viorld tales'. The former scriptures are also cited as signs: the TSrBh 

(2t3a -s' 5: 48 s 919)o and the 'Book and Idedoml (2: 123 1,2: 146 9 311513 9 62: 2) 

iii. 'Suggestions$ 0 both in the intimate prooe3s of their reception by Muýammad 

(2t253 # 301#101ý P 28: 87)9 and in their public recitation N17,63#93#114 

6tI58 9 1805 # 29: 48 . 45: 7r. ) are referred to as signs. And in some passages 

at least# the #suggestions' are clearly boina recited from an alreaoy-fixed 
bo4y of material (whether written or oral Is uncertains and relatively 

unimportant): 3: 96#109 v 5: 79 # a: 2 # 33: 34. 

iv. 'Zya Is froquently equivalent to 'vCrzG'# Pa3sage of scripture, or scriptural 

InJunOtioit: 203#1839217a221#231 # 3: 5 # 91llo66 , 11: 1 * 22: 16 9 24: 107961 

33-. 314-p 4112s44 . 

v. FinalV# ýkra rofers to the linguistio gdZnss the ror3teriou3 letter3 which 

constitute the hall-mark of a consciously formulated scripture 10: 1,, 12: 1g 

13t lp 151 1 
j, 

261l p 27: 1 p 23il 9 31: 1 . 
SL=M=: 

- 

. nt in natural In the Uccoan poriod# tho stress is thus on the 'aignjo inhere 

phenomena# straight miracle being relatively unimportant, (7he opharLy 13 

tentatively put forward as constituting the Great signo) 'Sign' in the more 

'scriptural' sense is concorned principally with exploiting the significance of 

these natural phenomena# for the purposes of warning and entreaty. 
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In the early Medinan period# increasing knowledge of the Jewish scriptures 

influenced the increasing prominence accorded to the straight miracles# i. se 

the Mosaic 'signs'. Warning# and preaching are still important# though ; ya in 

the 'scriptural' sense is becoming more and more closely associated with the 

idea of writtenness. 

In the later Medinan periods interest in natural phenomena as 'signs' 

has almost ceased, though the taign'-significance of historical events is 

still'stressed. Concern výith the Mosaic miracle-signs ceases abruptly, co- 

incident with Muhammad's break with the Jews, and though a few other miracle- 

signs are introduced in their stead, yet the important trend is in the direct- 

ion of the equation of ýya with 'Verse of tho Book'. 

The. Usages of the Term bavyina* C. 2- 

A process of development similar to that outlined for dhkr and ayap may 

be traced in the use of the term bayyina. 

The M6ccan 2eriods bayyina is used with reference to: - 

(a) Extraordinary historical events : 7: 71; 

(b) Miracles 1 11: 569 17: 103; 

(o) The warning, preaching activity of the messengers : 7: 710 83P 999 

9: 71,10: 14,75# 19: 74,, 34: 42j, 40: 83; 

(d) The recitation of divine 'suggestions' : 607P 11: 30,66, go. 

(a) in 2W33P the reference is to a fixed corpus of (former) scriptures: 

"Has there not come to them the evidence of what is in the former 

Leaves? " 

2. The early Medinan per-lodt The trend is toward a greater approximation of 

$evidence' and 'written scripture', though usages parallel to those listed 

above are still foundt- 
(a) Extraordinary historical events as evidences: 29: 34,40: 36; 
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(b) The miraoles-signs of Mosess ý 7tlO3j 20: 75 q 2806 o(29333)15) (40129)lL6) 

(o) The messengers, warning and preaching as levidences' t (3t180) 5t36 

l4tlO p 22s7l # 3M 1 40s23 0 64,6o 

(d) The recitation of divine Isuggestions' : 4Ot68 p 65t2.1. In moist cases,, the 

tone of the pailzage indicates that the Imiggestion' is already regarded 

as preserved in a fixed scriptural form 1 10: 16 9 3. It2O # 16: 46 22: 16 

24: 1 , 570 P 5316 

The folloidng passages are best interpreted as referring specifically to a 

scriptural corpus-. - 3sl8l 35t23,, 33 p 43s63 P 57t25- 

3. The-later Hedinan geriod2_ This trend toward the more specifically 'scriptural' 

meaning of bayyina is enhancedt- 

a) Lxtraordinary historical eventas 301 s, (41152)1*5) 8t4J* (probablY dewtes 

'a divine decree determining historical evontsf, ) 

(b) No emphasis on miracle3o 

(0) The messengers' wazmins and preaching as evidenow 3180 30146 

(d) Divine 'suggestions's recited in rurIlLnio formt 2: 93 , 60-58 , 29148 

45s24 # 47t15 * 980 

(e) bayyina ais specifio&14 referring to a Boriptural corpus: - 

the Qurlan t 2t2O5 

the former isoripturex i 2tl54. #181#209,, 254 

the Mosaio tableB : 2: 86,4: 152 

the T'drBi 1 2-. 154#207f; 

the Inill i 2s8ls254, 

&nother interpretation is that this verse is a referenoe to the Mowlo 
Table3. 

16 ) Another interpretation is that- the referenoo is to divinely inspired 

warninso delivered by Mo3cs, 
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It would seem clearp thenj from these three word surveys (ahkr, '4ya, bkvyina) 

that Muýa=adls overpowering concern with IserIpture$9 'booknessO, is not something 

which appeared full-grown at the time of his call,, but which developed over the 

y'6ars,, and reached its full, maturitY about the Year II; In A. H. 

The development of the cone of Z! r'Rn. D. 

(a) The (relevant)- occurrences of the verb 
_qaraIaj_ 

The folloring references may j5afeV 

., arded as Meacaw- (10: 94) s 16iloo j 17: 47#106-107 # 26: 199 1 96: 1s3- be reg 

it is notevorthy that in all these cases the recitation is addressed# not 

Specifically to the congregation of believers, but to the unconvinced in generale 

Thus the act of qarala is closo3, y related to the free preaching and rArnings which 

we have found good reason to regard as the first stage of Uqammadla public 

ministry. The question arises as to the chronological relation between these two 

Asp cots.. arejarning in the 'free' sense# and qarala(doUverance of a received 

Mossa&e in set form) oontemporancoust or does the latter represent a sophisticated 

version of the formerv based on reflection? 1n this regardj, 17: 106b-107 its 

interesting. Here we have a tdoublo-ending'17)rounding off the passage 

17: 3. o3-106ap which. 'is a report of ýUosesl warning ministry. Cf this'pair of endings,, 

the most natural is that which draws the parallel between Hosea' varning m: Lnistz7 

, and Uuýamadls: - Owb have not sent thee but as a bringer of good tidings and a 

warner" - This would seem, therefore., to have constituted the original ending. 

Later, the second ending is added,, in which the *warning' is more closely defined 

3-7) In maror cases (though not all)p it can be established vrith reasonable 
certainty ighich of the alternative continuations is the earliero On 
the other hand, TIa revelation may be repeated,, perhaps in slightly 
different terms"y and the alternative continuation may (sometimes) 

result from a conflation of versions# 'in an effort. on the part of the 
collectors not *to omit any smallest scrap of genuine revelation", 
wa. ratt, Bell's Introduationj, P-107- 
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ths 'free ýroclamation#13-Ircdcfincd in terms of a 13et revelation',, sent down 

and deliveroapiec=od to the people ail occasion dezands. 3uc-h (m=plc3 may be 

multiplied,, and would seem to indioato a definite if unspectacular progress from 

'free proclaaation' t6 'recital of fixod. deliveranoes' (7he chronology of týe 

allras is too problematio to warrant'& conolualon in more than general terms). ze 

may assume then# that atter bocoming OverWI201minglY aware of God in the per3onal 

sphere, and of his personal commission to be God* a mossengerv Uuýammad began (after 

an interval) to urge on his follows the insights %hich had crystallised for . him 

via this aivine encounter. The passion and fervency with which he spoke impre33ed 

even himself$ so that in continuing meditation and communion, the conviction was 

borno in upon him that the turning words were in fact not his own. 10but"were 

conveyed to him from God dimself. Here his acquaintance with Jewish and 

ch. rilstian custom in liturgical3, v rooitiz: ko, - texts of scripture would provide him 

with a suitable analogy19 
)and 

explanation of the phenomenon of which he found 

himsolf to be a part. CflQ194 "Ask those who recite (yaqraltlna) the Book 

befora thoe", 

This fascinating power of the- word is deeply rooted in the Semitic "y 
of thought. Of* DB. Macdonalds The Religious Attitude and Life ja 
xslam, P. 26i -"it is well known how among primitive peoples there has 
always been supposed to lie in words a certain fetish-power". 
Concretelyp"the pro-Islamia poets, feared because of their expertise 
in taunts (math7alib) and satire (hijal)t are examples of the power 
of the spoken word# - 1. Goldzihary Muslim Studien, p*48f. Cfe also 
j, pedersen,, Der Eid bei den Semiten. 

In spite of the fact that 94ammad seems to have insisted vigorously 
on the discontinuity between his diVinely-inspired messages and this 
primitive background, yet the background must certainly have had 
some influence in shaping his attitude to his own ecstatic deliveranoe3. 

3-9) The early-, use, of this analogy does not# of course,, imp3, v the early 
emergence of written qur'jzjo texts: it is likely that the Islamie 
corpus-was transmitted orally during a considerable portion of the 
revelation-period. Cf. the probability that it was about the time of 
the Hijra that the term s-ura came into use, - probably from a Syriac 
root signifying 'writing'. See W. U. Natti, Bell's I! jtrodqqtiqMýL pp. 53#138. 



(b) The Uses-of'the Noun-form_M! rlýn. 

Much the same pattern obtaina for the noun as for the verb*. - 

Meocan passages. 
- 

in the following pas3ages# general2y agreed to be Ileacan, theloodazi 

nuanoe of meaningo though oartainly present in embryo,, is atill minimali. 

s, 10: 62 - sothou art not eMaged in ar; )r buainesisp nor doist thou recite arv qur'Sn 
of it (wama yatia minhu min qur 'Inin) 0 without Our being witne3ses of 
YOU 

, The precise grammatical anteceaent in minhu is difficult to determine; probably 

it refers to the general sense of the preceding materials which is noticeably 

Owarning"s Opersuasion"j, in character., 

S, 13t3O - "it only by a qurlIn the mouhtains had beenmovea, or the earth been 

cleft. " 

, Again the context drawn a close parallel between MutommadIs mission and the warnings 

delivered by earlier messengers. Q='Zn hero implies not 'code%'# but a single 

urgent proclamation# vhich works miracles by its thundez%. Uke quality as living 

voi0c. 

S. 46z28 - turnecl to thee a band of 4i= to listen to the QurlEnes, " 

(of. also 72: 1). The reference Originally was probably to a single recitation; 

though in its present Uadinan setting the recitation in regarded as an exoerpt -from 

a tioU-contalned-Book (v,, 29)a 

In 8.42:. 5 p (26: 19W p 41+: 5,3)p the delivery of lqurlInO is closeV associated 

with the commission to lwarnts wreminal, ana one gains the impression that these 

warnings were delivered in free spontaneous speech rather than in set forms. 

Further,, many passages give clear indications that an 'crIginal. 'warning' 

pasl5age has been subseipiently converted into a reference to the Qurlinic corpus by 

the addition of speciMe phrajses: - 
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(100cl) , 1307-39 . (here, a 'warning' Passage has been enclosed in qur$Ucodex 

rcfs. ), 15: 87 27: 94 P 36: 1 # 38: 1 9 4-1il#2 # 
(46t28) 

# 50: 1#45# 55: 1 P 54: 17p22, 

32,, 40 (note in this last referenceg the regular rcXrain 'We hove made the Qurlan 

available for the reminder' thich serves to bind the 'warning' passages into a 

stricter., more literary unity). In all these instances, the Iqur'Enl reference 

can be lifted out with comparative ease# leaving a primitive description of 

L-ý4ammadls urgent preaohing. 17: 43#91 l3t52 8 (39: 28) We have turned about 

in this QurIEn,, **"t the phrase implies presentation and ro-presentation of matm-lalp 

in order to enhance its persuasivenesso. and is thus close in spirit to warnings 

pleading, If the phrase is to be interpreted as imp3oring a definiti ve corpus of 

material already emergent,, then at most it is the exhortatory content of the 

material rather than its oodex-form that is stressed. 

B011201s probably correct in his assertion that the word "Qurinn" most 

frequently implies a block of stuff, of greater or lessor extent, in process of 

coming together as sui generis material. Ilevertheless one has the impression# on 

considering the early Mcooan examples# that the emphasis is not on the oodex-like 

form of the materiall but rather on its stuffs its content, or at least on its 

at, th&-momcnt oraole-quality. For examples 3*5: 101 advises the believers to ask 

their questions "while the gurIta is being sent doW - i. e. not thilo the code% 

is being delivered# but while Muýammad is in the spirit,, i. e* in process of 

receiving revelational matter* 

Cf. 2502 - 09*9 my people have taken this qur'En as a thing to be shunned. "; 

J. oo $this received communication with which thou hast inspired me*' 

17-. 49 - ".. Then thou mentionest in the Qurllin thy Lord alonee., " ; ite. in the 

elucidation and exposition of the newly-apprehended. divine message. 

17-. 1*7 - "when thou recitest the qur'Zns We plaoe between thee and those 99* a 

curtain. " ; i. e. the divinely inspired material that is being expounded 

20) R, Bell# Introduotionj p, 129 
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-at that: p articular, =went (T. 50 gives tho i=prc3sion of unbelieverg(s, rather than 

a diricat WreS3 to thO UnC0=21ttOda) 

, 
73: 4-6 : #Qur'Znq here seems to mean primarily tho aura izi hands, and otay 

secondarily the vhole body of each aaras; and crr= sos, the contents, rather thgn 

the j5z-*.: rormz. 

, 
4144 ýIr'vo ha'd. made it aforoign QLW'Za--*-- * 'The pmawe inplies that 

1% considerable Iýody -of material has been aaa*3*d; hit thd stress is on its nature 

an Iguid=cq and heaUng I$ rather thm On JA3 cod=-form4 

Late voccan or 1; 4rly M2din, -An -UgMgg. L 

Other passagasp late U000an Or FArlY Uedin=s oloar2y premi2posa a I=sor block 

c)f =tcwial than a single allra or Group of oracleg., For mample- 17162 - "the 

-n 
. 
tree our4e4, in Aho Q4r'Zn** : Thwo aro in fact xav%-al reforo. oas to the $tree 

of Z&qVa'. (37s6O s 4WO P 5662) In the Q=13n, to that the phraso in 17: 62 

implies 'the treo frequontly referreý to In qurtlnic material1j, r: &ther than to one 

particular araele* 

simi3arly ; 504 ý- **W has zwt the Qur'la been amt down to him aU at onoo? "s 

implics that a substantial body of raw sably diatimt material bag almatr gni 

bog= to appeart and, Ims &Ireacbr- being thou$ht ur as a definitive uhPIC. Cf. &I so 

27s73' s 4300- 

the _jhrase 'the KdZhtY 'QurlIn' has almost a toohnical ring about 

its implying that tha procou of codcx-format4on is weU &dv=ocd. Yet at the 

same time# Iqur'Ent in pmw=bly2l) still distinguished fro= tho #Won 

repetitions' (folloving Balls22)interpretation of this last. phraw) . the 

21) 15: 87 - *Zm have bastoweLe, atethe repetitions# on . 
Lthe 

wt, or, 5sno - ,. z tzugut thco tho Boek,,, And thO TUM--'*p vhere 
the use of *and' pre=mab3, y does not imply two separate entities. 

22) R. Bon# Introcluctio-no p. Mff. 
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ini6graii6n'ý6f "the"'irepetitioii3l-'int6'the Qur'Zn is not'yet complat6, 

S047iýý IOVAY lias-hot'a =ra, been sent do=? *, seems to B, 01123)to 

suggest a aistinotion tetween'-uqiammoals ordinary Iwarning' Bpeeohq 'and the 

defijitiv, b iiýýceivedl reVelation, 

S. Ilii6 'IiBring' ten Uras like it* Obvioualy'at a stage a co I naidýrýble 

number of suras must have beon alreacbr in Wxoulationq but it is not yet implied 

that they, are conceived as --t6gethcr* compria3mg a 'single cod=. IiIje eole. 
'or ýýoca: n ow'S'Or4) . -*Do'they not then'consiaor'the 

Qurfln? ' If it we're"from arq other'than Anah. thoy would find in it marW a' 

contradiction. " ObviouWy it is a substantial block of material that is in mind 
hero4o 

other 6pecifically' M&Lnaii paisages show th .c procijs , 'of tho-fo=ation of the 

Qurlln-oodei't6lie'dvon furth6ra&'&nced: - 21: 196 1 23185 2: 181 ; 73: 20 
(24) '1 56: 7ý ; l5il j Uii*2 '; 43: llp2(25) 85t'21-22.1 12: 2 591. -21(26)9'* 

A 
611 FinaAýp 'Ban notýs a'Seri8i'Of P&bBBZC 13 in lihich somethingt prosmiably 

the Qurtlln in -some'-r6rm, is o4id to'have been sent do'='-j6- 0, single'vhole... 

W 2a, 3 -ý -*Wo" sent it down -on 'a tiessea i2ýt in uldch is scýp ýaratiod' 
out (yufraqu) each wise arfair. " I 

97--l 4w "Wo have sent it down on the MSht of power.. n ; 

8: 42 .... if yo have believed in A33-lbs, and what 'We giant down tO Our 
Servant- On the dD67 Of the fur4a'n. the (IV the two partie3 met, 

23 ) R. BeU� Trannlation p. 516. 

24) 85: 21-22 - "it is a Slor: LOU3 Qur'Inj in a Tablet preserved. " Ban,, 
Translations P-647# suegest3 a referenoe to the heavenly original 
-6f Wc- "Cu-r-rEn. But the-Itablet' is better interpreted to mean 
the former Soripturep vfhozo revelation the Qur"aa republishe3, 

25 ) 1+3: 192 : There are signs,, bowavar,, that v. 2 stay have had a less technical 
connotation befora undergoing its final revision. 

26) 59: 21 : In its present Medinan contexts, the reference is probably to the 
Qur#En-oodex; but the verse itself seems to have originated from an 
earlier perioaj, (of. 1300). 
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BGll27)suggq@t, s-. th; tto -having -been received piecemeal over a considerable periodq 

the qur,; n was at the - time of the 
_ýuttle - of Badrs r (Some eighteen months after, the 

Hijra) republished-in some more unitarys definitive form, - and perhaps Vithin the 

space of a very : r". doyse This miggestion very neatly urdflies -the diverse' strands 

of evidenae conoprning; the giving of the 163 ami o corpus# and has such to command its 

Th vbomýwwe the jurlus. aadreagiod? - 

_ 
(it may be apposite to add a note here ooncerning the, cirole or r(Werenoe in; 

*ioh the 
-o0ourrences 

of lqurOln' an reviewed above, am used,, % notea on p. l*l 9 

above theprobable dcrivatiqn'o, ý t-#G-noýýform 'Qurllnl from the Qyriao Christian 

I qex7"aAqj! readingi and hence the probability that the preservation and'reoital 

of 144amadO 3 Most eXaltedL deliverances in set forn as connected 

with the need felt, for incorporating liturgioa3. - reading into the dgweloping pallit. 

An the beginnings of the #aIlt were prermably vez7 early, so,, it is Sammedg, were 

the beginnings of Us liturgical reading of I qur! zns Iý- -A'review, of the -references 

to., 'qurfan'. listed above reveals in fact that the great majoriV of the examples 

occur in oonte; t; -49cribing, Uuýammadl a preaching to the (largely unbelieving) 

oom=tnity as: sL whole - approx. 40 examples in allj whereas referenoes'to, the - 

prooess of Whatminad's yersoma reoeption of the Qurl'gn23) and to the qurlan as 

addressed to the beU! ý! ýio qommu4ty2q ay, five or vJ-x of am TAte sparse or 

caoh. 

27) scm v. m. watt, Bell's intMAN! otions P-139. 

23 ) The references arei- 73: 1-6 (ba3icallv Moooan); loz62 5: 101 p 25: 34 
(all late mocoan or early Medinan) 1 l2t3 (early Modinonj 1 23: 85 (Yr. II A. H. ) 

29) Referenoest- 5: 101 1 "Aik while the Wr'Rm is being sent domi" (Har3, y 
medinan) cW& 47s22 (Yroll A*H. - the'vord here is mara, not qurfan) 
73: 20 - concerning night prayer (Madinan)s of. 731" (earlier 
naterialt adapted to refer to night prayer) ; 271l-6 - the Qur'na 
as the authoritative isource of the co=un: Lty's religious praotice 
(Yr, 11 A. H, )t cX. 2: 131 (Yr. 11 or LU A. H. )* 
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Mia does not disprove the su ggqated derivation (the absence of early references 

6U ge at to the use of the qurflus in the salit may be fortuitou3)9 but it does ae 

that the term Iqurlin' already had a double reference in the early period, On the 

one hand,, it Was Used Of the rather more fixed forma in which the message of faith$ 

repeatanoes and submission mw urged upon the o0vaninj ty at large by the prophatl 

and on the other handq it was used of the qur'Zns an liturgical Material within the 

worship OrAhe-belleVorse "-, 7hat the latter usage influenced tho form of ýthe former 

seems probable30) but both were clearly in operation at an early periode) 

The 
_Development 

of the conogt of Kitn1b. 

A6oording to Iýejl3l) the QUr'Bn Period gave WW to the Book period about the 

enA of Yr. *: E AiH. ',, BeU#s theory'of', a. definitive, QurIh vhioh was replaced by, a. 

definitive-and more inolusiva Book, is attractive; but even if the theory be 

rejected in its concrete forA. Bell's dating of the materials in-generalp WAch 

reveals a shift of emphasis ht'this time from qurlln'to kitlb, need, not-be --- 

questioned. 

(a) , The'verbal form4 
-of 

'ktb. ý ý 

Four main u3ages ara'disoernible in the 000=anoes of the various verbal 

_Lt 
3.0 'The recorAM of inents Words and a"de aSainst the day of Au§Mp 

Hoooan t 10: 22 ; 19: 82 1 43slS 1 82tlW 

I Early Medimm t 22: 94,1 4300 1 

Later Medln= i 3tI77 ;' 403 1 qjl23. j122 

30 ) This is confirmed by the probability that the verbal form qara'a is 
itself a borrowings ind *as adopteap on analogy with qurlln# as a 
rynorWm for the more common verb tallo See Bell,, Intro! 1latIono p. 129 

31 ) Ro Bell, Introduction,, plW, 
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2. A provitsion in the Book of divine decreest 

zarly Medinan 1 6: 12.54 1 7: 155 1 901 t 

Later medinan s 3: 139#14 ; 5: 24 ; 58: 2i ; 59: 3 1 2: , 183'; 

A 12rovision of Sori2ture. 

a) the former scriptures: - Early Medin= 1 505 st 7 1142 ; 23-slO5 i 

Later Modinm 1 5: 49 ; 57: 27 

b) Qur#F-nic-provisions and co=andal Fzrly Madinan: 2: 173,176,179 ; 4s79 1 

22: 4 ; 

Lat4w Medin= t 2s2l2j247 1 4: 69#126, 

it in obvious that these four usages ca=ot be arrowed in wV striot 

chronolosical series. But the material may be held to substantiate the following 

gemmal conolu5ionsl- 

a) The recor&ing of men's deeds in a sort of heavenly ledger wouliL seem to be 

tue carlie3t usage. to are rezinded of the Importanoa vUoh trading prooediwas 

a3gumod in Mcooa and Medina at the time of the birth of Ujsjc,, and of gu4mmad's 

carly involvement in that isphere, 'Tho keeping of heavenly account3lis therefore 

cogit, likely a borrowing frou this tradims ethoa*32 
) 

b) There is a rather oloso relation3hip between the conoept of the 'book of 

divine decrees'# and that of the 'provisions of the written Qurtan% so that it is 

sonetime3 difficult to decide whether a particular reference its to 'God's eterma 
z 
aeoreet or to 'His will revealed in Qurlanio scripturete This relationship would 

, act appear, to-be so closes howevert as to imply the identity of the two# and thus 

eat out a, doctrine of the eta=ity of the Qur*; n. , This is a later development# 

though it need -not be dAzied that the raw material for such a Lloctrine is latent 

In tho QurBac Material- 

32 ) vi. mwatti, &ills 
-introduotion, PP-3jýlf 041#160. 
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Ille 11011n'fOms Of Kýbo 

The recorQM of man's words and deods 
-4gnin at the ýL= of juýýmenti_ 

a) individual nocount books: l7t73#(54: 52)# 69: 19#25 #(81: 10133), 84: 7910* 

b) General register of men's doodat 13,47 a 23: 64 0 27t77 , 
(36: 3.1), 39: 69 a 

4512S v 78: 29. 

F, rob4Lbly all these references are Maooan. 

( 2. ) 
_A 

]2rovision in the book of divine decrees- 

Late Lleoo= or kkwly lledinan : l7t6o o 13: 33(34). 

i; arly geclinan 1 9-. 36 (nocording to BayraW19 the referenoc here iis to the 

preserved tablet). 

Later Medinan 1 7: 35 * 8: 69 # 15: 4 1 57t2,2. 

The book of divine Imowleclae. universal. 

ueooan: 6: 33059 1 10: 62 a 30: 56(35)9 35: 12 * 50: 4 

F. arly medinan: 3-1: 8 # 20: 54 11 22: 69 , 27: 779 
e. 

The idea3 expressed in these three groups of passaZes are intimatcly relateL 

: Et wou3. a jjoem ihýt the references to the rcoora of men0a vora3 and daeas am the 

carUest; that by extension,, from God's knowledge of human vord3 and, doodsm, the 

notion of aivine ouniscienoo amerged361) andby further extension omiscimos 

came to be understood in terms of eternal pre-datermination. It is signifioant 

that the thought of eschatological JuMsent. 9 ishich is integral to the first group 

33) Held by BVrawl to refer to the indiVidual acoount bodksý the word used here 

. 
4f. is ph 

31+) Book in the sanse of avine deorea (#ulcm) - &Vrava. 

35) Eitherp God's foreknowledge and deoree in the prC38rVed tablett or# 
That God has given in the Qur#Eno eege 23: 101. The first of these 
alte=ative3 seems prefereblei. 

36) The aonoept both of the book of decass, and the book of divine knowledge,, 
are pro-Islaxid,, -.. to judge by the eicoerpts from the poetg zuhair and 
Labldo oited. by BeUp Ori&in p, 48s 
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I oil reerences, is also prominent in the referenoes to divine knoraedac (30; 56P 

5014 9 20: 54 9 22: 69), and divine pro-dotermination (17t6o 
. 15: 4(37)). 

interestinglys the only pas-saga iiiieh epealfically relate3 the qur'Zn to thi3 

book of eternal knovileclZo-deorees is 10: 62 -a passage which shows heavy Madinan 

adaptation of earlier keccan material. It Is possible,, therefores that the 

connection of the two concepts in this verse in not entirely intentional, but 

constitute i"the by-product of an editj-nd proce3se 

We road 3ee; ý jii'stifica,, ther6f6ra, In concluding Ulat this concept of lbook 

o. f divine knowledge- decrees" was originally a metaphor 'drawn from the world of 

comme ce, and. that only subsequently was it harmonized. with the concept of book as 

the source and aeposit of revelation, to form a unitary concept of &U divine 

knovIcUo (including the sr-riptures and. the laws of nature) as Inscribed in an 

eternal book. 

39) (G, VjidcngreWl'n-)an(l othera, haVo sought to traoe the IgawAic Omoept of 

the Heavenly took baok to the anoient Sume=-Ucadian conoept of the Tablets of 

DestlVo in Which the annual fate of men# nations# and nature was infa3-lib3, v pr&. 

37) The Judgment referred to here is thie-worldlyj but has c3chatological 
overtones# 

38) Go widerigrens 

in 

120stIc Of 
lVths and 

a pp. ill7r, p 321; ' 

ship. 
, ed, 3. H. Hooke# pp, 1499203; 

stle an d the He -, iveQa Book j pp * 27f -, 36f 
# The ArAb lferit=e,, ed. N. A. Paria# 

pp*53-120. ) 
(Cf. also J., Obermannj 

39) j. Pedcraons in Der Islm-V, 1914P pp-113-115. 
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datermine&4'0) Ila would. argue that such : Ldc, %z rcmalzed common property throughout 

the Ancient Near East# and reached U4=ad through Manichaean influence on popular 

Arab thought* VIdengran. however# tends to read later islamio tradition and 

theology back into Muba=ad's lifetime; and consequently to leave little room for 

the development within U4ammad's understanding of revelation (which Bell has 

stressed so finely), and for the influence of Jewish thought on this development. 

on the whole, it seems safer to conclude that the concept of the Heavenly Book in 

its explicit form emerged in Islam-after 1&4ammadln Death; that It found its 

fundamental data in the qurSnp but developed in its more sophisticated form under 

continuing Jewish influence* 

2io fir3t begimUnza of such a harmonli3ation,, or moro aoourately,, preg=t 

Qur'Sdo sentanoes in: which sUoh a 11=0asation c6uld subsequently be rooWLp, 

ooour ini 
18: 109 - "I: r the aea- vere ink for the words 'of V Lord, tho sea, wmia give 

out before the vords of mW Lord would give out. " 

40) Cf. * 3, Howihokels The Ptmlms in Israells v,, Or It P. 95. 
The clearest account of the basic data is to be found in the Aocadian 
Creation Epiop En=a LU230 which probably dates back to approx, 2000 B*Ceq 
although the extant texts are from o. 900 B. C. The epic was apparently 
recited anwilly at the'Akitu'(New Year) festival Iz Babylon, and celebrates 
the victory of Marduk over Tiamat, order over chaos, Each major 
Babylonian Temple hac I I its Ch='ber of Dostinys represcating the 11cavenly 
Court where the chief deity of the pantheon issued the w=al decree (R=ma 
EI. Jj78f. ) with the approbation of all the gods (Ih. El. 1113137 ; XV. 20) 
Tho ruling deity wore the "Tablets of Destiny* on his breasts- presumably 
those were a badge of supreme rulep gymbolio of his power to issue the 
w=al deoreet or, more ooncretelyq symbolic of the decrees them3elyes 
in their written form (Ba-L'1.1: 155 M120)* 

See J. B. Pritchards Ancient Rear Eni5tern_jegtj5, p. 67 (Text of 24,12. ) 

A. Deimels, Dmýa Elias pp. 32j37#42s44rj, 46rs52fl. (Text ana co=entary) 

A. L. O. ppenbeims "Uo3opot=i= Wtholomr it" OrientalLa 16# 1947o p. 229. 

1- , '0, 
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31: 26 - "if all the trees in the earth were penis; and the sea with seven 
seas after it to swell its the tordis of Allah would not give odill. 

Mat is apscribed hare is obviousV not t4a ýurlln or the totality of 

divinely given geriptUress but the totality, of divine knocledge,, of iftich that 

aotually revealed to mahUnd forms only an infinitesimal fragment. "O) 

Cf, 45t27 - *One vill see each comunity Imealitg,, each c6mmunity ca. Ued to 
its Book"o 

Does 'Bookt in this context zean $the, revelation as delivered to them$ 

(B, 11)42), or the-divine decree as establishea concern1mg-that comaunity? 

probab3, v no sharp Une is to be drawn between tho3o two possibilltion, 

(1+. ) The Book as Scril2turei 

,. ureCoan -period% 
ýI 

W nniDg or jjjr,. j=, as rooted in the eternal cum=1niCa- 

tiveness of God3 

42: 52 ý-. "Thus we Uve 3uggested to thed a 8, pirit belonging to our afaiir6 
Thou did3t not (fOm(WlY) kDOW what the Book and the Faith were* 

% (CTO also 10: 94) 

Ihe J3ookl here le not -to be understood in the sopUsticated theol0j; iOal Bence 

ows the unoreatedu heavanlY* soiiroe of a. U reveliLtory books, but as'- the concrete 

aivine Book with which guý&=acl hadL become acquaintecl,, viz. the Torn.. 

(11) 212 our l3a gi. the. eillinn- CT--Ibftl 2ne- 

10.38 . Onds Qurlin--is a confirmation of what is before its a distinct 

. setting a 
forth of the Book in shieh thero is no doubt" 

(tafall ilkitab 3.74 rayba Mi. ) 
0 

13: 36 - "Those on whom we have bestowed the, Book rejoice in what has been 
sent down to the*" 

41) Bell miggests (Introduotion P-19) that originally MilO9 (ana 31: 26? ) 

wall Muhn=aals retort to a jibe of his opponents about the $verbozity 
of All-ah 

R. BeUl Translaticn 
.p P*505 
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23: 52 - "Tlio3c to whom We have giVen the Book before it - they bcUeveý in 
It% 

2: M - '*Those to whom T', 'c have given the DOOk, and vho rooito it als it 
should be roeited - they believe in it. " 

Here belong also the early* Mccoan referencox to the $Arabio Qurvans :m 

19 ... it in the revelation ... with iýiloh hath come down the 
: Pa: Lthrul Spirit upon thy heart# that thou iouvest bo of those 
who warng in clear Arabic speech* Verily it is in tho 
=ipturcs of the ancients*" 

41,44 - '"It We-hs& made it a foreign Qdr'Znp they voula have said Thy are 
not its signs maAo distinct? ' (law l7a : ruppilat, Wtuhu,, 

ý 

44: 53 "We have made it available in Uy tongue - mayhap they will be 
reminded., * 

43slf "IV the Pook that m, *ea clear# 3. o#, Wa have made it an Arabic Qur$TLno 
mayhap ye vill understand. And lot it is in the mother of the 

i Boolc (ummu, lIkit*O)j, in our yrosences, exalted* wise. " 

jks in 42: 52 above (the Book) j, ý 3o here the phrase 4mother of the Dook' 

is not to be understood as a sophi3ticated theological concept,, equiV. cut to rl 

the $preserved tablet' of the later theologians# but quite concrete1y as a 

reference to the former scriptures# Of whose divine origin there was no shadow 

of doubto and rhosp ponolit4io, unity. (in All. their yariou4, rezoripts) Muýammad 

regarded as wciomatio This interpretation voiad seem -to be confirmed bv ý the 

Use of the cognate term ictZa with reference to the To-rMs 
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46ill - "And before it 13 tha Book of Ilose3 as a model and a mercy (kit-abu WA imZmOý3 waratmatan)II and this is a Book confirming it 

in Arabic speech# that it may varn those 

In this Maccan perioa, then, the 'mother of the Book' is for aU practiova 

purposes the MrMij, as the concrete scripture of which Witlamad knew directly 

(though still mYsterious in its Hebrew inaooe5gjjbi3. jt7)*42a-) 

(iii) Thg. CUrjjjLj2-A2 okel bv- Lho Poo2l=f thg_1ý22k as being qualitatively 

of a kind mith the resoript in their hands:. 

1306 1,28t52 p 2sI15. 

2b2 1112 nomal. f The ! Wr'Bn res-ard as thjLruar te2 of-i-ts njjjhgDtioijXL 

7: 195 s 13143 p 21slO p 40: 71-2 & 44: 1 p 4611W. 

The cynios among the Ueocan pagans are referred, to the beople of the Bookl 

. a=ad' a claim in the expectation that the latter WM Confirm the VaUdIty of Vuh 

to- prophethood (13: 43) 1 and llilýa=ad impre3so3 upon- them the awigor of rejeating 

. 1,10), messago, thich is nothing- less than a rescript of the divine BOc& (2 

12EU llealnr'll !! Orlodt 

(i) - 

(ii) =2 =213-n as-a-gla=w! =2124=2r-lhe-ona Dgekl- 

2: 146 "we have sent among you a messengerg one of yourselves,, to teach you 
the Boolk and the Wisaom# +-0 teach you what you did not use to know". 

Tkie force of the phra3e 'One of yourselves' is that the Book is now impartod 

11.2a., )The concept of the 'Heaven3, v Tables'. as we have noted elzezhOrC. Was Of course 
rooted in antiquityl and it had alreaay become current (or recurrent) in 
Judaism by the second half of the second centuz7 B. C. (Jubilces 6: 31). 
Subsequently it was vida3, rI-&4aoped in iegj3h apocalyptic,, in ear3, v Christian 
sources and in Christian heterodoxy from the second century A, D. (See the 
details in Jo Danikou. -IThOoloSia du Judeo-Chrit5ti"iM. pp, 151ff), : Lt 13 
possible that later Mamliz theology was influenced$ in its development of 
tho concept# by these streams of tradition* But the Qur%nio usnges 
suggest that the source upon which Whammad drew in this regard,, connected 
Itho heavenly Book' In its revelatorjýaspeotsj very closely with the TOrIlh, 
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in their oT4% Arýbio'languoZo., and in thU3 aooessiblo'to all. Cf. diso 62t2. 

4tl3O - "JI; e have charged thocu who have bcen given the Book beforo you$ and 
you too that ye show pietyo 

i, a, All the rescripts of the Book partake in a oo=on contentp and are 

c3sentially one. 

6M-".. .. sent down to you the Book di istinatly isat f orth (mufapýaun) 
cqi4 thoso to whom Wo have given the l3ook kno-., 7 

mufappalaul, whatever other chades of mcaning it mov imply a. 1 W0111 at leagit 

streases tho comprehensibility of the Qur'Unio langusZo# and the consequent 

aoce3sibility of the-messagoo (Cf, also 46: 23-29, ) 

Thus far the tone is eiranlo, One or two versess howeVers convey the first 

Wzts of awar(moss that thore are divisions amonG the People of the Dookj both in 

rezard to their undtratandlaS of the Book thoy roccived (16: 66)l and in their 

aciaw-wledgment of tho 'Dooknoss' of A*ammadla mossago (1ý2115f), b 

In view of this* the acad for a re-clarJXication or the contcnts of the Book 

its the more pressingi- 

16: 66 - "To have sent down the Boollc to thee only in order that thou maye3t make 
olear to them that in YdLioh they differ,, " 

Cf . 27: 73 ; 
421l5f - *Wt those who arguo rbout Allah ..... Alinh it is tho hath sent 

down the Book rith the truth and the Balance.. *. *" 

Tho Bolance here is normally interpreted a3 rcferring to the lawil of the 

lience the verse #plies that the qurlan is intended to Olarify for the Quroýn. 

points in tho ror; h On WhiOh their undorstanding is : Lmporfoot* 

(iii) b_i D2_16 - _____________ ________ 

6: 20 - "#Xhose to whom via have seat the Book reoognise it" (the Qurlin)"as theV 
recoGnise their own sonst but those who have lost th=ae lVes do not 
believe. " 

74: 31-2 - "We have stated their number simply that those uho have been given 
the Book mav'bp convinced ..... =d that those tho have been, given 
the Book ... may not be auspicious. " 
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Tho-tono Is istlU elrenlo, but thero 13 a growing awaron633 that a sootion 

of the people of the Book aro soeptical about the 'Bookness' of the Qur'Zn. 

tBo2joegal-of the curlia-la-gagarlea. AA-lbe jnj&r@gt; a of ils 
gUthgaticitn 

13 3: 1 33: 23 a' 760f - "Via brought thom a Book vlaich we sot out distinotlY... 
Do they wrpeot arorthing but the interpretation of it 
(ta'wUahu)? * 

bcoause of its 'Boolmazatp the mosuLge is so c1cmw and self-authantioating 

th&t nothing c= be added to it except the actual fulfilment of its predictions on 

the dv of Judgments 

Later ripainan Rwioat 
It is generally agreed that by the year III A. H. # Qur linio toaoUng on 

" 
revelation had reached itsroundedt definitive form, 7hus although the material 

from this period falls natural3,7 into the s=e general groupings as wo have used 

for the two earlier periods* there is noticeable in this later period a hardening 

and consolidation of the positions that were formerly fluid. 

(i) 11ba 13QMg an vi clual 3, V 4 d=tUýI 37. Uh the f2rJ146 the concrete eapre3sion of 

Godfs will to self-disolosuro: 

21123 -- 00 our Lord# raiso up also amongst them a messengor, ono of themselves 
to recite to th= thy signs# and to teach them the Book and the 
Wilidon, v to purify thCM*, ** 

This is Abraham's prayer for his posterityl ao that 'Book' here virtually 

means 013rlilj. as the concrete Book in faot delivered to Abrah=ls posterity., 

But the concept shows = advanoe on the paralIel expressions from the ear: Lier 

periods; for the TSrýh Is to be received by 'one of themselves' - i*e. it is 

not & universal Book in the fale3t zonses but especi&Ily intended for the people 

of Israel. Hence it is implied that almilar resoripts of the Book will be made 

gv&Uable for other peoples, 

(ii) e rgyaigtion rooeiv! ld kZ ". gu&jg _th2 oj; rjt= =SjjtjMjW. 4 
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29t45 # 205 j, N75 * 42: 14 P 5: 52# 

7hese passages are eirenio in spiritj but display a growing independence of the 

Islamic corpus over against the former re3cripts of the Bookt 

"Dispute not- with the people of the Book# and 1jayp Orte believe in what 
has been sent down to us, and sent down to you. ' 1 (29: 45) 

***. 1say 11 believe in whatever Book Allah hath sent down *,, * Allah is our Lord 
and your Lord; we have our works and yo have youres and there in no argument 
between us and youO. " (42: 3.4) 

Again as in the earlier period3s stress is laid on the need f or an Arabig. 

recension of the Book: 

3: 158 0 6: 92 # 16: 91 # (6: 1,56-153) 3 

liere again,, there is a stronger feeling for the independence of CýIw'ln over 

against earlier resoripts; 

. AIn every communityp-a witness from amongst themselvesl We have brought thee 
as a vitnes3 **** and have sent down to thee the Book as an explanation of 
everything*" (16: 91)o 

L-very community has its own idtneasp and# by implications itjs own rescript of 

the Book., This growing sense of Independence would seem to have three main roots., 

Pirst,, there is the natural growth in confi&moo as Muh , ammad*e mission is seen 

to suoceedt and as the number of the devout becomes larger and more influential. 

Thus the early diffidence and tender sensitivity toward the opinion of the People 

of the Book progressively drops awWo leaving the Mualim3 as an independcnt 

Commudty standing on the basis of their o= scriptures (See further, (iv) below), 

Secondly there is the growin3 awareness that earlier hopes of acknowledgment 

by the people of the Book are not materialising; so that U&az=d's conviction 

of his own divine4-Siven mission compelled him to find tho cause of this rejection 

in the peoplo-of-tho-Bodk"s faulty appreciation of their ovn spiritual heritage 

(see further (i. Ii) below), 

Thirdly# there Is Muý&=adls Ineraudmg knowledge about the former scriptures; 

the growing realization that the 'Bocic' as vIrea4y daliverea to th. People of the 

Book is not all of a pieces, but is -to bo differentiated as rorah, : Enjil, PurC=, 
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(3t2) %Plvaatý lZrIaSh a InJn(3: 45) a "r1h a InJIVOM) a Zabrir (4zl6l v 
17: 57) ; =a* that the People of -the' Book Wfor =ong themi6lvc3 aa to the 

reverence "given to these'v4rious iesoript3j, anil the interpretation of the $Book$# 

(2tlO7# 171# 42"tl3f(43)t 93: 3(43)o 45: 15ff 1 3: 17(113)), 
J, Uis: awareness of disaZreament among tho People of the Book them3elvegv leads 

to the cxplicit asse I rtion of'soiathing that wall ibrmerly implicit,. isee on- 16i66 

and 42t15 abolrep vize that the Ctwttn as a'jrOPublication of the #BoOk" is intended 

not only for the ýezlighte=aut of the Arabs, but for tho benefit of the Jews ai3 

well Y5- 13.0 wo p66ple of'tho Booky our messenger has come to youO malcing clear 
to you much of what ye have been concealing of the Book# and, dispenzing with =ch.... " 

Similarly 5: 22 p 2: 209. 

E7cn further,, there its probably a nO'tO Of latent universalism in 

39: 42: - "Verily Tib have sýnt down upon theo the Book for the pcoplc44)' (U-D-UU)ý with the truth" 

The attitude of the People of the Book towards tho claim that the QUr'U is 
a rezeHýt of the One Look : 

Hera we notioe a m=itoa owt, as compare-d with the -arli-r priod.,. if 

there were faint hinto of oppoiLitionp here the Opposition has becomo open and 

general* Some still aoImOwIedgc the IBC)OkaO-sJs' Of the Qur'Rn (2: 141(45). 2: 115 

3tlO9)p edle 21139 imPli, 03 that Oth-rus whilo inward2, Y awaro that tho Qur%n is 

of divine originp nevertheless repres3 this conviction from ulterior motives. 

The majority however, now openly reject the claim: 2: 33#95#99#103#Uo 

43 ) The sentence "they did not d1vide into partie3 until after the knowleage 
had come to them",, most probably referb not to knowledgo of the ,,, urtnn, 
but knowledge as contained in their own scriptures. Cf, 45il6-17. 
"Afterwards to set thee upon aa op(m way of the affair ..... a 

44) pickthall trvzslato3 li-ný-as* 'for mankindto Mis would seem appropriate 
in tho light of tho passages oited abovo. 

45) This pasuse may in f&ot be Early Medinan s of. 6: 20, 
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3tl9slOG#W'-# 4%1499152.,,,, 5i72,1, ý, Zlgof(46)0 

This opposition ran couAter to "=mad's most Virm3, Y-rooted: oonviotions: - - -, 

a) ý 
He Mmself was undoubtedly the bearer of a revelation n from God Unsolf * 

There could be no quo3tion in his ý mind but that the suggc3tIon3 whioh he rcoeived 

had their- souroe in A127ah, 

b) it vas axiomatio for Ku4a=ad that All-sh -is eternally self-con3istents . and 

h()nce inoonoolvable that there shoul4 exist inoonsistencie3 ? Oat-wOpn one divine 

. owunication and another. 

0) Sime Allih has willed to-impart revelation to mankind,, it is4noonoeivible 

that the revelation as He 3japartedit should bo obscure in any emsontial detail 

(of * 3: 5) 

since then* guýýad waa isure that 144, own doliveranoeg were untain"dL by arq 

error or deviation,, and since he had reiterated the contents of the former Book(s) 

with all claritys there seems no alternative but to conclude that tho3e of the 

people of the Book who persisted in rejecting his message and his claim to be 

the bearer of revelation,, were being deliberately perverse,, (2-103,, 3-62194f)q 

They were consoiou4y suppressing revelational knowledge which thqy Itnew would 

, Vindicate Muhammad's claims (2: 141 s, 3: 64#184), and deliberately altering the 

text of scripture as thear recited it: - (2: 56 70-613), 

1jence Muha=A was assured that the initiative " People of the Book would 0 

pass from these OPPOrlOAt3 t, () hiS O'Wn CO=Un4t7S 

s: 6t39 . '07fiese are they upoý whom We have bestomd the Book .... so if these 
disbclievee-uo have alrea4y entrusted It to a people who are not 
aimbelievers in it. " 

"As we have sent down to the diVider3p who haVe made the Qur'En bits* 
the newdng appears to be that the People of the Book accept come 
parts of the (ýiwlnnv vhile rejeoting others on the basis of personal 
prejudice,, (gierr7)* 
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4V) The Ilk asn' 

As we noted above (po 449)s the earlier sen3itivity tow; mds the. attituaes-an& 

opinions of the People of the Book Was gradually replaced by the assertion of the 

independence of the CurlAn over against the earlier reaoriptB of the Book. 

Indeed in this later Redinan PeriOdip 'the Book and the Qurlln are virtual3, v equated: - 

2: 172 (Here conformity to the traditions of the People. of the Bookp in this 

ease the Jerusalaq Qibla, iscontrastedl with. Obelief in. Alrah and Hi a Pook 

The former is -unimportants w4arpas the latter forma the ground of faithe That 

the 'Book' here in for all practical purposes the Qurlln, is made even, more 

obvious by the late revision of the vcrse(1+7) In *Ach adherence to the Book is 

olosely. related to ; a7at and Zaiatq -and the worship of the Muslim oo=unity)o 

3: 19 ýSay to those to vgýom the Book has been given, -Jllave 7e s=endered, 
yourselves? (alaslantum)" 

Bell implies by his translation that alaslamtum is not used here in the fu3-Iy 

techidoal sense ('11ave you 131azised? 9-, Granted that this is correots the VersO 

nevertheless implies that lialam' (Self-WIMender) is the hall-mark of a rdght 

understanding of 
I the Book; and since lislaml is the theme of the RurInt a virtual 

identification of 'Book' and QurIT= is implicit, Simllar2zv 4: 106f#113f 

391l, 2,, 42. The many structural phraso3 mentioning the Book, also witness to this 

, same practical equation of 'Book' and Qur'Zn-. - 

21 il v 7: 1 j, 10: 1 3.1: 1 9 12tl p 13: 1 s 14il 9 15: 1 # 26sl#27il 0 23: 1 9 31il 

32: 1 , 19: 16s. 42#52#55*57 # 45il p 46: 1- 

Ilere belong also those referen. 003 to the Use of the Qur'En, as the Book within 

the Mu3Um oo,,,, m, nj tyv as the rule for worship and 3ocial order: - 

2t4192310236 0 4: 106#126 a, 29144 M) 
j, 35: 26929 . 

47-': ) Following Balls arrangement of the material. 

48) in its present forms the phrase refers to the use of the Book in Uuslim 
worships, but in an earlier form it may have referrea to the reoeption of 
suggestions in the prooess of revelation. 
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! ýE$Enio accounts of _Lh&MadIs 

theo& gio gS2erienoej. 

We venturecl above tho provi3ional hypothesis that it, was 'the experiential 

awareness of Godl whi0h was the central factor in Ui4ammadls call experienoo, rather 

than an explioit 'Book-consoiouanegst. 

In this section we turn to the s7uras generally Weed to 'be connected with 

m4ammadl a earlie3t prophetic experience* It will be important ýLn tWL8 regards 'r 

as far as, po issible, to penetrate beneath later thOO10911dng interpretations of 

texts# and seek the original impOrt of the passages, 

A prellmInary question# howeverp qonfronts ust before we xW. progood to an 

anaysis of the textsa Ti2l- - 

The chEge of I R2Lusionl- brou uý A. . 
at against MAIAw-md. 

; Lt is obvious that 3.53120a17 and 81: 22 am ooncerned to refute the oharge 

that k4a=ad in themvelational process was suffering fro, & delusion, How the. 

Vis; ions may be related to the charge of 'delusion' in two possible ways%- 

a) the visions may be zin&lcd Out bY Mu4ammadl a disparagors as cspeaiaUýy ,ý, - 

Clear w=ples/proof of the prophet's delusion# or 

b) the referenCe3 to vision, may represent Mx4a=aalis positive attempt to. refute 

the charl; a of 'delusion* azA substantiate his Olailu, to vwidica-I revalationp i. e. 

by pointirig out the theophamic ciroumstanoes. of his inaugural call, 

-shn Es is aisoussea. The Passanes where the ie 

Theso vXc as folUIFS: - 

I. (j) 26 t 122-19-2 
. 3. -210--224, 

(Moccan). 

192: iLls the revelation (tanxil) of the Lord of the worlds', 
1934 with, ch hath Come cb= thO faithful spirit (nazala bihi ax%. rT4 al-am1n) 
194. upon thy hearts that thou maycst be of those who warn, 
195, in clear Arabic speech* 

*00006* 

49) VV-193f are Probab3, v = e=ly Medinan ad4itions 
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210. ' The-satans have not come down with it; 
211. It behaves them not# nor am thW able - 
212. Par from hearing (min &&- s=1 ) are thqy remove& 
213* Call not (singular) then# along with Allah. on any other god ..... 

221* Man I tell you upon rhom the satans oome down? 
cin at 222* 06000**'Upon ever7 liar guilty (afmc 

, IITM) 
223o They listen (yal& ag-s=')# but most of them speak false 3. y. 
224. And the poets - them follow the beguiled. 

V. 2121 as-zax# according to Baypji referg. to the talk- of the angels, J, e, in 

their reception of the revelational material in the heavenly 0 , ounoil, BeV jMwX 

argues that the exclusion of the satans is on moral grounds . their juture 4Lnd 

deeds preclude the possibility of their contact vdth the matter of revelation, 

whose nature in %holly Wferent froz theirs. -=& interpretation- is confiraed: tr 

what, fo32ows: 94ammad is warned to wor&Up A3-3-1h ex0lualve3av (V. 213)9 and to 

guard. his intogriV (V. 222) if he himself would avoid falling preor to dausion. 

V*223t(50) yaltrun an-saml. Me subjcot of thw participle is probably $the 

satans' -. they succeed ocoa3lon&13, v in StOaling a word of the revolution by 

eaV63drOpPingo but all that thtV oan, gain and impart in this way is only a garbled 

version of the -trath. 

Thus the passage is a transcript of the spiritual dialogue . betwe= Aiýamm&W a 

spirit and the spirit of, revelation - in vUrh an an=er to the chargos of 

5, D) BVFjjj also mentions the interpretatim which mokes I the liars' 

subjeot of Yal A- Blaoh*' e'treats the verao as parallel with qun cr 
3,5: 18, and this vould seem to be corre ct, 
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Idelusiont isha=ered but5ll- 

1. -, The prophet Is ovm ý integrity, is, the b ast proof * and safqpwd, against satanio 

, 
insinuation intQ the revelatory process# (vv, 213,221. ) 

2. The satans cannot stand in the div 
' 
ine counoil; for A3. lihts wisdom pemeives 

their subversion# His holiness repels it# and Ilia pover overturns it (vv*232#212)o 

39 The mes3aZe delivered by IAýxn=, %d ia diametrically opposed to the satemio 

intention; for the massage consists of varninZ;, q aimed at ==In salvation 

(VV, 194,203f,, 234)1 gharcaa the isat=st intention in to lura man to dostruoti6n'# 

2:: L63f* I 3.6-. 65f. ; l7t6W, ; 2501, 

-j . hug it is clear that the weight of the p"sMe is on the verbal rather than 

the visional aspects of revelation. 

"They.. zV, Icball we abandon our gods on account of a crav 
post (U-alralirl-n aajnUn)? ' 
Ilay,, he cane with tho truth$ and corroborated the cavoyso" 

There in evidence that both J073 and Christicna in tho, time of Udhommad 
(and later) took the disconcerting possibility O: r #spiritual daluslont 
very seriously. I 
B. T. 0 BergjEq-th, 55b tesohes, that dreams may be either genuine or false 
revelation and guidance# in that thaV say be imparted either by 
aMels or by demons. 
B. T. 8 Tal- 24b recounts how R* mari onco, saw a naels. convert sand into 
flour# and forbade the people to UW this f1cur,, because it resulted 
from a rdxaolo: prosumaMy them was doubt as to Tihether the3e were j; ood 
or bad angels. 
j. C. Archert- Watioal rl2ements in lfohnmmed, p. 630 notes: "130hammedta; fear 
of the Jinn resembles that of the monks for the apiritso whose 'wiles and 
craftst were to them so real. It is quite possible that Hohammed was 
much under the influence of the Mo&i&h conception of this invisible 
=rl& , At any rates both orders of being39 the ji= and the spirits,, 
sprang from the same yaorohological soil. " 
For a description of how this disconcerting ambiguityj as to whather a 
particular spiritual communication was angelic or demonic, perplexed 
gtediaeval Christians, see R, Bainton, HemI Strnd,, p, 44. 
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The charge that 14o=ad is crazy (majzru*n)52. is levelled here against his 

speech-in-proolaaationg not against, axW claim of his to have 'seen 'visions* 

(: Lii) 52: 23ff (Meooan): "? jarns, thenj by, the grace of thy Lord thou art ieither 
sooth&Vor (kUin) nor madman (majr: uIn)9 
or do they sV# 'A poet (alra 30- *Iir)p upon mhom- we may await the 

uncertainty of fatal? 
31. Says I rohit. Los I am-among those who wait. ' 
32. or do their understandings instruct them to do this, or are 

they a proud,, transgressing people? - 
33. or do they says 'Ile has vampod it up (taqawwalahu)'? --- 
34.. -Let them produce a disooUrse like its if they speak the truth**. 
38. Or do they have a ladder on vihich they listen? Thp let 

their listener bring authorisation clear (bi--sulfWa mubln)6*94 
419 Or is the unseen with them# and so it is that theor write%****#* 

Again the charge (vv. 29-30) in answered by an assertion of the prophat's 

integrity and humble submission: He'too avait's the divine decision upon himself 

(y. 31)1 whereas v, 32 implies that his opponentap through their impious rebellion 

against the divine will# have laid themselves open,, to satanio Inapirationp and 

that this is in faot the source of their sooffing words, against Muhp=&d*, 

Vs3S implies (as 26: 212,223 above) that revelation has its origins in the 

heavenlY council; hence on3, v those who have contact izlth that Counoills proceedings 

52) It is interesting that whereas 26: 210ff dea13 with Via charge of sataniR 
inspiration# (vv. 2109221)p here (3705), and in 52: 281T ; 68: lff ; 15t6ff 
23t25 -, -81il9fT- *, the charge is that U&. ammaa is majnUnp i. eo inspirea 
by jinn On the connection between the two# D. B. Maodonald# (Me. 
Rejý. jrjous Attitude an& Lifein Islam P-135f) comments: - *How he" 2ýýe 

Jinn3l) "relations to the arZelsj, (i. e. guýammaa) ooonocivea their" 
the Messengers of A113h', on the one hand, and to the devils,, especially 
to IbIT3 ... on the otheri, is obscure because of his own uncertainty and, 
lack of decision There are many other references in the Qurlan to- 
the jinn.. all accepting quite almply their existence all a race on earth 
beside that of the Sons Of Ad=o V: Lth them *9 Ib3-Ts. . in curiously 
confused; sometimes being reckoned as a fallen angels and sonetimes one 
of theme", 
The word Ishoyt. In' is obviously a borroidng from Hebrew; but that the 

word Imajran' can be put on occasion into the mouth of Axýalnzadlz 
je-wish detractors# shows that n6 clear sneL consistent differentiation. 

was made between the tvo terms* 
]? Or a full discussion of the place of Ji= in primitive Arabian 
rcaigion and in Qurlinio beliefs see the whole section in Macdonald* 

M. eit. # pp. 133-137. 
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can claim, ýa 4&ve genuine knowledge of the =11can, (cf, V, 41), 

Throughout the passage# the 'Oharf; e Of 'MadnOB31 in clearly linked with the 

verbal aspects of Ibitiammadle experiencep rather than vith the visional: 

dhikr9y#29 ;- PhVirsv. 30 ; taqawwalajv*33 ; Oa4lthsv-34 ; sultanipv*33 1 

y&tabunqv. 41* V., V+ in particular makes it clear that there is considared to 

ba something, Imiraculous' about the verbal form of the message; and would 

suggest-that the charge of $madness' attached at leazt as much to the costatic 

form of the verbal presentation as to the urgent warning content. 

(iv) 63ilff IllooonnI 

1. By the pan and what they vrite,, 
2, thou by the bounty of tho Lord art not mad. (majnTIn)* 

L9 0 00 0000 
For thou art engaged in a mighty task. 
So thou wilt see, and they will see, 6. vghioh of you is the afflictedo 

6& So*d*oo*; Ot ObcY thOSO who count (it) false* (MukadhdhibUn) 

PI The most natural objeot (understood) of diukadhdhibUn would be the warning t 

this, is oonfirmed by the oath in vel; and Bell' g53) interpretation of T-4P If 

correotp vlould. mýA further supportq for the 'task, is that of conveying the 

warning* j., 

i, ý ThU3 Once ýý, the charge Of Imadne3sl attaches to the fervent preaehing 

rather t4an to any imp3loit visional claims. 

3.5, . 
6.. 18 (I&te Mccoan or early Mcainan). 

Y. 6 They have said# "0 thou upon whom the remindor has been sent down* thOu 

art poosessed (majntLn)o 

7- 1121y not bring angels to us, if thou art one of those viho speak the truth? " 

9. It is We who have sent dovn the reminder.... 
10. We have sent messengers before thee ........ 
11" and not a zae33en8cr cama to them but at him they wwe jeering 

53) R. Bells Translation# lp. 5964o 
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. 
14; ir wa- were'to open upon'th6m-a door of the heaven,, and they were to go up into 

it continuallyp 
15. they would say "our eight has been intoxicated; ' nay we'are a people 

cnehantadq (mashurin. )s" 
16* re have set conitellations54 

ýn the hoaven, and made theta beautiful to look 
upon# 

17- ana have guardad, them froa-every satan zt6nads 
Is, except suoh as cwv 2,10ten by stealthg and them. there follows a flame 

clear-shining. 

In this passage also, the question at issue is the authenticity df the 

freminder's, (yr. 609. ). Presumably' Wakitmmadls opponents arc Jewsj, the hold thats 

as the T3r-, -h was mediated by angelso so argelio mediation is an essential 

circu, mstanoe. for arW genuine revelation of the divine* 
, 
Wýiammad is challenged 

to produog those heavenly beings vho mediated the revelation in his case*, 

Their implioation would be that it was satansp and not angels, which had inspired 

him; C: r. vv. 16-18,, vith, the strOng iAsistlerlOO that the satans have no accesis to the 

heavenlY counoil and therefore have no authentio knowledge of the abiff of 

revelation; and Y. 9 with the emphatio reiteration that Huýamadojs. meqýage is of 

divine origint inn7a nahm nazz" adh-dh4k 

The visional aspects mentioned in VV*V*-15 are therefore secondary to the main 

theme of the.,, passage. Vision# 'hGth*r` Of the angel tLedlatoris or, of, the heavenly 

realities the%waV*s55, ) 
should ILdeal3, y provide the ultimate sign authentioating 

the truth of the verbal proolamation; but rhere hearts are hardened eZainst the 

me, saaZe, then even this greate3t of an mign3 VOUld prodUCe nothing but 

scepticism* 

Gon3tenation3 a3 the stations of tho heavenly guarai=3,, proteotinS thp 
in*Iability of the aivine council. 

: they were to 90 UP intO'itý cOntImuall7l (v*34), Moording to Bayd'ImTl 
they' may refer either to the unbeliever6.. or to the argelio bearor's of 

revelaticn. 
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(ii) 21i2ff 
_(Mýtq 

Mecoani with, ý Medinan Mansions). 

v*2 "116 renewed reminder from thc4r Lord coneg to them but they 3ýsten jý its 
making sport *stop# 

Vj And those who have dona wrong have talked seoratly in confidence; Ile this 
anything but a human being like yourseltes? V111 ye then botake yourselves 
, to magio with your cares, open? ' 
0000 

v*5 ilay 
ýhey have isaid: 'A tangle of dreams (aýathu aWamin). - Nays he has 

invented. itl (iftarayhu) Nay# he is a Poet! (47alir) 
.I So lot him bring us a signD as messongers were sent to those of olden time# 

V., 7 we did not send before thee arV but men to whom We made suggestions: ask 
"06", 

the people of the Rezinder if you do not know, 

V. 10 We h; ve sent down to you a Book in vh1ch is yourAsminder 
"'0 

Here the charge is the double one of delusicn (aW&thu nýljmin; sh'ifiriv, 5) 

and of con3ciou3 deception (nihrsv, 3 ; iftaraybus v#5)1 and the, demand is for 

an Outhenticating sign; - either that Raýaamaa produce the angolic intermediaries 

of rCvOlation56)(a3 above)v or that he work-a sign similar to. those of the 

, ancient prophv%857ý' I, - ý 

The answer Is that all signs are seoon" and inessential - the reminder is 

the one e3se4tial function of the messenger; and the implication is that the 

verbal, form PT the messageZitself Constitutes a sign. 

Thus againp. the charge of delusion is related to the verbal aspects of the 

revelatory material. 

(iij) 250- 22--2Z (late Mecoan or elrx 9- 
-Madinan) 

5.10 'This is nothing but a fraud which he has devisea, and others have 
helped him with it*- 

6, 'Old-world tales' **es 
7* 3ayp 'Ile hath sent it down who, knoweth what is secret.... 
8, Thqy sV# 'Vhat is there to this MC33CZ15er,, who cats food and goes about 

the market places?,.. My has not an angel been agnt, down to hims to be 

56 ) BVrav! linkis 21: 8 idth 25: 81,22* 3eo further býlow. 

57 ) BaYrawl: the leprous hands the rod which beoame a serpentjp raising the 
dead# eta# 

Vlop vith its wcplicit rcXerenoc to the Book, is probably a Medinan 
additions but the thought is implicit in the earlier oore material of 
the passage. 
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with him as a warner?.. .. 
YoU'follov only a man who has been enchanted (rajulan maakir) 

22o Via have not sent before thee arq of the envoys but they eta food and went 
about the market plates; Wo have made you a test one to the other, 
whether yo would endure. .. - 

23# Those who do not hope to meet Us BaYs IUq have not the, angels been sent 
down to us, or thy do we not ace our Lord? ' Verily they have a oonocit 
of themselvesjp and have behaved with Insolence great. 

24. on the day when they see the angels# no good news for the sinners 
-then! 

Onoe again# guýamaad has been challenged to produce his angelic intermediaries 

in support of his claim to convey verldical revelation, His reply in that 

direct vision of angels and of A13U belongs in the context of tho asohatological 

judgment,, when repentant response will come too late; in the meantime# the 

warning nos We is the one G3ZCnti4l- Its origin is with All-ah gio imparts 

secret knowledge to and throuZ. h -his prophets ('V-7); the implication 'being that 

the message as delivered by Wba=ad is self-authentionting, so that only hardness 

of heart prevents its aceeptanooe The Oharge that IhOýammad is a raJuVn masbMtoun 

is thus concemed with the oontent of that m033OZes and with the way in idAch it 

WAS conveyed. 

. 
(Early Mcainanp based on 'ear3ler'versions). 

. 
af . 3ji2 

23* "WO Sent 1-10"h to his Peoples, --- 'my people# serve Allah ee*oof 
24. IThi3 is only a man like yourselves *#,,. I if Allah had ville, do He would 

have sent angelm, We never heard or this =Ong our fathers;... 
25* HO is only a man possessed (rajulull bihi jinna). '" 

The point of the passage is similar to those already ex=ined. Ive never 

heard of this (4 sam: L#rM bi-h'ldhl) It according to Baypwl# may refer either to 

the person of Noah (this zuLn),, the office of prophethood in generalt or the 

prophetic preaching of monotheism. Tho last would socz the most likelys, and 

would underline the strong connection between the charge of delusion and the 

verbal message, 
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Theophninic Tiras, 

on the basis of this surveq# ther),, wo may approaoh the Itheophaniol is'Ura3, 
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reasonably oonfident that the charge of tdclusion' oeourrir)Z in'them,, vill. also 

be conoerned primarily with tha verbal aspeots of the revelation, 

19. ": Et igverily the speech of a noble messenger# (la-qarju rasUlin karTA)p 
20. powerful, beside 11im of the throne established, 
21. obeyed there# and trustworthy. 
22* Your comrade is not mad# (majrMn)s 
23* He saw him on the clear horizon,, 
21ý, Nor its he regarding the Unseen uncommunicative (bl-v. Ch-ghaibin bi-fat; ifh)59 
25# Xt is not the speech of a satan stoned (bi-qa vii sh; ytinin raj%m), 
26. there then will ye go? 
27- This is nothine less than a reminder (dhikr) to the worlds*'* 

It is obvious that the prim=7 concern of this passage is vith the Tizidioation 

o: r the verbal message delivered by Uuýammadt- qawl (vv, 19,25)0 dhikr (v, 27)- 

(v. 21+), also probably implies generosity in conveying 

verbal revelations. 

, jhUs the reference to the vision (v. 23) is, mftrdinate to thill overall themee 

, The chaxýgo of Imadness' is levelled in'tho first instance at M, 14ammadts eastatic 

speech, ana the theophanio experience is cited in support of the assertion that 

the noble messenger (Va-19) is' inde6d a member ck'tha heavenly court (v*20)p a 

'bearer of autfientic revelation from Alrah's presence (v. 27). and not a mere 

satanic Oavcsd=PP6r (v,. 25) whose 'revelation' is at best twisted ind misleading* 
I 

59 ) see the yossible alternative readinas wazi .... bi. -san M,,,, mentioned by Bellp 
Transintimp P. 639# 
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(ii) 51il-3-2. 

EY the star vihen it fans, 
2. -Your companion has not gone astray# nor has he erred; 
3. Nor does he speak (yantiqa) of his own inolination. 
4. it is hothir43 but a suggestion suggested, (wabyun UýX)p 

Taught ýhimý, (Iallamahu) by one strong in power (sh& du I-quwl): 
Forceult stood straight upon the high horixon, 

B. Then he drew near and let himself down# 
9. TM hovais two-bow-lenaths off or nearers 

10. and suggested to his sorvant what he auggestodIp (avhn*, **, MIL ailhII)s 
3.1. The heart did not falsify what it savo 
12. Do ye debate with it as to what it sees? 

(mS kadhaba 1-fulad" mS r"I'S afatum. Txi1nahu Oall mil yar'l) 

AooorcUxjS to vv, 2: r, nfoo the purpo5e of this pa3sage is tO c0untOr Oriti0igm" 

bit', ihat form aia this critici= a3s=a? Possib3, v the passage as it now stands 

seeks to annOr two relatively distinot objeotionst- 

a) oppor4tion to the suggestion that the verbal mcs3Nse as delivered by "ammad 

originated from God, 

b) opposition to L4amma&I a* usertion that he had seen God. 

a) Tho domin=t note of vv, 1-10 is that the verbal me33age is indeed from A3.27ahl 

.w yanýiqa,, v. 3 i lanamahu# v*5. The verb auýIq vv. 4#10, probably implies verbal 

communicatio'no U: 6uo-h not neoessirily go: it could conceivably be used of a 

ge, stwo, drawing*tha mes3engers attention to some peouliarU fjignifioant feature 

of the theophamro ' it is safest, then, to wq that ayO. A here represents a bridge 

betwen the v6rba ,1 and the visional aspeots. of the theoph=y. 61) 

VV. 11-12 concentrate on asserting tho veridioal character of the visiont- 

ma kadhaba I-fullfid*4 mX rTLIZ. afatwCUMahU laIll zd'yarlt. Z 

Of crucial importance to the interpretation here 13 the eLmount of agnifiomoq 

60) A. Deimcls nxma Eliev. p, 73 notes that the old Babylonian gods were often 
coAsidered to be of prodigious size, reacilLing from earth to heaven. But 
girdlar descriptions of angels are to be found: - in the (Zt=an documents 
(Document of Damao,, M-19); in Jewish-Christian texts (2 Enoch 2-. lj Gospel 
of Peter 40a Testament of Rwben 5: 7# The Shepherd of Ifermas., MmIlitude Btl, 2 

- See J. Danikout op. cit. pp. 139f# 171); and also in the Talmud. 

61) R- Bell# Introduction, p-33# notes that $vision# is not sPeOifically related 
to deliverance of the Qurliin, in 53tl-. 12, : Loo.. awhII hero does t ly 
dirootly a definitive verbal revelation. 

no imp 
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which may be attached to the chan3e of tensoo from ruln to yarlrL. If the chwigo 

is deliberates tho following possible interpretations prosent thomsolvem- 

(i) Ilukiamaad continuod to experience occasimlal theophardC3 thraughout his 

ministry; and an the strength of the undoubted validity of that initial thoopharW# 

theao zabsequent theophanies also are to be accepted as valid,, and the rovelatim 

conveyed in and throuj; h the theophany acknowledged as authentic. ý 'On the 

strength of vAiat he saw then do not debate with him an to what he 3003 =a 1 

(ii) It is possible that yar1Z is used come-chat 100,503, y to mean 'revelation's 

verbal as well as visuali- 'On the strength of that undoubted InjLtial call- 

cotperience acoept that iwýammaa has been marked out ais AllEh's mefssenger,, and 

receive ever7 revelation he impart3 to you, a3 oomina from A117uhl. 

On the other hands howevers, it may be that: (iii) no distinotion is intended 

between ral'a and yarm: 'Do not debate about thi3 vi3ionp for it wa3 indeed 

authentio; and it therefore 00n3titutOs the PorMancat guarantee that lblýa=adl 

mesacze originates from Alrahle 

Of these three possibilitiess the StriOt applioation of the rules of gra=ar 

would support the first; and this impression is strengthened if we follow Bollfs 

62)and 
conolude that vv$3.1-12 form a late analysis r addition to the texto Such 

subsequent theophanio experienoes may have inoluded those referred to in 17il, 9 and 

in 48-27P (see bolow, PP-466ff)- However that may be,, it seems clear that 

53-1-10 in its earliest form aimed at Vindicating MID=mad's verbal message by 

basing it on an initial theophaniovision. 'Ihe critiolsm levelled at L%Aiammad 

e, t that early stage was not that he olaimed to have expericnoed visions, but that 

he olaimed divine origin for his enthusiastio, eastatio utteranoo. 

Thus the original foroe of the theophanio vision wa3 as follov; 3*., - 

62) R. Bell, Translntion,. P-539,, 
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-'j) Thtj 'a, ýýjýýarjoo, was 'for'mah. y I+jlO) - at the very beginning# visual and 

audible aspiot- ofwah I Is ,y ma y ave intertwined - tile manifeBtation of the Prawmoe 

and vlll-'of AlUh. 

'b) The vision 'was reoounted in order to authenticate the verbal message to 

Muh. ammadO a' hcareiýa. 

o) ý Tho vision may also have helped to authentioate the mI asWe to Ib4a=ad'js 

own'mind -a crystallization-point for his understanding of his own experienoe, 

d) Mitammad seems at first to have intMroted the exPOriencO as a visiOn Of 

God Himself631 (It is impossible that LUýammad could have been described us 

the" labd of Gabriel). On3, v latere in tho light of thoologioal scruple3owas he 

led -to m- oaify this earliest impression. (See further below), 

( iiif! IiIE-1 
13. "Ile saw 11im too at a second desoentp 
3.4. Py the sidra-tree at the boundary# 
15. Ilear which is the garden of the abode, 
16. then the sidra-tree was stranSOy envelopeA. 
17- The eye turned not asidoq nor passed its limits* 
18. Verily.. he saw one of the greatest signs of his Lord. " 

I 
This viel on is usu&Uy hold by tho co=entators to clescriba an asOcnt tO 

heaven,, go that the Itrao at the boundar7l rofors either tot- 

a) the boundary-point or man's creaturely knowledgg, and attaln=t,, or 

the meoting-point of the divine and the croaturcly - 'what dosewds fro"' abOys 

63) i3ayrawl comments on v-, 5# "an gzel of great might, i. e. Gabriel"; and on 
V. 10., #Gabriel suggested to Alrah's Ger1rant'. *e. The phrase 'What he 
suggested' ma simply be a means of emphasising the importance of the 
revelation so given,, or it may mean 'GsbrIOl suggested to Alrah's servant 
, h, ý, t AIM suggested. 9 BayýWi also notess however,, that some scholars 

, prot the account as describing a vision of God. inter He co=ents that in 
that case the terms# Idrew nearlp and 'lot himself dovml, would be 
interpreted in a relative sensej, to indicate the elimination of dist=0a 
between ALM and the prophet - the exaltation of the prophet, the 
rapturing of his soul to the heavenly Court. R. Bell,, Qtansintion, p. 540 
in support of the view that the original reference was to a tkieoýarq# 
points out that epithets similar to the "shadle l-qaea" 0: r v, 5 are used of 
God in 51: 5S - "inna, LIAO ***dhM 3-p-quwwat; L 1-matIn"s TO this we might add 
8: 54 - "inna Uaha qaXyun shaclIP I-'iq-ab", 
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it-# =d whit irises, from beneath it IiI, , or 

the boundary of -the seventh'heaVene 

Tho phrase In second Ascsmanj # howeVers, would seea to imp2, V an earthly 'vision 6 
CV-- 135 )-t 

(unless we inýerpret I descent I -in a relativistic way., an described in note 63) 

and, 13oll, pbjeots t40 the, %eaveray I ; Wterpretation r $rob& the vision of force 065) 

navraid, following the 'heavenly$ interpretation$ suggests that the phrase W 

I there covered it- wh4t coverpd It I (v. 16) referis either to I. - 

a) something ineffables defying dosoription; or 

b) an a host of am5ols worshipping God# who appoared beside the 

troo ( lindaha*). 

jýpart from the quostion of the location of the vision, V-17 parrieg the charge of 

'delusion' by insisting that this was an actual perceptual experience,, in which 

an the prophet's physiological eyes were performing their normal j%motionQ d' 

this visual apprehension of God is then used as a miraculous 'signIq nuthentioating 

the message he bore. For the phrase *laqad ria"R min oyZt: l rabbihi 1-kubr'l"s Is 

olearly parallel to that in S. 20: 24: - "li-hUri3raka min qyatiea J. kubrla'*# where 

the mosaic staff-become-serpent is set forward as the visual authentication of 

Moscal warning ministry67) 

it would seem then,, that 53tl3-18 is concerned to refute tho charge that 

whammad's vision was delusion, Yet even so# the vision does not stand 

independent, as 4n itself constituting a revelation of., and insight into 9 the 

64) R. BeU, "Mohammedle VISIOnst U. v7.24,12.16 p. 3,509 

65) TrnnslatiOns P-5W- 

66) Cf. the more sophisticated (laterli phrase in VPll: - 'the hel2: & 99*9* 
Beast. of which BVrajal offers various interesting interprotationse I 

67) The ooro3. lax7 would be that the Isidram-treat was just as clearly an 
object of physiological perception as was the staff of Moses, 
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nature of -4117ah; -rathers, It- is conceived as a- sign authenticating the -verbal 

aspects- of revelation. , It seems- clear that this -primacy of the verbal in 

revelation hass'in generalp been enhanced by the lWatematising of post-Qur'Enia 

theolcigiang, 68) but our survey may zafely be taken as indicating that the verbal 

element was inherent in -the visional from the beginning - even if# as we have seen# 

the'666rgence of $the Book' in a Hedinan development, 

iv) 3.7 11 "Glory be to him Ybo journeyed by night with his servant from the saoredL 
mosque to tho furthest 12osquov around uhleh We have bestowed blessingg 
that re might show him some of our signs; verily he is tho one vvho hears 
and sees. " 

This brief Qur*&do allusion Obviously pr&-supposes a muoh fuller narration, 

current In Luha=adL'js varnina-preaching but not included in its entirety in the 

Book6g)( -a faot thicho we may note In passinCq supports our ear3ier argument 

that the Book is rooted in, and arose out of 0 early free-p reaching). There in 

unlikel, y to have been arorthing 'miraculous' about the physical mods or 

circumstances of this ni&t-JourneYt as originally experienced and narratem 'the 

u 
sacred mosque' (al-manjid 1-ýaiam) is unanimously agreed to be the Ka*ba at 

ueooa, and #the furthest mosque' (al-masjie 1-aq; 7a) was probably originally a 

68 Cf. Bqyrawl'a suggestion re tho phrasep $the heart ***#o sees' (53SIl)t- 
"The sacred co=ands are first apprehended in the heart, and thence 
translated into sight"* Such an interpretation in fact reverses the 
QurtTLnic order, * in the interests of a more sophisticated theoloeyo 

69 Margoliouth, "Muhammedanissn"p E. R. H. -8 P. 873,, speculates that the fuller 

account once stood in the QurýW(o -materdLal but was later expunged,, 
presumably beo&Use of misSivings about the place of dream and vision in 
the economy of ravelation. 
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770) p3Aoa of -worship at the borders of the Reccan territor Only Yben a Iater 

generation ja4atjfj*cj #the furthost mosques Witil jeruBajejg7l ýms the ground.. 

preparadfor tho cubsequen-t rich development of #adlth on the timm of a 

. n72. 
) 

miraculouz night-journej to hQ&T, 

it doea acea clear, hcmaver# that oneco on an otherwiso quite ordinary 
4ouraV. W4s=-kd had un cVcrienoes, probably visionals of being socomp=iod IW 

70) A* Cruillopel, *ý, Ucro was al-ua&4 ta--4nW! I9 V3-1221, 

. -323-336 cites two historical zourco3 to rhow that at 0#15 ken. lop ýron Moocalp thcro werc two moiques; the most distant of thich =c referred 
to as al-za3jid al-aqfas, and wAz U30d bY M14a=d as a place of rayer. 

ýa_tionp pp*Lf3s Contrary to the c-aztomary aating (Cf. Jýcjls Tr,., ntl., 
Guillaume plaoo3 the inaident to vihloh 17ti roferls in yr,, Vln. , j. 'O. 
; Lj: =Mzte3, v prior to tho vimlt to M00a TAilc-h rematcd in the i: rcaty O; r 
Hudtybiya. He holds that ub. 1le lodgea at al, -Jivewia Muýamaadp on an 
itVulec, complotod the les3or pilgrimage secretly by night; and that 
durins his return from MpOcca tO AI-JI'r= he cxperianood the clating 
happenir. 5 referred to in 17: 1. 

71) it. GuiljA=e# "Yhero was al, -Mazýyid al-aUl? "I favours the suarestion that 
the idmtification O: r thO site Of *thO rUrthest Mozqael with Jarusal=- 
was fo. 1tered by the Um. Wadaj vho mished to im*a Jerusalem a rival to 
reoca an a place of pilgrimagee Do Schrickaj, Der Imlez VI 0 13ff *# an 
tho other hand argues that froz the beainnina 'the turtliest mosqual 
signifted heaven. Guillzuzalis view is to be preerrod. 

72) H. Pridamm: 
- 
The Life of-linlioriet ppe5345 611res the follo-O. InS &, 000=t 

of tho bz4lth (ba;; d artly on Uiegstern souroest and )&rtlv on the 
Co=znt,; xios of DarMM and ; h-UC at VhO house CC AYeShas, 
Mahomat was att=dcd b7 Gabricl =d Alborck. Gabriel a==ecd that he 
had boon sent to brAA3, V4homot =to God into Ifeavent %here ho should see 
straneo rqateries whic9i verc =t l&rA'vI to bet seen Irj wv othor ". *He 
otg-aoa him rrozi Recoa to Jeru&-%lcz in the twinklinj of an cqa *.. Zicro 
he asoeadad a Udder of lightp leavirU Alborak tathcred to the temple 
roc! c in Jerumaca, Pa3zing tlwwxah =on heav=9 ho not auocc3aively 
Ad=* 1,102118 Orah=j, JO=Av, 1.10303P John the Baptisto JeMIS chriat 

-(Zicroaa 
tho ot4cr six a, -Ixca for Uchomot'ji intercession, Uzhoact himself 
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72 

asked for Jesus' intercession), 1henoe he was sent on alone by Qabricl, till he 
heard a Voice saying unto him, "0 Mahomoto salute thy Creator"# from whence 
ascending higher he came into a place. * where he i3mv a vast Extension of Light of 
that exceeding brightness# that his eyes could not bear itl and this was the 
habitation of the Almightyp where his Throne was placed; on the right side of 
which he says,, Goals Na= and his own were written in.. Arabia words - which words 
also,, he says he found written on all tho gates of the Scion Heavens rhich he 
passed through. Being approached to the Presence of Godj, as near an within two 
Bow-shots# he telis us he saw him sitting on his Throne# with a covering of 70#000 
Veils before his Face; that on his drawing thus near$ in sign of his Favourj he 
put forth his Hand and laid it upon him,, which van of that exceeding coldnesas 
that it pierced to the very Vlarrow of his Back, and he could not bear its That 
after thin., God entering into a very familiar Converse with him# rovealea unto 
him a great many hidden Wstorie3s made him understand the whole of his Law,, and 
Zavo him many things In charge concernizZ his instructing Uon In the knowledge of 
It*** And then returniMp he found the angel Gabriel tarrying for himeeo who 
conducting him back again through all the Zoven floavenst did sot him oZain upon 
the Alborak*.. and then t&JmS the Bridle in his Hand,, conducted him back to 
gcooa in the same manner as he brouGht him thence, and all this within the space 
of the tenth part of one Night. " 

The narrative bears obvious signs of modification and enansion both in the 
light of Christian and of developing Mislim thooloMr, 

Another account of tho tradition is given in Ismael Abull Fedap trans., by 
j. Gagnier under the titlo, De Vita et Rebus Gestis Mohnamadiag with certain 
variant details: - 

preliminary to the ascent to heaven, Gabriel opens Lhiýam=dlz breasts extracts 
his heart and waaws it in a golden bowl filled with the water of faitht then 
roplaces it. On his journeor through tho seven heavens, the patri=hs are mat in 
thill order: - Adams YAh. yX and ljzajý Joseph, Edris,, Aharong Waal IbrzhImo Rose$ 

weeps on meetins with Muý=madj, "co quod Fuer post me missus tit, ex cuius gente 
plure3 Faradiv= inZredienturv qu= qui = gente mea ingressuri sunt"o 

Also the aooo=t of 114a=ad's standiqg, at tha Throne doos not d=11 on the 
iridonal aspects, but tells how fifty prayers per da. 7 vere gre3cribed. for the 
muslimap but how on Wsce advicop L'uh=mad suocessrully petitionod. for the 
reduction of the n=bcr to 4000,920JO# and fina14 5. 

Bayput'recounts that the report of this event offended the Qurayeh; an& 
that even wme believers turned aw-Vp until Abil Bakr exprossed his unconditional 
belief in the prophet's account. BaYrawT himsolf aceepts the 4aath,, on the 
grounds that with God all things am Possible. 

The tradition tells us little about the We and thought of IIuh, -, --, mas 
(though as vre saw abovoj, it a. 1=st certain3, v has its roots in an historical 
theopharw-event during the lifetime of Ik4aMmad)l but tho eagerness with ihioh 
it was eldborated b7 later traditionistsp and the volume of discussion that took 
place as to the yrdoise nature of the experienoep aro impressive testimony to the 
en&uIM fascination of the theophanio for religious minds of all theological 
traditions. 
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&. prooonoo rhich he believed at the timo to be AllRh73) and of being . 
introducca by that *prcscnoo to some strikInG viaual phemonems jNhich impro3zed 

p=adls imagination. a3 Isignale themselves on Wh 

. ý7; 1 is obviouay oomplex in form; for vvla and lo refer to A13. 'Ah in the third 

persons, vhereas in v, lbv Alliih Mmself speaks in the first person, (That 

Io. originally referro& to AInhP is tha ncoossary intMratation of subUMna 

3. ladhT. azaý& U46bdihit - cf. 53: 10 above. 74) 

thatevor.. the details of the process by which this verge was built up, it 

zeems Oertain that in the original form the vi3ioma 619ment was istrong; and 

that In later rpoonsionis, and in the wider oontext in *doh it vag oventaajV 

placeds the., Yisioaal iai appealed to as proof of the veraoitV of the verbal 

revelations. (VT*2: rvs 9f -) 

OAssuredly Allah ha3 GiventO His Oerv=t a true and right vision (Iaqad 
pdacla llah"I rasMabu r-rulylal bi-1-Oaqq)j 'Ye shall certainly enter 
the Isacred mosquej, if Allah isills in sccurit; y 1* 9o *He knew what ye did 
not know. d 

it is preferablop though not essential# to understand this verse as 

referring originally to a direot encounter between W#ammoA and God., But the 

&bsence of arq concrete descriptive detail suzgesta that the use of 'ar-ru'yml 

here is rather oonventiOtull. One is reminded of the conventional phrases added 

in po3t-exille titios to tho colleated. works of tho Hebrew prophatsi Amos lil - 

dTII0 v; ords of Amos rhich he saw" ; Obadiah 1- "the vitioa of Obadiah t Thusg= 

the Lore ; Nahum 1: 1 "An oragle The book Of thO Vision of Nahum**" ; 

73 ) J, G. Archer co=ents: "That he" (Wh. a=ad) "was at prayer is highly 
probable* Such circ=stanoe is demanded by the very quality of the 
wyeriencoe" - gyptioni Elmantn in Mohq=ad, 9 p, 50, 

74) As at ý3: 10# Bvrawl offers tho interpretationg 'Gabriel travelled with 
the sar7ant of Alrah'. but this seems to strain the grammatioal 
construotion., The use of lsub47aaal with referenoe to Gabriel would 
al3o be very strange. 
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v; hiah the prophet W .. o75) As in theno BibUcal' 

exwplesp so in 3.48: 27, all the emphasis is on the verbal content of the 

c=ounter; and the refercnee to the viaional,, cvcn if it is to be takcn literallyt 

is quito subordinate. 

17,62 "Wo send not the signs except to frighten. (Rocall) vben We said'to 
thee: #Verily thy Lord hath encompassed the peoplet; We did not intend 
the vision which 'roe showea thee to be arWthing but a test for the peoplee 
and the tree cursed in the QurtEn* 170 frighten theme but It on2y 
increases them in arrogance great. " 

'The theme expounded in the whole context concerns the I sign3l and tha methods 

used by An-a-h to startle or : rri&ten men into repent.,,. and obedicnow- the 

she-c=el of Thamnd, the descriptions of the vision (arrusyr) and of the accursed 

treo,, the story of Iblis' rebellion, -- 'of v. 66: "Startle (istafazia) vith'thy 

voice arq of thtm that thou caust. " It is in this OOUtexts then# that the word 

lta3tf (ritna), v. 62, is to be interproted76) the meaninZ bo3t mdtca to the 

6ontext Is Itestl in tho senso ar 'fasisayll di-stirgUzhing and separating the 

obedient-ropentant froa the recaloitrant-har&=ea (of 
. tho relatod meaning in 

37. -6 0-1, 'rhcro the tr6c of Saqcjý-ui is said to be a Ifitnal for the wrongdoers . i. e. 

a vivid warning oý'-th'e pains of týe Firet dedgnad to encourage the wrong&ers to 

repent before it is too late. 

The passageq thent in no sense constitutes an apology for the previous 

narration of viajons, 77?. rather the context includes the vision of T*1aq atces 

75 ) See chl, noto 255. 

76 ) Various renderings have boen offexed: - Fickthall ; 'ordeal' ; Sale: 
tocoasion for 'dispute' ; Blachcrct len manicre da tentation' 1 

- 
GaGaert 'Disooptatiol. 

77 ) R. Bell, "Lýoh=mod's Visione p. 151f suggests that Utioammad wa3 later 
apoloGetio about his claimi to have hoard and seen God. Thi3 sems 
u=ccessary however# 
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as one among amveral tisignsill,, whioh A13: a-h has vouchsafed in order to authenticate 

and to reinforce the Word thich he sends throu&h His prophet, 

As to the actual vision referred to., maV llual: Lm co=entators link v. 62 h with 
0 y. I. but compare also the remark O: r IMaohero. - 

. 
"On pout tout aunisi bion. protendre 

quoil g1vagit do cello si olairement doorito dans Blilg-23 at 531l-13. " If one may 

ýG yermitted 4 speculation based on ! ý--U'3 cOm-Parlson of v. 62 (40 "VcrIlY thy Lord 

bath encompassed tho poople) %Lth 85t20 - "But Allah from bchind them doth 

ýmoompass"t- possibly the vision referred to here was of the oal=itica due to 

befall, the recalcitrant on the-day of Judgment* If thi3 were so# it would iup4 
- .4 

that K4wamadls fenrýd preaching of the esdiatological judgment wa3 itseU rooted 

In vision; - ouch an assumption would do muoh to explain the peouliar intengity vdth 

vihio4 this, preaoWmg is presente4o 

On the wholo thenp the passages whloh we have m=e3red give the impression 

-that Ivisiont played a signifioant part in Whommod's carlie3t prophetio cxpexieno'go 

#Viaionl in, goncral la adAumod, " an allthentioating 'sign' Validating tho verbal 

"ouggastion'. It mu3t. bo addedp however$ that the fact that vision is thus from 

an early periodý rc4arded as the authenticating sign of (verbal) revelation, 

rather tI= as ravolatory in itself# ZOQn3 that its role its a definitely 

subordinate one, 

(, Iurl-iinio treatment of Old_Testmment theog_ aniq materi 

Moseal MMerionca'at thet Burning 
_Nje. _ _(Exodu§ 

31# 

is the e=ple for 'which the greatest wcalth of comparative 

material 13 avallable. 

. The Nrftniq PtAn-alels. ' 

These are-, 79il5ff (M*coan) 1 l9t52ft (Late Uocoar/Early Madi=) 

27s7ff (of. also 26sq-68 and 7: 101-165) - Farly fiedinan) ; 20: 8ff wA 2a: 29ff 
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it is. difficult to obtain omplato certainty jibout the exact ohmnological... 

I. 

2. 

arrwoment at the series$ for the individual x"ae &rO highly comqo8jt4j; but ths 

cencral reliability of tho ubova order is oonfirzod byl (a) the dgVeloping 

knowledge of the Old Tontament evinood by the jajýj3 whgm a=wZOj in this order,,,,,, 

and (b) the conGruity of this ardor with tho dowelopm=t of the lines of thoological 

interest PhLoh va trace& in earlier scotions, All the P, 1533608 In this series 

arc conearned In pnoral wIth warninGs ais to the Im-nin a of the day of judement; 

but vithin this General aroap certain distizot c=phasos &pocar:. 

jZW,. Tfto, thco, DhwW hero convqys Lows' Cooziezion. to warim Maradho amd zn=mon him 

to ropantan; ej faiths cmd obedience. Zia IniGn' of the rod-becomo-serpant (Y. 20) 

has compar; Ltivaly Uttla importanoo in the narmtivat ana tho, v=ina is convVed, 

in treat ur&cat proubina (cf. our f. %ndlngs abovo on tho significanoo of 'Zyal fmd 

I" t in tho Meocan porlod)e 

1915 also stressoo the relation4hip bctwocn thcqhaxq =1 prophotio co=issicnings 

This stross Is evident, indoed, in t4o structure of the &Ura as a whole:. 

VY. 7-10 : Gabriel ad. dresses Zechariah: *Thy Lord hath gaid .... This implies- 

a theopharv to Zech=Uh -a thoophwW thich inaugurates the prophothood of Yah. 730 

V#17 i 7ho cpWwV of the Spirit in h=an fors to Mary= herald3 tho birth and 

subsequent prophetio micsion of Jqsus. VA4 i qaet J74'am% wina 1.1i'lm ispuess if 

not jLn actual foraal t4sojýhwq to Abrahamj, at loast a nvelation rcociycd in the 

theophanic cthos7Q, V, 53 t 2irphW to Woos$ "Ictild hil '-011'3i'On'nO"' 

V. 65 s Ov; o I=* not coze do= except, vith tho affair (bi,. =ri) of t4 14re,, 

impliell an Anzouc Visitation to UU4==d- 
w 

22-1-lk2ý nndl215? 9aro important for cur underztandi: nZ of lhi4a=ad's prophatio 

'501r. -Conisciou=08's. auce in 1ýt52-65 uoml call oxporienee (at the Darning 

Ik,, h) is &ot in p4rallel to n4==. Vs o; m (as dozerlbed in 3: 53 and 01), ,a mV 

qL-ifely assume that the description o: r Loses* emperience in 3179 takes colour fros 

73) Cf. tho frcq=t use of tha to= IliW in the Qar'Rno to zignify 
knowleago of the unscen, malities grantod by speoial divine dispensation* 
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Uuti=maals own can-experienoe, and from his understanding of the 00=133i0n. tidoh 

he received, at that time. It is certain# then,, that Mu4a=ad knew the theophany 

to be a significant element in his calling and O=Lissioning. Yet it is 

notevorthyq on the other hand# that the theophany does not colour these two Aras 

so all-pervasively as does the theophany to Moses in Exodus 3f* 4xOdus 3 forns 

the prelude to the theophwW-par-excellcnoo at Sina: L (Lkoig-24) and to the giving 

of the 15rih as the verbal content of that theophwW. And the narrative 

intervening between J=du3 3 and 19 is punctuated with theophanic raferenoes: - 

Moses in Instructed to report to the elders of Israel* "The Lord has anngarea to 

me" (&*3: 16); together they are to report to Fharaoh, "The Lord ... has mLgt- 

with us" (Ex. 3: 18)p and the request is made to Pharaoh on the grounds that "the God 

of the Hebrews has met with Us"# (Ez-50)- Ex. 60 reiterates the aooo=t of the 

thoopharq to Mosesp and zeta it within a chain of such theophanio appearanoeaq 

which Servo as markers for the course of the salvation-history, It wouid seemp 

then, that from the beginningg Muýammad rogarded the visional aspeots of his 

experience not as revelation per sop but as secondary top and corroborative ofj, the 

verbal aspects of revelation- 

3- 2ZtM, 

in this (and the two companion-pieces 26tg-63 and 71101-1339 134. -165) the 

cmphasis is on the two Signils the serpent-rod and the leprous hands by memo of 

r ,; hich the warnim message was attested to Pharaoh (and also the Read Sea crossing 

v. 24 - as a #sign' to Lluý&=adls own generation. ), 

As Bell 79) has noted, there in a certain uneve=ess about these verses, 

inaicating sub-strata in the material (- primitive -a-endings reworked and expanded 

to : in and -Un endings). Ver3a 8 speaks of AUBh in tho third persons whereas vv, 9ff 

constitute direct divine address in the first person; and the final phrase of 

ý79) R. Bell# Translation, p. 363o 
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v*S, (subotnallahi rabbi 1-IIElaiuln); zound3 like a linking addition# intended tý6 

-unite the first clause with A11MI's ISPOOMO salt-melation in what fo3. lowjj. 

The preoise reference of the phrases "burika m=-fi. n-rar w=an 4&w1ahr, 

has Caused some difficultY to commexxtators., BayravT explains "fi-n-xiW as 

Iffl male=-' r, -r;; rlll, ("in the immediate emironis of the fire); i. e. "ho who is in 

-the environs of the fire" is Moses; and hawWra in the whola distriot surrounding 

the bumdng bush$ taking in the whae lana of ahU (Qyria); so that the reforenos 

of the'phrase 'Ov; hoever is round about the fire" is to Moses' people throughout the 

land. other oc=entators (quoted bY BaYrawl) interpret "man fi-n-trar" as Moses, 

and "aan 4amlahlll as the arcels. It wouldl seem reasonable, however# to suppose 

that both phrases originally referred to God; implying that it was Ile who 

manifested jUself in and through the fire# but that Ilis, powerful prosence was not 

confined to the theopharW-SitO (fi n-hXr) alonep but pervaded all things (ý&vlah%, ): 

.. the blessing as S whole would be presumably pronounoed by an angelio agent of 

revelatiom, This angeliC feall to morshipt is then followed by direot divine 

SoIX-manife stations, innahu arri IlaIP 1-IaZTLSp The bolds, uncmbarrassed wV In 

%hioh the personal ýresencc of Allih in directlY related to the fire-mani astation 

is surprizing,, In eompar130n with later passagcs where the 'vision of Alrah' is 

intentionally obsoured for theologioal ends. Yet Olear though the theophwdo 

clement may be$ it obvious3y does not pervade the whole of the passage: the appeal 

to pharaoh is not based on the fact of an experienced theophany# but rather on the 

compelling force of the miraculous sJZn3* This becomes especially clear when 

27-. 7ff is compared with its two companion pieces 26: 9-68 and 71lOI-133.26: 9 

has a passing reterenoe to the oircumstanoes of the theopharq (wa'JLdh nidl rabbuka 

rZ65),, but thereafter it is the s4ns that aro all-importantp whereas in 7tlOl 

mon this passing referenco ia lacking, Gf. also 51: 38-40, ana 11: 99; rf. 

one misse3 toop the note of dircot numinous awe 80 cvi&mt in Zmaujs 3. -- 
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"Moses hid his face# for he was afraid to look upon GoV, The note of fear,, awe# 

is present in this (; ýurtjnio passageq but it is related to the elan of the serpent. 

rod rather than to the theopha; W propere The overallo inescapable impression is 

that the t! osaio theophwU did not strike a completely sympathetic chord in 

lb4a=ad' s S-airits no doubt because it did not correspond exactly to his prophetic 

call and exporien0ee 

In the later Yedinan qnE21e , there is rcfleoted a much fuller Imowleage of 
I 

the jerigh Scripture; 2018ff follows clo3ely the narrative in Exodus % and an 

the essential theophanio elements are represented exoept the description of Moises' 

biding his face. The divine self-deolaration (v. 14) shows a greater advance 

towar(i credal fo=ulation than in 27: 7ffe 

Once again the genuineness Of the message is not authenticated by reference 

to the theoph=ylp but by appeal to tho miraculous signs i vv, 13-24 ; 44 ; 49 

53-75 

23: 29ff also exhibits a fUll knowledge-of Jewish Saripture (though there are some 

saall dlsorqpaaoios8Oý* It is aU the more noteworthyg therefores that the 

description of -the theophwW proper is confined to one verse (V. 30)p vhereas the 

signs feature much more prominently (VV. 30-31,35-37). 1ntereatingly., 1harach's 

desire to see God (v. 33) is regarded an the ultimate blaspheMS1) 

tAg the Honoured ru, 9a_tj. - B, The Sto! 7 of, Abrah= receiv: 

This proviaes another clear example of the treatment of Old Testament. 

theophanio matibrial in the Qur! 'Sn. 

80 ) For ex=plep 
I there se=s to'be no awareness that the crux of the Israelites' 

problem- was the fact of their enaav=ent in a fore4a land. 

In the oontextg of course., It in the eynicism behind the desire vrhich in 
regarded with such repugnanoop but there are overtones of the belief that 
the request 13 implous in itself. 
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3.51124-37 and 3.11: 72-81* Both of these Aran consist primarily in a chain 
I,, 

Of warning storloiss nol; In ear3lers 1000ans frOO PrOaWling . =d w=Ing laatorica. 

vv, 24ff i The story of Abraham (judgment follows the rejeotion of the 
message# vv. 32-37) 

vv*33-Wi The story of Uoac3 (judgment follows the reJeation of the 
messagot vv, 40) 

YvAlf: old (judgments v. 41f) 
vv. 43-51 ThamTld (judgmentr VV*44-5) 
vv*46: Nonh (Judgment, V-46) 
vv. 52-60: ihjýammad (judgmento vv*59-60) 

S. 3-1, vv, 20., 21+1 Rejeotion of Uuýa=adlrj attested message brings to the fire. 
vvo 27ff -. Soah (judgment follows rojeation; 41942,1*5850b) 
vv. 52ffs Vu-d (judgments v. 63) 
vv. 64; rf i ; ilih. (Judgments vv-70-71) 
vv. 72fft Xbraham and Lot (judgments Vs 84) 
vv. 85: rf.. Shufaib, (judgments 97--B) 
vv. ggff! Moses (judgments 100-101) 
vv. 102-lU# 

3.20: Summar7 conoerning Judgment. 

The basic message of both attras thus concerns the (eachatological) judgment certain 

to bef all. thot; c who rejeot tho message. It is obvious, tlicn,, that tho theopharden 

to Abrah= are in faot Uttle more than Incidental to this prixmx7 theme of 

(This is o1speoially clear in 3.51# in that Jot does not appear at &U: - 

the one visit (. uat to Abraham) 13 dJxccstlv related to the primary purpose cX 

Judgment- Zat the guests (al-mukramln 51t24 ; rusulurra 11: 72) ara ConociVed all 

angels in human form-is clear. from their, refusal, to eat (51s27f ; Ut73)1 but 

the function thV Aafil in these two saa3 in different from that in Gen, 13.19, 

For though Allih is oonocived an acting through then (5105-37 1 1104,9 - the 

judgment its A117ch's) yet the melssen5ers Are clearly independentg subordinate 

figuress distinct from A117ah; andfulfillint; in fact the role of the prophets, 

in that they too are warners. The rVatorious numinou3 ambiguity notod in the 

Genesis description# and the specific theophanio clementp is laeking here, 
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-2 C Th6 S, -Aciifice of Abrahamls Son (of. Gonasis 

The body of the sUra consists of warninge of punishment following the 

rejeotion of Goals messogat and tho nooount is i3lustratea with examples of former 

meszengers and the fate of their disparagergi, There in Implioit in these tales 

of fiery vindication,, a note of comfort for tho messenser (94iawmad) facirg 

present opposition; and this note has been atrenathened by the addition of 

passages dogeribing the reward and blessednouB of faithful me3sengers, VvJOO 

3-U ; Ln faot form a later embellidment to one of these supplementar7 passagese 

Such theophanio elements ail the pasWo mW contain are therefore quite inoidental- 

to the context* Anb, in aM case these elements are only zinimAi.. V. 101 "I sea 

in drc=in5 that I shall saorifica theo"l corresponds with Gen. 221l-3j, where it is, 

mWested that Abraham's conviction of being called to sacrifice his song -ooze to 

him vin a dream. TMt whereas Gen. 22 implies a dra=-theopharW, the CurOlnio 

pa asnge is not sp6cifie on the point83) The phrase vranlidaynnhu an ytt Jbrahjm8qv. 3. C4) 

82) j. ri, *e1j, *Old Israelitish Tradition in the Koran"# M. T7.22.919329 py. 169-1839 
doubts that 37ilooff is directly dependent on Biblical or Rabbinic sources, 
but makes the (unproven) suggestion that the Judaistic and the QurIMAo 
material a=c6 stem from a oo=on old Israelitich source. In the nature of 
the case, hogoverv the evidence for such a view is insufficiente 

83) According to Wierz7p k Coj,, prehensive GO-. Iment= on the 
-LuMns ad. loc. # 

commentators szV that the vision was eiven on three successive nights, in 

order to allay Abraham's suapioiaa that its inspiration was in fact 

satanic. that Abraham could have entertained such a suspicion precludes 
the po3sibility Of his having experienced a direct theophator in the dreame 
Cf. also Bqyd. Zw-! "an (ralilan YaqUlu lahU inna 3-laha yaliauruka bi-dhabbL 
ibnike. The reference to A117ah in the third person shows that the 

spe, jccr in the drO= was understood'irtot to be All-ah, 

It should bo noted, of course, that this evidence from the commentators 
tolls us more about the later theologians' understanding of theophary than 

about lhiýammadlss 

84) tia-d7a has too wide a range of usage for us to attribute a specific Itheophwliof 

colour to it; though it is interesting to note that it Is used six times 

with referonco to Moses' experience at the Bush, and four times ro the 
voice of the Lord to unbelievers at the asohatological Mgment (a context 
where the visional aspects become prominent). Elsewhere the verb is 
frequently used of the 2x3lieveral fervent prayer to God in time of distress* 
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is probably to-be und6rat66d, as originally implying an audition,, in *dch the 

speaker is not the' (visible) 'angel of the Lordl (Gen. 22) but AIM Himself, 

invisible, and offering the definitive verbal explanation of the dream-experienoe. 

i. e. g the vcrbal, inereases its proponacranoe over the visional. 

D.; " Jacob's Ladder at Bethel (of. -Genesis 28-. 10-22) 

70-. 4i V. 1 some one has askea about a puni ohment, about to fa3.1 
v. 2 of 

' 
whiah for the unbelievers there is no avertor; 

v-3 from Anahl, Master of the stairs 
V. 4 on which the angels and the spirit mount up to Him in a dayp the length 

of thich is 50,, 000 years; 
V. 5 so endure with patienoe beeoming. V. 6. Verilys thcar think it far-off, 
V-7 Bat y; e think it near at hana. 

According to Bell. vv. 1-31, aim to an='er the qU03tion a3 to when the punishment 

ziý 
(mentionea in 52: 7-8) is due to fall- The original answer is I soont (vv. 6-7)o 

wt a. time passed and the tonal still did not appcar# this earliest an3wer required 

vindicating and rationalizinsi- 'One day with AIM is as 50,000 yearal (vv. 3-5)o 

That the referenoe to this ladder 6f stupendous length its in faet baised on the 

lat er Ai r, iblical account of the Bethel Ider (and its elaborations in ist Jud Sm) is 

clear from referenoes in the Talmudp, %here the enormous w idth of the Bathel ladder 

(and therefore Its length too was premmdbly enormous) its calculated at 81000 

parasang, S85) and vihere the seven heavensWare stated each to be 500 years in 

thicknesse with -a dist=oe of 500, years journW between eachS7) (The figures 

do not corrospond. exactly,, but mathematias are obvioUB3, V subordinate to the 

overall impression'or vast distanoop which is the primar7 concern both in the 

Jewish and in: tho Qurftnio material. ' Cf- 32t4j, where the distance between earth 

and heaven is stated. to be one thousand years. ) 

tj glb* 65) B. T., IJUL'Lin 

lot 86) B. T, s lja(; ig 12b* 

87) B. T. I kea-a4im b; and Vagif; ah 13&e 1 94 
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Thus while it seems reasonably certain that the figure Of speech employed in 

Surah 70: 3-4 is based ultimateJ, )r on poýular Jewirli accounts of the Bothel-ladder 

tradition as current in Mkiammad's environments it ii also clear that its Qurl 4,10 

import does not concern theophany as such* Its purpose (which it ftafilgi 

admirably) is to provide an explanation for the continued deferment, of the divine 

judgment. if Ym could be sure that Whammad knew the Bethel theophany tradition 

: Ln its purer Biblical forms wo should be Justifiod In asking vhy thin strongly 

numinous material found no further echo in the Qur1irFj- and in drarinS conclusions 

an to th o importance or non-importanoe of the numinoua-theophania in Uu4ammad's 

religious expcrienoe* But such a line of investigation is closed to us; for it 

Iseems most likely thst'Whammad know the Bethel tradition ordy 'in this popular 

forms in which the MarVe1lOU3 had almady replaced tie m, m4nous* 

52: (especiall Then y v. LS i *or have they'a ladder on which thv listen? 

let. their listener bring authoriaatiOn clear". 

The connection of this material ývith popular Jewish ideas is certains' though 

specific reference to the Bethel ladder tradition is sbmemhat less 6uro than in the 

previous passage, I 

The implioation of the verse is that the proposition's of revelation are 

conveyed in the heaven3, y courts presumably by ý11ah to His chosen angelio agent of 

revelation. All material claiming to impart ge=ino knowledge of the unseen, 

therafore, must either have been conveared from that coundil by All7ah's aocrodited 

mediator# or overheard by some unauth6rised CaV83dropperi, and passed on by him to 

men. on the grouna3 of that superior knowledýe, then,, do uuha=aals disparagers 

oppo3e, the mes3ýga which he bear3? If UV have in faot haa aCO033 to this 

unique source of authentic knowledges let them prove it by communicating the olearg 

authoritative proposition3 nhioh they have overheard there, (falraýi Mu3tami - 

Suh= bi-mar4n =bTn), - 
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The point of interest for our discusnion, is that the imagery of the 

heavenly council, which =, st originally have been primarily visional in its 

Impacts is here presented with the emphasis rather on the allditional, and verbal 

aspect of revelation* The visual elements In the theophwV am left vague and 

inexplicit; the importance of the council for revelation focuses exclusively on 
-1 

the verbal propositions that emanate fron its 

. 
11 =q minor rol, q played by theophnav in tho Tle reasons for the coplogLa 

foraation of the (,, urt3n. 

Lot us begin by drawing together the threads of our discussion thugs fart. 

Prior to 610 JL Do# Mqammad through contact with Jowls and other seekers after 

monotheistic trathl had become deeply interested in religion,, and had developed 

some awareness of the superiority of monotheism over the polytheized forms of faith 

current in his Arab enviro=ent, Ho knew that the Jews in particular possessed a 

Sacred book which formed the source of their knowledge of Godi, Against this 

background of growing religious interest and concornj, in 610 A*D, Muhammad 
0 

experienced a calls in v2hich he was convinced that he was confronted by the One 

God,, and commissioned to call men to aWarfmass gratitudeg and obedience* In this 

Oall. -experiencep visional and auditicnal elements probab3, Y intertwined* 

At firstp "==ad probably assumed that his urgent preaching end warning 

xessage3 were related to 'the One Book' (i. e. the TErBi) in approximatelv the giame 

, WV as Wee the current jewiah oral accounts which had so stimulated his interest* 

But in the course of this preaehing# at times at leaj3tv the current of his emotion 

ran so strongly as he delivered hinjelf of his messagep that under the strong'. 

passion the language of the messace fell into a pattern (f rbythm and a3sonanco. 

it was an awesome =Perienoe to be so rapt# and the conviction was borna in upon 
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him that this material in faot comprised excer 

ý 1. - 
pts from tho One Boolc - and so was 

-to bc pre smTedj, (first orally as qur'Ins,, and then In book form). 

In the earUer,, qur'Sn,, period,, llklýfwmad vindicated the divine origin of his 

M. aterial by appeal to the inaugural vision - and pres=ably alsop exporienoes of a 

similar kind uhioh he underwent from time to time throuGhout the later Ileocan 

period. 33ut gahaamad seems to have compared the vision(s) more mith the miraculous 

taigns' (the leprous hands, the rod-becomo- serpent# etc. ) than with the theophanic 

experiences of Wisest Abrahamp and-Jaoob; and by the beginning or theýýBook period# 

he had ceased to depend upon such I sign I-authentioationg and was appealing directly 

to the gelf-authentioating quality of the Book-aaterial as the 'sign' par 

excellenoeq 

That wero the reasons# t4ons. for this eo3lpse of the visional aspoots of 

revelation? That Mu4ammad did experience visions which he 3pontaneousV interpreted 

as visions of God is certain* Bat had this theophanio eVerienoe, been as 

devastating as, that Of Uoses or Isaiah# it wmad undoubtedly have loft, a greater 

mark on lhibammaala whole religious Outlook than it apparently did, and woulabe 

stamped on the Qurfinio material to a greater degree th= is in faot the case. 

Develo2ments within Judaismy frOM the POSt-Exilio veriod till the call qf 24DMad. 

We should admit freely that the intimate details of Muhammad's psychological 

and spiritual make-up are inaOOe3SiblO to US* These imponderables aparts howeverp 

the main roason for this eclipse of the theophanio would seem to be that 94ammad 

was denied the yardstick by whi0h. he might have assessed and intprPreted his 

Visiojaal experiences, Our a3sumption would. seem reaaonable that the piorchological. 

ground of his initial religious experience vas not located in hils native Arab 
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religious traditi o much as in the monotheistic stirrings which were' a 

feature of hiO time,, and which had their ultimate source in the Judaeo-Christian 

6cripture-tradition. 04a=adq howevers was not born within this religious 

; hich was definitive for his religious understanding, but became gr td tradition r. ar 0 

on to it in the Seventh century A. D. that timov the tradition had developed 

much further along the lines which via saw to be emorging'already by the sixth 

century B. C. s, the point at which we broke off our detailed study of the 0. T. 

31 Iterature. And in the course of this development the theophanio emphasis had 

ceasea to be prominent. 

development which have speoial bearing on our problem The particular lines oi 

are: - 
The emer&ence of the 75zai as the olosed 4nd canonioal bo4y of revoU 

truths aefinitive for the ord6ring of Israel's religiouss moral, socill and national 

2, gle e0ligse of Rrophe ana the growth of apocalyptio idth its 

transference of the visional aspoets of revelation to the oschatone 

. zmest The reawal of =gels from the sphere or the theophanio, ana the emer 

of a -developed 
empelolpaj a hierarchy Of indePonaent but suborainate heaven3, y beings. 

Each of these tendeneies unae"ent viae amelopment durinl; tho alllannium between 

the Babylonian Ebdle and the mission of niý. ýd. 

1. The TUrgh. 

we have alroaay described the historical and theological processes irhioh 

led to the emergenoo (vit4 ýhj Vaeuteronomist) or the conocpt of hat-tSEM as the 

it is worth noting th t M705s "shaU we abondon our gods on aocount of a 
crazy poot (li-sraZM majn7un)? "# and the similar S-52: 29f. 9 are cvidenoe 
for the belief among the Arabs of JAUýI=ad's dais that poets wero 
, supernaturally inspired'. Ia%4FA1nmad'3 reticence concerning his Visionary 
experiencos is consonant with his unwillinaness to be associated with -t1jose 
'Poets" The more dogmatic Judaistio views,, however# are the prima forces 
moulding Mu4ammadls thought concerning the process of revolation. 
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definitive corpus of divinely-given direction, UoflothO ýas 

silmmed up the 

crucial influence of the exilo in the formation of Judai='s doctrine of the 

T6rFLh: OVAen the edifice of the old astabliiftent oollapaed$ the laws which had 

formed a zin&le pillar in the framework of the wholes was tho only part *hich 

finally remained areoto it then became the contra column and stay of a now 

edifioe ereoted on the ruins of the olds.,... 1ha lax bcoame the basis not only of 

behaviour as determined by the relationship to Godq but of that very relationship 

itself". The exaltation of 'the Law* as an absolute entity determining Israel's 

whole status bafore God led to its beinS regarded as timele3s revelationp and thus 

to a loss of historical perapective"90. 
) The law was conceived as givaa in tato 

to Uoses on Sinai; so that laws embedded in the pre-MosaiO patriarohal narratives 

were explained as a retrojeotion from Sinai - e. g. # Gen-3203: "The law wait given 

at Sinai, but was mritten in its present plaoe to indioate the reason why it was 

prohibited". 
91 ) And on'the other hands the-eluoidatory oral tradition vhichq 

sinoe the 5th - 4th Centur7 B. C., had beGun to collect around the written lo'z; h 

was (at least from the beginning of the Christian era) statea to have been given 

to Mosesp for-oral trausmission92) 'In'the late post a lio-j id period, the prophetic 

books were'regar-dod as see6ndary to the To*zlh,, and were employed by the preacher 

at the oonolusion of the service as 'words of con3olationto "Upon the Pentateuoh 

wags built uy the divine, service of the 47nagogues as veU as the whole systcm'of 

comm=3 life --with both Its laws and ethics* The prophets and other sacred 

books were looked upon onlv as a means of 'opening upt or Muminating the contents 

89) M. Notho "Tile Laws in the Pentateuoh"; PP-87,91, op-cit. 

90) H. floth, "The Laws in the Pentateuch"i p. 96., op. cit. 

91 ) B. T. # VulUn, 101b. 

92) ""ohoever aenies the-diyiýd origin of either the written or tho oral law, is 
declared to be an unbeliever who has no share in the vorld to ccmej, according 
to the Tannaftic code". K, Kohler# Jewish TheologXg p, 43, 
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of the Ttle. Ah; ana deola'rýd'lo'bo inferior in holiness, so thatp wooraini to the 

Rabbinio rule they were not even allowed to bo put into the Isame aoroll aji'tiia 

Pentateuch. Tradition claims a OOMPIOtely divine origin only for the Po'ntatýuch 

or roe""93) 

Bv the time of Jesuis'ben Sirach (fl. 130" B. C'*)p"'ý1o MrMi W&3 id'Ontifiad'iriih 

- 94) 
divino wiadom (Boolus. 

. 15: 1 ; 21ill ; 24: 23 ; 34s3); an identifioation ibioh 

im Oh .1a , p3. ied the ir; jItrumontality of T5rMi in tho divina work of oreationAa) and wU d 

eventually to the dootrines of the pro-existence95)and tho'eten, ýLty90of the' 

vormlo 

93) Ke Kohler# Jewish Inieploaq P-42f* 

94) K. Kohlers 

94a) The instrumentality of the TU; h in the wozýk'of creation is explicitly stated 
by ReAkiba in Pirke-- I. U1211 "Beloved are Israel to whom was given a 
precious instrument wherewith the world was oreated"j, (ri. O. E. Oesterleort The 
W! Es of the Jewish r4t4args y. 429 See also# M-Git-sp-42 note 3 for a 
resume of the dweloyzent of the concept. ) 

95) B, T. . Pesah vo of the Sabbath ... the ktq 54a, "Ten things were created on the E 
=-Iting and writing instrumentep *** the Tables (for the law). j. the ove.. " 

B. T, j, ghLbbatht 88b, d1hen Moses Agoend0d on Itight the mi ste#n ar a ni & 1681 
spoke before the Holy One.... 'Vhat business bas one born of women awn8st us? 
III* has come to receive the Tax%hllt answered He U) them. 'That secret 
treasurej proseryod for nine hundred and savent7 four geaeration3 before the 
creationg 7hou desirest to giVa to flesh and blood. t 10 

46re"th Rabba VnI; The IZV! h in two thousand years older than creation# 

BerelAth Rltbba It max things preoeclqd the creation of the vorldl among 
them were such things as were themselves truly oreatads and such as were 
decided upon bACore the creationt The %SAh and the throne of glory were 
truly created** 

96) Baruch 41l; "She is the Book of the oommandments of Godq and the law that 
endareth for ever. " (150-60 B*C. ) 

rIsdom 18: 4; "The imperinhable light of the law**#" (Latter half of Ist 
Cent. B. C. ) 

r. ajj: L'kra Rabblt "There in no WV unto life ex0epting that of the roeah,, d 
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As the pro-existent --and- bternal vord of Godl'the Torah is addressed essentia. Uy 

to all., manunai "The Holy One *** Offered the TBrlh to every nation and eve17 tongue; 

but'none a6aepted it until He came -to Israelp who meeived itle. 97) cf. G'*Y. Moori d In 

content and intention# the"law ia universals and not withistanding the' coll6ative 

rejection by the Gentilesp indivi&tal Gentiles who obey its Oommandmentat * aharo in 

its - promiisoO. 97a. ) 

And the seven floahia commandments were enjoined upon# and woopted. by,, all the 

descendents Of lbah; but "ainoa they did not observe them$ He'rose up, and doolared 

theisv to be outside the proteotion of the civil law of jSr&Gl,, "q3) 

Another aspeot of this developing conoapt of the timbless univcrsality of the 

T3rV2, is its retrojeotion back into the patriarchal age6'*, Mis trend in 

partiqular3, y marked in the Book of Jubilees,, the prologue of -which beginst '*This 

is the history of tho division of the days of the law and of the testimony -*., 99 

throughout! an, the years of - the ý world, as the Lord spake to - go sea on Hount Sinai 

****j9aa)and- the, same'trand -app carts - also iu the Talmud, 98b) 

This-'exolusive concentration on the Itimeless' TBrIb resulted in a corresponding 

Imegleot Qf . 'the theophWilo agp'eots of revelation. Theophany was effectuallY 

97) B. T. 0 'Abodah Zarah 2b, on Habakkuk 30-o We also 
B. T. p M2aillahg 15b, on Exodus 34. -6-7: "Tby this difference bet=en those and. 
the others? " "Israel bugy themselves. with the TUM. the other. nations 
do not buny themselves with the 'LUrMl. lq - This implies that the To-rZh, 
idea3. ly# is-. given to all. 
B. T., Meaillrih, 29a,, Camel and Tabor, (or their angelio guardians) oame to 
Sinai at the giving of the law. Cf* tLlsO B, T. p Me ýP ein 76 
note 6. - giiiah-,, ea. at p. 1 

97a) G. F. Moore,, Judaisinj, pp. 278f. 
93) B. T.,, Baba Kamma, 38a, on Habakkuk 3: 6. cf. also 

B. T., 'Abod-ah-Zv. 
-gh, ed. 1;? stein, p. 5 note 7. The Rabbis hold that Goa had 

given Noah seven commandmentsl embracing the uhole of natural religion: - 
against, (i) idol worship, (ii) Bla3PhWWj (iii) blood. zhed, (iv) adultery, 
(v) robbery: forp (vi)_the establishment of 0ourts of ju3tioo# (vii) against 
eating the limb, torn off a living animal. Theso were imposed upon an men, 
Jews and non-Jews alikeo 

98a) For further detail 
* z# sea G. P. Moore,, Judaism I, p. 2759 on JubiIeee 6: 17ff 

16: 20M ; 32: 4ff. ; 32: 1-15 ; 34: 17-19. 
98b) B. T. Yomap 28b. : "Our father Abraham kept the mhole Torah# as it is 3aido 

"Bocause that Abraham hearkened to IV voice (kept Lýr charge, UY commandmentat 
My 3tatutesp and UY 1SW3)"-& Tradition understood 'MY UW3'(plural) here to 
refer to the written TOrSh and the oral WrIh., 
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bwdshad from the presentv and confined to the normat: Lve past9g) or to the- 

apooOntic-eschatological future- The earlier theophwdo narratives are 

re-orientated; - so that, whereas originally they da scribed a theophaz; y, which, had' 

been regarded aw revelational in itselfs and by reason of its role within the 

salvation-histor7s now the theophanic element Is made to iserve and enhanoe the 

7o-rlh, v and henoe to occupy, a quite subordinate position,. 

Joshua 2: 11-. 151 "As comander of the arzV of the Lord I have now oome, a 

looording to the Talmud# the apparition is made to sap, "Last rdght you 

neglected the'evening saarificas wid, now you are nogleotjmg the study of'tho TUrTh, * 

"on account of which offence did you come? " 

oNow. am I eolaeo" -. 'Joe* to rebuke neglect of the TBrIho 14100) 

Uodus 12+U ",,, Moses brought tho yeople out .. -to meet Godl and-they took their 

stand at the-foot of (under$) thei'mountain. 0 The co=ent* iss 

"Ihe. lloly one.., suspended, the mountain over 13rael like a vaultv and said to them: 

lif -ye aocept the T5rM% it'vill be well, with Youi but if notp thare will ya find 

your graVe. 10 101 ) 

Ibw&us 24t16 , %hg glory of the Lor4 mtetlea on Mý* Unai*** an& 0, the neventh dNY 

lie calle& to, Moses out of the midst of the cloud. ", Tile explanation is given -that, 

, josas went up in & cloud', was covered by the cloud,, and was,. sanotified-by the 

cloud$ in order that he might receive the TISAh for Israel in sanctity*** There 

-Wero Oj%. 4Vs waitings that Moses might be purified and become equal to the 

ministering anSelss, and to heighten the solemnity of the oooasion. He was called 

99) B. T. 8 Rosh HashnnAA, 17bo on RicoclU3 34: 6 ( 'Tile Lord passed by 
"were it not written in the text# it would be impossible for us to say such a 
thing. " SJ M11 B. T., Lullin 91bp on Genesis 28tlOff. 

100) B. T.,, IE: rubin 63b. 

101) B. T., IlLboaah Zarahp Zb6 
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on the aeventh. day to receive the other laws (itao besides the ten oo=andmants) and 

the oral law#102 

]Lodus . 33lL. 11-, "Thus the Lord used to speak to Moses facq to faoe (p-=Xm el 

Oomment;. OT12o ijoly One . nid to Mosess 'Mo3esp I and thou will pr9pound 

views (ýý; ) on the balakhah-1103 ) 

_Exodus 
M, 20f idUput you. in-& cleft of the rock then I will take away My 

hand, and-you shall sea-My back. " Co=enti- 

14TO4 -things were created on the 9f a of the Sabbath; the writings the 

writin4 instruments# the Tables# the cave in which Uoses and k2ijah stood"104ý 

j. a, the theophanio revelation at the cave (of* also I rdzgs, 19: 12f ) is intimately 

related to the Tables of the law# And the writing to be inscribed thereon-P 

Exodus 14&t ! The Lord passed by ***o and proolaimad,,, O" Comment:. 

"The Holy One a, ** draw His robe around Himp like the reader of a congragationj 

and shcnyed, Vosos the order of prayare"105 
ýqee 

a denription of the revelation 

of the divine Namo is hereby, appropriated to become a des cription of the giving of 

oral TUrSh. 

pgram 68tl6-. 
- 

14rhy look ya ýwith envy at the mount vUeh God. desired for 11is abode? " 

ýCo=cnt: 
"A bath ýol went forth and said to thems "My do ye desire litigation 

with SJ nai? Ye are full of. blemisho3 as compared with 31nal. "106 ý*eq 
the 

mountain of the divino abode (primwdlys the temple mount) has become the mount of 

tho Torthý 

102) B. Tos 44-Ot and, B, T. g 12maj ad* 4steing p, 15 note 1, 

103) BT. # Beralcoth 63b. The Halakhah; the elucidatox7 traditions reforring to 
ýv specific legal prescriptions of the 7.501h. 

104) B. 7.9, Peenkim 54a. 

105) B. T. 1, Rosh Hashanah# 17b* 

106) B. T,,, 1! 0. illah 29a. 
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The-theophwV desoribea ii, Ezelciel I In aliso 3-ir*ed,. ith th. it 

is interpretea, as "describing the heavenly hosts vbo also are sUpposed to have 

, ýappeared on Ut*'Slna: L"*'07) And some reZard, tho beatific vision (, which as we ' 

have wted,, is transferred to the eachaton) an a vision of All-ah in'the'role of 

xnatructor in TOrTh-108) 

nie preceding passages inustrate the wV in which theophanio materialls 

subordinated to the fo'Fah ais a rholei those that follow thow theophanic inaterial 

being-used In an allegorioal wgy, in order to deauoo or confirm'Ispeoific moral, " 

sooial, or ritual'preceptis'of the TOrtht I., ý 1- -:, 

Gon. 18ilt "The Lord appeared to him ... as hý sat at the cbor or'his"tcnt 

Is taken as Mustrating the dUt. V of visiting the sick. '7he Lord Ilimself visited 

Abraham while fie was sore from his, oircumoisiont. to believers should fonow the 

divine c%ýmple#109 

Gen*2: gi3-- enJOins tjýe* ýUty of hospitalityi As Abraham entertainod angels# 

w man chould rooeive wayfarers. 
nO ) 

stooeL by th= *,, whilo they atoo" 

The fact that angels ate, like men, on desoen&bjg to earth,, illustrates the 

ni) principle that one should alw4s strive to comply with local cuistom3. 

mmodus 12,19 fl.. God answered by a Voice (W3-quj)". is interpreted an meardmg 

107) B. T., 92GL11ahl adeEpstainp P-lW note 6 Some authorities proscribe Exekiel I 

an the Haftorah to be read for t1he Feast of Pentecost$ i. e. the co=emoration 
of the giving of the law at Sinai* 

108) G. I?. Hoorc, JudaiampVol. lp p*273. 

109) B, T. p Gotah 3J+a. 

3.10) B. T, q fib 127a* 

33.1) B. T. j Baba Ilezila 86bo 
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'God =zwered with the ss=a'vol=e of voice as MoseB had used'112) - from thich 

is deduced a 1; uiding principle for use in polite conversation, 

. Tuages 1311-91 dUhnoah *. o offered it upon the rook to the Lord# to Him who works 

vondeme. The paz3aZe is used for deducing rules datorminina legitimate types of 

off arjnf,,,, , altars# oto*113 

Xz&. dcl lij- "Their legis wora straight ..... . thO dOaulOtiOn is that one should praq 
13)+, ) 

vith straight feet* 

Saah examples aould be zultiplied,, but these are suffioient to shoir the. new 

use to uhioh theophanic material-in put, 210 a0curacrY of these ancient accounts 

Is not impugned; yet the material is not treated seriously for its own sa3ke - 

rather the stories are regarded as pictorial illustrationso or at most confirmatory 

Osigns' of the validity of the T5eah-' TEO VQrMx it"itself the revelationp to- 

, which theophavy is a confirmatory adjunct, 

2. The Cessation of Pr22h2a. 

Closely related to this growing predominance of T3r3h is the decline and 

aisappearance of prophecy. 

the time I Maccabees was composed (o*140-100 B. G*) prophecy was regarded 

as hgvizlg long ceased (1 Maoo. 9: 27)9 its functions having been taken over by the 

TUr1h, 1 Maoo. 4145f, "they tore down the defiled) Altar# and stored the stones 

in a convenient place *,. * until there should come a prophet to tell what to do with 

then. Thelt they took unhevn stones# as the law direota" (ie. ftodus 20: 25) "and 

built a new altar, " Specific action was necessarily confined to thone matters 

3.12) B. T. 
j. 

Berakoth 45a. 

3.13) B. T. j, Zebabimv I(Y3bg 119b* 

114) Derakoth 10be 
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concerning wbich a clear directive could be cited or inferred from the Tarlh. 3-15) 

Certainly, the hope is expressed of the return of the prophatio sPirit at some 
Ilater time, "but the impression is that that hope is vague and almost formal. #oll6) 

This confinIng of prophecy to a past age resulted in the loss of the present 

simas of direct encounter with Goda "No longer In either" 1 Macoabeags or 2 
1 

Macc&bees" are the leaders of Israel vouchsafed personal relations with God# as were 

the patriarchs and prophets. Insteadj, in 2 Uacodbeost man pray to God for help# 

. nd God in return zends it in the form of a miraculous intemention through arreU* 

inte=edisrias; in I Maccabees on the other hando prayer plays but a minor parto, 

and the normal attitude *.,. is that of the phrazes 'Heaven helps thoee who halp 

thenselves,. A. 17) 

This awareness of Immediate personal relation with Gods however, is the core 

of theophanio mcpýence; 50 it was virtual3, v inevitable that the theophanic, 

along with the prophotio, should be thought of as Confined to the past. 1113) 

3a5) Obviously the oral T6eah Wasi not sufficiently developed at thia stages nor 
its 'Mosalof origin sufficiently widely aoknowledgeds, for an authoritative 
pronouncement about the defiled stone3 to be made# a3 purporting to be 
frva this oral TF)rBho 

.1%f ij, ) J. C. Dancyq A CommenteE Z on 1 Ifacal,. Lbees, p. 2. 

3.17) J, C. Danoys 00 0dap. 2* 

nS) To sof SoteLh 38SLO miggosts that the ineffable Name could be pronounced only 
, nhen there Was some Indication that the sheohinah rested upon the sanotuar7e 
Then timon the Righteous died (134 B*C. )# with many indications that such 
glory wail no nore enjoyed# his brethren no more dared to utter the 
ineffable Name. 
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Not- only was this the casep but among the aooounts of past theophaniclo 1100031 

experienoop relatecl as It was to tho giVing OV tho TOMI, bcc=o dofWtivo for all* 

And- In the interpretation of Moses' experienoes Bxodus 33120 - "istan "l not see 

Ue and live" - Is regarded as tho touch-stone. l1CnOJ3 efforti are mado to conform 

other more obviou4y vision. -a istatements to- this Istandard. - Ilor example, on 

nc. 33: 11 - "the Lord used to speak to lbses PlIam el plam! - the explanation is 

offered which interprets y1nim as meaniAg, 'points of the 12alakhahl (see above), 

And on nc, 33t2O-24 - '"you s-hm3l sea IV back.. " - the comments.. "Had there been in, 

tho cava in which Moses and Elijah stood,, a chink no bigger than the eye of a fine 

nceales, theor would not have been able to endura the lightt an it says, I. For no 

m= shall see Me and llve'*"119ý 

On the apparent contradiation botwoon SX-33: 20 and Isaiah 6: 1 - "I saw also 

the Lord* . Ycbamot4l2O)comm*Uta that (the matttw in to be understood) in 

accordanoo 'With wilat-WaS taught (i*c* the TOrlb) - "All the prophots looked into 

aim glas3, but IS0503 sa6w through a clear glass". 3-21) i. e. the prophetic 

, =Perionoo is to! be interpreted in the 3. i&t of tho I: osaiop and the Mosab; ýn the , 

Iýivht of Me-33t2O* 

Ilere'too balonS3 the prohibition againSt reading or expoundina the lworlc of 

the ChUýIotv (Eseklel 3. )122) 

119) B. T.,, M 3.9b. B. T., Bernkoth 7as is less uncompromiemgg but probably 
it does not olaim to give the dofinitive interpretation of the passage: - 
#4Tj2on I wantedq you did not want (to see MV face - Exodus 3s6); now that 
you want# I do not want, * 

120) B. To , Yebawt 1+9b* 

121) Rashi (Rabbi Shalomo, ben 7itzhak - 1040-11 05) is probably stating 
accurately and explicitly what the author of Yebamot4 was hintinal "In 
their prophetic ViSiOU3 the PrOPhCt39 like 13aiahj, only imagined that 
they saw the deity; in reality they did not. " 

--# 
25a ; Ziaa sF 122) B. T. s ! jS: illnh B. T*p Us -h 3-lbol3a B. T., 5iFtbba 30b. Cf also 

B. T. 
j* 

Sakkobp 2aa 1 and B, T. l BabA Brtthra,, 134a. 
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Part of the reason for the prohibition was undoubted3, V tho dosire to avoieL o3oteria 

cosmological speculating on the basis of Ezek. 1; but a rOti0enGO about thoophwW 
II 

an such is also partly responsible. 
123) Doliberato attelopts were made to 

minimi so the theophanic import of the passage. Cf - Uk; igah'24) I' All that 

Fzdcial savis Isaiah Isalfe Iýhat doe3 Rz&ciel resemble? A villager who saw the 

king., And %hat does Iwdah, rew=ble? A town3man who saw the kirAg", 7ho 

implioation is that# 'beneath the aocidentals of geographioal settings and of 

different levels of sophistication in their audienoesp the two prophets' cipariemos 

was similar* Bat we have noted above that, $ acoorcUng to yebamotho : rsainhig vision 

J, s to be interprete4L in the light of EC-33: 20. The s=e, th(wafore, mould 

presamably apply to EzekielOs vition*125) 

7hus the exaltation of the TorRi and the ealipse of aireot relation -with God 

in the apiXit of propheoyj, evidently leadL3 to r0ticence about theophanys and a 

roluotanoo to treat of its mudnous izmar core. 

The jirovrth of Maelol=- 

The conoept of subordinate hcayen%y oreatures as mediators'of revelation follows 

closel, y upon the two intorrelated factors already noted; vix. the elevation of the 

Icano oall roxih an the primary., OOPPrehOnsive revelationj and the loss Of that 

j=ediate, awarenenj of personal relation idtli God entailed in the cessation of 

propheoy: - 

B#T, p Uýdgnhj 13as "There was onoe a childwho was reading at his teacher's 
house the book of Ezekiels and he apprehended what Hashmal vtas,, thereupon 
a fire went forth from Ilasluml =d oonsumod him 

0 
B. T. p Unnianho 13b. See also the appended note in tho editionv settingiDut 
Rashila interpretation of the saying* 

3.25) re cannot of course simply assume that the vast mass of Tal=dio material 
forms a homogeneous and theological3, v consistent Who3.0, Mt in an area 
of thought such as we are dealing with# where tho common trend is apparent, 
the building up of a composite picture in this way seems justified. 
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There were two strands in our stucV of the early lzraeUte material which are 

relevant to our stu4y here: - 

rLhe heavSB& counoil ; and (ii) the anTel of the Lord. 

(J) The heav=k council. 

ludah (Isaiah 6: 1-12)-, llioaiah ben Injah (3. Kings 22: 22) and Jeremiah 

(Jeremiah 23tl6-22) gained their authority as bearers of authentio revelation from 

their having been co-opted into the divine council,, where in a deep,, personal way,, 

, thqy entered into the intimate rationale of YahwehIs purposes. The presence (in 

the divine council) of the Spirit who beciame the ruso sheqer (I Kings 22t22). and 

of the Satan (Job 1-2) marks the begAnning3 Of the process of Indivitihinii sing the 

members of the counail (See further below)o Uth the cessation of prophecy# 

thereforev (i, e, the ces3ation of human participation in this divine counoil)# it 

: Lz understandable that the conOePt should arise of heavenly beings being despatched 

from that council# to madiate the divine 'Will and revelation to men* In the 

Talmudic literature# 126)the creatures around Ezekiel$s cherubim thrones and even 

the great Meols, are tr=zfo=ed into member3 of the heaven3. y courtg and the 

rotinue is filled out with grada upcm grada of ani;, Ols. And from the third oentury 

A. D, the host of cubordinate beings oame to be te=eld the 'familial of God3-27) 
I (ii) The wigel of the Lord. 

In the pro-exilic theopha: qy narratives the mallak Yahweh had, for all praotioal 

purposes.. rcprescated the visible appearing of Yahweh at the crucial points Of the 

Heilaceschichte. TV the later GIIAPtcrs of Ezddel (chi. 4048)a twwavers the angel 

had become an independents subordinate bein,, 7,0 still concerned with the Heilire3chiohtej 

but beginning also to be involved in imparting propositional revelation* 

From post-exilio, time3 onward3l as the heavenly M03.5ezgers became more related 

126) B. T. t MnýgiSahs 13b ; B. T. Lmas 19b* 

127) For further details see K. Kohlerp Jewish-Theolocnr, p. 183f, 
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to this propositional type of revelation, the 'member of the heavenly court' 

and the 'angel of the Lord' incressIngly approximated, until their functions 

were virtually interchangeable. 128) 

The intention of these elaborations, no doubto was to enhance the majesty. 

of rýod by describing His heavenly court and retinue on the analogy of the 

splendour of oriental imperial courts; but the effect was to suggest the 

divine inaccessibilityl the impossibility of man's enjoying direct contnct 

with God: - "Tn der Periode des zweiten Tempels, herrachte die Vorstellunp, 

dass die ýTossen Propheten der Vorzeit die Gunst peno3sen, direkt mit 1ýýott zu 

verkehren, w9hrend es soliter nur durch die Vermittlung der 'ý'nFelen mUplinh t-e- 

wesen sei, Geheimnisse Uber the Endzeit, Uber die Zukunl't der men. 3chlic? -P', 

Geschicke usw. zu erfahren. "129) 

('7he other factor contributing to this belief in angelic mediation of' 

revel,, ýtion wasq of c(-, urse, the one already touched on; viz. the concept of 

the timeless Torah ac, definitive and canonical: with this Torah, revelation 

was in principle complete, so that henceforth God's communications to Ilia 

people were confined to elaborations and elucidations of the Principles en- 

shrined in the T; r; h.. For such communications it was sufficient to despatch 

an aqCeAc me3penger. Having thus been established as the mude of revelation 

for the later period, angelic mediation was then read b,,,, ok into early Israe2lte 

times, and applie4, to the deliverance of the T; rZh itself. See P-495 below. ) 

128) The marked synorqtistic tendencies at the beginning of the Christian era 
were responsible for other elements in the growth of angelology: - 
astrological notions and elaborate casmologies led to the concept that 
stars, planets and natural elements were the locus or even the embodi- 
ment of conscious angelic beings (of* Enoch 18: 13f.,, 21: 

-; 
ff.; Jubilees 

19): and pupular 'spiritism' led to the belief that good and bad angels 
intervene in the trivia of human existence, moulding man's destiqy. Such 
aspects of angelology are not of direct corcern fur our discussion here. 

129) J., ý; utmann, "Engelen in der apokryphischen Literatur", Encyclopaedia 
Judaica 6, coi. 630. 
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idth the growth of this beUof that revelatim 0 =. a only by tho madiatoredp of 

angeles ispeculation on the beingo natural relativo status and authority of angels, 

became increasingly absorbing and Urgent. In the Talmudio literaturj3O)an elaborate 

wiael ILieraraby emorgea, headecl by sevenl3l)arohangels - woonS thom four were 

,; =erally regarded an in diroot proximity to God, as lazzaels of the Presencel,, 132) 

Tho 13peoi: rio application of this dovoloped angelology to the Ju&dstio doctrine 

of revelatioa, wa'3 tho assertion that the TO-Fah itself had been reoeived by Mose3,, 

not direct from God# but via tho mediation of ungels: - 

013azeiolmeneL istg dann trotz IX. 33t2.1 in den apfilteren 
tberlieferungen die 

meinuns vorherrisohend war die Uaselen seien bei der Gesetzgebung a13 Vermittler 
133 ) 

z, wischen Gott und Uoue hervortroten (Jub. Uees 1z27ff ; Gnlatiann 3 : 19 1 Hebrewa 292)Os 

In Daniel 3: 16 and 9: 21f # Gabriel, as the messenger of the heavenly court, 

appears in -a situation olose3, v related to the tran=ission of rcvolationi In 

Danicl qt24-1 he Is the Interyieterp offering the authentic interpretation of 

jereminh 25 t U-12. The TalwalWfurthers this trena,, regarding the description 

130) in pre. -Talmudic: timesp this emphasis on angelology was not yet universal. 
Tho development is already under way in the apocrypha and pacudepigrAphical 
literature of the inter-testamental period (%och qt4ff Igil ; 27: 2 
jubilecs 1018 j 3.115 ; 191.23 14 Bsra 4: 1 ; 23t4 ; 32t6 60: 4ffs eto6ý* 
me asbn-ahs however# compiled c. 200 A. D. in general pays no Att ention to 
wigels-, and other Tarmaitio sources refer to them by the generic term only. 
IV the time of the complotion of the Balqlonian Talmudo however# (0-500 A. D. )p 
the interost in ariaelology had obviously become general. 

131) Uriel; chief of the WAGel. host and of the underworld, # 
Jeromicl; overseer of the souls in the underworld; 
Raphael; overseer of the spirits of men; 
HaSual; executor of venCeanoe against the world of liGhtas. 
Vichaell Guardian angel of Israel; 
sarial; function unoertain, 
Gabriel) overseer of paradise. 

132) Urielt Raphaelg Michael# Gabriels 

133) ni=122ae&ia Juclaiga, vol. 6, col. 635. 

134) B. T. p Yoma 774- 
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of the heavenly being -in Dan. 10s4ff as referring to Gabriel. Thus the whble cC 

chis. 10-12g the intention of vdiioh is to reveal the divine purpolle for 13rael and 

the nations - "I mM tell you uhat is insoribed in tho book of truth* (v. 21) - 

is put into the mouth of Gabriel. lhus he booomes not only the interpreter but 

aliso the mediator of Scripturee- 

Menahoth 183 comments on liumbers 8t4 (- "and thin was the workmanship'of the 

lampetand*... )T othe angel Gabriel'girdod himself with a kind of belt and 

demonstrated to Uoses- the work Of the candlestlOk' I the implication being that 

Gabriel was the agent in revelationd the TUr"ah. Relevant too is the belief that 

Gabricig un3lko other angelas understand3 AU isaventy language3 of mozklndp and 

hence la able to aid all men, lu int=00331032# and by eztensiont in revelation of the 

, divine will-135) 
jLt ils worth noting here that the tendenoy to identify Gabriel a3 the modiator 

of ravelationp ILm the centurie3proooding the rille of a, 48=ad, -was not in raot 

oonflned to Judaiaml Until the firat half of the fourth Gent* A. D. # Christian -, 

Besides acquiring the specific role as mediator of revelationg Gabriel also 
develops an increasingly deftned function as executor of the divine commands 
concerning carthj, and guide of the Heilego3obichto:. 

B. T. j, Yoma 77a-. Igie man olothed in linen' who iseals God's cleot (Ezeks913,11) 
and initlates judgment on earth (Back-10: 7) L3 identified, a3 GabrlLel; 

B. T. t Sojahs 3.0b, co=enting on Gen. 38125 (Tamar said ... I Mark I pray you# 
whose these are,, the sjZnet and tho cord and the staff Is")p states that 
after these pmofs were exhibitedt S=ael (the vxZel of evil) came and 
removed them,, and Gabriel came arA restored them. 

B. T.,, Soldh 12bg (On Exodas 2: 5ff)t the princess Is maidens objected to her 
plan to re3cue mosesp but Gabriel come and beat then to the grounds 

13,, T, q _q2jahj 
13bs (On fren. 3911ff): Gabriel came and incapacitated FoUpharl 

in order to frustrate his evil designs against Joseph, 

B. T. p Pesajýim 118as Men Mmrod caist Abraham Into a fiery furnaces GabriLel 
said to the Ho4 One ***#* 'Let me go down and cool the furnacef,, 
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arthodwxy uzo4L the torz Oangal I (though with increasiný -ceation) both of the 

Z-vrd/Chast and of the 1101Y Spirit,, with sabordinationi3t overtones but without 
i=plicatlons of creaturelinew and certain texts thow that this 'Angell Is 

conceived in cateZorILes borrowed from th6 Judai3tic Portrayal of Gabriel, Cn 

Ithe jUlgal of the 11oly Spiritit Cf. The Ascension of zwki-tv 3sl5-16; 7t23 ; 9t27-36; 

l1t4t 32-35 t these passages :. ' Dani" (opocit, P-179) compares with 2 2hoch nt25- 

12: 13 and 14s3-4v and reaches the followiqg conclusions- 

NI)a effet nous y voyons Gabriel excreer toutas lea fonotions qd cont,, danýs 
19A. Boonsion dolsac,, ooneg do l'Ange da Saint-Lapritp cc qui nous permet do conclure & la fois quo loWe du Saint-Esprit dans I'Ascension eat bien une christianisation 
du thc"=a jUf do Gabriel at inversament quo cleat bien le Saint-Esprit qalil faut reconnaltra dans le Gabriel cb Second Ilenoohe* 

Me stillorthadox presentation of the Christ in the form of Gabriel is 

O=plified in o,, h@ N., J11tia of the 
-x-. 

)omtlesp 25, and in the Jewish Christian 

Albyllinot OrAOIefg, 8-456-461- 

In heterodox Christian circles hocaverp this terminology was utilized to 

i=; )1Y the cresturdliness ef the Tbrd/Christ and of the Holy spirit, and it would 

be such heterodox Christianity which could be conceived an having influenced 

L%Oja=ad's thourht at this point* As we have suggested earlier# howeyer# the 

extent of heterodox Christian influcnae on Lkdja=ad's thoughtis problematic; 

and in azV case Wban-ad's contact with Judaistio sources- was undoubtedly much 

more direct and sustained# (see note 4. ) 

11. no influenco of thm JudAoo-Chriistinn-Trwlition on&rlanio Conecntg. 

Even such a cursory survcV as we have attempted of those trends in Judaisms is 

sufficient to Whow how great a moulding influence contemporary Judaism had on 

M-4&=ad's Vioughts about the process of revelation,, and about the place of the 

thwphanio within that processo 
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I* The T'8M. Ve luve vaGgested above that the 4ZurIgnio concept of $the Book' 

as the ti=01,03s and absolute source Of all Melation was not a philosophic or 

speculative concapt, but depended ooncretely on the Jeligh view or the TtIrM,,, (See 

PP 9 444 , 445 , 446 - rur'Enic references, 3.4262, ; 43: lff ; 46: 11 1 

2: 123)- Just as the theophazw to Uoses bec=e in Talmudic literature a zero *sign' 

appended to the revelation (i. ce tho Mrth)& rather than a revelational event in 
136) 

itself g so Jewish influenoes encouraged Lblým=ad. to regard his visional experienoes 

not as possessinj independent revelational significance, but as confirmatory signs 

attathed to that re-publication of 'tha 33OOk' With 'Ihich h* v'" 'OlltrL'3t'*d* 

2. Proph221. At first sight it zwv seem that the fact of mjIkIa=ad' a laying claim 

to prophothood run3 directly counter to the trend we have traced in Judaias,, ie, 

the calipse of prophecy in face of the definitive WrMit and that the Qur'Wo 

view at this point therefore represents an Independento, new departure. It should 

bo acknowledged that there is a measure of truth in this contention# for the 

Curlinio conce2t of propheqy is by no means a simple development, For its 

adequate assomentp at least three formative influences should be Uken into 

&OOoUnt3- 

i. The Christian influence. Tradition aissorts that it was Waraq& b. Nawfal, 

137), 
2 cougin of ja4a=ad'a wife KhadIJ& and a Chriatian, who helped aoýammad to 

interpret his initial religious expcrience in terms of a prophetic call, ftLla 

136) Cf. he" the DurZostion nada above (p. 473 ) that even initiallyt L'uha=ad's 
visiona. 1 experience could not have been as devastating as that of t6 
Habrom prophets. 

137) Xbn Ithaq (tr. A. GwMame)s ThO rAfO Of &"-%m"34v P-107; 
Týojjvs Tntroduoti; r, 'p, 2-Cl' 

R. Bal, *Lk)hammadle Call",, M. D. 24,12X, # pp. 13ff. 
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this tradition has no doubt becn embelllzhcd by lator hagiography: L38, ) thera is 

ply thenp that no rcason to doubt that it contains a core of fact. This imuld im, 

at the outset Ib4a=ad139 63 introduced to a Christian view of Old Testament 

prophecV; I. e. ho was e=oura&ed to thirile in terms of a series of prophets,, 

necessarily consistcat with one another in their memZa as ape-ce=en of the one 

Gods, yet relatively independent in status# and P05503sed of individual,, though 

not necessarily id=tIcals authority. %be development of the concept of the 

Spirit In the Qurilinp to %hich, wo shall refer belows would seen to confirm that 

Wýa=ad w2s open to Christian influence in his early thinking about the process 

of revelatiom, 

ii. The nntive Ambic influence. 

The two major Qurlinio terms for 'prophet$ are razM, and (less frequently)# 

nabl. Tlie two tems are essentially equivalent and are frequently equated in the 

Q, ur'Zn, (41l6if ; 7-156 ; l9t52,55 ; 33tWo, 53). There are,, however,, two 

distinguishing pointai First, aooordina to Doll's dating the term nabl comes into 

usage Oout the tine of Us 111jra (earliest exacPles am in 1707 1 1900052054S 

55p57#59); xhareas ras7a s*e=s U have been used from early Heooan times# (early 

usagazi MW ; 19152#55 ; 40M ; 69s4O ; 81M-140ý The passage 1900-59 

(of* also hlý6) appears in fact to have been revised# and in several phrasesp the 

13-3) Cf, P., Ball, "Uohn=edIs Call"s Uoslen World XXIV (1934). PP-13--19ip 
Introduotion D*21 p*109 Cf* also He 114111. 

-1he 
OriFin of IsIsti. in-&t 

Christinn pwiromm=tL p. 95. 

139) Cf. Bell. (origin, y. 95) takes the view that MiDamrandls prophetic 
conaGiousness gradually developed as his mission proceeded. That there 
ran davolopment is obvious# but this so=3 to have been upon a fairly 
firm primitive basis. 

240) Razu-I at Oll19 can be taken as a reference to Gabriel# but probably 94amad 
is intended. 
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word nabl Inserted vhero previouslv raCul had stood alone# Secondly, 'nab! ' is 

used e=lugivoly for niblical prophets (with the aZALtion of 1-kikia, =ad),, whereas 

ra. 41 refers to all ýurllnic pro; hotio figuros. Mesa two facts sug5est that 

the term nabT was banoved about the time of the Hijra from Mblioal sources,, 

prav=ably via the Jews. 1") 

It thould be noted, hoircrarp that the verbal root naba'a a 'Tell$. 'announce$# 

$inform$, and the noun-form nabs, $ a 'Stor7lo linformation1v lannounocmentOp 'news#, 

lrc; ort's message's occur from early in the Uocoan period. (Verbi 18-. 77 1 35t15' 

54-23. Tiount 6-. 66 ; 9M ; 23-66 t 33t67). Va are therefore safe in asmudng 

that these are pro-isl=ia Arabio forms,, and that they Played a significant part 

in thaping the oonnotation of the borrowed formp nab!, Significantly# naba'a in 

Qur'Zdo usage has a strong propositional co-, =tation, as compared xit-h the more 

Opsorchologisod' tona of the Hebrew nibbalp bithnabb-31; witness the faot that in 

approximately half of its occurrenoon in the CurIlIns naba'a in used with God an 

rubject! - 
God pronouncing eschatological Ju4j; Ments on the basis of Me infaMble 

knowle4je of men's aotions - 5il7ol0f* i 6t609103,0160'I qlJ06 1 10124 1 24t64 i 

290 1 31tI4022 1 39t9 1 43.60 1 53t7oil ; or 

God liapartl4g truth& ab(mtg the unseen (563 1 6t164 1 26t221)p and otherwigm 

unanaertainable f&ots (9t95)o 

rY contrast the Hebrew verb always demt45 the inspired apeech of a bliman 

subjeotp and the OmPhasig is not so much On reTealod propositions as sucho an on 

the nature and character cf the Rcmmllng God by vhom the prophet is inspired and 

00=isslonedo It is Interesting to note that the Hobrelf Terb nbl is a 

danominatiTe. dariTed ultimat*3, v fro2 the Akkadian root na, 14 - 'canto lannounoels 

IU) Cf. paillim introduotion# Vo2S 
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IprocldzI, scholars sugZast that the olde3t flabrv I 

ýwu sage of nab7i t J. e. 

presuzably VILat closest to the primitive Semitic root,, 
-may 

be reflected In Mr0711 

( 01 aike you 8,3 God to Fharwgls and Aaron your brother &hall be your prophet. 1); 

on which verae W. C. Main'42)commentst 'Aaron's task 13 to utter the words that 

ISoses has given him. Here the te=* (nabl') *is purely functional# and implies 

neither the coeistctce or non-existenee of special endo=ents in Aaron". 'Mis 

VJ=03t3 tImt tha Arabic naba0a is in fact closer to the primitive Semitic meaning 

th=, is the more IspitItualized' Ilebrew U39Zo normal for 8- 6th Century 13.0. To 

this extent the curtinio view of prophecy represents a resurgence of the primitive 

Semitic concept of lmci: enZcr bearing infor*ationp reportso, and oo=nas. #143) 

iii. Tho Je-,, irh in1luence. 

AZainst the background of Tho-t has been &, vid under' i. anag, it remains true 

that Jewish thought reprownts the decisive influenoe shaping the Qur'Zac concept 

of pro; ihoay- 

parallel with the j; rowinS emphasis on the exclusive importance of the TUrlhp 

Tal: cudia literatura rcycals a corresponding emphasis on the person of Iloses; just 

as all aspects of revelation bcooze subsuzed within ItUrIhIj, so all the variaa 

OffiC63 of revelation find their q; itoza in Uoae3,, tho bearer cf that T3M,, He 

142) W. C. Kloiný "PrOPhDOYN P'Whots"t Iz Dictionaa of the 
_ 

Ilbles p*802* 

143) Cf. be-ro IL r4U's roaark (introduction P-146) on the use of raaUls 
gAivono sent an a cozzission from one to another was$, in Arabiaj, a rasM* 
. kf LuonmId felt himself cozpeUed to advocate the wor3hip of one God# Allahp 
he would very naturally oln"s to be the messenger of Allah. " 

w. C. Kj, 8jij, (Q2. Lr, jj. p. 8Q3) also r=arkso "Cne cannot help perceiving the 
intimate tie that exists between the office of prophet and the offloe of 
icing. Thcy my at, ono time have been identical,, that is to say they may 
have originated, as separato offices# in a division of functions former3l 
combined In the samo persong the char: L&Matic head of the commuAtyt 
whAtever the n=o by rhich he was known; hcnoe Saul's association with the 
prophets and David's prophetic endowmont3 are conceivab3, y relies of an 
earlier time, when prophecy was concentrated In the king's person, " 

Thus Mibn=adla cmoqScneo as charismatio ruler-prophet of the welix 
oo=muiity is a further indication of t. 4e resurgence of the primitive 
3=itio oonaept of prophethoods over against the more speoialised prophetic 
role typical of 84th Cant. Israel, 
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is Prince, Judge,, Teachers, SaSO144) Uiracle-worker, 145) Mediator of an 
Scripture w )God's 

Intimatel47 #) Intercessor for 31 i ting and deajW) prophýjlOý 

bis coming was ordained and, predicted beforehanJ50p) and his return at the 

144) B. T.. Pettabim, 66bi Moses in the axa=la of a sageg and EIIJIah the exn le 
of a prophoto who loson his Spoaal Ott On giTing way to airer. 

145) B. T. 0, Ikbodah Zarmho 25a: The v= stood stM for Uosesm as it did for Joshua* 

B,, T, p floraXoth llb3 Marq W-raclas occurred itith the anointJL. -Z oil which Moses 
prepared in the wildemesso 

- 
IIt B. T. 0 Uralcoth 5at The communckienta, the law# the Uiohnah# prophets,, 

hagiagrapha# gomaras, ware all given to Moses on Sinai. 

B, T, o Rosh flash; agn 21b: FIftY 6atC3 
i 
of undarstanding were created in the 

world, O and all were Given to MODOX save one, an it &Wss IYat 1hou hast 
made him but little lower than a Godle 

247) B. T. p Yebqmoth 62&1 Moses three times =tJLQipated the mind and thoughts of 
God. 

B. T. 9 Ife- th 31bi In the oursoi in Leviticus# Israel are addressed iti the 
. jillt plural =zberj, and goses uttered thez on behalf of the Almightyl in the 

ourses in Deuterono: qj Israel am addressed in the singular,, and Uoses 
uttered them in his own name, 

10) Ilia hsw=ption of Molgip 11: 17 : B. T. # -Sotah. 
7bi "All the years that the 

Israelites were in the wildc=ess,, 'JUdZ's bones kept turning in his coffin, 
until mosas aroso and b*Ued =troy for hime" 
According to R. H. Charles (Ilia &tooMha 

-and 
Pseudqvigrqphýj 

-of 
the 

-Old 
Teltament 

&I kj# p. 412),, The &ssj! Mtion of Moses# l2t6 implies that Uoses' relation with 
Israel *did not cease with death; he was appointed by God to be their 
intercessor in the spiritual world"* 1his is soarcely compellingg but opf, t- 

D, T. p HviAtb 
.p 

4b& (Ott I Sam*23: 3.38 *I see god-like bdos arisingoete0), 
These beinZa are identified as Be=-tel and Udsesi *Sa=el went and brought 
Koses with him# saying to Ida# 'Perha2st heaven forfendp I am summoned 
to judozenti Ariso with mej, for there is nothing that thou hast written 
In the rozýSh which I did not fulfil., 1 11 

149) D. T.,, Rosh flamihanAhp 21b: (on rooles 12il0i "Ibe preacher sought to find 
plGAjj; T-w, orW--jg . 'roheloth sought to be like Lloses# but a Bath Pl went 
forth and said to him# *It iis written a*** IThere arose notaprophet 
acain in Israel like Wass' 

150) The maumption of mosex, ltl4t "He designed and devised me# and He prepared as 
VZoj!, u Via ISunution o the world# that I should be the mediator of His 
covenant. * 
B. T. 11411in, 139b, and B, T. # Hullins ed. 4stein,, p, 803 note 8# (on Gen. 60)s 
*For Mo=s rlesh - bi-shaggam W-Vczar - but his days shall be 120 yeargQ) 
The numerical value of ftip-shaggaz* in Hebrew is identical with that of Omo; hjhS 
WSOM). moscsO dAys ware also 120 years, 
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3., Lst day is expectedl5l) 

It will, thus be soon thatt though the actual mord naýill occurs sparingly in 

Talmudia references to Mbses# yet 'prophetiol featurcs are prominent in the overall 

picture of his. Uosas allna in credited with an i=ediate (if not Visional) 

experience of God'52ý in relation to which all other prophatic experience is 

sooondaz7 oind relativee it is noteworthy, too, that the spirit of prophecy 

contimtes to IAWLre or pro=pt the sages of all age3, recalling them to the deposit 

of ravelation given through UO&O32-53) 

ThO *TIdG=G VJZSGsts that the Inf3lienoc of the Image of Hoses on Mhammad's 
4 

prophsUa x4f-cousciousness in very stronge The n=a or mose3 oocurs over 130 

time& iz% the qurlih; according to Bolles dating a f4m of these referenoes may be 

lato Uwcam'54) but the Irast majoxIty belong to Years I and II A-Hot ioeo the 9 

Period of A=Lma contaot with the Jcms* T4ug through his raUUons with the Jews 

at this Crualal periods LhIkI=a&d would be confronted with a view of prophecy in 

shioh the prophat: - 

(a) had direct,, though not visional,, experience of r,, odt 

boaame the purvcqor of writtan and oral reveUtion in Winitivep 

propositional fom 

Thus the influenoa of Judaism is clear. It seems equally clearg, however't 

that Lwu4a-oa navar abandonal the lmitlal in&ichts into the n&ture of prophecy& 

vihich (pe hay* XtIggestea) emote to him from Christian AOurOeS soon after his Can, 

B. T. 9 rtid. 9 70bi lie repliod kZa a quezz4on as to Idiciai-er -un-0-10-a=egs attac 
to the doad in the hereafter)# "Then they vdll be resurreotod,, we shall go 
into the Matter". Others JMY# "then our master 110803 vdn come with themp 
(we sha. U j: o imto the z&tt6r)** 

3,52) B. T. 9 YabA=thp 49b; B. T, Men 29b I ILT. 9 Shabbqths 83b-89a, 

153) B. T. j rAbsk P-sthm, 1.2&o 

Ball mentions Uj20 1 17slO3 1 1809,65 g 20: 63970 1 22: 43 1 27s7 i 43t45 
5307 1 79115# as won &3 other early Uedinan passages which possibly 
incorporate earlier references to Wes& 
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nor cadecl to Moses the status ct prophet par exoellence and primary mcýMgtor, of all 

revealed, truUX51 On the contrary he iseems confiiistently to have regarde& 

his OwA -Prophetic - enerienoe - an ýp arcliel to that of his predeoessorss including 

Mosess -and an possessing its validity', withla it, 183. f, Iiis growing belf'-confiaence 

in the early Medlin-an period4l Coupled- Vith flis"awarlOness that -the lews rejected his 

claim to prophathood,, provided the bickground against Which ihiýimzoadl a discovery 

I AK 
of pbraham proved of suoh Iremendous significanoa P-) -His disoover7-that 

AbraheX, W&15"chronologioally prior to Moses# ambled him deoisive2y to rejeot the 

cloaa-knit, #Mosaiol struature of the ooonomy'of 'rev olitiong and to assert his 

inclapendent" status as -a free-stanaing stanber-in a line, of messengers going baok 

to Abraham. The nessago, 'whioh ho, felt impelled to preserve inwritten form wis, 

therefore no- more sooondary ooho of the Mosaic Wrlihj but a rco-publioation of that 

essential- divine truth vAxich was the e3sence of the TBrZhs but vthioh he believed 

the rigid tHosaiOt struoture of Jovish faith had distortea. 

.4 

155)61, -15,1-if is'probably the neareat approximation to such a view. 

156)-fte R, 'Bello Introduationg ypý*213#165t, 

A&-Guthrieg alhe 
ei 

Signitioance of Abraham% U. w. 45. 
.. 
=� pp. 213-120; 

Ct. ?. Golteins ' Korangs Judaica. lo, coi. 318t- "Die weneng 
der Gebotorichtung (OXibla') nach Uckkay die mit der Theorie von der 
Religion Abrahams beSru, nclet wird# war einer der bedeutungsvollsten Schritte 
zur, Verselbst=udigung der neuen Religion«* 

M. S. Seale, Editorials H. W. 213--. L 1267 sees the - discovery of Abr-6ham as a 
spiritual advanee of the highest significanoe. 

k. Geiger, trans,, Tuatiasm and isinm, suggests that Wha=aa saw Abraham ews 
ýype Of himself. d at Muhammad appears 30MOtIzes 910 to*have confounded 

himself with Abraham, that in the middle of specohes asoribed to the latter, 
he in&a, -, es in digressions unsuitable to arW but himself, $' (Op. ei p. 99) 
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Týe mature qurflnio concept of prophecy which emerged from the ; LnterpIV of 

these three faetorst thenp was'ono in which the theophanio'was colipsea- 'by týe ý 

propositiortale jfp as tha-Qurlinio evidence seems to inUcatep Wi4ammads Me the 

Old Testament prophets of 8tb, -6th, Century, experienced an -ongoing reldion with 

Goa, throughout the period in which revelations were ooming to him# this personalistic 

aspect is zovertheless suborainatea to the reception of the ser. itenco6s which eventually 

Oompri3ed the written, Book - lFrophotO oozes to mwn 'Recipient of the Book'* 

3, 

in order to SAin a clear impression as -to the influence of jýjdaigtjo angS3ýology 

on the wllilo understanding of -the transmission of revelationj three Qurllinia 

concepts need to'be oonsidered in their interrelation: (a) 

(b) Ik (IqM&estion')9 and (0) mý17afika 

(a) ar. & (the 
-4piritle 

From the time of the 11ijra onwards# ax, -z7uo tends to be classified an an angel 

(16t2 -P 7014 ; 7308 1 MO. This, however, is probably not true of the Meocan 

period propert fors as suggested below,, angels are first mentioned in the Qur$Zaa 

material about the time of the H: Ljra. -Ear2ior references to anr4jj thereforej, are 

unlikely to have Implied this con3oicus equationlMwit ;h #=gel'. 

26: 1931 "VeriV it is the. revelation. of-the Lord of the worlds, with which 
hath come &nvn the Faithful Spirit (ar-xq; -&J_amTh) upon thy heart. " 

4200#52: "It belonged not to wW human being that Allah should speak to 
him ex0ept by suggestion or froc behind a veil w-moThus we 
, have W. Iggested. to thee a apirit belongirLS to our affairo 
Thou did3t not form , 

know what the Book and the Faith were# 
but we have made It a light by whicb Via guide***" 

157) Con, Magherep Lo Coran 11. p. 211 %ho follows later LUslim theology in 
describing Ax%. rt4 al-amTn as the 'Angel Of Revelation'* 

153) According to Dayd. &I *It" refers either tO 'the SpiritIp or 'the Books$ or 
'the Faithle j; vbably Bell in right (TraLal-lations p9439) in preferring 
tho meaning 'It' a 'the Spirits - iseep the spirit as the mental illiimina- 
tion by which divine truth is apprehended. 
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(40. -15# thous4 modirwz# continue3 the same pattern, ) 

,I 
; reacOnableto oonoludo that #10ce original referenoes to 'the It WOuld secM 

ti-Irit I derivp& from a Chriat4an source - presumably 4s -part of the concept of lie -II 
FrOPhPtIO 0311 a4a in*irotionf. TacciV, 04L through Waraq& bellawfalo For jLt ill 

note. worUW that ithe ApU-jtv had only a, very circumsoribed contemporar7 role in 

jewish. theology by the time of the Talmudj and is mentioned only rardly with ;L 

present, reforenoe. (it was believed that the Holy Spir# had departed from, Isracl 

after the time of Vajaahjý591 ainoe the nation# apart from a few per3onalitie3 .T 

of exocl)tiowa sainthoo(l. and erudition in Via V3rSh. wais unworthy of Ilin pre3eno, 0160. 
) 

Something of vhat had been. iWlied by the dootrina of the aotivity of the Holy 

Spirit In, early Israel# was pre2amcd in attenuated form by the concopt of the 

Iýath roll6l#) and that ý 0r the Iromral62. 
) (, Whir ,h pa3sod over in Talmudic 

3.59) B. T... Yoma. 9b. 

3.60) It was believed that the 11o], V Spirit had been transmitted from Moses to the 
elders (jam, 31124M) by a rite of ordination$ and thence in zueoeosion to 
the sanhc&-ins the College of Sages# and the heads of tho Law Schools., 

- ---, nds endowment of the Spirits, howavorp was for interpretation of TZ5rIh# 
not for the reception of now revolations - Beat 'Weber, Judijahe ThI2125LSO 
p-127*135. 

161) The Bath Pl'is gonaraUy conceived. in the Ta: L=aa3 an audible Voice from 
honvent its communications are not confined to elucidations of T3rzh,, but 
offer contemporar7 guidance (Yebamotho pllpaj Sotahp p. 2a,, 33a. ). 'Gabor Tý 
sums up the difference between revelations through the Holy Spirit and 
through the Bath 1(51 in the following way-.. "Jener lehrt als Geist der 
Weiszagun§ ode ais Fahrer Sur Vk*Aaheit nicht blofj3 ; Lnzelheitent sondern 
Zus=menhsangandes; diese gibt in ainzalen Orakeln gottliehe Winkeund 
Fingerzaige, Antworten aut FrOZOno Eatechei "_en in schnierisen Fallen# 
aber nicht stetige Untervoisunge" - Weber$ jBiaische 

_Theologies 
p*194. 

162) The lremra is the ifford 93 the peraonalised. agent of God, The torm is used 
frequently in the Targums to avoid anthroponorphisms. It had already 
disappeared from use by the time of the Talauds ond its, functions taken 
over by the concept of the Bbekinzhe 
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Thi3 conjectures that the conoept of tha Spirit in the Qtwfan orjrinal3, y 

derived from a Christian sources is supporte(I by the fact that marV of the early 

Qur'QUo references to Othe spirit" treat of chrigtian topics: Idary (19W j 

21: 91 ; Z6: 12); Jesus (5t109; and lator# 2: 81,254 1 4: 1.69). The references to 

the creation of Adam through the Spiritv possibV came to Mu4ammad's notice through 

Christian sources which described Christ as the second Adam3-640) 

(b) L! 
' 

The verl; wkI cocurs regularly througbout the revelation period& from early 

Uaooan to late Modinan time3165) (the no='Wab7o fortuitously perhaps, in 

infrequent and early) e. 
General ConnotAtions of awbI. 

Throughout the ahole periodv two central emphases mark the use of a*a: - 

, 4,. Themessengers who reoeive thelau&. -eations' are-'only men', with no inherent 

psomhological or spiritual endowment specially fitting then for the raoeption of 

revelation - the-sole condition is the moral one,, of faithful obedience to the 

revealed word (72o26ff), (Cf- here the note on ras'Mls P- 501 ),, Nor hwre the 

163) The Shekinah is the inner =ninous coret of which the appearance of the 
_ 'glory' (kabV&) was the visible outward expression. In the early Targuij, 

the shokinah was an impersonal sign of God$z presence# but in later 
Uidrash and Talmuav the torm took over the personal qualities attaching to 
09emralp as the latter tem ceasod, to be used. Thus lahdcinahl assumed 
al=st modiatorial funotionse 

164) Cf. also Richard Bell's su&gextion (Translation, p9669) that some ao0ount 
of the I)vo of the Ilativity W have given rise to 3*97: 4: - 

"The Night of Power .... in it the angcU andthe apirit let th=selves 
downp by the permission of their Lord# with regard to every affair, " 

3.65) AdmitteMv the referenoes are sparse in the lixte Madinan periodi the 
only examples arot- 6039 M; 33: 2 ; 42ill. 
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AfA 

m3songerss (cmcs2t in tho 14to LbUman parlod-J. ww pernancut relation to 

th* divines or pcra==t statuss xitUa tha comorw of rcyolation. At cach 

tuccassiva momat, it remains tha pramauva of the aivin* uM tbathor or not the 

aosac:: gcr is to ba uzad In #p&rtU4-,, tha sp4aifia oo==dBs v=minCs wul inai&tso 

In g=crall the 1wr , gestionst aro un=c=, p=lc4l by 'sign' or -Imiraclell- 

no : CollosdxLg exw; ples aft dated by Ball as Mace=-. - 

l2ilCOýP *V#a nover s=t bcfora Uac W but a= to lg= -40 cLaac v,,,, 
W51" MWIL 11VUz)*e**uutU 'wbon tho measengers despLiraiL wa 
tb4uZht that tluq had s2okaa falsoVs our help cum to thox,, * 

=14D tvz2taUan to doubt and doz? air vhIch besot tha nassengers is most 

natural3, y tg; = v ,a implylma that Vacirs was a bar* cess3zos IMprC3&U%3, it$*lf 0: 1 

thoir clads and unfil) ; ý*rted b7 Z6V. Cubtard sign, authenticating mign, ongiiah the 

r . U: cr hiaza ctay bla f8jt4. Cfe also 6t19 1 21146., 

2W-Os liza did not scua Wore the* W but meal, to idsoz we undo the 

tuz. aoztions: - 

; A. * tho I)COI)IO of the I^ZelaindOrs if ya do not knowo r4 did not X- 
then a bodily appeulawo not catiA5 food (4assW'4 31 yalkialana)p 

nor cm thcq immortal (khalian)j 

but to spoke t! 2* promise true to thems than us rescued thc=j, and 
, boa ve igin 

The ox-44nal to= Of the ptusMe (w, 7ag9) is Walla in t(xic to the prtm*Uzg 

exavloo %be dGnAlsItUt the mossonZar is *A v. Ag*jl67)(V. s) ilg 3. &tor, &nd is 

prob&bl7 a re4oction of the Jewish notion of aMe3lo moUation or rMellktion (the 

'OtMi)i The People of the lZ=dxdCr to I&= appeal Is ma4elta)(Yo7b) are 

3.66) Cf., hQrC tho Imto honarMe titlas RwAl A11tihs, MIX (Allth); thich Imp2, y 
pomw=t status as God's catUly-agent. Z%zM Allah occurs opprox*120 
tims in this tensop in tia pcriodo 

W .1e ) Cf. 615oo 

3,63) Cf, 16 145 * 
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Uorctorc presumably the Christians, &hO*o dootrino or Mphatio am inspired Iq 

tho ! %? Jrit iS Rt th13 8tC%SQ Pre4=011 tO th* CQnOCPt Ot MCCUO OOUatiOllo 
CL 

53t65-70i *-Wo 41 am CaYLaTcr Of WU'nina; Diwe Is no GoiL but Allahst' 

sAvt 1: Lt Is a zaaaMe mighty*** I had no knowleMa cdr the High- 
ourmAl vihorn they dLz; oUtod., oo9*Al1 that Is 

-Mj=2sj2Ato me in 
that I an a wa=cw clear* * 

Reception of lauWeatioas* docs not laply co-option inUý tha Divino Co=*ilo 

7: 2021 `ih= thOu briz%505ý not 1& 31911 t*hW 11471 1 14Y 11"tý thou r'Ot """t'*4L 
orle?! 34y, 91 siagly follow vhAt is zurZggted to me fjv= xj Lordt 
aLas (i, a, ttm zassaga)jo firl da=stratUns from your Lord'., * 

The =ly slZu Touahsa: rc, & Is that of the insoired stvle and *=tent of the 

qurt'ans themulvas. 

Mic overall improzzlon then# is that the roooption of Isugggstions is & Rental 

experiencas noras2ay unaccompw-Aad bw via&= or tudLtion. 1-Urther ex=ples from 

the jaoai=n perioa follow tha a tr*4a4- 

Uo wmzlCerla lUk of, knowlodp atout tho future: 46til 1 

the warnlAS nesWe is Uu'%dOrA*d IV lsigult 4116UT ; 42: lt5 3 

th* mogsan5or in U; ptodto &mbt cw despairs, by the very barmajon of this 
m=tallýy apprehoided words with Its lack of deinitive signs: 101109 1 
2705 ; 43t42 t 

reoept: Lon of rewoUtion is oonditior4l upon falthfu3. ()'beajamoc: 17188* 

ni Da m= läg bwjz A zn t= u43 UAI"Iiin a -agegaug 
ja zubal in, 

=d tUs empbaligi beC. Ows incrcasiDO'l stroaGo an " 3hmld =pocltp as the ZOok 

period adva=e:,, 

in tA%o necomn geriod there is a fAIr1Y GTO4 balanas between pas3m*n vhwe askla 

Agulfics "Impartatim of othandse inaccessible knoid*Me* (11t33 1 72sl ; 416 

a 23: 110)v and otherpa3SM63 ibere t-lie wanin4 is 'praotical dLreatj*nt$ toozamat 

(3-3-315 ; 17t4l 1 2109 a 2.3-. 27)o In woral y&3W*s# hovwers these tvo wpbages 

coalesce (21%25 ; 34A, 9)e 

At About t2a timeofthe TUAL& (*=ly YAdin= &rr=jS=wtS (): r UeocjLn matwISI) ve 

have the followingi- 
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1012. IlIs ( Oajaban) to the pooplo that We have suggested to a man 
among them., 'via=-=d give good nowz* I? The unbolievcra have said 
$This is magic manifest (d4lir =bln) 

The reference of 'wonder', bagiolp is obviously to the eastatiol exalted 

quality of the larjguage in which the mosnage is couohedi the language is the 

authenticatinG sign. 

in this period, Isuggestional in the form of 'Oommands' (7: 114#160 - 10: 87 

20-33#79 ; 21-73 ; 23: 27 ; 26: 52,63 ; 23: 6) far outn=bcr thoso in the fo= of 

$impartation of knowledge' (12: 15 ; 20: 50 ; 21slCS) - Again there arG PAIM503 

where the two emphases coalesce, (20: 13 ; 21: 103). 

: En Lle'ýUnan 2assages, the verbal connotation of awýZa is specifically linked to 

the Production of the Book: - 

-I n) of the Boo], of j,: 26,10P. 6cite vbat has been put into thy mind (m7a 04Va ilayka 
thy-Lord, No one oan alter His words*" 

This growing emphasis on the production of a Scripture is refleoteds toot in 

tho3e Medinan passage3 where a nhola blook of narrative is said to be I sugge3tedt t- 

1202 Otb ahall give thee the best aacounto in that T, ', o have mgae3te4 to thee this 
Qur$Rn. '* 169) 

3t391, "ThIs"iS, one of the storics of the unscon whloh We give theo by inspiration 
(dtl4lhi ilVkvL); thou wast not with them when theor cast their pens,, *** " 

In the Medinan period toos, OvaeZestionst in the form of loo=and3l (5: M I 

6: 3J4 ; 16: M),, continue to preponderate over 'suggestions' as 'impartation of 

knowledge$ (3.4: 16); and aGain there oxe several e=ples where the twin emphases 

On 'command' and 'knowledge' COaI6300# (6: 106 1 39: 65 1 43i42)o These two oentral 

mphaS03 it the USC Of the term a4la** thenp remain con3tant throughout the whole 

revelation pcriod (though witli the increasing strC33 on Book production that we 

have noted). 

-Speoifio 
ConnotAtions of kvbR%. 

In addition to the above, there are two points in the use of axýZ. at which 

a signifioant shif t of omphasis is to be noted. -- 

2.69) "Qur'W here probabl3r moanB $sara* or 'block of narrative'. 
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less te 
thaD-in-th2 MeaZ= Q ax C; o& makes His laugeostion3l not only to men,, but 

alsol to boas (16t7O - ussignirig them their habitat); 

to the heavens (41: 3.1 . assigning its olTioc or influenoo to eacli of the seven 

heavens); 

and to the earth (99: 4f - direoting the earthý70)to reveal the deeds dono in bar)* 

It in noteworthy that in each or these early example,,,, the twin emphaises on 

v3LIgge, stionO as $command' and as 0knowle4lgetl which we have noted throughout section 

B. above# are Inseparably intortydned. Tile reason for tbis closo interrelate dness 

of 'co=andf and $knowledge* is probably co=eotod -with tho faot pointed out by 

r ., U. W&ttPI73. 
)that 

haste or quioknas3 is part of the conn otation of the root yja, 

For, an indght into the, unseen or the future which impresses itself with the 

peremptoriness of a commands - is obviously one which comes very suMenlys, and seems 

not to have arisen within the thought-proooeses o: r the prophet's mind# but to have 

been injected from without. 

Two Jzteresting UCOOSA ya3Za9e3 seem to throw light on this sudden inOurniOU 

of in3ighti- 

20ill3i "Do not be in a burry with the Qar'Bn before the suggestion of it. -is 
finished (yuqrs ilayka waýyýu)p but say 00-Lordj, increase me in 
knowledgel *9 

170) bianna, rabbaka a*7& lah*44, A Yusuf Ali# The Holy S=Vjas co=ent3: 
"The 'inspiration' is the command or d1rootionp conveyed by Instruction 
breathed. into the Earth per3ominea: She is directed to tell the whole 
story of what rhe knows. * 

.. I- .- -I.. - .-. -1 . -,. 

171) vj. jj. udu, Bell's : Entrojuation. p. lgf. 
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75: 16fft 0116ve not thY tongue thereins that thou maYest do it quickly. ' Ours it 
in to put it together and to recite it: when Via recite it, follow 
thou the recitation; then Ours it is to explain it, " - 172J 

Both these verses seek to inculcate in the prophet an attitudo of total appendence., 

In the process of revelation he is to keep his mind pasaivo,, allowina the words 

and phrasos to crystallise around theso lofty thoughts and insights which his mind 

senses, until a connected passage finaly emerges, luminous and completc. M an 

at lei3gth the výhole does thus emerge,, perhaps after a considerable interval of 

time, v it YcM do so -with an impression of suddenness and of givenness; creating 

the prophet$s conviction that this has not arisen from within his own conscious 

mind,, but has been injected from without*-173) 

_avea_in 
Relation to ZooRhLao 

There is strand of developmentp important for our enquiry, which bears on the 

rolation of Isliggcstiont to theophanyo The rolovant passages are: - 

53: 2-10 (rarly UeCcan) 1 4201 (Early UedJIM modification of Meooan material) 

4: 161-163 (Medinan)l- 

5312-10 (I! hrly Meaoan)t "Your comrade"*** docs not"speak of(his own)lnolinatione 
it in nothina but a suggestion suggested (W& 
Taught(him)by One strong in power 

pun 

He drew nearp and let 1ximself down .... 
And, owgested to His servant what He su, -, go3ted (aivýl, 

m3 avaa) 
Mie heart did not falsify what it saw. 4p 
rx) yo debate with it as to that it aeagO 

in our earlier disoulssion of thia passage, we mge3tea that ajjýla here# besides 

its verbal connotationsp quite probably inoludes also some visible sign or gestura 

designed to izprea3 ancl co=end the varbal content of tho revelatione In any 

172) 2103 is gimilar in wordingp but the reference mV be to the coming day 
of judgment which cwmot be hastened,, but wiU dawn at God's appointed. 
time. similarly 1631. 

173) In this seation,, and throughout the discussion of awhlig I am espeoi ly 
indebted to 'a. M. Wattp Bell's IntroduoUm p. 3.19ff. 
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case,, the Isuggesting, occurs in the context of a vision (vv. 6f, Ilf) Iýhioh, we 

conolude4s was originally inter preted as a vision of God., Jhi is visional 

connotation of avba in what is generally considered a very early passage# must be 

sot alongside our concluý; ion on p. 509 that the bulk of Ileoun-period referenaes to 

a: Tjý7a indicate a mental experience# normally unaccompanied by vision or auditiono 

poth the visional and the ap-visional use of aw4g ar a early: which would confirm 

our earlier tentative finding# that thouch Muýammad ex perienced a theophanio prophatio 

calls yet this experience did not become paradigmatic for his iihole subse4gent 

prophetic understandings but was early overlaid by his preoccupation with what he 

believed to be the supernatural qualities Of the language to which he gave 

utteranoe in his times of rapture'74-) Probably in Uocoan days ho anoribed 

this supernatural languago to the inspiration of the spirit. 

42: 51 
-Cliedinan modification of earlier Meooan material)? 

do, **or by sandin5 a mas3onZer (raaUl),, to atý,,, gest (YU41) by His permission 
what he pleasath, " 

'RasM' here obviouaV sienifies langelI175) and the sentence ims probab3jv 

added in early Medinan times, to.. make axplicit what waj, then now to be isplied in 

the phrapo 'from behind a veill (min Vuiali, The implication 0 ASCUS 

174) Using the word in its primitive, literal sense, 

3,7ý) So Bayrava; Dal# Transiationp y*489* 

176) According to BayVud the phrase 'from behind a veil' aa7 refer either to: - 
apprehension of revelation (ilh7am) in the mind; or 
modiation of 

I 
the message by an angel. T12o second of these alternatives 

- its to be preferrods- 
a) the basic significance of the word ýIJN- as it occurs in the Qur'Zn would 

, uityl or lobsouri, y seem to be not lambig vI ut Iseparation1p M44 
19t17 - 831l5), 
The point seems to be that in the revelational process God remains 
separate froiu men# imparting His word to the prophets not in direct 
encounter# but via an (angolia) intermediary,, 
b) According to Jewish tradition the throne of God is veiled from the 
angels by a curtain of oloud (Targum on Job 260), Then called upon by 
Gods the ministering angels approach the curtain, and hear the voice of 
God from behind it, but do not see God himself faoe to face-. - Veber, 
Judisehe Thaoloaipj P. 163. 
Cfe B. T. p Ug4jdahp 16a* The demons aro like the ministering angels, in that 
they know what will happen.. ". 4hey know? **, *R&ther,, they hear from 
behind the veil (pargl5d) like the ministering angels. 
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to be that 'suggestion' via the Spirit6s illumination of the mind'is either 

equivalent to, or superscaeaby, tGUS15cation' via an arzol, (probab3jy conocivcd ais 

visible and audible). Once introduced here,, thO cOnOoPt of az; SOUO mediation 

wo uld be read back into 3.531l-32 un&w the groving influenoo- of jýjdajstjo 

theological ideas. 

4: 161-163- (madinnn)t 

"Verily Vie have =ado miggestion3 to thee as 176 made suggestions tO Noah 
(awýaym7a Jaayka kam7a. m4aynZ ill lq)# and the prophets after hiMeaosse 
to Abrah=p and Irlim-nel, aaa Isaws and Jaoob# and the Patriarohisi-to 
Uoses* indeadi AUah spoke direotly (kaUama llaW MCIsl takMau)" 

The meaning of tho passage isp undoubtedly, that Moses was vouchsafed the highest 

level o: r reyelaýory eVerienoel. 7ý1 
, so that Isuggestion' in set in contrast to 

'direct apeeohll we are thun. at farthest remove herefrom the use of awp in the 

theophanio context of--s-531l-12. it win be obvious from our earlier discussion 

that this placing of Mo3os in a- unique catcg=7 over against -the other prophets is 

a Judaistiq concept. In view. of this strong Jewish influence# thens the phrase 

okalla= tak3-Tzant should also-be interpreted in accordance with contemporary 

Jewish understanding of the equivalent Iliblical phrases Idibb'Br ,, pMaM el pMffAl 

(EX. 33: 11). rjow, we saw above that JG'izh ideas roUted W-33211 to the reeeption 

of the rorZif and the reoeption of the tUill Was thought of in terms of angel 

mediation. Thus implicit in SJ*: l61ff* above, is the conoept of angelio mediation 

a3 the hi&ost fo= of revelation,, v4rpasuLng ljsugre&tjLon s. 

a) maralika -(m&elsl. 
QIUJM3 0£ Ibrg Im- mali, 3.1: u 

Aocording to BeUI73) the tom mal3lika (sing* malak) is probably a pre- 

Islamio borrowing from Ethiopiop and thus entered Arabio from a Christian souroe. 

177) So Ba3RSwl* 

173) Bell,, Introduotiong p*2". 
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: En the case of zueh a diffusedp popular borrowing, it is difficult to determine to 

what extent the term carried distinctive theological oonnotations for pro-Islamic 

Arabs. No doubt Imalalikal wa3 regarded in the popu3. ar mind ews approximate4 . 

equivalent to ijinntl79) But as we note belowp certain aspects of Wr'Eao 

angelology show rather close -affinities with Christian oonoepts; 
, so it may, well, 

be that in certain quarters in pre-Islamic times# the Christian theological 

implications of the term mal'alika luere already being appreciated. 

2b2_eaUer. our 'Wjo oogjU: rSQ9= 

The first qur#Enio occurrenoes of the term are probably to be dated about the 

time of the, lliJrJ80 )Cfollowing Bell' a dating). in the mainp maralika ha3 two 

characteristio usages in-the gur'En, desoribing: - 

a) the ar)&4s' role, in the eschatologioal judgment, 

angels as agents in the transmission of revellLtion. 

'phases 
is in fact more nearly related to Clui3tian than The first of these em 

to Talmudic ideas183), but references relating anigels to the transmission of 

revelation clearly show Judais#C influence. The line of development in Connection 

with this last concept is as followm- 

179) vlatts, Bell's Introduotiol! p p*154. 

180) 11he earliest uses are: angels at the creation of Ad=: 7: 10 ; 38: 71ff 
17-. 63 ; 18; 48. 

ar, gels and spirit ascending the heavenly ladder 70. 
angels at the eschatological. judgment: 78: 38. 

181) QurI@hio referenoes to the role of angels in the judgmeat: - 
2: 156 ; 2t206 ; 3: 81 ; 6t93#159 ; 8: 12 ; 25: 27 ; 34: 39 ; 

.. angel3, as. recorders against the day of judgment: - 13: 12 ; 82: 10f 
angels as guardians of the firei- 4: 99 ; 8: 52 -0 16: 30#35 ; 47: 29 74; 31. 
Comparatively rarely are angels guides to paradise: - 13: 23 1604 21: 103. 
F. quivalent Now Testament usages: - Uatt. 13: 39-42 P- 13: 49ff l6t27 24: 31 

25: 31 ; and the Book of Revelationq passimo 
The Talmuds on the other hand,, is more conoemed with the angel of ae&lth,, and 

the mothods by vAdch he terminates the lives of men. (approx. 20 ref crences 
in Bab. Talmud. ) 
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. 
r& Rejeotion of the conep2t of AnZeUo modintion. a 

: cn a seriea of passaceal. 
82 )dating from the timo of the Hijra and the early 

Hedinan period, tho oonoept of arrollo mediation Is used by WbammadOs detraotors 

in pol=jo against hils prophotio olaimai 

15: 7.9t "aW not bring the angels to Us# if thou art one of those who speak the 
truth? ' 
Ve send not the arGels down but trith the truth (bi-1-4aqq)* and then thaV 
would not be rempited. It in We who have sent down the remindorp and 
we verily shall look after it#" 

Verse 7 is oPe-A to two possible interpretations: U4=ad may himself have 

claized that his massage vms mediated by angC13; or# Mi4a=adlo message in being 

rejected on the grounds that it (loos not purport to have been mediated by angelso 

Verse'13 howeverp m*es it virtualV ocrtain that the latter of these altornatives 

is the oorreot one-. k to the jibe of V-7v tha'ansier is givens that the coming of an *7 

angel would maxic the onset of 'the aschatologioal juagmentt , OnLI that -: Ln the 

intervanin., dispensation God convc7a Ilia =anaz to caarldmd via Ilia prophet-messengers, 

L, uhn=mdto opponents herO are probably Jemisho for as BoII183)ýmarksp it J-5 

"unlikely that pagans were so interested in tho idear (of angels) "as to demand 

that an angel should have been sent as mossenger. " The Pa3SagG thOrOrOrO 

reprosonts an appeal back to more ztronz3, v Christian ideas, in face of inoursing 

JeTzLah concepts, Cf, 6 also 25t23-26,, 

1706ff t "Nothing prevents the people from belieVing when the guidance has come to 
then'but ifAt thOY SaYt 'Hath Allah sent a human being as messenger? 

'a &V: 91f there acre in the earth arcels walking dbout,, ottwe should 
send doga to then from tho heaven an angel an mossengerlo 
say: I Allah in sufficient vitnesa botween you and me, I. 

182) The tono of the passaGO3 is simUar tO that of the vorces treated above under 
aura seotion Pw 

t! j p. 3 183) R- Bell, Introftotion . 44. ThO OPPOZite Viow lis taken by G., 11der2grenp 
Iýgam=md tho Apostle of God and his Asoonsion, p. 98f. Ila dates the passages 
in the second Meccan period# and refers to II&ammad's opponents as $people 

of North Arabia', or loitiz= of Mecoal, 
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ýI Thd'humýn tiosszenger'U'riost aPProPriatd for human kind; and the massago 

itself is self-authentioaUngo so that to the isincere it is patently from God. 

The paisage is therefore sirilla in intcntion to 3.5t7-9 above* 

cf. alob 2117 (discussed abovo)s =d 61lli. 

23. -23: rf i "We sent 1100h to his POOP10 .... 
But the nobility,, those of'hia peopla who disbelieved saids 
'tits in only a man =ce yoursolve3o who wishes to gain pro-eminenoe 
qVer you Allth had vd-Ued He would have sent angels; we never 
heard oýi34%, 

ýt 
among our fathers of old. lie is on, 4 a man 

Possessed *****I 
lie saids 10 c; y Lords hap me 
so 'we wggested to himp 111ako the ship 

It is interestimS that the prophet countars U3 opp onental appeal to IaMel 

mediation',, by laying himself open to 'suggestion$ with its &-visional/audition&19 

mental qualities which we noted above. T12u]s again we see Ituha=ad olizZing to his 

older understanding of revelation# in face of Inoursing Jewish ideaa, 

Adoption of tho Congept of 
-&Zelio 

Madintion-, 

The fint bcj; inrAnzs o: r a Ooncossion to the Jevdsh conoept are perhaps 

discernible in 22: 74: - 
O=ch choozeth massenger3 from amongst tho angols anafrom amongst the 
people; verily Allah h=a an& obsemes. 10 

The choioe of maswzger is AUAh's prerogative; this is 'His proper power' (v*73)o 

13ut the pogsibility of cmSel mo5sangers' being sent is no longer ruled out a 

pI riori. 

in the Medinan period proper, the C0n0Cqt Of aMO13 as mediators of the Book- 

184) According to Bayrai%Tp 'this' may raer to: - the person of lbah (Ithis man')j 
prophethood -a hunan being,, sent 

as a messenger of God; 
the urgent warning mossage 

delivered by Nodh* 
The three, of course$, are not mutually excluaive. 
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revelation is olear3, v aco6ptod: - 1W 

2: 2850- "Ttio mossonger has believed In rhat has boon sent down to him from his 
Lord and the believers alsol each one has believed in Allah and Ilis 
angels, and His Booksq and His menongers.. 9*90 

Cf, also 2; 172 1 4%W, 

4sl64i "But Allah bears vdtacts to what lie halh cent down to thea 
He sent 1ý6jown with knowloc1ge of Himself,, and the angels bear 
tritnoss 

=d Allah is sufficient witn*sse 

The reference to amelio mediation of the Torlh is even clearer in the 

followingi- 

2: 21+9: "Their prophet said to them,, 'The sign of 3fkingship vill be that the 
Ark it= come to you oontaining a SaklnalO rOm your Lord to* and 
the Angels win bear it; GurGly in that is a sign for you if ye are 
believers. 11 

thatever the precise allusion behind the sentence, it ZeOM3 clear that SaL-Ua is 

oloso3, v related to the - TSrlh'83ý which was contained In the Ark aocordinZ to 

135) The never concept was harmonized with the older, by regarding ar-z; u-4 as an 
argelp (16: 2- ; 70t4 ; 78: 33 ; 97t4). This inclusion of ar-r-; uh among the 
areels T. as notp hor. QVCrs PurcV an initiative from Whammad hiziselfj, but in 
fact had its precedents in Jevdah, thoughte The Targw; Onkolos on Gen. W i 
Jer#32: 15 ; Isaiah 44: 3# Indicates that the Ppirit i7a3 regarded already at 
that time as a created being* "Der heilige Geist ist der Geist der Yor 
Gott dientl, und von Ihm gesendet wird um seine Befeble zu vollstreaLteel, 
- y,, ebers Judisohe Theologiep pol9le Hence the Spirit was equated at the 
practical level with the highest Of the ministering ansels, 
& Geipgert Judnism and lalm, p. 61,, Cites Sanhedrin,, paragraph 41+p as 
identifying 'the definitely-speaking Spirit' with Gabriel* 

186) The central clause,, referring to angel vitnesses, is a Medinan, addition to 
early Medinan Mat6riale 

3.87) SakLa, an Arabio form of the Hebrew 'Shelcinahl - See note 163 above, 
B. T. j, Sotah describes the ark as the 'ark of the shekinahl (13a) and as 
idcnti=oal with the shekinah (40a). 

3,83) &Vrawl understands sakika as Irost'j, Itranquillity'. in that the TEr; 3h 

contained in the ark is the source of Israel's 'rest' or wellbeing, 
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jarrish belief 1 and that the mention of the, an3els bearing the Ark includes a 

reference to the concept of angolio mediation of the 77orZh'89ý Angelio 

mediation of the Book has thcreforo been aooeptecl by this time. 

Gabriel as the Agent of ReveIntion. 

about the Yr-Ills the angel Gabriel appears in the Qur'Snio material 

az the angel of royclatiow- 

2%91f'90ý OSV,,. ITboever in an enemy to Gabriel - verily he hath brought 
it down upon thy heart with the permission of Allah confirming 
what was before it# and 92. as guidanoe and good tidinas to the 
believers. thoever is an encror to Allah and his angels and Ilia 
messengcrs and Gabriol and Michael - verily Allah is an cne: V 
to the unbelieversO " 

Thou& -this is the solo WrIanio passage referring to Gabriel as the mediator of 

revelation'91p) the influence Of JUda13tiO ideas as outlined on p*49% above in 

quite olear. (7he only other QurMnio reference to Gabriel, 0.66t4s which 

doscribod him as the executor of Godts will on earth$ is also related to jewish 

concepts - isee note 135 p p. 1+96 ). 

-YB-9) B. T., IAbodah 7, arsh,, 24bo (on I Sam. 6: 12) skys that the kine iAdch bore the 

a&,, "directed their faces toward the ark and rendered song#" (like the 
ministering angels). InLis is no doubt the source of the suggestion 
quoted by viherry (Commentary. Vol. Is P-330) %tich identifies the angels 
as the cattle that bore the ark. 

Ba-viravT offers two possibilities. - God had taken the ark to heaven 
after the time of Iloses; and it w as brought down again in the time of 
Saul by its guardian angels. Or; The kbilistiness after the ark 
brought them bad luckg loaded the ark on bUll3t which were then driven 
along by angels,, till they oane to King Saul* It would seem simplest 
to regard the account in 3.2-249 as a conflation, of two traditions 
which had reached 11uhammad orally from Jewish sources; viz, the 
narrative of 1 Sam. 6; and the doctrine Of angelic mediation of the TOM* 

190) Verse 91 in a more precise# sophisticated version of v. 92,, and is 
therefore to be dated later. 

191) Muslim scholar3 have found referenoa3 to Gabriel ini 536 (shaCMP l-quvra)l 
26t193 (ar-, ý4 al-amln); l7t87 (ar-, Th) ; I6tlO4 (rW i-quduti) ; 81: 19 
(ras5l) ; 70-. 4 and 97-1+ (mall'ika)- "Tradition naturally and inevitably 
understands 'spirit',, 'Angel% and 'messenger',, whenever they occur in 
the Koran, to refer always to Gabriel$ and that he 13 the speaker in aU 
the revelations". - Archer* asticalUenents in Mohammed., p. 84. 
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In conolusion then-.. - 

1) IW4ammadls early understandinZ of the reception of revelations was that in a 

visional call-experience he had been confronted by God and commissioned to doolam 

to the people of Mocoa the divine goodnesas powers and judgment. The message 

for those delivcry he was commisaioned by that initial experience# continued to 

come to him at intervals, by tho, Spirit'a miggestions to his spirit. 

2). Py an early stages tho majostio eloquence of his in spired language 00 

impre3sea uuIiamaad himselfp as 0 encourage him to seek his seal of authcwtioatIon 0 
in tho janguaaa of bin ae3sage, rather than in his initial and subsequent infrequont 

visional experiences. M3 opponeqtal demandfor an authenticating sign no doubt 

encouraged him to -appoal with Increasing firmness to the QurfEnio laxý-,, uagn as the 

$sIgn$ par excallenoo. 

I)Ur 3) : In& the first, threo years of the Uedinan period# the Jewish dogmas of the 

impolssibility of thoophany (Zc-33: 20)s and of the angelic modiati= of the Tt5rths 

cxe_rted. a strong influence on guýa=aclls thought conoerning the rovolational 

process# leading him to accept first tho role of angels gonoral3, y* and then of 

Gabriel spcOificallYs in the transmission of the BoOk6 
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IC0NCLU810NS. 

From the material considered in the course of this thesiag several 

salient features of the theophany tradition stand out clearly: - 

The essential involvement with history. 

a) We have concluded that the original Sinai theophany-enoounter was an 

historical event of prime importance, which Played an essential part in 

Israel's awareness of having been called into nationhood by Tahweh. Though 

this basic Sinai tradition has been enriched with material that was a-histor- 

ical in its original non-I3raelite form, in all cases this borrowed material 

has been historicised by being integrated into the Heilsge3chichts. 

Similarly the patriarchal theophany traditionsp originally an amalgam of the 

historical reminiscences of the wandering clans and local Canaanite tradit- 

ions with only a weak historical interestp were attached to the Sinai- 

theophany core in a promise-fulfilment relationship. 

b) The religious traditions of Israel in Cenerall and the theophany 

accounts in particular,, may be said to have been preserved for the sake of 

the clue that they offered in the interpretation of the nation's history. 

The moments of theoph=y were the moments at which God's presence with 

Israel and His intention for the nation were visible at their most lumincus. 

By re-calling and re-aetualising these crisis-moments of the past, then, 

successive generations in Israel gained an insight into the diving intention 

for their presentt and hence also for the future that flowed from that 

present. 
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a) We have noted that it was the historical process which was the chief 

factor leading to the setting down of the traditional material in scriptural 

form : in periods of great social and political change,, the older tradit- 

ions were preserved in writing lest they become lost in the transition. 

Thus for instance the disruption provided the historical impetus which 

produced the work of the Yahwiat, and the (impending or realised) exile 

that of the Deuteronomist. 

d) If the periods of crisis provided the catalyst, howeverp it is also 

true that the increasing bulk of the traditions in themselves made scriptur- 

isation inevitable. This may be exemplified by the growth of t3r; h, from 

primitive individual directive-og to a body of 'vocational knowledge' (Beru- 

fungswissen) which it became increasingly difficult to retain in oral form. 

A similar development is discernible on a general scale, over the whole 

range of religious tradition. 

e) The fact that the aim of Iscripturisation, was to preserve the 

insights which had long been reaotualised in the oral traditions, implies 

that originally Ire-presentation' and 'scripturizaticnl were considered to 

be highly compatible. Scripture was obviously regarded as serving the same 

essential purpose as the re-aotualision of the ancient moments in the oral 

tradition. Only when Scripture later came to be cut off from history$ and 

regarded as timeless# a-historical truth, did a tension arise between the 

living moment as re-presented in the oral tradition, and the givenness of 

scripture. Significantly it is also at this point that theophany recedes 

from the centre of importancet until finally. vis-a-vis an infallible 

scriptures the very possibility of theophany is altogether denied, 
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f) We should note also the influence Of history on the growth of the 

reflective element in the religious traditions of Israel. Traditions such 

as that in Gen. 22 illustrate the tendency to view individual theophany 

traditions not simply in isolation, but in the light of the Heilegeschiohte. 

The validity of the picture of God vouchsafed in any one case, must be 

tested against the composite picture emerging through the Heilageschiahte as 

a whole. The elaboration of material which this reflective process en- 

couraged further hastened the trend toward 3cripturisation. 

2. TheophpAy and the cult., 

a) We have seen that theophany is deeply rooted in the cult; which in 

Israel was specifically a vehicle for the Heilsgeschichtei - 

(i) Our survey of the patriarchal-type theophany narratives showed 

clearly how essential Je and E. considered the connection between the 

theophanies and the patriarchal shrities to be. 

(Ii) The great bulk of the remaining pro-exilic literature which we 

surveyed for theophanic traoes, arose directly or indirectly from the 

cult. 

(iii) Our Whole discussion of theophany and COVSnant Was, practically, 

a discussion of the cult, and of the circumstances in which it was 

celebrated throughout the pre-exilio period of Israel's history. As the 

purpose of the cult was to re-aotuali3a the historical bond between 

Yahweh and His people, so it concerned the re-presentation of the 
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theophanies, i. e., tho3e historical moments wh*re Yahwehlýs graciou3 

intention was Most evidently declared. Thus the theophanj inevitably 

became the high-point of the cult. 

b) The fact that such a large proportion of the material which 

crystallised as scripture has been formed and shaped in the cult, would seem 

to imply that this scripture# in order to be understood aright, must be 

received Icultically's i. e. read within the context of the communityp and 

with the expectation that through the reading the theophanio moments of the 

past may be re-aotualised, and light thereby shed upon the divine purpose 

for the cummunity's present* 

The verbal and the visional in theophany. 

a) In our general j3urvey of the O. T. theophany traditions we noted that 

visional and verbal elements were closely intertwined from earliest times; 

but that as the tradition developed the verbal came increasingly to pre- 

ponderate over the visional. 

b) Our chapter on theophany and torah, was basically a description of 

the process by which the verbal content of the theophany was increasingly 

articulated and enriched. With the advance of the process, we saw that the 

verbal content of the theophany became progressively more complex and 

lengthy$ until eventually the disproportion caused a certain sense of 

artificiality in the structure as a whole., (this is becoming apparent in 

the theophany-structure Of the final form of the Deuteronomy). Finally the 

unitary theophany-form breaks under the weight of the verbal-stipulational 
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element; so that'the t6r; h is cono3ived as standing alone, a timeless 

divine word that is valid without reference to its historicalj, theophanic 

framework. At this stagep the visional element of the theophany is 

inevitably ecUpsedg and the danger emerges that the 'existential* orientat- 

ion of the material is replaced by a 'legalistic' one. 

c) It is obvicu3 that the elaboration of the verbal element in the 

theophany tradition in general must hasten the process of soripturisation, 

More concretelyy the stipulational sentences which became first a part of 

the Book of the Covenant, and then of the Deuteronomio Code, were from pre- 

Israelite times expressed in written form; so that their inclusion as part 

of the verbal element of the theophany, speeded the acripturisation of the 

tradition as a whole* 

The linternalising' of theophany. 

a) Our survey has revealed a strong individual,, personali3tic element 

in the theophany traditions: - The patriarchal theophanies are invariably 

experienced by indiTidual3l the literary accounts of the Sinai theophanys 

which undoubtedly reflect the cultic practice over many centuries in Israel, 

stress the role of the individual covenant-mediator in interpreting the 

content and significance of the theophany to the community; and in the Case 

of the prophets$ each is specifically called and commissioned to M3 task 

in a personal theophanio encounter with Yahweh. 

b) The faot that the theophany is marked as an essentially personal 

experience, removes it at once from the realm of bare neutral phenomena, 
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and underlines the necessity for the personal involvement of the experient. 

We remarked in our consideration of Ex- 3P 1 Sam-- 3. etc., that the given 

phenomena did not in fact become Itheophanic' until the personal attention 

of the experient had been engaged. 

a) One aspect of this personal involvement of the addres3ee is seen in 

the reflective process noted above (is f)). Cf. Isaiah's call-experiences 

which was obviously intimately related to the prophet's sustained preliminary 

reflections upon the holiness of God -a theme which impressed itself upon 

his mind as he considered the situation of His day in the light of the 

revelation of God in the Heilsgeschiohte. Both involvement and reflection 

are in turn related to the concept of the MIj 110 0 1. e. that the 

chosen bearer of the divine word should not only discern the outw d mani- 

fe3tations of the divine purpose but penetrate to the inner rationale of the 

divine intention$ in the context of intimate personal communion with Goa. 

Here the visional aspects of the communion-experience recede from the centre 

of importance$ and the intuitional assumes prominence. 

d) This internalising of theophany is clearly illustrated from the 

account3 of prophetic calls as recorded in the Old Testament. The call- 

experiences of Isaiah and Ezekiel are close to the patriarchal-type 

theophaniess in that they contain a strong visional element i those of Amos 

and Jeremiah, on the other hands represent a more linternalised' version of 

the same type of experience, It is significant that the basically visional 

type shades almost imperceptibly into the basically intuitional type of 

experience; i, e, g the theophany has been internalised without thereby under- 

going a change in its essential character. 
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e) The internalising process is also related to scripture-formation: - 

(i) the impetus to aoripturisation provided by the refleotive 

processp as noted above; 

(ii) the prophetic word,, apprehended in the oil W) *710. came 

increasingly to be formulated and understood in terms of a prophecy- 

fulfilment pattern* This propheoy-fulfilment structure implies a certaIn 

fixity in the material closely analogous to 'writtenness's so that the 

prevalence of the pattern itself oncourages the process Of Isoripturis- 

ation'. 

Theophany in the traditions descendant from the Old Testament* 

a) We have noted# in the Qur'; nic material of the late Medinan period, 

theological presuppositions which excluded the possibility of direct visible 

encounter with the divine. This outlook we saw to be closely related to the 

theology of seventh century Judaism, the Qurlin*3 proximate theological 

antecedent, We have seen also. - that this theological outlook stems, praot- 

Joallys from a three-stranded development-proce3a in the oourse of which: - 

(i) the verbal-stipulational content of the revelation became 

increasingly detached from its theophanio-historic context, and endowed 

with independentp timeless, and unique validity; 

(ii) the living voice of prophecy suffered a corresponding eclipse, 

being regarded as ancillary to the t; rýh, and finally being considered 
'0'ý 

to have ceased AnCO tho death of Mlachi; 
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(iii) The uniquely-valia tgrZh came to be conceived as having been 

lelivereds, not in direct theophanic encounter, but through angelic 

mediation. 

b) In spite of these theological presuppositions, however, there is a 

warmth in the language both of the Qurl; n and of the Talmudic Judaism we have 

considered,, which betrays the fact that in both cases the written revelation 

is not in practice regarded (merely) as a once-for-al. 1 "given" standing 

thenceforth objectively independent of its divine source; but that in the 

reception and reading of this written wordp a real pArsonal (if invisible) 

encounter with the divine Author in fact takes place, Thus from this point 

of view it may be claimed that the Qurlin, while disclaiming the direct 

theophanio moment as the locus of its revelationg nevertheless stands at the 

and of that process of linternalisation's which we saw to be at work from 

the earliest stages of the Old Testament theophanio tradition. 

c) It is relevant to note that the vi3ional-theophanic emphasies exclud- 

ed from the finished form of the Qur'; n and from Orthodox Muslim theology 

because of theological considerations, has reasserted itself in popular 

Muslim devotion; - the material in chapter 4. note 72, provides a classic 

example of this trend - (the same is true of Judaism, though we have not 

had opportunity to observe concrete examples)* This would seem to indicate 

that there is something elemental about the theophanic experience; it is tte 

instinctive mode of describing that intensely I-Thou encounter which con- 

stitutes the core of all spiritual religion. 

d) If we may be permitted to add a comparative notep as to the role of 
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theophany in the Christian tradition :- 

In the case of Christianity,, the theophanic element has remained central 

to the orthodox statement of the faith, in that the doctrine of the incarnat- 

ion from the Christian standpoint, is regarded as the olimax of the Old 

Testament theophany tradition: 

"- the life was made manifest ( tyavep6)ý ), and we saw it 
that which we have seen and heard we proclaim also to you, so 
that you may have fellowship ( %oLvwv(o, ) with us; and our 
fellowship 13 with the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ@ 
And we are writing this that our joy may be complete. * 
-I John 1: 2-4. 

The writer states that the purpose of Scripture is to recount and to 

re-actualise the historic theophany. It is implied that the historic 

theophany (or Christophany), though now ceased in its visible form, con- 

tinues linternalised' but essentially unchanged in the experience of 

XOLVWVEM ; and that through the instrumentality of the written account 

the circle of the %oLywyCa, is effectually extendedi so that increasing 

numbers of people are drawn to participate in the ongoing 'fellowship's and 

thus in the essentially theophanio encounter which constitutes its core, 

Thus here too, as in the Old Testament tradition, the Scripturet when 

read Icultically'. becomes the Means whereby the luminous hi. Storic 

theophany-moment is re-presented and re-actualised, and thereby provides the 

key to the interpretation of God's present and future purposes in and 

through the believing community. 
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